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TK_ _ISTOBW
of a nation may be written

in so many different

ways that it may not be useless, in laying these volumes before
the public,

to state in a few words the plau which I have

adopted, and the chief objects at which I have aimecL
I have not attempted

to write the history of the period I

have chosen year by year, or to give a detailed

account of

military events or of the minor personal and party incidents
which form so large a part of political annals.
object to disengage

from the great

relate to the permanent
some

of the more

growth

or decline

democracy, of the

mass of facts those which

forces of the nation_ or which indicate

enduring
of the

features

of national

life.

monarchy_ the aristocracy,

The

and the

Church and of Dissent, of the agricultural,

the manufacturing,

and the commercial

creasing power of Parliament
political

It has been my

interests ; the

and of the press;

in-

the history of

ideas, of art, of manners, and of belief;

the changes

that have taken place in the social and economical condition
of the

people;

character;

the

influences

the relations

that

have

of the mother

modified

country to its depen-

-dencies, and the causes that have accelerated
advancement
book.

of the

latter_

national

or retarded

form the main subjects

the

of this

vi

PREFACE.
In order to do justice to them within moderate limits it is

necessary

to suppress

party, or military

much

interest;

that

has a purely biographical,

and I have also not hesitated

some cases to depart from the strict order of chronology.
history of an institution
collecting

The

or a tendency can only be written by

into a single focus facts that are spread

years, and such matters

in

over many

may be more clearly treated according

to the order of subjects than according to the order of time.
It will appear evident, I think,
that

from the foregoing

sketch,

this book differs widely from the very valuable history of

Lord Stanhope,

which covers a great part

of the same period.

Two writers, dealing with the same country and the same time,
must

necessarily

relate

many of the same events ; but our

plans, our objects, and the classes of facts on which we have
especially dwelt, are so very different that our books can hardly,
]_ hope, come into any real competition;
regret

if it were thought

that

the

and I should much

present

work

had

been

written in any spirit of rivalry, or with any wish to depreciate
the merits of its predecessor.
bring

Lord Stanhope was not able to

to his task the altistic talent, the power, or the philoso-

phical insight

of some of his contemporaries;

but no one can

have studied with care the period about which he wrote without
a feeling

of deep respect

for the range

and accuracy of his

research, for the very tmusual skill which he displayed in the
difficult
which

art of selecting
are truly

from great

characteristic

multitudes

of facts those

and significant,

and, above all,

for his transparent honesty of purpose, for the fulness and fairness with which he seldom failed to recount the faults of those
with whom he agreed and the merits
differed.

of those from whom he

This last quality is one of the rarest

it is especially admirable

in history, and

in a writer who had himself

strong

party convictions, who passed much of his life in active politics,
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and who was often called upon to describe contests in which his
own ancestors bore a part.
To the great courtesy of the
Foreign

Office I am indebted

letters

relating

must

also take

wearied kindness
Ulster

authorities

of the French

for copies of some valuable

to the closing days of Queen Anne;
this

opportunity

I have received

King of Arms, during

of acknowledging
from

Lo_o_ :_ore_5_r
1877.

the

un-

Sir B_RNAR_ BURKE,

my investigation

State Papers which he has arranged
he knows so well,

and I

of those Irish

so admirably and which
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I.

THs political history of England in the eighteenth century falls
naturally into two great divisions.
After a brief period of rapid
fluctuations, extending over the latter days of William and
through the reign of Anne, the balance of parties was determined on the accession of George I. The Whigs acquired an
ascendancy so complete that their adversaries were scarcely able
even to modify the course of legislation, and that ascendancy continued without intermission, and almost without obstruction, for
more than forty-five years. But on the accession of George I/L
the long period of Whig rule terminated.
After about ten years
of weak governments and party anarchy, Lord North succeoded,
in 1770, in forming a Tory ministry of commanding strength.
The dominion of the party was, indeed, broken in 1782 for a few
mpnths, in consequence of the disasters of" the American _ar ;
but on the failure of the Coalition Ministry it was speedily reestablished.
"It became as absolute as the Whig ascendancy
had ever been. It lasted, without a break, to the end of the
century, and it was only ovexthrown o_ the eve of the Reform
Bill of 1832.
There is one theory on the s_bject of these political vici_situdeos to which it is necessary briefly to advert, for it has be_
advocated by an hist,orian of great eminence, has been fre-

ENGLANDIN THE EIGHTEE_"rHCENTURY.
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quently repeated, and has, in some respects, considerable plausibility.
It has been alleged that the policy of the two great
parties has been not merely modified, but reversed, since the
first half of the eighteenth century ; that the Tortes of the time
of Queen Anne and of the first two Georges were substantially the same as the Whigs Of the early years of the present
century, add the older Whigs as the modern Tortes.
The
Tol%s, we are reminded, opposed Marlborough and_the French
war, as the Whigs of the nineteenth century o_pposedWellington
and the Peninsular war.
The Tortes iq 17ll overcame the
opposition of the House of Lords by the creation of twelve
peers, as the Whigs in 1832 overcame the same opposition by
the threat of a still larger creation.
The Tortes advocated,
and the Whigs opposed, free trade principles at the peace of
Utrecht.
The Tortes had at least some Catholic sympathies,
while the Whigs were the chief authors of the penal laws against
Catholics.
The Tortes agitated in the early Hanoverian period
for short parliaments and for the restriction
of the CO1TUpt
influence of the Crown.
The Whigs carried the Septennial
Act, and were the "usual opponents of place bills and pension
bills.
I think,

however,

that

a more careful

examination

will

sufficiently show that, in spite of these appearances, the ground
for assuming this inversion of principles is very small. The
main object of the Whig party in the early part of the
eighteenth century was to establish in England a system of
government in which the will of the people as expressed by
parliament should be supreme, and the power of the monarch
should be subject to the limitations it imposed.
The substitution of a parliamentary title for Divine right as the basis of the
throne, and the assertion of the right of the nation to depose a
dynasty which had transcended the limits of the constitution,
were the great principles for which the Whigs were contending.
They involved or governed the whole system of Whig policy,
and they were a_uredly in perfect accordance with its later
developments.
The Tory party, on the other hand, under Queen
Anne was to a great extent, and trader George I. was almost exclusively, Jacobite.
The overwhelming majority of"its members
held fervently the dectrimes of the divine right of kings and
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of the sinfnlness of all resistance, and they accordingly regarded
the power of Parliament as altogether subordinate to that of
a legitimate king. The difference of dynasties was thus not
merely a question of persons but a question of principles.
Each_
dynasty represented a whole scheme of poliey or theory of
government, the one being essentially Tory and the other
essentially Whig.
The maintenance of the Hanoverian d_nasty
on the throne was, therefore, very naturally the supreme
aim of the Whig party.
They adopted _hateve_ means they
thought conducive to its attainment, and in this simple fact
we have the key to what may appear the aberrations of their
policy.
If we enter more into detai_ there caa be no question that
the Tory party of the present century has been essentially the
party of the landed gentry and of the Established
Church,
while it has been a main function of the Wl_igs to watch over the
interest, s of the commercial classes and of the Nonconformists.
But these characteristics are just as true of the days of Oxford
and Bolingbroke as of those of Eldon and Casttereagh.
The
immense majority of the country gentry and clergy in the
early years of the eighteenth century were Tories, and the party
was called indifferently the ' Church party,' 0¢ the _country
party,' while the commercial classes and the Dissenters uniformly supported the Whigs.
The law mal4ng the possession
of a certain amount of landed property an essential qualification for all members of Parliament,
except a few specified
categories, was a Tory law, carried under Queen Anne, in spite
of the opposition of the Whigs, and it continued unaltered till
1838, when the land qualification was exchanged for a general
property qualification, which in igs turn was abolished by the
Liberals in 1858. The two ecclesiastical measures which excited mo_ discussion under Anne were the Occasional Conformity Act, which was intended to break the political power
of the Dissenters by increasing, the stringency of the Test Act,
and the SchL_m Act. which was intended to prevent them from
educating their children in their faith. Both of them were
Tory measures ; both of them became law in a period of Tory
ascendancy; both of them were repealed at the triumph of the
Whigs.
A very analogous conflict raged in the present century
_2
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around the Test Act and around the restrictions that excluded
the Dissenters from the Universities.
Like their predecessors
in _he eighteenth century, the modern Whigs were the steady
advocates of the Dissenters.
Like their predecessors in the
ei.ghteenth century, the Tories contended vehemently for restrictions which they believed to be useful £o £he Church.
h"
no respect were the Tory _overnments in the days of Pitt and
Castlereagh more remarkably distinguished
from their Whig
succes_o_ _han by their extreme jealousy of the Press, their
desire to iimit its influence, and the severity with which they
pt_nished its excesses. But precisely _he same contrast between
the parties existed in the earlier phases of their history.
The
Whig _overnment that followed the Revolution established the
liberty of the Press. The first ,of the series of taxes on knowledge which the modern Liberals, after a long struggle against
Tory opposition, succeeded in abolishing _vere the stamp upon
paper mad the duty upon _dvertisementss which were imposed
by the Tory ministry of Anne. The same ministry was prominent in the eighteenth century for the frequency and bitterness
of its Press prosecutions, while the long Whig ministry of
Wa_p_te was in no respect more remarkable than for its uniform
tolerance of the most virulent criticism.

"

In £he face of these facts it is not, I think, too much to say
that the notion of the two parties having exchanged their principles is altogether fallaci_uss and the force of the instances
that have been alleged will_ on examination, be much weakened, if not whol]y dispelled.
The attitude of parties towards
European wars is so slightly and remotely connected with their
political principles that _he fact of ,a party having opposed a
war in one century and supoorted a war in another can hardly
be regarded as u reasonable presumption of apostacy.
The
free trade policy which the Tories upheld in thereign
of
Anne has never been distinctively Whig s and in promoting its
triumph the party which counts Hume and Tucker among its
writers_ and Pitt and Huskisson" among its statesmen_ deserves
a credit at least equal to its opponents.
The attacks which the
Whigs directed in 1713 against the free trade clauses of the
Tory commercial treaty with Frances were scarcely more vehement than thee which Fox and :_rey directed on the same
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ground against the commercial treaty _egotiatec_ by Pitt in
1786.
It is time that theWhigs in the seventeenth, and in the
first half of the eighteentll, century, were more actively antiCatholic in their policy than the Tories, and that they are
responsible for the most atrocious, of the penal, laws against
Catholicism ; but the obvious explanation is t@ be found in
the fact that the Whigs were struggling for a Protestant
succession, while the legitimate
line- adhered t_ Catholicism.
Apart from this, the Tories had little or no sympathy with the
Catholics. If the Dissenters were more strongly _ntipapat
than the clergy of the Established Church, the e_)mmercla_
classes wove certainly more tolerant than the country gentry.
The Tory Crovernment und_ Anne did nothing for the Catholics ;
it even issued a proclamation in 1711: for putting the laws
against them into force, and it is a remarkable fact that the
only minister in the first quarter of the 18th century who
showed any real disposition to relieve them of their disabilities
was the Whig Stanhope.
The Bill substituting septennial for
triennial, parliaments was, it is true, a Whig measure, and it is
also true that the Tories in the early Hanoverian period were, in
conjunction with a large body of discontented Whigs, energetic
parliamentary retbrmers, advocating triennial or even annual pal"liaments, and inveighing bitterly against pensions and places.
But in this there is nothing perplexing.
The Whigs carried the
Septennial Act because they believed that a dissolution immediately after the accession of George I. and the rebellion of 1715
would be of the utmost danger to the dynasty which it wa_their
great object to defend.
They maintained the SeptemniaI _Act
mainly because they were in power, and desired, like all administrations, to avoid any unnecessary shock that would endanger
their stability. That short parliaments are not naturally Tory, or
long parliaments naturally Whig, is abundantly shown by the
earlier history of the Triennial Bill, which, having been first
carried by the revolutionary Long Parliament
in 1641, was
repealed inthe Tory reaction of the Restoration, and re-enacted
in 1694, after a struggle that lasted for several years, during
which tim Whigs had generaRy supported and the Tories had
usually opposed it. The Whigs, when in office unde_ Wal_le,
maintained and multiplied places and pensions because they
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were at their disposal_ and were powerful instrumenLs in maintanning their majority. The Tories acted in the same manner
when they regained power under George III.
If, at a time
when they were in almost hopeless opposition, they took a
different ¢ourse, they were merely adopting the ordinary tactics
of an Opposition.
The gl,eat triumph _f Whig principles that was achieved at
¢_he Revolution was much less due to any general social, or
_ntellectual development than to the follies of a single sovereign,
and the abilities of a small group of statesmen. For a long time,
indeed, £he tendency of events had been in the opposite direction.
In the earlier periods of English history, perhaps the
most important element of English liberty lay in the great
multitude of independen_ yeomen or small landed proprietors.
_n the reign of Henry VI. Forteseue had declared that in no
other country in Europe were they so numerous as in England,
_nd he attributed
to this fact a very large .part of the wellbeing of the nation. L For many generations,
however, this
class had been steadily declining.
The relaxation of the feudaI
system enabled proprietors to alienate their _land ; £he increase
of .wealth had the inevitable
result of accumulating
landed
properties ; the great extension of the woollen trade, ¢embined
_vith the high rate of agricultural wages under .Henry VII.,
made it the interest of landlords to turn arable _and into pasture.; the sudden alteration in the value of money resulting
from the gold discoveries in America, and the violent changes
in the distribution
of wealth produced by the c_nfiscation of
Church property aggravated the tendency ; and in the latter
Tudor reigns there were bitter complaints that the small proprietors were being rapidly absorbed, that tenants were being
everywhere turned adrift, and that great tracts which had once
been inhabited by a flourishing yeomanry were being converted
into sheepwa/ks.
More, Roger Ascham, Harrison_ Latimer,
Stratford, and Bacon bear abundant testimony to the magnitude
of the evil. A long serie_ of attempts was made to check it
by laws placing obstacles in the way of new enclost_res, prohibiting the pulling down of farm-houses to which twenty acres
i Forteseue.DeZaudi_usI_gum Am21ire,
cap. Y___:,
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of amble land were attached,
a flock, and even regulating
but this legislation,
part
and

which

restraining
the number
had

been

7

the number of sheep in
of acres under tillage ;

warmly

eulogised,

and

in

originated,
by Bacon, was probebly
imperfectly
executed
was certainly
insufficient
to arrest" the tendency.
The

yeomanry formed the chief political counterpoise
gentry.
In the Civil War they were conspicuous
the Parliaments
and even after the Restoration
it
that there were more than 160,000
small landed

to the country
on the side of
was estimated
proprietors
in

England.
Every year, however, their number diminished, l If
they continued
in the country districts, they sank into peasants,
or rose into country
gentry, and in the first case they lost all
political
power while
into the Tory ranks.
who inhabited
them,
the Stuarts,

but they

in the second case they usually
The towns, and the commercial
had, no doubt, rapidly increased
had hardly

made

a corresponding

passed
classes
under
advance

in political
importance.
The guilds which gave the commercial classes a large amount of political
concentration,
had disappeared.
The modern
inventions
that have given manufacturing
industry
an unparalleled
extension
had not yet arisen,
and by a recent
the commercial
Charles

and skilful innovation
the political
classes had been fatally
impaired.

II. the corporations

most hostile

accused of petty irregularities
forfeit'ure had been pronounced
granted,
framed in such
necessarily
subject
to the

power of
Under

to the Crown had been

and misdemeanours.
Sentences
of
against them ; uew charters wer.e

a manner
that
approYal of the

the members
were
Crown, and by this

process almost the whole
borough
representation
throughout
England
had been reduced to a condition
of complete
subsetv/ency.
The judicial
bench has more than once proved the
most formidable
bulwark
against
the encroa_hments
of despotism_ but in England
sure, and had become the
age, and in no country
more flagrant disregard

the judges were removable
at pleamere creatures
of the Crown,
In no

have State
for ju_ice

J See Eden's [fist. of tt_ IVor]_ng
Cla_ses,_ol. i. 73, 115; Macaulay's
H_. chap. iii.; Fischel Or_ the Co_8tit_dio;t, 31._4_16,and the admirable
ch_p. on the History of the Englmh

trials been conducted with
and for decency_ and with

a
a

Peasantry in Mr. Thornton's Ove_r/_o/ndag_o_. Bacon has dwelt strongly
on the evil in his //is_'y of He_vry
VII., and in his essay O,z the T_'ue
_reatYwssof _K_nffdar_.
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more scandalous subserviency
to the Crown, than in England
under Charles I1., and eleven outof _he twelve judges gave their
sanction
to the claim of his successor
to dispense
with the
l_ws.

Nor was the balance

of intellectual

influences

more favourable

to freedom.
There existed, it is true, a small body of able men
who adopted the principles
of Sidney or of Locke, and who often
carried them almost or altogether
to the verge of republicanism;
but the universities,
which were the very centres of intellectual
life, were thoroughly
Tory.
Hobbes, who was the most influential freethinker
of the Restoration,
advocated
a system of the
most crushing despotism, and the ecclesiastical
influences
which
exercised an overwhelming
influence over the great mass of the
English
people were eminently
inimical
to freedom.
In the
old Catholic times an Archbishop
of Canterbury
had combined
with the barons at Runnymede,
and, in opposition
to the Pope
and to his legate had wrested
the great charter
of English
liberty from the Sovereign,
but the Church which succeeded to
the sceptre of Catholicism
was essentially
Erastian,
and the
instincts
of its clergy were almost uniformly
despotic.
The free
spirit generated
in the Reformation
had taken refuge in Puritanism,
but in the reaction
that
accompanied
and followed
the Restoration,
Puritanism
seemed hopelessly
discredited
and
crushed.
blished

The hostility
which the country gentry and the estaclergy had always felt towards it was intensified
by

the many battles which the first had fought, and by the many
humiliations
which the latter had undergone,
while the populace hated it for its austerity,
and the deepest feelings
of the
English
nation were stung to madness at the memory of their
slaughtered
king.
The doctrine of non-resistance
in its extreme
form was taught
in the Homilies of the Church, embodied
in
the oath of allegiance, 1 in the corporation
oath of Charles II. _
and in the declaration
prescribed
enrolled by great Anglican casuists

by the Act of Uniformity, a
among the leading tenets of

Christianity,
and persistently
enforced from the pulpit.
It had
become_ as a later bishop truly said, _the distinguishing
character
_I, A B, do declare
and believe
that it is not lawful _2a_ a_'_y pre_aw
_v_tvv_r
to take up arms against the
king,'

_ 13 Car. ii. c. 2.
3 14 Car, ii. star. ii. c. 1.
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of the Church of England.' l At a time when the constitution
was still unformed_ when every institution
of freedom and every
bulwark against despotism
was continually
assailed_ the authorised religious teachers of the nation were incessantly inculcating
this doctrine, and it may probably be said without exaggeration
that it occupied a more prominent position in the preaching and
the literature
of the Anglican Church than any other tenet in the
whole compass of theology.
Even Burner
and Tillotson,
who
were men of unquestionable
honesty, and who subsequently
took
a conspicuous
part on the side of the Revolution,
when attending Russell in his last hours, had impressed
upon him in the
strongest
manner
the duty of accepting
the
doctrine
of
the absolute unlawfulness
of resistanee_
and had clearly intimated that if he did not do so they could feel no confidence
in his salvation. 2
The clergy who attended
his execution
told him he could not belong
of England
unless
he acknowledged
it. 3
of Cambridge
on the occasion

in 1679_
and
of the
death

the
of

Monmouth
at
to the Church
The University

University
of
Oxford
Russell,
authoritatively

proclaimed
it_ and the latter university
consigned
the leading
Whig writings
in defence of freedom to the flames, and prohibited
all students
from reading
them. 4
The
immen_
popularity
which the miracle of the royal touch had acquired,
indicated
only too faithtully
the blind and passionate
loyalty
of the time ; nor was there any other period in English history
in which the spirit of independence
and the bias in favour of
freedom which had long characterised
the English people were
so little shown as in the years that followed the Restoration.
It was impossible
that this could last.
The enthusiasm
oi'
loyalty
was strung
to so high a pitch
that
reaction
was
inevitable,
but had it not been for a very rare combination
of
causes it would never have been carried to the point of revolu_
tion.
The immorality
of the court of Charles which shocked
the sober
racter

feelings

of the

King,

of the
the

middle-ciass_
humiliation

See the dying profession of Lake,
Bishop of Chichester, Lathbury's
_t. _ tke _ro_-j_,
p. 50.
Bitch's 1.4f_of Til_t_on (2nd ed.)
109-122.

the
which

contemptible
French

cha-

patronage

' See Fox's Ja_s/_.
p. 265.
4See on these decrees Cooke's _.
_ Part_e_, i. 105, 345-355. _omers'
/'rav¢_,viii. 420-424 ; ix. 367.
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and Dutch victories imposed upe_a the nation, the growth of
religious scepticism, which at last weakened the influence of
the clergy, the atrocious persecution of Nonconformists, and the
infamy of the State trials, had all considerable effect, but they
operated chiefly upon a small body of enlightened men.
The
popularity of the Revolution, so far as it existed, arose from
the conflict between the three great passions of the English
mind.
These were attachment to the throne, attachment
to
the Church, and dread of Catholicism. The ' No Popery' feeling
under Charles IL had burst out fiercely in the panic about the
Popish plot and in the atrocities that followed it ; but when
the Whigs endeavoured to avail themselves of it to pass the
Exclusion Bill their efforts recoiled upon themselves, and it
became evident that even this passion was less powerful than
attachment to the legitimate order of succession.
Yet it was to
this feeling that the triumph of the Revolution was mainly due.
Had the old dynasty adhered to the national faith its position
would have been impregnable, and in the existing disposition of
men's minds it was neither impossible nor improbable that the
i'_ee institutions of England would have shared the fate of those
of Spain, of Italy, and of France. Most happily for the country,
a bigoted Catholic, singularly destitute both of the tact and
sagacity of a statesman, and of the qualities that win the
affection of a people, mounted the throne, devoted all the
energies of his nature and all the resources of his position to
extending the religion most hateful to his people, attacked
with a strange fatuity the very Church on whose teaching the
,monarchical enthusiasm mainly rested, and thus drove the most
loyal of his subjects into violent opposition.
Without the
assistance of the Church and Tory party the Revolution would
have been impossible, and it is certain that the Church would
never have led the opposition to the dispensing power had not
that power been exerted to remove the disabilities
of the
Catholics and Dissenters.
The overtures of the King to the
Nonconformists_ whom the Church regarded as her bitterest
enemies, his manifest intention to displace Protestants
by
Catholics in the leading posts of the Government, the violation
of the constitution of an Oxford college which assailed the clergy
in the" very citadeI of their power, and finally, the prosecution
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of the seven bishops, at last fore_d the advocates of pasgixe
obedience into reluctant opposition to their sovereign.
Yet
even then attachment to the legitimate
line might have prevailed but for the belief that was industriously spread that the
Prince of Wales was a supposititious child, and every stage in
the intricate drama that ensued was governed more by the
action of individuals and by accidental circumstances
than
by general causes. The defection of Marlborough,
and of
almost every leading politician on whom the King relied,
brought William without opposition to London, but this was
only the first step of the change.
The Whigs were themselves by no means unanimous in desiring his accession to
the throne, and it is quite certain that the great majority of
the English people had no wish to break the natural order of
succession.
The doctrine of the indefeasible right of the
legitimate sovereign, and of the absolute sinfulness of resistance, was in the eyes of the great majority of Englishmen the
cardinal principle of political morality, aud a blind, unqualified,
unquestioning loyalty was the strongest and most natural form
ot political enthusiasm.
This was the real danger to English
liberty.
Until this tone of thought and feeling was seriously
modified, free institutions never could take root_ and even after
the intervention of William it was quite possible, and in the eyes
of most Englishmen
eminently desirable, that a Government
should have been established so nearly legitimate as to receive
the support of this euthusiasm-- the consecration of this belief.
The most obvious method of achieving this end would
have been to have retained James on the throne, imposing
on him new parliamentary
restrictions;
but his flight to
France rendered
this impracticable,
removed the greatest
difficulty from the path of the Whigs, and made it possible
for them to construct the ingenious fiction of abdication,
which was of much use in quieting the consciences of the
Tories.
Assuming that
James had abdicated, the infant
prince was the natttral heir, and he might have been called to
the throne under a Protestant regency. But this, too, was made
impossible by circumstances.
The child had been carried to
France, and the popular belief that he was supposititious damped
the enthusiasm of his supporters.
Assuming that James had
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abdieated_ and that his alleged son was supposititious_ the coro1nation of Mary as sole sovereign would have established a
legitimate monarehy.
The wishes of the queen and the resolution of William, who threatened at once to retire to Holland
and leave the country to anmehy, prevented this solution and
made it absolutely necessary to call to the throne a sovereign
whose title was manifestl_ a parliamentary one. Had any one
of the other three courses been pursued_ a shock would, no
doubt, have been given to the Tory theory of government ; but
the old current of political thought would soon have resumed
its course. The sovereignty would have still been regarded as
of Divine right.
The political enthusiasm of the great majority
of the nation would have centred upon it, and the belief
that it possessed a sancti_y generically different from, and immeasurably transcending
that of any other institution in the
country would have given it a fatal power in every conflict with
the parliament.
By a very rare concurrence of circumstances,
by the extraordinary folly of the legitimate sovereign_ by the
ambition and consummate _tatesmanship of William and of a
small group of Whig statesmen_ a form of government was
established and maintained in England for which the mass of
the people were intellectually wholly unprepared.
The French
war soon roused the national feeling, while James, with great
folly_ identified himself ostentatiously with the enemies of his
country ; and the indignation produced by the plots against the
life of William_ and at a later period by the recognition of the
Pretender by Lewis XIV., conspired powerfully to the maintenance of the new Government.
The Whig leaders employed
in the interests of toleration and liberty an opportunity which
was the result of violent currents of public feeling of a very
different kind.
A considerable portion of the Tories were
gradually won over_ and it is a remarkable fact that the Act
of Settlement was passed by a Tory majority.
Religious liberty
was extended probably quite as far as the existing condition of
opinion would allow. The ancient limits of the constitution
which had been grievously infringed in the last two reigns, were
reasserted by the Declaration of Rights_ and new guarmatees of
national freedom were enacted_ so eflicient_ and at the same time
• o moderate_ that very few of them were subsequently annulle_L
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The law limiting the duration of Parliament to three years was,
indeed, as we have seen, replaced by the Septennial Act, and
three of the clauses of the Act of Settlement were in a few
years repealed.
That excluding all servants of the Crown from
the House of Commons would have destroyed the harmony
• between the executive and legislative bodies, which is one of
the chief advantages of parliamentary
government,
and by
withdrawing the ministers from the Lower House, would have
fatally weakened its influence.
That compelling every member
of the privy council to sign his opinions was thought an exces:
sire restriction on the liberty of statesmen.
That forbidding
the sovereign to leave the British isles without the consent of
Parliament was revoked at the desire of George I. But these
were comparatively small matters. The great legislative changes
that were effected at the Revolution--the
immobility of the
judges, the reform of the trials for treason, the iiberty of the
press, the more efficient control of the income of the sovereign,
the excision from the oath of allegiance of the clause which,
in direct contradiction to the great charter, asserted that under
no pretence whatever might subjects take up arms against their
king; the establishment
of Presbyterianism
in Scotland, and
the partial toleration of Dissenters in England, have all been
justified by history as measttres of real and unquestionable
progress.
The English Revolution belongs to a class of successf_fl
measures of which there are very few examples in history.
In
most cases where a permanent change has been effected in the
government and in the modes of political thinking of a country,
this has been mainly because the nation has become ripe for it
through the action of general causes. A doctrine which had
long been fervently held, and which was interwoven with the
social fabric, is sapped by intellectual scepticism, loses its hold
on the affections of the people, and becomes unrealised, obsolete, and incredible.
An institution which was once useful and
honoured has become unsuited to the altered conditions of
society.
The functions it once discharged
are no longer
needed, or are discharged more efficiently in other ways, and
as modes of thought: and life grow up that are not in harmony
with it, the reverence that consecrates it slowly ebbs away.
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Social and economical causes change the relative importance
of classes and professions till the old political arrangements no
longer reflect with any fidelity the real disposition of power.
Causes of this kind undermine institutions and prepare great
_hanges, and it is only when they have fully done their work
that the men arise who strike the final blow_ and whose names
are associated with the catastrophe.
Whoever will study the
history of the downfall of the Roman Republic; of the triumph
of Christianity in the Roman Empire ; of the dissolution of that
empire ; of the medimva] transition from slavery to serfdom ; of
the Reformation, or of the French Revolution_ may easily convince himself that each of these great changes was the result of
a long series of religious, social, political, economical, °and
intellectual
causes, extending
over many generations.
So
eminently is this the ease, that some distinguished writers have
maintained that the action of special circumstances and of
individual genius, efforts_ and peculiarities_, counts for nothing
in the great march of human affairs, and that every successful
revolution must be attributed
solely to the long train of intellectual influences that prep _ed and necessitated its triumph.
It is not difficult, however, to show that this_ hke most
very absolute historical generalis_ions, is an exaggeration_ and
several instances might be cited in which a slight change
in the disposition of circumstances, or in the action of individuals, would have altered the whole course of history.
There
are, indeed_ few streams of tendency, however powerful, that
might not, at some early period of their career, have been
arrested or deflected.
Thus the whole religious and moral
sentiment of the most advanced nations of the world has been
mainly determined by the influence _f that small nation which
inhabited Palestine ; but there have been periods when it was
more than probable that the Jewish race would ,have been as
completely absorbed or extirpated as were the ten tribes_ and
every trace of the Jewish writings blotted from the world. Not
less distinctive, not less unique in its kind_ has been the place
which the Greek, and especially the Athenian_ intellect has
ocez]pied in history.
It has been the great dynamic agency in
Eta-opean civilisation.
Directly or indirectly it has contribnted
more than any other single influence, to stimulate its energl*es,to
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shape its intellectual type, to determine its political ideals and
canons of taste, to impart to it the qualitie_ that distinguish it
most widely from the Eastern world. But how much of this
influence would have arisen or have survived if, as might easily
have happened, the invasion of Xerxes had succeeded, and an
Asiatic despotism been planted in Greece ? It is a mere question of strategy whether Hannibal, after Cann_e, might not
have marched upon Rome and burnt it to the grolmd_ and
had he done so, the long train of momentous consequences
that flowed from the Roman Empire would never have taken
place, and a nation widely different in its position, its chataeter, _nd its pursuits_ would have presided over the developmenSs of civilisation.
It is, no doubt, true that the degradation or disintegration
of Oriental Christianity
assisted the
triumph of Mohammedanism;
but if Mahomet had been
killed in one of the first skh_nishes of his career, there is
no reason to believe that a great monotheistic and military
religion would have been organised in Arabia, destined to sweep
with resistless fanaticism over an immense part both of the
Pagan and of the Christian world, nd to establish itself for
many centuries and in three COL.1rants as a serious rival to
Christianity.
As Gibbon truly says, had Charles Martel been
defeated at the battle of Poitier_ Mohammedanism would have
almost certainly overspread the whole of Gallic and Teutonic
Europe, and £he victory of the Christians was only gained after
several days of doubtful and indecisive struggle.
The obscure
-blunder of some forgotten captain, who perhaps moved his
troops to the right when he should have moved them to the left,
may have turned the scale, and determined
the future of
Europe.
Even the changes of the French Revolution, prepared
as they undoubtedly were by a long train of irresistible causes,
might have worn a wholly different complexion had the Duke
of Burgundy succeeded Lewis XIV. and directed, with tI_e intelligence, and the liberality that were generally expected from
the ptlpfl of Fdnelon, the government of his country.
ProftJund
and searching chknges in the institutions of France were inevitable, but had they been effected peacefully, legally, and
gradua|ly_ had the shameless scenes of the Regency and of
Lewis X¥. been avoided, that frenzy of democratic enthusiasm
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which has been the most distinctive produc_ of the Revolution,
and which has passed, almost Hive a new religion, into European
life, might never have arisen, and the whole Napoleonic episode_
with its innumerable consequences, would never have occurred.
The English Revolution is an example, though a less
eminent one, of the same kind. It was a movement essentially
aristocratic.
The whole course of its policy was shaped by a
few men who were far in advance of the general sentiments of
the nation.
The King, in spite of his great abilities, was
profoundly unpopular, and his cold and unsympathetic manners,
and his manifest dislike to the island over which he reigned,
checked all real enthusiasm even among the Whigs.
The
Church was sullen and discontented, exasperated by the Act of
Toleration, which the clergy were _nxious to repeal, implacably
hostile to the scheme of comprehension, by which William
wished to unite the Protestant
bodies_ and to the purely
secular theory of government which triumphed at the Revolution.
In the existing state of public opinion it was impossible
that any system which the Church disliked could be really
popular, and many causes, both just and unjust, contributed to
the discontent.
The moral feelings of the community were
scandalised by the spectacle of a child making war upon her
father, by the base treachery of many whom the dethroned
sovereign had loaded with benefits, by the tergiversation
of
multitudes,
who, in taking the oaths to a revolutionary
Government, were belying the principles which for years they
had most strenuously maintained.
There was an uneasy consciousness that the Revolution, though singularly unstained by
bloodshed and by excess, was far from glorious to the English
people.
It was effected by a foreign prince with a foreign
army.
It was rendered possible, or, at least, bloodless, by an
amount of aggravated treachery, duplicity_ and ingratitude
seldom surpassed in history.
Besides this, national prosperity
had rapidly declined.
A great and by no means successful
war was entailed upon the nation, and thousands of Engtishmen
had been mown down by the sword or by disease in Flanders
and in Ireland. The lavish sums bestowed on Dutch favourites_
the immense subsidies voted to the confederates in the war,
the rapid increase of taxation, the creation of a national debt,
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and of great standing
armies, the suspension
of the Habeas
Corpus Act, the defeat of SteinMrk,
when five regiments
of
EngHshmen
were cut to pieces
by a superior
force while
whole battalions
of allied forces remained
passive spectators of
the scene, the desolation
of Ireland, the massacre of Glencoe_
the abandonment
of the
Darien
colonists,
the 'rabbling'
of about 300 Episcopalian
clergymen
in Scotland,
the Partition
Treaty,
signed by William
without
consultation
with
any English
minister
except Somers, all added to the flame.
The discontent
was unreasonably,
but not unnaturally,
aggravatod by a long series of bad harvests.
From 1690 to 1699
there was hardly a single year of average prosperity.
loaf which in the last reign had cost threepence
ninepence.
the woollen

Great
multitudes
who had
manufactories,
or in the mines,

rose

The
t_

been employed
in
were turned adrift.

In the eight years from 1688 to 1696 it was stated in official
documents
that the value of the merchandise
exported from
England
sank from 4,086,087l.
to 2,729,5201.,
and the Post
Office revenue from 76,318/. to 58,672/.
Every shopkeeper and
innkeeper
bore witness to the increasing
poverty.
In every
part of the kingdom there were accounts of rents being unpaid,
of tenants
breaking,
of impoverished
landlords ; and alarming
bread
riots
broke
out at Worcester,
Gloucester,
Hereford,
Stafford, Northampton,
Sudbury, Colchester,
and other places. 1
The most formidable
element in this discontent
was that
hatred

of foreigners

which

was so deeply

rooted

in the English

mind,
and
which
has played
a part
that
can hardly
be
exaggerated
in English
history.
Hatred
of foreign
interference lay at the root of that old antipathy
to Rome
which
alone rendered
possible
the English
Reformation.
Hatred
of the Irish and hatred of the French
were leading elements
in the popular
feeling against
James II., while the adherents
of the
Stuarts
continually
appealed
to the hatred
of the
Dutch,
of the Germans,
and of the French
refugees,
very name
of each of the great parties in the State
witness to the feeling, for it was at first only an offensive

The
bears
nick-
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name, deriving its point and its popularity from a national
antipathy.
The _Tory' was originally an Irish robber, and
the term was applied by Oates to the disbelievers in the
Popish plot, was afterwards extended to the Irish Catholic
friends of the Duke of York at the time of the Exclusion Bill,
and soon became the designation of the whole body of his supporters. The term _ Whig' was a nickname applied to the Scotch
Presbyterians.
It began at the time when the Cameronians took
up arms for their religion, and was derived from the whey, or
refuse milk, which their poverty obliged them to use, or, according to another version, from 'Whiggam,'
a word employed
by Scotch cattle-drovers of the west in driving their horses. _
In many cases these national jealousies might be justified by a
real national danger, hut there lay behind them a vast mass of
unreasoning prejudice which the insular position of England
made exceptionally strong, and which was one of the most
powerful forces in English politics.
In the latter Stuart reigns this sentiment was strongly on
the side of the Whigs.
The sale of Dunkirk to France, the
shameful day when the Dutch fleet sailed unmolested into the
Thames_ burnt the shipping at Chatham, and menaced the
security of the capital, and, still more, the growing subordination of England to the policy of Lewis XIV., had irritated to
the very highest degree the national sentiment.
England,
which had shattered the power of France at Agincourt, Crecy,
and Poitiers, which under Elizabeth and Cromwell had been
feared or honoured in every quarter of the Continent, had
now sunk into complete disrepute, and followed humbly in the
wake of her ancient rival.
Year by year the power and the
ambition of Lewis increased, and threatened to overshadow all
the liberties of Europe, but no danger could rouse the English
sovereign from his ignoble torpor, and both he and his ministers
were suspected with only too good reason of being the paid
vassals of the French King.
It may easily be understood how galling such a sub_erviency to foreigners must have been to large classes who
_sere very indifferent
to questions of constitutions
and
North's _._¢me_ p. 821.
i. 4_.

Burner's _.

_ _@ on_ timv (folio ecl.),
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parliaments, and the indignation was greatly increased by the
close connection between the foreign policy of England and
the interests of Protestantism
in Europe.
In England Protest_ntism was the religion of so large and so energetic a majority
of the people that any attempt to overthrow it was hopeless,
but on the Continent its prospects at the time of the Revolution were extremely gloomy.
For several generations
over a
great part of Europe the conflict had been steadily against it,
and there was much reason to believe that it might sink into
complete political impotence.
Partly by the natural reaction
that follows a great movement of enthusiasm, partly by the
superior attraction
of a pictorial form of worship, partly
through the skilful organisation of the Society of Jesus, and
still more by a systematic policy of repression, Proteatantism
had almost disappeared in many countries, in which, some fifty
years after the Reformation, it appeared to have taken the firmest
root. Bohemia had once been mainly Protestant.
In Hungary,
Transylvania, Poland, Austria proper, and even Bavaria, Protestants had formed either a majority, or nearly half of the population. In France they had occupied great towns, and organised
powerful armies. They might once have been found in numbers
in the northern provinces of Italy, in Flanders, in Cologne,
Bamberg, Wurzburg, and Eros.
In all these quarters the
ascendancy of Catholicism was now almost undivided, and
the balance of political power was immensely in its favour.
Spain, though in a state of decadence, was still the greatest
_olonial power in the world.
The Emperor and the King of
France were by far the greatest military powers on the
Continent, and the Emperor was persecuting
Protestants in
Hungary, while Lewis XIV. made it a main object of his home
policy to drive them from France, dnd a main object o£ his
foreign policy to crush Holland, which was then the most
powerful bulwark of Protestantism on the Continent.
Of the
Protestant States Sweden was too poor and too remote to
exercise much permanent influence, and she had for m_ny years
been little more than a satellite of France ; Holland had been
raised under a succession of able leaders to an importance much
beyond her natural resources, bu_ her very exis_enee as an inde:pendent power was menaced by her too powerful neighbour;
c2
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England had sunk since the Restoration into complete in_
significance_ and a bigoted Catholic had now mounted her
throne.
The Peace of Westphalia had been more than once
violated in Germany to the detriment of the Protestants, and
several petty German princes had already abandoned the faith.
That great Protestant
country which is now Prussia, was then
the insignificant Electorate of Brandenburg, and was but just
beginning, under an Elector of great ability, to emerge from
obscurity.
That great country_ which now forms the United
States of America, consisted then of a few rude and infant
colonies, exercising no kind of influence beyond their borders,
and although the policy of Roman Catholic nations was by no
means invariably subser-Ment to the Church_ the movement of
religious scepticism which now makes the preponderance
of
intelligence and energy in every Roman Catholic country
hostile to the priests had not yet arisen. From almost every
point of the compass dark and threatening clouds were gathering
around the Protestant cause_ and the year 1685 was pronounced
the most fatal in all its annals.
In February an English king
declared bimselfa Papist. In June Charles_ the Elector Palatine_
dying without issue, the electoral dignity passed to the bigoted
Popish house of Neuburg.
In October Lewis XIV. revoked
the edict of Nantes, and began that ferocious persecution which
completed the work of St. Bartholomew in France. In December
the Duke of Savoy was induced by French persuasion to put an
end to the toleration of the ¥audois. _
Happily for the interests of the world the religious difference
was not the sole or the chief line of national division, and the
terror that was excited by the ambition of France enlisted a
great part of Catholic Europe on the side of William.
The
King of Spain was decidedly in his favour, and the Spanish
ambassador at the Hague is said to have ordered masses in his
chapel for the success of the expedition. _ The Emperor employed
all his influence at Rome on the same side, and by singular
good fortune the Pope himself looked with favour on the Revo1Seeastriking pictureof the light
in which this struggle appeared to
_ntempora_rlesin the Somers'Tr_,_.
ix. _9_-595; Calamy'_ L,f6, i. 125-

126; Kemble's _a_t_ _P_2er$,
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ludon. Odescalhhi,
who, underthename of InnocentXI.,had
mounted the Papal throne in 1676, was a man of eminent virtue
and moderation, and he had, in conjunction with a considerable
body of the English Catholics, steadily disapproved of the
violent and unconstitutional
means by which James, under the
advice of Father Petre, was endeavouring to bring the English
Catholics to power. He appears to have seen the probability of
a reaction, and he wished the King to restrict himself to endeavouring to obtain toleration for his coreligionists, and the Eng- _
lish Catholics to abstain as much as possible from political
ambition and from every course that could arouse the popular
indignation.
He had directed the general of the Jesuits to
rebuke Father Petre for his ambition, and he positively refused
the urgent request of James to raise his favourite to the episcopate and to the purple.
On the other hand he looked with
extreme apprehension and dislike upon the policy of Lewis XIV.
In the interests of Europe he clearly saw that the overwhelming
power and the insatiable ambition of the French king formed the
greatest danger of the time, and that the complete subserviency
of England was a main element of his strength.
In the
interests of the Church he dreaded the attempts of Lewis, while
constituting himself the great representative
and protector of
Catholicism in Europe, to make himself almost as absolute in
ecclesiastical as in temporal affairs. The French king had for
some time shown a peculiar jealousy of papal authority, and
a peculiar desire to humiliate it. In a former pontificate he
had made use for tlHs purpose of a q11arrel which had arisen
between some Corsican guards of the Pope and some Frenchmen
attached to the embassy at Rome, had seized Avignon, had
threatened to invade Rome, and had compelled Alexander VII.
to make the most abject apologies, to engage for the future to admit no Corsicans into his service, and even to erect a monument
commemorating the transaction. 1 Soon after the accession of
Innocent XL, the feud again broke out, and it was so bitter
that the papal court began to look upon the French king as
the worst enemy to the Church.
The antagonism arose on
£he question of the righ£, or the alleged right, of the French
* De Flsss_, Hist. dv Za.Diphrma$/v
.F_'am;ed_e,
iii. 292-.302.
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sovereign to appoint to ecclesiastical benefices in France during
the vacancy of the episcopal sees. The claim had long been contested by the Pope, but it was admitted by the French clergy,
who were now closely allied to the sovereign, and were looking
forward to the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
The dispute
led to the famous axtic]es of 1682, by which the French Church
denied that the Pope possessed by Divine right any temporal
jurisdiction, declared its adhesion to the decrees by which the
Council of Constance asserted the supremacy of general
councils, and maintained that the rules and customs of the
Gallican Church mus_ prevail in France, that the apostolic
power should only be exercised in accordance with the canons,
and that even on questions of dogma the papal decrees were
fallible, unless they tmd been confirmed by the general adoption
of the Church.
These articles, which were the foundation of
Gallican liberties, were published by order of the king, and
registered by the parliaments and universities, while the Pope
protested strongly against them, and began to refuse bulls to
those whom the king nominated to vacant bishoprics.
A still more bitter quarrel speedily followed.
The Pope
desired to abolish the scandalous right of sanctuary, by virtue of
which the precincts of the hotels of the ambassadors of the Great
Powers at Rome had become nests of smugglers, bankrupts, and
thieves, and as all the Great Powers except France readily
acquiesced in the reform, he announced his intention of receiving
no ambassador who would not renounce the shameful privilege.
Lewis, however, determined to maintain it. Contrary to the
expressed desire of the Pope, he sent an ambassador to Rome,
with instructions
to assert the right of sanctuary, and he
directed him to enter Rome as if it were a conquered town,
escorted by a large body of French troops. The Pope refused
to receive the ambassador, excommunicated
him, and placed
the French church at Rome, in which he had worshipped, under
interdict, while the King retaliated by arresting the Nuncio at
Paris.
Nearly at the same time the important electorate and
archbishopric of Cologne became vacant, and the Pope opposed
a favourite scheme of Lewis by refusifig his assent to the promotion to these dignities of the French candidate, Cardinal
Furstenberg.
Lewis, on the other hand, accused the Pope of
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conspiring
with the enemies of France.
of the Duke of Parma to some parts
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He espoused the claims
of the Papal dominions,

seized Avignon,
and threatened
to send an army to Italy.
Under these circumstances
Innocent
was fully disposed to listen
with favour to any scheme
which
promised
to repress
the
ambition and arrest the growing power of the French king.
He
was assured that William would grant toleration
to the English
Catholics,
and he actually
favoured
the enterprise
with his
influence, and it is said even with his money. 1 The effect of
the Revolution,
in some degree at least, corresponded
with the
expectation
of the allies.
The balance of power was redressed.
The whole weight
of English
influence
was thrown into the
scale against
France,
and a servitude
which had incessantly
galled the national sentiment
of England was removed.
Very soon, however,
the antipathy
to foreigners
began to
act against the Whigs.
It was not simply that William was a
foreign prince,
who had overthrown
a sovereign
of English
birth.
It was not simply that he never concealed his partiality
for his own country,
that he surrounded
himself with Dutch
guards
and with
lavish profusion.

Dutch favourites,
There lay beyond

whom he rewarded
with
this another
and a deeper

complaint.
William was the ruler of a continental
State placed
in a position of extreme
and constant
danger.
He was above
all the head of a great European
confederation
against France,
and he valued his accession
to the English
throne
chiefly as
enabling
him to employ
the resources
of England
in the
struggle.
The Tory party soon began to complain with great
plausibility,
and with not a little truth, that English interests
were comparatively
lost sight
of, that
English
blood and
English treasure were expended to secure a stronger
barrier for
Holland,
that the Revolution
had deprived
England
of the inestimable
advantage
of her insular position and involved her inextricably in continental
complications.
For several generations
it became the maxim of Tory statesmen
that England should, as
far as possible, isolate herself from continental
embarrassments,
"___e_naires du Mar_;el_al
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and, if compelled to wage war, should do so only on her natural
element, the sea. 1 After the Peace of Ryswick especially, this
feeling gathered
strength,
and it became evident that the Tory
party, which now rose to power, and which undoubtedly
lepresented the true national
sentiment,
was resolved to pursue a
steady policy of isolation
and of peace.
The army, to the
bitter
indignation
of the king, was reduced
to 10,000,
afterwards
to 7,000
men.
The sailors were reduced
40,000
to 8,000.
Even the Dutch
dismissed,
and these measures were
danger

of the greatest

magnitude

and
from

guards
were summarily
taken at a time when a

was looming

on the horizon.

Charles II. of Spain, was sinking
rapidly to the grave, leaving
no child to inherit
his vast dominions,
and there were three
rival claimants
for the succession.
The nearest in point of birth
was the Dauphin, the son of the elder sister of the Spanish king,
but his claim was barred by a formal renunciation
of all right
of succession made by his mother when she married Lewis XIV.,
and ratified with great solemnity
by the oath and the word of
honour
of her husband
when he accepted
the treaty
of the
Pyrenees.
l_ext to the Dauphin
came the electoral
prince of
Bavaria, whose mother was the daughter
of the younger sister of
the Spanish king, but in this case also an express renunciation
barred the title.
The third competitor
was the Emperor,
who
could claim only as the son of Charles's
aunt, but his claim
was barred
by no renunciation.
The Emperor
waived his
claim in favour of his second son, the Archduke
Charles,
but beyond this he would make no concession, though France
was prepared
to oppose to the last, and England
was far from
desiring,
so great an increase of power to the House of Hapsburg.
The electoral
prince of Bavaria was still in infancy ; his father
was the sovereign
of an inconsiderable
State, and unable to
enforce
his claims.
The queen
mother
of Spain,
who had
warmly favoured this disposition
of the crown, died in 1696, and
although
William would gladly have supported
it, neither the
Austrians

nor the

French

would

1As Bolingbroke tersely expressed
it, ' Our true interests require that
we should take few engagements on
the Continent, and never those of
making a land war unless the con-

acquiesce

in the

arrangement.

junction be such that nothing less
than the weight of Great Britain can
prevent the scales of pOwer from
being quite overturned.'---f_larehmanf;
t_apers, ii. 314.
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The Dauphin resigned his claim in favour of his second son, the
Duke of Anjou, but Austria was desperately opposed to his succession, and William considered so great an aggrandisement
of
the House of Bourbon fatal to the freedom of Europe and to
the whole policy of his life.
It is not necessary here to relate at length how Lewis and
William endeavoured to meet the difficulty by the treaty of partition of 1698, providing that on the death of the Spanish king
the Milanese should pass to the Archduke Charles, the kingdom of
the Two Sicilies, the Tuscan ports, the marquisate of Finale, and
the province of Guipuscoa to the Dauphin, and the remainder of
the Spanish dominions to the electoral prince of Bavaria ; how, on
the death of the last-named prince a second partition treaty
was signed in 1700, granting Spain, the Spanish Netherlands,
and tile Indies, to the Archduke, increasing tlle compensation
to France by the Duchies of Lorraine and Bar, and transferring
the Duke of Lorraine to the Milanese ; how these treaties were
made without communication with the sovereign and statesmen of the Spanish monarchy, which was so unceremoniously
disposed of, without the assent of the Emperor, who refused to
diminish any of his pretensions, without any real regard for
the opinion of English ministers, though an English army
would probably be required to enforce their provisions; how
when the project became known in Spain a fierce storm of
indignation convulsed the land, and the dying king, who had
once favoured the Bavarian succession, was induced, after many
vacillations, to endeavour to save his kingdom frbm dissolution
by bequeathing the whole to the Duke of Anjou; and how
upon the death of Charles, in the November of 1700, Lewis
tore to shreds the treaty he had signed, and boldly accepted
,the bequest for his grandson.
What we have especially to
notice is the attitude
of parties in England.
The whole
Tory party, which was now rising to the ascendant, steadily
censured the interference of England in the contest.
When the
projects of partition were announced they were received with the
severest disapprobation, and when the will of Charles was published the Tories strenuously urged that England should
acquiesce.
_It grieves me to tl_e soul,' wrote William with
extreme bitterness, ' that almost everyone rejoices that France
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has preferred the will to the treaty.' i Independently of the
gross injustice of measures for dividing by force a great
monarchy which had given no provocation to its neighbours, it
was contended that the terms of the partition treaty would have
given France a most dangerous ascendancy, that the possession
of Naples and the Tuscan ports would have made her supreme in
the Mediterranean, that the possession of Guipuscoa would have
given her the trade of the West Indies and of South America, and
have placed Spain at her mercy in time of war, that the acquisition of so long a line of valuable seaboard, in addition to what
she already possessed, would have imparted an immense impulse
to her naval power. The dangers resulting from the will were_
it was said, much less. The strong national sentiment of the
Spanish people, who have been pre-eminently jealous of foreign
interference_ might fairly be relied on to counteract the French
sympathies of their sovereign ; and Spanish jealousy had been
rendered peculiarly sensitive by the participation of Lewis in the
partition treaties. Nor was it likely that aprince, placed at avery
early age on a great throne, surrounded by Spanish infiuences_
and courted by every Power in Europe, would be characterised
by an excessive deference to his grandfather. Above all, it was a
matter of vital importance to England that she should enjoy a
period of repose after her long and exhausting war, and that
the system of standing armies, of national debts, and of foreign
subsidies, should come to an end.
These were the views of the Tory party, and there can be
little question that they would have prevailed, in spite of the
opposition of the king, had Lewis, at this critical moment, acted
with common prudence and common moderation.
There was
one point on the Continent, however, which no patriotic Englishman, whether Whig or Tory, could look upon with indifference.
The line of Spanish fortresses which protected the
Netherlands from the ambition of France was of vital importance to the security of Holland, and if Holland passed into
French hands it was more than doubtful whether English independence would long survive.
To preserve these fortresses from
French aggrandisement had been for generations a main end of
English policy; during the last fifty years torrents of English
i Hardwicke'sState Papers,ii. 396.
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blood had been shed to secure them_ and with this object,
William had agreed with the Elector of Bavaria, who governed
them as the representative
of the Spanish King, that they
should be garrisoned in part with Dutch troops. Propositions
for the absolute cession of the Spanish Netherlands to the
Elector of Bavaria had been made, but for various reasons
abandoned ; but the maintenance of the Dutch garrisons was of
extreme importance_ and if, as was alleged, the transfer of the
Spanish monarchy to the grandson of Lewis XIV. did not mean
the subserviency of Spain to French policy, it was on this,
beyond all other questions, that the most careful neutrality should
have been shown. Lewis, however, was quite determined that
these garrisons should cease, and he at the same time saw the
possibility of forcing the Du_h to recognise the validity of
the will of Charles IL With the assent of the Spanish authorities he sent a French army into the Spanish Netherlands,
occupied the whole line of Spanish fortresses in the name of his
grandson, and in a time of perfect peace detained the Dutch
garrison prisoners until Holland had recognised the title of the
new sovereign to the Spanish throne.
It would be difficult to exaggerate either the arrogance or
the folly of this act. The Tory party, which in the beginning
of 1701 was ascendant in England, was bitterly hostile to
William ; the partition treaties excited throughout the country
deep and genera_ discontent, and the ardent wish of the English
people was to detach their country as far as possible from continental complications, and to secure a long and permanent peace
on the basis of a frank acceptance of the will of Charles II. But
it was impossible that any English party, however hostile to
William, could see with indifference the whole _ine of Spanish
fortresses_ including Luxemburg, Mons_ Namur, Charleroi_ and
the seaports of Nieuport and Ostend occupied by the French,
the whole English policy of the last war overthrown without a
blow, and the transfer of the Spanish monarchy to Philip immediately employed in the interests of French ambition.
When
the Dutch formally applied for the succour which, under such
circumstances, England was bound by treaty to furnish, beth
Houses of Parliament declared their determination to fulfil their
obligations_ and English

troops were actually sent to Holland ;
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but still several months of anxious negotiation ensued, and on
the side of England there was a most sincere and earnest desire
to avert the war. Party spirit ran furiously at home.
The two
Houses were engaged in bitter quarrels, and the Tories lost
no opportunity of irritating the king.
The Commons ordered
Portland, Somers, Halifax, and Orford to be impeached; they
_ensured in the severest terms the treaties of partition, and the
Tory ministers compelled William, even after the French aggression on the Dutch, to recognise Philip as king of Spain.
The
Act of Settlement, which was made necessary by the death of
the young Duke of Gloucester, the last surviving child of Anne,
secured, indeed, the crown to the Protestant House of Brunswick, but sm'rounded it with limitations extremely offensive to
the king.
The House of Commons, which was so violently
Tory, had been but just elected, and though a warlike spirit
was slowly growing in the country, it was not only possible,
but easy to have allayed it. Had the French sovereign consented to re-establish the Dutch garrisons in some at least
of the frontier towns, or had he consented fo the transfer of
the Spanish Netherlands either to the Emperor or to Holland,
4he peace of Europe might have been preserved.
But he
was seized at this moment with what appeared a judicial
blindness.
He did not desire war, but he imagined that his
power would intimidate all opponents.
If a war broke out, the
great resources of France and Spain would be united.
France
had secured the alliance of the Dukes of Savoy and of Mantua
in Italy, of the Electors of Bavaria and Cologne in Germany_
and had opened what appeared to be promising negotiations
with Portugal.
The Emperor was embarrassed by troubles produced in Hungary by R£k6czy, the bravest and most popular
of Hungarian chiefs, and in Germany itself he had aroused
much jealousy among the princes of the Empire, by creating a
new electorate for Hanover, and by raising the electorate of
Brandenburg into the kingdom of Prussia. The King of England
seemed paralysed by the opposition of his Parliament, while the
fortresses that were the key to Holland were in French hands.
Under these circumstances_ Lewis persuaded himself that there
was nothing to fear. He released the Dutch troops, indeed, on
Cbtaining a recognition of the title of his grandson, and he
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offered to withdraw his troops from the fortresses they bad
seized as soon as the Spaniards were able fully to garrison them_
but he would give no further security to Holland.
The light
in which he looked upon events was very clearly shown in his
speech to the constable of Castille in the beginning of 1701.
' The French and Spanish nations,' he said, ' are so united that
they will henceforth be only one. ....
My grandson, at the head
of the Spaniards, will defend the French.
I, at the head of the
_¥ench, will defend the Spaniards.' 1 The Emperor was already
in arms. A great change passed over public opinion in England.
It was chiefly shown in the House of Lords, but it appeared
also, though much less strongly, in the House of Commons,
and on the 7th of September,
1701, William concluded
the triple alliance of England, Holland, and the Emperor,
for the purpose of recovering the Low Countries from the
hands of the French, securing them as a barrier to protect the
United Provinces from the French, and redressing the balance of
power by obtaining for the Emperor the Spanish dominions in
Italy.
Such was the foundation of that great alliance which for a
time brought the French power to the lowest depth.
It was
strengthened
in 1702 by the accession of the new kingdom of
Prussia, and afterwards of nearly the whole Empire, and in the
following year by the accession of Portugal, and by the change
of sides of the Duke of Savoy. Its prospects of success were
at first, however, very gloomy.
William was now dying.
The
Tory party, which was bitterly hostile to him and exceedingly
reluctant to engage in the war, had a large majority in the
Commons.
_rar was not yet declared, and the treaty of alliance provided that two months should pass before any active steps
of hostility were taken. It was not improbable that before that
time the king, who was the soul of the policy of war, would be
in his grave, and it was certain that the alliance itself could
easily have been broken up by very moderate concessions. The
jealousy between England and Holland, the profound dislike of
the mlllng party in the former to continental wars, the difference of aim between the Emperor, who claimed the whole
1De Flassan,_r_.de_ a_//J/a_t@_vranqai_,iv. 203.
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Spanish dominions, and the Dutch and English, who desired
only to secure Holland and to restore the balance of power by a
partition, threatened to prevent all energetic and united action,
and it was mor$ than doubtful whether the Commons would
vote adequate subsidies, when Lewis himself, by an act of gratuitous folly, changed the whole aspect of affairs.
Only ten
days after the triple alliance was signed James IL died, and
Lewis, who had bound himself by the peace of Ryswick to
take no step calculated to disturb William in his possession of
the throne of England, resolved, in spite of the earnest entreaty of his ministers, to recognise the Pretender as king of
England.
The effect on the English nation was instantaneous.
The storm which had for some months been slowly gathering
burst into a hurricane.
The attempt of a French king to prescribe to the English people the sovereign whom they should
obey touched acutely that sentiment of national jealousy of
foreign interference which was then the strongest of English
sentiments, and _rilliam, by dissolving parliament while the
resentment was at its height, overthrew the Tory power and
obtained a large majority pledged to the policy of war.
William died on the 8th of March, 1702. He did not
live to declare the war, but he lived to fill his ministry with
statesmen who were favourable to it, and to see the new House
of Commons carry addresses and vote military supplies which
made it inevitable.
The sudden fluctuation of the national
sentiments in 1701 is very remaxkable.
In that year there had
been the most unusual spectacle of two new parliaments violently
antagonistic in their policy. The parliament which met for the
first time in February wasvehemently and aggressively Tory. The
parliament which met in December contained a large majority
of Whigs.
The change, however, was in reality more superficial than might appear. The strong national jealousy of foreign
rulers, and foreign politics, and foreign interference, which was
usually the strength of the Tory party, was as vehement as ever,
though it had for the moment been enlisted on the side of the
_rhigs. It was no attachment to the Dutch sovereign, no desire
to alter the disposition of power on the Continent in the general
interests of Europe that animated the electors, but solely resentment at French interference ; and few English sovereigns
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have ever sunk to the tomb less regretted by the mass of the
:English nation than William IIL
With such sentiments prevailing in the nation, it is not
surprising that the accession of Anne should have been followed
by a violent reflux of Tory feeling. The queen herself was
intensely Tory in her sympathies, and though intellectually she
was below the average of her subjects, she was in many respects
well fitted to revive the party.
Her character, though somewhat peevish and very obstinate, was pure, generous, simple,
and affectionate, and she had displayed, under bereavements far
more numerous than fall to the share of most, a touching piety
that endeared her to her people. Her part in the Revolution
had been comparatively small. She was, as she stated in her
first speech from the throne, ' entirely English'
at heart, and
the strongest and deepest passion of her nature was attachment
to the English Church. Though promising her protection to
the Dissenters, she looked with secret horror on the toleration
they enjoyed, and her own severe orthodoxy had been undimmed
in the Popish court of her father, and in the latitudinarian
atmosphere of the Revolution.
Her reverence for ecclesiastical
authority was early shown when she rebuked her chaplain at
Windsor for administering
to her the sacrament before the
clergy ;1 her zeal against the Dissenters, when she compelled her
husband, though himself a Lutheran, holding high office under
the Crown, to vote for the bill against occasional conformity ;
her care for the interests of the Church, when she surrendered
to it those firstfruits and tenths which had originally been
claimed by the Pope, and had been afterwards appropriated
by the Crown; her generosity, when she devoted 100,000_.
out of the first year's income of her civil Hst, to alleviate the
public burdens.
In the eyes of the upholders of Divine right,
she was as near a legitimate sovereign as it was then possible
for a Protestant to be, and it was felt that her own sympathies
would be entirely with the legitimate cause, but for her stronger
affection for the English Church.
In this respect she represented with singular fidelity the feelings of her people, and she
became the provisional object of much of that peculiar attachment which is usually bestowed only on a sovereign whose title
Coke's.D_wn.
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is beyond dispute.
It was also a happy circumstance for the
glory of her reign, though not for the Tory party, that the wife
of the greatest living Englishman
exercised at this time an
almost absolute empire over the royal mind. A great war
was inevitable and imminent, and Marlborough became almost
omnipotent in the State.
Within a few days of the accession of
the sovereign he was nominated Knight of the Garter ; he was
made Captain-General of the Forces, and was sent to Holland
on a special mission to ratify the new alliance against France,
while his wife was intrusted with the management of the privy
purse, and made g-room of the stole, mistress of the robes, and
ranger of Windsor Park.
Godolphin, whose son had married
the daughter of Marlborough, and who was bound to Marlborough in the closest friendship, became Lord Treasurer.
He
. had been actively engaged in political life since the first parliament of the Restoration, and his long career had been on the
whole singularly unsullied at a time and under circumstances
when political integrity was extremely rare.
With the exception of Halifax, he was incontestably the foremost financier of
his age ; an old, wary, taciturn, plodding, unobtrusive, and
moderate man, who, though he had voted in turn for the Exclusion Bill and for the regency, had won the confidence both
of James and William, and who without any strong convictions,
any charm of manners, or any brilliancy or fascination of intellect, had more than once stood in the first line of party warfare.
He was now attached, though without fanaticism, to the Torles ;
and his experience, his prudence, his administrative talents, and
his respectable and conciliatory character, made him well fitted
to preside over the Government.
The ministry was rapidly reorganised by the appointment of Tories to most of the leading
places. Howe, the bitterest
assailant of William, was now
called to the Privy Council, and made one of the Paymasters
of the Forces.
Nottingham_ who of all statesmen was most dear
to the High Church party, was made one of the Secretaries of
State, his colleague being Sir Charles Hedges.
Harcourt, the
ablest Tory lawyer, and Seymour, the most influential Tory
country gentleman in the Lower House, were made respectively
Solicitor-General
and Comptroller of the Household.
Lord
Pembroke became Lord President, Lord Bradford, treasurer of
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_he household, and Lord Normanby, who was soon after crea_ed
Duke of Buckingham, Privy Seal. Wright continued to be Chancellor, and Rochester Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland.
The grea_
Whig names of Somers, Orford, and Halifax were omitted from
the Privy Council.
Prince George, the husband of the queen,
was gratified by the title of Generalissimo of the Forces, and he
was also very injudiciously made High Admiral, and thusplaced
at the head of the naval administration.
The House of Commons, in accordance with the law, was dissolved within six
months of the death of the last sovereignS'and the constituencies, which at the close of the preceding year had sent in a
decided Whig majority, now returned a House in which the
Tories were nearly double the number of the Whigs.
The victory of the party was complete, but it was very
transient, and the exigencies of foreign poMey again speedily
modified the home policy of England.
It was a strange fortune that bequeathed to the Tory party, in the very moment of
its triumph, a Whig war, and the great general who rose _o
power had the strongest personal reasons for promoting it.
William, who had been reconciled _o him at the close of his
reign, had taken him with him on his last journey to Holland,
and had given him the chief part in negotL_ting the triple
alliance.
Independently,
therefore, of all considerations of
military amhition_ Marlborough was personally committed to
the policy of war. Nor, indeed, was it possible to avoid it.
The engagements of the allies were too explicit ; the feeling
aroused in England by the recognition of the Pretender was
too strong; the dangers arising from the will of Charles II.,
as disclosed by the proceedings of Lewis in the Netherlands_ were
too glaring for any English party to remain passive.
The Tories
felt this, and though it was one of the main objects of their
policy to withdraw the country from Continental complications,
they in general concurred in the declaration of war which was
issued on the fourth of May. Dissensions, however, speedily
arose.
Rochester, who had been regarded as the leader of
the party, was bitterly disappointed at not obtaining a more
influential
place than that of Lord-Lieutenan_
of Ireland.
The second son of the great Lord Clarendon, and consequently the lmcle of the Queen_ he had long viewed with
YOL.
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great jealousy the ascendancy the Marlboroughs bad obtainod over her mind. His Toryism was of a very different
complexion from that of Marlborough and Godolphin, and he
wished to push the victory of the party to its exh'eme consequences, expelling the few Whigs who remained from the
former administration.
Nottingham, with several other members of the party, dissented for less personal reasons. They
had been forced reluctantly into a war which had been prepared by William ; but they desired at least that it should be
carried on within the narrowest limits; that England should,
as much as possible s restrict herself to defensive operations and
to the Spanish Netherlands, that she should enter into the
struggle not as a principal, but as an auxiliary.
They objected
to every vigorous measure that was taken--to the march of the
English troops into Germany, to the encouragement given to the
Protestant insurrection of the Cevennes. It was not likely that
a Government virtually ruled by a great and ambitious general
would _ield to such views, and Godolphin and Marlborough,
finding their foreign policy most cordially supported by the
Whigs, began from this time steadily to gravitate to that
party.
The defection of Rochester in 1702, and of Nottingham in 1704 ; the dismissal in the same year of Lord Jersey
and Sir Edward Seymour; the dismissal of the Duke of Buckingham from the Privy Seal in 1705, changed the whole spirit
of the Government, while the great popularity of the war produced a corresponding change in the spirit of the country.
There were many reasons why this war should be regarded in
a light wholly different from that of William.
From the time
when Lewis recognised the Pretender, it became a truly national
war, produced by a great outburst of national resentment.
The English troops were now commanded by an English general,
and by a general of whose transcendant genius his countrymen
were soon justly proud. The army, which during the greater part
of the last war was still raw and almost undisciplined, had now
acquired the qualities of veterans, 1 and the nation was soon
,What I rememberto haveheard
_he Duke of Maxlboroughsay before
he went to take onhim the command
vf the army in the Low Countriesin

1702provedtrue. The French misreckonedvery much if they madethe
samecomparisonbetweentheir troops
and those-of their enemies, as they
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,_xeited by the struggle and intoxicated by the cup of military
glory.
This change in the political character of the ministry at a
time when its two principal figures remained the same, is very
xemarkable.
Both Godolphin and Marlborough, however, were
wholly destitute of strong party feelings, and both of them
desirefl a ministry in which each party was represented.
The
_rst was naturally a very moderate Tory; the second held, as
far as possible, aloof from party contests. He had acted in turn
_ith each party, and he had several private grounds of sympathy with tile Whigs.
His wife had decided Whig leanings ;
his son-in-law, Sunderland, was one of the most violent members
of the Whig par_y ; and when Marlborough was made Duke, in
,1702, the Tory majority in the House of Commons bad rejected
the proposal of the Queen to annex a grant of 5,0001. a year for
ever to the title.
The strong" Tory sympathies of the Queen,
and the great outburst of Church enthusiasm that followed her
accession had given the administration
a more exclusively Tory
_character than either of its chiefs desired, and they had no
sympathy with that large section of their followers who were
endeavouring to carry matters to extremities, who desired to
expel the Whigs even from the most subordinate offices, and
who would gladly have repealed the Toleration Act.
The fierce
party spirit shown by the Tory party towards the close of
_he preceding reign had deeply injured its reputation with
moderate men, and there were signs that a similar spirit was
again animating it. The bill against occasional conformity
was supported by all the weight of the Crown ; a manifest censure upon the late king was implied in the resolution complimenting Marlborough on having ' signally retrieved the ancient
honour and glory of the English nation ;' the attitude of the
House of Commons to the House of Lords, in which the Whig
element preponderated, was extremely offensive ; and it is probable that a most dangerous reaction would have ensued but for
the counteracting influence of the war.
had made in precedent wars. Those
that had been opposed to them in the
last, were raw for the most part
when it began, the British partieuZarly) but they were disciplined,
if

I may say so, by their defeats.
They
were growh to be victorious at the
peace of Ryswie.'--Bolingbroke'_
Sketch of the H, rt. of F-atro2¢.
_2
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During the first two years, however, there was but little t_
arouse enthusiasm.
In July 1701, before England had engaged
in the war, Eugene, at the head of an Austrian army, entered
Italy by the valley of the Trent, defeated the French at Carpi,
on the Adige, and compelled Catinat to retreat beyond the
Oglio, and in the June of the following year the Imperial
and Dutch forces succeeded, after a long and bloody siege_
in capturing Kaiserswerth on the Rhine.
It had been pnt
into the hands of the French by the Elector of Cologne, and, as
it exposed both the circle of Westphalia and the dominions of the
States to invasion, it was of great military importance.
In September 1702 the still more important fortress of Landau was
taken by the Prince of Baden. Marlborough commanded an
army of invasion in the Spanish Guelderland,
but he was
thwarted and trammelled at every step by his Dutch and German
allies ; and, though he tookthe line of fortresses along the Meuse,
captured Bonn, and subdued Limburg and the whole bishopric
of Liege, he fought no pitched battle, and gained no very brilliant success. The only regular battle in the Netherlands was
at Eckeren, near Antwerp, where a Dutch detachment, commanded by the Dutch general Obdam, was surprised and defeated
by a very superior French force commanded by Bouffiers. In
Spain, the failure of an English expedition against Cadiz
was redeemed by the capture or destruction of a large fleet of
Spanish galleons under the escort of some French frigates in
the Bay of Vigo ; but in Italy, on the Danube, and on the Rhine,
the advantage lay decidedly with the French.
Eugene failed
in his attempt to take Cremona_ though he succeeded in capturing Villeroy, the French commander ; he was compelled to
raise the siege of Mantua_ and the battle of Luzzara, in which
he encountered Vendome, was indecisive in its issue. ¥isconti
was defeated by Yendome in the battle of San Vittoria, and the
defection of the Duke of Savoy from the French was plmished
by the occupation of a great part of his territory.
In Germany several serious disasters befell the allies. The Prince o[*
Baden was defeated by Villars in the battle of Friedlingen, and
the Count de Stirum in the battle of Hochstadt. Ulm was seized
by the Elector of Bavaria, who was in alliance with the French.
Brisach was captured by the Duke of Burgundy.
Tallard,.

having defeated the Germans in the battle of Spirbach, recaptured Landau, and Augsburg was taken by the Elector
of Bavaria.
On both sides the dangers of foreign war were
soon complicated by those of rebellion at home, for the atrocious persecution of the Protestants
had roused a fierce storm
in the Cevennes, while in Hungary the insurrection, which had
been for a short time suppressed, broke out anew. The fortunes
of the war were not fully changed till 1704, when Marlborough,
in spite of innumerable obstacles from his own allies, marched to
the Danube, and having broken the Bavarian lines near Donauwerth, succeeded, in combination with Eugene, in striking a
fatal blow at the power of France.
That year was indeed one
of the most glorious in the military annals of England.
By
the great vict_)ry of Blenheim, the united forces of the French
and Bavarians were hopelessly shattered.
The prestige of the
French arms received a shock from which it never recovered
during the war. The conquests in Germany during the preceding years were all recovered, and the French being driven
headlong from Germany, Bavaria was compelled to cede all
her strong places to the Emperor, and to withdraw from her
alliance with France.
Lorraine and Alsace were both seriously
menaced by the occupation of TrOves, and by the capture of
Landau, whilst in another region Rooke planted the British
flag on the rock of Gibraltar, from wlfich the most desperate
and most persevering efforts have been unable to displace it.
It was inevitable that such success should strengthen the party
especially associated with the war, and the changed spirit of
the Government was shown by its attitude towards the Occasional
Conformity Bill. In 1702 the Court had warmly and ostentatiously supported it; in 1703 it was coldly neutral.
TheTories
were divided on the question whether to tack it to a bill
of supply in order to overcome the opposition of the Lords,
and at the end of 1704 this question gave rise to a great
schism in their ranks.
The clergy, on the other hand, who
had expected the speedy repeal of the Toleration Act_ were
furious at the change.
The cry of ' Church in danger ! ' was
raised_ and a fierce ecclesiastical agitation began.
At Cambridge the opponents of the Occasional Conformity Bill were
?_ooted by the students.
At 0xford_ which had so long prided
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itself on its loyalty, a weather-cock was erected, bearing the
Queen's motto semp_ eadem, with the translation _worse and
worse.' 1 The Lower House of Convocation rang with complaints
of the conduct of tile bishops, who usually leaned to counsels of_
moderation; of the administration
of baptism by Dissenting
ministers in private houses ; of the schools and seminaries in
which the Dissenters educated their young; of the hardship of
obliging the parochial clergy to administer the Sacrament as_
a qualification for office to notorions schismatics.
The Church
was described in many pulpits as on the brink of destruction,.
and the ministers were accused of treacherously alienating the
Queen from its interests.
The country, however, was still under
the spell of the victories of Marlborough.
The popularity of the
war, the influence of the ministers, who leaned n_ore and more
to the Whig side, and the division of the Tories, together
produced another great revulsion of power, and at the election
of 1705 a large Whig majority was returned to Parliament.
The Government was still in a great degree Tory. Harley,
one of the most sagacious leaders, and St. John, the most lJrilliant
orator of the party, had been appointed, the first, Secretary ofState, and the second, Secretary of War, at the time of the dismissal of Nottingham.
The Whig leaders were still out of office,
though several less prominent members of the party were incorporated in the ministry.
Prior to the general election, the Privy
Seal had been taken from the Duke of Buckingham, who was
conspicuous among the Tories, and given to the Whig Duke of
Newcastle, and Walpole obtained a subordinate office in the
Admiralty.
The election of 1705 naturally aided the transformation, and by the Marlborough influence the Queen was
very reluctantly induced to take a step which gave a decisive _
ascendancy to the Whig element in the Cabinet.
The Tory
Chancellor Wright, who had been appointed at the dismissal of
Somers in 1700, was turned out of an office for which he was
notoriously unfit, and the place was given to Cowper, one of
the most eminent of the Whigs.
The Tory party, exasperatect
with the Queen for yielding to the pressure, brought in a motio_
wholly repugnant to their ordinary politics, and intended chiefly
to be personally offensive to the sovereign, petitioning her to,
10ldmixon, l_.380.
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invite over the Electress Sophia, the heir presumptive, to
reside in the country.
It was, of course, defeated, but it served
to shake the sympathies of the Queen s and the _rhigs availed
themselves skilfully of the occasion to carry a regency bill_
still further strengthening that Hanoverian succession for which
their rivals had very little real predilection.
It provided that,
on the death of the reigning sovereign, the government should
pass into the hands of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord
Chancellor, Lord Keeper, Lord Treasurer, Lord President, Lord
Privy Seal, Lord High Admiral, and the Chief Justice of the
Queen's Bench, for the time being ; that with them should be
joined a list of persons named by the successor to the throne,
in a sealed paper, of which three copies were to be previously
sent to England ; one to be deposited with the Archbishop of
Canterbury, another with the Lord Keeper, a third with his
own minister residing in England ; and that Parliament was to
be immediately convoked and empowered to sit for six months.
At the same times in order if possible to allay the ecclesiastical
outcry, resolutions were carried in both Houses affirming that
whoever asserted or insinuated that the Church was in danger
was an enemy to the Queen and to the kingdom.
The ministry of Godolplfin and Marlborough lasted till
1710, and it was one of the mos_ glorious in English history.
It was rendered illustrious by the great victories of Blenheim,
Ramillies, Oudenarde, Malplaquet, and Saragossa ; by the expulsion of the French from Flanders and from Germany; by
the brilliant though somewhat barren achievements of Peterborough in Spain; by the capture of Gibraltar by Rooke, and
of Minorca by Stanhope ; by the defeat of the combined efforts
of the French and Spaniards to retake the former; by the successful accomplishment
of the union with Scotland; by the
complete failure of the French attempt to invade Scotland in
1708. It was, however, chequered by more than one serious
calamity.
The allies were expelled from Cas_ille, and defeated
in the great battle of Almanza.
The siege of Toulon was unsuccessful; the English plantations in St. Christopher were
ruined ; a considerable part of the British navy was destroyed
in the great storm of 1703 ; the great admiral Sir Cloudesley
Shovel perished ingloriously in a shipwreck off the Scitly Isles
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in 1707. In Italy and Strain the fortune of arms violently fluctuated, and the natural consummation of the war was growing
more and more e_4dent.
The passionate attachment
displayed by all the Spaniards except the Catalans for the cause of
Philip plainly showed how impossible was the _cheme of the
allies to place, or at least permanently to maintain, an Austrian
prince on the Spanish throne.
On the other hand, the dismemberment of the Spanish dominions was already accomplished
in Italy, for the French had.been driven completely from the
territory of Milan, and the Austrians had conquered the whole
kingdom of Naples. France, though making heroic efforts
against her enemies, was reduced to the lowest depths of exhaustion.
The distres_ of many years of desperate warfare,
aggravated by the financial incapacity of Chamlllart, and still
more by the persecution of the Protestants, which had driven a
vast part of her capital and commercial energy to other lands, had
at length broken that proud spirit which aimed at nothing short
of complete ascendancy in Europe.
If England desired no other
objects than those which were assigned in the treaty of alliance ;
if she wished only to secure an adequate barrier for Holland, and
a reasonable satisfaction' for the Emperor by obtaining for him
the Spanish dominions in Italy_ there was absohtely no obstacle
to the establishment of peace. The Government, however, had
gradually undergone a complete change.
Unity of action and
energy was especially needed for a ministry conducting a great
war. Many leading Tories who had been expelled fl'om it were
now in opposition_ and were suspected of holding communications with those who remained.
The _Vhig party were in the
ascendant in the House of Commons after the election of 1705,
and in the Cabinet after the appointment
of Cowper, and
they put a constant pressure upon the Queen and upon the
ministry.
Under these circumstances, the system of a divided
cabinet became completely untenable, though bo_h the Queen
and (_odolphin chmg tenaciously to it, and the remnants of Tory
influence were gradually extruded.
Stmderland, the sen-in-law
of Marlborough, and one of the most violent of the Whigs, was
introduced into the Cabinet as Secretary of State in 1707. In
1708 Harley, who had for some time been acquiring the foremost place in the confidence of the Queen, was driven from
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_)fl]ce. It was known or suspected that he was busily intriguing against his colleagues, and especially against Godotphin,
and he desired to strengthen the Tory and Church element in
the ministry.
The course of events, however, was evidently
running counter to his policy ; and a recent incident had involved him in much suspicion and obloquy. A clerk in his
office, named Gregg, was found to have despatched copies of
important
state papers to the French.
Gregg underwenb a
searching examination before the Privy Council, and afterwards
before a Committee of the House of Lords ; pleaded guilty at
the Old Bailey, and was sentenced to be hung, but his execution was respited for nearly three months, in hopes of extorting
from him a confession implicating Harley.
Nothing, however,
•except great carelessness was proved against the minister, and
Gregg before execution solemnly exculpated him from all participation in the crime.
Still the circumstance weakened iris
position.
Marlborough
and Godolphin insisted on his dismissal, and the Queen having refused, they tendered their
resignations.
The Queen, who is said to have regarded that of
4_odolphin with great equanimity, though she felt that the retirement of Marlborough in the midst of the war would have
been a national calamity, procrastinated, and showed much disposition to enter into a hopeless struggle, but the prudence of
Harley averted it. He retired from office, and was accompanied
by St. John, the Secretary of _Tar ; by the Attorney-General,
Sir Simon Harcourt, who was the most eminent of the Tory
|awyeis ; and by Sir Thomas Mansell, Comptroller of the Household. The position of Attorney-General remained for some tim_
vacant, but the others were tilled with Whigs ; and it was at this
¢ime that Walpole attained the dignity of Secretary of War.
One more step remained to be accomplished.
A wellplanned Jacobite expedition_ intended to raise Scotland, which
was then bitberly exasperated by the Union, was despatched
from Dunkirk in the March of 1708. 4,000 French troops
were on board ; and, as Scotland was at this time generally disaffected, and as it was almost denuded of troops, the hopes of
the French ministers were very sanguine.
The vigilance of
the Government, however, discovered the secret ; and when the
expedition was already in sight of Scotland it was attacked by
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an overwhelming fleet under Byng, put to flight, and, with
the loss of one ship, driven to France.
This expedition arouseci
a strong resentment in England, which was very favourable ta
the Whigs ; and the energy shown by the Government alsa
tended to strengthen its position.
The election of 1708 immediately followed, and it resulted in another large Whig
majority.
The party was now too strong, not only _for the
Queen, but also ibr Godolphin himself, who desired to temporise,
and, at least, to exclude the great Whig leaders from power.
In a few months the revolution, which had long been in progress, was completed.
On the death of the Prince Consort in
the October of this year, Lord Pembroke who was both President
of the Council and Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland was removed to
the vacant place at the head of the Admiralty_ and the Queen
was compelled to admit Somers into the Government as President of the Council; to make Wharton Lord-Lieutenant
of
Ireland, where he distinguished himself by his rapacity and
his oppression, and soon after on the resignation of Pembroke
to place Orford at the head of the Admiralty.
The Church
party, being now wholly in opposition, and the Nonconformists
wholly on the Ministerial side, a corresponding
change was
shown in the spirit of legislation.
The Occasional Conformity
Act now entirely disappeared.
The Scotch Union of 1707,
which was the most important domestic measure of this period_
and which will be more fully considered in another chapter, was
carried in a spirit very favourable to the Kirk, and the same
spirit was still more strongly shown by a measure carried in
1709 for naturalising
all foreign Protestants who settled in
England.
In the same year the Jacobite cause was seriously
injured by an Act extending the English law of treason t_
Scotland ; but the Government at the same time passed an
act of grace granting an indemnity for all past treasons, with
certain specified exceptions.
Marlborough and Godolphin_ wh(_
had both corresponded with the Pretender, and who must have
seen with some apprehension the advent of the most uncompromising Whigs to power, secured themselves, by this measure,
against the very possible hostility of their present allies.
In the meantime the Queen was completely alienated from
her ministers.
Her ideal was a Government in which neither
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Whigs

nor Tories

possessed

a complete
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ascendancy
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; but abov_

all things, she dreaded and hated a supremacy of the _rhigs.
She had the strongest
conviction
that they were the enemies
of her prerogative,
and a long series
intensify

and still more the enemies of the Church ;
of particular
incidents
had contributed
to

her feelings, l

She remembered

with

indignation

the

treatment
she had received
from William
in the latter part of
his life, and with gratitude
the support
the Tories had given
her in the matter of her settlement.
A bill granting
her husband the enormous
income of 100,000/. a year in the event of
his surviving her, had
and had been carried
spicuous
assailed

been introduced
in spite of the

_rhigs.
On the other
the maladministration

by the Tories in 1702,
protests
of some con-

hand, the Whigs had repeatedly
of the Prince, and a desire to

avert a threatened
and most ungenerous
attack upon him when
he was on his death-bed
was the chief motive which at last
induced her to admit Somers
to the Cabinet. 2 All the great
Whig appointments
after 1705 were wrung from her almost by
force, and caused her the deepest
and most heartfelt
anguish.
The tie of warm personal
friendship
which had long bound her
to the wife of Marlborough
was at length
cut.
The furious,
domineering,
and insolent temper
of the Duchess at last wore
out a patience
and an affection of no common strength
; and
Abigail Hill, who as Mrs. Masham played so great a par_ during
the remainder
of the reign, rose rapidly
into favour.
She was
lady of the bedchamber,
and was cousin to the Duchess of
Marlborough,
her influence

to whom she owed her position
at Court;
but
over the Queen appears to have been due to her

See her remarkable, letter (Oct.
24, 1702), in the Account of t]_ CoJ_d_t ofthe l_uelwss of Marlboro_lgh,pp.
138-140. This book contains much
curious evidence of the sentiments of
the Queen.
Coxe's Marlbor_lt,
ch. lxxv.
-Pa_l. _r,_t. vi. 602-603, 619-662.
According to the ttamilton papers the
change was aeceterated by a discovery
which Wharton had made of some
earlier negotiations of Godolphin w_th
the Pretender. See a note in Burner,
ii. 516. It is obvious that the balance
of power inclined so much to the.

Whigs that the speedy admission of
their leaders to office was inevitable.
The disregard shown for the feelings
of the Queen is very striking. Her
husband, towhom shewaspassionately
attached, died on Oct. 28, 1708. On
Jan. 28, following, both Houses
presented an address to her_ 'that.
she would not suffer her just grief
so far to prevail, but would have such
indulgence to the hearty desires of
her subjects as to entertain thoughts
of a second marriage.'--Pa/rl. JY_t. vL
777.
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sweet and compliant temper;and
she soon formed a close
alliance with Harley, and aided powerfully in the overthrow of
the ministry.
As early as 1707 the presence of a new Court
influence was felt, and the Queen had marked her feelings to
her servants by appointing two High Church bishops without
even announcing her intention to the Cabinet.
The effect of these events upon the foreign policy of the
Government was very pernicious.
The question of the Protestant succession, which might
have rallied the country
around the Whigs, was now in abeyance.
The Church party,
which in peaceful times was naturally by i%r the strongest in
England, was in violent hostility to the Government, and it
became more and more evident that in the moment of crisis,
the influence of the Queen would be on the same side. Under
these circumstances the Whig leaders perceived clearly that
their main party interest was to prevent the termination of the
war. As long as it continued, ]_[arlborough, who was now completely identified with them, could scarcely fail to be at the
head of affairs, and the brilliancy of his victories had given the
party a transient and abnormal popularity.
In 1706 Lewis,
being thoroughly depressed, opened a negotiation
with the
Dutch, and offered peace to the allies on terms which would
have abundantly fulfilled every legitimate end of the war. The
battle of Ramillies had utterly ruined the French cause in the
Spanish Netherlands,
and had been followed by the loss of
Louvain, Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Antwerp, Menin, and other
places. In Spain the victory was for the time no less complete.
Philip had been compelled to abandon the siege of Barcelona,
and to take refuge in France, and the allies, after a long series
of successes, had occupied Madrid, where _hey proclaimed his
rival, king.
In Italy, however, Philip was still powerful ; his
cause had been of late almost uniformly successful, and although,
with the victory of Eugene over Marsin before Turin, the tide
had begun to turn, yet the kingdom of the Two Sieilies was
stilt in his complete possession.
Under these circumstances
the French king proposed that Philip should relinquish all
_laira to the Spanish throne, that he should be compensated
out of the Spanish dominions in Italy by a separate kingdom
_onsisting of the Milanese territory, of Naples, and of Sicily,

c_. _.
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that the strong places of the Spanish Netherlands should be
all ceded as a barrier to Holland, and that important commercial privileges should be granted to the maritime powers.
Something might, no doubt, be said about the cession of the
Milanes% which would endanger the territory of the Duke of
Savoy, but this question of detail could easily have been
arranged, for Lewis showed himself quite prepared in the subsequent negotiations to restrict the kingdom he desired for his
grandson to Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia, with a small part of
Tuscany, to Naples and Sicily, or, if absolutely necessary, to
Sicily alone. By the proposition of France the union of the
crowns of France and Spain would have been effectually prevented.
The division of the Spanish dominions would have
fully realised the object of the treaties of partition, and the
great danger arising to Europe from the weakness of Holland
would have been as far as possible removed.
The Emperor,
however, claimed
for the Archduke
the .whole Spanish
succession, and this claim, which, if realised, would have
created in Europe a supremacy for the House of Austria,
hardly less dangerous than that wlfich Lewis desired for France,
was so strenuously supported by the Whig ministers of England
that they made the cession of all the Spanish dominions to
the Austrian Prince an essential preliminary to the peace. No
such condition had been laid down by William in the treaty of
alliance, but in 1707 Somers induced both Houses of Parliament
to carry resolutions to the effect that no peace could be safe or
honourable if Spain, the _rest Indies, or any part of the Spanish
monarchy were suffered to remain under the House of Bourbon.
' I am fully of your opinion,' said the Queen, in replying to
the address, ' that no peace can be honourable or safe for us or
our allies till the entire monarchy of Spain be restored to the
House of Austria.' : A year later the House of Lords again
pledged itself by an address to the same policy.
The danger and the impolicy of such pledges were very
clearly shown by the event. Had thepeace been made in 1706
instead of 1713, more than thirty millions of English money
as well as innumerable English lives would have been saved,
and there can be little doubt that the party interest of the
i 2:_arLI_ri_¢.
vi. 609-610. See too Marlborough'sLetters in Coxe,ch. t.
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Whig ministers was a main cause of the failure of the negotiation,
Still more indefensible was their conduct in 1709.
The
years that had elapsed since the previous negotiation, though
very ehequered, had, on the whole, been disastrous to France.
"The allies had, it is true, been compelled to raise the siege
of Toulon, and in the beginning of 1708 the French had
xetaken some of the towns they had lost in Flanders, but the
battle of Oudenarde speedily ruined all their hopes in that
quarter, and Mons, Nieuport, and Luxembourg
were soon the
only towns of the Spanish Netherlands which were not in the
hands of the allies.
The English had taken Port Mahon and
_Sardinia; the Duke of Savoy had taken Exilles and Fenestrelles, and a succession of Austrian victories had driven the
French out of Lombardy and out of Naples. In Spain, however, a brilliant gleam of success had lit up the fallen fortunes
_of Lewis. In the great battle of Almanza the allies were
utterly defeated by Berwick, and all Spain, except Catalonia,
was again under the sceptre of Philip.
The position of France
i_self, however, was most deplorable.
Lewis, who in the
beginning of the war had given his orders on the banks of the
Danube, the Po, and the Tagus, was now reduced to such straits
that it was doubtfal whether he could long be secure in his
capital.
To the ruin of the finances_ the frightful drain of
men, the despondency produced by a long train of crushing
_calamities in the field, were now added the horrors of _mine.
A winter of almost unparalleled severity had ruined the olives
and a great proportion of the vineyards throughout France ;
the corn crops were everywhere deficient, and the people were
reduced to the most abject wretchedness.
Even in Paris,
though every effort was made to produce an artificial plenty at
the expense of the provinces, it was noticed that in 1709 the
.death-rate was nearly double the average_ while the decrease
in the average of births and marriages amounted
to one
quarter, l Under these eirctunstances Lewis, resolving on peace
at any price, submitted
to the allies the most humiliating
_offers ever made by a French king.
He consented, after a long
l st. Simon*s 3f_.
Torcy's the Frenchdistress at this period. See
._'e_wo'g,M. Mart_nin his H_t. de too Cooke's_¢. q?P_rtie_,i. 57_.
_v_nc¢ hascollectedmuchevidenceof
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and painful struggle, to abandon the whole of the Spanish
dominions to the Austrian Prince without any compensation
whatever, to yield Strasburg, Brisach, and Luxembourg to the
Emperor, to yield ten fortresses as a barrier to the Dutch, including Lille and Tournay, which were justly regarded as essential
to the security of France, to yield Exilles and Fenestrelles to
the Duke of Savoy, to recognise the titles of the Queen of England, of the King of Prussia, and of the Elector of Hanover, to
expel the Pretender from his dominions, to destroy the fortifications and harbour of Dunkirk, and to restore Newfoundland to
England.
All these concessions, together with considerable
Commercial advantages to the maritime powers, were offered
by France without any compensation whatever except the peace,
and they were all found to be insufficient.
JBy a provision as
impolitic as it was barbarous--for
it once more kindled the
flagging enthusiasm of the French into a flame--it was insisted,
as a preliminary to the peace, that Lewis should join with the
allies in expelling, if necessary, by force of arms, his grandson
from Spain, that this task must be accomplished within two
months, that if it was not accomplished within that time the
war should begin anew, but that in the meantime the fortifications of Dunkirk should be demolished, and all the strong
places mentioned in the treaty which were still in French
:hands should be ceded, so that at the expiration of what might
be merely a truce of two months, France should be helpless
"oefore her enemies. 1
There are few instances in modern history of a more scandalous abuse of the rights of conquest than this transaction.
It
may be in part explained by the ambition of the Emperor,
who desired a complete ascendancy in Europe;
and in part
also by the excessive demands and animosity of the Dutch, who
remembered the unprovoked invasion of their country in 1670,
and the almost insane arrogance with which Louvois had threatened their ambassador with the Bastille. The prolongation of the
war, however, would have been impossible but for the policy of
the Whig ministers,who supported the most extravagant claims of
-their allies, Marlborough himself went over to the HaguE, and
1Torcy's Memai_'s. Coxe's IAfe of Marlboro_gh. Burner's Owrt2'imest
• Iartin /zr/,¢.de Frlr_We,tom. xiv.
@

%he French end_voured to _i_

him by grad_ted offers_

!_n_
/tom two to fourm_ons of livres,
in casehe could
obtain for Philip a compensation in Italy, and for France
Strasburg and Landau and the integrity of Dunkirk_ or at
least some part of these boons. _ The offer was unavailing ; n(r
one of these several advantages was conceded, and Marlborough
steadily opposed the peace. His conduct was very naturally
ascribed to his interest as a general and a politician in the
continuance of the wax, but his private correspondence shows
the imputation to be unfounded.
It appears from his letters to
his wife that he, at this time, earnestly desired repose, that he
considered the demands of the allies, in more than one respect,
excessive, and that the chief blame of the failure rests upon his
colleagues.
He took, however, about this time, a step which
greatly injured him with the country.
It was evident that
his position was very precarious.
The old affection of the
Queen for his wife, which had been the firm basis of his
power, was gone. The war, which made him necessary, could
hardly be greatly protracted.
Gedolphin, who of all statesmen
was most closely allied with him, was evidently declining.
The
Tories and Jacobites could never forgive the part which Maxlborough had taken in the Revolution, and since the accession of
Anne ; while, on the other hand, he had tried to secure himself
from possible ruin by more than one Jacobite intrigue, and his
conversion to Whiggism was too recent and too partial to enable him to win the confidence of the uncompromising W_nigs
who had now risen to power. It must be added, that he had
recently undergone a very serious disappointment.
In 1706,
when the battle of Ramillies had driven the French out of the
Spanish Netherlands, the Emperor_ filling up a blank form
which had been given him by his brother, conferred upon Marlborough the governorship of that province.
It was a post of
much dignity and power, and of very great emolument, and
Marlborough earnestly desired to accept it. The Queen at this
time cordially approved of the appointment;
the ministers
supported it; and Somers, who was the most important Whig
outside the ministry_ expressed a strong opinion in its favour.
See the curious letter of Lewis authorising these offers.--Torcy's
2kr_s.
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But in Holland it excited the mob violent opposition.
The
Dutch desired that no step should be taken conferring the
province definitely upon the Austrian claimant till the question
of the barrier had been settled.
They hoped that some of the
towns would pass under their undivided dominion, and that the
system of government, would be such as to give them a complete ascendancy in the rest ; and the danger of breaking up
the alliance was so great that Marlborough at once gTacefully
decIiaed the offer. It was renewed by Clmrles himself in 1708,
after the battle of Oudeuarde, in terms of the most flattering
descripfion, but was again, on public grounds, declined. Under
these circumsLances, Marlborough considered himself justified,
in 1709, in taking the startling step of asking the position of
Captain-General for life. It is possible, and by no means improbable, that his motive was mainly to secure himself from
disgrace, and to disentangle himself from party politics.
In
his most confidential letters tie frequently speaks of his longing
for repose, of his weariness of those personal and political intrigues which had so often paralysed his military enterprise,
of his sense of the growing infirmities of age. The position
of commander-in-chief
for life would at once free him from
political apprehensions and embarrassments,
and enable him
to restrict himself to that department
in which he had no
rival. But if, on the other hand, his object was ambition, it is
plain that the position to which he aspired would give him a
power of the most formidable kind.
Cautious, reticent, and, at
the same time, in the highest degree sagacious and courageous,
he had ever shrunk from identifying himself absolutely with
either side, and it had been his aim to hold the balance between
parties and dynasties, to dictate conditions, to watch opportunities.
A general who was the idol of his troops, who
possessed to the highest degree everymilitary
acquirement,
and who, at the same time, held his command independently of
the ministers and even of the Crown, might easily, in a divided
nation and in the crisis of a disputed succession, determine the
whole course of affairs.
Had the request been made soon after
the battle of Blenheim, it is not impossible that it might have
been conceded, but the time for making it had passed. The
Chancellor Cowper, on being apprised of it, coldly answered
'VOL.I.
I_
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that it was wholly unprecedented.
The Queen, to the great
indignation of Marlborough, absolutely refused it; when the
transaction was divulged, the nation, which had at least learnt
from Cromwell a deep and lasting hatred of military despotism, placed upon it the worst construction, and it contributed much to the unpopularity of the Whigs.
Besides this cause of division and discontent, some murmurs
arose at the reckless prolongation of a war which produced much
distress among the poor ; but on the whole they were not'very
serious, and the approaching downfall of the ministers was mainly
due to the alienation of the Queen and to the opposition of the
Church.
For some time the controversy about the doctrine of
non-resistance had been raging with increased intensity, and
there were many evident signs that the Church opposition,
which had been thrown into the shade by the glories of Blenheim, was acquiring new strength.
A sermon preached by
ttoadly against the doctrine of passive obedience, in 1705, was
solemnly condemned by the Lower House of Convocation.
Blackhall, one of the bishops appointed by Anne without consultation with her miulsters, being called upon to preach before
the Queen shortly after his consecration, availed himself of the
occasion to assert the Tory doctrine of non-resistance
in its
extreme form; and the sermon, which was in fact a condemnation of the Revolution, was published without any sign
of royal disapprobation.
The Scotch Union was violently denounced as introducing Presbyterians
into Parliament, recognising by a great national act the non-Episcopal Establishment
of Scotland, and providing a powerful ally for the enemies of
the Church.
The Act for naturalising foreign Protestants was
even more unpopular.
It was certain to swell the ranks of the
Nonconformists.
It excited all the English animosity against
foreigners ; and soon after it had passed, more than 6,000
Gernmns, from the Palatinate, came over in a state of extreme
destitution at a time when a period of great distress was already
taxing to the utmost the benevolence of the rich. Nearly at
the same time too, the Church acquired a considerable accession, not indeed in numbers, but in moral force, by the partial
extinction of the non-juror schism.
Ken had resigned his
pretensions to his bishopric.
Lloyd, the deposed bishop of
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:Norwich, died on January 1, 1709-10, and there remained no
other of the prelates who had been deprived by William.
One
section of the non-jurors, it is true, took measures to perpetuate
the division, but Dodwell, Nelson, Brokesby, and
_ome others reverted to the Church. 1 The language of the
¢lergy became continually more aggressive.
The pulpits rang
with declamations about the danger of the Church, with invectives against Nonconformists, with covert attacks upon the
mlms ers.
The train was fully laid; the impeachment
of
Sacheverell produced the explosion that shattered the Whig
ministry of Anne.
The circumstances of that singular outbreak of Church
fanaticism are well known. The hero of the drama was fellow
of Magdalen College and rector of St. Saviour, Southwark ; and,
though himself the grandson of a dissenting minister who soon
after the Restoration had suffered an imprisonment of three
years for officiating in a conventicle, 2 he had been for some
time a conspicuous preacher and an occasional writer 8 in the
High Church ranks.
It was alleged by his opponents, and,
after the excitement of the contest had passed, it was hardly
denied by his fl4ends, that he was an insolent and hot-headed
man, without learning, literary ability, or real piety; distinguished chiefly by his striking person and good delivery, and
by his scurrilous abuse of Dissenters and Whigs.
Of the two
sermons that came under the consideration of Parliament, the
first was preached at the Assizes of Derby, and was published
with a dedication to the high sheriff and jury, deploring the
dangers that menaced the Church and the betrayal of its ' principles, interests, and constitution.'
The second and more
famous one, ' On the perils from false brethren,' was preached
on November 5, 1709, in St. Paut's Cathedral, before the Lord
Mayor and aldermen of London, and was dedicated to the
former.
In this sermon the preacher maintained at great
length the doctrine of absolute non-resistance, inveighed against
I See Lathbury's H_rt.
of the 2Fort. produced Defoe's Shortest Way _vitlt
jurors and Yxr_st.
of Convocation.
the lkisse_ers, an asmzesermon at
2 Tindal.
Oxford,preached in 1704,and two
s He had published A $'agt-day pamphlets called Political C:_io_,
_ermo_,preached at Oxford in 1702, and T/_e_iyMs of tke Uhu_ehof A_which was one of the works that land.
12
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the principle of toleration, described the Church as in a condition of imminent danger, insinuated
very intelligibly that
the ministers were amongst the false brethren, reflected severely
upon Burner and Hoadly, and glanced at Godolphin himself
under the nickname of Volpone. 1 Referring to the vote of
Parliament
declaring that the Church was in no danger, he
rather happily reminded his hearers that a similar vote had
been carried, about the person of Charles ][., at the very time
when his future murderers were conspiring his death.
The
sermon being delivered on a very conspicuous occasion, and
conveying with great violence the sentiments of a large par_y
in the State, had an immense circulation and effect ; and Mr.
Dolben, the son of the last Archbishop of York, brought both it
and the sermon at Derby under the notice of the House of
Commons.
The House voted both sermons scurrilous and
seditious libels, and summoned Sacheverell to the bar. He
at once acknowledged
the authorship,
and stated that the
Lord Mayor, who was a Tory member, had encouraged him t_
publish the sermon at St. Paul's.
This assertion would probably have led to the expuldon of the Lord Mayor had he not
strenuously contradicted it,. The House ultimately resolved to
proceed against Sacheverell in the most formal and solemn
manner in its power--by an impeachment
at. the bar of the
House of Lords.
It was desired to obtain a condemnation of
the doctrine of the sermon, invested with every circumstance
of dimity that could strike the imagination, and, if possible,
prevent a revival of the agitation.
The House, at the same
time, took great pains that there should be no doubt of the
main issue that was raised.
The ablest and most conspicuous
assailant of the doctrine of passive obedience was Hoadly, @ho
had recently been answering the sermon of Bishop Blackhall
on this very question.
The House of Commons accordingly,
when condemning Saeheverell, passed a resolution warmly eulogising the writings of Hoadlv in defence of the Revolution, and
petitioning
the Queen to bestow upon him some piece of
Church preferment.
It refused to admit Sacheverell to bail ;
but this favour was soon afterwards granted him by the House
of Lords.
l A character in the _Fox' of Ben Jonson.
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The extreme impolicy of the course which was adopted was
abundantly shown by the event. Had Sacheverell been merely
prosecuted in the ordinary law courts, or had the House by its
_)wn authority burnt the sermon and imprisoned the preacher
for the remainder of the Session, the matter would probably
have excited but little commotion.
Somers, and Eyre the
Solicitor-General,
from the beginning opposed the impeachment, and there is reason to believe that both Marlborough and
Walpolejoined in the same view. Godolphin, however, actuated,
it was said, 1 by personal resentment, urged it on, and it was
voted by a large majority, and was at once accepted by the
Church as a challenge.
The necessary delay was sufficient fbr
the organisation of a tremendous opposition, and an outburst of
enthusiasm was manifested such as England had never seen
since the day of the acquittal of the bishops.
The ablest Toly
counsel undertook the defence of Sacheverell.
Atterbury, the
most brilliant of the High Church controversialists,
took a
leading part in composing the speech which he delivered.
The
Vice-Chancellor of Oxford was one of his bail. He appeared in
court ostentatiously surrounded by several of the chaplains of
the Queen. Prayers were offered in all the leading churches,
and even in the royal chapel, for ' Dr. Sacheverell under persecution,' and the pulpits all over England were enlisted in his
cause. When the Queen went to listen to the proceedings, her
sedan chair was surrounded by crowds crying, ' God bless your
Majesty!
We hope your Majesty is for High Church and
Sacheverell.'
When Sacheverell himself drove to Westminster
Hall, the people thronged in multitudes to kiss his hand, and
every head was uncovered as he passed.
The meeting-houses of
the Dissenters were everywhere wrecked, and that of Burgess, one
_)f their most conspicuous preachers in London, was burnt. The
houses of the Lord Chancellor, of Wharton, of Burnet, Hoadly,
_ad Dolben, were threatened.
All who were believed to be
hostile to Sacheverell, all who refused to join in the cry of' High
Church and Sacheverell,' were insulted in the streets, and the
condition of London became so serious tlmt large bodies of
troops were called out. The excitement propaguSed itself to
every part of the country and to every class of society, antl the
I See the
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Church agitations
under Anne are among the first politica|
movements
in England
in which women are recorded to have
taken a very active" part. l
The prosecution,
on the other hand, was conducted with much
skill.
The charges were that Sacheverell had described the necessary means tohring
fiable, had denounced

about theRevolution
as odious and unjustithe Toleration Act, and, in defiance of the

votes of both Houses of Parliament,
had represented the Church
as in great danger, and the administration,
both in ecclesiastical
and civil affairs, as tending to the destruction
of the constitution.
¥_hatever
may be thought
of the conduct
of a party
which treated such expressions of opinion as criminal offences,
it must be admitted
that the speeches of the managers
of
the impeachment
were distinguished
both for moderation
and
ability, and it is remarkable
that Burke, long afterwards, when
separating
from the _rhig party at the French Revolution,
appealed to them as the ablest and most authentic
expression
of the Whig policy of the statesmen
of 1688. 2 It is impossible,
indeed, to read those of Jekyll, Walpole,
Lechmere,
Parker,
Eyre, and the other managers, without
being struck with the
guarded caution they display in asserting the rights of nations
to resist their sovereigns.
They carefully restrict
it to eases
in which the original
contract was broken, in which the sovereign has violated the laws, endeavoured
to subvert the scheme
of government
Commons.

determined

on in concer_ by King,

It is on these grounds,

1 See Swift's Eawvminer,lqo. 3],
Defoe has given a characteristic
description of the female enthusiasm
for Sacheverell. _Matters of governmerit and affairs of state are become
the province of the ladies . . . they
have hardly leisure to live, little time
to eat and sleep, and none at all to
_y their prayers ... LittJe Miss has
Dr. S_aeverell's picture put into her
prayer-book, that God and the Doctor
may take her up in the morning
before breakfast; and all manner of
discourse among the women runs now
upon war and government . . . This
new invasion of the politician's
l_ovinee is an eminent demonstration
of the sympathetic influence of the

Lords,

and

and on these alone, that they
clergy upon the sex and the near
affinity between the gown and the
petticoat ; since all the errors of our
present and past administrators, and
all breaches made upon our politics_
could never embark the ladies till
you fall upon the clergy. But as soon
as you pinch the parson he holds out
his hand to the ladies for assistance,
and they appear as one woman in hisdefence.' Wilson's J_/fe
_f_Oefoe,ill
124-126. See too the Speet_fer, No.
lvii. _rendon, however, notices a
similar outburst of feminine zeal in
the semi-religious Politics of the
Rebellion.
_ AT.peal from the .Nerofa f;he Old,
Brh_8.
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justify the Revolution.
The notion that the son of James IL
was a supposititious chi[d_ which had borne a greater par_ in the
struggle than Whig writers like to admit, was completely abandoned. The managers rested their ease solely on the ground
that a sovereign may be legitimately resisted who has infringed
the constitutional compact by which he was bound ; but at the
same time they acknowledge fully that a grave and distinct
violation of a fundamental law is necessary as a justification,
that obedience is in all normal times a stringent duty, and that
the instability of a government exposed without defence in its
most essential parts to perpetual revision, at every fluctuation
of popular caprice, is wholly foreign to the genius of the
English constitution.
To state in the fullest and most authentic manner the principles on which the Whig party justified
the Revolution was one great object of the impeachment,
and that object was fully attained.
Another important result
was that the Tory defenders of Sacheverell abandoned in the law
courts the obvious meaning of the teaching of the pulpit, and,
aiming chiefly at acquittal, met the charges rather by evasion
than by direct defence.
The right of nations in extreme eases
to resist their sovereign was the main question discussed, and
the language of the pulpit on the subject had been perfectly
unequivocal.
The clergy had long taught that royalty was so
eminently a divine institution
that no injustice, no tyranny,
no persecution could justify resistance.
Sacheverell, it is true,
in his speech during the trial, reaffirmed this doctrine without qualification, and numerous passages were cited from the
homilies and from the works of Anglican divines, supporting it ; but his counsel, on the other hand, admitted the
right of resistance in extreme cases.
They contended that
a preacher was justified in laying down broad moral precepts,
without
Pansing to enumerate
all possible exceptions to
their application;
and one of the ablest of them ma/ntained,
in direct opposition to the spirit of Tory theology, that the
supreme power in England was not in the sovereign, but in the
legislature. 1 In the same spirit they urged that the term
Toleration Act ' was a popular expression unknown to the law,
that the proper designation of the law referred to was the _Act
See Sir SimonHarcourt'_Speechfor SachevereI1.
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of Indulgence ;' and that when Sacheverell denounced ' toleration' he alluded only to the insufficient _prosecutlon of sceptical
or blasphemous books. Many passages from such hooks were
clted_ and 'Sacheverel| himself scandalised a large part of his
audience by calling God to witness, in opposition to the plain,
direct, and unquestionable meaning of his sermon, that ' he had
neither suggested_ nor did in his conscience believe, that the
Church was in the least peril from Her Majesty's administration.'
Such an assertion could have no effect, except to shake
the credit of him who made it ; and the House of Lords voted
him guilty, by sixty-nine to fifty-two.
Here_ however, ended the triumph of the Whigs.
The
popular feeling in favour of Sacheverell throughout England
had risen almost to the point of revolution.
The immense
majority of the clergy were ardently on his side. The sympathies of the Queen were in the same direction.
In the
excited condition of the public mind, any act of severity might
lead to the most dangerous consequences, and the House did
not venture to impose more than a nominal penalty.
The
Dukes of Argyle and Somerset, who had for some time been
wavering in their allegiance, took this occasion of abandoning the
ministry, and several other Whig peers accompanied them.'
Sacheverell was merely suspended from preaching for three years,
and his sermons, together with the Oxford decree of 1683_ were
burnt.
A resolution, that during the three years of Ms suspension he should be ineligible for promotion, was rejected by a
majority of one. The House of Commons at the same time
ordered the collection of sceptical passages which had been
made for the defence to be burnt, as well as two books, ' On the
Rights of the Christian Church' and a treatise ' On the _ord
Person" of which the friends of Saeheverell had complained.
The sentence was very naturally reg'arded as a triumph for
the accused, and it was followed by a long and fierce burst of
popular enthusiasm.
In London and almost every provincial
town the streets were illuminated,
and the blaze of bonfires attested the exultation of the people.
Addresses to
the Queen poured in from every part of the country, sometimes asserting in abject form the doctrine of passive obei Coxe'sMarlbm.a_l_,oh.Ixxxvii.
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_ience, censuring
the conduct
cases imploring
her to dissolve
represented
the
sentiments
within a few months
_hire, and his journey
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of her ministers, and in many
a Parliament
which no longer
of h_
people. 1
Saeheverell,

of his trial, obtained
a living in Shropto take possession of it was almost like a

royal progress.
At Oxford, where he continued
for some time,
he was magnificently
entertained
by the Earl of Abingdon,
by the Vice-Chancellor
of the University,
and by the heads of
_he colleges.
At Banbury
the Mayor,
Recorder_
and Aldermen came, in full robes and with the mace before them, to
bring him a present
of wine, and to congratulate
him on his
_leliverance.
Bridgenorth,
back,

escorted

At Warwick,
at Wrexham,
at _hrewsbury,
at
at Ludlow, hundreds
of the inhabitants,
on horsehim

into the town,

while

the

church

bells

rang

in his honour, and the steeples were draped with flags, and the
streets hung with flowers.
Drums
beat and trumpets
sounded
at his approach,
and wherever
he appeared,
his steps
were
t_ronged
by admirers, wearing
the oak-leaf
so popular
since
the Restoration.
He was forbidden
to preach, but the churches
could not contain the multitudes
who pressed
to hear him read
the prayers_ and crowds of infants were borne to the fonts where
he presided.
The Dissenters
all over England
were fiercely
assailed.
At Bristol one of their places of worship was pulled
down, and the materials
were flung into the river.
At Exeter,
Cirencester,
Oxford,
Gloucester,
and many other places their
meeting-houses
and habitations
were attacked,
and the
Churchmen
were regarded
with scarcely less virulence.

Low
One

_lergyman--the
rector of the important
and populous parish
of Whitechapel--signalised
himself by exhibiting,
as an altarpiece in his church,
a picture
of the Last Supper,
in which
Judas was represented
attired in a gown and band, with a black
patch
upon his forehead, and seated
in an elbow-chair.
The
figure is said to have been at first intended
for Burner, but the
painter, fearing prosecutlon,_ultimately
fixed upon Dean Kennet, a somewhat less powerful opponent of Sacheverell. _
1 ._ collection of these addresses
has been published in asingte volume
_f1710).
JKe_'$1.4fe, p. 140-I42. Ken-

net wore a patch on account of a
gun-shot received in early youth.
This book gives _ curions picture
of abe animosity against the Low
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The policy of the Queen during _his outbreak was marked
by much cautious skill.
However strong may have been her
private sympathies, she appears &lring the trial to have acted
in accordance with the wishes of her ministers.
The chaplain
who prayed for Sacheverell in her chapel was dismissed.
Chief
Justice Holt having died during the trial, Parker, one of the
most eloquent managers of the impeachment,
was promoted
to his place, and a fortnight after the verdict the Queen prorogued Parliament
with a speech, deploring that some had
insinuated that the Church was in danger under her administration, and expressing her wish _that men would study to
be quiet_ and to do their own business, rather than busy themselves in reviving questions and disputes of a very high
nature.'
She soon, however, perceived that the country was
with the Tories, and manifested her own inclination without
restraint.
Among the minor incidents of the impeachment
one of the most remarkable had been the reappearance in
public life of the Duke of Shrewsbury.
He had been conspicuous among the great Whig nobles who invited William t_
England, but after a brief, troubled, and vacillating career, had
abandoned politics, and retired, embittered and disappointed,
to Italy.
_ I wonder,' he wrote with great bitterness to Somers
in 1700, _how any man who has bread in England will be concerned in business of State.
Had I a son, I would sooner bind
him a cobbler than a courtier, and a hangman than a statesman.'
After a long period of occultation, however, he again
took his place in that assembly of which he had once been the
brightest ornament_ and when the Sacheverell case arose he gave
the weight of a name and influence that were still very great to
the Tory side, and was one of those who voted for the acquit_l.
About a week after the prorogation_ the Queen_ without even
apprising her ministers till the last moment of her intention,
dismissed Lord Kent, the Lord Chamberlain, and gave the staff
to Shrewsbury. The ministry should_ undoubtedly, have resigned,
butt partly through the constitutional indecision of @od_lphin,
and partly perhaps in order to avoid a dissolution _f Parliamen_
Churchmen
_,

d_tring

the

Saohevere]l

See
Wilson's
too Wrlght's
/4fs__rau_
D_,qf

and the Hisfories
Somerville,

of Burner,

and Tindal.

Boyer,.
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at a time when the current flowed strongly against their party,
they remained to drink the cup of humiliation to the dregs.
Godolphin, it is true, wrote a very singular letter of frank and
even angry remonstrance to the Queen. _ ' Your Majesty,' he said,
is suffering yourself to be guided to your own ruin and destruction as fas_ as it is possible for them to compass it to whom you
seem so much to hearken ;' and he proceeded to expatiate upon
the new appointment,
in terms which few ministers would
have employed towards their sovereign.
But this letter had no
result.
In the following month Marlborough was compolled to
bestow the command of two regiments upon Colonel Hill, the
brother of Mrs. Masham, who had displaced his wife in the
favour of the Queen.
In June, Sunderland, the Secretary of
State and son-in-law of Marlborough, was summarily dismissed,
and the seals were bestowed upon Lord Dartmouth, one of the
most violent of Tortes.
In August a still bolder step was
taken.
Godolphin himself was dismissed.
The treasury was
placed in commission, Harley being one of the commissioners,
and that statesman became at the same time Chancellor of the
Exchequer and virtually Prime Minister. In September, the remaining ministers were dismissed.
Parliament was dissolved.
An election took place, which was one of the most turbulent ever
known in England, and the defeat of the Whigs was so crushing
that the ascendancy of their opponents during the remaining
years of the reign was undisputed.
The immense power displayed by the Church in this struggle
was not soon forgotten by statesmen.
The utter ruin of a
ministry supported by all the military achievements of Marlborough and by all the financial skill of (_odolphin was beyond
question mainly due to the exertions of the clergy. It furnished
a striking proof that when fairly roused no other body in the
country could command so large an amount of political
enthusiasm, and it was also true that except under very
poculiar and abnormal circumstances no other body had s(>
firm and steady a hold on the affections of the people.
The
fact is the more remarkable when we consider the very singuIar
intellectual and political activity of the time. If we measure th_
age of Anne by its highest intellectual achievements, a period
See this _arlous l_tter

in Boyer, pp. 470-471.
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that was adorned among ether names by those of Newton, Pope,
Swift, Addison, Steele, Defoe, BoKngbroke, and Prior, can
hardly find a rival in English history between the age of Shakespeare and Bacon and the age of Byron and Scott,. If we
measure it less by its highest achievements than by its efforts
to enlarge the circle of intellectual interests it will appear
scarcely less emhmnt.
It was in the reig_a of Anne that Defoe
_rcated the realistic novel, that Steele originated, and Addison
brought to perfection,
the periodical essay which for about
three-quarters
of a century was the most popular form of
English literature, that the first daily newspaper was published
in England, that the first English law was enacted for the
protection of literary property.
A passion for physical science
had spread widely through the nation. Except in the University
of Leyden, where it was taught by an eminent professor named
's Gravesande, the great discovery of Newton had scarcely
found an adherent on the Continent till it was impularised by
-Voltaire in 1728, but in England it had already acquired
an ascendancy.
Bentley, Whisten, and Clarke enthusiastically
adopted it.
Gregory and Keill made it popular at Oxford, and
Desaguliers, who gave lectures in London in 1713, says that
he found the Newtonian philosophy generally received among
persons of all ranks and professions, and even among the ladies,
by the help of experiments. 1 Never before had so large an
.amount of literary ability been enlisted in politics.
Swift,
Bolingbroke, Atterbury, Arbuthnot, and Prior were prominent
among the Tories;
Addison, Steele, and Defoe among the
_higs.
Side by side with the _Tatler,' the _Spectator,' the
Guardian,' and the _Englishman,' in which the political was
in a great degree subordinate to the literary element, there arose
a multitude
of purely political newspapers and periodicals.
The _Observator ' of Tutehin, the _Review ' of Defoe, the _Rehearsal' of Leslie, the 'Examiner'
of Swift, _ Fog's Journal,'
•' Dyer's News Letter,' the _Medley,' the _Mercurius Rustieus,' the
'Postman; the _Flying Post,' the _English Post,' the _Athenian
Mercury,' and many others contributed largely to the formation
•of public opinion.
The licentiousness of the press was made a
matter of formal complaint in an address by the Lower House
See Whewell'sHi_. af_ri_.ctive _Pftiteao#_y,
ii. 145-155.
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of Convocation

in 1703,

the Tory Ministry
of 1712, and by

ACTIVITY UNDER

and in a Queen's

ANNE.

Speech

in 1714,

6]
and

endeavoured
to repress it by the Stamp Act
a long series of prosecutions.
_ There is

scarcely any man in England,'
said a greaPWhig
writer a few
years later, _of what denomination
soever that is not a free
thinker
in politics, and hath not some particular
notions of his
own by which he distinguishes
himself from the rest of the
community.
Our island, which was formerly called a nation of
saints, may now be called a nation of statesmen.'
1 The extraordinary multiplication
price, and industriously
noticed, 2 and political

of pamphlets
published
dispersed
in the streets,
writings
which happened

at a very low
was especially
to strike
the

popular taste acquired in the beginning
of the eighteenth
century
a circulation
perhaps
greater in proportion
to the population
than any even of our own time.
The ' True-born
Englishman'
of Defoe, which was published in 1700-1 in order to check the clamour against William as a foreigner,
went through nine editions
on good paper in about four years, was printed in the same period
twelve times without
the concurrence
of the author,
and no
less than 80,000
copies of the cheap editions are said to have
been disposed
of in the streets
of London. 8
About 40,000
copies of the famous sermon of Sacheverell
were sold in a few
days?
More than
60,000
copies of a now forgotten
Whig
pamphlet,
by an author
named Benson, published
in answer
to the Tory addresses
to the Queen
after the impeachment
of Sacheverell,
are
said, to hav_
been sold in London2
BisseFs
'Modern
Fanatic,'
a scurrilous
pamphlet
against
Sacheverell,
ran through
at ]east twelve editions.
Of Swifffs
' Conduct
of the Allies,' which
was written
to prepare
the
country for the Peace of Utrecht,
11,000
copies were sold in
a single month2
The ' Spectator,'
as Fleetwood
assures us,
, _reelwldor, No. 53.
See Wilson's Z4fe of Defoe, ii. 29.
Leibnitz, a few years before, wrote,
' Los feu_l]es volautes out plus d'effica__een Angleterre qu'en tout autre
pays.'-- Cerreapondanee aver Z'_Teetr_ee Sophie, tom. ii. p. 22_t.
s Wilsou's Y_fe of Defoe, i. 346.
4 Burner's Ow_ Times, ii. 538.
' Wilson's Z4fe qf_Oefoe,iii.p. 129.

The pamphlet was entitled, A Letter
to _i_ Joseph JBa_, by birth _ Swede,
b_ttnatuxalised and a 3te_tbe_'ef the
present _Parl_azq_nt,eoneerninty the
late 2J_nehead doetri;w _ehqe]*_'as
establi._hedb!/a eertaia free Parliamen_
of S_veden, to the n#ter enslaving of
that eount_*y.
6 Wilson's IAfe of Defoe, fii. p.
_00,
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_tt_ined at last a daily circulation of 14,000. The unprecedented multiplication of political clubs, which forms one of the
most remarkable social features of the period, attests no less
clearly the almost feverish activity of political life. Never was
there a period less characterised by that _ntellectual
torpor
which we are accustomed to associate with ecclesiastical domination_ yet in very few periods of English history did the English
Church manifest so great a power as in the reign of Anne.
Another consideration which adds largely to the impressiveness of this fact is the nature of the doctrine that was mainly at
issue. Whatever may be thought of its truth, the opinion that
it is unlawful for subjects to resist their sovereign under any
circumstances of tyranny and misgovernment does not appear
to be well fitted to excite popular enthusiasm.
This, however,
was the doctrine which, during the whole of the Sacheverell
agitation, was placed in the fore-front of the battle both by the
_Whigs .who assailed and by the Tories who maintained it. It is
obvious that in its plain meaning it amounted to a condemnation of the Revolution, and it is equally manifest that those
who conscientiously held it would eventually gravitate rather
to the House of Stuart than to the House of Brunswick.
The
position of the clergy during the whole of the preceding reign
had been a very false one. A small minority had consistently
refused to take the oath of allegiance to the new sovereign.
A minority,
which was probably still smaller, consistently
maintained the Whig theory of government.
The immense
majority, however, held the doctrines of the indefeasible title
of hereditary royalty, and of the sinfulness of all resistance to
oppression, and they only took the oaths to the Revolutionary
(_overnment
with much equivocation,
and after long and
painful misgiving.
Much was said about the supposed vacancy
of the throne by the abdication of James.
Much was said
about the suspicions attaching to the birth of the Prince of
Wales, though in a few years these appear to have gradually
disappeared.
Burner in 1689 had written a pastoral letter, in
which he spoke of William as having a legitimate title to the
throne of James ' in right of conquest over him,' and although
the House of Commons_ resenting the expression, had ordered
She letter to be burnt, the theory it advocated was probably

_Z. I.
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adopted
by many2
Among the clergy, however, who subscribed
the oalth of allegiance,
the usual refuge lay in the distinction
between the king de jure and the king d_facto.
Sherlock and
many other
divines,
who asserted
the doctrine
of passive
_bedience,
cont_ended that it should be paid to the king who
was actually in power.
They were not called upon to defend
_he Revolution.
They were quite ready to admit that it was
a crime, and that all concerned
in it had endangered
their
_alvation,
but, as a matter of fact, William
was upon the
throne,
and rebellion
being in all cases a sin, they were bound
to obey him.
As long, therefore,
as they were not expected to
pronounce
any judgment
upon
his title_
they could conscientiously
take the oath of allegiance.
They believed it to
be a sin to resist the actual sovereign,
and they could therefore
freely swear to obey him.
The statesmen
of the Revolution
at
first very judiciously
met the scruples of the clergy by omitting
:from the new oath of allegiance
the words ' rightful
and lawful
king,' _ which had formed part of the former oath_ but in the
last year of _q]liam
this refuge was cut off.
On the death of
James_ and on the recognition
of the Pretender
by Lewis, the
Parliament,
aiming
expressly at this clerical
distinction, a imposed upon all ecclesiastical
persons,
as well as upen all other
officials, the oath of abjm'ation,
which required
them to assert
tha_ the pretended
Prince of Wales had no right whatever
to
the crown, and to swear allegiance
' rightful'
and ' ]awful.'

to the

existing

sovereign

as

This harsh and impolitic
measure was only carried after a violent struggle,
and it was very naturally expected
that it would
produce a great schism in the Church.
The new oath involved a
<tistinct judgment
on the Revolutio_
and it is not easy to see how
anyone who held the doctrine of the divine right of kings as it
was commonly
taught
in the English
Church
from the time
of the Restoration,
could possibly
take it. 4 The resources of
i See Somers' Tracts, xii. 242.
ledge the King to be otherwise so than
2 Lathbury's /F_t. of tl_ -3ro_- defavto.'_A._ Aeeo_t of th_ Graft
]urars, p. 52-54. A writer in 1696 of Deism ip_E_qI_nd, p. 10.
said with much truth, 'The Shibbos Burner's O,rl_Tim_s,fii. 297.
leth of the Church now is King
* Burner gives us a summary of
Wiltiam's de ftwto title, and no the methods that were resorted _5o.
conformity to homilies and ru' Though in the oath they declarecl
bricks will make yon owned by the
that the pretended Prince of Waleg
.present Church if you should acknow- had not any right whatsoever to tha

,
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casuistry,
however, have never been a monopoly of the disciples
of Loyola ; and State Churches, though they have many merits_
are not the schools of heroism,
At the time of the Reformation
the great body of the English
clergy, rather than give up their
preferments% oscillated
to and fro between
Protestantism
and
Catholicism
at the command
of successive sovereigns,
and their
conduct in 1702 was very similar.
With
they bowed silently before the law, and

scarcely an exception
consented
to take an

oath which to every unsophisticated
mind was an abnegation
of
the most cherished
article
of their teaching.
At the time
when the Act came into force Anne had just mounted
the
throne_ and the hopes which the clergy
conceived
from her
known affection for the Chm'ch made them peculiarly
anxious
to remain attached
to the Government.
The abjuration
oath
contributed
to perpetuate
the non-juror
schism by repelling
those who would otherwise have returned
to the Church at the
death of James.
It lowered
the morality
of the country
by
impairing
very materially
the sanctity
of oaths, but it neither
paralysed
the energies
nor changed
the teaching
of the Tory
clergy.
At no period since the Restoration
did they preach
the doctrine
of the divine
right of kings
and the duty of
passive obedience
more strenuously
than in the reign of Anne,
and at very few periods did they exercise a greater influence on
the English
people.
One of the most characteristic
feat,ures of this teaching
was
the language
that was adopted about Charles I.
The memory
of that sovereign
had long since been transfigured
in the Tory
legend,
and immediately
after
his e_ecution
it became
the
custom
between

of the Episcopal,
clergy
to draw
his sufferings
and those of Christ.

Prayer-book

commemorating

rative of the sufferings
suggested
the parallel,

the event,

elaborate
parallels
The service in the

by appointing

the

nar-

of Christ to be read from the Gospel_
which was also faintly
intimated
by

crown, yet in a paper (which I saw) that he had by his birth. They _ts*
that went about among them, it was supposed that this abjuration would
said that _/ght was a term of law
only bind during the present state
which had only relation to/egal right_, " of things, but not in case of another
hut not to a Divine rigl_t or to bi_qh- revolution or conquest.'
Burner's
t'/gltts; so, since that right was conOw_ 2n/_na#,ii. p. 314. See too a
demned by law, they by abjuring it
curious letter in Byrom's /tvma_,
did not renounce the J_/v/_e rig_
.vol. i, part i. pp. 80-3L
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Clarendon, and developed in some of the Royalist poems
and sermons with an astonishing
audacity.l
Foremost
in
this branch of literature was a very curious sermon preached
before Charles II. at _reda in 1649. _ The preacher declared
that _amongst all the martyrs that followed Christ into heaven
bearing his cross never was there any one who expressed so
great conformity with our Saviour in his sufferings' as King
Charles.
He observed that the parallel was so exact that it
extended to the minutest particulars, even to the hour of
execution, for both sufferers died at three in the ai_ernoon.
' When Christ was apprehended,' he continued, _he wrought
a miraculous cure for an enemy, healing Malchus' ear after it
was cut off ; so it is well known that God enabled our sovereign
to work many wonderful cures even for his enemies .....
When
our Saviour suffered, there were terrible signs and wonders, for
there was darkness over all the land ; so during the time of our
sovereign's trim there were strange signs seen in the sky in
divers places of the kingdom.
When our Saviour suffered, the
centurion, beholding his passion, was convinced that he was the
Son of God, and feared greatly.
So one of the centurions who
guarded our sovereign ....
was convinced and is to this day
stricken with great fear, hon'or, and astonishment.
When they
had crucified our Saviour, they parted his garments amongst
them, and for his coat (because being without seam it could not
easily be divided) they did cast lots ; even so, having crucified our
sovereign, they have parted his garments amongst them, his
houses and furniture, his parks and revenues, his three kingdoms,
and for Ireland, because it will not be easily gained, they have
cast lots who should go thither to conquer it, and, so, take it to
themselves; in all these things our sovereign was the living
image of our Saviour.'
In the reign of Anne language of this
kind again became common, and in ] 702 a noted clergyman,
named Binekes, in a sermon before the Lower House of ConSee two curious collections
./_0_'_'/_'_
_
(1649),

.P_g_e
_
and

Poe_
l,_tlvinlum

;

0%

called

Kings

_/_

No court buiGHeaven's
can trm them by their
peel_
SothatforCharle_theGcodtohavebeentryed
And cast by mortal votes was Detcideo

o=_ _l_vrle_
._.
Vatlv_,
_vit]_

ar_ gods once removed,

I_ hence

appears

_e8
o_ Uha_ Z, Zevd Ualael,
_d
/ard _lg_r_ (l*t yea_of Cl_rtes I.'8
2It was reprinted in the defence
_ra_yrdam). I subjoinonespecimen: of the sermonof Dr. Binckes in t702.
VOI, I.
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vocation, not only intimated that the plague and the fire of
London were due to the death of Charles, but even proceeded to
argue that his execution transcended in enormity the murder
of Christ.
_If, with respect to the dignity of the person, to
have been born King of the Jews was what ought to have
screened our Saviour from violence ; here is also one not only
born to a crown but actually possessed of it. He was not only
called king by some and at the same time derided by others for
being so called, but he was acknowledged by all to be a king.
He was not just dressed up for an hour or two in purple robes,
and saluted with a "Hail, King I" but the usual ornaments of
royalty were his customary apparel ....
Our Saviour declaring
that "His kingdom was not of this world" might look like a
sort of renunciation of his temporal sovereignty, for the present
desiring only to reign in the hearts of men, but here was nothing
of this in the case before us. Here was an indisputable, tinrenounced right of sovereignty, both by the laws of God and
man ....
Christ was pleased to set himself out of the reach of
the usual temptations incident to royal greatness, and chose a
condition which in all respects seemed to be the reverse to
majesty_ as if it had been with design to avoid the snares which
accompany it, notwithstanding
that be knew himself otherwise
sufficiently secure, havingneither been conceived in sin, nor in any
way subject to the laws of it. Though the prince whom God was
pleased to set over us was no way excepted from human frailty,
had no other gtmrd against sin when surrounded with temptations, but only a true sense of religion and the usual assistance
of God's grace ....
yet his greatest enemies ....
could
never charge him with the least degree of vice ....
When
Pilate asked the Jews, "Shah I crucify your king ?" they thought
themselves oblige_l to express their utmost resentment against
anyone that should pretend to be their king in opposition to
Cedar.
This they did upon a principle of loyalty, and out of a
misguided zeal, and some stories they had got of a design he
had to destroy their temple, to set himself up, and pull down
the CVhureh; but in the case before us he against whom our
people so clamorously called _%r justice was one whose greates_
crime was his being a king and a friend to the Church.'
This
sermon was censured by the House of Lords as ' containing

¢m x.
_ever_l

CKA_T,_
expressions
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and offence to all

Christian
people,' 1 but the author was soon after appointed
Dean
of Lichfield,
and was twice
elected by the clergy
Prolocutor
of Convocation.
The publication
of Clarendon's
history
_ributed
during
passive
Abbey
renewing

in 1702
and the two following
years probably consomething
to the enthusiasm
for Charles.
A w_it_r
the Sacheverell
agitation_
speaking of the doctrine of
obedience,
said, ' I may be positive, at Westminster
where
I heard
one sermon of repentance,
faith, and
of the Holy Ghost, I heard three of the other, and it

is hard to say whether
Jesus Christ
or King Char]es were
_ftenest
mentioned
and magnified.' 2 The University
of Oxford caused
two similar
pictures
to be painted,
the
one
representing
the death of Christ, and the other the death of
Charles.
An account
of the sufferings
of each was placed
below ; and they were hung in corresponding
places
in the
Bodleian library. 3 The poet Young, in a dedication
to Queen
Anne, described
her grandsire
as standing at the last judgment
among
' bhe spotless saints
and laurelled
martyrs,'
while the
Almighty
Judge, bending
from the throne, examined
the scars
on the neck of Charles, and then looked at his own wounds. _
Another
and still more curious feature of the Church enthusiasm

under

Queen

Anne

was the

revival

of the old belief

that the sovereign was endowed with the miraculous
power of
curing
the struma, or scrofulous tumours,
by his touch.
This
singular
superstition
had existed from a very early time, both
in England and in France.
The English
kings were supposed
to have inherited
the power from Edward
the Confessor ; the
French,
_)thers,

according
to some writers, from St. Lewis, according
to
from Clovis. 5 The miracle
was performed
with every

* Parl. tT_s_.,vi. 23-24. Burner's
O_n T/r,z_, ii. 316.
2 Bisset's Modsrr_ .Fana_c_ (12th
ed.) p. 57.
a G. AgarEllls's I_l_iri_ es_e_¢,
i_ G/_r_d._ (1827), p. 177.

Young had the grace to suppress this
dedication in later editions of the
pcelm
_ There was, however, some controversy on the subject, and a good
deal of national jealousy was shown.
Tooker thinks that the gift wa.a
originally the sole prerogative of the
English kings, _ha_ _hey derived it_
from Lucius, who was converted
before Clovis, _nd that, the French
kings derived it from alliance of

*_l_ltftedhan_hi_loftyneckBurround,
To hide the

scarl_

of a circling

wound,

"2h'_m_,hty,r_ge _
forwardfram_
throne
"rhose
warstomark,andthenregards
Hisown.
_
_ Q_een_nael_re_ to
_'_#'#__ #_ _e _/_ay.
_2
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circumstance of publicity,under the inspectionof the royal'

surgeons,and in the presenceof the King's chaplains,and the
tenacitywith which it survivedso many changes of civilisation
and of religion,
isone of the most curiousfacts in ecclesiastical
history. In France itwas an old custom forthe King, immediately after his consecration,
to go in pilgrimage
to the
monastery
of St. Marcoul,
in Champagne,
where,
after
a
period of preparatory
devotion,
he performed
.the cure.
The
patients
were first visi_l
by the chief physician
of the King.
They were then ranged
in the church,
or, if they were too
numerous, in the adjoining cloisters and park.
The King went
among them, accompanied
by his grand almoner, the captain of
his guards, and his chief physician, and he made the sign of the
_ross on the face of each, pronouncing
the words _ Dieu te
guerisse,
le Roy te touche.'
It was pretended
that the cures
were more numerous
in France under the third race of kings
than under the two preceding
ones, and it is recorded
that
Lewis XFV%, three days after his consecration,
in 1654, touched
more than 2,500
sick persons in the church of St. Remy, at
Rheims. l In England
a special Latin service was drawn up for
the occasion under Henry
VIL, and it appears to have continued, with the omission of some Popish phraseology,
till the
end of the reign of Elizabeth. _ The Reformation
in no degree
weakened
the belief.
A Doctor of Divinity,
named William
Tooker, in the reign of Elizabeth,
wrote a work describing
the
cures he had himself witnessed,
and he relates among
other
cases that of a Popish recusant who was converted to Protestantisn_ when he found by experience
that the excommunicated
Queen had cured his scrofula by her touch.
The Catholics were
much perplexed
by the miracle, and were inclined to argue that
it was performed by virtue of the sign of the cross which was
blood with the English. C'r/u_r_
_eu 2_u_
_n_t_n_s (1597). Laurentius, a physician of Henry IV. of
F_ance, wrote a book De M_
_q_er_u_r_#m(]urat_a_, in which he
appropriates the power solely
to the
French kings. Usually the English
writers admitted that the French
kings derived the power from St.
Lewi_ andcontentedthemselves with
asserting the superio_ antiquity of the

British prerogative derived from Ed_
ward the Confessor. See Collier's
E,ee/v_r_sl
_F_r&,Bk. Hi. ch. 2.
Fuller's 6_.oh lira., Bk.ii.
l Menin, _F_re
d_ _a_re
C._u_noment de_ Ro_ de __ranc_
(1723_ pp. 307-314. St. Marcoul is
said during his life to have cured
many scro£_ulouspersons.
_ See Lathbury's _r_¢. of CoP.vo_t_, p. 435.
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employed,but in the followingreign this sign was omitted fromthe
ceremony without in any degree impairing its efficacy.
Under
Charles I. the servicewas drawn up in English, and in the conflict
between the royal and republican parties the miracle assumed a
considerable prominence.
One cure worked by this sovereign
was especially famous. As he was being brought by his enemies
through Winchester, on his way to the Isle of Wight, an innkeeper of Winchester, who was grievously fll and in daily fear
of suffocation, and who had vainly sought help from the doctors,
flung himself in the way of the royal prisoner.
He was driven
back by the guards and not suffered to touch the King, but he
threw himself on his knees upon the ground, imploring help,
and crying ' God save the king I' The King, struck by the
spectacle of so much loyalty, said 'Friend,
I see thou art
not permitted to come near me, and I cannot tell what thou
wouldst have, but God bless thee and grant thy desire.'
The
prayer was heard; the illness vanished, and, strange to relate,
the blotches and tumours which disappeared from the body of
the patient
appeared in the bottle from which he had
before taken his unavailing medicine, and it began to swell
both within and without.
The story is related by Dr. John
Nicholas, warden of Winchester College, who declares it _within
his own knowledge to be every word of it essentially true.' l
After the death of the King it was found that handkerchiefs
dipped in his blood possessed the same efficacy as the living
touch.
Richard Wiseman, _sergeant chirurgeon of Charles II.,'
published, in 1676, a very curious work called _Chirurgicat
Treatises,' in which he entered largely into the treatment of the
_king's evil, and declared that many hundreds had derived
benefit from the blood of Charles. s A case was related of a girl
of fourteen or fifteen, at Deptford, who had become quite blind
through the king's evil. She had sought in vain for help from
the surgeons, till at last her eyes were touched with a handkerchief stained with the royal blood, and she at once regained
her sight.
Hundreds of persons, it was said, came daily to see
her from London and other places. _ Charles II. retained the
1Browne's 6"r&_,n_ .B_'rfl_,
_
t_li¢on, p. 109.
l_p,13_-137.
s Thiscase is related in a tra_ in
2p. 247. Seetoo Browne's 6V_- the BritishMuseum,called,A _/r_/_
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power in exile, as Francis had done when a prisoner at Madrid_
and he touched for the scrofula in Holland_ Flanders_ and even
France. _ In the great outburst of enthusiastic loyalty tha_
followed the Restoration the superstition attained its climax_ and
it may be seriously questioned whether in the whole compass of
history there is any ]ndlvidual to whom a greater number of
miracles has been ascribed than to the most worthless and

4

immoral of English kings.
Wiseman assures us that he had
been _a frequent eye-witness of cures performed by his Maje_y'_
touch alone_ without any assistance from chirurgery_ and these
many of them such as had tired out all the endeavours of all
chirurgeons before they came thither.'
One of his surgeons,
named John Browne_ whose official duty it was_ daring many
years, to inspect the sick and to witness and verify the cures_
has written a book on the subject, which is among the most
curious in the literature of superstition, and which contains a
history of the cures, a description of numerous remarkable eases
which came before the author, and a full calendar, year by year,
of the sick who were touched.
It appears that in a single year
Charles performed the ceremony 8,500 times, and that in the
course of his reign he touched nearly 100,000 persons. Before
the sick were admitted into the presence of the King it was
necessary that they should obtain medical certificates attesting
the reality of the disease_ and in 1684 the throng of sufferers
demanding these was so great that six or seven persons were
pressed to death before the surgeon's door. _ Some points, however_ connected with the miracle were much disputed. It was a
matter of controversy whether, as was popularly believed, the
touch had a greater efficacy on Good Friday than on any other
day ; whether, as Sir Kenelm Digby maintained, the cure was so
dependent upon the gold medal which the King hung around
the neck of the patient that if this were lost the malady
returned ; whether the King obtained the power directly from
Ged or through the medium of the oil of consecration.
The
Catholicism of James did not impair
his power, and he
_7_r_Nrao/_n_r_]_t by t_ _/_ad of
l_ Z _or, a Mayd at D_tfard,
r_ _.4/_f_r_ Z_m_*®
(1649),
! Wiseman's6_24wJ
_t/_s,
p. 2_& Browne's6V_r_#_n_
_l_n,

pp. 63-64.
_Evelyn's D_ary,March28, 1684.
See too Evelyn's description of th_
ceremony,July, 1660.
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exercised it to the very eve of the Revolution.
A petition has
been preserved in the records of the town of Portsmouth, in New
Hampshire, asking the Assembly of that province, in 1687,
to grant assistance to one of the inhabitants who desired to
make the long journey to England in order to obtain the
benefit of the royal touch, l In that same year, in the centre of
the learned society of Oxford the King touched seven or eight
hundred sick on a single Sunday. 2 In the preceding year, in
the midst of what is termed the Augustan age of French literature, the traveller Gemelli saw Lewis XIV. touch, on Easter
Sunday, about 1,600 at Versailles. 3
The political importance of this superstition is very manifest.
Educated laymen might deride it, but in the eyes of the
English poor it was a visible, palpable attestation of the
indefeasible sanctity of the royal line. It placed the sovereignty
entirely apart from the category of mere human
institutions, and proved that it possessed a virtue and a glory
which the other political forces of the nation could neither
create, nor rival, nor destroy.
It proved that no personal
immorality,
no misgovernment,
no religious apostacy, no
deprivation
of political power, could annul the consecration
which the Divine hand had imparted to the legitimate heir of
the British throne.
The Revolution in England "at once suspended the miracle, for William, being a stranger, was not
generally believed to possess the power, though Whiston
relates that on one solitary occasion the King was prevailed
upon to touch a sick person, ' praying God to heal the patient,
and grant him more wisdom at the same time,' and that the
touch, in spite of the manifest incredulity of the Sovereign,
proved efficacious. 4 In tho person of Anne, however, the old
dynasty was again upon the throne, and in the ecclesiastical
and political reaction of her reign the royal miracle spe2dily
revived.
The service, which was before printed separately, was
now inserted in the Prayer-book.
The Privy Council issued proetamations stating when the Queen would pedbrm the miracle.
The announcement was read in all the parish churches. Dr.
G_ham's 1t_. of th_ 5_¢ited iv. p. 630.
_e_, L 419.
4Whiston's Mernoi_'$
(Ed. 1753),
I-_f6of A_#_y W_d.
i.p. 377. Whlstonascribedthe cures
a Churchill's_l/vot/on of- Voy_]_, to the prayersof the priests.
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I)ieken, the Sergeant Surgeon to the Queen who exann'ned the
patients, attested in the strongest fermi the reality of many
of the curesoI Swift mentions, in his ' Journal to Stella,'
making an application through the Duchess of Ormond, in
1711, in favour of a sick boy. In a single day, in 1712, 200
persons were touched, and among the scrofulous children who
underwent the operation was Samuel Johnson2
The Nonjurors
were especially zealous in urging the miracle as a proof of the
necessity of adhering to the ancient line, and it is indeed remarkable how many eminent authorities, in different periods, may be
cited in favour of the belief.
It found its way into the greatest of
the plays of Shakespeare2 and Fuller, Heylin, Collier, and Carte
among historians, as well as Sancroft, Whiston, Hickes, and Bull
among divines, have expressed their firm belief in the miracle.
Nothing can be more emphatic than the language of some of them.
' This noisome disease,' says Fuller, speaking of the king's evil, _is
happily healed by the hands of the Kings of England stroking
the sore, and ff any doubt of the truth thereof, they may be
remitted to their own eyes for further confirmation.' 4 'To
dispute the matter of fact,' said Collier, ' is to go to the excesses
of scepticism, to deny our senses, and to be incredulous even to
ridiculousness.' 5 ' That divers persons desperately labouring
under the king's evil,' said Bull, ' have been cured by the mere
touch of the royal hands, assisted with the prayers of the
priests of our Church attending,
is unquestionable,
unless
the faith of all our ancient writers, and the consentient
report of hundreds of most credible persons in our own ages,
attesting the same, is to be questioned. '6 We may observe,
however, that even Tooker and Browne acknowledged that there
were some who questioned the miracle, and it was admitted that
the sick were not always cured and that the cures were not
always lasting.
The force of imagination to which the ceremony powe_fuUy appealed doubtless effected much. Many impostors eame for the purpose of obtaining the gold medal which
was bestowed on the occasion in England, or the alms which
' Douglas'_rlf._ion (Ed.1807),pp.
203-205.
2 Boswell'sJoh_ (Croker'sed.)
J -_racb_

ACt iv. Scene

Z,

4Fu]ler's_
_t.,
_Collier'sEea_l
iii. ch. 2.
t_ .F/v#_

Bk.,iL
2ir_. Bk.
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were dist1_buted
in France, and the great political
utility
of
the belief, as well as simple syeophancy,
combined with honest
credulity to sustain the delusion./
What has been said will be sufficient to show the extent
and the nature of the political influence
this time
exercised
in England.
It

the Anglican clergy at
will show that their

theory of the nature of royalty was radically
different
from
that of a constitutional
government
; that, but for the happy
fact of the Catholicism
of James II. and of his son, the whole
stress of their influence would have been thrown into the scale
of arbitrary

government

; and that,

in spite of that Catholicism,

they were accustomed to preach doctrines from the pulpit which
could have no other legitimate
or logical conclusion
than the
restoration
of the Stuarts.
They were, it is true, sincerely devoted
to the reigning
sovereign.
It is true also that they looked
forward with real alarm to a Catholic
king, that they sometimes at least professed themselves
attached
to the Protestant
succession, 2 and that very few of them were prepared
to make
serious sacrifices for a restoration
which might be injurious
to
the Church.
Still, the natural issue of their teaching could not
be mistaken.
When the nation was ca]led to choose between a
sovereign whose title was lineal descent and a sovereign
title rested upon a revolution
and an Act of Parliament,
In addition to the cider books I
have cited, the reader may find much
information on this curious subject
in Wilson's Life of Defoe, ii. 15-21 ;
Nichols' L_terary A_edote8 of the
b_2htev_t_ Gent_ry, ii. 495-504; Lathury's Hizt. of Co_voeat_o_,pp. 428439 ; Bishop Douglas' C_r_t_rion,pp.
195-210 ; Tindal's _r_. of _/_M,
Book xxvL
The ablest of the Tory clergy,
• rritiug with the object of repelling
the charge of Jacobitism, says, ' The
logiek of the highest Tories is now
that this was the Establishment they
found as soon as _hey arrived at a
capacity of judging, that they had
no hand in turning out the late King,
and, therefore, hadnocrimetoanswer
for if it were any; that the inheritance to the crown is in pursuance of
laws made ever since their remembrance, by which all Papists are
_x_tuded, and they have no other

whose
there

rule to go by ; that they will no more
dispute King Wilham HL's title
than King Wllham I.'s, since they
must have recourse to history for
both ; that they have been instructed
in the doctrines of passive obedience,
non-resistance, and hereditary right,
and find them all necessary for preserving the present Establishment in
Church and State, and for contlnulng
the succession in the House of Hanover, and must, in their own opinion,
renounceall those doctnnes bysetting
up any other title to the crown.
This, I say, seemeth to be the political
creed of all the high-princSpled I
have for some time met with of forty
years old and under.' Swift's F_se
T]w_J_ _2o_ tl_ t_resen$ _'ate of
A_ir$. The la_guage commonly used
about Charles L is quite sufficient to
show that the clergy were not as unhistorical as was alleged.
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Was not much doubt to which side the consistent adherent of
the divine right of kings should incline.
Had the Queen died
during the excitement of the SachevereU agitation, it is morw
than probable that the Pretender would have at once been summoned to the throne, and the strength of the Church party in
England was the most serious danger which then menaced the
parliamentary
institutions of England.
Monopolising, as it
did, by its command of the universities, the higher education,
and attracting by its great rewards a very large proportion of
the talent of the country, its power in an age when there
was very little serious scepticism among the educated, and no
considerable rival organisation among the poor, appeared
almost irresistible.
The Church was the natural leader of thecountry gentry and peasants. Its inflaenee ramified through all
sections of society.
Its pulpits were to thousands the sole
vehicle of instruction.
Still, great as was its power, several influences had been at
work undermining
or restricting
its authority.
The Church
had gained something at the Reformation in the increased
credibility
of its theology, and it had gained much more by
purging away the taint of its foreigD origin.
In a coun£ry
where the national sentiment was as strong and as insular a_
in England it would be difficult to overrate the accession of
s_rength thus
acquired.
Italian intervention
had been for
centuries a source of perpetual irritation to the national sent2ment, while the Church that was founded at the Reformation
was of all institutions the most intensely ancl most distinctively
English.
Occasionally, indeed, great outbursts
of political
syc_phancy or of sacerdotal extravagance within its borders
have brought it into collision with the broad stream of English
thought, but considered as a whole and in most periods of its
history it may justly claim to have been eminently national.
Its love of compromise, its dislike to pushing principles to
extreme consequences,
its decorum, its social aspects, ira
instinctive aversion to abstract speculation, to fanatical action,
to vehement_ spontaneous, mystical, or ascetic forms of devotion,
it_ admirable skill in strengthening
the orderly and philantl_ropie elements of society, in moderating
and regulating
character, and blending with the various phases of national life¥
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all reflected with singular fidelity English modes of thought
and feeling, the strength and the weakness of the English
character. But on the other hand ecclesiastical influence in
England was seriously reduced at the Reformation, not only by
the creation of the new doctrine of the royal supremacy, and by
the abolition of some of the doctrines most favourable to ecclesiastical despotism, but also more directly by the expulsion of
twenty-seven mitred abbots from the House of Lords, and the
proportion of spiritual to lay peers has since then been continually diminishing by the increase of the latter.
Before the
abolition of the monasteries the spiritual peers formed a
majority of the Upper House.
Even after the removal of the
abbots and priors they were about one-third; at present they
are less than one-fifteenth. 1
Accompanying this change there was a great revolution in
the social position of the clergy. An enormous proportion of
the revenues of the Church had been swept away by the confL_cations under Henry VIII., and at the very time when the
absolute or nominal incomes of the clergy were thus immensely
reduced the great influx of American gold was lowering the
value, or in other words_ the purchasing power, of money more
rapidly and more seriously than in any other recorded period.
Besides this the abolition of the rule of celibacy, while it
deprived the clergy of much of the dignity that belongs to a
separate caste, greatly increased their usual wants. The fore_
of these three causes reduced the great body of the parochial
clergy to extreme destitution.
In the time of Elizabeth they
were often driven to become shoemakers or tailors inorder to earn
theft bread, _ and several generations passed before there was
much perceptible improvement.
' The revenues of the English
Church,' said a writer in the latter half of the seventeenth
century, • are generally very small and insufficient, so that
a shopkeeper or common artisan would hardly change their
conditions with ordinary pastors of the Church.
This is the
great reproach and shame of the English Reformation, and will
one day prove the ruin of Church and State.
The clergy
.
are accounted by many as the dross and refuse of
_I.

Bucklo's JSF_-¢.
of _l_s_t_,

i.

2See Perry's /_qst. oy
¢ t/re b_lre_
_r _r_d,
i. 7.
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the nation.
Men think it a stain to their blood to place
their sons in that function, and women are ashamed to marry
with any of them.' l Another writer, who wrote nearly at
the same thne_ tells us that many hundreds of the parochial
clergy lived on incomes of not more than 20/. to 301. a-year.
He describes the impoverished clergyman driven to fill the
dung-cart or to heat the oven, and he notices especially the
discredit reflected on the order by the fact that sons of clergymen were found holding horses or waiting on tapsters on
account of the utter inability of their parents to provide for
then_ _ At the time when Queen Anne's Bounty was granted,
Burnet assures us there were still some hundreds of cures
that had not a certain provision of 20/. a-year, and some
thousands that had not 501.3 Swift, in a tract published a
few years later, maintains that the position of the rural clergyman in England was better than that of the same class in
Ireland, but his description of the English country clergyman amply corroborates all that has been said of his low
social position.
'He liveth like an honest plain farmer,
as his wife is dressed but little better than Goody.
He is
sometimes graciously invited by the squire, where he sitteth
at humble distance.
If he gets the love of his people they
often make him little useful presents.
He is happy by being
born to no higher expectation, for he is usually the son of
some ordinary tradesman or middling farmer.
His learning is
much of a size with his birth and education, no more of either
than what a poor hungry servitor can be expected to bring with
him from his college.' 4 The position of such a curate was
by no means the worst.
The system of pluralities, which had
been necessary under Henry VIII. and Elizabeth,
partly on
account of the small value of many benefices, and still more on
account of the difficulty of finding a sufficient number of
Reformed clergymen to ofl_ciate over England, had been much
aggravated during the period that immediately
followed the
Act of Uniformity, and it produced a class of clergymen of the
Chamberlayne'sAngKe ArabiSe, ii, 370,
3rd ed. (1669),pp. 367-369.
4 C_t_
on T_va/_4//_reEachard'sC#atemyzta/tAB6fluffy. l_i_# to tiw Cl_gy of Ireland (1731).
*Burnet's/T_. _f h4s O_v_Tire#,

_. _.
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lowest type.
' The cheapest curates,' wrote Archbishop Tennison to Queen Anne in 1713, ' are, notwithstanding
the care
of the bishops, too often chosen, especially by lay impropria_ors,
some of whom have sometimes allowed but 51. or 61. a-year for
the service of the Church, and such having no fixed place of
abode, and a poor and precarious maintenance, are powerfully
tempted to a kind of vagrant and dishonourable life, wandering
for better subsistence from parish to parish, even from north to
south.' _ Some clergymen were hired by laymen to read prayers
at their houses for 10s. a month, and many others lived as
private chaplains either with noblemen or with country gentlemen at salaries of from 10/. to 30l. a year, with vales. _ These
clergymen were popularly known as Mess Johns, trencher chaplains, or young Levites.
They were usually treated like upper
menials.
They lived on familiar terms with the servants, were
made the butt of the squire and of his children, were dismissed
from the dinner table as soon as the pastry appeared, s and if
they had not already formed a connection with the cook and
the housemaid, they often closed their career by purchasing
some small living at the expense of a marriage with the
east-off m£stress of their patron.
This great evil has been
attributed
to the period of the civil war, when numbers of
the proscribed clergy found shelter in the houses of small
country gentry ; but the trencher chaplains existed at an earlier
date; they are vividly painted both by Bishop Hall 4 and by
1 See a remarkable
MSS. letter
about pluralities, by the Archbishop,
in the _D_stie
_per8 at the Recordoffice, Jan. 1712-13.
2 Compare
Eaehard's
Ca_
of
t/_e Can_empt _fthe C/erg/] (10th cd.),

ligio_z,' the Intelligenver,
No. 5.
s See a very curious collection of
passagesfromtheTatlvrand
_rdia_,
from Oldham's _res,
and from some
other sources in Calamy's Z_fe, pp.
217-219.
So too Gay speaks of

p. 25 ; Oldham's poem. To _ _riend
Cheesethat the table's closingrites denies,
abo_tta _ve
t]_v Univer#_ty ; Swift's
And bids me wit_th' unwilling chapl_inrise.
-_e_e_ far the Advalwv_vT_t of .P__a,
Book ii.
4 A gentle squire would gladly entertain
Into his house some trencher chappelain,
Some willing man that might instruct his sons
And that could stand to good conditions :
First, that he lie upon the truckle bed
While his young maister lieth over-head ;
Second, that he do on no default
Ever presume to sit above the salt ;
Third, that he never charge his trencher twice ;
Fourth, that he use all common courtesies,
Sit bare at meales, and one hail rise and wait ;
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results

The ]_on-juror
Lesley
causes of the discredit

CENTURY.

of ttmir treatment

were very

oK. _.
evident.

justly
described
it as one of the great
of the clergy that ' chaplains
are now

reckoned
under the notion
of servants,'
and he complained
that instead
of being appointed
by the bishops it was 'left
to everyone's fancy (and some very unable to judge)
to take
in and turn out at their pleasure,
as they do to their footmen, that they may be wholly subservient
to their humour
and their frolics, sometimes
to their vices; and to play upon
the chaplain is often the best part of the entertainment,
and
religion
suffers
was naturally

with it.' 2 A cringing
and obsequious
formed,
and the playwriters
found

character
in these

clergymen
one of the easiest subjects
for their ridicule.
Even
in the towns where the stamp was much superior,
the clergy
had their separate clubs and coffeehouses,
mixed little with the
laity, and were nervously
apprehensive
of ridicule.. 3 The town
rectors
and the great church
dignitaries
were, it is true, _cond
to none in Europe in genius and in learning,
and they occupied
a very conspicuous
social position,
but even they were by no
means uniformly
opulent.
Swift assures us that
there
were
at least ten
average 600L
<lrawn
ception
clergy

bishoprics
in England,
whose
incomes did
a year. 4 The beautiful
picture which Herbert

not
has

of an ideal country clergyman
shows that a high conof clerical
duty was not unknown
among the rustic
; and Addison

probably

drew his portrait

of the

chaplain

,

Last, that he never his young master beat
But he must aske his mother to define
How many jerks she would his breech should line ;
All these observed, he would contented be
To give five markes and winter liverie.
Hall's _iro_, Book li. Sat. 6.
A_y
of /_re/a_v/w/y, Part i.
see. 2, Mere. 3, Subs. 15.
The be of t3_ Re#_/e _nd _P#_titivate _¢.ated. See, too, the descriptions of these chaplains in Eachard
and in the At_
Oravlv (3_1 ed.,
vol. i. p. 542), and on their marriages
a eharacteristio passage in Swift's
_ect_ar_
to tl_ Wai_,i_O Maid.
Macaulay's well-known description
of the clergy in the latter part of the
seventeenth centurN,
has been ve_]
severely criticised in a lit¢le
volume

by Churchill Babington. It is clear
that Macaulay greatly understated
the number of men of good family
that entered the Church, and his
picture is, perhaps, in other respects a
little over-coloured, but the passages
I have cited, are, I think, quite
sufficient to establish its substantial
accuracy.
s Swift's Prajeet far t]_ Adv_nve_r_t of.P_li_on,
4 Pref_e_ _o tl_B_lWl_of8a,m_'J
I_t_'od_'tio_.
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_f Sir Roger de Covertey from living examples ;1 but the c/ass
in the early years of the eighteenth
century was necessarily
is-norant and coarse, and an impoverished married clergy mix too
closely in the secular affa/rs of life to retain the kind and degree
of reverence with which the mendicant friar is often invested.
Something was done about the time of the Revolution to
remedy these evils by private benevolence, _ and Queen Anne's
Bounty placed a sum of about 17,000/. a year at the disposal of
the Church for the augmentation of small livings2
The custom
of keeping chaplains, as distinguished
from tutors, in great
houses, fell about the same time into desuetude, and this fact
was one cause of the general neglect of family worship during
the Hanoverian
period. 4 But though an amelioration of the
social position of the clergy undoubtedly took place, it was very
stow, and it was not until 1809 that Parliament
adopted the
policy of making direct grants for the augmentation of small
livings.
The low social position of the country clergy did
not prevent them from forming one of the most powerful
forces in the country, but it no doubt enfeebled the Church
interest,
which might
have otherwise been irresistible
in
English politics.
The practice
of bestowing high political
posts upon clergymen almost disappeared
in England after
the Reformation ; the last instance of the kind was under
Queen Anne, when the Privy Seal was bestowed on Robinson,
the Bishop of Bristol, but in Ireland, as we shall see, political
.affairs were largely administered
by prelates at a much later
period.
The power of imposing direct taxation on the clergy
had from a very early date been reserved for Convocation,
whose enactments,
however, on this point required the confirmation of Parliament, but in 1664 the right of se]f-taxation
was withdrawn from the Church ; Convocation thus lost its m0st
important
prerogative, and the loss was not at all adequately
supplied by the privilege of voting for members of parliament,
which wss then bestowed on the clergy.
The attitude of the
Church
towards the Revolution
still further weakened its
i Spev_tor, No. 106.
e Eachard notices that bishops had
,done something
to augment
the
vica_es
in their dioceses.
' Burner's/T,_t.
_ his Om_ T4n_$,

ii. 369. It was at first, however,
encumbered
by some very heavy
charges.
See tIodgson's
acceunt of
_'u_ee_.
An_e's t_o_ty,
p.8.
• Burner's Ow_ T_z_e_, ii.6_.
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influence.
The servile doctrine of passive obedience which it
proclaimed when the Ftberties of England seemed tottering
to their fall ; its virtual abandonment of that doctrine the
moment its own interests were touched ; its vacillation
and
ultimate disloyalty when
established;
the non-juror
withdrew from it many
affixed an imputation of
the Toleration Act, which

the Government
of William
was
schism which divided its influence,
of its most energetic teachers, and
time-serving on those who remained ;
enabled Dissenters to celebrate their

worship under the protection of the law; and lastly, the abjuration
oath, which brought into strong relief the contrast
between the principles and the conduct of a large proportion
of the clergy, were all steps in emancipating
England from
ecclesiastical
despotism.
It was impossible to disguise the
fact that the Government was based upon and could only be
justified by principles directly antagonistic to those which the
majority of the clergy had taught as essential doctrines of their
Church.
There was one otheragency at work which was partly
favourableand partlyunfavourableto the Church. There
existedamong theclergya smallbody of ableand enlightened
men who had adopted the principles of Locke and Chillingworth, who cordially welcomed the civil and religious liberty
established by the Revolution, and who, regarding with considerable contempt the minute questions that created such
animosity between the High Church clergy and the Dissenters, were themselves hated by their brethren with all the
virulence o£ theological rancour.
The mos_ prominent, and
to the majority of the clergy the most obnoxious of them,
was Burner, whose promotion to the bishopric o£ SaLisbury
was the first and most significant of the Church appointments
of _q/liam.
Scarcely any other figure in English ecclesiastical
history has been so fully portrayed, and the lines of his chara_4ex are indeed too broad and clear to be overlooked.
No
one can question that he was vain, pushing, boisterous, indiscreet, and inquisitive,
overflowing with animal
spirits uric1
superabdndant
energy, singu/arly
deficient in the tact, delicacy, reticence, ann decorum that Rye nee_ea in _ great
ecv3es/as_ical position.
Having thrown hims_,
with aN _b_

enthusiasm of his nature_ into the cause of the Revolution from
the very beginning of the design, he became one of file most
active politicians of his time.
He was a constant pamphle_r
and debater.
On at least one occasion, when he advocated the
Actor Attainder that brought Sir John Fenwick to the scaffold_
he stooped to services that were very little in harmony with his
profession.
He was one of the last writers of authority who countenanced the fable of the supposititious birth of the Pretender,
and in many other points he allowed the passions of a violent partizan to discolour that brilliant history which is one of
the most authentic records of the times of the Revolution.
But
if his faults were very manifest, they were much more than
balanced by great virtues and splendid acquirements.
He was a
man of real honesty and indomitable courage ; of a kind_ generous,
and affec_fonate nature, of fervent piety, of wide sympathies,
of rare tolerance.
In the time of the Stuarts he had more than
once refused lucrative employments through conscientious motives ; he had boldly remonstrated with Charles upon his vices ;
he had reclaimed the brilliant Rochester to the paths of virtue ;
he was one of the very few Whigs who never countenanced the
delusion of the Popish plot.
He was the friend of Russell,
whom he attended
on the scaffold.
He had received the
thanks of both Houses of Parliament for the publication of that
great _ History of the Reformation,'
which was one of the
strongest and most enduring barriers to the Catholic tendencies
of the age of the Stuarts.
Raised to power by the Revolution_
he made it the supreme object of his life to extend religions
liberty to all English Protestants, and, if possible, te bring the
great Nonconforming
bodies into union with the Church. His
own mother had been an ardent Presbyterian.
In Holland and
in Switzerland he had formed intimate connections with members
of different creeds; and, while maintaining a strong and fervent orthodoxy of doctrinal belief, he soon convinced himself
that the points of discipline or ceremony that chiefly divided
the Established Church from Nonconformity were immaterial,
and he was quitereadyto purchaseunityby surrendering
the
cro_ at baptism, the surp//ee, and the custom of elmn_iug pr_yer_
a_d even by abandoning or modifying the subscription to the
Articles.
With these priae/p/es he was rm_ura21y the foremos_
¥OL. I.
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adwcate of every measure for removing the disabilities of the
Dissenters, while on the other hand, he tried to save the High
Church clergy from the obligation of taking the abjuration
oath ; and although on grounds of political necessity he supported
the laws against the Catholics, and the expulsion of the nonjurors, he is said, in particular instances, to have shown much
kindness to members of both bodies. He also laboured alone
in 1709 to abolish the penalty of confiscation for treason, which
ruined the children of Jacobites for the faults of their parents.
Hardly any other member of the Whig party excited such
violent hostility.
During his life he was the constant object of
£he most scurrilous abuse. His coffin was insulted by the mob
as it wa_ berne to the tomb, 1 and his memory has been pursued, even to our own day, with implacable hatred by a large
section of his brethren.
His eminently masculine mind looked
down with undisguised contempt on the questions that were
most dear to the Church, and he never lost an opportunity of
expressing his indignation at the perpetual attempts that were
made to excite popular animosity against the Dissenters, and
at the pretensions to sacerdotal power which were the root and
the essence of the High Church teaching.
At the same time
his bitterest detractors were unable with any colour of reason
to deny either his talents, his piety, or the great services
he rendered to the Church.
In intellectual ability, Atterbury
and Swift could alone, in the High Church ranks, be comFared with him; but Atterbury
was a mere brilliant incendiary, and was tainted with the guilt of the most deliberate
perjury ; while Swift was evidently wholly unsuited to his profession, and his splendid but morbid genius was iatally stained
by coarseness, scurrility, and profanity.
Burnet, whatever may
have been his faults, had at least never written.a line at which
the most modest need blush, and he was one of the most acti_e
and laborious clergymen, one of the most considerable theologians, one of the ablest religious writers in the Churcl_ I4is
work on the Thirty-nlne Articles is perhaps the most accredited
exposition of the dpc_rines of Anglicanism.
He had originally
_uggested to Mary the scheme of applying the firstfruits to the
_ugmentation

of small livings,
i See d_:vt_'S

which

was afterwards

M_a_tn_, 1788,p. 952.

carried

out by Anne.

His influence

probably

contributed

more than

any other single cause to prevent the Whig party from being
wholly _evered from the Church.
His sermons, delivered extempore, and with the most fervid and impassioned earnestness,
made an impression which was remembered long after with
regret during the stagnation of the Hanoverian period2
As a
bishop, his censors were compelled reluctantly to admit that, if
no one took a lower view of sacerdotal pretensions, no one insisted on, or himself maintained, a higher standard of clerical
duty.
It might easily have been expected that
great literary and political labours would have
preparation
for the petty and often irksome
duties of a bishopric.
Burner himself appears

a life spent in
proved a bad
administrative
to have been

conscious of the danger.
Few things in religious biography
axe more touching than the discriminating,
delicate, and tender
strokes with which he delineated the infirmity of Usher,_ who
had allowed the saintly gentleness of his temper to interfere
with the rough work of reforming abuses, who flinched too often
at the prospect of opposition and discord, and buried himself
in private devotions and profound studies, while he ought to
have been engaged in the active duties of his diocese. But no such
charge could be brought against Burnet.
No English bishop
exhibited a greater activity in combating the evil of pluralities;
in watching over the character and education of his clerary ; in
making himself intimately acquainted with the wants and circumstances of the parishes under his care, than this great scholar
and active politician, a
The small school of latitudinarian
divines, among whom
Burnet was conspicuous, counted several other names eminent
for learning and piety.
It had grown up chiefly at Cambridge
at the time when Cudworth, Henry More, _/ilkins, and Thomas
Burner were the leading intellects of that university, and the
See the striking
testimony
of
Speaker Onslow, in a note to _ur_:t,
ii. 721. Dartmouth
noticed that the
vehemence of Burnet's
delivery irapaired t2ae effect of his speaking in
the House of Lords.
I_fe of .Bed::ll_ pp. 85-87.
s Nearly everything
that can be
said against Burnet witl be found in

the annotations to the Oxford edition
of his history.
See too Hickes' sent.
rilous attack and the severe criticism
in Lathbury's
/£ri_to_j of the z3Yo_j_ror$, pp. 69-75.
His best defence ,
is in his own w_rks and in his life by
Thomas Burnet.
I need hardly refer
to the admirable character of Burner
in Macaulay's History, eh. vii.
o2
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+Revolution thnmt it into a prominence it would not naturally
have assumed.
WilLiam, as might have been extracted* turned
_o it in the selection of his bishops; and owing to deaths and
to the expulsion of the _lonjurors, he had soon no less than fifteen
bishoprics to fill. Among t_he new prelates were, Patrick, who
was author of devotional works which are still occasionally
read, and who was famous for his skill in the composition of
prayers ; Cumberland, who will always be remembered as the
defender of the doctrine of an innate law of nature against
the Utilitarianism of Hobbes ; Stillingflcet, the antagonist of
Locke, and one of the most profound scholars of his age ; and
TJllotson, who was incontestably the most popular of living
preachers. A great change had passed over the character of
p_pit oratory a few years before the Revolution, chiefly under
the influence of the last-named divine, who finally discredited
the false taste which, since the days of James L, had been prevalent, and which has been ascribed in a great degree to the success and example of Bishop Andrewes)
The passion for long,
involved sentences, for multitudinous divisions, for ingenious and
far-fetched conceits, and for great displays of patristic and classical learning, passed away, and a clearer and less ornate style
became popular.
The change was somewhat analogous to that
Which had passed over English poetry between the time of Cowley
and Donne and that of Dryden and Pope; and over English
prose between the time of Glanvit and Browne and that of
Addison and Swift. Nor was it merely in the form. Appeals
both to authority and to the stronger passions gradually ceasech
The more doctrinal aspects of religion were softened down or
suffered silently to recede, and, before the eighteenth
century
had much advanced, sermons had very generally become mere
moral essays, charactcl_sed chiefly by a cold good sense, and
appealing almost'excinsively to prudential motives.
The essay
writers, whose works consisted in a great measure of short moral
dissertations,
set the literary taste of the age; and they had
a powerful effect on the pulpit.
The popularity of the sermons
of Seeker greatly strengthened the tendency, 2 and it was only
towards the close of the century that the influence of th_
21.

Bitch's /_fe
Evelyn's/_j,

ef T_I/at_
p. 20July 15, 168_¢.

_ Walpole's __rem. of
vol. i. pp. 65-66.
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BIethodist_movement_ extending gradually through _he Established Church, introduced a more emotional_ and at the same
_ime a more dogmatic, type of preaching.
The results of these numerous latitudinarian appointments
ai_cer the Revolution were very remarkable.
The bishops as a
body soon constituted the most moderate, the most liberal,
the mos_ emphatically Protestant portion of the clergy, and they
had every disposition to enter into alliance with the Dissenters.
_urnet had been the strongest advocate of the Comprehension
Bill, and, as he has himself informed us, he had no scruple
in communicating with non-episcopal churches in Holland and
Geneva.
Kidder was suspected of a leaning towards Presbyterianism.
Stillingfleet, though in his later life he was much less
latitudinarian than his colleagues, had accepted a living in Cambridgeshire at a time when Episcopacy was proscribed.
Patrick
had been educated as a Dissenter_ had received his first orders
from the Presbytery during the Commonwealth, and had taken
a prominent part, in conjunction with Burnet, Tillotson, and
_tillingfleet, in the scheme of comprehension.
Tillotson himserf was avowedly of the school of ChilUngworth, and if we may
believe the assertion of Hickes_ he had shown his indifference
to forms very practically by allowing communicants to receive
the sacrament sitting, if they were foolish enough to object to
receiving it kneeling. The measure which aroused the strongest
clerical indignation in the reign of Anne was undoubtedly the
impeachment
of Sacheverell, but seven out of twelve bisbops
voted for his condemnation.
The measures which excited the
warmest clerical enthusiasm were the Occasional Conformity
and the Schism Acts, but the majority of the bishops opposed
the first Act both in 17037 when it was ardently supported by
the Court, and in 1704, when the Court held aloof from it, and
five bishops signed a protest against the second. In the eyes
of the _najoriCy of the bishops the Church of England was
emphatically a Protestant Church, and the differences between
the Establishment and the chief/_onconformis_
bodies were on
mafters ofcompa._tivelylittle
moment. Theywere in this respect
of the school of Leighton, and still more clearly of the school of
Chilling_orth, and there can be no doubt that they carried with
'them the great body of educated laymen in the towns. Three
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men--Chillingworth,
Locke, and Tillotson--had
set J_hecurrent
of religious thought in this class_ and their influence extended
with but little abatement
through the greater part of the
eighteenth
century.
On the other hand the great body of
the clergy_ who hated the Revolution_ the Toleration Aet_ and
the Dissenters_ and who perceived with rage and indignation
that political ascendancy was passing from their hands, strained
all their energies to aggrandise their priestly power, and to
envenom the difference between themselves and the Nonconformists.
The Nonjuror theology represented
this tendency
in its extreme form_ and exereised a wide influence beyond its
"border.
The writers of this school taught that Episcopalian
clergymen were as literally priests as were the Jewish priests,
though they belonged not to the order of Aaron, but to the
higher order of Melchisedek ; that the communion was literally
and not metaphorically
a sacrifice; that properly constituted
clergymen had the power of uttering words over the sacred
elements which produced the most wonderful, though unfortunately the most imperceptible,
of miracles ; that the right of
the clergy to tithes was of direct divine origin, antecedent ta
and independent of all secular legislation ; that the sentence of
excommunication involved an exclusion from heaven ; that the
Romish practice of prayers for the dead was highly commendable;
that the Church of Englan_ in violently severing itself from
the authority of the Pope_ proscribing the religious worship
which before the Reformation had been universal in Christendom_ persecuting
even to death numbers who were guilty
only of remaining
attached to the old order of things_ anct
branding a leading portion of its former theology as _blasphemous,
fables and dangerous deceits_' had done no act at all savouring
of schism_ but that all non-episcopal communities who dissented
from the Anglican Church were schismatics, guilty of the sin
and re_-'ved for the fate of Korah_ Dathan, and Abiram. Aiming
especially at sacerdotal power, these theologians had naturally
a strong leaning towards the communities in which that power
had been most successfully claimed_ and negotiations were accordingly at one time opeaed for union with the Gallican_ at anether with the Eastern (_hurcta
Some of them contended that
all baptisms except those

by Episcopalian

clergymen were not_
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only irregular but invalid, and that therefore Dissenters had no
kind of title to be regarded as Christians.
Brett, some time
before he joined the sect, preached and published a sermon
maintaining that repentance itself was useless unless it were followed by priestly absolution, which could only be administered
by an Episcopalian clergyman , and both Dodwell and Lestey
were of opinion that such absolution was essential to salvation.
The former of these writers, who was perhaps the most learned
of the party, contended in one of his works that ' there is no
communicating with the Father or the Son but by communion
with the bishops ;' in another that all marriages between members of different religious creeds are of the nature of adultery ;
in a third that even the immortality of the soul is ordinarily
dependent upon the intervention
of a bishop.
Our souls,
he thought, are naturally mortal, but become immortal by
baptism, if administered by an Episcopalian clergyman. Pagan_
and unbaptised infants cease to exist at death ; but Dissenters
who have neglected to enter the Episcopalian fold are kept
alive by a special exercise of the divine power in order that
they may be, after death, eternally damned. _
It was in this conflict of opinions during the reign of Anne
that the terms High and Low Church first came into use, _ and
it is a very remarkable fact that the episcopacy was the special
representative
of the latter.
The one party, which included
many gra-des of sacerdotal pretension, and was characterised by
intense hatred of Dissenters, carried with it the sympathy of
the great body of the country clergy, of the country gentry, and
of the poor. The other party consisted of perhaps one-tenth of
the clergy, 3 but it contained a very disproportionate number of
adherents of high position and of great ability, and it exercised
a commanding influence over the educated classes in the towns.
The co-existence of these two schools adapted to different orders
I See Dodwell's On_ t_rie_.t_d,
his _a_/rgv oh thv Obl_ga_a_to
3irwr_j_v_4n the Truv Co_¢m_,_on,
annexed to Lesley's E_rnw_a_Tain_
_r'u_od2_a_W_es,
and his2_a_/r_
o_ $1w8oU_'wlw'r6i__ .ffrov_d$ha_
nano ha_ $_ _Tn_r of 0_v/n_ th_s
/_v_ _n_t_4_dr_ _r/t _/_ve t_
a1_¢_, be¢ on_ the b_?_." For

the other Nonjurornotions,see especiallythe worksof Hiokes,Lesley,
andBrett.La_hbury,
inhis]T_-y
of t_ JV_njurors,has summarise2,
many of thelr works.Seetoo Bumet's
Orv_T_s, ii. 603,6(M.
, Burner,ii. 347.
_Macaulay.
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of mind and education may perhaps have in some cases extended
the religious influence of the Church, but it in a great degree
paralysed it_ political action.
One feature of the struggle has
been curiously reproduced in our own day. It might have
been imagined from the solemnity of tha ordination vow,
and from the peculiar sanctity supposed to attach to the clerical
profession, that clergymen would be distinguished from lawyers,
soldiers, and members of other mere secular professions by
their deference and obedience to their superiors.
It might
have been imagined that this would have been especially true
of men who were continually preaching the duty of passive
obedience in the sphere of polities, and the franscendant and
almost
divine prerogatives
of episcopacy in the sphere of
religion.
As a matter of fact, however, this has not been the
case. If the most constant, contemptuous,
and ostentatious
defiance both of civil and ecclesiastical authorities
be a result
of the Protestant
principle of private judgment,
it may be
truly said that the extreme High Church party, in more than
one period of its history, has shown itself, in this respect at
least, the most Protestant of sects. While idolising episcopacy
in the abstract, its members have made it a main object of their
policy to bring most existing bishops into contempt, and their
polemical writings have been conspicuous, even in theological
literature, for their feminine spitef_ness, and for their recklessness of assertion.
The last days of Tillotson were altogether
embittered
by the stream of calumny, invective, and lampoons
of which he was the object. One favourite falsehood, repeated in
spite of the clearest disproof, was that he had never been baptised.
He was charged, without a shadow of foundation, with infamous
conduct during his collegiate life. He was accused of Hobbism.
He was accused, like Burner and Patrick, of being a Soc'mian,
though the plainest passages were cited from his writings, as
well as from those of his colleagues, asserting the divinity of
Christ,
One writer, who was eulogised by Hickes as a person
' of great candour and judgment,' described the Archbishop as
' an atheist as much as a man could be, though the gravest certainly that ever was.' l Nor was this a mere transient ebullition
l Bfrch's/_fo of /_i//_a_ p_269.
Dx. Jortin says, 'I heard Dr. B. say

in a sermon, "If anyone denies the
uninterruptedsuccession of bishops,
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of scurrility.
All through the reign of Anne, and for several
years of the Hanoverian period, the bishops were the objects of
the incessant and virulent attacks of the High Churc_hparty.
Bishops complained pathetically in Parliament of the factions
formed and fomented in their dioceses by their own clergy, ' of
_he opprobrious names the clergy gave their bishops, and the
calumnies they laid on them, as if they were in a plot to destroy
the Church.' l _, One would be provoked by the late behaviour
of the bishops,' said a prominent Tory member under Anne, _to
bring in a bill for the toleration of episcopacy, for, since they
are of just the same'principles
with the Dissenters, it is hut
just, I think, that they should stand on the same foot.' _ A
satirist of the day faithfully and wittily described the prevailing
High Church sentiments when he represented the Tory foxhunter thinking the neighbouring shire very happy in having
"scarce a Presbyterian in it--except
the bishop I ' 3
The antagonism between the higher and lower clergy was
very apparent in Convocation.
This body, from the time when
it was deprived of its taxing functions, had sunk into insignifiCance. Having crushed the scheme of William for uniting the
Dissenters with the Church, a period of ten years elapsed before
it again sat. The clergy, however, at last grew impatient.
,an
anonymous
' Letter to a Convocation Man,' which appeared in
1696, asserting the right of Convocation to meet for the transaction of business whenever the lay Parliament was summoned,
excited a violent controversy in the ecclesiastical world, which
raged for several years, and in which the most remarkable
disputants were Wake and Kennet on the side of the civil
power, and Atterbury on the s_de of Convocation.
In 1701 the
two Houses of Convocation were again summoned to meet, and
they immediately
plunged into a contest.
They wrangled
about the limits of their authority, about the right of the Lower
House _o adjourn or prolong its debates independently of the
Upper House, about an address which the Lower House desired
I shall not scruple to call him a
<lownrlghtatheist." . .. This when
t was young was sound, orthodox,
s_ad fashionabledoctrime.'_Jortin's
_rc_t_,i. 436.

_See, e.g., the complaints of
Patrick, Hough,and Burner. _Parl.
/Tu-¢.vi. 496-497.
_PwrA_r_.vi. 154.
s Freel_ldor, No.22.
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to present on the accession of Anne, reflecting injuriously upon
her predecessor, about the right of Convocation to pass judicial
censures on men and books, about several minute pointa of
order.
The Lower House condemned Burner's book on the
Thirty-nine
Articles, which is now one of the classics of the
Church.
It censured at different periods Totand, Clarke, and
Whiston.
It passed resolutions lamenting the immorality of
the age, denouncing
the theatre, and pointing
out that a
Unitarian congregation had been allowed to meet, and that
Popish and Quaker books were disseminated.
It also, in conjunction with the Upper House, drew up some forms of prayer
for special occasions ; but, on the whole, its performances were
so trivial, and the tone of the Lower House to the bishops was
so petulant, that it served chiefly to discredit the character and
to impair the influence of the Church.
These considerations will, I hope, be sufficient to explain
why it was that the Church party, though it was naturally
incomparably the most powerful in England, and was in general
animated by a spirit of intense Toryism, was unable to overthrow the religious
settlement that had been made at the
Revolution.
That the danger was very serious cannot reasonably be denied.
Politics had passed into the pulpit to a
degree unknown in England since the Commonwealth. _ The
Toleration Act, the establishment of the Kirk in Scotland, and
perhaps still more the seminaries which, on account of their
exclusion from the Universities, the Dissenters had lately set up
for the education of their sons, were the object of the bitterest
hatred of the High Church party.
But the efforts of that party
were onlyvery partially successful.
In Scotland, although there
were some thoughts of the restoration of Episcopacy, _the new establishment was confirmed by the Un/on, but the Tories carried in
1712 a very righteous Act securing toleration to the Scotch Episcopalians, as well as an Act which has proved fertile in division,
*Les ecclesiastiques auroient en
mSme temps grand besoin d'une
r_forme_mais personneveut toucher
icy _ une corde si delioate; ils se
m_lent tous de politique; e'est la
morale qu'ils traitent dans leur
sermon. Onl'abolh_ d'autantmoins

que les deux partis eroyen_txonver
tour h tour leur conte dans cette
m_xle.'--Baron de Bothmarto the
Electress Sophia, April 10, 17tL
Kemble'sState _ers, p, 480,
2 See Stanhope's /T_.of
A_n_, i. 97.

even to our own day, taking away from the Presbyterian elders
and heritors in each parish the right of choosing their ministers,_
which had been granted them at the Revolution, and restoring
in a restricted form the old system of lay patronage.
A third
measure, which would appear almost too trivial to be noticed,
were it not for the violent outcry it created among the more
rigid Presbyterians, revived the old ' Yule Yacance,' or Christmas
holidays, in the taw courts, and also made the 30th of January a
legal holiday.
In Ireland the worst of the penal laws, which in
this reign were enacted against the Catholics, originated with the
Whig party, but the imposition of the sacramental test on the
Irish Protestant Dissenters, though it took place at a time when
the Tory power was tottering, was probably due to Tory influence.
The history of this measure is a curious one. The Irish Parliament in 1703 having carried an atrocious penal law against the
Catholics, sent it over to England for the necessary rati_cation.
If was returned_ with an additional clause extending, for the first
time, the Test Act to Ireland.
According to the constitutional
arrangements
then prevailing, the Irish Parliament could not
alter a Bill returned from England, though it might reject
it altogether, and, in order to save the anti-Popery.clauses
of
the Bill, it rehmtantly accepted the test clause.
Burner
ascribes the introduction
of the clause to the desire of the
English ministers to throw out the whole Bill, which they
imagined the Irish Parliament would refuse to ratify if burdened with the test, z but this explanation is very improbable.
The Irish House of Commons only contained ten or twelve
Presbyterians.
It had recently shown its hostility to the
Presbyterians
by voting the Regi.um Donurn an unnecessary
expense_ and, although it had not demanded the test, there
was no reason to believe it would make any serious resistanoe
to its imposition2
The simplest explanation is probably the
true one. The ministry consisted of two parts, the party of
Godolphin and Marlborough_ who, on the ground of foreign
policy, but on this alone, were rapidly approximating
to the
Whigs_ and the party of Nottingham,
who was vehemently
362.
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_ Killen's Ebe/e4da_ioa_H'_t_ of
Zrol_uf,ii. 191, 198.
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, Tory, and who made it the very firs_ object
to increase the stringency
of the Test Act_

_

1.

of his home policy
These two sections

were rapidly diverging,
and it was only by much management
and compromise
that they were kept together.
It is probable
the Irish Tes_ Act was due to the influence of Nottingham,
and
was accepted the more readily
had then no weight in English

as it applied to a country which
politics, and excited no interest

in the English
mind2
In the same spirit the Tory ministry,
in the closing years of Anne, suspended the Reg_n_
Danu_n-a small annual endowment
which William
had given towards
the
support
of the Presbyterian
ministers
in Ireland.
In
F_ngland a Bill for the repeal of the Act naturalising
foreign
Protestants
was carried
through the Commons
in 1711, but
rejected
by the Lords.
In the following
year, however,
it
became
law, and the Tory House of Commons in 1711 also
manifested
its ecclesiastical
zeal by voting
a duty of Is. on
every ehaldron
of coal for three years_ to be applied to the
erection of fifty new churches in London. s
The subject, however, around which the ecclesiastical
s_ruggle
raged

most

fiercely

was

the

Occasional

Conformity

Bill.

The

Test Act making
the reception
of the Anglican
Sacrament
a
necessary qualification
for becoming
a member of coll_orations ,
and for the enjoyment
of most civil offices, was very efficacious
in excluding
Catholics,
but
exclude
moderate
Dissenters,

was altogether
insu_ieient
to
whose nonconformity
was solely

due to a preference
for a presbyterian
to an episcopal
worship,
or to disagreement
with some petty
detail
church

discipline

or doctrine.

i According to Calamy the clause
• was c_rmmonly said to have been
inserted here in Co_meil by the Lords
Nottingham and Rochester, after the
BiI1was sent from Ireland.' Calamy's
._fe, ii. 28. See too Wilson's J_4fe of
/_ae, ii. 186-190.
A similar duty had fermerly been
_mployed in building St. Paul's.
Some_s' Trav_, xii. p. 328. Sw_ft_
in 1709, had form_blycalled attention
te the want in a passage which is
said to have given rlse to the bill.
•_Pa_liamentought to take under
_slderation
whether it be no_ a
Shame to our country and a scandal

Such

men,

while

form of
in the

habitually

to Christianity that in many towns
where there is aprodigious increase
in the number of houses and mhabltants, so little care should be taken
for the building of churches, that five
parts in six of the people are absolutely hindered f_m hearing Divine
service ? Particularly here in London,
whereas_ngleministerwithoneortwo
sorryeuTates, hasthecaresometimesof
above 20,000soulsincumbent onhim-a neglect of religion so ignominious,
in my opinion, that it can hardly be
equalled in any civilised
age or
countxy.'--A ]_q_for
th_ Adva_z_t _.P_@/o_.
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attending their own places of worship, had no scruple about
occasionally entering an Anglican church, or receiving the
sacrament from an Anglican clergyman.
The Independents, it
is true, and some of the Baptists, censured this practice, and
Defoe wrote vehemently against it, but it was very general, and
was supported by a long list of imposing authorities.
It was
remembered that the very year of the Act of Uniformity the
principal ejected ministers in London had met together and
resolved that they would occasionally attend the services of
the Anglican Church and communicate at its altars. 1 The
great names of Baxter, Howe, and Henry might be cited
in favour of occasional conformity, and their opinion was
adopted by the whole body of the Presbyterians.
In the city
of London the Dissenters were numerous and opulent, and
they soon acquired an important
place in the Corporation.
Sir John Shorter, who became Lord Mayor of London in
the year of the Revolution, was a Dissenter, and, having died
durin_g his year of office, his place was supplied by Sir John
Eyles, who was of the same persuasion.
Sir Humphry Edwin,
who was also a Presbyterian, was elected Lord Mayor in 1697,
and he greatly strengthened the growing feeling against occasional conformity by very imprudently going in state, with the
regalia of the City, to a Dissenting meeting-house.
From this
time the High Church party made the prohibition of occasional
conformity a main object of their policy.
Another Dissenter,
Sir John Abney, became Lord Mayor in 1701, and in the
following year the question was brought into Parliament.
In
1702, in 1703, and in 1704, measures for suppressing occasional
conformity were carried through the Commons, but on each
occasion they were defeated by the Whig preponderance
in the
Lords.
In 17(r2 the question gave rise to a free conference
between the Houses.
In 1704, as we have already seen, an
attempt was unsuccessfully made to tack the measure to a Money
Bill.
From this time the question was suffered to drop until
the Sacheverell agitation had annihilated the Whig ministry
and the Whig majority in the Commons.
It revived in 1711,
but a very singular transformation of parts took place. The
Tories were completely in the ascendant in the House of Corn1See Hunt'sj_.

o/i7_

T_g_

_ _/_,

ft. 314.

mons, but it was in the House uf Lords that the measure was
firs_ brought forward_ and it was carried without a division.
The explanation of the change is very easy. The Whig party
had at this time made it their main object to defeat the negotiations that led t_ the Peace of Utrecht.
A section of the
extreme Tories, guided by Nottingham, concurred wi_h this
vlew_ but they made it the condition of alliance that the
Occaaional Conformity Bill should be accepted by the Whigs.
The bargain was made ; the Dissenters were abandoned, and_ on
the motion of Nottingham,
a measure was carried providing
that all persons in places of profit or trus% and all common
_ouncilmen in Corporations,
who, while holding office, were
proved to have attended any l_Tonconformist place of worship,
should forfhit the place, and should continue incapable
of
public employment till they should depose that for a whole
year they had not attended
a conventicle.
The House of
_ommons added a fine of 40/. which was to be paid to the
informer, and with this addition the Bill became law. Its
effects during the few years it continued in force were very inconsiderable, for the great majority of conspicuous Dissenters
remained in office, abstaining from public worship in conventicles, but having Dissenting ministers as private chaplains in
their houses.
The House of Lords, and especially the Whig party, have
been very bitterly censured for their desertion of the Nonconformists on this occasion, but their conduct is not, I think,
incapable of defence.
Three times the House of Commons, by
a large majority, had carried the Bill. Since the measure had
last been introduced the election of 1710 had taken place.
It
had turned expressly upon Church questions, and it proved,
beyond all dispute, that the country was on the side of the High
Church party.
Neither as a matter of prineipl% nor as a ma_ter
of policy, ought the House of Lords to oppose a permanent veto
to thewish of the great majority of the Lower House, when that
wish clearly reflects the sentiments of the nation.
There can be
no question that the House of Commons would have carried the
measure by a majority at least as large as in former years, and it
was stated that the Court was resolved to use its utmost powers
to make it law. Under these circumstances the Lords might

justly consider tha_ they were consulting their own dignity by
taking the first step when concession was inevitable ; that a
measure, mitigated in some of its provisions by amicable cornpromise, and taking its rise in a friendly rather than an
unfriendly House, was likely to be less injurious
to the
Dissenters than a measure framed by a hostile party, and carried
by another explosion of fanaticism ; and, lastly, that it was for
the advantage of the nation that the opportunity should not be
lost of endeavouring by a coalition of parties to avert the great
evils apprehended from the peace.
The object of the Occasional Conformity Bill was to exclude
_.he Dissenters from all Government positions of power, dignity,
or profit. It was followed in 1714 by the Schism Act, which was
intended to crush their seminaries and deprive them of the
means of educating their children in their fkith.
The seminaries of the Dissenters had been severely noticed in a dedication of the second part of Lord Clarendon's history to Queen
Anne, which was ascribed to the pen of Rochester, by the Archbishop of York in the House of Lords, and by Bromley in the
I-Iouse of Commons, and they were denounced with extraordinary
violence, as schools of immorality and sedition, by Saeheverell,
and by Samuel Wesley, the father of the great founder of Methodism.
They appear to have been ably conducted, and it is
a curious fact that both Archbishop Secker and Bishop Butler
were palely educated at the dissenting academy of Tewkesbury2
The measure for suppressing them was one of the most tyrannical
enacted in theeighteenth
century, and it appears especiallyshameful from the fact that those who took the most prominent part in
carrying it were acting without the excuse of religious bigotry.
Bolingbroke, who introduced it in the Lords, and Windham,
who introduced it in the Commons, were both men of the laxest
principles, and of the laxest morals, and it was finally defended
by the former mainly on the ground that it was necessary for
the party interest of the Tories to prevent the propagation of
Dissent2
As carried through the House of Commons it provided that no one, under pain of three months' imprison_nent_ should keep either a public or a privat_ school, or should
l Calamy'sZ_ife,il. 503.
Botingbroke,Letter to Windham.

even act as tutor or usher, unless he

had obtained

a licence

from the Bishop, had engaged to conform to the Anglican
liturgy, and had received the sacrament in some Anglican
church within the year. In order to prevent oe_sional conformity it was further provided that if a teacher so qualified
were present at any other form of worship he should at once
become liable to three months' imprisonment, and should be
incapacitated for the rest of his life from acting as schoolmaster
or tutor.
In order to prevent latitudinarian
Anglicans from
_aching Dissenting formularies_ a clause was carried, making
any licensed teacher who taught any catechism other than that
of the Church of England liable to all the penalties of the Act.
The Bill was supported by the whole weight of the Tory ministry,
and was carried in the House of Commons by 237 to 126 votes.
In the House of Lords the feeling against it was very strong,
but the recent creation of twelve peers had weakened the
ascendancy of the Whigs.
It is remarkable, however_ that on
this occasion Nottingham himself spoke on the side of religious
liberty.
The Dissenters petitioned
to be heard by counsel
against the Bill, but their petition was rejected.
The measure
having been defended, among other reasons, by the allegation
that many children of Churchmen had been attracted to Nonconformist schools, Halifax moved that the Dissenters might
have schools for the exclusive education of children of their own
persuasion_ but he w_s defeated by 62 against 48, and the Bill
was finally carried through the Lords by 77 to 72.
Some
important clauses, however, were introduced by the _rhig party
qualifying its severity.
They provided that Dissenters might
have schoolmistresses to teach their children to read ; that the
Act should not extend to any person instructing youth in reading,
writing, or arithmetic, in any part of mathematics relating to
navigation, or in any mechanical art only; that tutors in the
houses of noblemen should be exempt from the necessity of obtaining an episcopal licence ; and that the infliction of penalties under
the Act should be removed from the jurisdiction of the justices
of the peace, and placed under that of the superior courts.
The facility with which this atrocious Act was carried,
abundantly shows the danger in which religious liberty was
placed in the latter years of the reign of Queen Anne. There

can, indeed_ be li_le doubt that, had the Tory ascendancy been
but a little prolonged, the Toleration Act would have been
repealed, and it is more than doubtful whether the _ely
political conquests of the Revolution would have survived. The
moro_ indeed, those very critical years are examined the more
evident it becomes on how slender a chain of causes the
political future of England then depended.
There can be little
doubt that if, while the Pretender remained a Catholic, a son
of Anne had survived, he would have mounted the throne
amid the acclamations of the English people, and would have
been the object of an enthusiasm of unqualified loyalty even
more intense than that which was subsequently bestowed upon
George IIL
There can also, I think, be little doubt that if,
after the death of the children of Anne, the Pretender had consented to conform to the English Church, the immense majority
of the people would have reverted in'eslstibly to the legitimate
heir.
It is less certain, but far from improbable, that if the life
of the Queen had been prolonged for a single year, the Act of
Settlement would have been disregarded, and the Pretender, in
spite of his Catholicism, _ould have been brought back by a
Tory ministry.
In order, nowever, to understand the position
of parties at the time of the death of the Queen it will be
necessary to turn from domestic affairs to foreign politics_ and
to give a brief outline of the chief work of the Tory ministry-the negotiation of the Peace of Utrecht.
At the time when this momentous measure was carried, the
political aspects of the war had in some respects very
materially
changed.
When the Whig ministry
fell_ the
chances of Philip of Spain inheriting
the crown of France
were so remote that they might have been almost disregarded,
but the shadows of death soon fell darkly around the French
King.
In February 1710-11 the Dauphin fell sick of small-pox
complicated with fever, and after a short illness he died, leaving
as his heir the young pupil of Fgnelon, whose virtues and solid
acquirements had inspired ardent hopes, only too soon to be
overcast.
In February 1711-12 the wife of the new Dauphin
was seized with a deadly sickness, and in a few days she
expired.
A week had hardly passed when her husband followed
her to the tomb, and in another month the elder of her two
VOI. Io
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children was also dead. Thu_ by a strange fatality which gave
rise to the darkest suspicions, three successive heirs to the French
ttn_ne_ representing three successive generations, h_d, in little
more than a year, been swept away, and the old King and a sic_:ly
infant alone remained between Philip and the crown of France.
On the Austriau side the change was even more important.
The Emperor Leopold I., who began the warmhad died in May
1705.
His successor_ Joseph L, died in April 1711, leaving no
son_ and Charles_ the Austrian claimant_ now wore the Imperial
crown°
The military conditions in the meantime had not been very
sen'ously modified.
France was still reduced to extreme and
abject wretchedness.
Her finances were ruined. .Her people
were half starving.
Marlborough declared that in the villages
through which he passed in the summer of 1710, at least half
the inhabitants had perished since the beginning of the preceding winter, and the rest looked as if they had come out of
their graves. _ All the old dreams of Frdnch conquests in the
Spanish Netherlands, in Italy, and in Germany were dispelled,
and the French generals were new _truggling desperately and
skilfully to defend their own frontier.
The campaign of 1709
had been marked by the capture of Menin and Tournay by the
allies_ by the bloody victory of Malplaquet, in which the losses
of the conquerors were nearly double the losses of the con=
quered_ and finally by the capture of Mous. In 1710, while
the Whig ministry was still in power_ but at a time when it
was manifestly tottering to its fall, Lewis had made one more
attempt to obtain peace by the most ample concessions.
The
conferences were held at the Dutch fortress of Gertruydenberg.
Lewis declared himself ready to accept the conditions exacted
as larel_m_naries of peace in the preceding year, with the ex=
coption of the article compelling Philip within two months to
cede f_be S pan_._h throne.
He consented, in the course of the
nego_Aatlons, to grant to the Dutch nearly all the fortresses of
the French and Spanish l_etherlandsjincludi_g
among others
Y_res, Tournay, Lille, Furnes_ and even Valenciennes, to cede
A_aee to the Duke of Lorraine, to destroy the fortifications of
Coxe'sMar/_ra_, ch.lxxxviiL the country by F_nelon,in Msxtin,
See,i_)o,
the_'ng descripthm
of ._r_.
doF_, _tiv.
558-f_9o

Dunkirk, and those on the Rhine from B_le to Philipslmrg.
The
main difficulty was on the question of the Spanish succession.
The French urged that Philip would never voluntarily abdicate
unless he.received some compensation in Italy or elsewhere, and
the Dutch and English ministers now seemed inclined to accept
*he proposition, but the opposition of the Emperor and of the
Duke of Savoy was inflexible.
The French troops had already
been. recalled from Spain, and Lewis consented to recognise
the Archduke as the sovereign, to engage to give no more
assistance to his grandchild, to place four cautionary towns in
the hands of the Dutch as a pledge for the fulfilment of the
treaty, and even to pay a subsidy to the allies for the continuance of the war against Philip. The allies, however, insisted that
he should join with them in driving his grandson by force of arms
from Spain, and on this article the negotiations were broken off. l
The English ministers in this negotiation showed themselves
a little more moderate in their inclinations than on former
occasions, but they yielded to the wish of the allies, and the
war was for a third time needlessly and recklessly prolonged.
It is always an impolitic thing to impose on a great power conditions so ignominious and dishonouring as to produce enduring
resentment, and it would be diffieiflt to exaggerate either the folly
or the injustice of the course which on this occasion was pursued.
England and Holland had absolutely no advantage to expect
from the war, which Lewis was not prepared to concede.
They
prolonged it in order to impose on the Spaniards a sovereign
they hated, and to deprive them of a sovereign they adored, in
order to obtain the Spanish dominions for a prince who was
now the heir to the Austrian throne, though a revival of the
Empire of Charles V. would hava disturbed the whole balance
of European power. If a general peace was not signed, the
war might have at least been narrowed into a duel between
Austria and Spain, and in any case its object was almost
unattainable.
Spain is not, and never has been, one of those
centralised countxies in which the capture of the capital implies
the subjugation of the nation.
Stanhope, who knew it well,
frankly declared 6that armies of 20,000 or 30,000 men might
CompareMe_m_es de T_,
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walk about t_at country till doomsday, that whexever they
came the people would submit to Charles out of terror, and
as soon as they were gone proclaim Philip V. again out of
affection; that to conquer Spain required a great army, to keep
it a greater. '1 The fortunes of the war had more than once
fluctuated violently, but no success of the allies had abated the
hostility
of the great body of the Spaniards.
When Lewis
withdrew his troops from Spain, the cause of Charles was
for a brief period completely triumphant; but when, after the
victory of Saragossa, Madrid was for the second time occupied
by the allies in September 1710, it was found to be nearly
deserted, almost the whole active population having retired
with Philip to Yalladolid.
When it became evident that the
conferences at Gertruydenberg would lead to no result, Lewis sent
Vendome to command the Spanish forces. Charles was compelled
to abandon _drid
for Toledo, where his troops added to their
unpopularity by burning the Alcazar.
He soon after left his
army and retreated with 2,000 men to Barcelona.
Bands of
guerillas cut off communications
on every side, and it was found
almost impossible, in the face of the determined hostility of the
population, to obtain either provisions or information. Stanhope,
at the head of an English army of between 5,000 and 6,000 men,
was surrounded at Brihuega, and after a desperate resistance
the whole army was forced to surrender. Staremberg had
marched at the head of the Austrian army to his assistance, but
the battle of Villaviciosa compelled him to evacuate Aragon,
and t_ retreat with great loss into Catalonia, while at the game
time a French corps, commanded by Noailles, descending from
Rousillon, invested and captured Gerona, so that, with the exception of the seaboard of Cafatonia_ the cause of Charles at the
close of the year was ruined in Spain.
In the meantime the cost,
of the wax to England was rapidly increasing, _vhile her interest
in the result had greatly diminished.
In 1702, when the war
began, its exImmse for the year was estimated at about 3,700,000L
In 1706, when Lewis offered terms more than fiflfilling every
legitimate object of the war, i_ had risen to nearly 5,700,000/.
In 1711 it was about 6,850,000L _ A heavy debt had been inBolingbroke's _Te_t_ of t]_
JTu_j of F_n,o!_.

_ See Ralph%_f_ w_d AZ.a_
Pa*,lim_rt4, L,pp. 167-168,

curred.
Nearly 800 corsairs had sailed, during the war, from
Dunkirk to prey upon English and Dutch commerce, l and the
former had been severely crippled by the heavy duties rendered
necessary by the increasing expenses.
Not less than 20_000 of
the allied troops had been killed or wounded at l_¢Ialplaquet.
England, too, which of all the allied powers had the least
direct interest in the war, bore by far the greatest share of
the burden.
Holland had obtained from England, in 1709,
a treaty guaranteeing
her, in return for a Dutch guarantee
of the Protestant succession, the right of garrisoning a long
line of barrier fortresses_ including Nieuport, Fumes, Knocke,
Ypres_ Menin_ Lille, Tournay, CondO, Valenciennes, Maubeuge_
Charleroy_ Namur, and other strong places, hereafter to be captured from France, while some strong places were to be incorporated absolutely in her dominions.
The wary therefore_
offered her advantages of the most vital nature_ but she had
invariably fallen short of the proportion of soldiers and sailors
which at the beginning of the struggle she agreed to contribute ;
she refused even to prohibit her subjects from trading with
France, and, with the exception of a duty of one per cent. for
encouraging her own privateers, she had imposed no additional
trade duty during the war. The Emperor had acquired immense
territories in Italy and Germany, and he was fighting for the
claims of an Austrian Prince to the Spanish throne ; but he, too,
as well as the Princes of the Empire, continually fell short of
the stipulated quota.
The minor powers in the alliance were
chiefly subsidised by England, who had at one time no less than
244,000 men in her pay2
Nor was this a11. It was quite evident that the alliance
must soon fall to pieces.
From the first the mutual jealousies
and the conflicting objects of the confederate powers had thrown
_bstacles in the way of the military operations, which it required
572.

•[artin, _t.

dv Franvo, xiv.

At the beginning of the war
l_ngland had agreed to fmmishonly
40,000men, the Emperor 90,000,and
the States.General no less than
102,000, of whom 42,000 were to
_sUppty
theirgarrisons, and G0,000to
a_t against the enemy. Of the ships

five-eighths were to be supplied by
England and three-eighths by the
States. Onthe extent to which England exceeded and the o_herpowers
fell short of the stipulatedp_oportion,
see the Representationof the House
of Commons,/'arA _.
vh 109_1105.
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all the genius and all the admirable patience and dexterity
of Marlborough and Eugene te surmount.
The absurd habit
adopted by the Dutch_ of sending deputies with their armies to.
control their generals, had again and again paralysed the allies.
Marlbgrough thus lost his most favourable
opportunity
of
crushing Boufl]ers at Zonhoven in 1702. He was prevented
by the same cause from invading French Flanders in 1703_ and
from attacking Villars on the plain of Waterloo in 1705, though
he expressed his confident belief that he could have gained a
victory even more decisive than Blenheim ; and Dutch jealousy
was plausibly said to have been the chief reason why the war
was never carried into the Spanish West Indies, where conquests
would have been very easy and very lucrative to England. The
eonduct of the Emperor was no less open to censure.
In the
beginning of 1707 he had entered into separate and secret
negotiations with the French ; had concluded with them, without the consent of any of the allies except the Duke of Savoy, a
treaty for the neutrality of Italy, and had thus enabled them to
send reinforcements
from Lombardy to Spain, which prepared
the way for the great disaster of Almmaza.
In the course of
the same year he insisted, contrary to the wishes of his allies,
upon sendinga large body of troops to conquer Naples for h_mself; and the want of Ms co-operation led to the calamitous
failure of the siege of Toulon.
There was hardly an expedition, hardly a negotiation, in which bickerings and divergent
counsels did not appear.
The Dutch and the English were
animated by the bitterest spirit of commercial jealousy ; and
when Charles assumed the imperial crown, the alliance was at
once placed in the most immluent danger.
Portugal and Savoy
formally declared that they would carry on the war no longer
to unite the crown of Spain with that of Austria; and there was
ta_bably scarcely a statesman out of Germ_ay who considered
such a union in itself a goed2
i Bee,on the reasonsfor making
peace_SwK%'s_:_dt_t of $_ A//ies,
_r_ry of t]_ _
_
l_e_z_
_
An_, ascrib_l to Swifb,the
very fccclble l_r_a_
of t_
J_o_e af _
&a_,_ up by Sir
Thomas Hanmer, Ratphs _r_ _d
_buae_-¢auar/_,
i. 1_ 1_ Bol-

ingbroke's _oh
of _h_ /T_ary of
J_ra_e. Coxe's
Z4fe
of_ra_/:b_
though written _rom the Whig poin_
of view, abundantly illu_rates the
selfishconductof the allies. As early
as Nov. 1710, Bolingbroke_ote to
Drummond,' Oar trade sinks, and
seve..ral_a,_els of it, for we_ _a_t,_
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Such was the state of affairs when the Tory ministry rose to
power.
It was evidently in the highest degree their party
interest to negotiate a speedy peace. The war was originally a
Whig war. It had been mainly supported by the Whig party.
The great general who chiefly conducted it had been the pillar
of the Whig ministry, and every victory he gained redounded
to its credit.
The principal
allies of England during the
struggle had, moreover_ shown themselves actively hostile to
the Tories. When the change of ministry was contemplated, the
Emperor wrote to Anne to dissuade her from the step ; and the
Dutch Government
directed their envoy to make a formal remonstrance to the same effect2
Besides this, it was a favourite
doctrine of the Tory leaders that the large loans necessitated
by the war had given an unnatural importance to the moneyed
classes, who were the chief supporters of the Whigs, and who
were regarded with extreme jealousy by the country gentry. _
The mixture of party with foreign policy in times when a great
national struggle is raging, is perhaps the most serious danger
and evil attending
parliamentary
government ; and it was
shown in every part of the reign of Anne. But if the foregoing
arguments are just, it will appear evident that in this case the
party interest which led the Tory ministers to desire the immediate termination
of the war was in complete accordance
with the most momentous and pressing interests of the nation.
It will appear almost equally evident that the essential article
of the Peace of Utrecht, which was the recognition by England of Philip as the sovereign of Spain, was perfectly righteous
and politic_ The permanent
maintenance
of Charles on the
usual flux, become choked_ "and will
in time be lost ; whilst in the meanwhile the commerce of Holland ex.
tends itself and flourishes to a great
degree.
I can see no immediate
benefit likely to aoarue to this nation
bw_the war, let it end how, and
e_ it will, besides the general adw,,_ges
common to all Eu.rol_ of
reducing the I_ench power; whilst
it is most apparent that the rest
of the confederstes
have in their
own hands z_ire_ 7 very great addi"denser power and dominion obtained
by the war, and partienlaxly
the

States.'--Bolingbroke's
Zatters,
L
26-27.
See, too, i., pp. 54-55, 191195, and also his able letter
to
the _4/nvr
in 1710, which was
answered by no less a person than
the Chancellor
Cowper. -- _onurrs 1
/'ra_,
xiii. 71.75
' Coxe's _fe
qf _ar/bara_k
Botingbroke's
/._ters,
L 9, iiL 7_
2 See Bolingbroke's
Y_,
ii.,
74, 211. The same idea frequently
occurs in Swill
In his lett_
to
Sir W. Windham, Bolingbroke
very
frankly admitte_that
the t_ace wasa
supreme party interest.
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Spanish throne was, probably, an impossibility.
If it had been
e_ee_d, so great an accession of power to the Empire would
have been most dangerous to Europe.
No other solution than
the recognition of Philip was possible without a great prolongation of the war, and the dangers apprehended from that recognition might never arise, and could be at least part/ally averted.
Philip might never become the heir to the French throne, and
as long as the two kingdoms remained separate, there was no
reason to believe that the relationship between their sovereigns
would make Spain the vassal of France.
The intense national
jealousy of the Spanish chavacter was a sufficient safeguard.
More than half the wars which desolated Europe had been wars
between sovereigns who were nearly related ; and if it was true
that Lewis exercised a great personal ascendancy over Philip, it
was also true that Lewis was now so old a man, and his kingdom
so reduced, that another war during his lifetime was almost
impossible.
If, on the other hand, the death of the infant
Dauphin made Philip the heir to the French throne, a real
danger would arise;but
serious measures were taken by the
Peace of Utrecht to mitigate it. In the first place, Philip made
a solemn renunciation of his claims to the succession of France,
and that renunciation was confirmed by the Spanish Cor_es and
registered by the French Parliaments.
It was, it is true, only
too probable that this renunciation would be disregarded if any
great political end was to be attained.
The examples of such
a course were only too recent and glaring, and in this case an
admirable pretext was already furnished.
French lawyers had
laid down the doctrine that such a renunciation, by the fundamental laws of France, would be null and invalid ; that the next
prince to the throne is necessarily the heir, by the right of birth-;
and that no political act -f his own, or of the sovere_n, could
divest him of his title.
In the earlier stages of the negotiation Torcy had maintained this doctrine in his correspondence wi_h St. John, and if it was found convenient it would
probably be re,-ived.
But even in case Philip became the
heir to the French throne, it by no means followed that peace
_vould be broken ; for, as a mere matter of poliey, it was prol_able _at Philip would remain faithful to his engagement,
and would content himself with one crown.
An attempt to
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unite the French and Spanish thrones would undoubtedly be met
by another European coalition, and the offending sovereign
would be weakened, not only by the great reluctance of the
Spanish people to become subsidiary to a more powerful nation,
but most probably also by the divisions of a disputed succession
in France.
In the face of these considerations, there was a fair
prospect of the maintenance of peace; and even if events assumed their darkest aspect, the English, by the Peace of Utrecht,
retained Gibrattar_ Port Mahon, and Minorca, which gave them
• {he command of the Mediterranean, while the Spanish possessions in Italy and the Netherlands were added to the dominions
of the Empire.
For these reasons the abandonment by the Tory ministry
of the articles before insisted on, requiring Philip to give up
the Spanish throne, and Lewis to employ his arms against him_
appears perfectly justifiable, nor can we_ I thinks remembering the
fate of the former nego_iations_ blame English statesmen very
severely if, before attempting to negotiate a formal treaty, they
entered into some separate explanation with the French.
Here,
however, the language of eulogy or apology must end, for the
tortuous proceedings that terminated in the Peace of Utrecht
form, beyond all question, one of the most shameful pages in
English history.
A desire for peace was hardly a stronger
feeling with the Ministers than hatred and jealousy of the Dutch,
and their first object was to outwit them by separate and clandestine negotiation ; to obtain for England a monopoly of com_
mercial privileges, and to obtain them, in a great degree_ at
the cost of the towns which would otherwise have been ceded
for the Dutch barrier.
As early as the autumn of 1710 a
secret negotiation was carried on with the French, but for some
time the aspect of the war was not very materially changed.
For the first year after the new ministry came to power, Marlborough was still at the head of the army, though his position
was a most painful one. The parliamentary vote of thanks to
him was withheld ; his opinion, even on military matters, was
ostentatiously
disregardeGl; his wife--who had, indeed, made
herself intolerable to the Queen--was dismissed from her posts.
Godolphin, who, of all his political friends, was most closely
attached to him, was falsely and vindictively accused of having
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lei_ no less than 35,000,000/. of public money uuaceoun_l for, l
and in spite of the urgent protest of Marlborough, more than
5,000 men were withdrawn f_om the army to be employed in
an enterprise from which St. John expected the most brilliant
results.
The Tories had long complained, with some reason,
that the _'hig Government carried on the war by land rather
than by sea, and in the centre of Europe, where England had
nothing to gain, rather than in distant quarters, where her
colonial empire might be largely increased.
St. John accordingly_ anticipating one of the great enterprises of the elder
Pitt, sent out _ an expedition, consisting of twelve ships of war
and fifty transports, for the 'conquest of Canada. The naval
part was under the command of Sir Hoveden Walker, and the
soldiers were under that of Brigadier Hill, the brother of Mrs.
_vlasham. It was, however, feebly conducted, and, having encountered some storms and losses at sea, it returned without
result.
It may appear strange that Marlborough should have continued in command in spite of so many causes of irritation,
but he was implored by his Whig friends to do so. Besides
this, there is some _sQn to believe that his resolution of character was not altogether what it was ; and his conduct in civil
affairs never displayed the same decision as his conduct in the
field. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that he might_ by
a prompt intervention_ supported by a threat of resignation_
have retarded_ if not prevented_ the fall of Godolphin ; and in
the period immediately preceding the Peace of Utrecht, he
displayed considerable weakness and hesitation.
It is curious
to observe that, of all public men, he showed the greatest sensitiveness to the libels of the press; and he complained, to
Harley and St. John, in terms of positive anguish, of the attacks
to which he was subject. 3 His frequent negotiations with both
Hanoverians and Jacobites rendered his position peculiarly
perplexing.
His love of money amounted to a diseaset and
made it di_cul_ for him to sacrifice his official emoluments.
l Walpole very ably __2uted this to pay his funeral expense_. See
calumny. When Godurlr_hin
died in letter of the Duchessof Marlbomugt_
t_ followingye_ his whole personal Coxe's MaeZbo_, cA ci_
plx_rty, after his d_bts were paid,
_ May1711.
tj sa_dtolULVe
bernscarcelysufficient
s Coxe's
_'_/b
oh.e.,
or.
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He had tried without _ceess at the time when the Whig
mlnistry was falling to obtain from the Eml_ror the goverument of the Spanish Netherlands which on two previous occasions he had refused. 1 He had the natural desire of a great
general to remain at the head of the amy dul_ng the war, and
of an adroit politician to preserve a position of much power at
a time when the question of a disputed succession was _rnpending.
He was so incomparably the greatest English general
that it seemed scarcely possible to displace hlm_ and at one
moment there were symptoms of reconciliation between himself and St. John.
In September 1711 he succeeded, by a
masterly movement, in breaking through the lines of Villars,
and having captured Bouchain, the struggle seemed about to
take a more decisive form. Quesnoy and Landrecies were
the only strong places of the French barrier that were now
interposed between the allies and a rich and open country
extending to the very walls of Paris." The Emperor and the
Dutch were straining all their powers for a new effort, and there
can be little doubt that, under the guidance of Marlborough and
Eugene, it would have been successful.
The ministers, however, had by this time arrived at such a point in their secret
negotiations that they looked forward to an immediate peace,
and were anxious, if possible, to paralyse the operations of war.
On September 277 1711, two sets of preliminaries of peace were
secretly signed. The first, the most important, and by far the
most explicit, concerned England mainly or exclusively, were
signed on the part of both England and France_ and were kept
carefully secret from the allies. By these preliminaries the title
of Anne and her successors, as by law established, was recognised;
the cession of Gibraltar, Port Mahon, and Newfoundland, with
a reservation of the right of fishing to the French, was granted
or confirmed ; the port and fortifications of Dunkirk were to be
destroyed at the peace, France receiving an equivalent to be
determlned in the final treaty; a treaty of commerce with
France was premised;
the luerative right of supplying the
Spanish colonies in _america with negroes was transferred from
a French company to the English, and some places in America
were assigned to the English for the refreshment and sale of the
1 _e's

_h,

ch. xcvi.

Begroes.
The other set of preHm_es
which were communicated to the Dutch and were signed only on the part of France,
comprised the recognition of the title of the Queen and of the
succession established by law, the article relating to Dunkirk
and a promise of commercial advantages for England and Holland ; they made no mention of the special advantages England secured for herself, but provided that measures should be
taken to :prevent the union of the crowns of France and Spain ;
_hat barriers, the nature and extent of which were as yet undefined, mhonld be formed for the Dutch and for the Empire ; and,
by a separate article, that the places taken from the Duke of
Savoy should be restored, and his power in Italy aggrandised.
These ar_Acles were communicated
by the English to the allies,
who were summoned to a conference for the negotiation of a
definite peace.
The difficulties of the ministers were very great.
The
Dutch, though they at length consented to join the proposed
conference at Utrecht, expressed strong dissatisfaction with the
preliminaries of which they had been apprised.
The Emperor
was still more emphatic, and he only consented to take part
in the proceedings on condition that the preliminaries
should
be regarded as mere propositions, without any binding force.
The Elector of Hanover, whose judgment
had naturally a
_ecial weight with English politicians, was prominent on the
same side; and although the ministers could count on a large
majority in the Commons, a majority in the House of Lords,
supported by Marlborough himself, voted that no peace could
be safe or honourable
which left Spain and the Indies to a
Bourbon prince.
Public opinion received a severe shock when,
at the close of the year, the greatest of England:s generals
was removed ignominiously from the command of the army,
and was replaced by the Duke of Ormond, a strong Tory, but a
man of no military ability.
The conference, h_ever,
met at
U_reeht a_ _he close of January 1711-12, and early in the next
month the French made their propositions far a peace.
Lewis
offered f_ recognise the Queen of England and the succession
established by law, but only on the signature of peace ; to
destroy the fo#_ifications of Dunkirk after the-peace, on condition of receivin{_ a _tisfactory equivalent;
to cede to Eag-

land St. Christopher, Hudson's Bay, and Newfoundland, reserving, however, the fort of Placentia and the right of fishing
around Newfoundland, and receiving again the whole of Acadia ;
and he also undertook to make a treaty of commerce with
England, based on the principle of reciprocity.
When, however, the question of the Dutch tmxrier arose, the French propositions showed the enormous ehange which had passed over the
pretensions of Lewis since the conferences of Gertruydenbergo
He now demanded that the sovereignty of the Spanish l_ethcrlands should be granted to his ally the Elector of Bavaria;
and, although he recognised the right of the Dutch to garrison
the frontier towns, he prescribed limits for their barrier
wholly different from those which had been guaranteed by
England in the treaty of 1709, and recognised by France in
the conferences of 1710. He demanded the surrender of both
Lille and Tournay as an equivalent for the destruction of the
harbour of Dunkirk.
Of the cession of Valenciennes
there
was no longer any question.
He offered, it is true, to cede
Fumes, Knoeke, Ypres, and Meuin, but only in exchange
for Aire, St. Venant, Bethune, and Douay.
These demands
were made, though not a single success in Flanders had improved the position of the French since 1709, while the immense concession the allies were preparing to make in leaving
Philip undisturbed
on the Spanish throne entitled them to demand that in other respects at least the conditions accepted
in that year should be rigidly exacted.
The arrogance, as it
was deemed, of the French King excited not only indignation, but astonishment;
but those who blamed it did not
know the secret stipulations by which England was now bound
to France.
They did not know that the English minis_rs
were on far more confidential terms with the enemy than with
their allies; that St. John had informed the French negotiator that, though they could not avoid demanding a barrier
for the Dutch, they desired it to be neither very extended nor
very strong ; that he had specially urged the French to stand.
firm against Holland, in order _o resis_ any attempt she m_ht
make to obtain a share of the advantages conceded to EnglancLl
Under such circumstanees_ the position of France in the nego-
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had a weighty ally at the Council-board--an ally all the more
valuable because her position was unavowed;
because her
statesmen had entered upon a course in which failure or even
exposure might lead to impeachment.
The ether French demands were in the same key. Lewis consented, indeed, in the
name of his grandson, to the abandonment
of the Spanish
dominions in Italy, which were already in the hands of the
allies ; but he demanded that the frontiers between France
and Germany, between France and the territory of the Duke of
Savoy, and between Portugal and Spain, should be re-established
as they were before the war. He consented to give guarantees
against the possible union ot the crowns of France and Spain,
and to recognise those titles in Germany which he had hitherto
refi_-<l to acknowledge ; but he demanded in return that Philip
should retain the thrones of Spain and of the Indies, and that
the Electors of Cologne and Bavaria should be fully re-established in the territory and the position from which they had been
driven by the war.
It is not surprising that such demands, made after a long
succession of crushing defeats, by a Power which less than three
years before would have gladly purchased peace by a complete
abandonment of the cause of Philip, by the cession of all or
almost all the strong places on the Dutch frontier, and by the
restoration of Strasburg to the Emperor, should have been
branded by the House of Lords as scandalous, frivolous, and
dishonouring
to the Queen and to the allies.
The English
ministers, however, were not diseouraged_ and they advanced
fearlessly in the path which they had chosen.
The course of
duty before them at this time was very clear. The terms or
propositions of peace should have been fully, frankly, and
unreservedly laid before the plenipotentiaries
assembled at
Utrecht.
As long as no conclusion was arrived at_ military
operations should have been strenuously pursued, but if after
mature deliberation England desired to make peace on terms
which were unacceptable to the allies, she had a perfect right to
withdraw formally from the alliance.
Harley and St. John_
however, though widely differen_ in most respects, agreed in
preferring tortuous to open methods_ and they at this time
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.carried on the foreign policy of the Government
rather in
the manner of conspirators than of statesmen.
They plunged
deeper and deeper into separate clandestine negotiations, and
they allowed these negotiations to interfere fatally with military
operations.
The allied army in Flanders in the spring of 1712
considerably outnumbered that of Villars which was opposed to
it., and although the English contingent was feebly commanded
the presence of Eugene gave great promise of success. The
opposing armies were in close proximity_ and there was every
reason to look forward to brilliant results, when Ormond received
peremptory orders from St. John to engage in no siege and
to hazard no battle till further instructions, and to keep this
order strictly secret from the general with whom he was cooperating.
A postscript was added_ in which the seriousness
of the matter contrasted strangely with the levity of the form.
I had almost forgot to tell your Grace that communication is
made of this order to the Court of France_ so that if the
Marshal de Villars takes, in any private way, notice of it to
you, your Grace will answer accordingly.' 1 Twelve days later
another letter directed Ormond to take the first step by sending
a messenger to Villars_ _ and a secret correspondence was thus
opened between the English general and the enemy who was
opposed to him in the field. The suspicions of Eugene were at
last aroused.
He perceived an opportunity of compelling the
enemy either to fight a battle at great disadvantage, or else to
repass the Somme_ and he at once prepared a general attack.
The English general was overwhelmed with confusion: he.tried
by excuses that were palpably futile to evade the request_ and
he finally begged a postponement.
The treachery now could
no longer be concealed.
Eugene insisted on besieging Quesnoyo
Ormond could find no excuse, and yielded.
The siege was
formally begun when Ormond announced to the Austrian commander and to the Dutch that England had signed a suspension
of arms for two months, and that the British troops and the
auxiliaries who were subsidised by Great Britain were about_ in
the face of the enemy, to retire from the confederate army.
These transactions formed afterwal<ls one of the most formidable

of the articles

of impeachment

i Boli_gbroke'sLetters,ii. 3_1 (MayI0).

against Bolingbroke,
2 Ibid. p. 3t4,
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_ud _hey admit _of but little palliation.
The scene when the
suspension of arms was announced to the army was a very
memorable one. The Austrian and Dutch generals protested
in vain. The subsidised allies loudly declared that they would
be no parties to an act of such aggravated treachery.
Their
pay was considerably in arrear, and with a rare refinement of
meanness it was threatened that their arrears would not be paid
unless they withdrew, but the threat with the great majority
was unavailing.
Among the British troops the sentiment was
but little different. When the withdrawal was announced at the
head of each regiment a general hiss and murmur ran through
the ranks. In order to prevent the spread of disaffection, strict
orders were given that there should be no communication between the troops who were to retire and those who were to
remain ; but yet, in the words of a contemporary, the British
camp resounded ' with curses against the Duke of Ormond as a
stupid t_ol and general of straw. The colonels, captains, and other
brave officers were so overwhelmed w_th vexation that they sat
apart in their tents, looking on the ground for very shame with
downcast eye_ and for several days shrank from the sight even
of their fellow soldiers .....
Some left their colour% to serve
among the allies, and others afterwards withdrew, and whenever they recollected the Duke of Marlborough
and the late
glorious times their eyes filled with tears.' l At length, on the
12th of July, the British troops, munbering 12,000 men, and
accompanied only by four squadrons and one battalion of the
Holstein auxiliaries, and by a regiment of dragoons from the
contingent of Li4ge, marched in dejected silence from the confederate camp.
The Dutch governors of Bouchain, Douay, and
Tournay refused to open their gates, anc_ the English in reprisaI
seized upon Ghent and Bruges.
One of the terms of the agreemeat with France was that a British garrison should at once
occupy Dunkirk, but the French, alleging that the greater part of
the a-_d]iaries in the pay of England still remained with the confederate army, declared that the treaty was broken, and refused
to open the gates, nor was it till after considerable negotiations
and urgent appeals that Lewis consented, more as a matter of
favour than of right, to admit the English into Dunkirk.
, Ounningham.
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This defection left a deep stain on t_e honour of England,
and, as might have been expected, it gave a complete turn to
the war. Quesnoy, it is true, surrendered on the very day of
•he retreat of Ormond, and Landreeies was besieged, but the
tide of fortune speedily receded.
Villars, strengthened by the
garrisons of towns which the English armistice relieved, attacked
and defeated one section of the weakened army of Eugene at
Denain.
Douay was invested by the French and compelled to
surrender.
Quesnoy was retaken, and the campaign
closed
with the recapture of Bouchain, the last great conquest of
Marlborough.
Had not the allies in the pay of England for
the most part refused to abandon the army of Eugene, it is
not improbable that if'would
have been totally destroyed.
1Immediately after the battle of Denain the French minister,
Torcy, wrote in characteristic terms to St. John to communicate to him the disaster which had befallen the allies of
England.
_The King of France,' he said,' is persuaded that
the advantage which his troops have _btained will give the
Queen so much the more pleasure, as it may be an aid to overcome the obstinacy of the enemies to peace.' l Three months
later we find Ormond informing Bolingbroke of the intention
of the Dutch to attempt the surprise of Nieuport or Fumes.
If it be thought more for Her Majesty's service to prevent it,'
he added, ' I am humbly of opinion some means should be
found to give advice of it fo Marshal Villars.' _
While these events were taking place, the Government at
home had been pressing on the peace by measures of almost
unparalleled violence.
Supported by a large majority in the
House of Commons it resolved to silence or crush all opposition.
The first and most conspicuous victim was Marlborough.
It was
alleged, and_alleged with truth, that while commanding in the
Netherlands he had during several years received an annual present of about 6,000/. from the contractor who supplied his army
wi_h bread, and also that he had appropriated two-and-a-half per
cent. of the money which had been voted by Parliament for paying
the subsidised troops, and on these grounds he was accused of
peculation.
The answer, however, in ordinary times would have
been accepted as conclusive.
It was shown that the former sum
z Bolingbroke's_rs,
it. 443.
_ Reporto_ the Secret Commerce.
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was a perquisite always granted to the commander in the Ne_herlands and employed by him for obtaining that secret intelligence which is absolutely essential to a general, and which was
never more complete than under Marlborough, and that the
deduction from the subsidies was expressly authorised by the
foreign powers who were subsidised, and by a royal warrant
which granted it to the commander-in-chief
_for extraordinary
contingent expenses.'
Whatever irregularity there might be in
providing by these means a supply of secret-service money, it
_as of old standing; there was no reason whatever to believe
that the fund was misappropriated,
though from its very
nature it could not be accounted for in detail, and it was
proved that the expenditure
of secret_service money in the
_ampaigns of Marlborough was considerably smaller than it had
been in the incomparably less successful campaigns of William. l
Prince Eugene afterwards very candidly declared that he had
himself given for intelligence three times as much as Marlborough
was charged with on float head. 2 The object of the dominant
party, however, was at all costs to discredit Marlborough.
He
was dismissed from all his employments, pronounced guilty by
a party vote of the House of Commons, and exposed to a storm
_f mendacious obloquy.
When Eugene came over to England
in order to use his influence against the peace in the January of
1711-12, he perceived with no little generous indignation that
every effort was made to extol his military talents at the expense
of the great English commander.
Marlborough was assailed as
he drove through the streets with cries of e Stop thief! ' He was
grossly insulted in the House of Lords.
He was accused of the
most atrocious plots against the Queen and against the State.
The scurrilous pens of Mrs. Manley and of a host of other
libellers were employed against him.
Ballads describing him
as the basest of men were sung publicly in the highways.
The
funds which the Queen had hitherto provided for the construction of Blenheim were stopped, and t.he tide of calumny and
vituperation
ran so strongly that he thought it advisable to
_bandon the country, and accordingly proceeded in November
1712 almost alone to Flanders, and soon after to Germany,
Coxe.
W. Watson to Jas. Dawson,

He

June 22, 1711.--MSS. Dubl_ 8t_t6
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was received in both countries with a respect and an enthusiasm
that contrasted strangely with his treatment at home, and he
ut the same time invested 50_000/. in Holland, in case the state
of home politics should exclude him for ever from his country.
English history contains no more striking instance of the
sudden revulsion of popular feeling.
Beyond comparison the
_rreatest of English generals, Marlborough
had raised his
country to a height of military glory such as it had never
attained since the days of Poitiers and of Agincourt, and his
victories appeared all the more dazzling after the ignominious
reigns of the two last Stuarts, and after the many failures that
chequered the enterprises of "William.
His military genius,
though once bitterly decried by party malignity,' will now be
universally acknowledged, and it was sufficient to place him
_mong the greatest captains who have ever lived.
Hardly any
other modern general combined to an equal degree the three
great attributes of daring, caution, and sagacity, or conducted
military enterprises of equal magnitude and duration without
losing a single battle or failing in a single siege. He was one
vf the very few commanders who appear to have shown equal skill
in directing a campaign, in winning a battle, and in improving
-a victory.
It cannot, indeed, be said of him, as it may be said of
Frederick the Great, that he was at the head of a small Power,
with almost all Europe in arms against it, and that nearly every
victory he won was snatched from an army enormously outnumbering his own. At Blenheim and Oudenarde the French exceeded
by a few thousands the armies of the allies.
At Ramillies the
army of Marlborough was slightly superior.
At Malplaquet the
opposing forces were almost equal. Nor did the circumstances of
Marlborough admit of a military career of the same brilliancy,
variety, and magnitude o£ enterprise as that of Napoleon.
But
both Frederick and Napoleon experienced
crushing disasters,
and both of them had some advantages which Marlborough did
Thus inthe t:Zisto_j oftl_four
last
years of Quee_A_nv,
Swift--if
he be
indeed the author of this work_says:
' I will say nothing of his military
accomplishments,
which the opposite
reports of his friends
and enemies
among
the soldiers have rendered
problematical'
(p. 14). Wellington

as is well known1, was depreciated
in
the same manner in Whig circles.
Thus Byron.-Oh, bloodyand most bootle_ Wat_loo f
Which proves how fools may have their for
tune too,
Won half by blunder,half by treachery.
TIw Age of JBremeo
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Frederick was the absolute ruler of a State which
had for many years been governed exclusively on the military
principle, in which the first and "almost the sole object of the
Government had been to train and discipline the largest and
most perfect army the nation could support.
Napoleon was
the absolute ruler of the foremost military Power on the Continent at a time when the enthusiasm of a great revolution had
given it an unparalleled energy, when the destruction of the old
hierarchy of rank and the opening of all posts to talent had
brought an extraordinary amount of ability to the forefront,
and when the military administrations of surrounding nations
were singularly decrepit and corrupt.
Marlborough, on the
other hand, commanded armies consisting in a great degree of
confederates and mercenaries of many different nationalities,
and under many different rulers. He was thwarted at every step
by political obstacles, and by the much graver obstacles arising
from divided command and personal or national jealousies;
he contended against the first military nation of the Continent,
at a time when its military organisation had attained the
highest perfection, and when a long succession of brilliant wars
had given it a school of officers of consummate skill.
But great as were his military gifts, they would have been
insufficient had they not been allied with other qualities well
fitted to win the admiration of men. Adam Smith has said,
with scarcely an exaggeration,
that tit is a characteristic
almost peculiar to the great Duke of Marlborough,
that ten
years of such uninterrupted
and such splendid successes as
scarce any other general could boast of, never betrayed him into
a single rash action, scarcely into a single rash word or expression.' _ Nothing in his career is more admirable than the
unwearied patience, the inimitable skill, the courtesy, the tact,
the self-command
with which he employed himsetf during
many years in r_oneiling
the incessant
differences, overcoming the incessant opposition, and soothing the incessant
.jealousies of those with whom he was compelled to co-operate.
His private correspondence abundantly shows how gross was
the provocation he endured, how keenly he felt it_ how nobly
he bore it.
As a negotiator he ranks with the most skilfut
2_ar_lP_'_a2_y.
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diplomatists
of hisage_and itwas no doubt hisgreat tactin
managing men thatinduced hisoldrivalBolingbroke_
in one
of hislatest
writings,
to describehim as not onlythegreatest
general,
but also_the greatestministerour country,
or any
otherhas produced.'
l Chesterfield,
while absurdlydepreciatinghisintellect,
admitted that 'hismanner was irresistible,'
and he added that,ofallmen he had everknown, Marlborough
_possessed
the gracesin the highestdegree.'
s Nor was his
character
withoutitssofter
side. Though he cannot_I think,
be acquittedof a desireto prolongwar in the interests
of his
personal
orpolitical
ambition,itisatleasttruethatno general
ever studiedmore, by admirable discipline
and by uniform
humanity_tp mitigateitshorrors.Very fewfriendships
among
great political
or militaryleadershave been as constantor as
uncloudedby any shade of jealousyas the friendship
between
Marlborough and Godolphin, and between Marlborough and
Eugene. His conjugalfidelity,
in a time of greatlaxityand
under temptationsand provocations
of no common order_was
beyond reproach. His attachmentto theChurch of England
was at one time the great obstacleto his advancement. It
appearsnever to have wavered throughallthevicissitudes
of
hislife
; and no one who readshismost privateletters
with
candour can failto perceivethat a certainvein of genuine
pietyran through hisnature_however inconsistent
itmay appearwithsome portions
of hiscareer.
Yet it may be questionedwhether,even in the zenithof
his fame,he was reallypopular. He had gravevices_
and they
were precisely of that kind which is most fatal to public men.
His extreme rapacity in acquiring and his extreme avarice in
hoarding money contrasted forcibly with the lavish generosity
of Ormond, and alone gave weight to the charges of peculation
that were brought against him. It is true that this, like all his
passions_ was under control
Torcy soon found that it was useless to' attempt to bribe him, and he declined, as we have seen,
with little hesitation the enormously lucrative post, of Governor
of the Austrian Netherlands_ when he found that the appointc.
ment aroused the strong and dangerous hostility of the Dutch.
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In these cases his keen and far-seeing judgment perceived clearly
his true in_erest, and he had sufficient resolution to follow it_
Yet still, like many men who have risen from great poverty
to great wealth, avarice was the passion of his life, and the
rapacity both of himself and of his wife was insatiable.
Besides
immense grants for Blenheim, and marriage portions given by the
Queen to their daughters, they at one time received between
them an annual income of public money of more than 64,000/. 1
Nor can he be acquitted
of very gross and aggravated
treachery to those he served.
It is, indeed, not easy to form a
fair estimate in this respect of the conduct of public men at
the period of the Revolution.
Historians rarely make sufficient
allowance for the degree in which the judgments and dispositions even of the best men are coloured by the moral tone of the
age, society, or profession in which they live, or for the temptations of men of great _enius and of natural ambition in times
when no highly scrupulous man could possibly succeed in public
life. Marlborough struggled into greatness from a very humble
position, in one of the most profligate periods of English politics,
and he lived through a long period when the ultimate succession
of the crown was very doubtful.
A very large proportion of the
leading statesmen during this long season of suspense made such
overtures to the deposed dynasty as would at least secure them
from absolute ruin in the event of a change ; and their conduct is
surely susceptible of much palliation.
The apparent interests
and the apparent wishes of the nation hung so evenly and
oscillated so frequently that strong convictions were rare, and
even good men might often be in doubt.
But the obligations
of Churchill to James were of no common order, and his
treachery was of no common dye. He had been raised by the
special favour of his sovereign from the position of a page to
the peerage, to great wealth, to high command in the army.
He had been trus%ed by him w_th the most absolute trus_.
He
not only abandoned him in the crisis of his fate, with circumstances of the mos_ deliberate and aggravat_l treachery, but
also employed his influence over the daughter of his benefactor to
induce her to fly from her father, and to array herself with l_s
_,

1 Lord _ta_hope's/[48tary
af F_gi. 2(k Swift's _ Contrast
be-

tween Roman Gratitude and British
I_ngrad_de, ' in the _'_mm_,_tn-, tqo. 16.
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enemies.
Such conduct_ if it had indeed been dictated, as he
alleged, solely by a regard for the interests of Protestantism,
would have been certainly, in the words of Hume, _a signal
s_crifice to public virtue of every duty in private life ;' and
it ' required ever after the most upright, disinterested,
and
public_spirited behaviour, to render it justifiable.'
How little
the later career of Marlborough fulfilled this condition is well
known.
When we find that, having been loaded under the
new Government with titles, honours, and wealth, having been
placed in the inner council and entrusted
with the most
important State secrets, he was one of the first Englishmen to
enter into negotiations with St. Germain's ; that he purchased
his pardon from James by betraying important military secrets
to the enemies of his country, and that during a great part of
his subsequent career, while holding office under the Government, he was secretly negotiating
_vith the Pretender,
it is
difficult not to place the worst construction
upon his public
life.
It is probable, indeed, that his negotiations with the Jacobites were never sincere, that he had no real desire for a restoration, and that his guiding motive was much less ambition
than a desire to secure what he possessed ; but these considerations only slightly palliate his conduct.
At the period of his
downfall his later acts of treason were for the most part unknown_ but his conduct towards James weighed heavily upon
his reputation, and his intercourse with the Pretender, though
not proved, was at least suspected by many.
Neither Hanoverians nor Jacobites trusted him, neither Whigs nor Tories
could regard him without reserve as their own.
And with this feeling of distrust there was mingled a strong
element of fear. In the latter years of Queen Aune the shadow
of Cromwell fell darkly across the path of Marlborough.
To
those who prefer the violent methods of a reforming despotism
to the slow process of parliamentary
amelioration, to those who
despise the wisdom of following public opinion and respecting
the prejudices and the associations of a nation, there can be
no better lesson than is furnished by the history of Cromwell.
Of his high and commanding abilities it is not here necessary
to speak, nor yet of the traits of magnanimiLy that may,
no doubt, be found in his character.
Everything that great
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genius and the most passionate sympathy could do to magnLfy
these has in this century been done_ and a long period of
unqualified depreciation has been followed by a reaction of
extravagant eulogy.
But the more the qualities of the man
are exalted the more significant are the lessons of his life.
Despising the national sentiment of loyalty, he and his party
dethroned and beheaded the King.
Despising the ecclesiastical
sentiment,
they destroyed the Church. Despising the deep
reverence for the constitution, they subverted the Parliament.
Despising the oldest and most cherished customs of the people,
they sought to mould the whole social life of England in the
die of an austere Puritanisn_
They seemed for a time to have
succeeded, but the result soon appeared.
Republican equality
was followed by the period of most obsequious, servile loyalty
England has ever known.
The age when every amusement
was denounced as a crime was followed by the age when all
virtue was treated as hypocrisy, and when the sense, of shame
seemed to have almost vanished from the land. The prostration of the Church was followed, with the full approbation of
the bulk of the nation, by the bitter, prolonged persecution of
Dissenters.
The hated memory of the Commonwealth was for
more than a century appealed to by every statesman who
desired to prevent reform or discredit liberty, and the name
of Cromwell gathered around it an intensity of hatred appreached by no other in the history of England.
This was _
the single sentiment common in all its vehemence to the Episcopalians of England, the Presbyterians of Scotland, and the
Catholics of Ireland, and it had more than once considerable
political effects.
The profound horror of military despotism,
which is one of the strongest and most salutary of English
sentiments,
has been, perhaps, the most valuable legacy of the
CommGmweatth.
In Marlborough, for the first time since the
Restoration, men saw a possible Cromwell, and they looked
forward with alarm to the death of the Queen as a period peculiarly propitious to military usurpation.
Bolingbroke
never
represented more happily the feelings of the people than in the
welt-known scene at the first representation of the' Cato' of
Addisom
Written by a great Whig writer, the play was
intended to advocate _:hig sentiments ; but when the Whig
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audience had made the theatre ring with applause at every
._ech on the evil of despotism and arbitrary principles, the
Tory leader availed himself of the pause between the acts to
summon the chief actor, to present him with a purse of money,
and to thank him publicly for having defended the cause of
liberty so well against a perpetual military dictator.
These considerations help to explain the completeness of
the downfall of Marlborough.
His secretary Cardonnel was at
the same time expelled from the House o£ Commons, on the
charge of having received a gratuity from some bread contractors; and Walpole, who was rapidly rising to a foremost
place in the Whig ranks, was on a very similar charge not only
expelled, but sent to the Tower. The opposition of the Upper
House was met by the simultaneous creation of twelve peers-one of them being a brother to _rs. Mashammand the friends
of ]_arlborough in the Lords were also seriously weakened by
the death of Godolphin in September
1712.
The language
adopted towards the Dutch was that of undisguised and implacable hostility.
The treaty of 1709, by which England had
guaranteed Holland a strong barrier, while Holland guaranteed
the Protestant succession in England, and undertook, in time
of danger, to support it by arms, was brought before the
House of Commons, and severely censured as too favourable to
the Dutch ; and Lord Townshend, who negotiated it, was voted
an enemy to his country.
Strong resolutions were carried,
censuring the conduct of Holland, in falling below the stipulated proportion
of troops and sailors, and a powerful representation,
which was in fact an indictment against the
allies, was drawn up. The States issued a memorial in reply,
but it was voted by the House of Commons _a false, scandalous,
and malicious libel,' and orders were given that those who had
printed and published it in England should be taken into
custody.
In the same spirit two protests of peers against the
proceedings of the ministers were expunged from the records of
the House of Lords. Fleetwood, the bishop of St. Asaph's, having
published some sermons, preached many years before, with a
very moderate preface, repudiating
the doctrines of passive
obedience, deploring the ingratitude
shown to William, and
complaining
that the spirit of discord had entered into the
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councils and impaired the glory of England, this preface, by
order of the House of Commons, was burnt by the h_ngman. L
Libels of the most virulent kind, some of them from the pen
of Swii_, were showered upon the allies and upon the Whigs_
while the hand of power was perpetually raised against the
writings of the Opposition.
Prosecutions of this kind had for
some time been very numerous, and the Stamp Act of 17127
imposing a stamp of a halfpenny on every sheet, gave a severe
blow to the rising activity of the press.
I do not propose to follow in detail the negotiations which
terminated
in the Peace of Utrecht.
Their story has been
often told with a fullness that leaves nothing to be desired, an¢[
it will be sufficient to relate the general issue.
The desertion
of England and the disasters of the last campaign had broken
the courage of the allies, and, with the exception of the Emperor,
all the Powers consented to make separate treaties of peace with,
Fiance on terms which were, in a very great measure, determined by English influence.
On March 31, 1713, these several
treaties were signed, and soon after, that between England
and Spain.
As far as England was concerned, the peace left
little to be desired.
The possession or restoration of Gibraltar,
Minorca, Hudson's Bay, Acadia or Nova Scotia, Newfoundland,
and the French part of St. Christopher, and the immense accession of guilty wealth acquired through the Assiento treaty, by
which Englund obtained the monopoly of the slave-trade to the
Spanish colonies, did much to compensate for the great pecuniary sacrifices of the war ; while some slight additional security
was given to the nation by the French recognition
of the Act
of Settlement,
by the expulsion of the Pretender from the
French dominions, and, above all, by the destruction of th_
forts and harbbhr of Dunkirk.
The Duke of Savoy obtained
the r_tion
of the territory he had lost in Savoy and in
Nice, a slight rectification of his frontier, and also the island of
Sicily ; and it was provided that, in the event of the failure of
the line of philip, the Spanish throne should descend to the
House of Savoy.
The treaty with Portugal was confined t_
some not very important
articles relating to her frontier in
America;
but Prussia Qbta_med from France for the firs_ time
It,wasrepublishedin the _pe_tar, No._:L
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the recognition of the royal title of her sovereign, and of his
right to the sovereignty of Neuchatel, which, on the death of
the Duchess of Nemours in 1707, had been recognised by the
States of Neuchatel, but violently repudiated by the French
King.
Prussia at the same time renounced in favour of France
all claims to the principality
of Orange, receiving Upper
Guelderland instead.
Holland obtained some advantages, but
they were so much less than those which she had claimed, and
than those she had been promised, and so insufficient to compensate her for the long struggle she had undergone, that she
may be justly regarded as one of the chief sufferers by the
peace. No new fortresses were incorporated
in her territory,
but the Spanish Netherlands,
as they had been possessed by
Charles IL, were to be ceded to the House of Austria, the Dutch
maintaining the right of garrisoning the strong places so as to
form a barrier against France.
By this means the Dutch and
Austrian power would combine to shelter Holland from French
invasion ; but the Dutch occupation of Austrian towns could
hardly fail to produce discord between Austria and the Netherlands.
Holland was compelled to restore Lille, Aire, Bethune,
and St. Venant to France;
Quesnoy, which was strategically
of great importance, and which had been lost through the
treacherous desertion of England, remained in French hands;
Tournay would have almost certainly been surrendered had not
St. John feared the indignation of English public opinion; _
and although
Holland procured a treaty of commerce with
France, her statesmen complained
bitterly that she was excluded from all share in the Assiento contract, and in the advantages which England obtained by her new stations in the
:vlediterranean.
As the Emperor refused to accede to the Peace
of Utrecht, the Spanish Netherlands were placed'in Dutch hands
till peace was finally concluded, and in this quarter, therefore,
the war was at an end. The Spanish dominions in Italy,
with the exception of Sicily and of a small portion of the
Milanese, which passed to the Duke of Savoy, were ceded to>
the Emperor_ and a military convention, signed jt_ before
the Peace of Utrecht, established the neutrality of Italy, while,
' See Bolingbroke's

correspondence

on the subject

with Torcy.
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by another similar convention, g_Jaranteed by both Englaud
and France_ the Emperor agreed to withdraw his troops from
Catalonia and from the islands of Majorca and Ivica.
He still
refused to abandon his claims to the whole Spanish dominions,
or to treat with Philip; and the German frontier on the side
of France was only determined after another campaign in which
Villars captured in a few weeks both Landau and Fribourg.
Tt_e Emperor then came _o terms, and peace was signed, at Rastadt, on March 6 (N.S.), and confirmed by the treaty of Baden,
in September, I7]4.
By this peace France restored to the
Empire Brisach, Fribourg, and Kehl; engaged to destroy the
fortresses she had built since the peace of Ryswick along the
Rhine, and recognised the new electoral dignity in the House
of Hanover, while the Emperor, on his side, consented to the
re-establishment
of the Electors of Bavaria and Cologne in the
territory and dignities they had lost by the war. Alsace continued French_ and Landau was for a time added to the French
dominions.
The Emperor refused to include the Spanish King
in the treaty, but without any formal peace active hostilities
ceased, and though the ambition of the House of Hapsburg
was baffled, it was hoped that the great end of the a/lies was
accomplished by the solemn and reiterated
renunciation
by
Philip of all claim to the French throne.
France, which had been reduced to an almost hopeless condition, emerged from the struggle much weakened for a time by the
exhaustion of the war, but scarcely injured by the peace. With
the exception of a very few fol_resses, her European territory was
intact ; her military prestige was in some degree restored by
the victory Qf Denain and by the last campaign of Vill_rs on
the Rhine ; and her ascendancy in Europe, which had proved
a source of many dangers, was not permanently
impaired.
Spain had undergone the dismemberment
she so greatly
feared; but the severance of distant, ill-governed,
and discontented provinces did not seriously diminish her strength.
She retained the sovereign of her choice. She preserved the
colonial possessions which were the great source of her wealth,
and she was in some degree reinvigorated
by the infusion of
a foreign element into her government.
Alone among the
Spaniards the Catatans had real reason to regret the peace.
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They had clung to the cause of Charles with a desperate fidelity,
and the Peace of Utrecht rang the death-knell
of provincial
liberties to which they were passionately attached.
From the
beginning of 1705 they had been the steady and faithful allies
of England ; they had again and again done eminent service
in her cause ; they had again and again received from her
ministers and generals the most solemn assurances that. they
would never be abandoned.
When England first opened a
separate negotiation
for peace she might easily have secured
the Catalonian liberties by making their recognition an indispensable preliminary of peace; but, instead of this, the English ministers began by recognising
the title of Philip, and
contented
themselves with a simple prayer that a general
amnesty might be granted.
When the convention was signed
for the evacuation of Catalonia by the Imperial
troops, the
question of the provincial liberties was referred to the deftnite peace, the Queen and the French King promising at that
time to interpose their good offices to secure them.
The Emperor, who was bound to the Catalans by the strongest ties of
gratitude
and honour, could have easily obtained a guarantee
of their fueros at the price of an acknowledgment
of the title of
Philip ; but he was too proud and too selfish for such a sacrifice.
The English, it is true, repeatedly urged the Spanish King to
guarantee these privileges, and their ambassador, Lord Lexington, represented ' that the Queen thought herself obliged, by
the strongest ties, those of conscience and honour,' to insist
upon this point ; but these were mere representations, supported
by no action, and were therefore peremptorily refused.
The
English peace with Spain contained a clause granting the Catalans a general armistice, and also a promise that they should be
placed in the same position as the Castilians, which gave them
the right of holding employments and carrying on a direct
trade with the West Indies, but it made no mention of their
provincial
privileges.
The Peace of Rastadt was equally
silent, for the dignity of the Emperor would not suffer him
to enter into any negotiations
with Philip.
The unhappy
people, abandoned by those whom they had so faithfully served,
refused to accept the position offered them by treaty, and,
much to the indignation of the English Government, they still
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wontinued in arms, struggling with a desperate courage against
overwhelming odds.
The King of Spain then called upon the
Queen, as a guarantee of the treaty of evacuation,
' to order a
squadron of her ships to reduce his subjects to their obedience,
and thereby complete the tranquillity
of Spain and of the
Mediterranean
commerce.'
A fleet was actually despatched,
which would probably have been employed against Barcelona,
but for an urgent address of the House of Lords,l_ and the
whole moral weight of England
was thrown into the scale
against the insurgents.
The conduct of the French was more
decided.
Though the French King had engaged himself with
the Queen by the treaty of evacuation to use his good offices in
the most effectual manner in favour of the Catalan liberties, he
now sent an army to hasten the capture of Barcelona.
The
blockade of that noble city lasted for more than a year.
The
insurgents hung up over the high altar the Queen's solemn de¢laration to protect them. They continued the hopeless struggle
till 14,000 bombs had been thrown into the city; till a great
part of it had been reduced to ashes ; till seven breaches had
been made ; till 10,000 of the besieging army had been killed
or wounded ; and till famine had been added to the horrors of
war. At last, on September 11, 1714, Barcelona was taken by
storm.
A frightful massacre took place in the streets.
Many
of the inhabitants
were afterwards imprisoned or transported,
and the old privileges of Catalonia were finally abolished. 2
Such was the last scene of this disastrous war, and such
were the leading articles of the treaties by which the balance
_nd disposition of power in ]_uropo were for a long period
determined.
France and Austria, whose competition
for the
dominions of Charles IL was the real cause of the war, would
both have been more powerful had they never drawn the sword,
but simply accepted the treaty of partition.
As far as England
was concerned, the peace was less blameable than the means
by which it was obtained, and the foreign poliby of the Tory
party was hardly more deflected by dishonourable motives than
, April 3, 1714.
do _er_)_, to_ ii. Bolingbroke's
Seet.heReport ofthe Committee /_tters, iii. 365; Seiners'/'ra_ts, xiii.
of Secrecyof the House of Commons 63g-6_8; Si_mondi,_Yu_t.
des_r_is,
_n the Peace of Utrecht. 2d_na_
x_x.32-40.
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that of their adversaries.
Those, indeed, who can look andazzled through the blaze of military glory that illuminates
the reign of Anne will find very little in English public life
during that period deserving of respect.
Party motives on both
sides were supreme.
They led one party to prolong a war,
which was once unquestionably righteous, beyond all just and
reasonable limits.
They led the other party to make a peace
_vhich was desirable and almost necessary, in such a manner
that it left a deep and lasting stain on the honour of the
nation.
To those who care to note the landmarks of moral history which occasionally appear amid the vicissitudes of politics,
it may not be uninteresting
to observe that among the few
parts of the Peace of Utrecht which appear to have given unqualified and unanimous satisfkction at home was the Assiento
contract, which made England the great slave-trader offhe world.
The last prelate who took a leading part in English polities
affixed his signature to the treaty.
ATe Deum, composed by
Handel, was sung in thanksgiving in the churches. Theological
passions had been recently more vehemently aroused, and theological controversies had for some years acquired a wider and
more absorbing interest in England than in any period since
the Commonwealth;
but it does not yet appear to have occurred to any class that a national policy which made it its
main object to encoulage the kidnapping of tens of thousands
of negroes, and their consignment
to the most miserable
slavery, might be at least as inconsistent with the spirit of the
Christian religion as either the establishment of Presbyterianism
_)r the toleration of prelacy in Scotland.
While the peace was still in process of negotiation, the two
ieaders of the Government were raised to the peerage, but with
unequal honours ; and the fact that St. John was only made
Viscount Bolingbroke,
while Harley became Earl of Oxford,
greatly strengthened the jealousy which had arisen beSween them.
The position of the Government, however, on the conclusion of
the peace, was very strong, for it was warmly supported by the
Queen and by the two most powerful classes in England.
The
Church was gratified by the measures against the Dissenters.
The country gentry had obtained in 1711 a Bill which they
believed of the highest value to their interests.
In 1703,

before the ascendancy of the Tories in the rnluist_ry had been
overthrown, a Bill was carried through the House of Commo_ns,
providing that no person who did not possess sufficient real estates should be chosen member of that House ; but the measure
was thrown out by the Whig majority in the Lords. The
Government now, however, succeeded in carrying through both
Houaes a measure providing that all Members of Parliament,
except _he eldest sons of peers and those who sat for Universities or for Scotch constituencies,
must possess lauded pro_
perry, the borough members to the extent of 300/., the county
members to the extent of 6001. a-year. In times of peace,
when no abnormal agency was disturbing the natural disposition of parties, it was believed that the ascendancy of the
Tories must be indisputable ; the desire for peace arising from
many causes had for some time been growing in the country,
and there was a general and well-founded conviction that the
war had been needlessly prolonged through
party motives;
that no results could be hoped for at all equivalent to the sacririces that were demanded ; and that the allies had thrown upon
England a very unfair and excessive proportion of the burden.
Still, when all this was admitted, there was much in the foreign
policy of the Government to give a great shock to the national
pride.
The abrupt termination
of the splendid victories cf
Marlborough ; the disgrace of the great general who had raised
England to a loftier pinnacle than she had occupied in the
palmiest days of Elizabeth ; the many shameful, humiliating,
and violent incidents which occurred during the negotiations;
the final triumphs of France, due in a great measure to an
English defection ; the abandonment of the Catalan insurgents ;
the manifest inadequacy of the concessions exacted from France
by the treaty, were all keenly felt by those large classes who
were not blindly attached to party interests.
Besides thi_ the
great question of the succession to the throne began to rise into
a greater prominence, and filled the minds of men _vith anxiety
and doubt.
The cbarac_rs of the ministers were no_ fitted to reassure
them.
With the exception of Ormond, none of the Tory leaders
were personally popular, though a certain tmssient enthusiasm
had for a few weeks centred upon Oxford after the attempt

ca. L
upon his life
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The character of Oxford

bore in many respects _ curious resemblance to that of Godolphin.
Both of them were slow, cautious, temporising, moderaf_ and
somewhat selfish men ; tedious and inefficient in debate, and
entirely without sympathy with the political and religious
fanaticisms of their parties.
Yet both statesmen passed in the
race of ambition several who were far superior to them in intellect, and the qualities to which they owed their success were
in a great degree the same. A good private character, great
patience, courage, and perseverance, much sobriety of judgment
and much moderation in victory, characterised both.
But here
the resemblance ceased.
Cock-fighting, racing, and gambling
occupied most of the leisure of Godolphin, while the literary
tastes of Oxford made him the idol of the great writers of
his day, and reacted very favourably on his position in history. lie had, indeed, like Addison and Bolingbroke,
the
vice of hard-drinking;
but in other respects his private life
was unassailable.
His simple manners, his wide culture, his
generous
but discriminating
patronage
of literature,
his
fidelity in friendship, his freedom from all sordid pecuniary
views, gained for him in the circle of those who knew him
well, a large measure of respect and even of affection.
But
in public life his faults were graver than those of Godolphin, and he was far inferior to him in the solid qualities
of statesmanship.
Though his business habits and his recognised caution and moderation gave him some weight with
the mercantile classes, he had no pretension
to the consummate financial ability of his rival.
He had been .Speaker during
three parliaments,
and his political knowledge was chiefly
a knowledge of the forms of the House, and of the dispositions of its members.
His special skill lay not in the higher
walks of administration,
but in parliamentary tactics and in
political intrigues, and his intrigues seem _o have seldom had any
object except his own aggrandisement.
He had that kipd of
mind and character that can attach itself firmly to no party or
set of principles, and seeks only for compromise and delay.
He was insincere, dilatory, mysterious, and irre_lute, entirely
incapable of giving his full confidence to his colleagues, of
taking any promp_ decision, or of committing himself withou_
YOL.I.
K
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reserve to one tine of policy.
And these defects he shc_ed at a
time when resolution and franirness were supremely necessary.
One high political quality, it is true, he possessed perhaps
more conspicuously than any of his contemporaries.
It is the
strength of slow and sluggish fmmperaments that they can
often bear the vicissitudes of fortune with a calm constitutional
courage rarely attained by more nervous and highly organised
natures, and this attrlhut_ Oxford pre-eminently
displayed.
The keenest observer then living pronounced him to be, of all
men he had ever known, the least changed either by adversity
or prosperity l ; and he was in this respect rather remarkably
distinguished from his brilliant colleague.
The genius and
daring of Bolingbroke were, indeed, incontestable, hut his
defects as a party leader were scarcely less. No statesman
was ever truer to the interests of his party, hut_ by a strange
contradiction, no leader was ever less fitted to represent
it.
His eminently Italian character, delighting in elahorat_
intrigue, the contrast between his private life and his stoical
professions, his notorious indifference to the religious tenets
which were the very basis of the politics of his party, shook
the confidence of the country gentry and country clergy, who
formed the hulk of his followers ; and he exhibited, on some
occasions, an astonishing combination of recklessness and insincerity.
In England the House of Commons was mainly
Tory ; but in the House of Lords the balance of power, even
after the creation of the twelve peers, hung doubtfully ; and
there were several eminent men who had gone cordially with
the Tories on tl_e question of the peace, but whose allegiance on
other questions was less certain.
In Ireland_ on the contrary,
the peers were entirely subservient to the ministry, while the
House of Commons was in violent opposition, and strenuously
maintained
the principles of the Revolutlon.
Scotland had
lost her parliament, hut there can be little doubt that her
dominant sentiment was Jacobite.
In 171 l the Duchess of
C*ordon openly

presented

the Faculty

of Advocates

: Swift. See the noble lines of Popeon Harley-' A soul supremeineachhardinstancetried,
Aboveall train, all passion,and all pride,
The rage of power,the blast of publicbreat_
Thelust
oflucre__ud the dreadofdeath.'

with

a

c,L x.
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medal representing
' Cujus est,' and

on one side
on the other

motto

I and

'reddite';

by that body.
Among
gentry
Jacobitism
had

the
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the Pretender,
with
the British Islands,

medal

was accepted

the words
with the

with

thanks

the Highlanders
and the Episcopalian
always been very powerful, and the

Presbyterians
of the. Lowlands,
who might
naturally
be regarded as the implacable
enemies of a Catholic sovereign, and
especially of a sovereign of the House of Stuart, were so bitterly
hostile to the Union that great numbers of them were prepared
to subordinate their whole policy to the single end of obtaining
its repeal.
Their discontent
was greatly
increased
by the
toleration
accorded to the Episcopalians,
and the Jacobites
entertained
ardent, though, no doubt, exaggerated,
expectations,
that the Pretender, by promising repeal, could rally all Scotland
to his cause. _ The Scotch Jacobite
party, however, suffered a
very serious loss in 1712 by the death of the Duke of Hamilton,
who was killed in a duel with Lord Mohun.
In England
the probabilities
of the next succession were so
nearly balanced that there were few leading
statesmen
who did
not more or less enter into Jacobite intrigues,
some of them in
i See an engraving of this medal
in Boyer's Anne (folio ed.), p. 511.
2 This appears very prommentlyin
the Stuart papers. I may give as a
sample a few lines from a very able
memorial on the state of Jacobitism
in the kingdom by Lesley (April,
1711): ' The affair of Greenshields, a
minister of the Church of England,
whom the Parliament has lately proteeted a_nst the Presbyterians of
Scotland, has irritated the latter to
such a degree that they would concur
in whatever might deliver them from
the Union with England, which is
umversally detested in Scotland,
where they are persuaded that nothing can deliver them from it but
the return of their sovereign .....
There is not a man in Great Britain
who is not convinced that if the King
of Ehgland had landed the last time
in Scotland he would have infallibly
succeeded.'-- Macpherson's Origi_ud
_Pa_pe.rs,
ii. 211. See, too, tim JSao]_h¢_
/_¢r$.
On the other hand, Boyer
_says that one of the good results of
the abortive i_vasim_ of _
in
x2

1708 was that it ' opened the eyes
of the Scotch Presbyterians, most
of whom, having been seduced by
the Pretender's partisans, had till
then appeared obstinately averse _o
the Union.'--Boyer's Anne, p. 336.
As late as 1717, Lockhart, reviewing the prospects of Jacobitism in
Scotland, wrote: 'Thou_h the King
(the Pretender) does ntt
want
some friends in the western shires,
yet the gross of the people, both
gentry and commons, are either Presbyterians favourably disposedtowards
the present government or pretty indifferent as to all governments whatsoever ; but as the far greatest part of
both these have an heartie aversion to
the Union, if once they were theroughly convinced that the King's
prosperity would terminate in the
dissolution thereof, there is reason to
believe agreat manyof the fi_st would
be converted at least so far as to be
neutral, and most of the othersdeclare for him.'--/_c/d_rt
Paper's,
ii. 20.
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order to obtai_ a refuge for themselves in case of a restoration,
others in order to obtain the parliamentary support" of the
Jacobite contingenf_ and others again through a sincere
desire to revert _o the old line. In the first category may be
placed 1_Iarlborough and Godolphin. In July, 1710, when the
Gedolphin ministry was on the eve of dissolution Marlborough
was engaged in intimate correspondence with the Pretender,
and a letter is preserved written to him by the wife of the
Pretender, imploring him in the most urgent terms not to
resign his command, but to retain it in the interests of the
Stuart_.1 As late as 1713, at a time when Marlborough was
engaged in the closest correspondence with the Hanoverian
party, and when, as there is little reason to doubt, he was
sincerely wedded to the Hanoverian cause, a Jacobite agent
reports a conversation with him, in which he gave the strongest
assurances of his attachment to the cause of the Stuarts?
Godolphin was more or less mixed up with Jacobite correspondence to the end of his life. The leaders of that party appear
to have had some real belief in his sincerity, and he is said after
his expulsion from of_ee to have expressed his deep regret that
he had not remained in power long enough to bring in the
rightful king._ Harley, Cowards the end of 1710, had sent
the A15b6Gaultier, who afterwards took a leading part in the
negotiation of the peace, to treat with the Duke of Berwick for
the restoration of the Pretender after the death of the Queen,
and the Jacobite members were accordingly directed to support
his measures,4 but_it does not appear that he had any rcal
desire Co restore the Stuarts. The hopes of the party for a
time ran very high when the Jacobite Duke of Hamilton
was appointed ambassador extraordinary to France, but they
soon ceased to trust in Harley, and the leaders of the
l Marlborough was at this time
also corresponding with the Elector
ofHanover.--M_cpherson, iL 157-161,
t8S.
z See She very curious letter of
Tunstat to Lard Middleton, Oct.
1713.--Macpherson's _tms,
ii. 441,
442. See, too, the evidence furnished
by She_Ar_t_rs of ToT¢_ of the re.
special way in which Marlbortmgh
was a_cus_med to speak of the Pre-

tender.
t See Carte's memorandum, where
Godolplnn is described as the sincerest friend the Pretender ever
l_l.--Maepherson's O¢'igi_al .P_rs,
iL 170.
4 M_m_i_'es du Ma,r_shat de .Bet_e/_ ii. 126-127. A similar direction
was given to the Jacobite member_
in Feb. 171_%--Macpherson, ii. 382353.
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peculiar

bitterness.

He

had in the former reign taken a leading part in framing the
Act of Settlement.
At the time when the Whig ministry
feI1,
he desired to make a coalition
administration,
under which
Marlborough
could still retain his command, and in which he
might himself
turn the balance of power.
When this became
impossible
he generally tried to moderate
the violence of his
colleagues,
to support a policy of compromise
and expedients,
and to keep open for himself more than one path of retreat.
' It is my Lord of Oxford's politics,'
said a Jacobite
agent in
1712, ' to smoothe
and check, and he would not have removed
the Duke of Marlborough
if it had not been
sary.' 1 As the struggle became more critical

absolutely
neceshe wrapt himself

in a veil of impenetrable
mystery,
avoided as far as possible
confidential
intercourse
either
with his colleaglms
or with
Jacobite
or Hanoverian
agents,
procrastinated,
kept
open
communications
with the Hanoverians,
with the Jacobites,
and even with the Whigs;
intimated
from time to time
his willingness
to co-operate
with the more moderate
Whigs ;
tried,
to the
great
indignation
of the October
Club, to
divide
talked

the employments
between
the High and
obscurely
of the necessity
of avoiding

Low Church ;
alike Scylla

and Charybdis,
and had the air of a man who was still uncertain as to the course he would ultimately
pursue, s Bolingbroke, on the other hand, though utterly
destitute
of the beliefs
and enthusiasms
of a genuine Jacobite, flung himself, from the
end of 1712, 3 with decisive
cause, which he now regarded
his party.
The peace
he had taken,
beyond

impetuosity,
into the
Jacobite
as the only hope for the future of

was emphatically
a Tory measure, and
all other statesmen,
a leading
part in

Macpherson, ii. 280.
Ibid. ii. 380, 390. In Feb. 1712-3,
the best judges on both sides seers to
have thought him Jacobite. Plunket_
one of the leading Jacobite agents,
wrote in _s month, 'Mr. Harley
manages the Low ChuTchand Hannever till he can get the peace settled,
•
"
'
_S
Beheves
hlrs
hearty to the King
interest, and has several instances of
it, though few of the Jacobites believe
him to he soo'--Macpherson, ii. 388.

In the same month Robethon, the
Hanoverian secretary, wrote : ' My
Lord Oxford is devoted irrecoverably
to the Pretender and to the King of
France.'--Ibid.
p. 472. There are
numerous other passages in these
papers illustrating the t_uetuations,
uncertainties,and intrigues of Oxford.
See, too, the Zoekhart _Pw2_r_
, i. 365,
482. M_nt.de Berm4e_, ii. 126-133.
• Macpherson,ii. 366-7. I_k]_art
_Pa2_rs,i. 412-A13.
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negoffmting it, bu_ the Court of Hanover had protested
against it in the strongest terms, and had thrown all its
influene_ into the scale of the Whigs.
Besides this a bitter
animosity and jealousy had arisen between Bolingbroke and
Oxford ; and while the more moderate Tories usually supported
the latter_ the former endeavoured to rally around him the
extreme Church par_y by the stringency of his measures against
the Dissenters, and the Jacobibes by throwing himself heartily
into the cause of the Pretender.
In this manner the balance in the last years of Queen Anne
hung very doubtfully.
The ministry
and the Parliament,
indeed, openly professed their attachment to the Protestant
succession.
The Queen, in more than one speech from the
throne, declared that it was in no danger.
Both Houses of
Parliament
passed votes to the same effect. Both Houses
voted large sums for the apprehension of the Pretender in case
he landed in Great Britain.
In both Houses addresses were
carried urging his expulsion from Lorraine, to which he had
gone after the peace. But at this very time the leading ministers
were deeply implicated in Jacobite plots, and the administration
of every branch of the service was passing rapidly into Jacobite
hands. 0rmond_ who was a Jacobite, was at the head of the army,
and was made Governor of the Cinque Ports, at one of which
the new sovereign would probably arrive.
The government of
Scotland was soon after bestowed on the Jacobite Earl of Mar,
while the government of Ireland was in a great degree in the
hands of its Jacobite Chancellor, Sir Constantine Phipps.
When
the army was reduced after the peace, it was noticed thai.
officers of known Whig tendencies were systematically
laid
aside, ! and the most important trusts were given to suspected
Jacobites.
The same process was gradually extending over the
less conspicuous civil posts. 2 The sentiments of the Queen
herself were undecided or vacillating.
Her brother had
written to her in 1711 and 1712, a but it does not appear that she
replied. She was drawn to him by a feeling of natural affection,
by a feeling, at least as strong, of jealousy and antipathy towards
the Hanoverian dynasty, by a conviction that according to the
I M_pherson's Orig/nal Pa4_er:, borough,ch. end.
ti. 412.
a Macpherson,iL 223, 295.
2 Ibid. ii. 439; Coxe's Jhr_trb
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principles of her Church any departure from the strict order of
succession was criminal, and in the last part of her reign by the
influence of Lady Masham.
On the other hand, she knew that
i? her brother's
title was good, her own was invalid, she looked
with dread upon the prospect of a Popish successor,
and the
Duchess of Somerset,
who for a short time rivalled the influence
of Lady Masham,
was decidedly
Hanoverian.
The Queen felt
at the same time the very natural
antipathy
of a nervous
invalid
to a constant
discussion
of what was to come after her
death,

and

to the

constant

mention

of a successor.

In

July

1712 she permitted
the Duke of Buckingham
to sound her
on the subject, and he easily gathered
that the Catholicism
of
her brother alone prevented
her from favouring
his succession, l
She was said to attribut_
the death of her children
she had taken
in dethroning
her father2
Her

to the part
health
was

rapidly
giving
way, and the perplexities
of her own mind,
and the
intrigues
and dissensions
of her ministers
probably
accelerated
her end.
The Whig party now strongly urged the
necessity

of some

member

of the

Electoral

family

being

in

England at the time of her death, but the Queen was inflexibly
opposed
to such a course, and it is probable
if he had come
over contrary to her wishes it would have produced
a revulsion
of feeling very unfavourable
to his cause, a Alarming
rumours
were spread that the Pretender
was about to be invited
over,
that he was receiving
instructions
from an Anglican
clergyman,
that he was about
to declare his adherence
to the Protestant
Church.

The

Electress

Sophia

Ibid. 327-331. See, too, the aecount of her interview wtth Lockhart,
in 1710.--Loekha_¢ Papers, L 315.
l_acpherson, ii. 503-504.
s Baron yon 8teinghens, who was
at this time residing in London as
Minister of the Elector Palatine, and
who, while a strong Hanoverian, was
also a warm sympathiser with the
Government, wrote, ' I can assure you,
in spite of the fine promises of the
Whigs, that the P_rliament would
never have voted one soufor the subsistence of this prince if he had come
against the will of the Queen,and I can
tell you still more, that I have learnt
from people of the first order that if
the prince had come to this kingdom

was

now

very

old:

and

the

in that way the Pretender would not
have failed to follow him 1minediately, and that he would have
found here all the dispositions which
the spite and rage of an insulted
Court and party could inspire ; so
much horror people have of falling
again under the domination of the
Whigs, the hatred of whom can be
compared to nothing better tha_ tl_t
of the Catholic Netherlands against
the Dutch, either for atrocity or for
extent ; for I am well assured that
there axe mere than thirty Tories for
one Whig in this kingdom.'--To Schulenburg, June 5,1714 (N.S.) ; Kemble
_t_ Pa/_r_, p. 502. See, too_Mac,
pherson, ii. 629.
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Elector,
who managed
her affairs, refused to make any real
sacrifice in the cause, and appeared
to be chiefly anxious to
extract
as much money as possible
from the English
Exchequer.

He

refused

to send

over

his

son.

the plea of poverty, to furnish the secret
his partisans
pronounced
to be absolutely

He

refused,

service money
indispensable,

on

which
while

at the same time he pertinaciously
urged
a pension
to his mother,
and to pay

the Government
to give
the arrears due to his

troops,
Oxford

allies before
Quesnoy.
his cousin, the auditor

which had remained
with the
favoured the latter
claim, and

Harley,
introduced
the sum clandestinely
into the estimates ;
but Bolingbroke,
having heard of it, called a meeting
of the
Cabinet,
and at his desire the
proportion
of the Tories were
ferred from the attitude
of the
identified
with the Whigs, and
would
Lewis

claim was disallowed.
A large
Jacobites,
only because they inElector
that he was completely
that his accession to the throne

be a signal for the overthrow
made no attempt
whatever

of the party,
to calm their

made no overture
to the ministry,
which
majority
in the House of Commons
and
since

the

creation

of the

_welve

peers,

but George
fears, l He

commanded
a large
in the country, and,

a small

majority

in

the

rudiments
of the language
of the people over whom he was to
rule, nor did he show the smallest interest
in their Chttrch.
His
conduct
in this respect was contrasted
with that of William,
who_ some time before he came to the throne, went frequently
with his wife to the English" Church. _
It is impossible
to deny that under these circumstances
the
Protestant

succession

great fear that
'the Pretender,

was

in extreme

the intervention
and of Dutch

danger,

and

there

was

of French troops on the side of
troops on the side of the Elector,

! This was strongly urged by some
of the foreign observers. Thus Steinghens wrote: ' The Hanoverian Tories
are the party which must be looked
after, for it is an illusion to believe
that the Whigs alone can bring in
the House of Hanover.'--To Schulenburg, Mayl2,_714(_.8.);
Kemb_e,p.
_9_. Leibnlt_ wrote: 'They would be
ve_wmngatHanovertoattae_themselves only to the Whigs; they ought
to _ch
themselves to the bulk of

the nation, and endeavour to abolish
these factions.' Ibid. p. 506.
2 Swift's _v'roetheug_ o_ the /_res_t 8h_te of Aj_aira. Macpherson, ii.
467-468. See, too, on the great in.
difference shown by the Elector to
the throne of England at _e very
time when the Queen was dying,
a letter of Schulenburg to Leibnitz._
_r_ond_nve
de _
av_
/;'E/eb.b_co _b_/_/o,iii. ?6.
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might have made England the theatre of a great civil war.
The immense majority of the landed gentry and the immense
majority of the lower clergy were ardent Tories ; these two
formed incomparably
the strongest classes in England, and it
appeared probable that in this great crisis of the national history, under the influence of counteracting motives, they would
remain perfectly passive.
They hated the _higs
and Nonconformists, and they saw in the Hanoverian succession the ruin of
their party. Their leanings and their principles were all on the
side of the legitimate line. They looked with a strong English
aversion to a German Lutheran prince, who could not even speak
the language of his subjects.
On the other hand, they dreaded
receiving a sovereign from France, and, above all, they would
never draw the sword for a king of the religion which was most
hateful to the English people, and most hostile to the English
Church.
Had the Pretender consented to change or even to
dissemble his creed, everything
would, most probably, have
been changed, but, with a magnanimity that may be truly
called heroic, all through these doubtful and trying years, he
steadily resisted
the temptation.
He was always ready,
indeed, to promise a toleration, but he suffered no obscurity
to _aangupon h_s o_a sen_men_s.
_Pla'm fie_A_gis best
in all things,' he wrote in May 1711, 'especially in matters
of religion ; and as I am resolved never to dissemble in _ligion,
so I shall never tempt others to do it, and as well as I am
satisfied of the truth of my own religion, yet I shall never look
worse upon any persons because in this they chance to
differ with me ....
But they must not take it ill if I use
the same liberty I allow to others, to adhere to the religion
which I in my conscience think the best.' l In September 1713
the same sentiments were strenuously repeated by one of his
confidential advisers, in reply to a remonstrance
of Lord
Mar.
It was emphatically stated that there was no chance or
possibility of a change of creed, and the Jacobites were ordered
not only not to encourage, but steadily to deny all rumours to
an opposite effect. ' If it were to receive a crown,' added the
writer, ' the King would not do a thing _hat m/ght reproach
eithe_ his honour o_ Bincerity ....
If his friends require this
1 Hacpherson'sOr/9/na/Papor#,ii. _25.
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condition from him they do him no favour;for
he could
compound at that rate with his g_eatest enemies.' l In March
1714, when the Queen was manifestly dying, and when one
more urgen_ demand was made upon the Pretender by those
who had most weight in the government of England, he
answered with his own hand: _I neither want counsel nor
advice to remain unalterable in my fixed resolution of never
dissembling my religion; but rather to abandon all than act
against my conscience and honour, cost what it will ....
How
could ever my subjects depend upon me or be happy under me if
I should make use of such a notorious hypocrisy to get myself
amongst them ? . . . My present _ineerity, at a time it may cost
me so dear, ought to be a sufficient earnest to them of my religious observance of whatever I promise them.' _ Such an appeal, coming from a Protestant, would have been irresistible,
but coming from a Catholic it only increased the uneasiness and
distrust.
It showed that his devotion to his creed amounted to
a passion, and it was the strong conviction of the English
people that it is a peculiarity of the Catholic creed that in
cases in which its interests are concerned, it can sap, in a
thorough devotee, every obligation of secular honour. In a
mind thoroughly imbued with the Catholic enthusiasm, attachment to the corporate interest of the Church gradually
destroys and replaces the sentiment of patriotism.
The belief
in the power of the Church to absolve from the obligation
of an oath annuls the binding force of the most solemn
engagements.
The Church is looked upon as so emphatically
the one centre upon earth of guidance, inspiration, and truth,
that duty is at last regarded altogether through its medium;
its interests and its precepts become the supreme measure of
right and wrong, and men spoedi]y conclude that no course can
possibly be criminal which is conducive to its progress and
sanctioned by its head.
The language o£ the Jacobites
and Hanoverians on this
_ubject subst_ntiaUy agrees, and their numerous eonfident_l
letters enable us to form a very clear notion of the state of
feeling prevailing in England.
Thus the eminent Nonjuror
Lesley wrote, in April 1711, that ff James would iuduce the
Ma_pherson's
O_l

P_l_rr#,pp, 436-437.

= Ibid.ii. 525-526.
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French sovereign to connive at _allowing the Protestant domestics of the King of England to assemble themselves from time
to time at St. Germain's, in order to worship God in the
most secret manner that possibly could be, that would do more
_rvlce [to the Jacobite cause] than 10,000 men. For in England that would appear as a sort of toleration with regard to his
attendants; and being obtained by his Britannic Majesty, everyone would consider it as a mark of his inclination to favour his
Protestant subjects, and as a pledge of what they might expect
from him when he was restored to his throne ....
If it could
be said in England that the King has procured for the Protestant servants who attend him the liberty which is here
proposed for them, that would be half the way to his restoration.
I only repeat hero the very words which I have heard from
sensible men in London.'l
' The best part of the gentry and
half the nobility,' wrote another Jacobite a year later, ' are resolved to have the King, and Parliament would do it in a year
ff it could be believed he had changed his religion.' _ ' I am
convinced,' wrote the Duke of Buckingham in July 1712, _t2aat
if Harry [the King] would return to the Church of England
all would be easy. Nay, fi'om what I know, if he would but
barely give hopes he would do. so, my brother [Queen Anne]
would do all he can to leave him his estate.' s ' The country
gentlemen,' said an agent of remarkable acuteness, ' are for
the Princess Anne and her ministers, and will not be for
Hauover ....
The Parliament will declare neither way. Their
business will be to secure the Protestant
religion and order
matters so that it will not be in the King's power ever to hurt
it ....
The country gentlemen will never be reconciled to the
Whigs ....
Most of them axe for having the King, but will
hazard nothing.' 4 Another Jacobite writes in April 1713 that
if he were the Pope he would oblige James to declare himself a
Pr_)testant_ as the safest way of securing the crown, and e_tablishing Catholicism, 'and when he comple_es the work appear
with safety in his own shape, and npt be beholden to anybody.' a
Another, writing in August 1713, predicted that the new Paxlia216.
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ment would effect the restoration if the Queen lived long enough
to let it sit. ' But the terms will be cruel and unfit to be taken ;
but ff once in possession the power of altering, iu time, will of
course follow.' 1 The language from the Hanoverian side was
Iittle different.
Thus Robethon, a Secretary of the Embassy at
Hanover, wrote in January 1712_13 : _The Pretender_ on the
slightest appearance of pretended conversion, might ruin all, the
religion, the liberties, the privileges of the nation.' _ Stanhope,
in October 1713, laid his view of the state of affairs before
Schutz, the envoy of the Elector in England.
'He does not
think there will be fewer Whigs in the next Parliament than in
the last, but he has a very bad opinion of it, . . . his opinion
is that if things continue never so short a time upon the present
footing, the Elector will not come to the crown unless he comes
with an army.
He believes the greatest number of the country
gentlemen are rather against us than for us, hut to make
amends he assures us that the wisest heads and most honest
members have our interest at heart.' s Marlborough again and
again wrote describing the Protestant succession as in imminent
danger. 4 Schutz wrote to his Court in February 1713-I4, ' The
real state of this kingdom is that nit h_nest men, _ithout distinction of party, acknowledge
that all,hough of every ten men in
the uutlon, nine should be for us, it is certain that of fifteen
Tories there are fourteen who would not oppose the Pretender
in case he came with a French army; but instead of making
any resistance to him would be the first to receive and acknowledge him." _
In this conflict of parties the Whigs had some powerful
advantages.
The country districts, where Toryism was most
rife, are never prompt in organising or executing a revolution;
while the Whigs, though numerically "fewer, were to be found
chiefly in the great centres of commercial activity, among the
active and intelligent population of the towns. Besides this the
Whigs ware earnes_ and united in advocating the Protestant
succession, while theLr opponents were for the most parb lukewarm, tmeertain,
or divided.
The number of amqualified
M_n,
ti_p. 424,
Ibld. p. 4_.
' Ibid_ii. r_05-5_6.
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Jacobites who would place the government of the country without conditions in the hands of a Roman Catholic sovereign
was_ probably, very small. A large division of the party were
only prepared to restore the Stuarts after negotiations that
would secure their Church from all possible danger; and they
were conscious that it was not easy to make such terms, that it
was extremely doubtful whether they would be observed by a
Catholic sovereign, and that the very idea of imposing terms
and conditions of obedience was entirely repugnant to their
own theory of monarchy.
Another section, usually led by Sir
Thomas Hanmer, regarded the dangers of a Catholic sovereign
as sufficient to outweigh all other considerations, and its members were in consequence sincerely attached to the Hanoverian
succession, and desired only that it should be preceded by such
negot;ations as would secure their party a reasonable share of
power, The opinions of the great mass of the party who were
not actively engaged in politics oscillated between these two,
and were compounded, in different and fluctuating propol_ions,
of attachment
to the legitimate
line, hatred of Germans,
Whigs, and Dissenters, dread of French influence, and detestation of Popery.
The Whigs_ too, had the great advantage of
resting upon the distinct letter of the law. It was, indeed, not
forgotten that the reign of Elizabeth was, perhaps, the most
glorious in English history, and that Ehzabeth had mounted
the throne in defiance of an Act of Parliament, which had pronounced her to be ille_timate
; yet still, as long as the Act of
Settlement remained, the Jacobite was in the position of a conspirator, he was compelled to employ one language in public
while he employed another in private, and the great moral
weight which in England
always attaches to the law was
against him.
On the other hand, the power of a united administration, supported by a majority in the House of Commons,
was extremely great.
It was more than probable that it could
determine the course of affairs immediately after the decease of
the Queen, and when either claimant was in power he was sure
to command the support of those large classes whose first desire
was to strengthen authority and avert civil war.
But the Government was far from being powerful or united.
The lmaee,

though

it had exelt_l, some clamours_ was

not
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sufficient seriously to shake it, but the comr_rcial treaty with
France, which immediately tbllowed it, led to an explosion of
party feeling of the most formidable character. It is somewhat
humiliating that the measure which most seriously injured the
Tory ministry of Anne was that which will now he almost
universally regarded as their chief glory.
The object of
Bolingbroke was to establish a large measure of free trade between England and France; and, had he succeeded, hewould have
unquestionably added immensely both to the commercial prosperity of England, and to the probabilities of a lasting peace)
The eighth and ninth articles of the Treaty, which formed the
great subject of discussion, provided that all subjects of the
sovereigns of Great Britain and France, in all places, subject
to their power on either side, should enjoy the same commercial
privileges in all matters relating to duties, impositions, customs,
immunities, and tribunals, as the most favoured foreign nation ;
that within two months the English Parliament
should pass a
law repealing all prohibitions of French goods which had been
imposed since 1664, and enacting that no French goods
imported ip.to England should pay higher duties than similar
goods imported from any other European countl:y ; while, on the
other hand, the French repealed all prohibitions of English
goods enacted since 1664, and restored the tariff of that year.
Some classes of goods_ however, it was desired to exempt
from these provisions_ and commissioners on both sides were
appointed to adjust their details.
One of the effects of this measure was virtually to abolish
the Methuen treaty, which had been contracted with Portugal
in 1703.
By that treaty it had been provided that England
should admit Portugalese wines at a duty one-thh-d less than that
imposed on French wines, and that in consideration of this
favour English woollen manufactures should be admitted into
Portugal on payment of moderate duties,
A charge of bad
faith was on this ground raised against the English Government,
but the very words of the Methuen treaty were sufficient to
refu_e it. The right of the English to revise their tariff was
_Seehis ownadmirablystatesmanlike letters on the subjec_to Shrews(May29),and t_ Prior(M_yS]).

Botingbroke's Ze_e_% iv. 137-142,
151-154.

clearly reserved by the clause which stated that, ' if at any time
this deduction or abatement of custem% which is to be made as
aforesaid, shall in any manner be attempted and prejudiced, it
shall be just and lawful for his sacred royal Majesty of Portugal
again to prohibit the woollen cloths, and the rest of the British
woollen manufactures.' The question was solely one of expediency.
The Portuguese announced, as they had a perfect right to do,
that when the French wines were placed on a level with their
own they would withdraw the privileges they had given to the
English woollen manufactures, and the sole question for an
English statesman was whether the advantages given to British
trade by the treaty with France were sufficient to compensate
for th_s withdrawal.
On this subject there cannot be a shadow
of rational doubt.
The enormous market which the English
woollen manufactures would have received in France immeasm'ably" outweighed any advantages England could have received
from the Portuguese trade.
The manner, however, in which the
proposition was received in England is one of the most curious
instances on record of the influence of an entirely delusive
theory of political economy on general policy. According to
the mercantile
theory which was then in the ascendant,
money alone is wealth, the one end in commerce is to obtain
as large a share as possible of the precious metals, and therefore no commerce can be advantageous if the value of the
imports exceeds that of the exports.
In estimating the
comparative value of commerce with different nations we have
not to consider the magnitude of the transaction--we
have
simply to ask in what form England receives the price of the
articles she experts.
If the balance is in money the affair is
for her advantage ; if it is in goods the commerce is a positive
evil, for it diminishes the amount of the precious metals.
In
accordance with this theory elaborate statistics were made o[
every branch of national commerce, showing which were advantageous and which detrimental to the nation.
In the former
category was the trade of Portugal, which the new treaty would
probably destroy, for although we brought home wine, oil,
and some other things for our own consumption, considerably the
greater part of our returns was in silver and gold.
The commerce with Spain, with Italy, with Hamburg and other places
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and with Hollau_ was for the same reason
and coutinually
increased the wealth o£ the

community.
The commerce with France, on the other hand,
was a positive evil, for the productions of that country were so
useful and so highly valued by Englishmen that England
received goods to a greater value than she exported.
The
difference was_ of course_ paid in money, and the trade was, in
consequence, according to the mercantile theory, a perpetual
and a growing evil. It was estimated by leading commercial
authorities that_ if the provisions of the commercial treaty were
executed, there would soon be an annual balance against England
of more than 1,400,000/., while, at the same time, France, by her
greater cheapness of labour, could undersell the English in some
of their most successful trades. The treaty left England at perfect
liberty to impose whatever duties she pleased on the importation of French goods provided the same duties were imposed
on similar articles imported from other countries, but in
spite of this fact it was confidently
asserted that French
competition
would ruin the wool trade and the silk trade at
home.
A wild panic passed through the trading classes, and
was vehemently fanned by the whole Whig party and by the
greates_ financial authorities in the country.
Godolphin was
dead, but Halifax_ the founder of the financial system of the
Revolution,
was prominent in the Opposition.
Walpole, _the
ablest of the rising financiers, took the same side. Stanhope
eulogised the law of Charles II. absolutely forbidding the importation of French goods into England.
The Bank of England
and the Turkey Company threw all their weight into the struggle.
Three out of the four members of the City of London, as well
as the two members for Westminster, voted against the Bill, and
many merchants were heard on the same side at the bar of the
House. Defoe attempted to stem the tide in a periodical called
the _Mercator,' but the leading merchants set up a rival paper
called _The British Merchant,' which acquired an extraordinary
influence. They maintained that the treaty, if carried into effect,
would be more ruinous to the British nation than if London
were laid in ashes, that from that moment the wealth of England
must be steadily drained away into the coffers of France_ that
Enghad would lose her best markets both at home and abroad,
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thatrentsmust inevitably
sink,and that the common people
must eitherstarveforwant of work, be thrown forsubsistence
on the parish,or seek their bread in foreignlands. Still
more alarmingwas the revoltof a largesectionof the Tories
under the guidance of Sir Thomas Hammer. The strength
of these combined influences
was such that at itslaststage
the Bill was lost in the Commons by 194 to 1852
The effect of this defeat on the stability of the Government
was very perceptible.
The immediate danger of a catastrophe
was, it is true, averted by a vote of confidence expressing a
general satisfaction with the peace; but a ministry which has
been once defeated on a capital question rarely recovers its
moral force.
As Bolingbroke graphically expressed it, ' Instead
of gathering strength either as a ministry or a party, we grew
weaker every day. The peace had been judged with reason to be
the only solid foundation whereupon we could create a Tory system;
and yet when it was made we found ore'selves at a full stand.
Nay, the very work which ought to have been the basis of our
strength was in part demolished before our eyes, and we were
stoned with the rains of it.' 2 A Bill, which was immediately
afterwards carried, for raising 500,000/. to pay the debts of the
Queen, appeared somewhat s_ramge to those who knew the great
parsimony of her Court, and somewhat suspicious at a time
when a general election was impending.
The House was
prorogued by the Queen with an angry speech in July 1713,
and in the following month it was dissolved. It was noticed
as a significant fact that in this last Speech from the Throne
the customary assurance of the determination
of the Queen to
maintain the Protestant succession was omitted.
The election, however, did not at first sight appear to modify
very seriously the condition of parties.
Much use was made
by the Whigs of the unpopularity
of the commercial treaty an(1
of the anti-popery feeling.
Whig candidates appeared at the
hustings wearing pieces of wool in theft" hats ; figures of the
Pope, the Pretender,and the devilwere burnt in numerous
places
; and a few seatswerewon ;but when the lastParliament
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of Q,aeen Anne assembled, it was found t_ containa Tory majority
not much smaller than its predecessor.
The influence of the
Government had been exert_t to the utanost, and the Church was
still unwavering in its allegiance. In the March preceding the dissolut3on, the period during which Sacbeverell had been excluded
from the pulpit by the House of Lords expired, and the event
was celebrated with great rejoicings in many parts of the
kingdom.
He preached his first sermon in St. Saviour's from
the text, _Father, forgive them, for they know not what they
do,' drawing a tacit parallel between his own sufferings and
those of Christ ; and he was selected on the following anniversary
of the Restoration to preach before the House of Commons, was
rewarded for his services to the party by the valuable rectory of
8k Andrew's, Holborn, and would have been made a bishop
but for the refusal of the Queen. 1 In 1713 also, Rtterbury, the
ablest of the, High Ghurch Jacobites, was raised to the bench.
The doctrine *of the divine right of kings again assumed an
alarming prominence in the pulpit, and there were many signs
of the increasing confidence of the Jacobites.
The birthday of
the Pretender was celebrated in Edinburgh with bonfires and
fireworks.
In Ireland the Chancellor, Sir Constantine Phipps,
was strongly suspected of Jacobite
sentiments,
and he was
supported by the House of Lords, in which the bishops predominated, and by the Convocation.
Men were openly enlisted
for the service of the Pretender, and Shrewsbury, who had been
sent over as Viceroy, found that the English
much more attention to the recommendations

Government paid
of the Chancellor

than to his own. Sir Patrick Lawless, an Irish Roman Catholic,
well known to have _n
th_ envoy of the Pretender at Madrid,
appeared in London with credj_ntials from King Philip.
It
was reporfed that the health of the Stuart prince was constantly drunk at meetings and in clubs, and it was certain
that Jacobite agents were constantly arriving from France.
A
metrical edition or adaptation of some of the Psalms, wrig_n
in the highest strain of Tory loyalty, and entitled _The Loyal
M_n's Psalter,' was widely circulated throughou_ England.
See Lord Dartmouth's note to
Burner, ii. 630; TindaL Swift is
said to have i_dueed Bol_broke,

who had a great contempt for Sacheverell, to give him the living.-Sheridan'sZ,ife qf _r_/3_p. 116.
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Anonymous letters were sent5 to the mayors and magisfrates,
during the elections, urging them to promote the interests of
the Pretender, and suggesting that such a course would be
acceptable to the Queen and to her ministers.
A book which
had lately appeared, called ' The Hereditary Right of the Crown
of'England
Asser_d,' maintaining the absolute criminality of
all departure from the strict order of succession, was distributed
gratuitously far and wide ; its title-page appeared on Sunday
mornings on every prominent door or post to attract the attention of the congregations, and a copy of it is said to have been
presented by Nelson, the Nonjuror, to the Queen. Violent
remonstrances, however, having been made, the Government
ordered a prosecution to be instituted, and a Nonjuror clergyman, named Bedford, who was found guilty of having brought
the manuscript to the printer, l incurred a severe sentence, part
of which was remitted by the Queen. s
It was evident that the crisis was at hand.
The Queen, in
the beginning of 1714, had a very ddngerous illness, and it was
certain that her life could not be greatly prolonged.
' If in
this life only they have hope,' said Wharton, with his usual profane wit, pointing in turn to the Queen and to the ministers,
' they are of all men the most wretched.'
The reorganisation
of the army in the Jacobite interest was rapidly proceeding.
Considerable sums had been sent, in 1711, by the Treasurer
to the chiefs of Scotch clans, who were notoriously Jacobite,
with commissions empowering them to arm their followers for
Her Majesty's service ;s and in January 1713-14 lVIarlborough
wrote to Robethon, ' The ministers drive on matbers so fast in
favour of the Pretender that everybody must agree if something
f_rther be not done in the next _essions of Parliament towards
_ecuring the succession, it is to be feared it may be _rretrievahly
lostJ 4 In February, Gaultier wrote, at the dictation of Oxford, a
letter to the Pretender, in emphatic terms, urging him, as the
indispensable condition to obtaining the support of the Queen
and ultimately the crown, to change, 9r at least to dissemble,
Its authorwas s lqonjuror,named L//e of.M'wr_boro_.
Harbin. See Lathbury's tT_st, of
" Iocb_rt P_rs, L p, 377.
Boyer,Tindal,Soraerville. Coxe,
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so clear

and so decisive

that it completely
disconcerted
the tactics of the party. Bolingbroke said, with perfect truth, to IberviUe,
the French secretary
of legation,
that if the Elector of Hanover
ever mounted
the
English throne it would be entirely
the fault of the Pretender,
who'thus
refused
Co accept
the one essential
condition;
_'nd
Iberville
without

himself fully shared
the opinion,
and predicted
conformity
to the Church
of England,
King

would*never
obtain the sincere
whose
enmity
to Marlborough
ministry,
hut who was strongly
cession, was removed
was also Hanoverian,

that,
James

support of the Torles. 1 Argyle,
had been very useful to the
attached
to the Hanoverian
suc-

from all his
was obliged

places ; and Lord Stair, who
to dispose
of his regiment.

Oxford, however,
hesitated
more and more, kept up communications
with the Jacobites,
but threw obstacles in the path of
every decisive measure in their favour, sent his cousin ]_arley to
Hanover
to express
tended
slowly and

his sentiments
of devotion
to the Elector,
irresolutely
towards
the Whigs,
and was

trust_l'by
neither party, but courted by both. _ Bolingbroke
now
looked upon his colleag_m with a deadly aversion, and made it
a main object of his policy to displace him, and though
perhaps, have had no very settled or irrevocable
design

he may,
of bring-

ing in the Pre_ender_ he felt that he had go_e too far for safety,
and was anxious
at least to reorganise
the party on a strong
Church
basis, so that at the death of the Queen he might be
the master of the situation, s
The Parliament
appeared
that
the
shaken.

In

the

met on the 16th
strength
of the
Lords

the

Whig

See _hc passa._esfrom the Paris
archives quoted in Lord Stanhope's
._r-_. af_g_nd,
i. 55.
* See in Macuherson the Stuart
and Hanoverian Papers for 1714, also
the _Mta_/_apera,
i. 369, 370.
* See a very remarkable passage in
one of his letters, April 13, 1713.
The prospect before us is dark and
melancholy. What will happen no
man is able to fore_ell, but this pl_positio_ais certa'm, tbat if tt_emembers
of the Churc_ of England lay aside

of February,
Government
majority

was

and it soon
was much
all

but

re-

their little piques and resentments,
and cement closely together, they
will be too powerful a body to be
iH-treated.'_Bolingbroke's
f_,eCt_'s,
iv. 499.
In his letfer to Sir W.
Windham, he a_erwards said, _As to
what might happen afterwards on the
death of the Queen, to soeak truly,
none of us had any settled resolution.' See also a letter of his to
Lord Marchmont.- Ma_h_v_
Paper_, ii. t9_.
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stored.
In the Commons the Tories formed a large majority,
but their discipline was broken, they were divided between the
Hanoverian Tories anti, he _Jacobites_ between the followers of
Bolingbroke and the followers of Oxford, and the jealousies, the
vacillations, the con_icting_counsels of their leaders in a great
degree paralysed their strength.
The Queen, in her opening
speech, spoke severely of the excesses of the press, and of those
who had _arrived to that height of malice as to insinuate that.
the Protestant succession in the House of Hanover is in danger
under my government ;' but there is little doubt that at this
very time her sympathies were with the Pretender.
The House
cf Commons expelled Steele ostensibly for the publication of a
pamphlet called _The Crisis,' really on account of his decided
Whig views.
The House of Lords retaliated by offering a
reward for the discovery of the author of _ The Public Spirit
of the Whigs,' an anonymous pamphlet which Swift had written
in reply to ' The Crisis,' and which had excited much indignation
in the North by its bitter reflections upon the Scots.
The
Whigs in the House of Lords brought forward, with much
effect, the ease of the Catalans who had been so shamefhlly
abandoned, and also the commercial
treaty ; and Wharton,
supported by Cowper and Halifax, introduced a scandalous resolution urging the Queen to issue a proclamation offering a reward for anyone who should apprehend her brother alive or dead.
Nothing was said about this reward being contingent upon acts
of hostility against England, and it might have been claimed by
anyone who murdered the Pretender while he was living peac_fully in Lorraine. The address was carried without a division, but
_he better feeling of the House of Lords, after some reflection,
revolted against it, and a clause was substitute'd merely asking the
Queen to offer a reward for the apprehension of the Pretender
in ease he landed in the kingdom2
The Queen anawered that
she saw no present necessity for such a proclamation.
Several
other motions for the defence of the Hanoverian succession
were carried through Parliament_
and were accepted with
apparent alacrity by the Government, but Bolingbroke, on at
least one oecasion_ privately assured the French envoy that they
I _rl.

Bi_,,

vL 1337-1338.

would make no differeneeJ
Nor did they deceive the people.
An uneasy feeling was abroad.
Men felt as if on the brink
of a great convulsion.
The stocks fell, and it w_s evident
that the dread of a Popish sovereign was in the ascendant.
Mutinous proceedings were reported among the soldiers at
Gibraltar and some other quarters, and Bolingbroke wrote with
much alarm about the necessity of changing garrisons,
and
about the dangerous spirit of faction which had arisen among
the troops. 2 The bishops also began to waver in their allegiance
to the Government.
A motion ' that the Protestant succession
was in danger under the present administration,'
moved by
Wharton, in the House of Lords, was only defeated by a majority
of twelve, and it was a very significant fact that the Archbishop
of York and the nmjority of his brethren voted against the
Government.
In the House of Commons a similar motion was
defeated by 256 to 208, and was supported by a considerable
body of Tories under the leadership of Sir Thomas Hanmer
who was Speaker of the House, and whose elevation to that
position Oxford had warmly supported, in the vain hope of in
this manner diverting him from opposition5
In a confidential
letter to Lord Stratford, dated March 23, Bolingbroke
said:
In both Houses there are the best dispositions I ever saw, but
I am sorry to tell you that these dispositions are unimproved ;
the Whigs pursue their plans with good order and in concert.
The Tories stand at gaze, expect the Court should regulate their
conduct and lead them on, and the Court seems in a lethargy.
Nothing, you see, can come of this, but what would be at
once the greatest absurdity and the greatest misfortune.
The
minority, and that minority unpopular, easily get the better
of the majority who have the Queen and the nation on their
side.' 4 Oxford still held the position of Prime M.inister, and
had the foremost place in the party and with the Queen, but
his brilliant and impetuous colleague was in both quarters
rapidly supersedln__g him, and with him the star of Jacobi_ism
rose in the asc__dant.
The Jacobite appointments
were more
decided and more numerous, and the Schism Act, which was
s Stanhope's _t,
of _/a_d,
i.
p. 85.
2 Bollngbroke's
Lett_
iv. &Bg,

s Bnnbury's Z/'fe of _ra_mer, p. 42,
4 Bolingbroke s Lette¢,$, iv. 494.
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at this time carried, was believed by the party to have intimidated the Dissen_rs, and at the same time secured anew
the full support of the Church.
'

And yet even at this time the policy of Bolingbroke was,
probably, less unfaltering than has been supposed.
When
speaking at a later period of these anxious months, he said :
' Nothing is more certain than this truth, that there was at this
time no ibrmed design in the party, whatever views some
particular
men might have, against his Majesty's succession,' t
and the assertion, if not strictly accurate, appears to me to
have at least approximated
to the truth,
it is certain that
though he now led the Jacobite wing, though he continually
and unreservedly
expressed to Jacobites
his sympathy with
their cause,_ and though his policy manifestly tended towards
a Restoration,
he was never a genuine Jacobite.
He was
driven into Jacobitism by the force of the Jacobite contingent
in his party, by his antagonism
to Oxford, which led him
to rely more and more upon that contingent, by the increasing difficulty of receding from engagements into which he had
entered in order to obtain parliamentary support, by the necessity he was under as a minister of the Crown of opposing the
Whig scheme of bringing over the Electoral Prince contrary
to the strongest wishes of the Queen, by the violent opposition
of Hanover to the peace, by the close and manifest alliance that
had been established between the Hanoverian Court and the
Whig party.
In his eyes, however, the restoration
of the
House of Stuart was not an end but a means.
The real aim
of his policy was to maintain the ascendancy of that Church
or Tory party which, as he truly boasted, represented, under
all normal circumstances,
the overwhelming preponderance of
F.nglish opinion. To re-establlsh that ascendancy which had been
shaken by the victories of Marlborough was the chief motive of
the Peace of Utrecht; to secure its continuance was the real end
i Letter to 81rw. Windham.
Lo_M_art/_a2o_.
_ i. 441,442,_60,
461, 470, 477, 478. The extent of
Botingbroke's direct negotiations
with the Pretender is chiefly shown
by the papers from the French ar_'_es in ttm Mackintosh_otle_tion.

Some o_ them have been printed in
the _dinburg_ tdevi_, voL lxiL and
in Bunbury'sL/re off_nmvr. Lord
Stantmpehas made use of them with
his usualskill. See too the remarkable statement of Walpole. Coxe's
Wal2o_, L _8o
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of his dynastic intrign_e_
If he could have obtained from the
head of the House of Hanover an assurance that the royal favour,
under the new dynasty_ would still be bestowed on his party, it
is very probable that he would have supported the Act of Settlement.
But the Elector was plainly in the hands of the Whigs,
and the party interest of the Tory leader attracted him to the
Sguarts.
At the same time, so far as we can judge his motives,
his immediate object seems to have been to place the whole administration of civil and military matters into the hands of men
who_ while they had a certain leaning towards Jaeobitism_ were
beyond all things Tories, and might be trusted fully to obey a
Tory Government.
Had thig been done he would have commanded the position, and been able on the death of the Queen
to dictate his terms and to decide the succession.
That his
decision would have been in favour of the Smarts, his engagements and his present policy made most probable, but it is also
probable that to the very close of his ministerial career he had
never formed in his own mind an irrevocable decision.
The
result would probably have depended on the relative strength of
the Jacobite and Hanoverian elements in the Tory party, on the
power of the Opposition, on the policy of the rival candidates;
and a change in the religion of one of them or in the political
attitude of the other, might, even at the last moment, have
proved decisive.
This, as far as I can understand it, is the true key to the
policy of Bolingbroke.
But his own very natural hesitation in
taking a step that might cost him his head, the much greater
hesitation of Oxford_ and the activity of the Whig Opposition, had
hitherto trammelled it.
The Peace of Utrecht was carried, and
it was a great step towards Tory ascendancy ; but it is remarkable that, although it was supported by the Jacobites, its terms
were by no means favourable to their interest.
The recognition
by Franceof the Hanoverian succession, and the removal of the
Pretender to Lorraine, were not, indeed, matters of much consequence_ but the arrangement with Hollan_l was of a very
different order of importance.
We have seen that, by th_
barrier treaty of 1709, England guaranteed a very extensive
"barrier, while the States-General
guaranteed the Hanoverian
succession_ and undertook ' to furnish by sea or land the sue-
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cour and assistance' necessary to maintain it. TI_ treaty,
having been condemned by Parliament, was abrogated, but a
new treaty, with the same general objects, was signed in January
1712-13.
It was much less _vourahle than its predecessor to
the Dutch, but it still retained the guarantee of the Hanoverian
succession, and even made it more precise.
England
engaged to support Holland, if her barrier was assailed, with
a fleet of twenty men-of-war, and an army of 10,000 men.
Holland engaged to furnish the same number of vessels and an
army of 6,000 men, at the request either of"the Queen or of the
Protestant heir, to defend the Protestant succession whenever
it was in danger.
This treaty was negotiated
by the Tory
Government, and its great value to the House of Hanover was
at a later period abundantly shown. No measure was more
obnoxious to the Jacobites.
They were accustomed to ask with
some plausibility whether the supporters of the House of Hanover were in reality the friends of English liberty which they
pretended.
They were about to place the sceptre of England in
the hands of a German prince, who was wholly ignorant of the
English constitution,
and accustomed to despotic rule in his
own country.
He already disposed of a German army altogether beyond the control of the English Parliament.
He
would find in England many thousands of refugees driven from
a despotic country, who would support his dynasty at any
sacrifice as representing
the cause of Protestantism
in ]_urop%
but who were likely to care very little ibr the British constitution ; and if, by exceeding his powers, he arrayed his subjects
against him: he could summon over 6,000 Dutch troops to his
support.
If the German prince happened to be an able, ambitious, and arbitrary man, he would thus be furnished with
means of attacking the liberties of England such as Charles I.
had never possessed. !
On the other hand, as the Jacobite wing rose with Bolingbroke to the ascendant, the reorganisation of the army rapidly
advanced.
At the time when Marlborough was removed from
command, a project seems to have been much discussed in
political circles of making the Elector of Hanover commander
_ See the powerf_Astatement of these dangersin the address issued by
th_et_der,
Aug.29,1714.
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in Flanders ; 1 bu_ such a measure, if i_ was ever proposed,
was
speedily put aside, and it was doubtless expected
that Ormon4
would in time make the army
had no wish to let the Jacobite

what he desired. But Bolingbroke
movement
pass out of his control

and it is remarkable
that, even in the latter days
he wrote to the Lords Justices
of Ireland, urging
diligently
for all persons who were recruiting
for
and to prosecute
them with the full rigour of the
It was difficult

for

the

most

sagacious

man

;

of June 1714,
them to search
the Pretender,
law. 2
to predict

the

issue.
Berwick
strongly
urged upon the Jacobites that they
should
induce the Queen to take the bold step of inviting the
Pretender
over during
her lifetime,
and presenting
him to the
Parliament
as her successor,
on the condition
that
he bound
himself
hend

to defend
wrote

the liberties

to Hanover

that

of the
the Whig

1 This is stated in a MS. letter
from J. Williams to Josh. Dawson,
Jan. 8, 1711, in the Irish State Paper
Office. Rumourstothesameeffeet soem
to have been floating for some time.
As early as 1703 this measure was
discussed (C.ar_'ezpm_laneede Leibnitz
o_v,_eL'I_riee
S_]_ie, iii. 61-70).
and on Feb. 14, 1707-8, one of the in.
formants of Dawson (who was Secretary at Dublin Castle) wrote from
London : _There is a story in town,
how true I cannot tell--you shall
hear it--that at the Council, when
$,ord Marlborough said he could not
serve any longer, several of _he lords
gave their opinion that if my lord
laid down his commission we had
none able to command the forces,
nor none that had such interest with
the allies as his Grace; on which
Lord _rton
said there was one
who he thought as able, and every
way, as well qualified to head the
English army, and one who he
thought slmul_ be better known to
the English, and that he was not
ashamed to name him, which was the
_a_ctor of _over.
This, they say,
made everybody there mute.'--B.
Bh_tlerto Josh. Dawson, Irish State
Pal_ Off_e. In 1707 the Elector
actually obtained a command on the
_flaine, which he resigned in 1710.
* _ _Ienclose ac_opyofaletter from

Church ;3 and Lord
party

entertained

Townsstrong

Captain Rouse, Commander of Her
Majesty's ship the" Saphir%" whereto
your Excellenmes will find an account
of several men who have been listed
in Ireland and carried to France for
the service of the Pretender, and that
one Fitz-Simonds, a merchant of Dublin, is mentioned to be chie_iy concerued in raising these recruits. I
am, therefore, to acquaint your Excellencies it is Her Majesty's pleasure
that you enquire into the conduct of
this merchant, that you use your utmost diligence to gain a true knowledge of this fact, and to discover all
practices of the like nature, and that
byarigorousproseeutionof
those who
have been already found to be guilty
of them your Excellencies should a_
muc_h as possible deter others from
attempting thesame.' (June lS,1714.)
On the 26th he again writes, urging
the prosecution of Fitz.Simonds _if he
appear guilty of convey_g men out of
Her Majesty's dominions into the setviv_ of the t_eteader ;' and another
letter was written on the same subject
after the death of the Queen (Aug. 7,
1714). MS_ _
State Paper Office.
Shrewsbury had issued a strong proelam_on against enlistments for the
l_etender (_li_,
G_Cte_ May 28,
1714).
8 .MSmoiT,egde _rr¢i¢_, iL 129130.
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fears that some such course might be adopted. 1 The Jacobite
Lord tt_itten
was reported to have said that _he who would be
first in London aider the Queen's death would be crowned.
If
it is the Pretender he will have the crown, undoubtedly, and if
it is the Electer of Hanover, he will have it.' _ Schutz wrote in
March to the same effect: ' Of ten who are for us, nine will
accommodate themselves to the times, and embrace the interests of him who will be the first on the spot, and who will
undoubtedly have the best game and all the hopes of success,
rather than expose themselves by their opposition to a civil
war, which appears to them a real and an immediate evil ;
whereas they flatter themselves that the government of the
Pretender, whom they look upon as a weak prince, will not be
such a great, evil as civil war.' 3 The Whig leaders were not
inactive.
While the Government were placing Jacobites in
the most important
military posts, Stanhope was concerting
measures with the French refugee officers, who were naturally
violently opposed to the Pretender;
Marlborough,
who was
still on the Continent, was arranging with the Dutch to send
over a fleet and an army, and he undertook to employ his influence with the troops who were stationed at Dunkirk, and, if
necessary, to invade England at their head.
Another measure
was taken which threw the Government into great perplexity.
The Queen was inflexibly opposed to the residence of any member of the Hanoverian family in England ; but the Electoral
Prince, the son of the Elector, had been made Duke of
Cambridge, and as such had a right to sit in the House of
Lords.
At the urgent request of the Whig leaders, Sehutz,
without informing either the Queen or the ministers, applied
to the Chancellor Harcourt for a writ enabling the prince to
take his seat.
The chancellor, who was deeply mixed in
Jacobite intrigues, was extremely embarrassed, but it was im*
possible to refuse the demand.
The Government treated it as
a direct insult to the sovereign.
The Queen herself was exceedingly incensed.
She wrote angry letters of remonstrance
to the Electress Sophia, to the Elector, and to the Prince himShe forbade Schutz to appear at her court, and insisted
' Mac_pherson,
il. 596-597.
; Ibid., iL 557.

8 Ibid.,ii. 572-573.
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on his recall. The Elector, to the rage and disappointment of
the Whigs, refused to send over his son. On May 28th the old
Electress Sophia died suddenly, her death having, it is said,
been hastened by her annoyance at the letters from the Queen ; l
and the Elector, according to the Act of Settlement,
became
the immediate heir to the British throne.
The Parliament
was prorogued
on July 9, and it left
England in a condition of the strangest confusion.
The Queen
was dying, and the fierce conflicts among her servants and in
her own mind at once embittered and accelerated her end.
A
Tory ministry, commanding a large majority in the House of
Commons and a majority perhaps still larger in the country,
was in power; but both the Government and those whom it
represented
were distracted by internal dissensions, and were
wholly uncertain in the object of their policy.
A question,
•vhieh was one of the most momentous in the history of the
nation, was imminent.
It was whether the monarchy of England should rest upon the Tory principle of the Divine right
of kings, or on the principles established by the Revolution.
The answer to this question might determine the fate of parliamentary institutions
in England, and would certainly determine for more than a generation the character of its legislation,
the position of its parties, the habitual bias of its Government.
Had it been decided simply on this issu% there can be little
doubt of the result.
All the instincts, all the traditions, all
the p,4nciples and enthusiasms of the Tory party inclined them
to the Stuarts, and, as Bolingbroke truly said, a Whig ascendancy in England could in that age only rest upon adventi'_ious and exceptional circumstances.
Under all normal conditions, ' the true, real, genuine, stren_o%hof Britain' lay with
_he Tor/es.
The persistent Catholicism of the Pretender, however, had connected with this great issue another, on which
the popular feeling ran strongly in the opposite direction,
and the dread of Popery was the great counterpoise to the love
of legitimac$.
The Government
had naturally an immense
t_wer of determining the resu/t, but the fatal division between
its chiefs, and f_m f_l
irresolution of the character of Oxford,
i _rr_s_
_ _
_e_
_L'_le_,Crive
Sa/_I_e,iii. 481, 483. See

tooa le_ ofMr.M_lyne_ to M_xlborough. Coxe's_Mmr//_,
mh.cxi.
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had during several critical months all but suspended its action.
On May 18, while Parliament
was still sitting, Swif_ wrote a
letter to Peterborough
which clearly described the sithation:
I never led a life so thoroughly uneasy as I do at present.
Our situation is sd bad that our enemies could not, without
abundance of invention and ability, have placed us so ill if we
had left it entirely to their management .....
The Queen is
pretty well at present, but the least disorder she has puts us
all in alarm, and when it is over we act as if she were immortal.
Neither is it possible to persuade people to make any preparation against the evil day.' 1
The position of Swift at this time is well worthy of attention, for his judgment was that of a man of great shrewdness
as well as great genius, and he probably represented the feel" ings of many of the more intelligent members of his party.
Though a fierce, unscrupulous, and singularly scurrilo_ls political writer, he was not, in the general character of his politics, a violent man, _ and the inconsistency of his political life
has been very grossly exaggerated.
It was almost inevitable
that a young man, brought up as Secretary to Sir W. Temple,
should enter public life with Whig prepossessions.
It was
almost equally inevitable that a High Church divine shmfld,
in the party conflicts under Queen Anne, ultimately gravitate
to the Tories.
Personal ambition, no doubt, as he himself
very frankly admitted, contributed
to his change, but there
was nothing in it of that complete and scandalous apostasy of
which he has often been accused.
From first to last an
exclusive Church feeling was his genuine passion.
It appeared
fully, though in a very strange form, in the ' Tale of a Tub,'
' Swift's C_'resl_onde_we. Bolingbroke's letters show _ despondency
quite as g_eat.
Writing
to Prior,
July 19, he said, ' These four or five
months last past have a_orded such a
scene as I hope never again to be an
actor in. All the confusion
which
could be cremed by the disunion of
friends
and malice of enemies has
subsisted
at Court mad in Paxliament.' _ Bolingbroke's
Z_t_r$,
iv.
$61-562.
Writing
to Swift on the
13th of _ same month, he said, ' If
my grooms aid not live a tmppicr life

than I have done this great while I
am sure they would qtfit my service.'
_ Swift's
Cor_es.pandvnee, i. 469.
(Ed. 1766.)
_ His genuine
political
opinion
was expressed
by him in one very
happy and char_teristic
sentence,
'Whoever
has a true
value for
Church and State should avoid the
extremes of Whig for the sake of tlao
former, and the extremes of Tory on
account of the latter.'--_qe_$
of
a, C_'e]_ of ._nd
._az_.
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which was published as early as 1704. It appeared still more
strongly in his ' Project for the Reformation of Manners,' in
his ' Sentiments of a Church of England Man,' in his ' Argument against abolishing Christianity,' in his 'Letter to a
_ember of Parliament against taking off the Test in Ireland ;'
all of which were published at the time when he was ostensibly a W_hig.1 It appeared not less clearly many years ai_erwards in his Irish tracts, written at a period when it wSutd
have been eminently conducive to the objects he was aiming at to have rallied all religions in opposition to the
Government.
In the later part of the reign of Anne political
parties were grouped, much more than in the previous reign,
by ecclesiastical considerations ; and, after the impeachment
of
Sacheverell, the Tory party had become, before all things, the
party of the Church.
On the other hand, Swift never appears
to have wavered in his attachment to the Protestant Hne ; and
there is not the smallest evidence that he had at any period of
his life the slightest communication
with St. Germain's.
His
position in the party was a very prominent one. He was, without exception, the most effective political writer in England
at a time when political writing was of transcendent
importance. His influence contributed very much to that generous
and discriminating patronage of literature which was the special
glory of the Tory ministry of Anne. To his pen we owe by far
the most powerful and most rational defence of the Peace of
Utrecht that has ever been composed ; and although, like the
other writers of b/s party, he wrote much in a strain of d/sgraceful scurrility
against Marlborough,
it is at least very
honourable to his memory that he disapproved o_ and protested
against, the conduct of the ministers in superseding that great
general in the midst of the war. _ In the crisis which we are
considering, he strongly urged upon them to reconcile themselves
with the Elector ; and he came over specially from Ireland in
order to compose the differences in the Cabinet.
Having failed
s See _ a curious letter on the
OccasionaL1
ConformityBill, to Esther
Johnson, written as early as 1703.
Swift's _o_d_w_,
pp. 1-4.
sgaur_tta_tol_,J_7,1711-12.
:Inone of his letters to Steele, dated
May 27, 171B, he says, 'A_ to the

great man (Marlborough) whosedefence you undertake,though I donot
think so well of him as you do, yet I
have been the cause of preventing
_00 hard things to be said agains_
him.'--Scott's ed.xvi. p. 69.

in his att_npt, he retired to the house Of a friend in Berkshire,
and there wrote a remarkable appeal to the nation_ which
shows clearly his deep sense of the dangers of the time.
Though he was much more closely connected, both by personal
and political sympathy, with Oxford than with Bolingbroke,
he now strongly blamed the indecision and procrastination of
the former, and maintained that the party was in such extreme
and imminent danger that nothing but the most drastic reme_iies could save it. The great majority of the nation, he maintained, had two wishes. The first was, 'That the Church of
England should be preserved entire in all her rights, power,
and privileges;
all doctrines relating to government discouraged which she condemned; all schisms, sects, and heresies
discountenanced.'
The second was, the maintenance of the
Protestant succession in the House of Brunswick, ' not for any
partiality to that illustrious house further than as it had the
honour to mingle with the blood royal of England, and is the
nearest branch of our royal line retbrmed from Popery.'
He
proceeded, in language which showed some insincerity or some
blindness, to deny the existence of any considerable Jacobitism
outside the Nonjuror body, maintaining that the supporters of
the theory of passive obedience could have no difficulty in
supporting
a line which they found established by law, and
were not at all called upon by their principles to enter into
any historical investigation
of the merits of the Revolution.
But the danger of the situation lay in the fact that the heir
to the throne had completely failed to give any assurance to
the nation that he would support that Church party to which
the overwhelming majority of the nation was attached;
that
he had, on the contrary, given all his confidence to the implacable enemies of that party--to
the Whigs, Low Churchmen,
and Dissenters.
Swift maintained that the only course that
could secure the party was the immediate and absolute exclusion
of all such persons from every description of civil and military
office. The whole government of the country, in all its departments, must be thrown into the hands of Tories, and it
would then be impossible to displace them.
This was necessary
because the Whigs had already proved very dangerous to the
constitution in Church and State, because they were highly
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irritated at the loss of power, ' but principally because they
have prevailed, by misrepresentations
and other artifices, to
make the successor look upon them as the only persons he can
trust_ upon which account they cannot he too soon or too much
disabled ; neither will England ever be safe from the attempts
of this wicked confederacy until their strength and interest_
shall be so far reduced that for the future it shall not be in
the power of the Crown, although in conjunction with any rich
and factious body of men, to choose an ill majority in the
House of Commons.'
He at the same time urged that the
Elector should be peremptorily
called upon by the Queen to
declare his approbation of the policy of the Queen's ministers,
and to disavow all connection with the Whigs3
It must be owned that this pamphlet showed very little of
that extreme subservience to royal authority for which the
Tory party had been so often reproached.
The policy indicated, if openly avowed, might have led to a civil war, and
BoHngbroke probably showed much wisdom in inducing Swif_
to withhold the publication.
Though caring only for the ascendancy of the Tory party, Bolingbroke
had by this time
gone so fax in the direction of Jacobitism that it was difficult
to recede, and the policy of the Government tended more and
more to a restoration of the Stuarts.
Yet Oxford opposed to
the last any step which amounted to an irrevocable decision,
and at the time when Parliament was prorogued nothing had
been arranged.
Many military and civil appointments
had,
indeed, been made in the interest of the Pretender, bug nothing
had been done to induce the Queen to invite him over, or to
determine formally the conditions on which he might mount the
tkrone, or the p/an of operations after the death of the"Queen.
The leaders in France became more and more convinced of the
insincerity of Oxford. Berwick and Torcy wrote to him representing that the Queen's death might happen very shortly, and
asking for a distinct account of his measures to secure in_"that
ease the interests of the legitimate heir, as well as of the steps
the Prince himself should take ; but they could obtain no other
answer than tha_ if the Queen now died, the affairs both of She
i _t_.r_T/w_l_t_ _2_0_th_ 2are_ent,.q_agv
afar#

(171_).
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were ruined without resource. _

France was so exhausted after the late struggle that she could
not venture, at the risk of another war, to support the Pretender by force of arms ; and it was also an unfortunate circumstance for his cause that about this time Berwick, who was one
of its chief supports, received a command in Catalonia.
The object of the Jacobites lmder these circumstances was
to displace Oxford, and they had no great difficulty in accomplishing it. The influence which his good private character
and his moderate and compromising temperament
once gave
him in the country had been rapidly waning.
His party were
disgusted with his habitual indecision.
The Queen had to
complain of many instances of gross and scandalous disrespect 3; but the influence which at last turned the scale was
that of Lady Masham.
She was now wholly in the interests of
the Jacobites.
She had quarrelled violently with Oxford about
a pension, and, at the request of the Jacobite leaders, she used
her great influence with the Queen to procm'e his dismissal.
Seldom has it been given to a woman wholly undistinguished
by birth, character, beauty, or intellect to affect so powerfully
the march of affairs. Her influence, though by no means the
sole, was undoubtedly a leading_ cause of the change of ministry
in 1710, which saved France i_om almos_ complete ruin, and
determined the Peace of Utrecht.
Her influence in 1714 all
but altered the order of succession in England, and with it the
whole course of English politics.
On July 27, after a long and
violent altercation in the Cabinet, Oxford was dismissed, the
Queen resumed the white staff of Treasurer, and Bolingbroke
became Prime Minister.
The cause of the Protestant succession had now touched its
nadir.
Bolingbroke, it is true, on this memorable occasion
invited the Whig leaders to a conference at his house, _ but
they would give him no support unless he attested his_sin cerity by insisting on the expulsion of the Pretender from
Lorraine ; and on that very day he _ssured Gaultier that his
sentiments towards the Stuart prince were unchanged_ 4 and he
2_r_. de _i_,

it. 131.

is, I think, verysignificantof the true

1714._Swi_'s Corrvcl_auelvnvv.
Macpherson,it. 5B2,538.
Coxe's W_a&, i. 49. This fact
_ 8tanhopc_z_st. ef_g/a¢_
YOL.Io
M

i. 88.
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proceeded to sketch the outlines of a ministry almost exclusively Jacobite.
There is every reason to believe that such a
ministry, supported by the Queen, presided over by a statesman
eminently skilful_ daring, and unscrupulous, and disposing of
all the civil and military administration of the country, could_.
in the existing condition of England, have effected the restoration of the Stuarts.
Pledges would have been exacted for the
security of the Church_ hut such pledges would readily have
been granted.
Time was now of vital importance, and as Parliament had been recently prorogued_ the ministers were likely,
during several months, to be practically unfettered.
Bolingbroke, a few days later, assured Iberville that his measures
had been so well taken that in six weeks matters would have
been placed in such a condition that he would hav_ had nothing
to fear. 1 He proposed to retain in the new Government his
old position of Secretary of State with the control of all foreign
affairs.
Bromley and Lord Mar were to be the other two secretaxies.
Atterbary_ whose fierce and brilliant genius was much
more fitted for bhe arena of politics than for the episcopacy,
and who was the idol of the lower clergy, was to have the
Privy Seal. Harcourt was to continue Chancellor. The Dukes
of Ormond and Buckingham,
who were conspicuous among
th_ adherents of the Pretender, were to be respectively Commander-in-Chief
and Lord President.
The Treasury, which
had lately carried with it the chief power in the Government,
was to be placed in commission.
Windham_ the brother-inlaw and devoted friend of Bolingbroke, was to be placed at its
head, but the names of the other commissioners were undecided after a long and angry discussion, which lasted far into
the night.
All these statesmen were Jacobites.
One, however,
remained, whose position was still ambiguous.
The Duke of
Shrewsbury occupied a position which made it difficult for him
See,too, the accountof Bolingbroke's qui ont est6 faites depuis quatre ans.
_onversations with his Scotch sup- I1 m'a assur_que les mesures_toient
portersin the Lae,_l_rtPa_rs.
si bien prises qu'en six semainesde
1 A_t_r the d_ath o_ the Quee_ temps on auroitmis les chosesen tel
]?uervillewrote to _e l_emch King : estat qu'il _'y au:roit eu _ien _,
' My LordBolingbrokeest p6n6tr_de craindre de co qui vient d'ardouleur de laperte de la Reyne,au river.'--13 Ao_, 1714 (_,8.)_ _[88.
_peAu_
de sa fo_un_ pa_tigali_met de Pari_Foreign 0Iti_e.
ta co_mmation de tou*_es
t_s_:_es

_. _.
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to be subordinate to any other minister, though at the same
time a great disinclination for the rough work of public life,
and some weakness of character, incapacitated
him for the
foremost place in active politics.
On the death of the Duke
of Hamilton he had been sent to Paris as ambassador to negotiate
the peace. He was afterwards appointed Lord-Lieutenant
of
Ireland, and he held that position at the t/me of the dismissal
of Oxford.
He had there professed his attachment to the Protestant succession, but not more than Oxford and Bolingbroke
in England, and he appears to have persuaded the latter that he
was devoted to his fortunes.
The Jacobite cause, under the
influence of the Irish Chancellor, seemed ascendant in Ireland,
with the important exception of the House of Commons, which
continued violently Whig; and Shrewsbury, having vainly attempted to secure a Tory majority by an election, consented,
at the desire of the ministers,
te prorogue the Parliament
abruptly,
thus apparently destroying the best security of the
Protestant
succession in Ireland.
He at the same time carefully concealed his own sentiments, came over to England to
watch the course of events, and received constant private intelligence of the condition of the Queen's health from her physician, Dr. Shadwell.
Such was the condition of affairs when an event occurred in
which the partisans of the Protestant succession long loved to
trace the special intervention of a gracious Providence.
On the
very day following the dismissal of Oxford--when
everything
_vas still unsettled_when
the destinies of the kingdom trembled
in the balance--the
Queen was struck down by a mortal illness.
The excitement of the protracted struggle had been too much
for her failing strength.
The council sat in her presence till
two in the morning of the 28th, and had been disturbed by the
most furious altercations.
She retired at last, weary, anxious,
and agitated, saying to those about her that she would never
_utlive the scene, and she sank almo_ imme_iaf_ly into a
lethargic illness. Next day the imposthume in her leg suddenly
ceased. The gout_ flew to her brain, and she was m_nlfestly
The crisis had now come_ and those who had been so lately
ttushed

with

the

prospect

of assured
x2

power

were wholly

'
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unprepared.
They assembled
in Privy Council at Kensington,
where a strange
scene is said to have occurred.
Argyle and
Somerset_ though
they had contributed
largely
by their defection to the downfall of the Whig ministry
of Godolphin,
now again in opposition
to the Tortes, and had recently
dismissed
from their
posts.
Availing
themselves
rank of Privy Councillors,
they appeared
unsummoned
council room, pleading
the greatness
of the emergency.
bury, who had probably
thanked
them for their
appear

to have guided

were
been

of

their
in the
Shrews:

concocted
the scene, rose and warmly
offer of assistance;
and these three men

the course of events.

At their

request

the

physicians were examined_ and they, deposed that the Queen was
in imminent
danger.
The Council resolved that t,he great office
of Treasurer
should be at once filled, and that it should be filled
by Shrewsbury. _ There
himself
to have made
colleagues

appeared

was no opposition.
the proposition,

stupified

by the sudden

This is the account given by
Boyer, Tindal, and Oldnnxon, and
reproduced by most later historians.
Mr. Wyon, however, has _ustly observed, in tns valuable H_storg of
_g_e,_An_w (vol.ii., pp. 524-526), that
it is not quite consistent with the
lette_ written by Ford to Swift
(July31 and Aug. 5). Ford,_howas
a Government offimal, and wrote
from the spot, says : ' The Whigs were
not in the 0ouncil when he (Shrewsbury)
was recommended.
Lord
Bolingbroke proposed it there as well
as to the Queen.' Boyer says that
after Argyle and Somerset had appe_re_ i_ the (_uneil _one o_ the
Council' represented how necessary
it was that the office of Treasurer
should be filled, and that the beard
%henunanimonalyapprovedof Sbxewsbury.--Boyer's Quve_ A_rw, p. 714.
As A_yle and Somerset were Whigs,
though very incons/stent ones, Mr.
Wyon thinks the appointment was
made before their arrival. It appears, however, thatafter the episode
•elating to Shrewsbury the Council
agreed, on the motion of Argyle and
Somerset_ to summonall Privy Coun_]lor_ i_ ¢_t r_
Londo_ without
distinction of party, and that it was

Bolingbroke
is said
and both he and his
change.

They

knew

then only that 8omers and other Whig
statesmen appeared on the scene
(Boyer, 714-715). This is, probably,
all that was meant by Ford when he
describes the appointment of Shrewsbury as having taken place before the
arrival of the Whigs. Lord Stanbope,
however, is mistaken in saying that
the appoin_ment was suggestedby tim
two intruding dukes. Iberville, who
had good means of information, corroborates the assertion that Argyle
and Somerset appeared unsummone_[
at the Council. With reference to
the appointment of Shrewsbury he
only says, 'Aussit& que la Reine
avoitrepris connoissanee le conseil
avoit propos_ cle [a_ze M. le D_m
de Shrewsbury Grand Tr_sorier, ce
qu'elle /it de bon occur. I/ ne fau_
po'u_ eela que donner la baguette, art
lieu qu'il _alloit une commission en
chancellerie pour une nomination de
commissionaires dent on n'_oit pas
encore convenu, et qukt auroit
fallu bien du temps pour cela.'_Ibervitle to Torey, 1t Aoflt, 1714 ('N.S0.
Two days later he w_tes: _On dit
que c'est h la pribre de my lord
Bolingbroke que mylord Shrewsbury
s'est determin_ _ accepter la charge."
_MS,q. t_aris For_9_ Q_ee.
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that the coming King regarded them with complete hostility,
but nothing had been organised for a restoration of the Stuarts,
and there was no time or opportunity for making conditions.
A deputation, headed by Bolingbroke, was sent to the dying
Queen, who feebly assented to whatever was asked.. Shrewsbury,
who was already Chamberlain and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,
became Lord Treasurer, and assumed the authority of Prime
Minister.
Summons were at once sent to all Privy Councillors,
irrespective of party, to attend; and Somers and several others
of the Whig leaders were speedily at their post.
They had
,the great advantage of knowing clearly the policy they should
p_rrsue, and their measures were taken with admirable promptitude and energy. The guards of the Tower were at once
doubled.
Four regiments
were ordered to march from the
country to London, and all seamen to repair to their vessels.
An embargo was laid on all shipping.
The fleet was equipped,
and speedy measures were taken to protect the seaports, and _o
secure tranquillity in Scotland and Ireland.
At the same time
despatches were sent to the Netherlands ordering seven of the
ten British battalions to embark without delay; to Lord Stratford,
the ambassador at the Hague, desiring the States-General
,to fulfil their guarantee of the Protestant succession in England ; to the Elector, urging him to hasten to Holland, where
on the death of the Queen he would be met by a British
squadron, and escorted to his new kingdom.
Marlborough, who
bad long osc//laf_
between the parties, was now in the Hanoverian interest, and was hastening over to employ his influence,
if necessary, with the army.
The Queen remained in a condition of s_uper, broken by a
few faint intervals of consciousness, till the morning of the
1st, when she died. On the 30th July Stanhope had wr/tten to
_he Emperor Charles VI. informing him of her sudden illness_
and he predicted
that if her death was postponed only
for a few weeks the Protestant
succession would be in grave
<langer. l The feelings of Bolingbroke may be clearly seen in
his own words : _The Earl of Oxford was removed on Tuesday,
i , Cet accident subit et impr_vu
vs_ un coup de foudre pour le parti
oJaeobitequin'apointI_risdemesures
pour f_ire r_ussir leur pro]et aussitost

qu'il seroit n@cessaire et j'ose assurer
A votre _I. Let C. que si les,m_leeins
ont devin@ juste Mgr. L'Eleeteur
d'ttanovre sera proclam6 11_3yet pren-
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theQueen diedon SundayI _at
doesfortune
banterus!"I

a worldisthis,
and how

The new King was at once proclaimed, and it is a strikingproof of the danger of the crisis that the funds, which had fallen
on a false rumour of the Queen's recovery, rose at once when she.
died. z Atterbury is said to have urged Bolingbroke to proclaim
James IIL at Chafing Cross, and to have offered to head the
procession in his lawn sleeves, but the counsel was mere madness,
and Bolingbroke saw clearly that any attempt to overthrow the
Act of Settlement would be now worse than useless. He had
assented

to all measures

had been

taken

in the

for the

security

last Council

of the succession

of Anne,

which

and he cordially

approved of the conduct of Iberville,
who, the morning
after the
Queen's
death, paid his official compliments
to the Hanoveria_
minister.

3

The

more

violent

spirits

among

the

Jacobites

now

looked eagerly for a French invasion, but the calmer members of*
the party perceived
that such an invasion was impossible,
that
dra possession
du Royaume aussi
paisibtement que l'a fair aucun de ses
pr_l_cesseurs. 11 est v-rayque si la
maladie tra_moiten longueur, quand ce
ne seroit que quelques semaines nous
pourrions _tre -fort embarrasses.'-O_feaTondance de _eibaitz, iii. 504:505.
I Bollngbroke to Swift Aug. 3rd,
1714.--Bwift's Carresponde:nee.
Two interesting MS. letters iu
the Irish S_te Paper Office,written by
]_dward Southwell to Josh. Dawson_
from London immediately after the
Queen's death, give a curious picture
of the state of feeling: _I attended
my royal mistress to the hour of her
death ....
There is a superabundaney of joy on this occasion. The
stocks rise prodigiously. The metchants expect vast commerce, the
soldiers great employment, and those
who have been out all the employmerits of those who are in.' _Thank
God, eveD_hing is very quiet, but the
_oy of the City of London is very
peculiar, for the stocks sank as the
_ews came from Kensington that her
Majesty was like to recover, and rose
as her case grew more desperate.'
_c, too, Ford to Swift (July 31,
171i), Swift's _b_'_,e_po'z_aew_.Iberv_e wrote to the Frenah King : ' La

Iranquillit_
qu'on voit icy sans
aucune apparence qu'il y air le
moindre mouvement en faveur du
Chevalier, a fair hausser de sept £ huit
pour cent les actions sur les fonds
publics.'--Aug. 13 (N.S.).
s Iberville to the French King,Aug.
13 (N.S.). ibervilleadds :'I1 [Bolingbroke] croit que V. M. doit 6viter avee
grand soinla moindre d_monstration
enfaveurduChevalierquipustfournir
un p%texte auxWhigsde recommeneer
la guerre. Tousles gens sensez sans exeepter ]es Jacobites declarez, en conviennent, m_me pour l'int_r_t du Chevalier dontils
cra_gnent une fin
ma_heureuse, s'il se hazardoit l_g_rement sur la parole de eertaines gena
qu'ils traitent d'aventuriers, zbl_s _ la
v_rit6, mais sans teste.' In one of his
letters to To_ey on the llth he said,
' La teste tourne h la plupart des Jacobites, surtout des Eeossais. Ils se
tlgurentqueleRoivafournirauChevalier ¢e qu'il faut pour passer en Ecosse
etysoutenixlaguerreetcluandonletw
dit que sa Majest6 ne le pourroit sans
contrevenir aux trait_s de paix et s'at_
tirer sur les bras une nouvelte guerre
its r_pondent ClUe le Chevalier est
pel_tu pour _amais et clue _aousn'eu
serons pas plus exempts de la guerre.'
MSS. Paris Foreign Office.
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a Jacobite expedition unsupported by French arms would be
entirely hopeless, and that the true policy of the Tory party
was to abstain from every demonstration that savoured of
Jacobitism.
The calm of the city at this critical moment was
very remarkable. Oxford was, it is true, insulted in the streets,
but there was no serious disorder, and the guard which, as a
measure of precaution, had been placed before the French
Embassy was speedily withdrawn.
The Regency Act of 1705
came at once into operation.
The Hanoverian minister
produced the sealed list of the names of those to whom the
]_lector entrusted the government before his arrival, and it was
found to consist of eighteen names taken from the leaders of the
Whig party, omitting, however, Seiners, who was a confirmed
invalid, and Marlborough, who was shill profoundly distrust_t
by the Hanoverian party.
Parliament, in accordance with the
provisions of the Bill, was at once summoned, and it was soon
evident that there was nothing to fear. The moment for a
restoration was past, and the one object of the Tory party was
now to proclaim their adhesion to the dynasty, and if possible
to avoid proscription, t Dutiful addresses were unanimously
voted. The Tories tried to win the favour of tl_e new King by
proposing that the Civil List which had been 700,000/. under
Anne, should be raised to a million, but the danger of so extravagant an augmentation
was felt and the former sum was
voted.
The arrears due to the Hanoverian
troops
were
paid. A reward of 100,000/. was offered for the apprehension
of the Pretender in case he attempted
to land. That prince,
on the news of the death of Anne, had hastened to Paris, but
by this time a powerful fleet protected the English coast. The
Jacobite party was unorganised or paralysed; the large class
who dreaded beyond all things civil war, now supported the
(_evernment ; the French were not prepared to draw the sword,
and at the request of Torcy the Stuart Prince regurned t_
I Bolingbroke seems to have hoped
for a time to attract the new King to
his party.
He wrote to Swift (Aug.
8),, The Tories seem to resolve not
to be crushed, and tJaat is enough
to prevent them from being so ....
The Whigs are a pack of Jacobites ;
that shall be the cry in a month if

you please.'--SwifFs
Corres2o_&nvev.
On the 7th Erasmus Lewis wrote
to Swift, ' We are gaping and staring to see who is to rule us. The
Whigs think they shall engross all.
We think we shall have our share.'-1bid.
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Lorraine.
He issued a proclamation deploring _the death of
_he Princess our sister, of whose good intentions towards us we
could not for some time past well doubt, and this was the
reason we then sate still, expecting the good effects there_f_
which were unfortunately prevented by her deplorable death.'
It was in this manner that, contrary to all reasonable
expectations, this great change was effected without bloodshed,
and almost without difficulty.
The King, either from policy or
indifference, did not appear in England till September 18, when
he was received with no opposition, and with some applause.
Those who hoped that he might share his favours between both
]_arties were speedily undeceived.
Even before his landing,
Bolingbroke was deprived of the office of Secretary of State,
which he still held, in a manner of positive insult.
Lord
Townshend, the author of the barrier treaty, was appointed to
the place, and he soon assumed the rank of Prime Minister.
Ormond was not permitted to come into the King's presence.
Oxford was made to undergo the most marked slights, and
a Whig ministry was speedily formed.
Townshend, Stanhope,
Sunderland,
Cowper, Marlborough,
Nottingham,
and Argyle
filled the chief places_ while Walpole, who was rising rapidly to
the foremost rank among the young Whigs, became PaymasterGeneral, and Pulteney, who afterwards became his greatest rival,
_as Secretary at war. Shrewsbury, whose services in the crisis
had been so transcendent, but who had been deeply implicated
in the Peace of Utrecht, retained the office of Lord Chamberlain,
but resigned those of Treasurer and Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland,
and it was observed that though Marlborough became Commander-in-Chief_ his power was always carefully restricted, and
that the office of I_ord-Lieutenant of Ireland_ which was regarded
as a dignified banishment,
was reserved for his son-in-law
Sunderland.
The Parliament,
according to law, determined
in six months after the decease of the sovereign ; and at the
election that ensued the influence of the Crown was thrown unscrupulously into the scale of the Whigs.
An extraordinary
Royal Proclamation
was issued reflecting on the evil designs
of men disaffected to the King, noticing the perplexity of public
affairs, the in_rruph'on of commerce, and the grievous miscarriages of the late Government, _and urging the electQrs, in
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their choice of members, _to have a particular regard to such a_
showed a firmness to the Pro_stant succession when it was in
danger. _ In the _ee of such a proclamation, emanating from
the sovereign himself, a Tory Parliament would have been a
direct, incentive to civil war. The Government exerted all its
powers over the electors.
An immense Whig majority was
returned, and the Parliament which assembled iu the beginning of 1715 formed the commencement
of that long period
of Whig ascendancy_ which continued
without intermission
till the accession of George III.
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CHAPTER

II.

IT has been my object in the last chapter to show that th_
triumph of the Whig policy, which was effected by the Revol, ltion, and confirmed by the accession of the House of Brunswick,
was the triumph of the party which was naturally the weakest
in England.
Several isolated political events contributed
to
the result, but the chief causes were the superiority of the
smaller party in energy, intelligence,
concentration,
and organisation, and the division and partial paralysis of the larger
party, arising from the accidental conflict between the cause of
legitimacy and the cause of Protestantism.
Before proceeding
to relate the methods by which the Whig power was consolidated,
and the manner in which it was used, it will
be necessary to examine the chief elements of which it was
composed, and the causes of its political bias. Its strength lay
in three quarters--the
aristocracy, the commercial classes, an@
the Nonconformists.
The eminently popular character of the English aristocracy
is of a very early date, and it has probably done more than any
other single cause to determine
the type and ensure the
permanence of English freedom.
The position of the Norman
nobility in England bad always been widely different from
that of the same nobility at home, William being able to withhold in the one ease important privileges he was compelled to
recognise in the other ; and a long conflict, in which the nobles,,
in alliance with the Commons, were struggling
against the
power of the monarchy, contributed, with other causes, to give
a POl_ar bias to the former.
The great charter had been won
by the barons, but, _
of being confined _o a demand for
new ari_tocratical privileg_, it guaraut_d the legal rights of
all freemen_ and the ancien_ customs and liberties of citie_
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prohibited every kind of arbitrary plmishment, compelled the_
barons to grant their subvassals mitigations of feudal burdens
similar to those which they themselves obtained from the King_
and even accorded special protection to foreign merchants in
England.
Philip de Comlnes had noticed as a remarkable fact_
the singular humanity of the nobles to the people during the
civil wars. In these wars the nobility were almost annihilate_
and as they were but little increased during the reign of.
Henry VII., the revival of the order in numbers and wealth
dates in a great measure from the innovating and liberal movement of the Reformation.
The Puritan rebellion was chiefly
democratic, but the Revolution of 1688 was chiefly aristocratic ;
and while the reforms of the former were soon swept away, and
its excesses followed by a long reaction towards despotism, the
latter founded on a secure basis the liberties of England.
Although Stuart creations had raised the temporal peerage
from 59 to about 150,--although
the introduction of Scotch
peers at the Union, and the simultaneous creation of twelve
Tory peers by Harley, had impaired the liberalism of the Upper
House,--still
from the time of the Revolution to the reign of.
George III. the Whig party almost always preponderated in it,
and contained the families of the greatest influence and dignity.
The House of Lords threw its shelter successively over Somers
and Walpole when the House of Commons was ready to sacrifice them.
By its strenuous opposition to the encroachments of
the House of Commons it secured for electors in 1704 the allimportant right of defending a disputed qualification before an
impartial legal tribunal,
tt delayed or mitigated the persecuting legislation directed under Anne against the Dissenters.
It steadily upheld the Protestant succession at the period of its
greatest peril s and during the long Whig nile of Walpole and
the Pelhams it not only gave the Government a secure majority
in one House, but also, by the influence of the peers over the
small boroughs, contributed very largely to the majority in the
other.
The causes of the

liberal tendencies

that have so broadly

distinguished the English nobility from those of most ohher
eountries are to be found not only in the traditions of its early
history, but also in the constitution of the order. In most Con-
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%inental countries an aristocracy has a tendency to become
an isolated and at length an enervated caste, removed from
the sympathies and oecupations_ and opposed to the interests,
of the community
at large, despising, and, therefore, discrediting, all active occupa_ons except those of a soldier,
and thus connecting in the minds of men the idea of social
rank with that of an idle and fl_volous life.
But in England the interests of the nobles as a class, have been caref_Uy
and indissolubly interwoven with those of the people.
They
have never claimed for themselves any immunity from taxation. Their sons, except the eldest, have descended, after one or
two generations, into the ranks of the commoners
Their eldest
sons, before obtaining their titles, have usually made it a
gTeat object of their ambition to sit in the House of Commons,
and have there acquired the tastes of popular politics.
In the
public school system the peers and the lower gentry are united
in the closest ties. The intermarriage of peers and commoners
has always been legal and common.
A constant stream of
lawyers of brilliant talents, but often of humble bil_h, has
poured into the Upper House, which is presided over by one
_f them ; and the purely hereditary character of the body has
been still further quahfied by the introduction of the bishops.
Not less distinctive and remarkable is the influence which the
aristocracy in England has exercised on the estimate of labour.
One of the chief ends of the whole social organisation is to develop
to the highest point and apply to the gl"eatest advantage the sum
_f talent existing in the community.
In its first rudimentary
stage Government accomplishes this end chiefly in a negative
way, by discharging those police functions without which there
can be no peaceful labour ; but with the increased elaboration of
society it becomes apparent that the Legislature
can in two
distinct ways directly and very powerfully assist the development.
The th.st of these ways is by supplying opportunities for
the exercise of talent which would otherwise be lost. There is
at every period latent among poor men a large amount of
special talent of the highest value which cannot be elicited
without a long and expen_ve process of cultivation, or which,
when eLdeRS, is of a ldnd that would produce no pecuniary,
x_aults at all commensurate with its importance, and which
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would, therefore, in the natural course of things, either remain
wholly uncultivated, or be diverted to lower but more lucrative
channels.
It is one of the most useful functions of government
to provide means by which poor men who exhibit some special
aptitude
may be brought within the reach of an appropriate
education; and it is _)ne of the most important advantages of
many institutions
that they supply requisite spheres for the
expansion of certain casts of intellect, and adequate rewards for
pursuits which are of great value to the community, but which if
left to the unassisted operation of the law of supply and demand
would remain wholly, or in a great degree, unremunerative.
The manner in which this function of government has been
executed is a subject to which I shall hereafter revert.
At
present, however, my object is to notice a second way in which
legislation may assist intellectual
development.
If much
talent is wasted on account of want of opportunities,
much also
is unemployed for want of incentives.
It is not a natural or
in most countries a common thing for those large classes who
possess all the means of enjoymen_ and luxury, who have the
world before them to choose from, and who have never known
the pressure of want or of necessity, to devote themselves to ]oug_
painful, and plodding drudgery, to incur all the responsibilities,
anxiety, calumny, ingratitude,
and bondage of public life. If
in the case of men of extraordinary ability the path of ambition may be itself sufficiently attractive, it is not naturally
so to rich men of little more than average talent.
On the
other hand, the forms of usefnl labour which are unremunerative to the labourer are so numerous, the force of the
example of the higher classes is so great, the advantages of
independent circumstances
for the prosecution of many kinds
of labour are so inestimable, and in public life especially, such
circumstances assist men so powerfully in resisting the most
fatal temptations,
that the existence of laborious tastes and
habits among the richer classes is of the utmost value to the
community.
The legislation which can produce them wilt not
only add directly to the amount of active talent, but will also
set the whole current of society aright, and generate in the
higher classes a moral influence that sooner or later will
permeate all.
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The indissoluble
connection
of the enjoyment and the
xlignity of proper_y with the discharge of public duties was the
preeminent
merit of feudalism, and it is one of the special
_xcellenees of English institutions
that they have in a great
measure preserved this connection, notwithstanding
the necessary dissolution of the feudal system.
This achievement
has
Seen the result of more than one agency, and of the accumulated
%raditions of many generations.
The formation of an unpaid
:magistracy,
and the great governing duties thrown upon the
House of Lords, combined with the vast territorial possessions
and the country tastes of the upper classes, have made the
.gratuitous discharge of judicial, legislative, and administrative
_unctions the natural accompaniment
of a considerable social
position, while the retrospective
habits which an aristocracy
creates perpetuate and intensify the feelings of an honourable
ambition.
The memory of great ancestors, and the desire not
%o suffer a great name to fade, become an incentive of the
most powerful kind.
A point of honour conducive to exertion
is created, and men learn to associate the idea of active patriotic
labour with that of the social condition they deem most desirable.
A body of men is thus formed who, with circumstances
peculiarly favourable for the successful prosecution of important
unremunerative
labours, combine dispositions and habits eminently laborious, and who have at the same time an unrivalled
power of infusing by their example a love of labour into the
whole community.
The importance of the influence thus exercised will scarcely,
t think, be overlooked by those who will remember on the one
"hand, how many great nations and how many long pel_ods have
been almost destitute of developed talent, and, on the other
_and, how very little evidence we have of the existence of any
.great difference in respect to innate ability between different
nations or ages. The amount of realised talentin a community
-depends mainly on the circumstances in which it is placed, and,
above all, upon the disposition that animates it. It depends upon
the force and direction that have been given to its energies,
upon the nature of its ambitions, upon its conception and
st_mdaxd of dignity.
In all large classes who have great oppor%,m_ties, and, at the same time, great temptations,
there will

be innumerable examples of men who neglect the former and
:yield to the latter ; but it can hardly, I think, be denied that ia
no other country has so large an amount of salutary labour been
gratuitously accomplished by the upper classes as in England ;
.and in the present day, at least, aristocratic
influence in
English legislation is chiefly to be traced in the number o£
_ffices that are either not at all or insufficiently paid. The
impulse which was first given in the sphere of public life has
gradually extended through many others, and in addition to
many statesmen, orators, or soldiers,--in addition to many men
who have exhibited an admirable administrative
skill in the
management
of vast properties
and the improvement
of
numerous dependants, the English aristocracy has been extremely rich in men who, as poets, historians, art critics,
linguists,
philologists,
antiquaries, or men of science, have
uttained a great, or. at least, a respectable eminence.
The
peers in England have been specially connected with two
_lasses.
They are the natural representatives
of the whole
body of country gentlemen, while, from their great wealth and
the/r town lives, they are intlmately connected with that important and rapidly increasing class who have amassed or inherited
large fortunes from commerce or manufactures,
whose politics
during the early Hanoverian period _hey steadily represented.
It will be found, I think_ that the House of Lords, even when
most Tory, has been more liberal than the first class, and has
produced in proportion to its numbers more political talent
than the latter.
In this manner it appears that the existence of a powerful
aristocracy, and the political functions with which it is invested
_annot be regarded as isolated facts.
They are connected with
that whole condition of society which in England has always
thrown on the upper classes the chief political leadership of the
_ountry, and as such they open out questions of the gravest
kind.
No maxim in politics is more certain than that, whenever a single class possesses a monopoly or an overwhelming
preponderance of power, it will end by abusing it. Whatever
may be the end of morals, 'the greatest happiness of the
greatest number' is undoubtedly the rule of politics, and a
_ystem of govermnent which throws all power into the hands of

one class, of the

smallest

class, and of the richest class, is as-

suredly not calculated to promote it.
But it is one thing to
give a class a monopoly of political power ; ,it is quite anothe_
thing to entrns_ it, under the restrictions
of a really popular
government, with the chief share of active administration.
A
structure of society like that of England which brings the
upper class into such political prominence that they usually
furnish the popular candidates for election, has at least the advantage of saving the nation from that government by speculators,
adventurers, and demagogues which is the gravest of all the evils
to which representative institutions are liable. When the suffrage
is widely extended, a large proportion of electors will always be
wholly destitute of political convictions, while every artifice is
employed to mislead them.
Under such circumstances it is very
possible--in
many countries it is even very probable--that
the
supreme management
of affairs may pass into the hands of
men who are perfectly unprincipled, who seek only for personal
aggrandisement
or personal notoriety, who have no real stake
in the country, and who are perfectly reckless of its future and
its permanent interests.
It would be difficult to exaggerate
the dangers that may result from even a short period of such
rules and they have often driven nations to take refuge from
their own repr_entatives
in the arms of despotism.
The disposal of the national revenue may pass into the hands of mere
swindlers, and become the prey of simple malversation.
The
foreign policy of the country may be directed by men who
seek only for notoriety or for the consolidation of their tottering
power, and who with these views plunge the nation into wars
that lead speedily to national ruin.
In home politics institutions which are lost in the twilight of a distant past may, through
similar motives, in a few months be recklessly destroyed.
Nearly
all great instibations are the growth of centuries ; their first rise
is slow, obscure, undemonstrative_ they have been again and again
modified, recast_ and expanded ; their founders leave no reputation_ and reap no harvest from their exertions.
On the other
hands the destruction of a great and ancient institution is an eminently dramatic thing, and no other political achievement usually
preduces so much noisy reputation in proportion _o the ability
it ZeClUiZes.
The catastrophe
_howeve_longl_el_-_ug)
is con-

_
centrated
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in a short time, and the name of the man who effect_

it is immortalised.
As a great writer 1 has finely said, _When
the oak is felled, the whole forest echoes with its fall, but a
hundred acorns are sown in silence by an unnoticed breeze.'
Hence to minds ambitious only of notoriety, careless of the
permanent interests of the nation, and destitute of all real
feeling of political responsibility, a policy of mere destruction
possesses an irresistible attraction.
From these extreme evils a country is for the most part
saved by entrusting the management
of its affairs chiefly to
the upper classes of the community.
A government of gentlemen may be and often is extremely deficient in intelligence,
in energy, in sympathy with the poorer classes. It may be
shamefully biassed by class interests, and guilty of great corruption in the disposal of patronage, but the standard of honour
common to the class at least secures it from the grosset
forms of malversation, and the interests of its members are
indissolubly connected with the permanent well-being of the
country.
Such men may be guilty of much misgovernment,
and they will certainly, if uncontrolled by other classes, display
much selfishness, but it is scarcely possible that they should be
wholly indifferent to the ultimate consequences of their acts,
or should divest themselves of all sense of responsibility
or
public duty. When other things are equal, the class which has
most to lose and least to gain by dishonesty wilt exhibit the
highest level of integrity.
When other things are equal, the
class whose interests are most permanently and seriously bound
up with those of the nation is likely to be the most careful
guardian of the national welfare.
When other things are
equal_ the class which has most leisure and most means of
instruction will, as a whole, be the mo_ intelligent.
Besides
this, the tact, the refinement, the reticence, the conciliatory
tone of thought and manner characteristic
of gentlemen are
all peculiarly valuable in public men, whose chief task is to
reconcile conflicting pretensions and to harmonise jarring
interests.
Nor is it a matter of slight importance to the
political life of a nation, or to the estimate in which a nation
is held by its neighbours, that its government should be in the
t C_arlyle.
¥OL_L
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hands of men on whom no class can look down. Rightly or
wrongly, nations are judged mainly by their politicians and by
their political acts, and when these have ceased to command
respect, the character of a natio_ in the world is speedily
lowered.
To these advantages, arising indirectly
from the intervention of an hereditary aristocracy in government, others may
be added.
In the first place such an aristocracy exists, and,
rightly or wrongly, attracts to itself among great multitudes
of men a warm feeling of reverence and even of affection.
It is the part of wise statesmen--and
it is one of the characteristics by which such men are distinguished
from crude
theorists--to
avail themselves for the purposes of government
of all those strong, enduring, and unreasoning
attachments
which tradition, associations, or other causes have generated.
Such are, the sentiment of loyalty, the respect for religion, the
homage paid to rank.
These feelings endear government to
the people_ counteract any feeling of repulsion the sacrifices it
exacts might produce, give it that permanence, security, and
stability which are essential
to the well-being of society.
Sometimes, no doubt, the reverential, or conservative elements
have an excessive force, and form an obstacle to progress ; but
that they should exist, and under some form be the basis of
the national character, is the essential condition of all permanent good government.
A state of society in which revolution is always imminent is disastrous alike to moral, political,
and material interests, and it is much less a reasoning convietion than unreasoning sentiments of attachment that enable
Governments to bear the strain of occasional maladministration,
revolutionary panics, and seasons of calamity, l
These considerations
may be carried a step farther.
All
civic virtue, all the heroism and self-sacrifice of patriotism
spring ultimately from the habit men acquire of regarding their
nation as a great organic whole, identifying themselves with its
fortunes in the l_ast as in the presen_ and looking forward
anxiously to its future destinies.
When the members of any
nation have come to regard their co_mtry as nothing more tha_
See on this subject a noble
Imssage,full of profoundwisdom_in

Lord Russell's _ay o_ th_ E_l_l_
U¢_i_'/_, pp.271-272.
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the plot of ground on which they reside, and their Government as
a mere orgnnisation for providing police or contracting treaties ;
when they have ceased to entertain any warmer feelings Ibr one
another than those which private interest, or personal friendship, or a mere general philanthropy, may produce, the moral
dissolution of that nation is at hand.
Even in the order of
material interests the well-being of each generation is in a
great degree dependent upon the forbearance, self-sacrifice, and
providence of those who have preceded it, and civic virtues can
never flourish in a generation which thinks only of itself,
Those will not look forward to their posterity who never look
backwards to their ancestors.' l To kindle and sustain the
vital flame of national sentiment is the chief moral end of
national institutions,
and while it cannot be denied that it has
been attained under the most various forms of government, it is
equally certain that an aristocracy which is at once popular
and hereditary, which blends and assimilates itself with the
general interests of the present, while it pe_oetuates and
honours the memories
of the past, is peculiarly fitted to
foster it.
Another advantage which should not be neglected in a
review of the effects of aristocratic institutions is their tendency to bring young men into active political life.
In
politics, as in most other professions, early training is of extreme importance, and in a country where government is conducted mainly through the instrumentality
of Parliament, this
training, to be really etIieient, must include an early practice
of parliamentary duties. A young man of energy and industry,
possessing the tact and manners of good society, and endowed
with abilities
slightly superior to those of the average of
men, is likely, if brought into parliamentary
and official life
between 20 and 30, to acquire a skill in the conduct of public
business rarely attained
even by men of great genius whose
minds and characters have been formed in other spheres, and
who have come late into the arena of Parliament.
The presence in Parliament of a certain number of young politicians,
from whom the lower ottlees of administration may be filled, and
who may gradually

rise to the foremost
i Burke.
_2

places, is an essential
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condition of the well-being of constitutional government, and
it is one of the conditions which, since the abolition of the
nomination boroughs, it has become most difficult to attain.
Popular election is in this respect exceedingly worthless.
It
may be trusted to create, with a rough but substantial justice_ a
representation of public opinion.
I_ may be trusted, bu_ much
less perfectly, to secure some recognition of old services and of
matured genius_ but an extended constituency has neither the
capacity nor the desire to discover undeveloped talent, or to
recx_mise the promise of future excellence.
Hardly any other
feature of our parliamentary system appears so ominous to a
"thoughtful observer as the growing exclusion of young men
from 'the House of Commons, and if a certain number are still
found within its walls, this is mainly due to that aristocratic
sentiment which makes the younger members of noble families
_he favourite candidates with many constituencies.
There are ot_er consequences which it will be sufficient
simply to enumerate.
The -existence of a powerful, indepen'dent, and connected class, carrying with it a dignity, and in
many respects an influence, fully equal to that of the servants of the Crown, has more than once proved the most formidable obstacle tv the encroachments of despotism; while, on
the other hand, in democratic times this hierarchy of ranks
serves to mitigate the isolation of the throne, and is thus a
powerful bulwark to monarchy.
A second chamber is so essential to the healthy working of constitutional government that it
may almost be pronounced a political necessity ; and in times
when the position of that chamber is a secondary one, when its
leading function_ are merely to delay and to revise, it is no
small m_lwntage that it should be composed of men possessing,
indeed, great lcoal knowledge and influence, but at the same
time independent of local intrigues and jealousies_ and of the
transient bursts of popular passion.
A permanent hereditary
chamber has "at least a tendency to impart _o national policy
that character of continuity and stability, and to infuse into its
discussions that judicial spirit which it is most difficult to preserve amid the rapid fluctuations and the keen contests of popular
g_verament.
It may even very materially contribute to make
legislation a retlex of the popular will. No matter how per-
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feet may be the system of election, an elected body can never
represent with complete fidelity the political sentiment_ of the
community.
In particular constituencies purely local and personal considerations continually falsify the political verdict. In
the country at large a general election usually turns on a single
great party issue, or on the comparative popularity of rival
statesmen, and hardly a year passes in which the politicians
in whom, on the whole, the uation has most confidence do not
act on some particular question in a manner opposed to the
national sentiment.
If the question is a'subordinate one, this
divergence does not make the country desire a change of
ministry ; and it is extremely difficult, under the system of
party government, to enforce by any less violent means the
national will. Under these circumstances a body such as the
House of Lords, exempt from the necessity of popular election,
representing
at the same time most of the forms of public
opinion, and exercising in the constitution a kind of revising,
judicial, and moderating office, is of great utility ; it is able to
arrest or retard a particular
course of policy, without producing a ministerial crisis, and it may thus be said, without a
paradox, to contribute to the representative character of the
government.
Besides this, the peerage enables the country
to avail itself of the talents of statesmen of ability and experience, who are physically incapable of enduring the fatigue
inseparable from the position of a minister in the Lower House ;
it forms a cheap yet highly prized reward for great services to
the nation or the Crown ; and it exercises in some respects a considerable refining influence upon the manners of society by counteracting the empire of mere wealth, and sustaining that order
of feelings and sentiments which constitutes the conception of a
gentleman.
Nor should we altogether disregard its minor u,es
in settling doubtful questions of precedence, and marking out
the natural leaders for many movements, which would otherwise
be weakened by conflicting claims and by personal jealousies.
There are, no doubt, serious drawbacks to these benefits.
No human institution is either an unmitigated good or an unmitigated evil ; and the main task of every statesman and of
every sound political thinker is to weigh with impartiality the
good and evil consequences that arise out of"each. Considered
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abstractedly, every institution is an evil which teaches men to
estimate their fellows not according to theh_ moral and intellectual worth, but by an unreal and factitious standard.
The
worship of baubles and phantasms necessarily perverts the
moral judgment,
nor can anyone who is acquainted
with
English society doubt that in this respect the evil of aristocratic
institutions is deeply felt in every grade.
Their moral effects
axe, on the whole, more doubtful than their political effects,
and the servile and sycophantic dispositions, the vulgarity of
thought and feeling they tend to foster in the community
form the most serious counterpoise ¢o their undoubted advantages.
These evils, however, lie far too deep for mere political remedies;
and when the worship of rank
and the
worship of wealth are in competition it may, at least, be said
that the existence of the two idols diminishes by dividing the
force of each superstition_ and that the latter evil is an increasing one, while the former is never again likely to be a danger.
The injurious effects of aristocratic influence may, however,
be abundantly traced in the desire to aggregate the vast preponderance of family property in a single heir, which is often
displayed in England to an extent that is an outrage upon
morality;
in the frequent spectacle of many children--often
daughters, who are almost incapable of earning a livelihood
--reduced
to penury, in order that the eldest son may
gratify the family vanity by an adequate display of ostentatious luxury ; in _he scaudalous injustice of the law relating to
intestacy.
Although it would be an absurd exaggeration
to
a_tribute to the existence of an aristocracy the frightful contrust of extreme opulence and abject misery which is so frequen_ in England, it is undoubtedly true fhat the excessive
inequality of the distribution
of wealth, resulting from laws
which were originally intended to secure the preponderance of
a class, and from manners which were originally the product
of those laws, has most seriously aggravated it. The laws have
for the most part passed away, but the habits that grew out of
them remain, and they operate over a far larger circle than
that of the aristocracy.
Great as is the use of the peerage in
sustaining
publi_ spirit in the nation, it is unquestionable
that the passion for founding families which it produces, dimi-
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nishes largely the flow of private munificence to public objects,
and its value in promoting laborious habits is in some degree
counteracted
by its manifest tendency to depress the purely
intellectual classes.
Rank is much less local in its influence
than wealth, and wherever a powerful aristocracy exists, it
overshadows intellectual
eminence, and becomes its successful
rival in most forms of national competition.
The political
advantages of an hereditary chamber are very great, but the
power of unlimited veto resting in such a chamber is a grave
anomaly in a free government.
Nor is it one of those anomalies which are merely theoretical.
On great questions on
which popular passions axe violently aroused, the spirit of compromise and political sagacity so general among the upper classes
in England, may usually be counted on to prevent serious
collisions ; and the power of creating an unlimited number of
peers provides in the last resort an extreme, dangerous, but
efficient remedy.
There are, however, many questions on
which the national judgment
is plainly pronounced, but which
from their nature do not appeal to any strong passions, and on
these the obstructive power of the House of Lords has sometimes proved very mischievous.
More than one measure of
reform has thus been rejected through several successive Parliaments, in spite of unbroken and repeated majorities in the
Lower House.
Looking again at the question from a purely historical
standing-point,
it is certain that the politicians of the Upper
House were deeply tainted with the treachery and duplicity
common to most English statesmen between the Restoration
and the American Revolution.
Most of the Bills for preventing corrupt influence in the Commons during the administration of Walpole were crushed by the influence of the minister
in the House of Lords.
The country was long seriously burdened, and some of the professions were systematically degraded,
in order to furnish lucrative posts for the younger members of
the aristocratic families ; and the representative
character of
the Lower House was so utterly perverted by the multiplication
of nomination borough_ in the hands of the peers that a storm
of indignation was at last raised which shook the very pillars
of the constitution.
Still, even in these respeef_ the :English
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Though rank has in England
almost
always brought with it a
very disproportionate
weight, although
it is undoubtedly
true
that in the last years of George II. and in the first years of
George III. three or four aristocratic
families
threatened
to
control the efficient power in the State, yet, on the whole, no
other aristocracy
has shown itself so free from the spirit of
monopoly.
In the great Whig period, from the Revolution
till
the death of Walpole, there were numerous instances of statesmen who were not of noble birth taking a foremost place in
English polities. 1 The names of Somers, Montague,
Churchill,
Addison,
Craggs, and many others will at once occur to the
reader, and the most powerful leader of this age was a simple
country gentleman,
a member of the House of Commons_ who
was so far from allowing
himself
that one of the chief faults of
extreme

reluctance

to be the puppet
his administration

to part with the smallest

ence of the Government.
House of Lords gave to

of anyone,
was his

share of the influ-

The steady support which the Whig
Walpole
during every stage of his

career is a decisive proof not only of its enlightenment
but also
of its moderation.
Nor is this less true of the opposite party.
No Tory minister
has had so absolute an authority
as William
Pitt,
and in the period
of the darlcest and most bigoted
Toryism
the House
of Lords was governed
with an almost
absolute sway by the knowledge
and the ability of Eldon.
If
the nomination
boroughs were perverted,
were to a very large extent_ to the most

as they undoubtedly
selfish purposes,
it is

also true that there was sufficient public
spirit among their
proprietors
to induce them
to bring
into the House of Commons a far larger proportion
of young
men of promise
and
genius
than have ever, under any other system,
entered
its
walls.
altered
gotten

If the numerous Tory creations
of George
III.
the spirit of the body, it should at least not
that the old tradition
never was extinct,
that

l This has been noticed by Swift,
in a very remarkable paper on the
Decline of the Political Influence of
the Nobility, in the 7_t_l_e,v, cs'r,
NO. 9. He decl_es that ' fur above
-ty years past the chief conduct of
ira hath been generally placed in

at last
be forin the

new men, with few exceptions.' He
ascribes this chiefly to the defective
education of the upper classes. Swift
was, I believe, wrong, in imbruing
that aristocratic influence had dee_lined.
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great struggle of the Reform Bill some of the chief aristocratic
borough-owners were among the foremost advocates of the
people, and that the large majority of the peers of an older
creation than George III. were on the same side, l while the
most obstinate opponents of progress found their leaders in
Eldon and Lyndhurst,
who had but lately ri_n from the
ranks.
There was, however, one marked exception to the general
tenor of aristocratic politics.
One attempt was made, which, if
it had been successful, would have converted the English
nobility into a separate caste.
I allude, of course, to the
Peerage Bill, which was introduced by the ministry of Sunderland and Stanhope, in 1719, and which was, perhaps, the most
dangerous constitutional innovation since the Revolution.
It
was inspired by the party interest of the Whigs, and it was
intended to prevent the son of George I., who was in opposition
to his father, from overthrowing, if he came to the throne, the
Whig majority in the Upper House by the creation of Tory
peers.
Had it been carried, it wolfld have made the House of
Lords an almost unchangeable body, entirely beyond the control
of King or Minister or Commons.
It provided that, with the
exception of members of the Royal Family, the sovereign
should at no time be allowed to add more than six to the
number of the English hereditary peers existing when the Bill
was passed ; though, whenever a peerage became extinct, he
might make a creation to replace it; and also that twenty-five
Scotch peers, selected in the first instance by the sovereign and
afterwards sitting by hereditary right, should be substituted for
the sixteen elective peers.
It is obvious that such a measure
would have given the peerage all the characteristics
of a close
corporation, would have prevented that influx into its ranks of
legal, political_ and commercial talent which now constitutes
one of its most distinctive merits, would have in consequence
destroyed its value as a reward of genius, and it_ weight as a
representative body, and would have abolished the only means
which the constitution
provides for overcoming_ in extreme
cases, the opposition of the Lords. Yet this Bill was introduced
by the party which is the natural guardian
of the popular
1Molesworth'sZ_$t.af .gng/and,i. 203.
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element in the constitution, and it had at first considerable
prospect of success. The King readily relinquished his prerogative of unlimited creation.
The indignation
excited by
the lavish creations of Harley in 1712 was largely made use of.
The pen of Addison was enlisted in the cause.
The Bill
appealed at once to the party spirit of the Whigs, who designed
to perpetuate their ascendancy, and to the class feeling of the
peers, who desired, by preventing new creations, to increase their
consequence ; and it was carried without difficulty through the
Lords.
Fortunately, however, a great storm of indignation was
soon aroused. Steele, whose judgment it is the custom of some
writers invariably to decry, employed all his talent in exposing
the dangers of the scheme, and his essays, though they destroyed his friendship with Addison, and brought down upon
his head the prompt vengeance of the Government, 1 were of
immense service to the real interests of the country.
Walpole,
who was at this time in opposition,
both spoke and wrote
against the Bill with consummate power.
The jealousy of the
country gentry was aroused when they saw the portals of the
Upper House about to close for ever against them ; and the Bill
was lost in the Commons by 269 to 177.
Thi% however, was but a passing aben_tion ; and it was due
much more to party interest than to aristocratic exclusiveness.
In general, the services of the peers to the cause of civil and
reli_ous liberty, at the time we are considering, were incontestable, and the advantage of an Upper House in this portion
of our history can scarcely be questioned by anyone who regards the Revolution, and the principles it established, as good.
Its members formed, perhaps, the most important
section of
the Whig party, for they were at this time almost at the acme
of their influence.
The overshadowing majesty of the Church
had been brol_en at the Reformation.
The monarchy had been
seriously restricted by the Revolution, and the great democratic
agencies of modern times were still in their infancy.
In
*He had obtained a patent for Steele, il. 210-216. Few writers of
the theatre of Drury Lane, but as • the eighteenth centuryhave received
soon as he opposed the Government harder measure from modern critics
scheme the Lord Chamberlain re- than Steele. I must except, however,
yoked his licence f(,r acting plays, the essay on his life in Forster's
and thus reduced him to complete .Biograla]_ical
t.'8_ays.
___n. Bee MontgQmery's._fe of
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opulence the nobles were altogether unrivalled.
The Indian
nabobs, whose great fortunes in some degree competed with
them, only came into prominence in the reign of George IIL,
and the great commercial fortunes belong chiefly to a still later
period.
The numerous sinecures at their disposal secured
the nobility a preponderance
both of wealth and influence ;
the tone of manners before the introduction
of railways
was far more favourable than at present for a display of the
pomp and the pretensions of rank; and the boroagh system
gave the great families a commanding influence in the Lower
House.
In addition to the aristocracy, the Whigs could usually count
upon the warm support of the moneyed classes and of the Dissenters, who in this, as in most other periods, were very closely
united. The country, it has been justly said, always represents the
element of permanence, and the towns the element of progress.
In the former the national spirit is usually the most intense, and
the force of tradition, prejudice, and association most supreme.
New ideas, on the other hand, appear most quickly, and circulate
most easily, in the crowded centres of population ; and the habits
of industrial speculation, the migratory nature of capital, and
the contact with many nations and with many creeds resulting
from commercial intercourse, tend to sever, both for good and
for ill, the chain of tradition.
At the time of the Reformation
the towns were the strongholds of Protestantism, at the time
of the Commonwealth they were the strongholds of Puritanism,
and in the Hanoverian, as in most subsequent periods, of liberal
politics.
On religious questions this bias has been especially
strong. It is an ingenious, and, I believe, a just remark of Sir W.
Petty that _trade is most vigorously carried on in every state
and government by the heterodox part of the same, and such as
profess opinions different from what are publicly established.' l
The fact may be ascribed partly, as I have said, to the superior
accessibility of the town populations to new and innovating
ideas, and partly also to persecuting laws which divorced heretics
from the soil, and led them to seek forms of industry of which
the fruits in seasons of trial can be easily realised and displaced.
I Po_it_e_ZA_thmetie, p. 118.
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The result has been that religious persecution has usually fallen
with a peculiar severity upon commercial interests; and in the
two centuries that followed the Reformation hardly any other
single circumstance affected so powerfully the relative industrial position of nations as the degrees in which they conceded
religious toleration.
Among the less noticed consequences of
the Reformation, perhaps the most important was the dispersion
of industry produced by the many thousands of skilled artisans
who were driven by persecution beyond their national borders,
carrying with them trades which had hitherto been strictly'or
mainly local, and planting them wherever they settled.
Nor
was this the only result of the migration.
Men who are
prepared to abandon friends and country rather than forsake a
religion which is not that of their nation are usually superior
to the average of their fellow-countrymen
in intelligence, and
are almost always greatly superior to them in strength and
nobility of character. Religious persecution, by steadily weeding
out such men from a community, slowly but surely degrades
the national type, while a policy of toleration which attracts
refugees representing the best moral and industrial qualities of
other nations is one of the most et]_eient of all means of expanding and improving it.
The effect of these influences on the well-being of nations
has been very great.
The ruin of Spain may be chiefly traced
to the expulsion or extirpation
of her Moorish, Jewish, and
heretical subjects ; and French industry, and still more French
character, have never recovered the injury they received from
the banishment of the most energetic and enlightened portion
of the nation.
By the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and
by the savage persecution
which immediately
preceded and
followed it, France probably lost upwards of a qtmrter of a
million of her most industrious ciidzens ;1 and, amid the enthusiastic applatwe of the Catholic party, a blow was struck at her
true interests, of which some of the effects may be perceived
even to the present day. Bos_et, Massillon, and Filthier,
1The ¢_timates, a_ might be expeered, vary greatIy. VoP_ire put
the number as high u 600,000,and
_me writers still higher. See a

collection of estimates from different
writers, in Macpherson'sA_/_ of
Ct_mt_ree,ii. 616-620.
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vied with each other in extolling
banished heresy from the land.
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the new Theodosius who had
The Chancellor
Le Tellier

repeated
the ecstatic words of Simeon as he affixed the great
seal to the Act.
The Abb_ Tallemand
eulogised
it in glowing
terms in the French
Academy.
Madame
de Sevign_ wrote
that no other king
either had done or could do a nobler
act.
The brush of Le Sueur was employed
to illustrate
it on
the walls of Versailles,
and medals were struck, and a bronze
statue was erected in front of the Town Hall, to commemorate
the triumph of the Church.
The results of that triumph
may
be soon told.
Many of the arts and manufactures
which had
been for generations
most distinctively
French passed for ever
to Holland,
to Germany,
or to England.
Local liberties
in
France
received
their
death-blow
when
those
who
most
strenuously
destruction

supported
of the

them were swept out of the country.
most
solid, the most modest,
the

The
most

virtuous, the most generally enlightened
element in the French
nation prepared
the way for the inevitable
degradation
of the
national character,
and the last serious bulwark was removed
that might have broken the force of that torrent
of scepticism
and vice, which, a century later, laid prostrate,
in merited ruin,
both the altar and the throne. 1
Not less conspicuous
was the
which pursued
an opposite course.

benefit
Holland,

derived
which

by nations
had suffered

so severely,
and in so many ways, from religious
intolerance
under the Spanish
domination,
made it a main object of her
policy to attract
by perfect
religious
liberty
the
scattered
energies of Europe 2 ; and Prussia
a little of her moral and industrial

owes to the same
greatness.
Twenty

cause not
thousand

Frenchmen,
attracted
to Brandenburg
by the liberal encouragement of the Elector_ at the time of the Revocation
of the Edict
of Nantes, lald the foundation
of the prosperity
of Berlin, and
l Mr. Pattison, in his admirable
ZAfe of C'a_a,'_bon,has made some
striking remarks on the pre-eminence
of the French Protestants in the very
moralqualities in which the French
nation as a whole is now most
deficient,
It is remarkable to find the
leading EnglL._hauthority on trade

as early as 1670, specifying among
the causes of the great commercial
prosperity of the Dutch, 'their
toleration of different opinions in
matters of religion, by reason of
which many industrious people of
other countries that dissent from the
established government of their
Church resor_ to themt with their
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of most of the manufactures
of Prussia;1
and the later persecutions
of Salzburg and Bohemia
drove many thousands
of
Southern
Germans
to her soil.
After the Revocation
of the
Edict

of Nantes,

it

was

noticed

that

in

Zell

and Hanover

French was spoken and written
as purely as in Paris, and a
refinement
hitherto unknown began to distinguish
the Northern
Courts.*
Even Russia sought to attract
development
of her slumbering
powers,

French energy for the
and at the instance

of the Elector
of Brandenburg
an imperial
ukase was issued,
offering liberty, settlement,
and employment
to the refugees._
But no country owes more to her toleration
than England.
For nearly two centuries
a steady stream of refugees, representing the best Continental
types, poured into her population,
blending
with English
life, transmitting
their qualities
of
mind and character to English
descendants,
and contributing
immensely
to the perfection
and variety of English
industry.
Ellzabeth,
though
her religious
opinions
were very inimical
to those of the Continental
Protestants,
with the instinct
of
true political
and, in spite

genius,
invariably
encouraged
of more than one remonstrance

sovereign,
of much hatred of
much jealousy of local interests

the immigration,
from the French

foreigners
and Dissenters,
and of rival trades, there

of
was

always sufficient good sense among the English rulers to maintain the toleration.
For a short time, indeed, the persecuting
and meddling
policy
of Laud threatened
to overthrow
it.
That mischievous
prelate
had hardly
obtained
the See of
Canterbury,
when
he ordered that
those members
of the
foreign

communities

who had been born in England

should

be

compelled
to attend
the Anglican Church, while the English
liturgy w_ to be translated into Dutch and Walloon in the hope
families and estates, and after a few
years' cohabitation with them become
of the same common interest.'--Slr
J. Child's /_sea_Jr&e of TT.ade (Sth
ed.), p. 4. On the ot2aer hand, we find
_he greatest Tory writer of the next
generation denouncing 'the false
politicks of a set of men who . . .
take it into their imagination that
trade can never flourish unless the
country becomes a common receptacle
_or all nations, religions, and lano

guages--a system only proper for
small, popular States.'--Swift's JY_ram, ner, :No. 21. See, too, his _wtt*_cnt$ of a 6"YeuTe_
of _la_d
2_an.
_Frederick the Great (_Ir_$ et
C_utumes), _v-r_
do 2_r_d., tom. i.
p. _27, gives a long catalogue of the
industries planted in Brandenburg by
the refugees. See, too, Weiss's H/st.
de8 _f_
_a_.
2 Kemble's _ate .Pw_% p. 386.
'Ibid. pp. 388-389.
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civil

war, however,

though

they were

restored
afterwards

exposed to much unpopularity
and to serious riots, though, as
we have seen, the Bill for the general naturalisation
of foreign
Protestants
was repealed, they continued,
far into the eighteenth
century, to make England their tkvourite
resort.
The extent and importance
of the successive immigrations
have hardly been appreciated
by English historians.
Those which
were due to religious
causes appear to have begun in 1567,
when the news of the intended
entry of Alva into the Netherlands was known, and when, as the Duchess
of Parma wrote
to Philip,

more

their country.
land, and they

than

100,000

persons

in a few days

abandoned

Great numbers
of them took refuge in Engwere followed, in 1572, by a crowd of French

Huguenots,
who had escaped
from St. Bartholomew;
and in
1585, on the occasion
of the sacking
of Antwerp,
by about a
third part of the merchants
and workmen
of that
city.
A
century
later the Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes produced a
new immigration
of French Protestants,
variously
estimated
at
from fifty to a hundred thousand.
Several thousand
Germans,
chiefly from the Palatinate,
came over in 1709 ; many others
about 1732, after the persecutions
in Salzburg;
and towards
the middle
of the century a renewal
of persecution
in France
was followed by a fresh French
immigration.
In this manner
the commercial
classes in England
were at length
thoroughly
pervaded
by
a foreign
element.
Spitalfields
was almost
wholly
inhabited
by French
silk
manufacturers.
In
the
beginning
of the eighteenth
century,
when the population
of
London was probably
about 600,000, _ it contained
no less than
thlrty-five
settlements
Yarmouth,
there

French
Protestant
were planted
at
Ipswich,
Exeter,

is hardly

a town

may not be traced.

in

churches, a Important
refugee
Norwlch,.Canterbury,
Sandwich,
Bideford,
and Bamstaple;
and

England

Nor were they

l See Southerden Burn's, 2_r_¢.of
Prote_
P_f_e¢8 _n J_r_/and, pp.
15-16.
2 Petty, in hfsPolitiea[Arlt_tic,
published in 1687, estimated the
population of London at 696,000.

in

which

confined

their

to England.

presence
Great

Gregory King, ten years later, computed it at only 530,000. See Craik's
11_st.of C_mmvree,ii. 115.
s Smites's 2ir_rwtz _ I_2_r_,
p. 278.
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numbers went over to Ireland.
French Prot_s_nt churches
were founded in New York and Charlestown, about 1724, and
Salzburg refugees were very prominent in the oolom'sation of
Georgia.
About 1782, a colony of French Protestants settled
in Edinburgh,
where they introduced the manufacture of
cambric.
Some were incorporated in the British army, but
by far the greater number were employed in manufactures,
many of them in forms of industry which had been wholly
unknown in England. Cloth makers from Antwerp and Bruges,
lace makers from Valenciennes, cambric makers from Cambray,
glass makers from Paris, stuff weavers from Meaux, potters
from Delft, shipwrights from Havre and Dieppe, silk manufacturers from Lyons and Tours, paper manufacturers from
Bordeanx and Auvergne, woollen manufacturers from Sedan,
and tanners from the Touraine, were all plying their industries
in England.
The manufactures of silk, damask, velvet, cambric and baize, of the finer kinds of cloth and paper, of pendulum clocks, mathematical
instruments,
felt hats, toys,
cry_al and plate glass, all owe their origin in England wholly
or chiefly to Protestant refugees, who also laid the foundation
of scientific gardening, introduced numerous flowers and vegetables that had before been unknown, and improved almost
every industry that was indigenous to the soil. 1
It is a significant fact that at the close of the seventeenth
century, while the balance of political and military power in
Europe was still clearly on the side of Catholicism, the supremacy of industry was as decidedly on the side of Protestantism.
It was computed that Great Britain, Holland,
Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, the Hanseatic towns, and the
Protestant
parts of Germany, possessed between them threefourths of the commerce of the world ;2 while in France itself,
before the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, an extraordinary
proportion of the national industry was in the hands of the
Huguenots.
The immigration of these latter into England had
The fullest account of the
refugee settlements and industry
is to be found in SoutherdenBurn's
very valuable ///st, of t_ _r_nt
2__fn_yeo_
in.P_flaend.See,too,Weiss's
/T*_r_._s Pd_'_Fi&-t_m4a_, Mr.

Smiles' two inberestlng volumes on
T]ee_r_nots, and the notices of the
Refugee Manufactures,in Ma_pherson'sA_n_la qf C_eroe.
2Pe_ty's 2o//_r3, A_,
p.
118.
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the natural effect of strengthening the Whig party bo_h in
numbers and in zeal. l The industrial classes, who formed the
bulk of the party, were largely increased.
The anti-_allican
and anti-Papal enthusiasms were intensified by great personal
wrongs.
The Dissenting or Low Church interest obtained a
great accession of power from the presence of a large body of
men educated in non-episcopal
churches ; and the great Whig
maxim, that a government
should accord perfect toleration
to aU Protestant
sects, derived a new strength
from the
manifest material benefits it produced.
The influence of the industrial classes had for a long time
been steadily increasing, with the accmnulation
of industrial
wealth. The reigns of the Stuarts, though in their political
aspects they were in many respects chequered
or disastrous,
formed a period of almost uninterrupted
material prosperity,
the more striking because it was not due to any of those great
mechanical
inventions which in the present century have
suddenly revolutionised
great departments
of industry.
The
progress was strictly normal.
It may be ascribed to the reclamation of waste lands, to the extension and development of
the colonies, to the freedom of the country for a long period
from any serious land war. It was noticed, as a remarkable sign of the democratic spirit that followed the Commonwealth, that country gentlemen
in England
had begun to
bind their sons as apprentices to merchants_ 2 and also, that
about the same time the desire to obtain large portions in
marriage led to alliances between the aristocracy
and th_
merchants.
Sir W. Temple, writing in the last quarter of the
seventeenth century, says :m, I think I remember within less
than fifty years, the first noble families that married into the
l Thus Atterbury
very bitterly
wrote : ' I scarce ever knew a foreigner
settled in England, whether of Dutch,
German, French, Italian, or Turkish
growth, but became a Whig in a
little time after mixing with us.'-'English
Advice to the Freeholders
of England' (1714), Semers's T_av_$,
xiii. p. 537.
See Hume's
H',st. of Enghtnd,
¢h. txii.
So Pope_
B_tatful a_d rough your firstson is a squire,
_'OL. L
0

The next _ _mdesmaumeek, and much aliar.
--Mo_z _ssa_s,l_s. i.
In a pamphlet published in 1722
called ' T/w da_
of t/w c'_ure_
jK_n_do_fr_
2_'e_'tffgn_rseamdd_re_'
it is said, ' Now the greatest gentle.
men affect to make their junior sons
Turkey merchants,
and while
the
diligent
son is getting
an est_
by foreign tragic, the wise fatll_ ttt
home employs his talent in ralli_at
foreigners.'--See
Southerden Burtt'$
_$t. _e_Irta_t/_f_s,
p. 13.
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city for downright money, and thereby introduced by degree_
this public grievance which has since mined so many esC_C_s
by the necessity of giving good portions to daughters.' z The
increase of wealth was abundantly attested by all the best
authorities.
Thus Sir Josiah Child, who published his wellknown ' Discourse on Trade' in 1670, assures us that both the
merchauts and shipping in England had doubled in twenty
years. Petty, in his ' Political Arithmetic,' which was published
a few years later, declared that within for_y years the value of
the houses of London had doubled, while most of the leading
provincial towns had largely increased, that the royal navy
had tripled or quadrupled,
that the coal-shipping
of Newcastle had quadrupled, that the value of the customs had
tripled, that the postage of letters had multiplied
twentyfold, and that, through the great increase of money, the natural
rat_ of interest had fallen from eight to six per cent. Davenant,
who examined with great care the material condition of the
country at the time of the Revolution, supplies much evidence
to the same effect. He tells us that the tonnage of the
merchant shipping in 1688 was nearly double of what it had
been in 1666 ; that the royal navy had increased from 62,594
tons to 101,032 tons; that the customs, which in 1666 were
farmed out for 390,000l. a year, had in the last seventeen
years yielded on an average 555,752/.
In a work published
in 1698, he calculated
that the general rental of England
had risen_ since the beginning of the century, from 6,000,000l.
to 14,000,000/.,
and the purchasing value of the land from
72,000,000L
to 252,000,000l. 2
The whole income of the
country at the time of the Revolution was estimated at about
43,500,000l. a
Of the manufactures, the most important were still those
of wool, which had already become t_mous under the Tudors,
and were scattered through the valleys of the Thames and
Severn_ throt_gh East Norfolk, South Lancashire, Yorkshire,
and Westmoreland.
The iron and hardware manufactures of
Temple's .M_ellauie#.
Child's
_se
oR Trade.
Perry's _
A_/th_n_,
PP- 17017L
Davcnaut's
l_ur_
on the

Z_o

_e_

av_ r_

of F_la_

Macpherson's Anna_ of _mm_rce, il.
629-6_0.
a Gregory King's Co_¢l_o_
_po_
the _ato of E_gland,§ vi.
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Sheffield and Birmingham
were already in e_isf_nce, and it
was noticed that in the later Stuart reigns industry was not
only largely increased, but was also more and more concentrated in a few great centres. 1 The prosperity of the country
was very seriously retarded
by the war that followed the
Revolution,
but it resumed its progressive march after the
Peace of Ryswick, and was accelerated by the foundation
of the Bank of England, which greatly assisted credit; by
the renovation of the coin, which gave a new stimulus to
every branch of industry;
and, perhaps, also by the partial
abolition of two considerable trade monopolies.
The African
trade, though it had been largely pursued by interlopers, was
from the early Stuar_ reigns legally a monopoly; but in 1698
all English subjects were allowed to trade, without restriction,
in negroes, gold, and silver; and the other branches of the
African trade were also opened to them, provided they paid to
the Company a duty of five per cent. on redwood, and of ten
per cent. on other goods. The Russian trade had been accorded
to some London adventurers, who, in the reign of Mary, when
seeking for a north-west
passag'e to China, had discovered
Archangel, and it had been confirmed to their successors by
an Act of Elizabeth.
The Company, however, proved too
limited and feeble to contend with the rivalry of the Dutch,
and it was accordingly enacted, in I699, that all English
subjects might belong to it on the payment of 51._ At the
close of the reign of William, a return of the mercantile navy
of England was drawn up by the Commissioners
of Customs,
from which it appears that the number of vessels belonging to
all the English ports was then 3,281, measuring 261,222 tons,
and employing 27,196 men.
Of these vessels 560 belonged to
London, 165 to Bristol, and 143 to Yarmouth. a The costly
wars of Anne, though they for a time depressed, did not permanently
injure, industry.
The lowest point in this reign
appears to have been in 1705, when the value of the exports
was only 5,308,966l. ; but in 1713, 1714, and 1715, the £hree
years which immediately followed the peace, the average "value
i Baines' J/t_.
_J_9.
Macpherson_

of Zive_?,,ool, 253-

s Macpherson's
_nt_ree,1i. 719.
o2

A_tt/s

of

Com-

+
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was 7,696,573I., which exceeded by nearly a million sterling the
amount in the preceding peace, t
Many of these figures can, of course, only pretend to au
approximate accuracy.
All of them appear very small when
compared with the gigantic dimensions of modern commerce,
but they are sufficient to show that the condition of England
was a healthy and a progressive one, and that the commercial
classes were steadily rising in importance.
One result of this
increasing prosperity must, indeed, be looked upon with very
mingled feelings. I mean the rapidly accelerated disappearance
of the yeomanry class. The main causes of the destruction of
this most useful element of English country life are very
evident. The system of primogeniture,
settlements, and entails,
as well as the maze of expensive intricacies with which English
law has encumbered the transfer of land, by diminishing greatly
the amount which is brought to market, have given it an unnatural and monopoly price, which is still further increased by
the social distinction its possession confers, and by the country
tastes which make its acquisition an object of great desire to
the rich. Under such ci2cumstances the continued existence
of a large class of small proprietors was impossible.
Men of
narrow means could not afford to purchase land.
Small landowners had the strongest inducement to sell. But the impulse
was greatly strengthened when the development of commercial
and manufacturing industry multiplied the paths to wealth. On
the one hand, the number of large fortunes competing in the
/and market was increased.
On the o_her hand, numerous
additional facihties were furnished for investing snell capitals
in more lucrative employments than agriculture.
The enclosure
of common land, rendering the position of the small yeoman
more difficult, aggravated the tendency, and the result was a
very considerable transfer of energy from the country to the
towns. The feebler members of the yeomanry sank gradually
into tenants or/abourers,
while the more ambitious and en_erprising were rapidly absorbed in industrial life. _
Of the population of the ffreat manufaeturinff
_Oralk's_/'_cAo.fC_mm_'_Ji.163.
z On this subject much valuable

and trad/n K

evidencehas Jar,
ely been eoTtecf,
ed
in l_ornton's Over Polnt/a_ _ Cliff
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towns, we are, unfortunately,
unable
to speak with
much
precision.
No official census of the population
of England
was
made till 1801, and the computations
that were based on the
returns
of births and deaths, and of the hearth-money,
though
far from valueless,
are too vague
and too conflicting
to be
positively
relied on.
According
to the estimates
we possess,
the population
of England
at the beginning
of the eighteenth
century
appears
to have been somewhat
under 6,000,000,1
of
whom about a tenth part were concentrated
in London.
Next
to London, but next at a great interval,
was Bristol, which retained its position
as the second city in England
till after the
middle of the eighteenth
century,
and owed its wealth chiefly
to its large trade with the American
colonies.
Its population
under Charles IL is said to have been 29,000, and in the middle
of the
which

eighteenth
century rather more than 90,000. 2 Norwich,
was an old resort of Flemish
refugees,
and was famous

during
many
other woollen

generations
for its manufacture
works, as well as for its supply

long ranked third
1693 was between

among
28,000

English
cities.
and 29,000, and

of worsted and
of fuller's
earth,
Its population
it was believed

in
to

have nearly or quite doubled
by 1760. 3 Manchester
had been
the seat of a woollen manufacture
under the Tudors,
and a
book published

in 1641

mentions

that

cotton

was

also worked

there, which appears to be the earliest
record of that industry
in England.
It is said to have contained
at the end of the
seventeenth
century
less than 6,000 inhabitants,
but if so it
must have increased with extraordinary
rapidity in the first years
of the eighteenth
century_ for Defoe, in his ' Tour through Great
Leslie's I, and S!/stems of Ir_H_d,
puted it in 1690 at nearly 5,500,000,
.Engl_d, and t]w Conti_tent, _Nas_e's and Mr. ]_'mlalson, who investigated
_Es_t#ms land Tenu,res, and in some
the subjec_ very minutely in the
of the papers published by the
present century, concluded that at
Cobden Club.
the close of the seventeeuth century
' The estimates, as might be exthe population of England was a
pected, are very var/ous. Chieflittle under 6,200,000. See the differ.
Justice Hate in 1670 computed the
ent estimates collected in MacpherpopuZution of ]_ng]smd a_ at least
son's A,_ials of Co_teree, ii. 68, 6_4,
6,000,000. In 1689 another authorit5 _, 674, iii. 134, and m Macaulay's _rist.
who reckoned the /arge number of
oh. iii.
six persons for every house, iixed the
_ Macpherson, iii.._22-'_23.
population at 7,380,000. Davenant,
' Macaulay, ch. ill. _Iacpherson,
adopting the same basis of caIculaiiL 323. Blomefield's B'ist. q/ _br/ot_,,
tion, estimated it in 1695 at not
vol. ii.
qutt_ 8,000,000. Gregory King c_m-
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in 1727,

estimates

_.

the populatiou

of the city and suburbs at not less than 50,000.
According
another
estimate,
the town alone contained
from 40,000

t_
to

45,000 persons in 1760, t at which date the population
of Birmingham
was believed to have been about 30,000, and that of
Newcastle,

including

the suburbs,

somewhat slower in emerging
of much antiquity,
consisted

about

40,000.

8 Liverpool

was

into greatness.
It was a village
in 1565 of 138 houses or cabins_

derived some importance
from the fire and the plague, which
induced many merchants to abandon London, and gradually became a centre of commerce
for the new colonies
in the Wesl
Indies and for America.
It was assisted also by the reclamation of great tracts of waste lands, which stimulated
the corn
trade, and by the growth
of Manchester
and other manufacturing towns in its neighbourhood.
It is curious, however, t_
notice that it was only in 1699 that
important
to form a parish to itself,

it was thought
sufficiently
and that its first dock Was

not built before 1709.
Its population
in 1700 is believed
t(>
have been slightly under 6,000, but to have increased
in the
course of the next half-century
to about
30,000.
Liverpool
had by this time become
indisputably
the third
port in the
kingdom,
and it was soon prominent
beyond all others in the
slave trade, a The whole population
of Lancashire
was estimated
at 166,200
in 1700, and at 297,400
in 1750. 4 At the time of
the census of 1871 it exceeded 2,800,000.
In addition
to the other causes which united
the industrial
classes

with the Whigs

we must

reckon

the

funded

system

and

the creation of the great mercantile
companies
established
after
the Revolution.
The national
debt, which at the accession
of
William
had been very inconsiderable,
had increased during his
reign and during the reign of his successor with a portentous
1 Curry's ///st. of l_aneazhira, i.
276. Macpherson, iii.136,323. Baines'
H'_t. of the Cettv_t T_le, pp. 99-100.
Defoe's Toe*,, _ii. 210. WbXttaker's
I_st. of z_raa_hester,
Macpherson, iii. 324-325.
a Bainea' ltist, of Zivew2ool. Pieion's M_morials of Liver_pooL Corry's
_.
_ _n_a_hire.
Maepberson's
.ln_*al_of Comme_.ee,iii. 135. Derriek's Zettersfre_ Lircr2aol. See too

the voyage of Gonzales(a Portuguese)
to England and Scotland, in 1730,
Pinkerton's Vmjages,ii. 39. Itappear_
_rom the petition of the IAverpoo_
corporation in 1699 for making a
new church there, that they already
claimed for Liv¢433oolthe positron of
the thir4 port of the trafe of
England. See Picton, I. 145-146.
4 CorI)j's tli_.of I,aneaahire, i.265.
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mpidlty. Incurredas itwas in a struggle
againstthe Power
that was in alliance
with the Pretender,
it was more than
doubtfulwhether the interest
of the debt would be paid if
the Government of the Revolutionwere overthrown,and
thusan immense proportion
of thecapitalists
had thestrongest
personal reasons for supporting the Government.
In this
manner the national debt, which was in some respects very
injurious to the country, was eminently advantageous to the
Whigs.
Very similar considerations
apply to the Bank of
England and to the new East India Company.
These great
corporations exercised an influence which extended to every
city in the kingdom, and affected, directly or indirectly, almost
every great mercantile fortune.
Both of them were created by
the Whig Government.
Both of them obtained their privileges
by the loan of large sums to that Government, and both of
them depended
of the interest.

for their very existence

on the regular payment

In this manner a great Whig interest was artificially ereated, which was attached by the closest ties to the Government of the Revolution and to the House of Brunswick.
In
1707, at the news of the intended invasion by the Pretender,
the price of stocks at once fell fourteen or fifteen per cent. 1 In
1710, when the Queen resolved to dismiss the Whig ministry
of Godolphin, the Bank of England sent a formal deputation
to her to deprecate the change. 2 The accession of the Harley
ministry, though it promised a return of peace, was at once
followed by a depredation
of the funds, which continued till
Harley, following in the steps of his predecessors_ created the
South Sea Company, on the same principle as the great Whig
corporations, by granting important mercantile privileges to a
portion of the national creditors. 3 As long as Harley retained
his ascendancy the national credit was not seriously imperilled,
but when Bolingbrokesucceeded
in displacing him, when the reins
of power seemed passing into Jacobite hands, a panic immediately
ensued. The funds, as we have seen, rose when the illness of the
Queen was followed by a report of her death ; they re11 at a false
l Francis' _. qf the JBan]_of
.F_/aad, i. 85.
s .Pa_.l.Hist. vi. 906-907.

sMacpherson's Annal_ of Cbm_,_ree,iti. 17-21. Somers' Travts,
xiii. 35.
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rumour of her recovery;
they rose again when her sudden death
disconcerted
the Jacobite
intrigues.
1
The Jacobites,
on the
other hand, looked forward to the ruin of the Bank as the most
probable
of
Bolingbroke

all means
continued

of aecomolishing
their
_n power, it is possible

designs. 2 Had
that
the funds

would have been taxed_ and probable
that measures
would have
been taken seriously to restrict
the powers of the great mercantile companies,
and there were great
fears that they might be
wholly subverted, s The country gentry looked with feelings of
the keenest
jealousy
on the new political
power which was
arising,
and contrasted
bitterly
the exemption
of the fundholder
from taxation
with the burdens
imposed
upon land.
The proprietor
of the land,' it was said, ' and the merchant
who brought
riches home by the returns
of foreign trade, had
during
two wars borne the whole immense
load of the national
expenses ; while the lender of money, who added nothing
to the
common
stock, throve by the public calamity,
and contributed
not a mite to the public charge.' 4 Nor was this all.
It was a
fundamental
maxim
of the Tory party
that _Law in a free
country is or ought to be the determination
of the majority
of
those who have property in land ; ' _ that _ the right strength
of
this kingdom
depends upon the land, which is infinitely
superior and ought much more to be regarded than our concerns in
trade.' s The Landed
Property
Qualification
Act of 1712 was
intended
manifest
in the

to assert this principle,
and it was elicited
by the
fact that in the latter days of William,
and still more
reign

superseding
according
gone over

of Anne,

the

moneyed

the landed interest.
to an old maxim, was
to money.' 7 Individual

! Calamy's L_fe, ii. 292.
2 See
Mac.pherson's O_inal
Paj_er$, ii. 211-212.
' See a remarkable passage in
Bolingbroke's Letter to W_ndlugm.
4Bolingbroke's I_er_
J:Vind]_.
J _wift.
Davenant, iii. 328. Thus, too,
Defoe said that in case of the dissolution of the Government, power
devolves on the freeholders, ' who are
the proper owners of the country.'--Wilson's L/f_ of Defoe, i. 425.
_w_ine_, No. xiii. In one of

was,

in

a great

measure,

_ Power,' said Swift, _ which,
used to follow land, is now
capitalists,
and still more

his private letters (Jan. 1721), he
says, 'I have ever abominated tha_
scheme of politics, now about thirty
years old, of setting up a moneyed
interest in opposition to the landed_
for I conceived there could not be a
truer maxim inour Government th_n
this : that the possessors of the sell
are the best judges of what is for the
advantage of the kingdom. If others
had thought the same way, funds of
credit and South Sea projects would
neither have been felt nor heard of.'
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the two great corporations, descended into the poli_cal arena,
wrested boronghs, by sheer corruption, from the landlords who
had for generations controlled them, and strained every nerve
to acquire the political influence which was essential to the
security of their property.
In 1701 "there had been grave
inquiries in Parliament about the lavish sums which the East
India Company expended among the Members, _ and the increasing corruption at elections was universally recognised.
' It is
said,' wrote one high authority,
'that several persons, utter
strangers in the counties to which they went, have made a progress throughout
England, endeavouring, by very large sums,
to get themselves eiected ....
It is said that there are
known brokers who have tried to stock-job elections upon the
Exchange, and that for many boroughs there was a stated
price ....
Some persons, having considerable stocks in the
Bank of England and in the new East India Company, are
more particularly
charged with these facts. '2
' The mischievous consequence,' wrote Bolingbroke,
' which had been
foreseen and foretold too at the establishment of these corporations, appeared visibly.
The country gentlemen were vexed,
put to great expenses, and even baffled by them at their
elections ; and among the Members of every Parliament numbers were immediately
or indirectly under their influence.' 3
' Boroughs,' said a third writer, 'are rated in the Royal
Exchange like stocks and tallies ; the price of a vote is as well
known as of an acre of land, and it is no secret who are the
moneyed men, and consequently the best customers.' 4
Under all these circumstances the political influence of the
industrial and moneyed classes was greatly increased by the
Revolution.
They have been the steady supporters of English
liberty, the steady advocates of religious toleration within the
limits of the Protestant creed.
To them, more than to any
other class, may be ascribed the tempered energy, the dislike
to abstractions and theories, the eminently practical spirit so
l Burner'sOn'nTins, ii. 258-259. holdersof England.'--Somers' Tra_g,
2Davenant on the .Balance of vol. xiii. See, too, Bo]ingbroke on
/_m6_.
the Study of H/story, Letter ii. T]_e
1.Letterto W_n_.
Histo_T of tile _
dFo_ Yewrs of
*See the very brilliant pamphlet _ueel_ A_ne, ascribed to Swift.
called ' English Advice to the Free- W_lson'sL4fe of/)efoe, L 3_0-341.
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characteristic of English political life; and their influence has
been especially useful in moderating the love of adventure and
extravagance common to pm'e aristocracies. On the other hand,
the mercantile theory, which governed commercial legislation
t_ll after the writings of Hume, planted a new and powerful
principle of international jealousy in European polities_ The
narrow spirit of commercial monopoly crushed the rising
industry of Ireland, and trammelled the industry of the colonies ; and the desire of the moneyed classes to acquire political
power at the expense of the country gentlemen was the first
and one of the chief causes of that political corruption which
soon overspread the whole system of parliamentary government.
The Protestant

Nonconformists

formed the third consider-

able branch of the Whig party ; but the reaction which followed
the Restoration, the persecuting laws of the Stuarts, and the
gradual diminution of the yeomanry had reduced both their
numbers and their influence.
In a very imperfect return made
to the Government
in 1689 those in England and Wales were
estimated at about 110,000, _ and, according to a paper in the
possession of William, among the freeholders of the kingdom
the proportion
of Protestant Nonconformists
and Catholics
united was not quite 1 to 22. _ The strength of the Dissenters
lay among the tradesmen of the towns and among seafaring
men; 3 they reckoned among their number many rich merchants and capitalists, and some of them, as we have seen,
attained the highest municipal dignity.
They could also boast
of a very considerable intellectual eminence.
Baxter, Howe,
Calamy, and Bunyan would have done honour to any Church*
The writings of Matthew Henry are even now the favourite
Scripture commentaries of thousands ; and Defoe, if not quite
the greatest, was certainly the most versatile and prolific of
that brilliant group of political writers who have made the
reign of Anne so remarkable
in literature.
The Catholics,.
Unitarians, Socinians, and all who, without joining these bodies_
I See Skeats' 1list. of tlw Fret below the truth.
L'7_z_hasaf E_gl_d, p. 151. This
2Dalrymple's $[em_/_s, par_ ii.
return reckons tim whole population book i. append.
of Engtmad and Wales as only
s Davenant'sWarks,iv. 411,
2,600,000, which is certainly far
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spoke against the doctrine of the Trinity, or against the supernatural origin of Christianity, continued after the Revolution
subject to penal laws which, if they had been strictly enforced_
would have amounted to absolute proscription ; hut other
Dissenters were exempted, on certain conditions, from their
provisions by the Toleration Act.
They were allowed to
attend their own places of worship, and were protected by law
from all disturbance, provided they took the oaths of allegiance and supremacy and subscribed the declaration against
transubstantiation,
provided their congregations were duly
registered in the Court of the t_ishop or Archdeacon or at
the County Sessions, and provided also the doors of their meeting-houses remained unlocked and unbarred. Their minister%
however, were compelled to subscribe the doctrinal portion
of the Anglican Articles, with the exception of the Baptists,
who were exempted from the article relating to infant baptism.
The Quakers, who objected to all oaths, and to all subscriptions to human formularies, were only required to affirm their
adhesion to the Government, to abjure transubstantiation,
and
to profess their belief in the Trinity and in the inspiration of
the Bible.
This measure undoubtedly
conferred
a great practical
advantage upon the Nonconformists,
though it is hardly, I
think, deserving of the enthusiasm that has been bestowed
on it. It is, indeed, extremely doubtful whether the cause of
religious liberty in England owes anything to the Revolution ;
for James, stupid and bigoted as he was, had at least quite
sufficient intelligence to perceive that he could only relieve the
small Catholic minority by associating their cause with that of
the much larger body of Protestant dissidents, while those who
opposed the royal designs would have been almost inevitably
driven to compete by large concessions for the alliance of the
Dissenters.
As we have already seen, the Act of William was
technically described only as Can Act of Indulgence,' suspending
in certain eases the operation of laws which still remained upon
the Statute Book_ and thus leaving the Dissenters, more or less_
under the stigma of the law. They were still excluded from the
universities, they could be married only according to the Anglican eeremony_ and the Corporation and Test Acts prevented
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them from entering corporations and public offices without
receiving the Sacrament according to the Anglican rite. William earnestly desired complete religious toleration, ff not
equality, among Protestants ; but such a policy, when the fear
of a Catholic sovereign was removed, was impossible.
Measures
to abolish the sacramental test, or to make the reception of
the Sacrament in any Protestant form a suftlcient test, were
introduced and defeated.
Another measure, which the King
was very anxious to carry, was the Comprehension Bill, the
object of which was, by slight alterations in the Anglican
Litm'gy,
by making optional the surplice, the practice of
kneeling at one Sacrament, the intervention of sponsors and the
employment of the sign of the cross in the other, and by substituting for subscription to the Argcles a general declaration
that the Anglican worship and doctrine contain all thing_
necessary to salvation, to remove the objections of the great
majority of the Dissenters, and to reunite them to the Church.
According to the first cast of this Bill, Presbyterian ordination
was recognised as valid, but only after the imposition of the
bishop's hands; and by this restricgon
the Romish or sacerdotal element which runs through the English Church would
have been preserved.
Sectarian spirit, however, on both sides
was opposed to the measm'e.
Politicians of all shades saw that
an alteration in the forms and Liturg_ of the Church would
give an increased importance to the Nonjuror schism. The great
majority of the clergy were violently opposed to all overtures to
the Dissenters.
Many of the Dissenters dreaded a Bill which_
while it would certainly not extinguish Dissent, would as certainly divide and dislocate the Nonconformist
body, empoverish many of its ministers, and lower the position of almost
all ; while many Whigs feared that the transfer of a large portion of the descendants
of the Puritans to the Established
Church would incline the balance
side of despotism.
The opposition
and the Bill was_ at last referred
crushed.
One other measure had been
was of considerable importance, as
Quakers.
This eccentric, but, in

of power still more to the
grew stronger and stronger,
to Convocation and speedily
carried in this reign which
securing the position o£ the
many respecta, most admit-
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able sect will always be remembered in history for its noble
services to the causes of religious tolerance and of the abolition
of slavery; and its members_ in these latter days, have been
chiefly distinguished for their singular benevolence, for the
quaint, quiet decorum of their manners_ and for their systematic but very harmless defiance, in many small matters of
conduct and of belief, of what appear to the outer world to be
the dictates of common sense. In spite of much atrocious
persecution, they had multiplied greatly in the closing years of
the Stuarts, and as soon as the Toleration Act was passed
England was studded with their meeting-houses.
Between
1688 and 1690, licences were taken out for 13] new temporary
and 108 new permanent places of worship for the society, 64
being in Lancashire2
The fanaticism which had led some of
the first apostles of the sect to walk naked, or almost naked,
through the streets, to interrupt the services in the churches,
and to rebuke the judges and magistrates in the courts, had
gradually subsided. An austere morality, and a tone of manners
which rendered impossible most of the forms of wasteful,
luxurious, and ostentatious
expenditure, speedily raised the
society to wealth.
It had produced a great statesman in Penn,
a great writer in Barclay, a considerable scholar in George
Keith, and it was now a large and well-orgauised body.
Many
of the peculiarities
of the Quakers were of a kind which
gave little or no trouble to the legislators.
Such were their
refusal to recognise the gods Tuesco or Woden by speaking
of Tuesday or Wednesday, to flatter a single individual by
addressing him with a plural pronoun, to take off theh" hats in
salutation, to use the ordinary phrases of deference or courtesy,
or to abandon on any occasion their peculiar attire ; and such_
too, in a country where there were few soldiers, and where there
was no conscription, was their objection to bear arms.
Their
refusal, however, to take oaths, to pay tithes, and to subscribe
articles, rendered necessary a considerable amoun_ of special
legislation.
The first great step, as we have seen, was taken
by the Toleration Act.
The second was the measure, carried in
1695, which, enacting that the solemn affirmation of a Quaker
Skeats'_st. of__e b'_au_'ehe_,
p, 153.
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"in presence of _lmighty God' should in legal cases be accepted
as equivalent to an oath, gave the sect for the first time a power
_f protecting their property against fraud_ and saved them from
a vast amount of petty persecution and annoyance.
It was
only enacted for a period of seven yeaxs_ and to the end of the
following sessiom It was then renewed for eleven years, but
in the Tory a_cendancy in the last days of Queen Anne, it was
greatly imperilled.
Early in the session of 1713 the Quakers
petitioned
the House of Commons for a continuance
of the
Act, but the House would not even permit the petition to be
brought "up. They then applied to the Lords, who passed a
Bill in their favour, but the Commons refused even to give it
a first readlng, l Fortlmately, however, for the sect, the Tory
power was speedily destroyed, and the new Government made
,the Act of William perpetual.
In the matter of tithes the
Quakers had also obtained some relief in the reign of William.
They were not relieved from the obligation of paying them.
but an inexpensive
method was provided, under which tithes
not exceeding 10/_ might be levied before two justices of the
peace, thus saving the long, expensive, and oppressive proceedings of the Ecclesiastical or Exchequer Courts.
This Bill was
first enacted only for three years, but it was afterwards renewed,
was extended, in the case of Quakers, to all tithes, and was at
last made perpetual.
Such was the position acquired by the Nonconformists at the
Revolution.
We have seen how seriously it was imperilled in
the reign of Anne, and how entirely the legislation against
them was the work of the Tory paz'ty. It was natural that it
should be so, as the Established Church was the especial stronghold of Toryism ; but it is not the less true that a certain
ehauge had passed over the attitude of parties since James had
made overtures to the Dissenting leaders, and, by the promise
_f toleration, had drawn some of them for a time to his side.
The Jacobitism of the reign of Anne was violently hostile to the
Dissenters, and it was chiefly the Jacobite wing of the Tories,
led by Bo_ngbroke
and Atterbury, which forced the hand of
<)xford and carried the Schism Act. As a natural consequence
i See the H_st.of the.Lo_ Fou_':Yea_r_
af Q_ecr_A_e.

the whole body of Protestant
Dissenters were passionately
(levered to the Hanoverian succession, l Their numbers appear
by this time to have considerably increased. It appears, by a
report drawn up by Neal, the well-known historian of Puritanism, in 1715 and 1716, that at that date there were 1,107
Dissenting congregations in England and 43 in Wales.
The
Presbyterians were by far the most numerous, and they about
equalled the Independents and Baptists united, s The position
of the Nonconformists in the last few months of the reign of
Anne was extremely perilous, and they had everything to fear
from the ministry of Botingbroke ; but the Queen, by a remarkable coincidence, died on the very day on which the Schism
Act was to have come into operation. It is related that on that
meriting Burner met Bradbury, the minister of the great Independent Chapel in Fetter Lane, walking through Smithfield
with slow steps, and with an absent and dejected air.
_I was
thinking,' he said, in reply to the greeting of the Bishop_
whether I shall have the constancy and resolution of the
martyrs Who suffered in this spot, for I most assuredly expect
to see similar times of violence and persecution.'
The Bishop
consoled him by the intelligence that the Queen was dying, and
promised_ as soon as the event occurred, to send a messenger to
inform him, or, if it was the hour of public worship, to drop a
handkerchief from the gallery of his chapel. A few hours later_
while London was still wholly ignorant of what had happened,
the signal was given.
Bradbury concluded his sermon with
a fervent thanksgiving
to God, who had blasted the hopes
and designs of wicked men.
He announced to his startled
hearers the accession of George I., and having implored the
Divine blessing on the King and on his family, minister and
congregation joined in a psalm 3 of triumph, describing the
chosen prince, raised up by the Almighty Hand to save His
people from their enemies. Some time later the same minis_er,
accompanied
by several other leading Nonconformists,
was
Burgess, the most popular Dis- did not wish his people to be called
senting minister in London in the Jac_bites.'--Bogue and Bennett.
reigns of William and Anne, is said
* Bogueand Bennett,//_$t. of the
to have once explained from the .Dis_sm'_r_,
i. 357-359.
pulpit,that the descendantsof Jacob
s Theeighty-ninthPsalm.
were called Israelites 'because God
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deputed to present an address of congratulation to the new
sovereign.
In the vestibule of the palace they met Bolingbroke, who asked them sarcastically, as he pointed to their
dark robes, which contrasted strangely with the pageantry
about them, ' Is this a funeral ._' ' No, my Lord,' was the
answer, ' not a funeral, but a resurrection I' l
These were the chief elements that composed the Whig
party which the accession of George I. raised to power.
Bat
although a singular combination of skill and good fortune had
secured its success, although a dynasty which was once on
the throne, and was supported by the army, was able, for a time
at least, to command the allegiance of the classes who always
rally around order, yet the permanence of the Government seemed
more than doubtful.
The strongest sympathies and enthusiasms
of the nation took other directions, and the balance of classes
was decidedly against it.
The Whigs directed everything
to their own advantage, and entirely discarded the policy of
endeavouring to conciliate their opponents.
The systematic exclusion of all Tories from the Government ; the censure by both
Houses of a peace which had been approved by two successive
Parliaments ; the report of the Secret Committee in which the
whole conduct of the late ministers in negotiating the peace was
minutely investigated and painted in the blackest colours ; and
finally the impeachmdnt
of Bolingbreke, Oxford, Ormond, and
Stafford were sufficient to drive almost the whole party into
the arms of Jacobitism.
It is remarkable, however, that, even
in this season of party violence and party triumph, the Whig
leaders shrank from a repetition of the Sacheverell agitation,
and abstained very prudently, though very illogically,
from
impeaching the Bishop of Bristol, who had been one of the
plenipotentiaries
in negotiating the peace, though they impeached his colleague, Lord Stratford. The violence shown on this
occasion was a natural consequence of the measures of the last
admlnistra_ion_ but few will now question that it was excessive.
No conclusive evidence of _he Jacobite intrigues o_'t_ae late
Government was at that period accessib/e to the ministers.
Oraccordingto anotherversion, Bogueand Bennett's H_#t.of Dfe_Thefuneral of the SchismAct--the _a, n. pp. 78-79,and Wilsons _ •
resurrection of liberty.'_ Coml_e
of Di_¢_ti_ Ckurc_, iii. 513-514.

,
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The _re_h_
orders' fi_ished
a ground for impeachment
which was unquestionably valid, but they could affect neither
Ormond, whose duty as a soldier was simply to obey orders, nor
S_rafford, who was negotiating in Holland. However inadequate,
and even criminal, might have been the terms of the peace,
the approbation of the preceding Parliaments should have
sheltered its authors from criminal proceedings.
The aspect
of English politics was now rapidly changed by the disappearance of many leading figures from the scene.
Bolingbroke
fled to France, and, in a moment of anger or miscalculatio%
threw himself openly into the service of the Pretender, and
thus exposed himself to an Act of Attainder and irretrievably
ruined his future career.
Ormond, soon after, took the same
course, with a similar result ; but after a short time he abandoned
politics and lived quietly in France.
Oxford awaited the
storm with his usual calm courage, and he was flung into the
Tower, where he remained untried for two years. In 1715
the Whigs lost Wharton, the most skilful and lmscrupulous of
their party managers, Halifax, the greatest of their financiers,
and Burner, the most brilliant of their churchmen.
Somers
lingered till 1716, but he was now a helpless paralytic, and,
though a few fitful flashes of his old intelligence were occasionally discerned, his mind for many months before his death
was profoundly impaired.
Marlborough soon experienced the
same fate.
Though appointed Captain-General
and Master of
the Ordnance by the new Government, he received no confidence and exercised scarcely any inttnence, and he viewed
with bitter displeasure the course of events.
The death of two
daughters, in 1714, threw a deep shadow over his life. In
1716 he was reduced by two successive strokes of paralysis to
almos_ complete impotence, and he remained a pitiable wreck
till his death in 1722.
In the country the surprised acquiescence and the sense
of relief from impending danger, which had greeted the accession of George L were soon replaeed by a general discontent.
The University of Oxford testified i_s sen_/ments by conferrings on the very day of the King's coronation, an honorary
degree on Sir Constantine Phipps, who had just been removed
from the Government of Ireland on suspicion of Jaeobitism.
VOL, L
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On the same day violent riots broke out at Birmingham,
Bristol, Chippenham, Norwich, and Reading.
Similar scenes
soon occurred in almost every considerable town in the
kingdom.
The birthdays of Anne and of Ormond and the
imprisonment
of Oxford were the occasions of violent and
threatening
disturbances.
The House of Lords in 1716
strongly censured
the University authorities of Oxford for
having refused to take any measures for celebrating
the
birthday of the Prince of Wales. On the other hand, those who
attempted
to celebrate the King's birthday in London with
the usual festivities were insulted by the populace ; and on the
following day, which happened to be the anniversary
of the
Restoration, bonfires were lit, the streets were illuminated, a
picture of King William was burnt in Smithfield, great crowds
patrolled the city, shouting _Ormond and High Church for
ever]' and several persons were injured.
The Dissenters, in
1714 and 1715, were exposed to violence very similar to that
which they had experienced after the impeachment
of Sacheverdl.
In London several of their ministers were burnt in
effigy. At Oxford a Quaker meeting-house
was utterly destroyed, and in most of the towns of Staffordshire, Shropshire,
and Cheshire the Nonconformist chapels were wrecked. _ The
Nonjurors now very generally attended the ordinary church
service, but they took great pains to show that their antipathy
to the Revolution
was unabated.
Some of them, when the
names of the King and royal family were mentioned in the
prayers, stood up and faced the congregation.
demonstratively
glided down on their hassocks,
sitting till the prayers were over.
Others tried
the congregation by ostentatiously rustling the
prayer-books in order that they might not hear
names. _ A fashion became common of drinking

Others less
and remained
the gravity of
pages of their
the obnoxious
disloyal toasts

in disguised forms, such as ' Kit,' or King James III.; ' Job,' or
James, Ormond, and Bolingbroke ; ' three pounds fourteen and
fivepenee,' or James III., Lewis XIV., and Philip V. InnuSee Wr_ghCsE_a_/_p_d
_g_r the
_Kennett's 1"Ale, pp. 161-162.
//'_sv of//_ovo_, Tindals' .H'is_ory, Perrfs .H'_t. of the CT_re_ of
Wilson's/_oofD_,
Rogers'/_r_to_ _/a_d, iii. 71.
_f _he tTm_eof Lo_ds,i. 2_4-236.
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merable ballads and pamphlets circulated through the cotmtry,
sustaining and representing the prevailing discontent.
The situation was, undoubtedly, very critical. The ministers
had secured a large Whig majority in the Parliament, but there
was every probability that if a dissolution occurred in three
years, the verdict would have been reversed, and another of those
great revulsions of power which of late years had been so frequent would have taken place. I The utter ignorance of the King
of the language of his people, and his awkward retiring manners,
disgusted the nation all the more because it was the habit of the
Whig party to throw many imputations upon the late Queen.
It was remarked with bitterness
that one of the very first
acts of the new Government in foreign policy was to embroil
England with a Northern Power in the interests of Hanover.
Bremen and Verden, which had been ceded to Sweden by the
treaty of Westphalia, had, on account of their situation between
Hanover and the sea, been long an object of desire to the Princes
of the House of Brunswick.
In 1712 these provinces, together
with Schleswig and Holstein, had been conquered by Denmark ;
but the King of Denmark, foreseeing that he would be unable
to resist the arms of Sweden, on the return of Charles XII.
from Turkey, resolved, by the sacrifice of a portion of his new
dominions, to endeavour to secure the remainder.
He accordingly sold Bremen and Verden to George, as Elector of Hanover,
for 150,000/., on the further condition that Hanover should join
in the war against Sweden. 1_o sooner had this step been taken
than a British fleet was despatched to the Baltic, ostensibly for
the purpose of protecting British trade, really for the purpose
oflntimidating
Sweden into concession.
The Whig ministers
supported this policy, on the ground that these provinces, which
command the navigation of the Elbe and of the Weser, the only
inlets from the British
seas into Germany, are of essential
importance in case of war, as protecting or interrupting
the
Marshal Berwick, the truest and
mostmoderate
of the Jacobite leaders,
declared at this time that five out of
six of the English nation were _n the
side of King James, not, indeed, so
much on account of his incontestable
right, as from hatred to the House
o_ Hanover, and to prevent the ruin

of the Church and of the liberties
of the kingdom : and be added that
many persons of the greatest _onsideration,
many noblemen, clergy,
mad gentlemen, bad given assurances
of their good intentiorm._lll_ra)fre_
du ._a_'_ehal de Ber.re_vk, ii. 139-140.
P2
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British commerce with Hamburg, and it was therefore a great
British interest that they should be in possession of a power
which was neoessarfly friendly to Great Britain.
It was
answered that a serious risk of war was incurred for the attainment of an old object of Hanoverian ambition, that George
would never have entered into the enterprise had it not been for
the power he possessed as a British sovereign, and that the English
ministers would never have acquiesced in it had they not been
anxious by every means to monopolise the favour of the King.
A similar disposition, both on the part of the sovereign and his
ministers, was shown in the speedy repeal of that clause of the
Act. of Settlement which prohibited the King from going abroad
without the consent of his Parliament.
While the tide of dis_ontent in England rose higher and higher, alarming news was
reported from Scotland.
On September 6, 1715, Lord Mar set
up the Jacobite banner at Braemar, and in a few weeks 10,000
men were gathered around it.
The measures of the Government were marked with great
energy, promptitude,
and severity.
The hawkers who cried
Tory pamphlets and broadsides through the streets were at once
sent to the House of Correction.
A reward of 1,000/. was offered for the discovery of the author, a reward of 5001. for that
of the printer, of the _ English Advice to the Freeholders of
England,' the most brilliant and popular of the Tory pamphlets.
A schoolmaster named Bournois, who asserted that the King had
no right to the British throne, was condemned to be scourged
through the city, and the sentence was executed with such ferocity that he died in a few days. The disturbances in the great
towns were met by a permanent Act, still in force, providing that
any assembly of more than twelve persons who, having been enjoined to disperse by a Justice of the Peace, and having heard the
proclamation against riots read, did not separate within an hour,
should be esteemed guilty of felony. A royal order was issued
strictly fbrbidding the clergy to introduce any political allusions
into their sermons ; but when the rebellion broke out, all the
bishops except Atterbury and Smatridge signed a joint paper condemning it. On the first news of that event the Habeas Corpus
Act was suspended.
A reward of 100,000/. was offered for the
apprehension of the Pretender, alive or dead. The contingent
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of6,000men, which theDutch hadbound themselves
by treaty
to furnishwhenever the Protestant
succession
was in danger,
was claimed,and orderswere given for raisingin England
thirteen regiments of dragoons and eight of infantry ; for keeping the trained bands in readiness to suppress tumults ; for
dismissing suspected Jacobites from their posts in the army, and
even for arresting, with the consent of-the House, some Jacobite
Members of Parliament.
The rebellion was from the first almost hopeless.
Berwick
stated, indeed, with much plausibility, that if supported by a
body of regular troops it must have succeeded ;1 but everything
at this time seemed to conspire against the Stuarts.
Between
the inception and the execution of the project, Lewis XIV.
died, the Regent who succeeded to power leaned towards the
English alliance, and thus, while the reigning King could receive succours both from Germany and from Holland, all chance
of French assistance to the Jacobites was lost.
Hardly less
calamitous had been the flight of Ormond.
His character, his
position, and his great liberality, had made him one of the most.
popular men in England.
Had he been in it when the insurrection broke out, he would have been universally recognised as
its chief, and as he had commanded the British army, he had
at least some military knowledge, and would probably have
drawn a portion of the regular troops to his side. An attempt
was made to induce the King of Sweden to join in the enterprise, but it was unsuccessful, and the whole project was undertaken with a recklessness and a fatuity almost incredible.
N_*
single step was taken to produce a rebellion in Ireland, and the
Government was therefore able to despatch several regiments
from that country to crush the Scotch Jacobites.
Even in
England no general rising appears to have been prepared.
The
rebellion in Scotland was hurried on by the orders of the Pretender, without the knowledge either of Bolingbroke or of
Berwick, _ and there was scarcely a single man of ordinary military knowledge connected with it. Mar, though in other fields
he showed considerable ability, was in this respect conspicuously
deficient, and he was also wholly without the decision and
i M_naiq_es de Berrciek,

ii. 148.

_ Ibid. ii. t42.
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daring needed for the enterprise.
The Jacobites were almost
without arms and without organisation.
Their secret intelligence was interrupted ; their plans were discovered ; several of
theiz leaders, before they had time to take arms, were thrown
into prison ; and, although a large proportion of the nation
undoubtedly sympathised with their cause, few men were prepared to risk their lives and properties in an enterprise at once
so hazardous and so mismanaged.
A plan for surprising Edinburgh Castle was defeated by the
secret information of a woman.
The Highland chiefs were
summoned by the Government to Edinburgh ; and though few
of them obeyed, Argyle and Sutherland, who were_ perhaps, the
most powerful, were on the Hanoverian side_ and many of the
leading Jacobites in Scotland were put under arrest. Mar, with
the bulk of the insurgents, seized on Perth ; but he remained
there inactive and undecided, waiting_ apparently, for an insurrection in England dmJng the critical time that elapsed before
the Government
could organise its forces.
In England the
energy of the ministers completely paralysed the rebellion.
Oxford, which was a special centre of Jacobitism, was occupied
by a large body of cavalry.
Ormond, after a very unwise delay_
attempted
a descent upon Devonshire, and as the western
counties were intensely Tory, he expected a general rising, but
his plans were betrayed by a Jacobite agent named M_Lean.
Windham, Lord Lansdowne, and other prominent gentlemen
who were to have organised the movement, were arrested ; the
garrison of Plymouth was changed, Bristol was defended by a
body of infantry, and the success of these measures was so complete that Ormond, finding no prospect of support, returned to
France without even landing.
In Northumberland
a body of
Jacobites took up a_'ms under Mr. Forster, one of the Members
for the county_ supported by Lord Derwentwater and some other
leading gentry.
They were joined by a small body of Scotch
insurgents under Lord Kenmure and the Earls of Carnwath,
Nithsdale, and Wintoun, who had taken arms in the south-west of
Scotland_ and soon after by a brigade of about 2_000 Highlanders
under the command of an officer named Mackintosh, who had
been despatched by Mar.
This officer, who was one of the few
men who gained some laurels in the "conte_, had previously
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succeeded in crossing the Frith of Forth in the face of three
English men-of-war, had taken possession of Leith, and would
probably have captured Edinburgh itself had not the royal
army under Argyle marched to its assistance.
He then succeeded in effecting his retreat unmolested, and joined the
Northumberland army, when, however, many of his Highlanders
deserted.
Instead of marching northwards to attack Argyle in
the rear, the insurgents made an unsuccessful attempt upon
Newcastle, marched into Lancashire, where they were joined by
many of the Roman Catholics who were so numerous in that
county, and occupied Preston ; but they were soon attacked by_
General Wills, and, after a short siege, compelled to surrender.f
On the same day the first considerable encounter in Scotland
took place. _Iar, after a long delay, having been joined by the
northern clans under Lord Seaforth, and by those of the west
under General Gordon, marched towards Stirling in hopes of
joining the insurgents in the south, and was encountered by
Argyle at Sheriffmuir.
The battle was indecisive, or, to speak
more accurately, the left wing of the army of Argyle was totally
defeated by the Highlanders, while the right wing was as completely victorious.
Each party claimed the victory, and each
party drew off at last without molestation.
Nearly at the same
time the cause of the Pretender received a fatal blow in the
_apture of Inverness by Lord Lovat.
This sagacious and unprincipled man had now for a short time deserted, through a
personal motive, the Jacobite cause, to which he had formerly
belonged, and for which he afterwards died, and he rendered an
eminent service to the Government.
Lord Seaforth and Lord
Huntly were compelled to retul_ to defend their own cotmtry,
where they soon after laid down their arms, and the army of Mar
was rapidly disintegrated
by desertions and divisions.
At last,
towards the close of December, the Pretender himself came over
to Scotland.
He made a public entry into Dundee, reviewed the
remnant of his army at Perth, and tried to rekindle its waning
spirit.
It was, however, too late. The Dutch auxiliaries had
already arrived. The Jacobites were almost destitute of money,
forage, ammunition, and provisions, and nothing remained but a
precipitate retreat.
It was effected through the deep snow of a
Scotch winter,
The Pretender, with Lord Mar and a few other
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persons of distinction, embarked in a small French vessel from
Montrose, and having first sailed to Norway_ they succeeded, by
a circuitous route, in evading the English cruisers, and arriving in safety at the _rench coast, while their army rapidly
dispersed.
Of the prisoners, great numbers were brought to
trial. Two peers and thirty-four commoners were executed.
Lords Nithsdale and Wintoun, who were reserved for the same
fate, succeeded in escaping, and many Jacobites were sentenced
by the law courts to less severe punishments, or were deprived
of their titles and possessions by Acts of Attainder.
So ended the Rebellion of 1715, which reflected very little
credit on any of those concerned ia it. How little confidence
the most acute observers felt in the stability of the dynasty is
curiously illustrated by the fact, which has recently been discovered, that Shrewsbury, who in 1714 had, of all men, done
most to bring it on the throne, was deeply engaged in 1715
in Jacobite intrigues, while Marlborough had actually furnished
money for the enterprise
of the Pretender. l Had that enterprise ever worn a hopeful aspect, large classes would probably
have rallied around it ; but in England, at least, scarcely anyone was prepared to make serious sacrifices, or to encounter
serious dangers for its success.
Dislike to the foreign dynasty
was general, but the conflict between the passion of loyalty and
the hatred of Catholicism had lowered the English character.
The natural political enthusiasm of the time was driven inwards and repressed.
Divided sentiments produced weak resolutions, and a material and selfish spirit was creeping over
politics.
In this, as in the preceding reign, the Whigs showed
themselves incomparably superior to their opponents in organisation, in energy, and in skill ; but how little they counted upon
the national gratitude or support was shown by the fact that
one of their first cares, on the termination of, the rebellion, was
to pass the Septennial Act, in order to adjourn for several years
a general election.
Much was_ indeed, said of the demoralisation of the country, and of the ruin of the country gentry, reThis very remarkable fact is 1715, extracted from the Stuart
established by two Setters from Papers,and given in the appendix t_
Bolingbroke to the Pretender, dated the 1st voLof Lord Stanhope's_r_respectively Aug. 20_and Sept. 25_ of _/aT_/.
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sulting from triennial elections ; of the animosities planted in
constituencies which had no time to subside ; of the instability
of a foreign policy depending on a constantly fluctuating legislature ; but the real and governing motive of the change was the
conviction that an election in 1717 would be probably fatal to the
ministry and, very possibly, to the dynasty.
The Bill, t,hough it
related specially to the constitution of the Lower House, was first
introduced in the House of Lords, and as it was passed without
a dissolution, Parliament not only determined the natural duration of future legislatures, but also prolonged the tenure of
the existing House of Commons for four years beyond the time
for which it was elected.
It was on this side that the great dangers of the dynasty lay.
If the character of Parliament continued to fluctuate as rapidly
as it had done in the first decade of the century ; if the Church
and the landed gentry continued to look on the reigning family
with hostility or with a sullen indifference, it was inevitable
that the normal action of parliamentary
government
should
soon bring the enemies of the dynasty into power. If the House
of Brunswick was to continue on the throne, it was absolutely
necessary that something should be done to clog the parliamentary machine, to prevent it from responding instantaneously
to every breath of popular passion, to strengthen the influence
of the executive both over the House and over the constituencies. The first great step towards this end was the Septennial
Act, but it would, probably, have proved less successful had not
a long series of causes been in action which lowered still more
the Tory sentiment in England, and gradually and almost insensibly produced a condition of thought and government very
favourable to the policy of the Whigs.
In the first place, it was inevitable
that the monarchical
sentiment should be materially diminished by the mere fact
that the title to the crown was disputed.
In this respect the
position of England resembled that of a very large part of
Europe, for the great multitude of disputed titles forms one
of the most remarkable political characteristics
of the early
years of the eighteenth century.
The throne of England was
disputed between the House of Hanover and the House of
Stuart.
The Spanish throne was disputed between Phihp V.
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and the Emperor. In Italy the Houses of Medici and of Famese
became extinct, and the successions of Tuscany and Parma were
disputed by the Emperor and the Spanish Queen.
In Poland
the rival claims of Stauislaus, who was supported by Charles XII.,
and of Augustus, who was supported by Peter the Great, were
during many years contested by arms.
In France the title of"
the yotmg King was, indeed, undisputed, but his fragile constitution made men look forward to his speedy death, and parties
were already forming in support of the rival claims of the Regent
and of the King of Spain.
Among the causes which were lowering the position of monarchy in Europe in the eighteenth
century, the multiplication
of these disputed titles deserves a
prominent place. They shook the reverence ibr the throne;
they destroyed the mystic sanctity that surrounded it; they
brought the supreme authority of the nation into the arena of
controversy.
In England, since the period of the Restoration, the doctriue
of the Divine right of kings and of the absolute criminality of all
rebellion, was, as we have seen, a fundamental tenet, not only of
the Tory party, but also of the Established Church.
But from
the accession of George I. it began rapidly to decline.
The
enthronement
of the new dynasty had, for a time at least, solved
the doubtful question of the succession according to the prineiples of the Revolution.
The chief offices in the Church were
reserved for divines who accepted those principles.
The inconsistencies of the clergy during the three preceding reigns had
weakened their authority and broken the force of the Anglican
tradition ; and in the rapid disappearance of doctrinal teaching,
and the silent conversion of Christianity into a mere system of
elevated morality, a theory of government which based authority
upon a religious dogma appeared peculiarly incongruous.
The
tendency was assisted by the religious scepticism of the most
brilliant of the Tory chiefs. The theory of ' the Patriot King_'
as far as it can be discerned through the cloud of vague though
e_oquent verbiage in which it is enveloped, is, that the power
and prerogative of the sovereign should be greatly enlarged as
the only efficient check upon the corruption of Parliaments; but
in this, as in other of his later writings, Bolingbroke spoke of
the theological doctrine which had once been the rallying cry
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It was,

of course,"

impossible
that such a tone should have been employed
by the
Tory leader in the more active portion
of his career ; but his
religious sentiments
were, probably, very generally surmised, and
there is, I believe, no evidence that he ever employed
or countenanced
the language of Sacheverell
and his school.
There was another
influence in the same
England
purchased

consideration
which had a very powerful
direction.
The undoubted
benefits which

obtained
from the events
of the Revolution
were
not only by the evil of a disputed
succession, but

also by that

of a party

king.

The

very

politicians

who would

naturally
have
been
most
inclined
to magnify
the royal
authority
learned to look upon the reigning
sovereign as the
head of their opponents,
and to make it a main object of their
policy to abridge
his power.
This change
foreshadowed
in the severe restrictions
the

had been already
Act of Settlement

imposed
upon the Sovereign,
and there were few subjects
on
which Tory pamphleteers
dilated with more indignant
eloquence
than the facility with which the Whigs
afterwards
consented
to relax its limitations.
terms the unconstitutional
ing by a proclamation
most jealous critics of
ranks.
In 17227 when

2

Windham
denounced in the strongest
conduct of the new king in endeavourto influence the elections
of 1715.
The
the civil list were to be found in the Tory
the House of Commons voted an address

to the King, promising
to enable him to suppress all remaining
spirit of rebellion, it was the Tory Shippen who moved that the
clause, should be added ' with due regard to the liberty
of the
subject, the constitution
in Church and State, and the laws now
in force. '3
Whatever
may have been the private
sentiments
of its leaders, the party which
assumed
this attitude
publicly
disclaimed

the imputation

of Jacobitism.

._, As kings have found the great
e_ts
wroughtin government by
the empire which priests obtain over
the consciences of mankind, so priests
have been taught by experience that
the best way to preserve their own
rank, dignity, wealth, and power, aLl
laised upon a supposed Divine right,
is to commmaicate the same pretenzion to kings, and, by a fallacy
common to both, impose their usurpaLions on a silly- world. This they

Its members,

indeed,

have done : and in the State as in the
Church, these pretensions to a Divine
right have been carried highest by
those who have had the least pretension to the Divine favour.'--The
Idea of a _P_t_gatK_ng. _ee also the
_sse_,tatwt_ ot_ Pa/rtzos, letters vi.,
viii., xiv.
z See, for example, Atterhury'z
, English Advice to the Freeholders of
:England.'_Somers' Lf_-aets,voL xiii.
s .Par/.///st., viii. 37.
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well knew that

that

imputation

em 1_.

was the main obstacle

to their

political success, but at the same time they regarded the royal
power with constant
jealousy, and their public language
was
in glaring
shibboleth

opposition
to that
of their school, t

which

had so long

been

the very

By a similar inversion, the deep English feeling of respeet_
for law and for all duly constituted
authority,
was now turned
against high monarchical
views.
English political opinion has
usually been pre-eminently
distinguished
for its moderation,
and
this characteristic
has been very largely due to two great events
in English history.
Democratic
excesses had been completely
discredited
by the Commonwealth,
while the Revolution
had
discredited
extreme monarchical
doctrines,
by associating
them
with Jacobitism,
and therefore
with conspiracy
against the
law.

The influences
that were at work, altering the position
sovereign,
were, it is true, not all in the same direction.
large standing armies that
the Riot Act, the increase
establishments
prolongation

and
of the

of the
The

were maintained
after the Revolution,
of patronage
resulting
from extended

from the
duration

National
Debt,
of Parliaments,

able to his power or his influence.
cannot rest solely upon a material
were at work lowering the English

and lastly
the
were all favour-

Great institutions,
however,
basis, and the causes that
monarchy
were such as no

extension
of patronage
or even of prerogative
could compensate.
Divested
of the moral and imaginative
associations
that encircled the legitimate
line, deprived of the religious
doctrine on
which it had once been based,
who are the natural
exponents

and alienated
of monarchical

sank at once into a lower plane.
The King
to a Divine right. _ His title was exclusively

from the party
enthusiasm,
it

could lay no claim
parliamentary,
and

there
was nothing
either in his person or his surroundings
to
appeal to the popular
imagination.
A profound
revolution,
it
was noticed, took place in the etiquette
of the Court. The pomp
* _ The Tories have
been
so long
obliged
to talk
in the republican
style
that
they seem
to have made
converts
of
themselves
by
their
hypocrisy,
and to have
embraced
the
sentiments
as well
as the language
of their
adversaries.'--Hume's
_y

on .Parties.
2 As Bolingbroke
said,
_A notion
was entext_ined
by many
that
the
worse
title
a man had, the
better
king he was likety to make.'--_g_rt_t/a_ an Partis$,
letter
vi.
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and pageantry
of royalty, which had long been dear to Englishmen, and which had reflected, and in some degree sustained,
the popular reverence
for the King, had almost
George L brought to England the simple habits
Court.
His
were coarse
English ; he
manner and

disappeared, i
of a German

wife was a prisoner in Germany.
His favourites
and avaricious
German mistresses.
He spoke no
was in his fifty-fifth year, and he had no grace of
no love of display.
Under these circumstances

hi_ Court
assumed
a particularly
simple
and unimposing
character, which the parsimony and the tastes of his two successors led them to maintain.
With
naturally

the Divine right, the ascription
of a miraculous
passed away.
The service for the miracle

power
of the

royal touch was, indeed, reprinted
in the first Prayer-book
of
George
1.2; but the power was never exercised
or claimed
by the Hanoverian
dynasty, and thus one great source of the
popular reverence
for the monarchy
disappeared.
For some
time,
however,
we may trace
the faint glimmerings
of a
supernatural
aureole in the exiled
lost his crown mainly
on account

line.
of his

James II., having
religion,
and hav-

ing shown in his latter
years a deep and touching
piety, a
was naturally
regarded
with great
reverence
by the more
devoted
of his co-religionists,
and on his death
there were
some attempts
to invest him with
Worshippers
flocked
in multitudes

the reputation
to the church

of a Saint.
where his

body was laid, to ask ikvour
by his intercession.
A curious
letter is still preserved,
written by the Bishop of Autun, in the
A very intelligent traveller who
4eseribed England about 1720, writes:
' No prince in the world lives in the
state and grandeur of the King and
Queen of England...
Yet in my own
private opinion it savours too much
of superstition, being a respect that
]religion allows only to the King of
kings. King George, since his ac_ession to the throne, bath entirely
altered this superstitious way of
being served on the knee at table,
King Charles II., King James, King
William, and Queen Anne, whenever
they dined in public, received wine
upon the knee f_om a man of the
first quality, who was Lord of the
Bedchamber in waiting ; and even

when they washed their trends that
lord on the knee held the bason. But
King George hath entirely altered
that method ; he dmcs at St. James's
privately, served by his domestics,
and often sups abroad with his
nobility.'--A
Journey through Eag/and (by Macky), 4th ed. 1724, voL
i. pp. 198-199.
_ Lathbury's ttixt, of Convocation,
p. 437.
s The more amiable aspects of the
latter days of James--which Macaulay has completely slurred over--are
well given by Ranke in his _r_rt. of
j_ngland (Eng. trans.), v. 274-5.
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December of 1701, to the widow of James, describing in much
detail what the writer believed to have been a miraculous cure,
of which he had himself been the object. For more than forty
years, he said, he had been afflicted with a tumour beneath the
right eye, which, when pressed, emitted matter.
In the beginning of the preceding April the fluxion ceased, the tumour
rapidly ga_w larger than a nut, and it became so painful that the
patient had not a moment of repose.
A surgeon lanced it, and
from this time the fluxion re-commenced
with such abundance
that it was necessary to dress the sore eight or ten times in the
twenty-four
hours.
The bishop came to Paris and consulted
several leading physicians, but they told him that there was no
remedy, and that he must bear the inc6nvenienee for the remalnder of his life.
On September 19 and 20, two or three
days after the death of James, two nuns, in two different convents, indepeudently announced to him their persuasion that the
first miracle of the deceased King would be in his favour, and
promised to pray God, by the intercession of James, to effect a
cure.
A few days after, as the bishop was celebrating mass, in
the nunnery of Chaillot, for the soul of the King, his tumour
ceased to flow, and all traces of the malady disappeared.
Another story was circulated, concerning a young man of Auvergne,
who had been afflicted with fits, which were believed to be of a
paralytic nature, had lost all use of his limbs, and had tried in
vain many remedies, both medical and spiritual.
Immediately
upon the death of James, a friend, who had a great veneration
for tbat prince, recommended the sufferer to seek help through
the intercession of the saintly King.
He did so, and vowed, if
he recovered, to make a pilgrimage to his tomb.
From that
(lay he began to amend.
On the ninth day he was completely
recovered, and a deposition was drawn up by the priest of his
parish, and signed by himself, attesting the miraculous nature
of the cure. _ Several other cases were narrated
of miracles
worked by the intercession of the King, and there is not much
doubt that if the Stuarts had been restored, and had continued
Catholics, he would have been canonised, z Occasional rumours
These documentsare preserved
among the papers of the Cardinal
Gualterio. British Museum. Add.
MS_.2031L

_ See the very curious extracts
from the Nairne Papers,in Macpherson's O_'ig_nalPapm's, L 595-599.
Bolingbroke noticed in 1717 how
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of cures of scrofula, effeeted by the touch of _he Pretender, in
Paris or in Rome, were long circulated in England,1 and the
old ceremony was revived at Edinburgh in 1745. * The credit
that once attached to it, however, had almost passed, though the
superstition
long lingered, and is, perhaps, even now hardly
extinet in some remote districts.
In France, the ceremony was
performed as recently as the coronation of Charles X., who
touched, on that occasion, 121 sick persons. 3 As late as 1838,
a minister of the Shetland Isles, where scrofulous diseases are
very prevalent, tells us that no cure was there believed to be so
efficacious as the royal touch ; and that, as a substitute for the
actual living finger of royalty, a few crowns and half-crowns,
bearing the effigy of Cbarles I., were carefully handed down
from generation to generation, and employed as a remedy for
the evil. 4
Another very impol_ant cause of the decline of the power of
royalty was the increased development of party government. The
formation of a ministry, or homogeneous body of ruling statesmen of the same politics, deliberating in common, and in which
each member is responsible to the others, has been justly described by Lord Macaulay as one of the most momentous and least
noticed consequences of the Revolution.
It was essential to the
working of parliamentary government, and it was scarcely less
important as abridging the influence of the Crown. As long as
the ministers were selected by the sovereign from the most
opposite parties, as long as each was responsible only for his
own department,
and was perfectly free to vote, speak, or
intrigue against his eoUeagues_ it is obvious that the chief
efficient power must have resided with the sovereign.
When,
James ' passes already for a saint and
reports are encouraged
of miracles
which they suppose to be wrought at
his tomb.'--Z_ter
to Vc_indham.
I Thus the Nonjuror
historian
Oarte relates
the case of a young
man from Bristol named Christopher
Lovel, knhwn to himself, who was
cured by the Pretender
at Paris
in 1716 (Carte's _gt.
of _ag/azd, i.
291-292).
This aneodote is said to
have seriously lmt_irecl the success of
Oarte'shistory.
See, too, atractcallecl
A _.
front a Gentleman _ Ro_e

gim_
al_ acca_tut of so_w s_rpms_ag
_'ure4 of the A'_g's AYc_l by the tough,
lately effeeted _ th_ neiqhb_urh_ad of
that e_ty (1721).
_ Chambers' ]list. of t]_ I_b_dliou
of ]745, p. 125.
a An_a_re It_stor_lue, 1825, p. 275.
_ _rew b_taf_sd;icalAccount of S_/_zzd, xv. p. 85. A seventh son was
also believed to have the power of
curing scrofula by his touch.
_ee a
case m SmcFair's
;_ttatist,koal Acea_at of ,_vatl_a4, xiv. 210. See too
Aubrey's 2][iseellan_e_ art. 2]l_nda.

however, the conduct of affairs was placed in the hands of a
body forming a coherent whol% bolmd together by principle
and by honour, and chosen out of the leaders of the dominant
party in Parliament, the chief efficient power naturally passed
to this body, and to the par_y it represented.
Although, in the
reign of _rilliam, the advice of Sunderland and the exigencies of public affairs had iffdueed William to fall back upon
government by a single party, yet he never renounced his preference for a mixed ministry, composed of moderate Whigs and
moderate Tortes ; during almost the whole of his reign he
succeeded, in some degree, in attaining it, and he always held in
his own hands the chief direction of foreign affairs.
His successor, in this respect at least, steadily pursued the same end,
and the moderate and temporising policy, as well as the love of
power, of Godolphin and Harley assisted in perpetuating
the
_ld system.
The first ministry of Anne, to almost the close of
its existence, was a chequered one, and although at last the
Whig element became completely predominant, the introduction
of the Whig junto was distasteful to Godolphin, and bitterly
resented by the Queen.
Her letters to Godolphin, when the
accession of Sunderland to the ministry had become inevitable,
express her sentiments
on the subject in the strongest and
clearest light.
She urged that the appointment
would be
equivalent
to throwing herself entirely into the hands of a
party; that it was the object of her life to retain the faculty of
appointing to her service honourable and useful men on either
side ; that if she placed the direction of affairs exclusively in
the hands either of Whigs or Tortes, she would be entirely
their slave, the quiet of her life would be at an end, and her
sovereignty would be no more than a name. 1 On the overthrow of Godolphin, it was the earnest desire both of Harley
and of the Queen that a coalition ministry should be formed,
in which, though the Tories predominated,
they should not
possess a monopoly of power.
Overtures were made to Somers
and Halifax ; and Cowper was urgently and repeatedly pressed
by the Queen to retain the Great Seal. _ The refusal of the
Whig leaders made the Government
essentially Tory, but, as
Coxe'sMa_Iboroicgh,
ch. li., lit.
See Onslow's note to Burne*'s
O_ Times,it. 553--554. Campbell's

Igvea of tie Chalwellars(Stla ed.), v.
274-277.
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we have already seen, it was a bitter complaint of the October
Club that several of the less prominent Whigs were retained
in office, and the habit of balancing between the parties still
continued.
' I_l tell you one great state secret,' wrote Swit_
to Stella, as early as February 1710-11, 'the Queen, sensible
how much she was governed
by the late ministry, runs a
little into t'other extreme, and is jealous in that point, even
of those who got her out of the other's hands.'
' Her plan,'
said a well-informed writer, ' was not to suffer the Tory interest
to grow too strong, but to keep such a number of Whigs still
in office as should be a constant check upon her ministers.' 1
Harley, who dreaded the extreme Tories, fully shared her view ;
he was always open to overtures from the Whigs, and it was
this policy which at last produced the ministerial crisis that
was cut short by the death of the Queen.
With the new reign all was changed.
In the first anxious
month after the accession of George I., it was doubtful whether
he would throw himself entirely into the hands of the _rhigs,
or whether, by bestowing some offices on the Tories, he would
make an effort at once to conciliate his opponents, and to retain in his own hands a substantial part of the direction of
affairs. Every step in his policy, however, showed that he was
resolved to adopt the former alternative, and the Tories soon
learnt to realise the pathetic truth of the words which Bolingbroke wrote, on the occasion of his own contemptuous dismissal:
' The grief of my soul is this : I see plainly that the Tory party
is gone.' Halifax appears to have urged the appointment
of
Sir Thomas Hanmer, Bromley, and some other Tories, to high
office under the Crown ;_ but Townshend and Cowper, with a
zeal _hat was not purely disinterested, pressed upon the King
the impossibility of distributing
his favours equally between the
Sheridan's Jr,/re o.f _v/ft, pp. 124125. In a tract called Au _F._/uiry
_to the bvl_v_our of the _we_'8 last
M/n_t_.s, Swift, says : ' She had enterrained the notion of forming a mode-

60 (ed. 1798). It appears that offices,.
but apparently smecures, were offered
to and refused
by Hanmer and
Bromley.
See
some
interesting
letters on this subject in Sir H. Bun-

rate maintained
or comprehensive
scheme,firmnes_,
which
she
with great
nor would ever depart _om, until
about half a year before her death.'
Coxe's Zr/fo of lVal_lo, vol. i.p.

bary's
Lifeof2¥a_tnvr,
Lord Anglesey,
who, pp.b3-56,60-61.
though a Tory,
had followed Sir Thomas Hanmer in
opposing the Tory ministry, received
a place in the Irish treasury.
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parties_ 1 and, with the exception of Nottingham, who, during
the latter days of Queen Anne_ had completely identified himself with the Whigs, and who was for a short time President of
the Council, all Tories were excluded from the managemeut
of affairs. It was urged that, in the very critical moment of
accession, it was indispensable that the King should be served
only by statesmen on whom he could perfectly rely ; that the
leaders of the Tory party had in the last reign been deeply implicated in Jacobite intrigues ; that it was difficult or impossible
to say how far Jaeobitism had spread among them; that a
division of offices would be sure to create jealousy and disloyalty in the weaker party, and to enfeeble, in a period of great
danger, the policy of the Government; that, in the very probable
event of the Pretender
becoming Protestant,
the House of
Brunswick could count on no one but the most decided Whigs.
On the other hand, it is certain that a very large part of the
Stuart sympathies
of the Tories was simply due to a fear that
the new Government would not recognise the legitimate claims
of the party to a fair share of political power, and it is equally
certain that the landed gentry and the clergy in England were
strongly attached to that party and were bitterly exasperated
by its proscription.
It was not forgotten that the Act of
Settlement, by virtue of which the King sat on the throne, was
brought in by a Tory statesman, that the Peace of Utrecht,
which was the great measure of the Tory ministry, contained
a clause compelling
the French sovereign to recognise the
Protestant succession, and to expel the Pretender from France,
and that one section of the party, under the guidance of Sir
Thomas Hanmer, had never wavered in its attachment to the
Act of Settlement.
On the death of the Queen, they had all,
at least passively, accepted the change of dynasty, and there is
no reason to question the substantial truth of the assertion of
• Bo]ingbroke, that the proscription
of the Tories by George I.
for the first time made the party entirely Jacobite. _ But,
l Campbell's6"Yw/_H_-s, v. 293.
I_ is said that, among his German
advisers, Gortz recommendedsome
_avour to the Tories,but Bernsdorf
was wholly in favour of the Whigs.
See a letter of Horace Walpole in
Coxe's Wa_oI_,ii. 48.

z .T_te'r to W"_._d_,r_.This is
strongly corroboratedby aletter oftberville tothe FrenchKing,writtenon
Oct.24,1714(N.S.). He says,_Votre
Majest6 a vu par mes|pr_c6dentes
d6t_ches que plusieurs des Tories
qu'on appelle rigides_ c'est _ dire
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whatevex may have been its effect on the stability
dynasty, there can be no doub_ of the effect of the Whig
poly of office on the authority of the sovereign.
He
longer the moderating
power, holding the balance in a
geneous and divided Cabinet, able to dismiss a statesman

of the
monowas no
heteroof one

policy and to employ a statesman of another, and thus in a great
measure to determine
the tendency of the Government.
He
could govern only
union and in its
usually able, by
make government
peculiarity
of his

through a political body which, in its complete
command
of the majority
in Parliament,
was
the threat of joint resignation,
which would
impossible,
to dictate
its own terms.
The
position added to his dependence.
His throne

was exceedingly
insecure.
He enjoyed
no popularity,
and he
was almost wholly ignorant
of the language,
the customs, and
the domestic
policy of his people.
His predecessors
always
presided
at the deliberations
of the Cabinet, but George I., on
account of his ignorance
of the language,
was never present,
and his e_mple
was in this respect followed by his successors.
In this manner, by the force of events, much more than by
any express restrictive
legislation,
a profound change had passed
over the position of the monarchy
in England.
The chief power
fell into the hands of the Whig statesmen.
NSttingham,
who
was the only partiM exception,
having exerted himself
in favour
of clemency towards the noblemen who were condemned
during
the rebellion,
was dismissed
in the beginning
of 1716,1 and the
triumphant

party

made

it their

main

task to consolidate

their

ascendancy.
They did this chiefly in two ways.
They steadily
laboured to identify
the Tory party with Jacobitism,
and thus
to perslmde
Government

both the sovereign
meant a subversion

was absolutely
prospect

might

no
not

enthusiasm
ih itself

and the people
of the dynasty.
for the

appear

z61_s£ l'outrance pour l'Eglise Anglicane et pour ]e gouvernement toonarchique, sont devenus Jacobites, ne
voyant d'autre moyen d'emposcher
l'enti_re rtline de lear party que
d'apl_eler le Pr6tendant ; et que la
guerre avec V. M. tear paroissoit
absolument n_cessaire pour y r_ussir.
J'ai _al clalrement que ee sentiment

reigning

that

a Tory
there

As

sovereign,

very alarming,

the

but it was

devenoit chaque jour plus commu_
parmyeuxetqu'ilyatouteapparence
que les Tories mod6r_s y entreront
aussi par par z_le de party mais avee
plus de retenue.' Bunbury's/_f¢ of
8_r T. tYanmvr, pp. 60-61.
_ See, on this dismissal,
Walpole to Horace Walpote, }fareJa
6, 1715-16.--Coxe's Walpole, ii. 51.
Q2
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clearly underC_ood that

the

downfall of the

dynasty

c_. _.
meant

ci_il war, revolution, and perhaps national bankruptcy.
They
also began systematically
to build up a vast system of parliamentary influence.
The wealth of the great Whig houses, the
multitude of small and venal boroughs, the increase of Government patronage_ and the Septennial Act, which, by prolonging
the duration of Parliament, made it more than ever amenable
to ministerial influence_ enabled them to carry out their policy
with a singular completeness.
The condition of European politics greatly assisted them.
The chief external danger to the dynasty lay in the hostility of
France, but this hostility was now for a long period removed.
The Regent from the first had leaned somewhat towards the
English alliance, and after the suppression of the rebellion of
1715 he took decided steps in this direction.
He had, indeed,
the strongest personal interest in doing so. The young prince,
who was his ward, and who was the undoubted heir to the
throne, was so weak and sickly that his death might at any
time be expected.
In that case the crown_ according to the
provisions of the Peace of Utrecht_ devolved upon the Reffent_
but it was extremely probable that Philip of Spain would claim
it, in spite of the act by which he had renounced his title. The
succession of the Regent would then be in the utmost danger.
It
was possible that Philip_ inspired by the daring genius of Albetoni, who was now rising rapidly to ascendancy in his councils, would endeavour to unite under one sceptre the dominions
both of France and of Spain.
In that ease a European war
was ine_qtable, but it would be a war in which the whole
national sentiment of France would be opposed to the Regent,
who was personally unpopular, and who would be an obstacle to
the most cherished dream of French ambition.
It was possible
also, and perhaps more probable, that Philip would endeavour
merely to exchange the throne of Spain for that of France.
If
he abdicated in favour of a prince who was acceptable to the
Powers who bad been allied in the last wan', the grea_ object of
the Whig party in the reign of Anne would be realised ; and it
was therefore by no means improbaMe that the allied Powers
would favour his attempt.
If England could be induced unequivocally to guarantee the succession of the House of Orleans,
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if the Whig Government of George I. would in this respect at
least cordially adopt the policy of the Tory ministry which
negotiated the Peace of Utrecht, it was clear that the prospects
of the Regent would be immensely improved.
On the other
hand, the reasons inducing the English Government to seek a
French alliance were at least eqnally strong.
France could do
more than all other Powers combined to shake the dynasty, and
as long as the Jacobite party could look forward to her support
it would never cease to be powerful.
Besides this, an English
guarantee might so strengthen the House of Orleans as to prevent another European war, and avert the danger of the union
of the two crowns.
Hanoverian politics had also begun to
colour all Enghsh negotiations, and a great coldness which had
sprung up between the Emperor and the Hanoverian Government, on account of the claims of the latter to Bremen and
Verden, helped to incline George towards a French rather them
an Austrian alliance.
There was also a dangerous question
pending between England and France, which it might be possible amicably to arrange. The Peace of Utrecht had stipulated
that the harbour of Dunkirk should be destroyed_ and the injury
that had been done to British commerce by the privateers which
issued from that harbour was so great that scarcely any provision in the treaty was equally popular. It had been in a gre_t
degree fulfilled, but the French had proceeded to nullify it by
constructing a new canal on the same coast at Mardyke.
The
destruction of this incipient harbour became in consequence
one of the strongest desires of the English.
These various considerations drew together the Powers which
had so long been deadly enemies.
The negotiation was chiefly
conducted at Hanover by Stanhope on the side of England, and
by Dubois on that of France, and it resulted in a treaty which
gave an entirely new turn to the foreign policy of England. By
this treaty the Regent agreed to break altogether with the Pretender, to compel him to reside beyond the Alps, and to destroy
the new port at Mardyke, while both Powers confirmed and
guaranteed the Peace of Utrecht and particularly the order of
the succession to the crowns of England and France which it
established.
Thus, by a singular vicissitude of politics, it was
the Whig party which was now the most anxious to ally itself
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with France in the interest

of that Protestant

cm xt.

succession which

Lewis XIV. had so bitterly opposed.
The States-General somewhat reluctantly acceded to the treaty, which was finally concluded in January 1716-17.
It would be difficult to overrate the value of this alliance to
the new dynasty and to the Whig party. It paralysed the efforts
of the Jacobites, and it was especially important as the aspect
of Europo was still in many respects disquieting.
The Emperor,
as we have seen, had prolonged the war unsuccessfully for some
months after the Peace of Utrecht, and though" hostilities were
terminated
by the peace which was negotiated at Rastadt, and
finally ratified at Baden in September 1714, there were still
serious questions to be settled.
One of the most important results of the war was the transfer of the Spanish Netherlands
to
the Emperor.
It was a measure which William had regarded
as of transcendant
importance in securing Holland from the
aggression of France, and it was accordingly given a prominent
place among the objects of the great treaty of alliance of 17012
It was, however, the determination both of the Dutch and of th_
English that this cession should be conditional upon the Dutch
retaining the right of garrisoning a line of border fortresses in
Spanish Flanders, and this privilege was very displeasing t_
the Emperor.
The barrier treaty of 1709 had been negotiated
between ]_ngland and Holland without his assent.
The Peace
of Utrecht had, indeed, restored to France some towns which
the earlier treaty had reserved for the Dutch barrier, but, to the
great indignation of the Emperor, it provided that such a barrier should be secured.
As the war was still going on, France,
in accordance with the treaty, surrendered the Spanish Netherlands provisionally to Holland, to be transferred by her to
Austria, as soon as peace should have been restored and the
conditions and limits of the barrier arranged.
A long, tedious,
and irritating negotiation ensued between the Dutch and the
Emperor, butit was at last, chiefly through English mediation,
concluded in November 1715. The treaty which was then signed,
and "confirmed by England_ gave Holland the exclusive right of
garrisoning Namur, Tournay, Menin, Furnes, Warneton, Ypres,
and the _brt of Knocke.
The garrison of Dendermonde was to
1 Art

v°

oK.iI.
be a joint one.
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A sum of 500,000 crowns, levied on what were

now the Austrian Netherlands, was to be anmmlly paid by the
Emperor to the Dutch for the support of the Dutch garrisons in
the barrier towns, and several provisions were made regulating
the number of the troops to be maintained, the municipal arrangements, and the religious liberty to be conceded.
To the
Emperor, who claimed an absolute right over the whole Spanish
dominions, this arrangement was very irksome, and there was a
strong ill-feeling between the Austrians and the Dutch, which
by no means subsided on the conclusion of the treaty.
A
divided sovereignty almost necessarily led to constant difficulties.
One of the Powers was despotic, the other was rather notoriously
minute and punctilious
in its exactions.
There were violent
disputes between the inhabitants of the newly annexed territory
and the Dutch on the question of commercial privileges.
There
were disputes about the frontiers.
There were bitter complaints
of the subsidy to the Dutch, and it was found necessary for the
three Powers to make another convention, which was executed
in December 1718, and which in several smah details modified
the treaty of 1715.
Another and a much more selSous danger arose from the
relations between Austria and Spain.
W'e have seen that when
the Emperor at the time of the Peace of Utrecht resolved to
continue the war_ he determined, if possible, to contract its
limits to the Rhine ; and he accordingly concluded with England and France a treaty of neutrality for Spain_ Italy, and the
Low Countries, and withdrew the Austrian troops from Catalonia and the islands of Majorca and _vica. The short war that
ensued was a war with Franc% and the Peace of Baden was
negotiated between the Emperor and the French King, but no
formal peace had ever been establishe_ between the Emperor
and the King of"Spain. The Emperor still refused to recognise
the title of Philip to the Spanish throne.
Philip still maintained his claims to the kingdom of Naples, the Milanese, and
the Spanish Netherlands, which the Peace of Utrecht had transferred to Austria. _rar might at any time break out_ and the
chief pledge of peace lay in the exhaustion of both belligerent
part_ies, in the difficulties in which the Emperor was iuvolved
with the Turks, and in the guarantees which England_ France,
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and Holland had given for the maintenance of the chief arrangements of the peace.
In May 1716 when the relations between
England and France were still uncertain, a defensive alliance
had been eon_'ac_d between England and the Emperor, by which
each Power guaranteed the dominions of the other in case of an
attack by any Power except the Turks, and_ by an additional and
secret article subsequently signed, each Power agreed to expel
from its territory the rebel subjects of the other. Of the arrangements of the Peace of Utrecht, one of the most obnoxious
to the Emperor was that which made the Duke of Savoy King
of Sicily_ with reversion of the kingdom of Spain in the event
of a failure of male issue of Philip.
The Austrian statesmen
maintained that the kingdom of Naples never would be secure
so long as Sicily was in the hands of a foreign and perhaps
a hostile Power ; and they soon engaged in secret negotiations
with England and France to induce or compel the Duke of Savoy
to exchange Sicily for Sardinia.
The project became known,
and both the Duke of Savoy and the King of Spain were de_ermined to resist it. On the other hand, a strange transformation had passed over the spirit and tendency of the Spanish
(_overnment.
The first wife of Philip, who was a daughter of
the Duke of Savoy, died in February 1714-15, and, a few months
after, the King married Elizabeth Farnese, the young Princess
of Parma--a bold and aspiring woman, who was bitterly hostile
to the Austrian dominion in Italy, and who had some claims to
the succession of Parma, Placentia, and Tuscany.
The sovereign of the first two Duchies had no son. The Queen of Spain
was his niece, and she claimed the succession as a family inheritance, but her title was disputed by both the Emperor and
the Pope.
The Grand Duke of Tuscany had a son, but this son
was without issue, and was separated from his wife, and the succession was claimed by Elizabeth Farnese, by the Emperor, and
by the wife of the Elector Palatine.
The anxiety of the Spanish
Queen to claim this inheritance was greatly intensified by the
birth of a son. She soon obtained an absolute dominion over
_he mind of the King, and her own policy was completely governed by an Italian priest, who, probably, only needed somewhat more favourable circumstances to have played a part in the
world in no degree inferior to that of Richelieu or Chatham.

m.n.
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Cardinal AAberoni is one of the most striking of the many
examples of the great value of the Roman Catholic ecclesiastical organisation in forming a ladder by which men of genius
can climb from the lowest positions to great dignity and influence.
The son of a very poor and very illiterate gardener at
Placentia, he was born in 1664, was taught to read and write
by the charity of a parish priest, and having entered the order
of the Barnabites and passed through the lowest forms of ecclesiastical drudgery, he was at length, with considerable difficulty,
raised to the priesthood, and became in time chaplain to the
bishop of his diocese, and canon in its cathedral. By the friendship of another bishop he was brought to the Court of the
reigning Duke of Parma, where he was introduced
in 1702
to the Duke of Vendome, who was then commanding the
French army in Italy, and whose warm attachment
laid the
foundation of his future success.
Few men without any advantage either of birth or fortune have ever risen to great political eminence without drinking deeply of the cup of moral
humiliation ; and St. Simon, whose aristocratic leanings made
him regard the low-born adventurer with peculiar malevolence,
assures us, probably with some truth, that Alberoni first won
the favour of Vendome by gross sycophancy and buffoonery.
His small round figure, surmounted by a head of wholly disproportioned size, gave him at first sight a burlesque appearance.
His language and habits were very coarse, and he
possessed to the highest degree the supple and insinuating manners, the astute judgment,
the patient, flexible, and intriguing
temperament
of his country and of his profession.
But with
these qualities he combined others of a very different order.
He was the most skilful, laborious, and devoted of servants
His imagination teemed with grand and dalSng projects, and
in energy of action and genius of organisation very few statesmen have equalled him.
For a time everything seemed to
smile upon him.
He was employed by the Duke of Parma in
negotiations with the Emperor.
He was presented by Vendome
to Lewis XIV. He obtained a French pension ; he accompanied
Vendome in his brilli£nt Spanish campaign ; he became the
envoy of the Duke of Parma at the Spanish Court, and having
tal_en a leading part in negotiating the second marriage of the
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_!_g_ he _uired
a complete ascendancy over the Queen ant}
directed Spanish policy for some time before he became ostensibly Prime Minister of Spain.
His whole soul was filled wi_h
a passionate desire to free his native country iYom Austrian
thraldom, to raise Spain from the chronic decrepitude and
debility into which she had sunk, and to make her, once more,
the Spain of Isabella and of Charles V. The task was a Herculean one, for the national spirit had been for generations
steadily declining.
The finances were all but ruined, and
corruption, maladministration,
and superstition had corroded
all the energies of the State.
The firm hand of a great statesman was, however, soon felt in every department.
Amid a
storm of unpopularity, corrupt and ostentatious expenditure was
rigidly cut down.
The nobles and clergy were compelled to
contribute their share to taxation ; the army was completely reorganised; a new and powerful navy was created.
Pampeluna,
Barcelona, Cadiz, Ferrol, and several minor strongholds were
strengthened.
The numerous internal custom-houses,
which
restricted
inland trade, were, with some violence to local customs and to provincial privileges, summarily abolished.
The
lucrative monopoly of tobacco, which had been alienated from
the State, and grossly abused, was resumed.
Great pains were
taken to revive agriculture and extend manufactures;
in spite
of the national hostility to heretics, Dutch manufacturers,
and
even English dyers, were brought over to Spain ; and the improvement effected was so rapid that Alberoni boasted, with
much reason, that five years of peace would be sufficient to raise
Spain to an equality with the greatest nations of the earth.
At first he was very favourable to the English alliance,
and through his influence an advantageous commercial treaty
was negotiated
between England and Spain in 1715.
Soon,
however, the two Governments
rapidly diverged.
The treaty
of mutual defence, made between the Emperor and England
in 1716, was a great blow to Spanish policy, and the Triple
Alliance in the following year was a still greater one. An aN
tempt to expel the Austrians from Italy without the assistance
of France, and in the face of the hostility of England_ appeared
hopeless.
Alberoni would have at least postponed the enterl_rise, but his hand was forced.
He was surrounded with ene-
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mie_ and could only maintain his position by constant address
and audacity.
The Queen, on whom he mainly depended,
wished for war. The proceedings of the Emperor about Sicily,
and the arrest of the Grand Inquisitor of Spain on his journey
through Milan, exasperated the Spanish Court ; and the Turkish
war, which had recently broken out, seemed to furnish a favourable opportunity.
In 1715 the Turks, on the most frivolous
pretexts, had broken the Peace of Carlowitz, had declared war
wi_h the Venetians, had conquered the Morea, and laid siege
to Corfu, and the Emperor, having drawn the sword in defence
of his ally, the war was now raging in Hungary.
The position
of Alberoni at this time became a very difficult one. The Pope
was summoning all Catholic Powers to the defence of Christendom, and threatened severe spiritual penalties against all who
attacked the Emperor while engaged in the holy war. Alberoni
was himsel_ a priest, and he was at the head of a nation which
was passionately superstitious, and beyond all others _he hereditary enemy of the Mohammedan.
He accordingly professed
himself ready to assist in the defence of the Christian interests,
made great naval preparations ostensibly for that purpose, and
obtained his Cardinal'_ hat chiefly by a show of zeal in the
cause, but at the same time there is little doubt that he was
secretly both encouraging and aiding Turkish invasion.
His
hopes, however, were in a great degree disappointed.
Schulonburg, one of the ablest of the military adventurers who in
the eighteenth century lent their services in succession to many
different nations, commanded the Venetians at Corfu, and after
a terrible siege, and in spite of prodigies of undisciplined
valour, 1 the Turks were obliged to abandon their enterprise with
the loss of about 17,000 men, of 56 cannon, of all their magazines and tents.
Nearly at the same time, Eugene, at the head
of an army far inferior in numbers to that of the enemy, completely routed them in the great battle of Peterwardein, drove
them beyond the frontier of Hungary, secured the possession of
the Banat, and laid sieg_ to Belgrade.
The Austrian forces
were, however, for a considerable time arrested, and at the time
1, ]3 ne manque _ ces gens-lh que
l'ordreet la discipline militaire et ils
nous battroient tous.'--Schulenberg

to Leibnitz. Kemble'sState Papers,
p. 540.
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when the Spaniards began their contest_ a considerable proportien of them were employed in that quarter.
Alberoni at the
same time was indefatigable in efforts to raise up allies, or to
paralyse the Powers which were hostile to him.
He obtained a
promise of assistance from the Duke of Savoy by offering him
the Mflanese instead of Sicily.
He intrigued alike with the
discontented party in Hungary, in Naples_ and in the Cevennes.
He met the hostility of the Regent by reviving the claims of
Philip to the eventual succession of the French crown, and supporting the party of the Duke of Maine_ who was opposed to
the Regent and to the English alliance, and who desired to follow
the policy of Lewis XIV.
He endeavoured to intimidate England into neutrality by suspending the commercial privileges
that had been granted her, and by threatening
to support the
Jacobite cause with a Spanish army.
Another and still more gigantic project, if it was not originated, was at least warmly supported by him. The North of Europe
had long been convulsed by the contest between Charles XII. of
Sweden and Peter the Great, the two most ambitious monarchs
of the age. Goertz, the minister of the former--a
bold, adventurous, and unscrupulous man--now conceived the idea of
negotiating a pezce and an alliance between these two sovereigns,
and of making them the arbiters of the North.
In order to
make this peace it was necessary for Charles to relinquish to
Russia the Baltic provinces which had so long been in dispute,
but he could obtain compensations on the side of Denmark,
Norway_ and Germany, and he could gratify his long-continued
resentment
against the King of Poland and the Elector of
Hanover.
His animosity against the latter dates from the time
when George, without provocation, had joined the confederation against him, and had annexed to his German dominions
Bremen and Verden.
On other grounds the Czar fully shared
his hatred of the English King. George had watched with great
and unconcealed jealousy the incursions of the Czar into Germany_ and his growing power on the Baltic.
He had prevented,
by the threat of war, a Russian expedition against Mecklenburg in 1716_ and he had refused to permit a canal, from which
the Czar expected great commercial advantages, to pass through
a small part of his German dominions.
Through combined
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motives of policy and resentment, the Czar lent a willing ear
to the project of the Swedish minister, while Charles threw
himself into it with characteristic ardour. His plan was to
wrest from Denmark and Hanover the conquests they had made,
to ruin the Hanoverian power, to replace Augustu_ by Stauislaus on the throne of Poland, to invade England or Scotland in
person with a Swedish army transported in Russian ships, and
to change the whole tenour of English policy by a restoration of
the Stuarts.
It was a scheme well fitted to fascinate that wild
imagination, and it was full of danger to England.
A very
small army of disciplined soldiers would probably have turned
the scale against the Government in 1715, and Charles was a
gn'eat master of the art of war, and he was free from the taint
of Catholicism, which in general so fatally weakened the Jacobite
cause. The great difficulty lay in the poverty of the two sovereigns; but Alberoni, whose influence was actively employed
in promoting the alliance, strained every nerve to supply the
funds.
Peter, in a journey to France, tried to induce France
to join against England, but the Regent was steadily loyal to
the English alliance, and it is said to have been through his
spies that the English ministers were first informed of the plot
that was preparing.
Letters were intercepted, which disclosed
the design.
The Government promptly arrested Gyllenborg,
the Swedish ambassador at St. James's, while, at the instigation
of England, the Dutch arrested Goertz, who was in Holland
concocting the plans of the future expedition.
The Spanish
ambassador protested against these proceedings as a violation
of the laws of nations, but the letters found in the possession
of Gyllenborg furnished such decisive evidence that no other
Power joined him.
The Czar, who was not implicated in the
correspondence, protested his friendship to England.
The King
of Sweden took refuge in a haughty silence, but retaliated by
throwing the English envoy into prison.
The disclosure of the
plot rendered its execution more difficult, but by no means
arerted the danger which, partly through the intrigues
of
Alberoni, hung over the fortunes of England.
The arrest of the Swedish ambassador took place on January
2.9, 1716-17.
In the following summer a Spanish fleet sailed
from Barcelona.
Though its destination wa_ uncertain, it was
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_aost generaUy believed that it was intended to act against the
Turks, and all Europe was startled to hear that on August 22
,_N.S.) it had swept down upon Sardinia, that a large body of
Spanish troops had landed and invested CagHari, and that they
were advancing rapidly in the conquest of the island. After about
two months of hard fighting the conquest was achieved, and the
Austrian flag had everywhere disappeared. The perplexity of the
Great Powers was very serious. Though no peace had been made
between the Emperor and the Spanish King, hostilities had
been dormant and the act of Alberoni kindled a new war. The
Pope strongly denounced the conduct of a statesman who
_ttacked a Christian Power while engaged in wars with
Mohammedans.
]_ngland had guaranteed the Austrian dominions in Italy, and, supported by France and Holland, she labourod
earnestly to bring about a definite peace between the Empire
and Spain.
Alberoni consented to negotiate, but at the same
time he actively armed.
Statesmen who had looked upon the
Spanish power as almost effete, saw with bewilderment the new
forces that seemed to start into life, as beneath the enchanter's
wand. A fleet such as Spain had hardly equalled since the
destruction of the Armada was equipped.
Catalonia had been
hitherto bitterly hostile to the Bourbon dynasty, but Alberoni
boldly threw himself upon the patriotism and the martial ardour
of it_ people, summoned them aroundthe Spanish flag, and formed
six new regiments of the Catalonian mountaineers.
Many years
later the elder Pitt dealt in a precisely similar way with the
Jacobite clans in the Highlands of Scotland, and the success of
this measure is justly regarded as one of the great proofs of the
high quality of his statesmanship. By a skilful and strictly honest
management of the finances, by a rigid economy in all the
branches of unnecessary expenditure, it was found possible to
make the most formidable preparations without imposing any
very serious additional burden upon the people, while at the
same time Spanish diplomacy was active and powerful from
Stockholm to Constantinople.
Hitherto fortune had for the most part favoured Alberoni,
but the scale now turned, and a long suceesslon of calamities
blasted his prospects.
His design was to pass at once from
Sardinia into the kingdom of Naples in conjunction with the
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_eW sovereign of Sicily; but, within a few days of the landing of
the Spaniards in Sardinia, Eugene had completely defea_l the
Turks in a great battle at Belgrade, and the capture of that town
enabled the Emperor to secure Naples by a powerful reinforcement.
The defection of the King of Sicily speedily followed.
The whole career of Victor Amadeus had been one of sagacious
treachery, and, without decisively abandoning the Spaniards
committing
himself to the Austrians, he was now secretly
negotiating with the Emperor.
Alberoni knew or suspected
the change, and met it with equal art and with superior energy.
He still professed a warm friendship for the Savoy prince.
A
Spanish fleet of 22 ships of the line with more than 300 transports_ and carrying no less than 33,000 men, was now afloat
in the Mediterranean;
and, at a time when Victor Amadeus
or

imagined it was about to descend upon Naples, it unexpectedly
attacked Sicily, which was ]eft almost undefended, and a Spanish
army under the command of the Marquis of Lede, captured
Palermo, and speedily overran almost the whole island.
This,
however, was the last gleam of success.
In July 1718, the very
month in which the Spaniards landed in Sicily, the war between
the Austrians and the Turks was concluded, chiefly through
English mediation, by the Peace of Passarowitz; the Austrian
frontier was extended far into Servia and _rallachia, and
the whole Austrian forces were liberated.
England had long
been negotiating
in order to obtain peace in Italy, or, failing
in this end, to form an alliance which would overpower the aggressor, and she succeeded in at least attaining the latter end
by inducing Austria and France to join her in what, under the
expectation of the accession of the Dutch, was called the
Quadruple Alliance, for the purpose of maintaining the Peace
of Utrecht, and guaranteeing the tranquillity
of Europe.
It
was concluded in the beginning of July but not signed till the
beginning of August.
By this most important measure, the Emperor at last reluctantly agreed to renounce his pretensions to the
kingdom of Spain, and to all other parts of the Spanish dominions
recognised as such by the Peace of Utrecht.
Tuscany_ Parma,
and Placentia were acknowledged to be male fiefs of the Empire,
but the Emperor engaged thas their sovereignty, on the death of
the reigning princes, should pass to Don Carlos, the son of the
Spanish Queen and to his successors, subject to the reservation of
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]_eghornas a fr_eporf_and alsotothecondition
thatthecrowns
oftheseDuchiesshouldneverpasstofhesovereign
ofSpain. To
seourethesuccession
ofDon Carlos,
Swissgarrisons,
paidby the
th_ree
contracting
or mediatingPowers_were to be placedin the
chief towns. On the other hand, Philip was to be compelled to
renounce his pretensions to the Netherlands, to the two Sicilies,
and to the Duchy of Milan ; Victor Amadeus was to cede Sicily
to the Emperor in exchange for Sardinia, while, as a compensation for the sacrifice thus made, the Emperor acknowledged the
succession of the House of Savoy to the Spanish throne, in the
event of the failure of the issue of Philip.
The contracting
Powers agreed by separate and secret articles that if in three
months the sovereigns of Spain and Sicily did not notify their
assent to these conditions, the whole force of the allied potentates was to be employed against them, and that even within
this _terval they would support the Emperor if any attack was
made on his Italian dominions.
The very favourable terms which were offered by this alliance
to the Spanish Government show how formidable the situation
had become.
The English Government, at the advice of Stunhope, even went so far, in their anxiety for peace, as secretly to
offer Spain the restoration of Cribraltar.
The refusal of these
terms was the master error of Alberoni, and the sacrifice of such
considerable positive advantages, in pursuit of a policy which
cou]d only succeed by a concurrence of many favourable circumstances, showed more the spirit of a daring gambler than of
a great statesman.
The blame has been thrown exclusively
upon Alberoni, though it is probable that part, at least,
should fall on those upon whose favour he depended.
At the
time when the terms were first offered, the expedition against
Sicily was prepared, the Spaniards were sanguine of being able
to organise such a fleet as would give them the command of the
Mediterranean,
and there was some reasonable prospect of reestablishing the Spanish dominion in Italy.
The Pope was at
this time violently hostile to Spain, and the combination of
forces against it secured by the Quadruple Alliance appeared
at first sight irresistible, but there were many considerations
which served to weaken it. Holland was only desirous of peace,
and as long as the war was confined to the Mediterranean it was

very improbable that she would take any active part in it.
The alliance of France with EngIand against the grandson of
Lewis XXV. was utterly opposed to French traditions and to
French feeling.
The health of the young King was very precarious. His death would probably be followed by a disputed
succession, and during his lifetime there was a strong party
opposed to the Regent.
If, as there was some reason to anticipate, this party triumphed, France would immediately disappear
from the alliance, and her weight would pass into the Spanish
scale.
England had taken the most energetic part in the
negotiation, and she looked with great jealousy on the formidable navy which had arisen in the Spanish waters ; but in this
case also everything depended on the continuance of a tottering
dynasty, and if the great Northern alliance burst upon her, her
resources would be abundantly occupied at home. Such were
probably the calculations of the Spanish Court, and the successes
in Sicily, and the safe arrival of a fleet of galleons bringing a
large supply of gold from the colonies strengthened its determination.
The result was the utter ruin of the reviving greatness
of Spain.
On August 22 the British fleet, commanded by
Admiral Byng, attacked, and, after a desperate encounter, almost
annihilated, the Spanish fleet off Cape Passaro, in the neighbourhood of Syracuse. The Spaniards complained bitterly that this
step had. been taken without a declaration of war, when the
three months allowed by the Quadruple Alliance had but just
begun; but it was answered with reason that the invasion of
Sicily clearly endangered the territorial arrangements that had
been made by the allied powers, and that Stanhope had i_lly
warned Alberoni that no such act would be permitted byEngland.
In the beginning of November, Victor Amadeus acceded to the
Qu_lruple Alliance, and all hope of assistance in that quarter
was at an end. In December a ball fixed from the obscure
Norwegian fortress of Frederikshall cut down Charles XIL, in
the very flower of his age, when he was just about to organise
his e_dition
against England.
No more terrible blow could
have fallen on the Spanish statesman.
The Government which
followed, at once reversed the policy of Charles.
(}oertz was
brought to the scaffold. The Czar made no attemp_ to execate
the project which his rival had b_un, and in the following
YOL. L
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treaty was made between Hanover and Sweden_ by
which_ in consideration of a money payment_ the cession of
Bremen and Yerden to the former was fully recognised.
Nor was this all
Alberoni, with characteristic
daring,
endeavoured, even after the death of Charles_ to strike down the
hostile Governments both in France and England.
The strong
party in France which was opposed to the English alliance had
formed the bold design of seizing the person of the Regent, carrying him prisoner into Spain, and conferring the regency upon
Philip_ who was content that the power should be actually
e_ereised by the Duke of Maine.
The Duke, or rather the
Duchess, was at the head of the conspiracy, which comprised
several men of great importance and influence.
The most
conspicuous were the Cardinal de Polignac, the well-known
author of the ' Anti-Lucr_ce,' who had received a Cardinal's hat
through the influence of the Pretender, and had represented
France in the conferences of Gertruydenberg and of Utrecht ;
the young Duke of Richelieu, famous alike for his courage and
his intrigues, who promised to place Bayonne_ where he was
garrisoned, in the hands of the Spaniards, and to head a rising
in the South ; the Comte de Laval, a man of great energy and
influence, who was devotedly attached to the Duchess of Maine ;
and the Marquis of Pompadour, who was a passionate worshipper of the memory and the policy of the late King.
All
the more ardent followers of Lewis XI¥. had seen with great
indignation the accession of France to the Quadruple Alliance
negotiated by England against Spain.
The complete reversal
of French policy was, undoubtedly,
distasteful
to the whole
nation, and the Regent was personally unpopular, both with the
nobles and with the people.
His authority was of very doubtful legitimacy,
for he had completely disregarded the restrictions on the regency imposed by the will of the late King, and
had utso deprived the Duke of Maine of the position of guardian
to the young sovereign, which Lewis had assigned him.
He
was accused, though, no doubt, tmtruly, of having poisoned the
late Dauphin, and of meditating
the death of the feeble boy
who stood between him and the throne _ and, with much more
justice_ of having in foreign affairs sacrificed to his own personal
interest the national and. traditional policy of France. The
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ascendency of Dubois, and the growing influence of Law, excif_l
many jealousies.
Brittany had been brought by fiscal oppression to the verge of revolt, and, if the plot succeeded, there was
no doubt that the Parliament of Paris would gladly pronounce
the renunciation of Philip to be invalid, and declare him to be
the next heir to the French throne.
Alberoni threw himself
ardently into the conspiracy, and the Spanish ambassador and
a Spanish priest named Portoearrero, a relative of the famous
cardinal, minister of Charles II., took a leading part in organising it. It wah however, soon discovered.
Intercepted letters
revealed its nature and extent.
The Duke and Duchess of
Maine and the other leading conspirators were imprisoned or
exiled.
A violent rupture had just at this time taken pIace
between the Spanish minister and the French ambassador
at Madrid_ and the latter had hastily left the capital, and with
great difficulty reached the frontier.
The Spanish ambassador
at Paris was arrested, and papers of the most compromising
description having been found in his possession he was conducted speedily under escort to Blois.
The revolt in Brittany,
which suddenly broke out, was extinguished before the Spanish
fleet sent to its assistance could be of any avail, and the Regent
and the King of England almost simultaneously declared war
against Spain.
The Cardinal was equally unfortunate
in his measures
ugainst England.
The death of Charles XII. seemed to have
blasted every hope of, at tMs time_ overthrowing
the Hanoverian dynasty ; but Alberoni still presented a bold front to his
enemies, and his courage only rose the higher as the tempest
darkened around his path.
Despairing of assistance from the
North, he resolved to place himself at the head of English
Jacobitism, and to make one more effort to paralyse his most
formidable opponent.
He invited the Pretender
to Madrid.
With an energy really wonderful after the events in the Mediterranean, he collect_l a small fleet of men-of-war_ with some
twenty transports, at Cadiz, embarked about 5,000 men, and
despatched them, with arms for 30_000 more, to raise the
Jacobites in Scotland.
Ormond was to join the expedition, as
commander, at Corunn_
But French spies discovered the
plan.
The French Government sent speedy informatio_-ta
R$
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that of England, and the ministers took precautions
that
showed their sense of the magnitude of the danger. Fearing
the inadequacy of their own resources, they invited over Austrian
and Dutch troops from the Netherlands for the protection of
England.
The fleet was hastily equipped, and a reward of
10,000l. was offered for the apprehension of Ormond. But the
danger had already passed. A great storm in the Bay of
Biscay scattered and ruined the Spanish fleet, and the captains
deemed themselves only too happy if they could conduct their
dismantled and disabled vessels back to some Spanish port.
Two ships, containing 300 Spanish soldiers and a few Scotch
nobles, outrode the tempest, and reached Scotland in safety,
where they were joined by about 2,000 Highlanders. For a time
they evaded pursuit, and even notice, in the mountain fast_
nesses, but on June 10 they were attacked in the valley of Glenshiel and easily crushed.
All hope was now over : Spain had not an ally in the world ;
her navy was annihilated ; three of the greatest European Powers
were combined against her; her best army was penned up in
Sicily, and she could not enroll more than 15,000 men for her
own defence when a French army of 40,000 men, under the
command of Berwick, had penetrated into her territory.
Berwick, by the great victory of Almanza, had formerly contributed
largely to place the sceptre in the hand of Philip.
He was
the illegitimate son of James II., and, therefore, the brother of
the prince whom Philip was now endeavouring to place upon
the throne of England, and one of his own sons had entered
into the Spanish service, and had been rewarded by a Spanish
dukedom.
He was, however, beyond all things a soldier, and
an almost stoical sentiment of military duty subdued every
natural affection.
He accepted without hesitation the command
which had been refused by YJllars, invaded Navarre, subdued
the whole province of Guipuseoa_ burnt the arsenal and the
ships of war that were building at Passages, and afterwards
attacked Catalonia,
The arsenal of Santona was destroyed ;
_m_uglish squadron harrassed the Spanish coast, and a detachment of English soldiers stormed and captured Vlg_
The
Austrian army drove thv now isolated army in Sicily, after a
brave, and in one instance_ successful, resistance, from all its
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posf_. _othing renm/nod but submission, and there was one
sacrifice which would make it comparatively easy. All classes
now turned f_heir resentment against A]beroni.
The jealousy
of the nobles, the anger of the provinces at his violent reforms
and his neglect of provincial privileges, the arrogance which
power and overstrained
nerves had produced, the patriotic
indignation springing from the disasters he had brought upon
Spain had made him bitterly unpopular, and numerous intrigues were hastening his inevitable downfall.
The influence
of the Regent and of Dubois, the influence of Peterborough,
who was then in close c_,mmunication with the Duke of Parma,
the influence of the King's confessor, and the influence of the
Queen's nurse, were all made use of, and they soon succeeded.
On December
5, 171_ he received
an order dismissing
him from all his employments, and banishing him from the
Spanish soil. Many of the Spanish nobles showed him in this
hour of his disgrace a rare consideration, but the King and
Queen refused even to see him, and a letter which he wrote
remained wholly unnoticed.
On his way to the frontier he was
arrested, and some important papers which he had appropriated
were taken back to Madrid. He was conducted through France,
and sailed from thence to Italy, exclaiming bitterly against th_ ingratitude of the sovereigns he had so long and so faithfully served.
He intended to proceed to Rome, but Pope Clement XI.,
whom he had deeply offended, forbade him to enter it, and
for some time he lived in complete concealment.
A copy of
the Imitation
of St. Thomas £ Kempis, which shows by its
marginal notes that it was at this time his constant companion, was long preserved in the Ducal Library of Parma.
The hostility of the Spanish Court pursued him, and there
were even some steps taken towards depriving
him of his
cardinal's hat. On the death, however, of Clement XI. he was
invited to assist at the conclave, and, after a short period of seclusion in a monastery, he was admitted into warm favour by
Innocent XIII.
On the death of that Pope he received ten votes
in the conclave.
He quarrelled with Benedict XIIL, and was
obliged during his pontificate to leave Rome, but he returned
to high favour under Clement XIL ; was appointed legate at
Ravenna_ where he distinguishod himself by his great works of
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drainage, and also by a furious quarrel with the Httle State of
San Marine, and was ai_erwards removed to the legation of
Bologna.
He at last retired from affairs, and died in 1752 at
the great age of eighty-eight, bequeathing the bulk of his fortune to the foundation of a large institution near Placentia for
the education of his needy fellow citizens. 1
So ended a career which was certainly one of the most
remarkable of the eighteenth century.
Had there been more of
moral principle and less of the recklessness of a gambler in the
nature of Alberoni he would have deserved to rank among the
greatest of statesmen. He was, however, singularly unfortunate
in the latter part of his public life, and his fall was, with good
reason, a matter of rejoicing throughout Europe.
Perhaps no
part of his history is more curiously slgmficant than its close.
We can hardly have a more striking illustration of the decline
of the theological sph'it in Europe than the fact that the Pope
was unable to restrain a Christian nation from attacking the
Emperor when engaged in the defence of Christendom against
the Turks ; that the nation which perpetrated this, which a few
generations before would have been deemed the most inexpiable
of all crimes, was Spain, under the guidance of a cardinal of the
Church, and that that cardinal lived to be the favourite and the
legate of the Pope.
With the dismissal of Alberoni the troubles of Europe gradually subsided.
Philip, after a short negotiation, acceded to
the Quadruple Alliance, and Sicily and Sardinia were speedily
evacuated.
.'_Iany difficulties
of detail, however, and many
hesitations remained, and the negotiations still dragged slowly
on for some years. A congress was held at Cambray in 1724,
and several new treaties of alliance were made confirming or
elucidating the Quadruple Alliance.
The singular good fortune
of Lhe Whig ministry during the struggle I have described
i See the if, at. du _z'rd_al Albe. Voltaire's ._*st.de 6_rle$ XII.,
and
_-a_4
(1719)by J. Rousset; the notices especially the admirable history of
of Alberoni in the Mem_rs of St. Alberoni in Ooxe's Meme&mof the
Simonand Duclos,and in the £etter8 Spanish Kings of the House of Boutef tIte 2_re*dder.t
de .hb'enes; his own ben, vol. ii. In private life Alberoni
apologies printed in the ._3ro_velleseems to have been irreproachable,
Biagmlo/v_e6_enera/e(ar_2Alberoni'); and many of the charges St. Simon
the Stankope correspondence,in the and9thershave brought _
him
appendix to the second volume of have been sncoessfullyrefuted.
Lord Stanhope's_rutory of _e_md ;
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is very evident.
The Hanoverian policy of the K_ng oil the
question of Bremen and Verden had exposed England to a
danger of the most serious kind; and, but for the premature
death of Charles XII., and the steady, unwavering loyalty of the
French Regent .to an alliance which was entirely opposed to the
traditions of French policy, it might easily have proved fatal to
the dynasty.
The general result of the foreign policy of England was undoubtedly very favourable to the Whig cause. The
Whig party completed the work which the Peace of Utrecht had
left unflllfilled ; the commanding position which England occupied in the course of the struggles that have been related, and
the very large amount of success she achieved, added to the
reputation of the country;
the pacification of Europe, and
especially the alliance with France, withdrew from the Jacobites
all immediate prospect of foreign assistance, and without such
assistance it was not likely that Jacobite insurgents could successfully encounter disciplined armies.
Several clouds, it is
true, still hung upon the horizon.
In the North the storm of
war raged for some time after it was appeased in the South. An
alliance had been made between Sweden and England.
By the
mediation of the latter, Sweden made in turn treaties of peace
with Hanover, Prussia, Denmark, and Poland ; but the war with
' the Czar continued, and the coast, in spite of the presence
of a British fleet, was fearfully devastated.
Peace was at
last made in this quarter at Nystadt in September
1721_ on
tez_ns extremely favourable to Russia and extremely disastrous
to Sweden.
A bitter jealousy had arisen between the Empire
and the maritime Powers on account of the Ostend Company,
established by the former, to trade with the East Indies.
The
question of the cession of Gibraltar to Spain, which had been
imprudently raised during the late war, continued in a very
unsatisfactory state.
The obscure and secret negotiation which
had at tha_ time been ca,Tied on, partly through the intervention of the French Regent_ led, as might have been expeeted_
to grave misunderstanding.
The English Government maintained that the offer had been made only in order to avert war
with Spain, and that the hostilities which followed annulled
it. The Spanish Goverumgut treated the offer as unconditional,
and declared that as soon as peace was restored England

'
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was bound _0 ¢_le _he fortres_ The,FrenchP_gent_tbro_li
whoso handssome ofthenegotiations
passed_on thewhole_mip_
portedtheSpanishdemand. Much negotiation
o_ thesubject
tookplace.Propositions
weremade foran exchangeof Gibraltar
forFlorida_
but theyfound no f_vourwith th_ SpanishCourt.
Stanhopa,though apparentlywillingto cede G_braltar_
soon
p_rceived
thatthe _English
Parliamentwould nevercon_ent, and
there was much agitation in the country at the suspicions that
such a project had been entertained. But George L, who'appears
to have been perfectly indifferent to (_ibraltar, wrote a letter to
the King of Spain in June 1721, which afterwards gave l_se to
very grave, complications.
Having spoken of the prospect of a
cordial union between the two nations, he added, _I do no longer
baIance to assure your Majesty of my readiness to satisfy you
with regard to your demand touching the restitution of Cribraltar,
promising you to make use of the first favourable opportunity to
regulate this article with the assent of my Parliament.'
This
letter_ which was for some years kept secret, was very naturally
regarded as a full admission of the claims of the Spanish King,
_ntl, as we shall see_ it hereafter led to serious dangers, l The
temporary abdication of Philip in favour of his sou in 1724
gave rise to some new and dangerous complications ; and in the
same year Ripperda greatly modified the foreign policy of
Spain_ and brought matters to the verge of a general war.
Still for some years the world enjoyed a real though a precarious
peace_ and the firm alliance between England and France, which
gave security to Western Europe_ enabled the Whig party in
England to consolidate its power, and the Hanoverian dynasty
to strike its roots somewhat deeper in the English soil.
The violent hostility of the Church party to the Government
was at the same time slowly subsiding, and the influence of the
Church itself was diminished.
The persistent Catholicism of
the Pretender_ the Latitudinarian
or Low Church appointments
of the Government and the great increase of religious scepticism
modified the stateof Church feeling.
The causesof thereKgious
_ See on this negotiation Coxe's negativedin the Commons(Jan. 23),
IAf¢ "of IValpslv,i. 30_-309; Ralph's but in March,1729,when GeorgeLL
U_ _J*dAb_se of l_rli_mvata, 362- was on the throne_it was laid b_fore
865; Lord Stanhol_'S J_at. of Parliament. See Parl. Iti_t. viii. 547,
Eng_
i. _06_ 310. _a ]727 a 695.
motion to pro4uce this letter was
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sceptiei_a of the eighbeenth century I shall he_ea/ter e_a_aine,
:out it may here be noticed how very different at different _.i_
are the effe_s of scepticism upon thespirit of Churche_, When
it is not very violent, aggressive_ or dogmatic, and when it produces no serious couvnlsion in society, its usual tendency is .to
lower enthusiasm and to diminish SUl_rstition.
Men become
hag-believers.
Strong religious passions of all kinds die away.
The more superstitious elements of religious systems are toned
down, unrealised, and silently da'opped, and there is a tendency to
_lwell exclusively upon the moral aspects of the faith.
On the
other hand, when religious scepticism has advanced much farther,
has assumed a much more radical and uncompromising form, and
governs a much larger proportion of the strongest minds, it frequently_ for a time at least, intensifies both the superstition and
the fanaticism
of Churches.
Sensitive and religious natures
scared by destructive criticism which threatens the very foundations of their beliefs throw themselves, by a natural reaction, into
the arms of superstition, and ecclesiastical influence in Churches
predominates
just in proportion as the more masculine lay
intellects cease to take any interest in their concerns.
Thus in
the present day we find that over a great portion of the Continent
the lay intellect is almost divorced from Catholicism.
The
class of mind that once followed Bossuet or Pascal now follows
Voltaire or Comte_ and the withdrawal from Church questions
of the moderating and qualifying element has been one great
cause of the Ultramontane type which Catholicism has generally
assume& Even in England it is_probably s no chance coincidence
that, at a time when a religious scepticism far more searching
and formidable than any of the eighteenth century is advancing
rapidly through the fields of literature,
historys and science s
a large proportion of the intelligence of the religious teachers
of the nation is expended in magnifying the thamnaturgic
powers of Episcopalian clergymen mad in discussing the clothes
which they should wear.
The effect of the scepticism of the eighteenth century was
chiefly of _the former kind, and the evanescence of dogmatic
zeal was very favourable to the Whig party.
They were_dso,
probably, ussis_ed by the great Trinitarian
eonbroversy which
m4sen under Anne and which continued far into the eigh-
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teenth century.
The problem of defining and defending a
doctr_ine of the Trinity which should neither fall into Tritheism
on the one side_ or into Sabellianism on the other, occupied
the attention of ecclesiastics, and contributed with other causes to
divert them from speeulatlons about the foundations of government. The writings of Hoadly, however, soon gave a new bent to
their energies.
This very able man, who possessed all the moral
and intellectual qualities of a consummate controversialist, had
for some years been rapidly acquiring the position which Burner
had before held in the Low Church ranks. His latitudinarianism,
however, was of a more extreme and emphatic character, and he
greatly surpassed Burnetin the incisive briUiancyof his controversial writing, though he was far inferior to him in learning and versatility, in depth and beauty of character, and in the discharge
of his episcopal duties.
He was first brought forward by Sherlock, who afterwards became one of his leading opponents.
He
had acquired some notoriety during the Sacheverell trial by the
power and clearness with which he denounced the doctrine of
passive obedience_ and he became noted as a trenchant writer
against the Tory party. The new Government, in the first year
of its accession_ promoted him to the bishopric of Bangor ; and
soon afterwards_ in reply to some papers of the Nonjuror Hickes,
he published his _Preservative against the Principles and Practices of the Nonjurors in Church and State,'in which he argued
that all political power proceeded from the people, denied both
the doctrine of Apostolical Succession and the necessity of being
in connection with any particular Church, and asserted that sincerity is the one necessary requirement for the Christian profession.
In March 1717 he preached before the King his famous
sermon ' On the Kingdom of Christ,' in which he enunciated
with great clearness and force doctrines subversive of the whole
theory of the High Chm-ch party.
Christ blm_elf, he mainrained, is the sole judge and lawgiver of the Christian Church.
No human power has a right to impose spiritual tests or spiritual
punishments.
The true Church of Christ is not a visible organisalon, but the sum of all, whether dispersed or united, who
trust in Him ; and all attempts by temporal rewards or punishments to induce men to believe or discard particular religious
opinions are essentially repugnant to the Ch14stian religion.
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Probably no other sermon ever produced so voluminous a controversy, or excited in clerical circles so prolonged an agJtal_ion_
but it is a significant fact that the movement appears to have
been purely literary, and it was followed by no recurrence of
the Sacheverell riots.
The opinions of Headly were ste_:lity
growing among the educated classes, and Church fanaticism was
somewhat subsiding throughout the country. The Government
acted with a high hand and with undis_sed
partiality.
Four
royal chaplains who had written against Hoadly were deprived
of their positions.
The Lower House of Convocation, having
drawn up a severe and elaborate remonstrance against the sermon
of Hoadly, was prorogued_ and though it still continued to be
formally assembled with every Parliament, it obtained no royal
licence enabling it to transact business for more than a century.
A great centre of opposition and a great seedplot of religious
intolerance thus passed away. The sympathies of the lower clergy
were in violent hostility to both the civil Government and the
bishops_ and their power over the country districts and over the
universities rendered them most formidable.
The course of
events, however_ had been flowing steadily against them.
Public opinion was exasperated by the large proportion of Scotch
Episcopalians who were concerned in the rebellion of 1715,1 and
by the appearance of more than one English Nonjuror clergyman upon the scaffold. The divisions of the clergy and the
secularising tendencies of the time had done their work, and the
suspension of the synodical action of the Church hardly created a
murmur of agitation. Few representative bodies have ever fallen
more unhonoured and unlamented. Atterbury_ the most brilliant
tribune, orator_ and pamphleteer of the High Church par_y was
deeply immersed in Jacobite conspiracies and was thrown into
pl_son in 1722.
Great efforts were made to raise a storm of
enthusiasm in his favour. Pathetic pictures were exposed to
view representing h/m looldnff through the bars of his prison.
The London clergy showed their sympathies by having prayers
for him in most of the churches, on the pretext that he was
suffer/ng from the gout. He lay for several months in prison_
I See the letters which Bishop
:_icholson wrote from Carlisle to
Arc_hbishopWake, describing the
state of t_e prisonerscollected there.

Among them was a son of the
Bishop of Edinburgh._ British
Museum,Add. _ISS.6116.
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and was then, by the violent measure of a bill of pains and
penalties, deprived of his spiritual dign/ties and sent into exile.
Twice before, within the memory of men who were still living,
had English Governments attempted to strike down popular representatives of the Church_ and on each occasion the blow had
recoiled upon themselves.
The prosecution of the seven bishops
contributed more than any other single cause to shatter the
dynasty of the Stuarts, and the impeachment of Sacheverell
to ruin the great ministry of Godolphin.
Under any circumstances a bill of pains and penalties, by which Parliament assumes
the functions of a court of justice and condemns men against
whom no sufficient legal evidence can be adduced, is an extreme,
unconstitutional,
and justly unpopular measure.
So rapidly,
however, had the ecclesiastical sentiment throughout England
declined that the Whig ministry of George I. was able, without
serious difficulty, by such a measure to deprive of his dignities
and to banish from the country the most brilliant and popular
bishop in the English Church.
This contrast is very marked, and it is all the more significant
because the arrest and exile of Atterbury
took place at a time
when England seemed peculiarly ripe for agitation.
The ruin,
the poverty, the indignation which the failure of the South Sea
Company had spread through every part of the kingdom had
the natural effect of everywhere reviving political discontent.
The birth of the Young Pretender in 1720 had rekindled the
hopes of the Jacobites.
It was noticed that when a gentleman
named Stuart was chosen in 1721 Lord Mayor of London, the
streets were filled on Lord Mayor's day by enthusiastic
crowds
shouting "High Church and Stuart I' Soon after, information
received from the French Regent, and corroborated
by intercepted letters, revealed the existence of a most formidable
Jacobite plot.
An expedition was to have invaded England
under the Duke of Ormond.
A plan was made for seizing the
Bank and the Tower.
The design appeared so serious to the
Government that the most stringent measnres were taken.
A
camp was formed in Hyde Park, all military officers were ordered
to repair at once to their commands, troops were brought over
from Ireland_ the King postponed his intended visit to Hanover,
de Habeas Corpus Act was suspended for a year.
Among those

_. _.
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who were arrested, in addition

to Atterbury,

253
on suspicion of

high treason, were the Duke of Norfolk, the first peer of the
realm, Lord North and Grey, Lord Orrery, and Dr. Friend the
famous physician_ who was also a Member of the House of
Commons.
A gentleman named Layer, who was tried and found
guilty of enlisting soldiers
qLutrtered ; and bills of pains
not without much opposition,
a Jesuit named Plunker and

for the Pretender_ was hung and
and penalties were carried, though
through both Houses, condemning
a Nonjuror clergyman named Kelly

to perpetual imprisonment and the forfeiture of their goods. 1 It
was in this critical and anxious moment that the Government,
by a similar method, struck down the prelate who was the
special representative
of the High Church party_ and did so
with a perfect impunity. 2
These facts are sufficient to show the great change which, in
less than a generation, had passed over ecclesiastical sentimdnt
in England, and also, I hope, the means by which that change
was effeeted.
¾"e may next proceed to examine the manner in
which the dominant Whig party availed themselves of their
opportunity
to legislate on the subject of religious Hberty;
and, in order to do so with the greatest clearness, I propose
to abandon for the present the strictly chronological order of
events, and_ adjourning the consideration of all other incidents,
to devote the next few pages to exhibiting in a single picture
the whole religious legislation in England during the reigns of
the first two princes of the House of Brunswick.
The class
whose claims were most keenly felt by the Whig party were,
of course, the ordinary
Protestant
Nonconformists.
They
had been, as we have seen, excluded by the Corporation Act of
1661, and by the Test Act of 1673, from all corporations and
from all public offices, while the Occasional Conformity Act
increased the stringency of the earlier legislation by excluding
those moderate Dissenters who, while habitually adhering to the
Nonconformist worship, had no scruple in occasionally communicating accord/rig to the Anglican rite.
1Ttndal. The insertion of the Rogers,i. 334-340°
forfeiture of goods into the bill
_ Tinds], Smollett, Coxe's gzaJ_oninSt Plunker was believed to be po_, _I_rl..1T_rLvoLviii. The guilt
e merelyin order to forma pre- of Atterbury which was doubted by
csdent_as Plunker had no property, some has been fully proved by the
_See the pretests of the Lords,in publicationof the Stuartpapers.
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There can b_ no doubt that the sacramental test, besides
its poli_calresults, had a very serious influence in lowering the religious sentiment of England.
In most great
Churches, and especially in Churches which are established by
law, and in which liturgical forms are employed, the language
of public worship is of a kind which can at most be appropriate
to a very small fraction of those who use it.
The customs of
society draw within the Church men of all grades of piety
and of faith,
The selfish, the frivolous, the sceptical, the
worldly, the indifferent, or at least men whose convictions are
but half formed, whose zeal is very languid, and whose religious
thoughts are very few, form the bulk of every congregation,
and they are taught to employ language expressing the very
ecstacy of devotion.
The words that pass mechanically from
their lips convey in turn the fervour of a martyr, the self-abasement or the rapture of a saint, a passionate confidence in the
reality of unseen things, a passionate longing to pass beyond
the veil. The effect of this contrast between the habitual language of devotion and the habitual dispositions of the devotees,
between the energy of religious expression and the languor of
religious conviction, is in some respects extremely deleterious.
The sense of truth is dulled.
Men come to regard it as a
natural and scarcely censurable thing to attune their language
on the highest of all subjects to a key wholly different from
their genuine feelings and beliefs, and that which ought to be
_he truest of human occupations becomes in fact the most unreal
and the most conventional.
In this manner a moral atmosphere is formed which is peculiarly fatal to sincerity and veracity of character, and which is
in time so widely diffused that those who live in it are hardly
conscious of its existence.
But its influence on the religious
sentiment would have been much more fatal had there not been
an inner circle of devotion, a sanctuary of faith, which is comparatively intact.
The reception of the Sacrament has, fortunately, never been, to any great extent, one of the requirements
of the social code, and a rite which of all Christian institutions
is the most _admirable in its touching solemnity,
most part linen left to sincere and earnest believers.
of the fervour, something of the deep sincerity

has for the
Something
of the early
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Christians may even now be seen around the sacred table,, and
prayers instinct with the deepest and most solemn emotion
may be employed without appearing almost blasphemous by
their contrast with the tone and the demeanour of the worshippers. This is not the place to relate how what was originally the simplest and most beautiful of commemorative rites was
transformed_ in the interests of sacerdotal pretensions, into the
most grotesque and monstrous of superstitions, or how an
institution intended to be the special symbol of Christian unity
and affection was dragged into the arena of politics and controversy, was made the badge of parties, the occasion or the
pretext of countless judicial murders. It is sufficient here to
notice that the chief barrier again_t religious formalism in England was removed when the most sacred rite of the Christian
religion was degraded into +an office key, the picklock to a
place,' l when the libertine, the placehunter, and the worldling
were invited to partake in it for purposes wholly unconnected
with religion.
That this profanation should have been for a
long period ardently defended by the clergy, and especially by
that section of them whose principles led them to take the most
exalted view of the nature of the Sacrament, is one of the most
singular illustrations on record of the extent to which, in ecclesiastical bodies, the corporate interest of the Church may some_
times, even with good men, override the interests of religion.
One of the most ardent advocates of the test was Swift, and in
his ' Journal to Stella' he has given a vivid sketch of its practical working.
' I was early,' he writes,' with the Secretary
[Bolingbroke] but he was gone to his devotions and to receive
the Sacrament.
Several rakes did the same. It was not for
piety but employment, according to Act of Parliament. '2 It even
became the general custom in the Church, for the minister, before
celebrating the Communion, to desire the legal communicants,
if there were any, to separate and divide themselves from those
who were come there purely for the sake of devotion2
1_Hast thou by statute shovedfrom its design
The Saviour'sfeast, his own blest breadand wine,
Andmade the symbols of atoning grace
Anofficekey, a picklook to a place,
That infidelsmay make their title good
By an #)athdippedin sacramentalblood?'--_rr_ee.
Journal to l_ella_
_2!_8t. of Parliament accenttl_e
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In this respect the hi_tery of the sacramental test has a very
melancholy interest.
Nor is it less remarkable when we consider
its origii_
The Corporation Act, indeed, was directed against
Protestant Dissenters, but the Test Act, as is well known, was
aimed exclusively against Catholics.
It was enacted in 1673, at
a time when the dread of Popery had almost reached its height.
The King was gravely suspected.
The heir to the throne had
recently proclaimed himself a Catholic.
The Government had
combined with Lewis XIV. in war with Holland, the chief Protestant Power of the Continent.
Charles II., by a bold and
unconstitutional exercise of authority, had issued a declaration
of indulgence suspending all penal laws against Nonconformists
and against recusants, and it was clearly understood that the
declaration was intended not only to enlarge the sphere of the
royal prerogative, but also, and even more signally, to protect
the Catholics.
This disposition of the sovereign and of the
heir to the throne, combined with the aggressive attitude of
Catholicism on the Continent_ and with several attempts that
had been made to ta_nper with or overawe the constitutional
guardians at home, had excited the keenest alarm, and the Test
Act was introduced, in order to maintain the exclusion of Catholics from office by imposing a test which they would never take.
That this was the object appears not only from the debate, but
also from the very title of the Bill, which was described as ' an
Act for preventing Dangers which may happen from Popish
Recusants.'
The Dissenters who sat in Parliament exhibited
on this occasion a rare and magnanimous disinterestedness.
It
was observed that the Act would operate against them as well
as against the Catholics; but Alderman Love, who was one of
their leading representatives, begged the House not to hesitate,
through any considerations of this kind, to pass a measure which
he believed to be essential to the maintenance of Englishliberty ;
and, trusting that special legislation would speedily relieve them
from their dlsabflities, all the Dissenters in the House of Commons voted for the Bill. 1 The patriotism of the course which they
Dea$1_ of Q_e_ Anna i;o tl_ D_:th of
G_rge/_r.,po257.
It is not sururising
that the Speaker Onslow shouid have
written,, Thesacrament_ttes_ismade
a _aa an_ l_o_aue uso oK by others

and manymore,
Ifear, thanthe
Dissenters.
It is bee.ome a great scandal '
(Note _o Burnet_, ii. 3gd).
_ Burner's 6_v_ _r_,
i. B47-_B48.
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pursued was t_henfully recognised, and some attempts were made
at the time to relieve them from a part of the burdens to which
they were liable, but they were frustrated by the lateness of the
session and by certain difficulties which had arisen in the House
of Lords.
Such were the circumstances under which the Test Act was
carried. That such a law, carried in such a manner, should
have continued when the Revolution was firmly established, that
it should have survived a period of forty-five years of unbroken
Whig ascendancy, that it should have outlived the elder and have
been defended by the younger Pitt, and that it should have been
reserved for Lord John Russell to procure its repeal, is surely one
of the most striking instances of national ingratitude in history.
William, in whose reign, as Swift bitterly complained, the maxim
had come into fashion ' that no man ought to be denied the
liberty of serving his country upon account of a different belief
in matters of speculative opinion,' had done everything in his
power to procure the abolition of the test, but great majorities
in ParLiament defeated his intention.
Stanhope had entel_ained
the same desire, and such a measure actually formed part of a
Bill which was carried through its second reading in 1718, but
the opposition was so strong that the clauses referring to the Test
and Corporation Acts were struck out in Committee ; and the
premature death of Stanhope prevented their speedy revival. The
Dissenters were now organising rapidly with a view to obtaining
relief; and Hoadly, Kennett, and several others of the more
liberal Anglicans, seconded them; but Walpole, though he was
persona_ly favourable to the measure, and though the Dissenters
had steadily supported him, shrank to the last from provoking a
new ebullition of Church fanaticism.
They at last lost patience,
and had a measure for the repeal brought forwaxd in 1736; but
Walpole, in a very moderate
and concLliatory speech, while
expressing much sympathy for the Dissenters, pronounced the
motion ill-timed, and, through the opposition of the Whig
Government, it was thrown out by 251 to 123. The measure
was again brought forward in t739, at a time which seemed
peculiarly favourable, for the Tory party had lately seceded from
Parliament, leav/ng the conduc_ o?affairs whollyin _he hands of
the Whigs.
But the Government was still inflexible, a_d the
VOL. I.
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measure was defeated in an exclusively Whig House by 188 to
89. It was, probably, about this time that a deputation of Nonconformists, headed by Dr. Chandler, had _n interview with Walpole, and re/nonstrated with him on the course he was pursuing
in spite of his repeated assurances of good-will and his repeated
intimations that he Would some day assist in procuring the repeal.
The minister, as usual, answered the deputation that, whatever
were his private inclinations, the time had not arrived.
' You
have so often returned this answer,' said Dr. Chandler, _that I
trust you will give me leave to ask when the time will come ?'
' If you require a specific answer,' replied Walpole, with a
somewhat imprudent
eandour_ ' I will give it you in a word-never.' 1
But although the dread of an ebullition of Church feeling
like that which destroyed the great ministry of CJodolphin
induced the Whigs to maintain the Test Act, yet something
was done to remove the reproach of intolerance
from the
English name. The Schism Act, which restricted the education of the Dissenters, and the Occasional Conformity Act,
which was intended to restrict their political power, were both
repealed in 1718 ; but, in order to prevent a repetition of the
scandal which had been given by Sir Hmnphrey Edwin in the
preceding reign, a clause was at the same time enacted providing that no mayor or bailiff or other magistrate should attend a
meeting-house with the ensigns of office, under pain of being
disqualified from holding any public office._ In the debates on
this occasion Hoadly and Kennett were conspicuous in theh'
advocacy of the Dissenters, but the Archbishops of Canterbury
and York were both opposed to the repeal of the Acts of Anne.
The Government
silently favoured the Nonconformist interests
by its steady promotion, both in Church and State, of Latitudinarians and Whigs.
It secured the Protestant Dissenters in
Ireland a Toleration Act considerably more liberal than that of
England.
It endeavoured, though without success, to free the
Irish Dissenters from the Test Ac_, and it gradually relaxed the
admlnistration
of the English Act to such a degree that it
became almostcm_atory.
The original Act of Charles IL enCoxe's_'t,
60@. See too Doddridge'sD/a_j iii: $65-6.
s 5_Georp._' 4. "
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joined that every official should receive the Anglican Sacrament
within three months after his admission into office, but the
time of grace was extended under George L to six months.
Soon after, the policy was adopted of passing annual bills of
indemnity in favour of those who had accepted office but had
not taken the Sacrament within the required time.
There is
something in this device which is curiously characteristic of the
course of English legislation, and especially of the policy of WaN
pole. The broad rule, that no one should hold office under the
Crown without taking the Anglican Sacrament within six months
of his accession, remained.
The stigma upon the Dissenters
was unremoved.
The Indemnity Acts, on the face of them, had
no reference to conscientious scruples, fbr they pro'ported only to
relieve those who ' through ignorance of the law, absence, or
unavoidable accident' had omitted to qualify, and it was only
by a very liberal interpretation
that the relief was extended to
those who abstained from conscientious
motives.
The Acts
applied only to those who were actually in office or in corporations, and in elections to corporate offices where previous conformity was required it was still open to any individual to object
to a Dissenting candidate, and such an objection rendered
invalid all votes that were given to him2
A few scrupulous
Nonconformists considered it wrong to avail themselves of the
permission of the Legislature to break the law, or to be guilty
of what Lord North pronounced to be 'a mental fiuud' by
sheltering their conscientious scruples under a law which professed only to give relief to the careless, the ignorant, or the
absent.
Many instances were cited in which Dissenting candidates were excluded from corporations, because previous to
the election, notice had been given that they had not fulfilled
the lequirement of the law by receiving the sacrament in an
Anglican Church within the preceding year, and those who obtained office enjoyed only a precarious liberty, depending upon
the annual vote of Parliament. _ But when all these qualifications have been made, the fact remains that through the opera_See t_arl..t['_¢t. (New Series) of the Test Act is in a collection
xviii. 689, 726.
called Th¢ T_t A_ .Pw.porter(3rd ed.
The fullest information I have 1829).
met withabout the practicalo_on
s2
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tion of the Indemni_y Acts a great number of the Dissenterswere
admitted to offices and corporations, and were admitted without
exciting any ferment in the community.
The first Indemnity
Act waspassed in 1727, and, with a few exceptions, a similar Act
was passed every year till the Test Act was repealed in 1828.
Another branch of the religious policy of the Whigs was
intended to meet the scruples of the Quakers. When the temporary Act making their solemn affirmation equivalent, in all
civil cases, to an oath, was made perpetual in 1715, an amendment was introduced
by the Lords, and accepted by the
Commons, extending the Act to Scotland and, for a limited
period, to the colonies. _ An opinion, however, soon grew up
among the Quakers that to affirm ' in the presenee of Almighty
God' was not less sinful than to swear, and a B_'.l was accord=
ingly introduced by the Government in 1721, providing a new
form of affirmation, from which the obnoxious words were
omitted." A portion of the London clergy petitioned against the
Bill, and the two Archbishops opposed it, but it was carried by
a large majority.
Another measure was less successfill.
The
Acts providing a cheap method of levying tithes were not compulsory, and it was still in the power of the clergy to carry their
tithe cases before the Exchequer or Ecclesiastical Courts, and
thus to inflict on the Quakers heavy costs and imprisonment.
That this course was a_tuaUy adopted to a very considerable
extent appears from the petitions of the Quakers, who stated
that not less than 1,180 of their number had, since the passing
of the Relief Acts, been prosecuted for tithes in the Exchequer,
Ecclesiastical, or other Courts ]n England and ¾_ales ; that 302
of them had been committed to prison, and that nine had died
pr/soners.
They added that ' these prosecutions, though frequet_t]y commenced for trivial sums, from 4s. to 5s., and the
greater part of them for sums not exceeding 40s., have been
attended with such heavy costs and rigorous exactions that
above 800l. have been taken from ten persons when the original
demands upon all of them collectively did not amount to 15I.' 3
Walpole, who, in his elections, had been brought in much con=
1 GeorgeI. ii. 6. Gough's_r_s¢.
3Bogue and Bennett's J/is$. of
of the _M_z_s,iv. 161.
.D_se_tera,ii. 128. Gough's _r_st.of
8 GeorgeL c. 6.
_s,
iv. 279-302.
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tact with Quakers, warmly supported their demand that the
simplest method of levying tithes should he the only method,
and a Bill embodying this principle passed easily through the
House of Common_
A great agitation, however_ then arose
among the clergy. They contended that the security of tithes
would be diminished, and that it was necessary to deter those
who refused to pay them, by the infliction of heavy fines, and it
was suggested with whimsical ingenuity that there might be
persons who, believing tithes to be of Divine origin, would think
it wrong to enforce their claims before any but an Ecclesiastical
CSurt, and would in consequence be persecuted if they were
obliged to resort to the magistrates. I The Bishop of London
led the opposition ; fourteen other bishops voted against the
Bill, and the Chancellor having taken the same side, the
measure, to the great indignation of Walpole, was rejected in
the Lords.
The next class of questions bearing in some degree upon
religious liberty were those relating to the natura/Asatdon of
foreign Protestants
and of Jews.
The proposal to naturalise
foreign Protestants upon their taking the oaths and receiving
the Sacrament in any Protestant church, which had been cartied in 1709, and repealed in 1712, was brought forward by
Mr. Nugent in 1745, and again in 1751.
An alarm which had
at this time been spread about an alleged decrease of population through excessive drinking greatly favoured it, 2 and on
the latter oceasion it was warmly supported by Pelham_ who
was then at the head of the Government, and it was carried suecessthlly through its earlier stages.
It soon, however, appeared
that a powerful combination of influences was opposed to it.
The City of London, fearing a dangerous rivalry in trade, led the
opposition, and although petitions from Liverpool and Bristol,
and from some London merchants, were presented in its favour,
the balance of mercantile opinion seems to have been against
it. The Church dreaded an accession to the forces of Dissent,
and the strong popular antipathy to foreigners was speedily
aroused.
The death of the Prince of Wales led to a alight
.l_ostponemeut of the Bill, and the petitions against it _re so
a JParL 2T_rt. ix. I16/i-1219.

2 See Walpole's

Oe$_ge XL i, 44--45.
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numerous and so urgent that _he minister thought it advisable
silently to drop it.
A more remarkable history is the attempt of the Pelhams in
1753 to legalise the naturalisation
of Jews. The Jews, as is
well known, had been completely banished from England by
a Statute of Edward I., and they did not attempt to return
till the Commonwealth,
and were not formally authorised to
establish themselves in England till after the Restoration. l
The first synagogue in London was erected in 1662.
It is possible that occasional physicians or merchants may have secretly
come over before, _ but their number must have been very few,
and it is more than probable that Shakespeare, when he drew
his immortal picture of Shylock, had himself never seen a Jew.
The hatred, indeed, of that unhappy race in England was
peculiarly tenacious and intense.
The old calumny that the
Jews were accustomed on Good Friday to crucify a Christian boy,
which was sedulously circulated on the Continent, and which
even now forms the subject of one of the great frescoes around
the Cathedral of Toledo_ was firmly believed, and the legend of
the crucifixion of young Hew of Lincoln sank deeply into the
popular imagination.
The story was told by Matthew Paris;
it was embodied in an early ballad ; it was revived, many years
after the expulsion of the Jews, by Chaucer, who made the
Jewish murder of a Christian child the subject of one of his
most graphic tales ;3 and in the same spirit Marlowe, towards the
close of the sixteenth century, painted his ' Jew of Malta' in the
darkest colours. There does not appear, however, to have been
any legal obstacle to the sovereign and Parliament naturalising
a Jewtill a law, enacted under James I., and directed against
the Catholics, made the sacramental test an essential preliminary to naturalisation.
Two subsequent enactments exempted
from this necessity all foreigners who were engaged in the hemp
and _ax manufacture,
and all Jews and Protestant foreigners
who had lived for seven continuous years in the Americau plan_Blunt's H_t. of tke Joro8in
E_/az_, p. 72.'
-"The Jewswere speciallyfamous
for theirknowledgeof medicine,anda
Jewish doctornamed Lopez,wasone
of the physiciansof QueenElizabeth,

and was executed for an attempt
to poison her. See Hume'_/_¢. of
_/and, oh.xliii. See too Picciotto's
A_glo-Je_l_ Hi_t. p. 24.
a T_e Pr_oro_'_Ta_,.
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THE _EW BILL
I

In the reign

of James

2_

IL the Jews were relieved

from

the payment
of the alien duty, but it is a significant fact that
it was reimposed
after the Revolution
at the petition
of the
London merchants2
In the reign of Anne some of them are
said to have privately
negotiated
with
sion to purchase the town of Brentford,
fldt privileges

of trade

; but the

Godolphin
for permisand to settle there _:th

minister,

fearing

to arouse

the

spirit of religious intolerance
and of commercial jealousy, refused
the application. 3 The great development
of industrial
enterprise
which followed the long and prosperous
administration
of Walpole naturally
attracted
Jews, who were then as now pre-eminent
in commercial
matters,
and many of them appear at this time
to have settled
in England ; among others
a young Venetian
Jew, whose son obtained
an honourable
place in English
literature, and whose grandson
has been twice Prime
Minister
of
England.
The object of the Pelhams
was not to naturalise
all
resident
Jews, but simply to enable Parliament
to pass special
Bills to naturalise
those who applied to it, although
they had
not lived in the colonies or been engaged in the hemp or flax
mal_ufacture.
As the

principle

by these two Acts,
and had continued
as the Bill

could

of naturalisation

had been fully conceded

which had been passed without
in operation
without exciting
only

apply

any difficulty,
any murmur,

to a few rich men who were pre-

pared to undertake
the expensive
process of a parliamentary
application,
as Jews might be naturalised
in any other country in
Europe except Spain and Portugal, _ and as they were among the
most harmless, industrious,
and useful members
of the community, it might have been imagined that a Bill of this nature
could scarcely offend the most sensitive ecclesiastical
conscience.
_hen it was brought forward, however, a general election
was
not far distant, the opponents of the ministry
raised the cry
that the Bill was an unchristian
one, and England was tl_rowu
Purl 2tr_t. xiv. 1373-1374.
Blunt's _Y/_. of thv Jews _,_
El_le_g_ p. 72.
Spence'sAnecdatas.
' This _t least was stated in the
debate. Par/./ir_.
xiv. 1400. One
of the pamphleteers against the
measure stated that Sweden, Russia,

the Republic of Genoa, and a score
of the German States also refused to
receive Jews. A_ An_ver to _ laa_e2blot e_titled ' _'a_'iA_
for
permit_/n 9 Per#on_ _urofe_
the
Jew/sh Re/_y/_ to /_ 2_at_ra//sed, p.
40.
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into paroxysms of excitement scarcely less intense than those
which followed the impeachment of Sachevere]l. There is no
page in the history of the eighteenth century that shows more
decisively how low was the intellectual and political condition
of English public opinion.
According to its opponents, the
Jewish Naturalisation Bill sold the birthright of Englishmen
for nothing, it was a distinct abandonment of Christianity, it
would draw down upon England all the curses which Providence
had attached to the Jews. The commercial classes complained
that it would fill England with usurers. The landed classes
feared that ultimately the greater part of the land of England
would pass into the hands of the Jews, who would avail themselves of their power to destroy the Church. One Member of
Parliament urged that to give the Jews a resting-place in England would invalidate prophecy and destroy one of the principal
reasons for believing in the Christian religion. Another reminded
the ministers that after 430 years the Jews in Egypt had mustered 600,000 armed men, and that, according to the ' Book of
Esther,' they had once, when they got the upper hand in the
land where they were living, 'put to death in two days 76,000
of those whom they were pleased to call their enemies, without
either judge or jury.' The time might come, it was suggested,
when, through another Esther, they might govern the destinies
of England, or when they might even take their seats as
Members of Parliament.
It was stated that when Cromwell
first extended his protection to the race some Asiatic Jews
imagined him to be the promised _/Iessiah, and even sent over
deputies to make private inquiries in Huntingdonshire_ in order,
ff possible, to establish his Jewish extraction, and it was argued
that through a similar persuasion the Jews would probably
support another Cromwell in his attacks upon the Constitution.
The Mayor and Corporation of London petitioned v_aiust the
Bill.
The clergy all over England denounce_ it. The old
story of the crucifixion of Chris_an children by Jews was revived,
and the bishops who had voted for the B_ were Hbelled, and
insulted in the streets.
The measure had first been introduced
into the House of Lords, and was carried through _ithout difficulty, and with the acquiescence of most-of the bishops,
tt
passed, after a fierce opposition, through the Commons, and
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received the royal assent; but as the tide of popular in_gnation
rose higher and higher, the ministers in the next year brought
forward and carried its repeal. Had they not done so, it is
probable that the election, which was then imminent, would
have proved disastrous to their power, and they argued plausibly, and perhaps justly, that in the excited state of popular
feeling the Jews could not, if the Act continued in force, live
safely in England.
An attempt was made by the Church party
to carry their victory further and repeal the Act which naturalised dissenters from the Anglican creed who had resided for
seven years in the Plantations, in so far as it related to the Jews,
but the Government resisted,_and succeeded in defeating the
attempt.'
The agitation which was excited by this very moderate
measure of the Pelham ministry goes far to justify the Whig
party for not having done more in the cause of religious liberty
during the long period of their ascen_lancy.
The feelings of
the country would not allow it, and in spite of the incontestable
decline of the theological spirit, there was still no other question
on which public opinion was so sensitive.
Nor was this intolerance confined to England, or to the Church of England, or to
the High Church section of the clergy.
In Scotland the hatred
of religious liberty ran still higher.
The Scotch preachers
denounced it with untiring vehemence, and the General Assembly, in 1702, presented a solemn address to the Lord High Commissioner urging that no motion ' of any legal toleration of those
of the prelutieal principle might be entertained by the Parliament,' and declaring that such a toleration would be ' to establish
iniciuity by law.' 2 In 1697 a deputation of English Dissenting
ministers waited upon the King to urge him to interdicg the
printing of any work advocating Socinian opinions2
In 1702
a Dissenter named Emlyn, being accused by some Irish Nonconformists, but with the encouragement of the Archbishops of
Armagh and Dublin, was sentenced to pay a fine of 1,000L and
to lie in gaol till it was paid, because he had written against the
'Seethe ve_Tcurious discussions
*Lathbury's/T_rt.oft_e 2Vonjurars,
on this Bill. t_rl. tl_'t, xiv. 1866- pp. 441-451.
1430; xv. 92-163; Coxe's J_fe of
_Skeat's /T'_. oftZree _rehes,
_eltu_, ii. 2_5-253,290-298.
p. 18_.
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Trinity. 1 Among the clergy of the Church of England
one of
the most active in fanning the absurd agitation on the Jewish
question was Romaine,
prominent leaders of the
One very important
yoking any agitation
or
which has furnished one

who was one of the earliest and most
Evangelical
party. 2
step, however, was taken without proopposition.
The belief in witchcraft,
of the most singular and tragical pages

in the history of superstition,
had almost disappeared
in England among the educated
classes at the time of the Revolution,
though it was still active in Scotland
and the colonies.
The
law, however,
condemning
witches
to death still remained
on
the Statute
Book, and it was not altogether
a dead letter.
Three witches had been hung at Exeter in 1682, a and even after
the Revolution
there had been occasional
trials.
Addison-whose judgment
was afterwards
echoed by Blackstone--speaks
on the subject with a curious hesitation.
' I believe in genera[,'
he says, ' that there is and'has been such a thing as witchcraft,
but at the same time can give no credit to any particular
instance of it.' 4 The great clerical agitation
which followed the
Saeheverell
impeachment
is said to have produced
a temporary
recrudescence
of the superstition,
6 and it was observed about this
time that there was scarcely a village in England which did not
contain
a reputed
witch. 6 At the same time those who were
in authority
steadily discouraged
the superstition.
A woman
named Jane Wenham
having
been found guilty of the offence
in 1712 received a free pardon at the instance of the judge, in
spite

of the urgent

protest

of some of the clergy

As Hoadly very sarcastically
said, 'The nonconformists accused
him, the conformists eondemnedhim,
the secular power was called in, and
the cause ended in an imprisonment
and a very great fine, two methods of
conviction about which the Gospel is
silent.'--See Hunt's Religim_ Tlwught
4n Eng/and, ii. p. 326.
Ryle's C]_a
_Seaders of th_
_Te_ T. Cadogan's Zife of
_.
8 Hutchinson's J_xtarieal _Jssay an
W_tvher_ft, p. 68. Hutchinson says
that these were the las_ judicially
executed in Engtand, but Dr. Parr
speaks of two having suffered at
Northampton in 1705, and five others

of the

county, 7

at the same place in 1722.--Parr's
Worlds, iv. 182 (1828).
* Spectator, No. 117. See too the
remarks of Blackstone.--Camm_ao*ie$,book iv. c. 4.
6, Since the reign of Dr.Sacheverell,
when the clamours against freethinking began to be loudest, the devil
has again resumed his empire and
appears in the shape of cats, and
enters into confederacy with old
women; and several have been
tryed, and many are accused through
all parts of the kingdom for being
witches.'--Collin's D_course o_rse thin]_ing, p. _0.
e Spectator, No. ll7.
_ Hutchinson, 163-171.
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and in the same year the death of a suspected witch who had been
thrown into the water in order to ascertain whether she would
sink or swim, and who had perished during the trial, was prol
nouneed by Chief Justice Parker to be murder2
It is one of
the great glories of the early Hanoverian period that it witnessed
the abrogation of the sanguinary enactment by which so many
innocent victims had perished.
Chief Justice Holt did good
service to humanity in exposing the imposture which lay at the
root of some cases he was obliged to try, 2 and in 1736 the law
making witchcraf_ punishable by death was repealed.
The
superstition long smouldered among the poorer classes; there
were several instances of the murder of suspected witches ; and
Methodism did something to strengthen the belief, but as it
had no longer the sanction of the law, and as diseased imaginations were no longer excited by the executions, it sank speedily
into insignificance.
It is a curious fact that the Irish law
against witchcraft, though long wholly obsolete, remained on
the Statute Book till 1818.
Another measure of a very different kind, but also in some
degree dependent upon the theological temperature, belonging
to the period I am considering, was the reform of the calendar.
The New Style, as is well known, had been first brought into
use by Pope Gregory XIII., in 1582, and had gradually been
adopted by all the Continental
nations, except Russia and
Sweden, but England, partly from natural conservatism, and
partly from antipathy to the Pope, still resisted, and had at last
got eleven days wrong.
The change was carried on the motion
of Lord Chesterfield, and with the assistance of the eminent
mathematicians,
Lord Macclesfield and Mr. Bradley, under
the Pelham Ministry in 1751.
The year was henceforth to
begin on January 1 instead of on _iarch 25; and in order to
rectify the errors of the old calendar it was ordered that the
day following September
2, 1752, should be denominated
the 14th.
The old Duke of Newcastle,
whose timid and
time_erving
nature dreaded beyond all things an explosion
of popular feeling, entreated Chesterfield not to 'stir matters
1Ibld. pp. 175, 176. Hutchinson,
whowrote in 1718,says,' Ourcountry
peopleare still a_ iond of this custom
of swlmm_ng as they are of baiting a

bear or a bull."
' Campbell'sC]tiafJ_tioaa--YAfe
of Holt.
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that had long been quiet,' or to meddle with ' new-fangled
things,' and although the reform was ultimatmly carried without difficulty, these apprehensions were not wholly ground]ess. A widespread irritation was for a time aroused. Much
was said about the profanity of altering saint-days and immovable feasts. At the next election one of the most popular
cries against Lord Maeclesfield's son was, 'Give us back our
eleven days T., When, many years later, Mr. Bradley died of'a
lingering disease, his sufferings were supposed by the populace
to be a judgment due to the part he had taken in the transaction; and the feelings of many were probably expressed in a
saying that was quoted during the debate on the naturalisation
of the Jews, ' It is no wonder he should be for naturalising the
devil who was one of those that banished old Christmas.' 1
There were, however, still two classes of laws upon the
Statute Book, which were grossly persecuting, and which, during
the early Hanoverian period, were entirely unmitigated.
1 mean,
of course, those against the Catholics and the disbelievers in the
Trinity.
The measures against the former class may no doubt
derive a very considerable palliation from the atrocious persecutions of which Catholicism had been guilty in almost every
country in which she triumphed, from the incessant plots agMnst
the life and power of Elizabeth, and from the intimate connection, beth before and after the Revolution,
between the
Cat_mlicism of the Stuarts and their political conduct and
prospects.
Catholicism, indeed, never can be looked upon
merely as a religion.
It is a great and highly organised
kingdom, recognising no geographical frontiers, governed by a
foreign sovereign, pervading temporal politics with its manifold
influence, and attracting to itself much of the enthusiasm which
would otherwise flowin national channels.
The intimate correspondenc_ between its priests in many lands, the disciplined
unity of their political action, the almost absolute authority
they exercise over large classes, and their usually almost complelm detachment
from purely national and patriotic interests
PezL Rat. xv. 136. So, too, a
baUad against the Jew Bill begins-In sevea_ hu_l andfiftythree
The style it was changed to Popery.

--Pali_ral
Ballad*.
ti.31L

See, on this subject, Lord Stanhope's
2_ist. of _,
ill 340_ Mary's
IMfe of ChesCmgqeM,
, pp. a26-323;
Coxe's

.Pell_tm,

ii.

178-179

;

Hogarth'spicture of an Election.

and
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have oi%en in critical times proved a most serious poli_cal
danger, and they have _metimes
pursued a temporal policy
eminently aggressive, sanguinary, unscrupulous, and ambitious.
Nor should it be forgotten that, in the closing years of the seventeenth and in the first half of the eighteenth century, the spirit
of Romish persecution, though gradually subsiding, was still
far from extinct.
Thus we find Stanhope writing from Majorca
in 1691." _Tuesday last there were bnrnt here twenty-seven
Jews and heretics, and to-morrow I shall see executed above
twenty more, and Tuesday next, if I stay here so long, is
to be another fiesta, for so they entitle a day dedicated to so
execrable an act.' l In 1706 Wilcox, who was aftel_ards Bishop
of Rochester, but. who was at this time minister of the English
factory at Lisbon, wrote a letter to Burner describing an
auto-da-f_ in that city, in which four persons were burnt in the
presence of the King, and of these one woman remained alive for
half-an-hour, and one man for more than an hour in the flames,
vainly imploring their execntioners to heap fresh fagots on the
fire in order to terminate their agony. _ Every considerable
town in England, Holland, and Protestant Germany, contained
a colony of Frenchmen, who, after the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, had been driven from their homes by a persecution
of extreme ferocity ; a long course of the most atrocious cruelties
had kindled the flame of rebellion in the Cevennes, and at the
time of the Peace of Utrecht 188 French Protestants
were
released by English intercession from the galleys2
In 1717,
an assembly of sevenSy-four Protestants
being surprised at
Andure, the men were sen_ to the galleys and the women to
prison. 4 In 1724, in the corrupt and generally sceptical period
of the Regency, a new law was made against the Protestants of
France which aggravated
even the atrocious enactments of
Lewis XIV.
By one clause all who assembled for the exercise
of _he Protestant worship, even in their own homes, became
liable to lifelong servitude in the galleys, and to the confiscation
of all their goods. Another condemned to death any Protestant
l LordStanhope'stT_t.of_gl_nd,
i. 107.
See thls l_tter in full in Chandlet's _.
of _P_raeout/_m
(1736), p.
287. See too some curiousparticu-

lars on persecutions in Portugal in
Geddes'tracts, i. 385-443.
s Botingbroke's _Sette_8,iv. 121.
See,too, Burner's O_vnT_, iL _84.
4Taine'sA_/e_ _'w,
p. 80.
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minister exercising anyreligious function whatevdr_ and to the
galleys any witness _vho failed to denounce him.
A third
enjoined all physicians to inform the priest of the condition of
every dying patient, in order that, whether he desired it or n6t,
a Catholic priest should be present at his deathbed.
A fourth,
with a rare. refinement of ingenious malice, rendered any Protestant who, by his religious exhortations, strengthened a dying
relative in his faith_ liable to the galleys and to the confiscation
of his goods. 1 A Protestant pastor was hung at Montpellier in
1728 ; another would have suffered the same fate in 1732 had
he not succeeded in escaping from his prison ; _ and 277 Protestants in Dauphiny were condemned to the galleys in 1745 and
1746. 3 As late as the Peace of Paris, a Protestant minister at
Nismes wrote to the Duke of Bedford imploring the intercession of the English Government in favour of thirty-three
men,
who were in the galleys of Toulon, and of sixteen women_ who
were imprisoned in Languedoe, for no other offence than that of
having attended Protestant
assemblies.
Many of them, he
added, had remained in captivity for more than thirty years. 4
Similar complaints came from Hungary, where the interference of the Emperor with the religious liberty of the Protestants contributed
largely to the insurrection
of Rak6czy;
from Silesia, where the same interference prepared the way for
the ultimate severance of the province from the Austrian rule ;
from Poland_ where the persecution
fomented in 1724 by the
Jesuits at Thorn aroused the indignation of all Protestant
Europe, and where the complete exclusion of religious dissidents from political power in 1733 was sowing dissensions that
were the sure precm'sors of the approaching ruin.
In the course
of 1732 and the two following years about 17,000 German Protestants were compelled by the persecution of the Archbishop
of Salzburg to abandon their homes, and to seek a refuge in
Prussia or in Georgia.
Ten persons were burnt for their
religious opinions in Spain between 1746 and 1759.
Two
persons were execut_l,
and many others condemned to less
severe penalties by the Inquisition in Portugal in 1756. 5
i Sismondi's //*_. de_ F_afais,
xix. 241-244.
Ibid. p. 302.

s Taine'_A_u.iv_.P_q_me,p. 80.
4.BedfordCorre_joondenve,
iii. 155.
a See Buckle's /Y_*t. ii. 109.
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These things will not be forgotten by a candid judge in
estin_tlng
the policy of the English .Government
towards
Catholics. -On the other hand, he will remember that the
English Catholics were so few and so inconsiderable that it was
absurd to regard them as a serious danger to the State ; that
they had in general shown themselves under the most trying
circumstances eminently moderate and loyal, and that although
the Catholic priests, whenever they were in the ascendant, were
then, as ever, a persecuting body, Catholicism, as a whole, had
ceased, since the Peace of Westphalia, to divide the interests of
Europe.
religious

In Switzerland, it is true, a war that was essentially
broke out between the Protestant
and Catholic

cantons as late as 1712, but in general theology had very
little influence upon the politics of Christendom.
They turned
mainly on the rivalry between the Catholic Emperor and the
Catholic King of France.
The Popes, who, as spiritual heads
of Christendom, had employed all their temporal and spiritual
weapons against Elizabeth, had never acted in this manner against
her successors.
Dm-ing the struggle of the Revolution a boTeat
part of Catholic Europe was on the side of William, and, as we
have seen, the Pope himself was in his favour. It may be added,
too, that the persecution of religious opinion and the suppression
of any form of religious worship must always appear peculiarly
culpable in Protestants, whose whole theory of religion is based
upon the assertion of the right of private judgment, and also that
religious liberty, though still rare and struggling in Europe, was
byno means unknown. In France, it is true, it had been destroyed
by the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, but in Germany it
existed to a considerable extent since the Peace of Westphalia,
which placed the Catholic and Protestant States in a position of
perfect equality, terminated
the long contest for the possession
of the ecclesiastical benefices, and in many cases restrained,
though it by no means generally annulled, the power of the
sovereign to coerce his dissident subjects2
In Prussia, which
Carlyle's _l¢'redvrie]_
the Gr_at, bk.
ix. c}u 3, and the curious collection
of lists of Portuguese autas-da-fJin
_he eighteenth century, in the British
Museum. Thedisturbancesat Thorn
_vere made the subject of a speci

article in the treaty of Hanover between England and Prussiain 1725.
_Therathercomplicatedp_ovisions
of the treaty on this subject are explained at length by Coxe's _rc_w
_fA_t_
i. 955-957.
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was rapidly becoming the most important Protestaut Power of
Germany, the Elector, Frederick William, who died in 1688,
even contributed money for the building of Catholic churches,
and under his successor the Catholics had almost every privilege
they could have possessed under a ruler of their own creed. 1 In
Holland a system of absolute religious freedom was established,
and its complete success was generally recognised.
So perfectly
were the different religions in that country blended into a
common nationality that it was asserted, though probably with
some exaggeration, that there were no less than 4,000 Catholics
in the army with which William came over to defend the Protestantism of England. _ Even in Ireland, though the Catholic
majority were subject to gross oppression as a conquered race,
they were in practice allowed dm'ing the latter Stuart reigns full
liberty of worship, and no religious disqualification excluded
them from the municipalities, from the elective franchise, from
the magistracy, or from the Parliament.
In England public opinion made such a policy impossible.
The laws of Elizabeth against the Catholics remained, though
they were but partially enforced, and these laws, among many
other provisions, compelled
every Catholic to attend
the
Anglican service, suppressed absolutely, and under crushing
penalties, the celebration of the mass, proscribed the whole
Catholic priesthood, and made it high treason for any English
priest from beyond the sea to come to England, for any Catholic
graduate to refuse for the third time the oath of supremacy, for
any Protestant to become a Catholic, or for any Catholic to convert a Protestant.
Had such laws been rigorously enforced
they must have led to a general Catholic emigration or have
dyed every scaffold with Popish blood ; and, as it was, many
Catholics perished in England, to whom it is the merest sophistry
to deny the title of martyrs for their faith.
The conspiracy of
Guy Faux to blow up the Parliament, the fable of the Popish
plot which led to the effusion of torrents of innocent blood, and,
perhaps_ still more, the baseless calumny which attributed the
Fire of London to the Papists, sustained the anti-Catholic fanaticisfia. This last calamity
had, in the words of Clarendon,
Ranke's /F_ of Pru_/a (Eng.
trans.), ii. 57.

=Reresby's Memoir'8 (F_d.1575),
p. 437.
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' kindled another fire in the breasts of men almost as dangerous
as that within their houses.' Panic-stricken by the rapid progress of the flames, half-maddened by terror and by despair, the
people at once attributed it to deliberate incendiarism.
The
Dutch and French were the first objects of their suspicion, but
soon after, the Papists were included, and were dragged in multitudes to prison. A Portuguese who, according to the custom
of his country, picked up a piece of bread that was lying on the
ground, and laid it on the ledge projecting from the nearest
house, was seized on the charge of throwing in fire-balls.
Among the crowd of terrified prisoners was a poor Frenchman,
whose brain appears to have been turned by the terror and
excitement of the scene, and who confessed himself the author
of the fire. He appears to have been simply a monomaniac, and
the judges openly declared their utter disbelief in his disjointed
and unsupported story ; but in the temper in which men then
were he was condemned, and the King did not dare to arrest
his execution." Nor was the panic suffered to pass away. Although a Parliamentary
committee, after the strictest enquiry,
could find nothing whatever implicating the Catholics (who,
indeed, colfld have gained nothing by the crime), it was determined, in the most solemn and suthoritative
manner, to brand
them as its perpetrators.
The Monument, erected in memorial of the catastrophe in one of the most crowded thoroughfares of London, bore two Latin inscriptions,
commemorat_
ing the rebuilding
of the city, and the mayors by whose
care the Monument was erected.
The third inscription was in
English, that all might read it, and i_ was to the effect that
' This pillar was set up in perpetual remembrance
of the most
dreadful burning of this ancient city, begun and carried on by
the treachery and malice of the Popish faction in the beginning
of September, in the year of our Lord 1666, in order to the cartying on their horrid plot for extirpating the Protestant religion
and old English liberty, and introducing Popery and slavery.'
In the reign of James IL this scandalous inscription was taken
away, but it was restored at the Revolution, and it was _ot
finally removed till 1831. Another and very similar inscription
was placed in Pudding Lane, on the spot where the fire be_gan,and ,
IrOI_.
L
T
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remained there till the middle of the last century, when it was
removed on account of the crowds who gathered to read it,'
It would be difficult to conceive a more effectual device for
arousing the passions of the people.
In the struggle of the
Revolution
a direct
question between
Protestantism
and
Catholicism was at issue, and it is not surprising that considerable attention should have been paid to the legislation on the
subject.
During the whole period of the Stuarts the sovereigns
had been favourable, and the Parliaments bitterly hostile, to the
Catholics.
The former were actuated partly by the belief that
while Puritanism is naturally hostile to the royal prerogative,
Catholicism is naturally congenial to it_ and partly also by
religious sympathy, by Catholic relationships,
and by Continental alliances.
James I. for a time suspended the laws against
reeusants, and opened negotiations with the Pope; and, but for
the violent spirit then dominating in the Vatican, and the very
natural indignation aroused by the Gunpowder Plot, his reign
would probably have witnessed considerable mitigations of the
penal code.
Charles I., when Prince of Wales, had made a
secret engagement with France, on the occasion of his French
marriage, to obtain toleration for the Catholics, and the nonenforcement of the laws against them was almost the first
question that brought him into collision with his Parliament.
The attempt of Charles II. iv exercise a dispensing power in
favour of the Catholics, for the first time aroused the Parliament
of the Restoration
into opposition; while the iLl-timed, illdirected_ and exaggerated
efforts of James
to remove the
disabilities of his co-religionists
were the main cause of his
downfall.
From William also the Catholics had something to
hope.
He came to England, it is true, as the special representative of Protestantism, but he came from a country where
religious liberty was established, and he was himself entirely
free from the stain of intolerance.
In the negotiations that
preceded his expedition he had given the Emperor a distinct
assurance tha$ he would do his utmos_ to procure for the English
I Jesse's _
ii. 227, 311.
Seymour's_rvey of Iamd.o_,bk. ii.
_a. 10. Continuationof the I,¢fe of

6r/arena. Pope's couplet on the
Monumentis well known:-_re__..n's_...m_.,polntt_totlm_es,
_e a_anrunty,liftsitshead,m_!lies.
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Catholics a repeal of the penal laws _ ; and the declaration which
he issued upon his arrival in England promised freedom of
conscience to all who would live peaceably.
There can be no
doubt that these sentiments expressed his real desire, and friend
and foe have admitted that in the early part of his reign his
influence was employed to prevent the enforcement of persecuting
taws against Catholics. 2 It was, however, probably not in his
power to induce the Parliament to repeal the penal laws, or to
prevent it from passing new laws, and he at least never chose to
risk the unpopularity of refusing his assent to the persecuting
taws which were enacted during his reign. These laws were
maintained and were extended during the first two reigns of the
Hanoverian period, and they form, perhaps, the darkest blot
_pen the history of the Revolution.
Thus, to omit minor
details, an Act was passed in 1699, by which any Catholic priest
convicted of celebrating mass, or discharging any sacerdotal
function, in England (except in the house of an ambassador)
was made liable to perpetual imprisonment ; and, in order that
this law might not become a dead letter, a reward of 1001. was
offered for conviction.
Perpetual imprisonment
was likewise
the punishment to which any Papist became liable who was
found guilty of keeping a school, or otherwise undertaking the
education of the young.
No parent might send a child abroad
to be educated in the Catholic faith, under penalty of a fine of
100/., which was bestowed upon the informer.
All persons who
did not, within six months of attaining the age of eighteen, take
the Oath, not only of Allegiance, but also of Supremacy, and
subscribe the declaration
against transubstantiation,
became
incapable of either inheriting or purchasing land, and the properry they would otherwise have inherited passed to _he next
Protestant heir. By a law which was enacted in the first year
of George I. all persons in any civil or military office, all
members o£ colleges, teachers, preachers, and lawyers of every
grade were compelled to take.the Oath of Supremacy, which was
distinctly anti-Catholic, as well as the Oath of Allegiance and
the declaration against the Stuarts.
By the same law any two
437.

See Ranke's _st. of _/omd, iv.

See the remarksof Burnerin his
._Y_t.of _s O,m_,Times,ii. 12,and the
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remarkablenote of Lord Dartmouth,
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justices of the peace might at any time tender to any Catholie
the Oaths of Allegiance and Supremacy if they regarded him as
disaffected. They might do this without any previous complaint
or any evidence of his disaffection, and if he refused to take
them he was liable to all the penalties of recnsancy, which
reduced him to a condition of absolute servitude.
A Popish
recusant was debarred from appearing at court, or even coming
within ten miles of London, from holding any orifice or employment, from keeping arms in his house, from travelling more
than five miles from home, unless by licence, under pain of
forfeiting all his goods, and from bringing any action at law, or
suit in equity.
A married woman recusant forfeited two-thirds
of her jointure or dower, was disabled from being executor or
admlnistratrix
to her husband, or obtaining any pal% of his
goods, and was liable to imprisonment
unless her husband
redeemed her by a ruinous fine. All Popish reeusants within
three months of conviction, might be called upon by four justices of the peace to renounce their errors or to abandon the
kingdom ; and if they did not depart, or if the$ returned without the King's licence, they were tiabIe to the penalty of death.
By this Act the position of the Catholics became one of perpetual insecurity.
It furnished a ready handle to private
malevolence, and often restrained the Catholics from exercising
even their legal rights.
Catholics who succeeded in keeping
their laud were compelled to register their estates, and all future
conveyances and wills relating to them.
They were subjected
by an annual law to a double land-tax, and in 1722 a special
tax was levied upon their property. 1
A legislation animated by the same spirit extended to other
portions of the empire.
In the English colonies in North
America there existed, in the latter half of the seventeenth
century, an amount of religious liberty considerably greater
than had yet been established in Europe.
The Virginian Episcopalians, it is true, proscribed the Puritans and Catholics, and
the New England Puritans proscribed and persecuted the Episcopalians and the Quakers ; but the constitutions of the Quaker
* Blaekstone, bk. iv. ch. 4. Butler's
_t._emairso/
the _Engli_h _tholivs,
ell. xxxiv.
The chief laws were; 11

'and 12 Win. IH. c. _; 1 Geo. I. star. 2.
c. 13;1Geo.L
Stat. 2. c. 85; 3 Geo. L
c. 18.
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States_ and the constitution of Rhode Island, which was founded
by Roger Williams in 1662, laid down, in the most emphatic
and unqualified terms, the doctrine
of complete
religious
liberty.
It is, however, a remarkable
fact that Maryland,
which was founded by the Cathol, c Lord Baltimore, as early as
1632, and which contained a large proportion
of Catholics
among its earliest colonists, preceded them in this path. It
accorded perfect freedom to all Protestant
sects, welcomed
alike the persecuted Puritans of Virginia and the persecuted
Episcopalians
of Massachusetts,
granted them every privilege
which was possessed by the Catholics, and exhibited, for the
first time since the Reformation,
the spectacle of a Government acting with perfect toleration and a steady and unflinchLug impartiality
towards all sects of Trinitarian
Christians.
Something, no doubt, has been said with truth to qualify its
merit.
The measure was a defensive one. The toleration was
only extended to the believers in the Trinity.
The terms of
the charter wottld have made the suppression of the Anglican
worship illegal ; but still the fact remains, that, so far as Trinitarian Christians were concerned, the legislators of Maryland,
who were in a great measure Catholic, undertook to try the
experiment, not only of complete religious toleration, but also
of complete religious equality;
and that, at a time and in a
country where they were almost entirely uncontrolled, they fulfilled their promise with perfect fidelity.
In 1649, when the
Legislature contained both Protestants and Catholics, a law was
made, solemnly enacting that _no person within this province,
professing, to believe in Jesus ChI4s% shall be in any way
troubled, molested, or discountenanced for his or her religion, or
in the free exercise thereof ;' and by the Catholics, at least, the
promise of this law was never broken.
The shameful sequel is
soon told.
The Protestants
speedily multiplied in the province. They outnumbered
the Catholics, and they enslaved
them.
The aristocratic constitution
of the State, which produced a strong democratic
opposition to Lord Baltimore,
assis¢_ them, and the Revolution in England gave the signal
for the complete destruction of religious liberty in Maryland.
The Catholics were excluded from all prominent offices in the
State which a Catholic had founded.
Anglicanism was made
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an Established Church, and in 1704 the mass was forbidden,
the priesthood were proscribed, and no Catholic was any longer
permitted
to educate the young.
Laws of a very similar
character were enacted in New York, and in other American
States; and even Rhode Island, which had been still more
tolerant than Maryland--for
it extended its protection to disbelievers in the Trinity--appears
to have followed the example_ _
_pen InalIreland
also Catholic
the Revolution
was speedily
followed
by the
code. The
population
had naturally
remained
faithful to their sovereign_ whose too zealous Catholicism was in
the eyes of the English his greatest fault; and the triumph of
William, which brought many benefits to England_ consigned
Ireland to the most hopeless and the most degrading servitude.
For the third time an immense proportion of the soil was torn
from its "native owners, and bestowed upon foreigners and
enemies_ and nearly all the talent, the energy, the ambition of
the nation was driven to the Continent.
One hope_ however_
remained.
At a time when the war was going decidedly
against the Catholics_ but was still by no means termina_ed_
when Limerick was still far from captured, when the approach
of winter_ th_ prospect of pestilence arising from the heavy
floods, the news of succours on the way fi'om Franee_ and the
dangers of another insurrection at home made the situation of
the besiegers very grave, the Irish generals agreed to surrender
the city, and thus terminate the war, if by doing so they co_d
secure for their people religious liberty.
The consideration
they offered was a very valuable one, for the prolongation of the
war till another spring would have been full of danger to the
unsettled government of William_ and the stipulations of the
Irish in favour of religious liberty were given the very first place
in the treaty that was signed.
The period since the Reformation in which the Irish Catholics were most lmmolested in their
worship was the reign of Charles II. ; and the first article of
the Treaty of Limerick stipulated that ' the Roman Catholics of
this kingdom shall enjoy such privileges in the exercise of their
religion as are consistent with the laws of Ireland, or as they
_Bancroft's _t.
of tIw U_iteel
_¢_tss,ch. vii., xix. Recent investigatlons show that the original
tolerance of Maryland was less exelusively the work of Catholics than

has been asserted, and that th_
majority in the Legislature of 1649
which passedthe Toleration Act w_s
Protestant.
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did enjoy in the reign of Charles II. ; and their Majesties, as
soon as their affairs will permit them to summon a Parliament
in this kingdom_ will endeavour to procure the said Roman
Catholics such further security as may preserve them from any
disturbance upon the account of their said religion.'
The
ninth article determined that ' the oath to be administered to
such Roman Catholics as submit to their Majesties' government
shall be the oath of allegiance, and no other.'
These articles
were signed by the Lords Justices of Ireland, and ratified by
their Majesties under the Great Seal of England.
Such a treaty was very reasonably regarded as a solemn
charter guaranteeing the Irish Catholics against any further
penalties or molestation on account of their religion.
It is true
that the laws of Elizabeth against Catholicism remained unrepealed, but they had become almost wholly obsolete, and as they
were not enforced during the reign of Charles II., it was assumed
that they could not be enforced after the Treaty of Limerick.
It is true also that the sanction of Parliament was required.for
the legal validity of the treaty, but that sanction could not,
without a grave breach of faith, be withheld from an engagement
so solemnly entered into by the Government, at a time when
Parliament was not sitting_ and in order to obtain a great military advantage.
The imposition upon the Irish Catholics, without any fresh provocation, of a mass of new and penal legislation
intended to restrict or extinguish their worship, to banish their
prelates, and to afflict them with every kind of disqualification_
disability, and deprivation on account of their religion, was a
direct violation of the plain meaning of the treaty.
Those who
_ signed it undertook that the Catholics should not be in a worse
position, in respect to the exercise of their religion, than they
had been in during the reign of Charles II., and they also undertook that the influence of the Government should be promptly
exerted to obtain such an amelioration of their condition as would
secure them from the possibility of disturbance.
Construed
in its plain and natural sense, interpreted as every treaty should
be by men of honour, the Treaty of Limerick amounted to no
less than this. 1 The public faith was pledged to its observance,
i I may here quote the opinionof
Burke. Having quotedthe firstand

ninth articles, which I have noticed
above, he proceeds: ' Comparethis
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and the well-known

sentiments

of William

appeared

_.

_.

an additional

guarantee.
_Tilliam was t indeed_ a colff and somewhat selfish man_
and the admirable courage and tenacity which he invariably
displayed when his own designs
seldom or never manifested
was

at

least

eminently

and ambition were in question were
in any disinterested
cause, but he

tolerant

and enlightened,

actually before the battle of Aghrim
the free exercise of their religion_

and

he had

offered the Irish Catholics
half the churches
in the

kingdom,
and the moiety of their ancient possessions2
Such
an offer is alone sufficient to stamp him as a great statesman,
and should have saved his memory
from many eulogies
which
are in truth the worst of calumnies.
It must be observed, however,
Acts

that Witham_ who rel_eatedly refused his assent to English
which he regarded
as inimical
to his authority,
never

offered any serious or determined
opposition
to the anti-Catholic
laws which began in his reign.
It must be observed also that
the penal coder which began under William,
which derived its
worst features under Anne, and which was largely extended
under
George I. and George II., was entirely unprovoked
by any active
disloyalty
on the part of the Catholics.
To describe
the Irish
Catholics
as having manifested
an incurably
rebellious
and ungrateful disposition
because_ in the contest
of the Revolution,
they took the part of the legitimate
and hereditary
sovereign,
to
whom all classes had sworn allegiance,
took up arms had not been disputed
Parliament,
is a calumny
so grotesque

and whose title when they
by any act of the Irish
and so transparent
that it

could only have been resorted
to by those advocates of persecution who would stoop to any quibble in their cause. 2 And, at
later article with the penal laws as
they are stated in the second chapter,
and judge whether they seem to be
the public acts of the same powers,
and observe whether other oaths are
tendered to them, and under what
penalties. Compare the former with
the same laws from the beginning to
the end, andjudgewhethertheRoman
Catholics have been preserved _greeably to the sense of the article "from
any disturbance on account of their
religion_" or rather whether on that
account there is a single right of
nature or benefit of society which has

not been either totally taken away or
considerably impaired.'--Travts _ the
Po28ry Za_vs.
_ See a letter of Sir Charles
Wogan (nephew of Tyrconne], to
whom the proposition was made) to
Swift. Swift's W_r_ (Scott's ed.),
xviii., p. 13.
_ _The peculiar situation of tha_
country' [Ireland], says Macpherson,
_seems to have been overlooked in the
contest. The desertion upon which
the deprivation of James had been
founded in England had not existed
in Ireland. The Lord-Lieutenanvy had
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all events, after the Treaty of Limerick had been signed, during
the long agony of the penal laws no rebellion took place.
About 14,000 Irish soldiers had at once passed into the French
service, and a steady stream of emigration soon carried off all
the Catholic energy from the country.
Deprived of their natural
leaders, sunk for the mo_ part in the most brutal ignorance
and in the most abject poverty, the Irish Catholics at home
remained perfectly passive, while both England and Scotland
were convulsed by Jacobitism.
It is a memorable fact that the
4 ferocious law of 1703, which first reduced the Irish Catholics to a
condition of hopeless servitude, does not allege as the reason for
its provisions any political crime.
It was called 'An Act to prevent the further growth of Popery.'
It was justified in its
preamble on the ground that the Papists still continued in their
gross and dangerous errors, that some Protestants had been perverted to Popery, and that some Papists had refused to make
provision for their Protestant children.
A considerable military
force was, indeed, kept in Ireland, but this was chiefly because
the ministers desired to keep under arms a more numerous
standing army than Parliament would tolerate in England, and
_ also to throw upon the Irish revenue a great part of the burden ;
and whenever serious danger arose, a large proportion was at
once withdrawn.
The evidence we possess on this subject is
curiously complete.
In the great rebellion of 1715 not a single
overt act of treason was proved against the Catholics in Ireland,
and at a time when civil war was raging both in England and
Scotland the country remained so profoundly tranquil that the
Government sent over several regiments to Scotland to subdue
the Jacobites. 1 In 171_9, when the alarm of an invasion of
England was verygreat, the Duke of Bolton, who was then Lord
Lieutenant, wrote to the Government that if they did not fear a
foreign invasion of Ireland they might safely withdraw the
greater part of the army for other services ; and he only urged
that the nation, on account of its extreme poverty, might be
relieved from the necessity of paying the troops during their
retained its allegiance. TheGovern- had for more than seventeenmonths
meritwas uniformly continuedunder exercisedtheroyalfunctioninIreland.
the name of the Prince from whom He was certainly defavto_ if not de
the servantsof the Crownhad derived jug.e,king.'---//_st,of Grit _t_n.
their commissions. James himself
_ M/_n_re._de .Be'r_ek, iL 159.
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absence.

A few weeks

later

a leading

CENTURY.
ot_icial,

writing

c_. n.
from

Dublin
Castle, states
that seven Irish regiments
were at this
time out of the kingdom,
that they were still paid from the
Irish revenue, and that four more were about to embarkJ
The
next great Jacobite
alarm was in 172..2, and in the very beginning of the danger
six regiments
were sent from Ireland to
England2
The Lord Lieutenant
vainly asked that they might
be paid, while
in England,
from the English revenue,
and his
request being refused he begged that they might return as soon
as possible, not on account of any danger in Ireland, but because
it was _reasonable
that Vhe advantages
of entertaining
those
regiments
should accrue to that kingdom from which they received their pay.' s In 1725, Swift, who had no sympathy
with
the Catholics, declared that in Ireland the Pretender's
party was
at an end, and that _ the Papists in general, of any substance
or
estates, and their priests almost
universally,
are what we call
Whigs
in the sense which by that
word is generally
understood.' 4 In the great rebellion
of 1740, when Scotland
was
for a time chiefly in the hands of the Pretender,
when the Highland army had marched
into the heart of England,
and when
the Protestant
succession was very seriously
endangered,
there
was not
struggle
delivered
to the
1747,
be in
of the
custody
having

a ripple
of agitation
in Ireland ; and soon after the
was over, Archbishop
Stone, the Protestant
Primate,
in the House of Lords the most emphatic
testimony

loyalty of the Catholics.
He declared
_that in the year
after that rebellion
was entirely
suppressed,
happening
to
England,
he had an opportunity
of perusing
all the papers
rebels and their correspondents,
which were seized in the
of Murray,
spent
much

the Pretender's
time and taken

See the letters of the Duke of
Bolton of July 8 and July 25, and
thatofMr. Wcbster, of August 6,1719,
l_f_S.English Record-office.
2 _We are sending off s:x regiments to assist you. One would think,
considering the number of Papistswe
have here, that our gentry are for the
most part in England, and all our
money goes there, that wc_shonld
rather expect help from you in any
distress, than send you forces to protect you. Yet this is the third time

secretary,
and that after
great pains in examining

we have done so since his Majesty's
accession to the throne, and withal
preserved the kingdom from any
insurrection or rebellion, which is
more than can be said for England
or Scotland.' Archbishop King to
the Archbishop of Canterbury (May,
1722), British Museum MSS. add.
6117.
s-The Duke of Grafton to the
Lords Justices, l_ovember 24, 1722.
MS. Irish State Paper Office.
4 Seventh _a2_r'$ jCett_r.
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them (not without some share of the then common suspicion
that there might be some private understanding and intercourse
between them and the Irish Catholics), he cotfld not discover the
lea_t trace, hint, or intimation of such intercourse or correspondence in them, or of any of the latter's favouring or abetting,
or having been so much as made acquainted with, the designs or
proceedings of these rebels, u Everything, indeed, connected with
this historycorroborates
the assertion of Burke, that ' all the penal
° laws of that unparalleled code of oppression were manifestly the
effects of national hatred and scorn towards a conquered people
whom the victors delighted to trample upon and were not at all
afraid to provoke. They were not the effect of their fears, but of
their security .....
Whilst that temper prevailed, and it prevailed in all its force to a time within our memory, every measure
was pleasing and popular just in proportion as it tended to harass
and ruin a set of people who were looked upon as enemies to God
and man, and, indeed, as a race of savages who were a disgrace
to human nature itself.' _
Almost all the great persecutions of history, those of the
early Christians, of Catholics and Protestants on the Continent,
and, after the Revolution, of Catholics in England, were directed
/against small minorities. It was the distinguishing characteristic
of the Irish penal code that its victims constituted
at least
tbree-fourths of the nation, and that it was deliberately intended
to demoralise as well as degrade.
Its enactments may be
divided into different groups.
One group was intended
to
deprive the Catholics of all c_vil life. By an Act of the English Parliament they were forbidden to sit in that of Ireland. *
They were afterwards deprived of the elective suffrage, excluded from the corporations, from the magistracy, from the bar,
from the bench, from the grand juriesj and from the vestries.
They could not be sheriffs or solicitors, or even gamekeepers
or constables.
They were forbidden to possess any arms ;
and any two justices, or mayor, or sheriff, might at any time
issue a search warrant to break into their houses and ransack
i Ourry.s_ta2eoftheirid_Cat]wlies,
ii. p. 261. .Seealso, on the profound
tranquillity of Ireland, Horace Wal.pole,_re_w/mof _eo_.ge1/2:.p. 278.
= B_rke's Ze_er to S_r J_e_.eulea
l_.an_t,.isl,e.

8 3 William and Mary, cal. 2.
English. 'The other measures of the
code were enacted by the Irish parliament and will be found in the Irish
Statutes.
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them for arms, and if a fowling-piece or a flask of powder was
discovered they were liable either to fine or imprisonment or to
whipping and the pillory.
They were_ of course, excluded on
the same grounds from the al'my and navy.
They could not
even possess a horse of the value of more than 51., and any
Protestant on tendering that sum could appropriate the hunter or
the carriage horse of his Catholic neighbour, l In his own country
the Catholic was only recognised by the law, _for repression
and punishment.'
The Lord Chancellor Bowes and the Chief
Justice Robinson both distinctly laid down from the bench _that
the law does not suppose any such person to exist as an Irish
Roman Catholic.' _
The effect of these measures was to offer the strongest inducements to all men of ability and enterprise to conform outwardly
to the dominant creed. If they did not, every path of ambition and almost all means of livelihood were closed to them,
and they were at the same time exposed to the most constant,
galling, and humiliating tyranny.
The events of the Revolution
had divided the people into opposing sections bitterly hostile to
each other.
The most numerous section had no rights, while
the whole tendency of the law was to produce in the dominant
minority, already flushed with the pride of conquest and with
recent confiscations, all the vices of the most insolent aristocracy.
Religious animosity, private quarrels, simple rapacity, or that
mere love of the tyrannical exercise of despotic power which is
so active a principle in human affairs, continually led to acts of
the most odious oppression which it was dangerous to resent and
impossible to resist.
The law gave the Protestant the power of
inflicting on the Catholic intolerable annoyance.
To avoid it,
he readily submitted to illegal tyranny, and even under the
most extreme wrong it was hopeless for him to look for legal
redress.
All the influence of property and office was against
hlm_ and every tribunal to which he could appeal was occupied
by his enemies.
The Parliament and the Government, the corporation which disposed of his city property, the vestry which
taxed him, the magistrate before whom he carried his complaint,
I 7 William III. c. 5 ; 10 William
HI.c. 8 and 13; 2 Anne, e- 6; 6
Anne, c. 6 ; 8 Anne, c. 3; 2 George
I. c. 10; 6 George L c. 10; 1 George

IL c. 9 ; 9 George IL c. 3 ; 15 and
16 GeorgeHI.c. 21.
z Scully on the Pe_l _,
p.
344.
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who pleaded

it,

the judge who tried it, the jury who decided it, were all Protestants.
Of all tyrannies,
a class tyranny has been justly described
as the mos4 intolerable,
for it is ubiquitous in its operation, and
weighs, perhaps, most heavily on those whose obscurity or distance would withdraw them from the notice of a single despot ;
and of all class tyrannies,
perhaps the most odious is that which
rests upon religious distinctions
and is envenomed
by religious
animosities2
To create such a tyranny in Ireland
was the first
object of the penal laws, and the effect upon the Catholics was
what might have been expected.
Great numbers,
by dishonest
and hypocritical
compliances,
endeavoured
from a position that was intolerable.
The

to free themselves
mass of the people

gradually
acquired
the vices of slaves.
They were educated
through
long generations
of oppression
into an inveterate
hostility to the law, and were taught to look for redress in illegal
violence or secret combinations.
A second object of the penal laws was to reduce
lics to a condition
of the most extreme
and brutal
As Burke

has justly

said : ' To render

men

patient

the Cathoignorance.
under

such a

deprivation
of all the rights
of human
nature,
everything
which would give them a knowledge
or feeling of those rights
was rationally
forbidden. '_ The legislation
on the subject of
Catholic
education
may be briefly described,
for it amounted
We have a curious illustration
of the operation of the religious
distinctions in the humblest spheres,
in the following notice in the Commons
Journals. ' A petition of one Edward
Spragg and others in behalf of themselves and other Protestant porters
in and about the city of Dublin_
complaining that one Darby Ryan, a
captain under the late King James,
andaPaplst, buysupwholecargoesof
coals and employs porters of his own
persuasion to carry the same to eustomers, by which the petitioners are
hindered from their small trade and
gains.' The petition was referred to
the Committee of Grie_mcestoreport
upon it to the House._C_n_¢_
Jm_na£_, v. 2, p. 699.
Of the effect of the laws on the
higher classes we may judge from the
testimony of Burke. _Sure I am that

there have bedn thousands in Ireland/
who have never conversed with a"
Roman Catholic in their whole lives,
unless they happened to talk to their
gardeners' workmen, or to ask their
way when they had lost, it in their
sports; or, at best, who had known
them only as footmen or other domestics of the secondand thirdorder; and
so averse were they some time ago to
have them near their persons, that
they would not employ even those
who could never find their way
beyond the stable. I well remember
a great, and in many respects a good
man, who advertised for a blacksmith,
but at the same time added, "he
must be a Protestant." '--_etter to _ir
2Z./,_r_lte.
_ l_etter to a _Peerof Ireland o_ tt_,
Penal Ia_vs.
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simply to tmiversal, unqualified, and unlimited proscription.
The.Catholic was excluded from the University. He was not
permitted to be the guardian of a child. It was made penal for
him to keep a school, to act as usher or private tutor, or to
send his children to be educated abroad ; and a reward of 101.
was offered for the discovery of a Popish schoolmaster. _ In
1733, it is true, charter schools were established by Primate
Boulter, for the benefit of the Catholics ; but these schools-which were supported by public funds--were avowedly intended, by bringing up the young as Protestants, to extirpate
the religion of their pazen_s. The alternative offered by law to
the Catholics was that of absolute and compulsory ignorance or
of an education directly subversive of their faith.
The operation of these laws alone might have been safely
f_llsted to reduce the, Catholic population to complete degradation ; bttt there were many other provisions, intended to check
any rising spirit of enterprise that might appear among them,
and to prevent any ray of hope from animating their lot. In
the acquisition of personal property, it is true, there is but
little in the way of restriction to be added. By the laws I
have described, the immense majority of the Irish people were
excluded, in their own eountl_, from almost every profession,
and from every Oovernment office, from the highest to the lowest,
and they were placed under conditions that made the growth of
industrial virtues and the formation of an enterprising and
aspiring character wholly impossible. They were excluded from
a great part of the benefit of the taxes they paid. They were at
the same time compelled to pay double to the militia, and in ease
of war with a Catholic power, to reimburse the damage done by
the enemies' privateers. They couldnot obtain the freedom of any
town corporate, and were only suffered to carry, on their trades
in their native cities, on condition of paying special and vexatious
impositions known by the name of quarterage.
They were for=
bidden, after a certain date, to take up their abodes in the important cities of Limerick and Galway, or to purchase proper_y
within their walls ; and their progress in many industrial careers
waseffectually trammelled by the law already ieferred to, prevent' 7William

]XL c. 4;

2Anne,

c. 6; 8Anne,

c. 3.
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ing them from possessing any horse of the value of more than 5_.1
The chief branches of Irish commerce and industry had, as
we shall see, been deliberately crushed by law in the interests
of English manufacturers ; but the Catholics were not specially
disabled from participating in them, and the legislator contented himself with assigning strict limits to their success by
providing that, except in the linen trade, no Catholic could have
more than two apprentices. _
In the case of landed property, however, the laws were
more severe, for it was the third great object of the penal
code to dissociate the Catholics as much as possible from
the soil. Of this policy it may be truly said, that unless it
was inspired by unmixed malevolence, and intended to make
the nation permanently incapable of self-government, it was
one of the most infatuated that could be conceived.
Land
being an irremoveable property, subject to Government control, has always proved the best pledge of the loyalty of its
possessor, and its acquisition never fait_ to diffuse through
z. disaffected class conservative and orderly habits.
One of
the first objects of every wise legislator, and, indeed, of every
good man, should be to soften the division of classes ; and no
social condition can be more clearly dangerous or diseased
than that in which these divisions coincide with, and are intensified by differences of creed.
To make the landlord class
_lmost exclusively Protestant,
while the tenant class were
almost exclusively Catholic, was to plant in Ireland the seeds
of the most permanent and menacing divisions.
On the other
hand, a class of Catholic landlords connected with one portion
of the people by property and with another portion by religion
could not fail to soften at once the animosities of class and of
creed.

They would have become the natural political leaders

1 7 William HI. c. 5 ; 2 Anne, c.
6 ; 2 George I. e. 9 ; 9 George H.c.
6.
_ee too Burke's Travts on tlw
_uapevy _8."
The law about horses
was found so detrimental to the breed

one was enacted against the English
Catholics.
It is frequently alluded
to in the correspondence
of Pope.
See, too, the Prologue to Dryden's
Do_ Sebastian.

that

Horses

it

was

afterwards

enacted

in

Ire-

land, (8 Anne, c. 3) that Papistsmight
possess, stud mares and stallions, and
the breed or produce thereof under the
_ge of five years ' of a greater value
than 5/. A law similar to the Irish

by

papists

are

not

to

be

ridde_,

But sure the muse's helmewas ne'er fc_rhid_len,
For in norate-bookiSwas ewr found
ThugPegasus was valued st _ve pound.
_ 8 Anne, c. 3.
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of their coreligionists,
and it is to the absence of such a class
that both the revolutionary and sacerdotal extravagances of
Irish Catholic politics are mainly to be attributed.
The great confiscations under James I., Cromwell, and
William had done much to make the proprietary
of Ireland
exclusively Protestants.
The penal laws continued the work.
No Catholic was suffered to buy land, or inherit or receive it as
a gift from Protestants, or to hold life annuities, or leases for
more than thirty-one years, or any lease on such terms that the
profits of the lands exceeded one-third
of the rent.
If a
Catholic leaseholder, by his skill or industry, so increased hi_
profits that they exceeded this proportion,
and did not immediately make a corresponding increase in his rent, his farm
passed to the first Protestant who made the discovery.
If a
Catholic secretly pro-chased either his own forfeited estate, or
any other land in the possession of a Protestant, the first Protestant who informed against him became the proprietor.
The
whole country was sooh filled with spies, endeavouring to appropriate the property of Catholics ; and Popish discoveries became a
malu business of the law courts. The few Catholic landlords who
remained after the confiscations, were deprived of the liberty of
testament, which was possessed by all other subjects of the
Crown. Their estates, upon their death, were divided equally
among their sons, unless the eldest became a Protestant;
in
which case the whole was settled upon him. t In this manner
Catholic landlords were gradually
but surely impoverished.
Their land passed almost universally into the hands of Protestants, and the few who succeeded in retaining large estates
did so only by compliances which destroyed the wholesome moral
influence that would naturally have attached to their position.
The penal code, as it was actually carried out, was inspire&
much less by fanaticism than by rapacity, and was directed less
against the Catholic religion than against the property and
industry of its professors.
It was intended to make them poor
and to keep them poor, to crush in them every germ of enterprise, to degrade them into a servile caste who could never
hope to rise to the level of their oppressors.
The division of
classes was made as deep as possible, mad every precaution was
' 2 Anne, c. 6 ; 8 Anne,c. 3.
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taken to perpetuate and to embitter it. Any Protestant who
married a Catholic, or who suffered his children to be educated
as Catholics, was exposed to all the disabilities of the code.
Any Protestant woman who was a landowner, if she married a
Catholic, was at once deprived of her inheritance, which passed
to the nearest Protestant
heir.
A later law provided that
every marriage celebrated by a Catholic priest between a Catholic and a Protestant should be null, and that the priest who
officiated should be hung. _
The creation by law of a gigantic system of bribery intended to induce the Catholics to abandon or disguise their
creed, and of an army of spies and informers intended to prey
upon their property, had naturally a profoundly demoralising
influence, but hardly so much so as the enactments which were
designed to sow discord and insubordination
in their homes.
These xneasures, which may be looked upon as the fourth branch
of the penal code, appear to have rankled more than any others
in the minds of the Catholics, and they produced the bitterest
and most pathetic complaints.
The law I have cited, by which
the eldest son of a Catholic, upon apostatising, became the heirat-law to the whole estate of his father, reduced his father to
the position of a mere life tenant, and prevented him from
selling, mortgaging,
or otherwise disposing of it, is a typical
measure of this class. In like manner a wife who apostatised
was immediately freed from her husband's control, and the
Chancellor was empowered to assign to her a certain proportion
of her husband's property.
If any child, however young, professed to be a Protestant, it was at once taken from its father's
care. The Chancellor, or the child itself, if an adult, might
compel the father to produce the title-deeds of his estate, and
declare on oath the value of his property ; and such a proportion as the Chancellor determined
was given to the child._
Children were thus set against their parents, and wives against
their husbands, and jealousies, suspicions, and heart-b_.Lrnings
were introduced into the Catholic home.
The undutiful wife,
the rebellious and unnatural son, had only to add to their other
i 9 William HI. c. 3; 7 George 19GeorgeILc. 13;23GeorgeILc. 10.
II. c. 5 and 6; 1B George II. c. 6.
_ 2Anne, c. 6; 8Anne, c. 3.
VOL.I.
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guilt

both

of a feigned

conversion,

in order to secure

impunity
and reward,
and to deprive
those whom they had
injured
of the management
and disposal
of their property.
The influence
of the code appeared, indeed, omnipresent.
It
blasted
the prospects
of the Catholic
in all the struggles
of
active life.
It cast its shadow over the inmost
recesses of his
home.
It darkened
(_atholic_
as I have

the very last hour of his existence.
said, could
be guardian
to a child;

the dying parent
knew
tutelage
of Protestants.

that

his children

must

pass

under

No
so
the

This last provision, indeed, from its influence on property and
especially on domestic happiness, was of pre-eminent
importance,
A Catholic landlord who in those evil days clung to his religion
was probably
actuated
by a deep and fervent
ff he happened
to be seized with a mortal
children
were minors_ he had the inexpressible

conviction.
But
illness while his
misery of. know-

ing that he could not leave them to the care of his wife_ or of
any Catholic friend, but that the Chancellor
was bound to provide them with a Protestant
guardian,
whose first duty was to
bring
them up in the Protestant
creed2
It would be difficult
to conceive
an enactment
calculated
to inflict a keener pang,
and it is not surprising
that great efforts were made to evade it.
It sometimes
happened
that a Protestant
friend of the dying
man consented to accept the legal obligation of guardian
on the
secret understanding
that he would leave the actual education
of the children
in the hands of any Catholic
the family might
select.

The

family

would

then

, This pro_Asion seems so atroeiously cruel that it may be well to
give the exact words of the law.
'That care may be taken for the
education of children in the coinreunion of the Church of Ireland as
by law established ; be it enacted by
the authority aforesaid, that no person of the Popish religion shah or
may be guardian unto, or have the
tuition or custody of any orphan,
child, or children, under the age of
twenty-one years ; but that the same,
where the person having or entitled
to the guardianship of such orphan,
chilli, or children, is or shall he a
Papist, shall be disposed of by the
High Court of Chancery to some near
relation oi _uch orphan, child, or

petition

that

this

Protestant

children, being a Protestant, and
conforming himself to the Church of
Ireland as by law established, to
whom the estate cannot descend, in
case there shallbe any such Protestant
relation fit to have the education of
such child; otherwise to some other
Protestant conforming himself as
aforesaid, who is hereby required to
use his utmost care to educate and
bring up such child or minor in the
Protestant religion until the age of
twenty-one years.'--2 Anne, e. 6, se_.
4. Any Papist who took upon himself
the guardianship of a child was by
the same Act made liable to a fine of
500/_, to be given to the Bluecoat
Hospital in Dublin.
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might
be appointed
guardian,
and it was probable that their
request would be acceded to.
A case of this kind came under
the cognisance
of the lrish House of Commons
in 1707.
A
Catholic
estate,
eldest
hmeral
Catholic
faith.

gentleman,
named Sir John Cotter,
died, leaving an
in the county of Cork, and three
minor
children,
the
being
about
fifteen
years
old.
The very day of his
the eldest
son was sent privately to London,
with a
gentleman
named
Galway, to be educated
in his own
The Protestants
at once called the attention
of the

Chancellor to the evasion, and he appointed
a certain Alderman
Chartres
guardian
to the minors,
and compelled
Galway to
surrender
the infant.
Great efforts were then made to change
the guardian,
and at last a petition,
alleging,
it is said, falsely,
that
the minors
were destitute
of a guardian,
and begging
that a Protestant
gentleman
named
pointed, was successful.
Netterville

Netterville
might
became guardian,

be apand he

left the actual care of the children
in the hands of Galway.
The House, however, determined
to prevent, if possible, the repetition
of such an evasion.
It resolved ' that any Protestant
guardian
that permits
a Papist
to educate
or dispose of his
ward does thereby
betray the trust reposed
in him, evade the
law, and propagate
Popery;'
' that any Papist
who shall take
upon him to manage and dispose of the substance
and person of
any infant
committed
to a Protestant
guardian
is guilty of a
notorious
breach of the law ;' and ' that it is the indispensable
duty of Protestant
guardians
to take the persons of their wards
out of the custody of their Papist
relations.'
Netterville
was
summoned
before the House, censured,
and bound over to educate the

minors

as Protestants.

and

Galway

was ordered

custody.'
It is probable
that no small amount
passed in this manner into Protestant
hands. _
As regards

the celebration

of the Catholic

, IT_sh Com_r_maJ_r_l_, iii. 444447, 454-455.
2 We have an example of this
in the old family of Cavanagh of
Borris on the Barrow. The Catholic
owner of the property died when his
son was a minor, and two English
tourist_, who visited that part of the
countrylnthemiddleoftheeighteenth
century, describe the result. ' The

worship,

into

of proper_y
the laws, if

minor of a Roman Catholic, left so by
the death of his father, is accounted
the heir of the Crown, and the Lord
Chancellor for the time being, is appointed his guardian, in order to bring
himupasa Protestant; and thisyoung
gentleman is now in Westminster
school for that purpose.'_A
1_r
through frel_d
by T_
E_gli_
Gentle_tw_ (1748), p. 225.
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equally prohibibry,
were at least less severely enforced. A
law of Elizabeth, prohibiting the Catholic worship, and another
law compelling all persons to attend the Anglican service, were
unrepealed, and as a matter of fact the Catholic chapels in
h'eland were closed during the Scotch rebellion of 1715.
In
general, however, the hopeless task of preventing some threefourths of the nation from celebrating the rites whichthey believed
essential to their eternal salvation was not attempted.
The
conditions of the Catholic worship were determined by the law
of 1703, which compelled every Catholic priest, under the
penalties of imprisonmen_ and banishment, and of death if he
returned, to register his name and parish, and other particulars essential to his identification, 1 and these registered priests
might celebrate mass without molestation.
1,080 availed thero_
selves of the privilege.
It need hardly be said that they
derived from the Government no pay, no favour of any descrit_
tion, except the barest toleration, but yet the Government
undertook to regulate in the severest manner the conditions of
their ministry.
The parish priest alone could celebrate mass,
and that only in his own parish.
He was not permitted to keep
a curate.
No chapel might have bells or steeple, and no cross
might be publicly erected.
Pilgrimages to the holy wells were
forbidden, and it is a characteristic
trait that the penalty in
default of the payment of a fine was the degrading one of whil_
ping.
If any Catholic induced a Protestant to join his faith,
he was liable to the penalties of pr_emunire.
If any priest
became a Protestant he became entitled to an annuity, which
was at firs_ 20/. but was afterwards raised to 30L. to be levied on
the district where he resided. 2
But soon another, and a far more serious measure was taken_
In the reign of Anne large classes, both in England and in
Ireland, who were perfectly innocent of any treasonable designs against the Gover_meut, and perfectly prepared to _ke
the oath of allegiance which bound them to obey the existing
ruler, and to abstain from all conspiracies against him, considered it di_inetly sinful to take the oath of abjuration, which
asserted that the son of James II. had ' no right or title what_
soever' to the Crown, and pledged the swearer to perpetual
t _ Anne,¢. '/; 4 Anne,c. 2.

_ 2 Anne,c. 6 and 7 ; 8 Anne,c. 3.
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loyalty to the Protestant line. The distinction between the
King de jure and the King de facto was here of vital importance.
It was scarcely conceivable that any sincere and zealous Catholic could look upon the Revolution as a righteous movement, or
_ould believe that James had justly forfeited his crown. The doctrine of passive obedience was not, it is true, taught in the Catholic
Church, except among the Gallican divines, as emphatically as
among Anglicans, but the belief in a Divine hereditary right of
kings was universal, and no Catholic could seriously suppose that
as a matter of right, James had forfeited his authority. The Catholics well knew that he had lost his crown mainly on account of his
Catholicism, that the last great unconstitutional act with which
he was reproached was an attempt to suspend the penal laws
•against themselves, that the object of the Act of Settlement was
to secure that no Catholic should again sit upon the throne.
At
the same time they were perfectly ready to recognise the result
Cf the war, to take the oath of allegiance to the existing
Government, and to abstain from any conspiracy against it.
_'hen the priests registered themselves in 1704 no oath was
xequired except the oath of allegiance ; and it may be added,
--though,
indeed, after the recent legislation this consideration
_ould have but little weight,mthat
it was expressly stipulated in
_he Treaty of Limerick that the oath of allegiance and ' no other'
should be imposed upon the Irish Catholics.
Yet in the face of
these circumstances, and at a time when not a single act of treason
or turbulence was proved against the Catholic priests, the Irish
Parliament enacted in 1709 that by the March of the following
year all the registered priests must take the oath of abjuration,
under the penalty of banishment for life, and if they returned,
_f death. _ At the same time any two magistrates were authorised to summon before them any Irish layman, to tender to
him the same oath and to/mprison
him if he refused to take it.
If the oath was tendered three times and he still refused to take
it, he was guilty of 2ra_nunire
and liable to perpetual imprisonment and the confiscation of all his property2
The clergy of the
Church of England, as we have seen, accepted this oath; but, at
the same time, it is not easy to see how any man could honestly
take it who believed that doctrine of Divine hereditary
right
' 8 Anne, c. 8.

_ ibid.
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which was equally
taught
by the Church of Rome and by the
Church of England.
The Episcopalians
in Scotland resolutely
refused it, and from the very first the Roman Catholic authorities
declared

it

to be sinful,

and

imposed

penances

on those

who

yielded.
A very powerful memorial on the subject, drawn up in
1724 by Dr. Nary, who was probably the ablest Catholic
priest
then living in Ireland,
clearly states their reasons. _ The writer
declares his full approval
of the oath of allegiance.
That oath
binds all who take it to have no hand in any plot or conspiracy
agnins_ the existing Government,
and to do all in their power ta,
suppress
sedition, and every Catholic may with a perfect
good
conscience
unreservedly
take it.
The oath of abjuration,
on
the contrary,
contains three clauses which, in the opinion of the
writer, must necessarily
offend a Catholic conscience.
It asserts
that the late Prince of Wales, who was now the Pretender,
had
no right or title whatever to the Crown of England,
and thus
passes a judgment
on the Revolution
which cannot
be accepted
by anyone who believes in the Divine right of hereditary
monarchy, and who denies that the measures of James in favour of
Catholicism
invalidated
his title to the throne.
It restricts
the
allegiance

of the

swearer

to the

Protestant

line,

and therefore

implies that if the existing sovereign were convel_ed
to Catholicism, the Catholic,
on that ground
alone, would be bound to
withdraw
his allegiance
from him.
It contains
the assertion
that the oath was taken 'heartily,
freely, and willingly,'
which
in the case of a sincere
Roman Catholic
would certainly
be
untrue.
It is said that not more than thirty-three
of the registered
priests actually
took this oath, _ and its chief result was that the
whole system of registration
fell rapidly
into disuse.
This very able paper, called ' The
case of the Catholics of Ireland,' is
printed in Hugh Reilly's Get,ulna
tt_st, of Z_,elaud. In one of Chesterfield's letters to the Bishop of Waterford, he says : _I would only require
the priests to take the oath of alleglance simply, and not the subsequent
oaths, whi¢_ ig my o,pi_iou _ real
Pat_rt caa l_a/t¢; the consequence
of which would be that the least
conscientious priests would be registered_ and the most conscientious

ones excluded ' (Jan. 29, 1755). _/_8cvllaneous Works, iv. 253. Archbishop
8yngestatedin1722tl_atalaxgeproportion of the Catholics were quite
wilhng to take the oath if only the
clause relating to the Divine right of
the Pretender were omitted. See h/s
Ze_e_'8 to Archbishop IVahe, .Brit_sl_
M_e_era Add. MSS.,6117,pp. 147-153.
_ ]gary. According to another
account, thirty-seven.
O'Cormor's
1t_u¢.of th¢ Z_h Catlwlioa, p. 179.
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Such was the legislation in the case of registered priests who
were supposed to enjoy the benefit of toleration.
It is, however,
obviously absurd to speak of the Catholic religion as tolerated in a
country where its bishops were proscribed. In Ireland, all Catholic
archbishops, bishops, deans, and vicars-general were ordered by a
certain day to leave the country.
If after that date they were
found in it they were to be first imprisoned and then banished,
and if they returned they were pronounced guilty of high treason
and were liable to be hung, disembowelled, and quartered.
Nor
were these idle words.
The law of 1709 offered a reward of
50/. to anyone who secured the conviction of any Catholic archbishop, bishop, dean, or vicar-general.
In their own dioceses, in
the midst of a purely Catholic country, in the performance of
religious duties which were absolutely essential to the maintenance of their religion, the Catholic bishops were compelled to
live in obscure hovels and under feigned names, moving continually from place to place, meeting their flocks under the shadow
of the night, not mlfrequently taking refuge from their pursuers
in caverns or among the mountains.
The position of all friars
and unregistered
priests was very similar.
It was evident that
if any strong reli_ous feeling was to be maintained there must
be many of them in Ireland.
A Government which avowedly
made the repression of the Catholic religion one of its main ends
would never authorise a sufficient number of priests to maintain
any high standard of devotion.
The priests were looked upon
as necessary evils, to be reduced to the lowest possible numbers.
It was not certain that when the existing generation of registered priests died out the Government would suffer them to be
replaced, and no licences were to be granted to those who refused
the abjuration oath which the Catholic Church pronounced to
be unlawful.
Very naturally, therefore, numerous unregistered
priests and friars laboured among the people.
Like the bishops
they were liable to banishment if they were discovered, and to
death if they returned.
It was idle for the prisoner to allege
that no political action of any kind was proved against him,
that he was employed solely in carrying spiritual consolations to
a population who were reduced to a condition of the extremest
spiritual as well as temporal destitution.
Strenuous measures
were taken to enforce the law. It was enacted that every mayor
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Or justice

of the peace

who neglected

to execute

cH. n.

its provisions

should be liable to a fine of 100/., half of which was to go to
the informer, and should also on conviction
be disabled
from
serving as justice of the peace during the remainder
of his life.
A reward of 20/., offered for the detection of each friar or unregistered

priest,

called

a regular

race

of priest-hunters

into

existence.
To facilitate their task the.law enabled any two justices
of the peace at any time to compel any Catholic of eighteen or
upwards to declare when and where he last heard mass, who
officiated,
and who was present,
and if he refused
to give
evidence he might be imprisoned
for twelve months, or until he
paid a fine of 20/.
Anyone who harboured
ecclesiastics
from
beyond the sea was liable to fines which amounted,
for the third
offence, to the confiscation
of all his goods?
The Irish House
of Commons
urged the magistrates
enforcing
the law, and it resolved

on, to greater activity in
' that the saying or hear-

ing of mass by persons who had not taken
the oath of abjuration tended to advance the interests
of the Pretender,'
and
again,
_that the prosecuting
and informing
against
Papists
was an honourable
service to the Government.'
_ But perhaps
the most curious illustration
of the ferocious spirit of the time
was furnished
by the Irish Privy Council in 1719.
In that
year an elaborate
Bill against
Papists
without opposition,
through the Irish

was carried, apparently
House of Commons, and

among its clauses was one sentencing
all unregistered
priests
who were found in Ireland to be branded with a red-hot
iron
upon the cheek.
The Irish Privy Council,
however, actually
changed the penalty of branding
into that of castration, _ and
i 9 William HI. e. 1 ; 2 Anne, e.
8 ; 4 Anne, e. 2 ; 8 Anne, e. 3. For
the whole subject of the penal laws, I
would refer to the most admirable
, Introduction historique ' to the work
of Gustave de Beaumont, ]_'Zr/az_v
2_lit_1_¢.I,_o_le, at rel_vu_,_. Very
few writers have ever studied Irish
history so accurately or so minutely
as M. de Beaumont, and he brought
to it the impartiality of a foreigner,
and the political insight and skill
which might be expected from the
intimate friend and the faithful
disciple of De Tocqueville.

"-Parnell On the Peluzl #-_ros,p. 60.
_ee, too, Comuw_s' J_rl_l, _v. 25.
_ They write, ' The common Irish
will never become Protestants or well
affected to the Crown while they are
supplied with priests, friars, &c., who
are t_hefomenters of atl rebellions apd
disturbances here. So that some more
effectual remedy to prevent priests
and friars coming into this kingdom
is perfectly necessary. The Commons
proposed the marking of every person
who should be convicted of being an
unregistered priest, friar, See.,and of
remaining in this kingdom after May

_.

m

sent the

THE C_TRATIOI_
Bill with this atrocious

ratification.
penalty
of
which
had

The

English

recommendation

ministers

unanimously

branding.
By the constitution
been returned
from
England

rejected but could not be amended
the Irish House of Lords, objecting
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CLAUSE.
to ]England

for

restored

the

of Ireland
might
be

a Bill
finally

by the Irish Parliament
; and
to a retrospective
clause which

invalidated
certain
leases which Papists had been suffered
to
make, threw out the Bill. l It is, however, a memorable
fact in
the moral history of Europe
that as late as 1719 this penalty
was seriously proposed by the responsible
Government
of Ireland.
It may be added that a law imposing
it upon Jesuits was actually in force in Sweden in the beginning
of the century,
and
that a paper was circulated
in 1700 advocating
the adoption
of
a similar atrocity
in England. 2
One more illustration
may be given of the ferocity of the
persecuting
spirit which at this time prevailed
m Ireland,
both
in the native Legislature
and in the English
Government.
In
1723_ when the alarm caused by Atterbury's
plot was at its
height, the Irish House
of the Lord Lieutenant,

of Commons,
at the express invitation
proceeded
to pass a new Bill against

1, 1720, with a large P to be made
with a red-hot iron on his cheek,
The Council generally disliked that
punishment, and have altered it to
that o_ castration, which they are
persuaded will be the most effectual
method that can be found out, to clear
this nation of those disturbers of the
peace and quiet of the kingdom, and
would have been very well pleased to
have found out any other punishment
wluch might in their opinion have
remediedtheevil. IfyourExcellencies
_hatl not be of the same sentiments,
they submit to your consideration
whether the punishment of castration
may not be altered to that proposed
by the Commons, or to some other
effectual one which may oceu_ to
your Lordships. Signed- Bolton,
Middleton, Jo. Meath, John Clog'her, Santry, St. George Newton,
Oliver St. George, E. Webster, R.
Tighe. ]_ords.Y.ae_t_nant and/_rd$Ju_e$'
Lvttvrs, Dubtm State Paper
Office(Aug. 17, 1719).
A very erroneousand exaggerated
_e_Aon of t_s story, based_I believe,

on an anonymous Es_al _l_r l'Histoire
de l'Irlande (see O'Connor's Hist. of
the Irish Cat]wlics, p. 190), published
about the middle of the last century,
has been repeated by Curry, Plowden,
and other writers.
Mr. Froudc
(Eagh_h it* Ireland, i. pp. 546-557)
has correctly stated the facts, and has
devoted some chaxac_eristie pages to
their apology. I have examined the
original letters on the subject in the
Record Office. One of these, written
by Webster (a leading Government
clerk) from Dublin Castle, is dated
August 26,1719. The reply by Craggs
is dated September 2'2, 1719.
2 Itarlvu_n $li._eellany,iv. 415-423.
The writer says : ' Since the same was
enacted into a law and practised
upon a few of them, that kingdom
[Sweden] hath never been infested
with Popish clergy or plots.' In a
' Coltectmn of Irish Speeches, Trials,
&c., from 1711 to 1733_'in the British
Museum, there is an anonymous
paper, printed at Dublin in 1725,
recommending the ca_%ration of
ordinary criminals.

2_
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unregistered priests.
It was entitled ' A Bill for Explaining
and Amending the Acts to Prevent the Growth of Popery and
for Strengthening
the Protestant Interest in Ireland ;' and the
heads of the Bill, after passing through both houses, were sent
over to England with the warm recommendation
of the Irish
Privy Council.
The bill as it issued from the Commons is still
preserved, and it is no exaggeration to say that it deserves tc_
rank with the most infamous edicts in the whole history of
persecution.
One of its clauses provided that all unregistered
priests should depart out of Ireland before March 25, 1724, and
that all found after that date should be deemed guilty of high
treason, except they have in the meantime taken the oath of
abjuration.
In this manner it was proposed to make the whole
priesthood in a purely Catholic country liable to the most horrible form of death known to British law, unless they took an
oath which their Church authoritatively
pronounced to be sinful. By another clause it was provided that all bishops, deans,
monks, and vicars-general found in the country after the same
date should be liable to the same horrible fate, and in their cases
the abjuration oath was not admitted as an alternative.
By
a third clause it was ordered that any person who was found guilty
of affording shelter or protection to a Popish dignitary should
suffer death as a felon without benefit of clergy.
By a fourth
clause a similar penalty was decreed against any Popish schoolmaster or Popish tutor in a private house, and, in order that the
law should be fully enforced, large rewards were promised to discoverers of priests, bishops, or harbourers who gave evidence
leading to conviction, and these rewards were doubled if they
themselves prosecuted the offender to conviction.
Happily, this
atrocious measure never came into effect. The alarm caused in
England by the designs of the Pretender passed away. The
excitement caused by Wood's halfpence was at its height, and
it is probable that the humane feelings of Walpele were revolted
by a law that was worthy of Alva or Torquemada.
The Bill was
not returned from England, and it was never revived. _
' ' Headsof a Bill for Explaining
andA_ending the Actsto Prevent the
Growtl_ of Popery, &c. There are
several other provisions in these
lmads--among others,one for making

marriages between Catholics and
Protestants celebrated by priests
invalid. The heads of the Bill are in
the Irish Record O_ce in Dublin.
They have, as fax as I know, nero-
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A modern historian_ who has displayed rare literary skill in
defending many forms of oppression and of cruelty, has lately made
the penal code familiar to the public. His great objection t_
this legislation is that it was not strenuously enforced, and with
the exception of the law offering the estate of the Catholic to
his eldest son, in the event of his apostacy, he has apparently discovered but little in its provisions repugnant to his sentiments
either of justice or of humanity.
As regards the system of direct
religious lepression, it is true that it became, as we shall hereafter
see, gradually inoperative.
It was impossible, without producing
a state of chronic civil war, to enforce such enactments in the midst
of a large Catholic population.
Rewards were offered for the
apprehension of priests, but it needed no small courage to face
the hatred of the people. Savage mobs were ever ready to mark
out the known priest-hunter,
and unjust laws were met by
illegal violence.
Under the long discipline of the penal laws,.
the Irish Catholics learnt the lesson which, beyond all others,
rulers should dread to teach.
They became consummate adepts
in the arts of conspiracy and of disguise.
Secrets known to
been
printed,
though
they
well
deserve to be. In the Irish State
Paper Office at the Castle (Lordsft_eute_ttt
at_d Cottnezl's Letters,
rot. xvl), there is a lebter shongly
recommending
the measme
to the
English authontms
(Dec. 1723), and
in Coxe's EVe _ |{-ald_ole, li. 358, there
is a letter trom the Duke of Grafton
recommending it. Mr. Froude, warmly
supports
this attempted
]egmlation,
but he has suppressed
all mention of
the penalties contained
in the hill,
and even uses language which would
convey to any ordinary
reader the
impression
that no specific penalties
were determined.
His asserhon that
the bill after passing the Commons
was unaltered
by the Council
is
doubtful. The Duke of Grafton writes,
' The House of Commons have much
at heart this bill. It has been mended
since it came fromthem,
as commonly
their bills want to be' (Coxe's Wal_
1Jole, it. 358). It is possible, however,
that this may refer to alteratmns
in
the Lords.
A_chbishop Synge mentions in one of his letters
that the
bill was somewhat moderated
there,
though it was still left so savage that

Synge (though a very strong' Protestant)
was unable to support it.
'if,' he says, 'any Papist or Popmh
pmest will not solemnly upon oath
renounce the Pretender
and also _he
Pope's power ot deposing princes and
absolving subjects from tkekr allegiance, let him leave the kingdom or be
dealt with ,as a trattor.
But if such
a man is read)- to do all this, and
farther to give security to the Government for his good and loyal behaviour,
I must o_m that I cannot come into
a taw to put into to death, under the
name indeed of lngh treason, yet in
reality
only for adhenng
to an
erroneous _eligion and worshipping
God according
to it.' Archbishop
Synge's Letters 2Br_t_sh Museu_ Add.
MSS.,
6117, p. 169. Mr. Froude
strongly (though I hope inaccurately)
demes that the failure of the bill was
due to the greater tolerance of the
English Government.
He says : _The
Wood hurricane was at this moment
tmforttmately
at its height, and absorbed by its wolence any other
eonmderation.'--J_lNlisk
iu Kreland_
i. 559-561.
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hundreds were preserved inviolable from authority.
False in-telligence baffled and distracted the pursuer, and the dread of
some fierce nocturnal vengeance was often sufficient to quell the
cupidity of the prosecutor.
Bishops came to Ii_land in spite of
_he atrocious penalties to which they were subject, and ordained
new priests.
What was to be done with them ? The savage
sentence of the law_ if duly executed, might have produced a
_onflagration in Ireland that would have endangered
every
Protestant
life, and the scandal would have rung through
Europe.
The ambassadors of Catholic Powers in alliance with
England continually remonstrated against the severity of English anti-Catholic le_slation,
and on the other hand the English
ministers felt that the execution of priests in Ireland would
indefinitely weaken their power of mitigating by their influence
the persecution of Protestants on the Continent.
The administration of the law was feeble in all its depal_ments, and it
_vas naturally peculiarly so when it was in opposition to the
strongest feelings of the great majority of the people.
It was
.difficult to obtain evidence or even juries. 1 It was soon found
too that the higher Catholic clergy, if left in peace, were
able and willing to render inestimable services to the Government in suppressing sedition and crime, and as it was quite
evident that the bulk of the Iristl Catholics would not become
Protestants, they could not, in the mere interests of order, be
left wholly without religious ministration.
Besides, there was
in reality not much religious fanaticism.
Statesmen of the
se_amp of Walpole and Carteret were quite tYee from such a
motive, and were certainly not disposed to push matters to
extremities.
The spirit of the eighteenth century was eminently
adverse to dogma.
The sentiment of nationality, and especially
the deep resentment
produced by the English restrictions on
•trade, gradually drew different classes of Irishmen together.
The multitude of lukewarm Catholics who abandoned their creed
through purely interested motives lowered the religious temperature among the Protestants,
while_ by removing some of the
indifferent, it increased it among the Catholics_ and the former
Catholics were not excluded "6)in all cases relating to the Antifrom petty juries in ordinary cases, Catholiclaws.
1)ut they were excluded (6 Anne, c.
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careless about theolo_cal
doctrines.
broke down through
the imposition

30r
Theof the

oath, and through
the extreme practical
difficulty
of
the penalties.
The policy of extinguishing
Catholi-

cism by suppressing
silently abandoned;

its services and banishing
before the middle of the

its bishops was.
eighteenth
cen-

tury the laws against Catholic
worship were virtually
obsolete, l
and before the close of the eighteenth
century the Parliament
which in the beginning
of the century had been one of the most
intolerant
had become one of the most tolerant
in Europe.
In this respect
the penal code was a failure.
In others
was more suceessfifl.
rish, to destroy
in
enterprise,
to dig a
testant_.
These ends

it

It was intended
to degrade and to impoveits victims
the spring
and buoyancy
of
deep chasm between
Catholics
and Proit fully attained2
It formed
the social

condition,
it regulated
the disposition
of propel_y, it exercised
most enduring
and pernicious
influence
upon the character

a
of

tbe people, and some of the worst features of the latter may be
distinctly
traced to its influence.
It may be possible to find in
the statute-books
both of Protestant
and Catholic
countries
laws corresponding
to most parts of the Irish penal code, and in
some respects surpassing
its most atrocious
provisions,
but it is.
not the less true that that code, taken as a whole, has a character
entirely distinctive.
It was directed,
not against
the few, but
against the many.
It was not the pers_ution
of a sect, but the
J As early us 1715 Archbishop
King. wrote to Sunderland : ' By law
they [the Roman Catholics] are
altowed a priest in ever)- parish, which
are registered in pursuance of an Act
of Pa_rliament made about ten years
ago. All bishops, regulars, &c., and
all ether priests then not registered,
are banished, and none allowed %o
come into the kingdom under severe
penalties. The design qra_ th_ there
should be no _ueeession, and many of
those then registered are since dead ;
yet for want of a due execution of the
laws many are come in from foreign
parts, and there are in the'country
Popish bishops concealed, that ordain
many. Little inquiry of late hasbeen
made into these matters.'--Mant's

It, at oftheCI_urehofIreland,
ii. 212.
See, too, a very Interesting _ report of
the House of Lords in 1731, appomtec_
to consider the state of Popery in this
kingdom. O'Connor's Ita_. of th_
Ivd, A Catholics, Append. p. xxiii.
2 Arthur Young, -who was in
Ireland between 1776 and 1778, says :_I have conversed on the subject with
some of the most distinguished characters "in the kingdom, and I cannot
after all but declare that the scope,
purport, and aim of the laws of discover)" as executed, are not against
the Catholic religion, which inerease_
under them, but against the industry
and property of whoever professes
that religion.'---Arthur Young's Tau_
in I_land, it. 141.
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degradationof a nation. It was the _nstrumeut employed by a
conquering race,supported by a neighbouring Power, to crush
to the dust the people among whom they were planted. And,
indeed, when we remember that the greater part of it was in
force for nearly a century, that the victims of its cruelties
formed
at least three-fourths
of the nation, that its degrading
and dividing influence extended
to every field of social, political,
profeasional,
intellectual,
and even domestic life, and that it was
enacted without
the provocation
of any rebellion,
in defiance of
a treaty
which distinctly
guaranteed
the Irish Catholics
from
any further
oppression
on account of their
religion,
it may
ju_ly
regarded
as one of the blackest
pages in the history

be
of

persecution.
In the words of Burke, ' It was a complete system,
full of coherence
and consistency,
well digested
and well composed in all its parts.
It was a machine
of wise and elaborate
Contrivance,
and as well fitted for the oppression,
impoverishment, and degradation
of a people, and the debasement
of human
nature
itself, as ever proceeded
from the

in them
perverted

ingenuity
of man.'
The judgment
formed of it by one of the
noblest
representatives
of English
Toryism
was very similar.
' The Irish,' said Dr. Johnson,
_ are in a most unnatural
state,
for we there
There
is no
severity

see the
instance,

as that

which

minority
even in

prevailing
over the
the Ten Persecutions,

the Protestants

of Ireland

majority.
of such

have exercised

.against the Catholics.'
l
The penal laws against
the Roman Catholics,
both in England and Ireland,
were
the immediate
consequence
of the
Revolution,
and were mainly the work of the Whig
party.
In
Ireland
some of them were carried under William,
but by far the
greater number
of the disabilities
were comprised in what Burke
has truly described as ' the ferocious Acts of Anne.'
These laws
were carried in 1703-4
and in 1709, and the last of them was
brought
forward
most
conspicuous

by the Government
of Wharton,
one of the
members
of the party.
It is somewhat
re-

i Burke's letter to Sir H. I_ngrishe.
Boswell's .Life of doIva_n, c. xxix.
°Thejudgmaentof Hallamisbutlittle
less emphatic. ' To have exterminated
the Catholics by the sword or expelled
them Eke the Moriscoes of Spain
•veould l_ve been little more repugnant

to justice and humanity, but incomparably more politicJ--H/_,
of _'n#/_r_d, iii. p. 40t. Mr. Gladstone describes the code a_ 'that system of
penal laws against Roman C_tholics
at once pettifogging, base, and cruel.'
_/']_vV_/_ D_rre_, p. 2_.
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not

at

this

time

directly deprived
of the elective
franchise, except so far as the
imposition
of the oath of abjuration
operated
as a disqualifica-tion.
perry,

Their extreme
poverty, the
and their
exclusion
from

laws relating
to landed
prothe corporations,
no doubt,

reduced
the number of Catholic
voters to infinitesimal
proportions, but the absolute and formal abolition
of the class did not
.take place till 1727, and appears to have been due to the influence of Primate
Boulter, who was also the author of severe taws
against nominal converts.
would gladly have given

In England,
as in Ireland,
toleration
to the Catholics,

William
I but he

was not prepared
to risk any serious unpopularity
for their sake.
The.English
Act of 1699 is said to have been brought
forward
by opponents
of the Government
in order to embarrass
him,
but it was accepted
by a ministry
of which Somers was the
leading member,
and, in spite of the promises which William,
before the Revolution,
had made to the Emperor,
Bishop Burnet
assures us that ' the Court promoted
the Bill.' 2
The extent and complication
of the Irish penal code, and the
great
importance
of its political
consequences,
necessary for me to dwell upon it at considerable
will appear evident
were the Irish laws,
which were imposed
_ase,
however,
an

has made it
length, but it

from the foregoing
review that., severe as
they were exceeded in stringency
by those
upon the English Catholics.
In the latter
evasion
was much easier,
nor could
the

Catholics,
except under very abnormal
circumstances,
become a
danger to England.
In numbers
they were probably
less than
vne in fifty of the population. 3 Among the freeholders,
according to a computation
one in 186, _ andthe
testant was precisely

made under William,
they were not quite
part of the population
which was most Prothat which was most active, enterprising,

'That he [William] favoured
the Roman Catholics as far as he
_ould, and that he was frequently
<_lled upon by the Emperor to do so,
is most c_.ain.'_Lord
Dartmouth's
note to/_w_,
ii. 228, 229.
Burner's Ow_ T¢_nv_,ii, 228, 229.
Burn_ (who supported thin Bill)
to think it originated with
the Jacobites, who wished to set
William in opposition to the natioual
_entiment. Lord Dartmouth Jn his

note says: 'He [Burnet_ does the
Ja_bites a great deal of wrong; for
it was the Whigs gave out that the
King was turned Jacobite.' At, all
events it seems clear that the Bill
orlginafed with the Opposition and
was adopted by the Government.
s Macaulay's H_st. of .E_land, c..
vi,
4 Dalrympte's Memoir,, voL ii. pt.
2, ap_en, to e. i. p. 40.
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and influential.
The Catholics alounded
chiefly in Lancashire,
Staffordshire,
and Sussex; but, except
in London, they were
very rare in the trading towns. 1 Their actual
condition under
the laws I have described
is a question
of some difficulty and
perplexity.
Judging
by the mere letter of the law we should
imagine
children

that their worship was absolutely
suppressed,
were deprived
of all ecclesiastical
education;

that their
and that

their estates
must have speedily passed into other hands.
Nor
is it easy to understand
how laws so recent and so explicit
could
be evaded.
Their history, however,
is somewhat
like that of
the anti-Christian
laws in the Roman
Empire.
It is certain
that during
long periods of time the early Christians
professed,
taught,
and propagated
their religion without
either concealment or molestation,
though by the letter of existing
laws they
were subject
to the most atrocious
penalties.
It is equally
cel_ain that during
the greater
part of the reigns
of Anne,
George
houses
Catholics
that
The
into
at.

L, and George
II. the Catholic
and
chapels
was undisturbed,
were regularly

transmitted

from

worship
that
the
father

in private
estates
of
to

son, and

they bad no serious
difficulty in educating
their children.
Government
refused
to put the laws against
the priests
execution,
and legal evasions were employed
and connived
Most of the more active spirits of English
Catholicism
took

refuge on the Continent,
and in the beginning
of the eighteenth
century
British
or Irish seminaries,
colleges,
or monasteries
were thickly
scattered
through
Spain,
Portugal,
Flanders,
France, and Italy. _
Of the condition
of those at home but few notices
remain.
In

1700

published,

two

letters,

complaining

written

to a Member

bitterly

of

stated that there were then thre_
their
functions
in England--Bishop
Chamberlayne's P_'esent _te of
Great Britain (1710), p. 162. In
an able pamphlet called _/_aia's
.l_st Coml_taiat of he_ Late Measure,
ascribed to Sir J. Montgomery, it is
said: 'The Catholics of Britain are
not one of a hundred; they have
neither heads, hearts, nor hands
enough to force a national conversion.
As the Protestants are the most

their

of Parliament,
activity.

3

were
It

was

Popish
bishops
exercising
Leyhorn
in London
and

numerous, so the taws and constitution
are upon their side.'--Somers' Traet_
x. 458.
2 See a list of these'establishments
inThePresa_vtl)_ngorofpafary(1703),
pl_ 4-6.
albid. Seeatsoanotheranonymons
tract, called _ms/derat/ar, s of tJw
/_resent _a_ of/_28ry /___g/a_d
(172_).
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Wales

and

the

western counties, and Bishop Smith in the north ; that nearly
every Popish
lord or gentleman
of substance
had a priest
domestica_t
in Ms family;
that there were but few parishes in
London in which the mass was not celebrated
; that Petre, the
brother of the well-known
councillor
of James, and the head of
the English Jesuits, was still living under
in Marylebone
t ; and that many converts
One conversion--that
of the daughter
pears to have attracted
some attention.
petition was presented
of South Lancashire,

the name of Spencer
to Popery were made.

of Lord Baltimore--apIn 1706 a remarkable

to Parliament
from the gentry and clergy
containing
very similar
complaints.
The

petitioners
dilated
especially
upon the number
and missionary
activity
of the Lancashire
priests,
upon the open manner
in
which Catholics
thronged
to mass, and upon the erection
of a
building
which was believed to be an endowed Popish semina_¢.
The House of Lords considered
these statements
worthy
of
serious attention,
and presented
an address
to the Queen, complaining
of the growing
ing that the Protest_ant

insolence of the Catholics, and requestclergy in each diocese and parish shoulcI

be enjoined
to prepare
returns
stating
their number,
quality_
estates, and places of abode2
How far these measures
proved
efficacious it is difficult
to say, but in 1711 we find the Lower
House

of

Convocation

complaining

that

the

Papists

_ have

swarmed in our streets of late years, and have been very busy in
making
converts,'
and attributing
to the mode in which they
conducted
their controversy
a considerable
part of the prevailing
infidelity. 3 The reign of Anne is the period in which the most
Oliver, in his Colleetion_ _ll_t_'ati_ the B_r_hy
of the Seotek,
_t,_h, and !_h Je,_dt$, s_ates that
Spencer was the name taken by
Edward Petre himself (the Privy
Councillor), in the earlier part of his
mission in England. The chapters in
Butler's /T_e_/e_Z 2_re_4_.s of t/_
En_/_
_$/w/_,
devoted to this
period are unfortunately extremely
meagre,
Par/. H'_. vi. 516-517. After
the rebellion of 1715, when an Act
was carried obliging all Catholics and
Nonjurors to trrmsmit to Commissioners appointed for the purpose a
VOL.I.
x

register of their estates, it appeared
that the yearly value of the estates of
Lancashire recusants was 13,158L_a
very large sum when we consider the
rude state of agriculture and the undeveloped condition of the eountry._
Picton's z_re_rwr_ of _'v_l,
pt. L
p. 166.
s Lathbury's_.
of Canvo_
p. 416. In August 1708, Nicholson,
the bishop of Carlisle, writes to tha
Primate, 'Popery has advanced by
very long strides of late years in this
country, and too many of our magus.
trates love to have it so. At the very
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land the Catholics were not violently
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were enact_<l, but in Engpersecuted.
The Govern-

ment was interceding
with the Emperor in favour of his persecured Protestant
subjects, and naturally shrank from measures
that would impair its influence.
party attached
to the Popish

The existence
Pretender,
the

of a powerful
semi-Catholic

doctrines
of some of the Nonjurors,
the formal negotiation
opened
by Archbishop
Wake with a view to a union of the
Anglican
and (_allican Churches_ the dispositions
of the Queen,
which were not violently
anti-Ca_holic,
and perhaps also the
fact
had

that a Catholic poet was at thehead
all tended to improve
the position

of English literature,
of the sect.
The law

which
determined
that any Catholic
over eighteen
who
not take the
oath of supremacy,
or make a declaration
Protestantism,
the

estate

should

he would

be incapable
otherwise

of inheriting

have inherited

did
of

land_ and that
should

pass to the

next Protestant
heir, was evaded and made almost nugatory.
It
was intended
to compel all Catholic landlords
to sell their properry, but it was determined
that the burden
of proof rested
with the Protestant
claimant,
and that it was for him to prove
that the Catholic had not made this declaration;
and a Bill which
was introduced
in 1706 to remedy this defect by making
it necessary for the Catholic not only to make the declaration,
but
also to prove that he had done so, was rejected
chiefly on the
ground
that it would injure the negotiations
of England
in
favour of the persecuted
subjects
of the Emperor2
The reward
of 100/. offered for the conviction

of a Catholic

priest

might

be

expected to produce numerous
informers ; but the judges
were
very severe in the evidence
they required,
and it was decided
that those who prosecuted
in order to obtain the reward must
time that the French were u_n our
coasts and our people daily expected
the news of their being landed, the
wealthier of our Papists instead of
being seized were cringed to with all
possible tenders of honour and respect,
and those very gentlemen who w_re
entrusted
with the t_l_
of them
intocustody seemed r_ther inclined
to lis_ themselves in their servi_e.'
British Museum Add. MSS. 6116.
_lortly t_er this time e_nsiderable

scandal was caused by the publication
of a clever but very scurrilous poem
ag_ti_t Protestantism, called _
htnds R_formatio_ fro_ thv Ti_nv _,
_
_TIL _ thv e_,d o/ Oatss's
P/_t, by Thomas Ward, It was written
in ttudibrastic verse, and professed
tobe published at Hamburg in 1710_
_ Pwr/./T_st. vi. 51i-615. Burner s
O_ T&_s, iL.._9, 440. A few ?_nglish ca_s rel_
to l_at_y
which
_e_t under t2ae code and weaw tz_ed

c_an.
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do so at their own expense./
In the Hanoverian period, as well
as in the reign of Anne, the Catholics enjoyed a considerable,
though precarious, toleration.
An abuts observer, whose tour
through England and Wales was published in 1722, tells us
that ' to the north of Winchester there was a very large monastery, a handsome part of which still remained, called Hide
House, inhabited by Roman Catholics, where they have a private
chapel for the service of the gentlemen of that religion there_bouts, of which there are several of note, and who live very
quietly and friendly with their neighbours;
they have also a
private seminary for their children, three miles off, where they
prepare them for the colleges abroad.' _ The same traveller
_'isited the holy well of St. Winifred in Wales, and found the
Catholic pilgrimages to it undiminished.
The Catholic church
at the well had, it is true, been converted into a Protestant
school, but ' to supply the loss of this chapd
the Roman
Catholics have chapels erected almost in every inn for the
devotion of the pilgrims that flock hither from all the Popish
parts of England.' 3 Three years later Defoe's well-known ' Tour
through Great Britain' appeared.
He mentions without comment 'Popish chapels' among the religious edifices existing in
London,* and, having visited Durham, he writes of it : ' The town
is well-built but old, full of Roman Catholics, who live peaceably
and disturb nobody and nobody them, for we, being there on a
holiday, saw them going as publicly to mass as the Dissenters
did on other days to their meeting-houses.'
_ The Earl of
Derwentwater, who was executed for his complicity in the rebel-lion of 1715, was a Catholic, and it was a popular tradition that
his body, on its journey from London to its burial place in
Scotland, was moved only by night, and rested every day in a
place dedicated _o the Catholic worship, s
under Anne and her two successors Macky],vol. ii. p. 26.
will be found in Bacon's Ab_d_t
s Ibid. vol. ii. p. 134. Seetoo, on
of the _
(7 ed.) w. 125-132. See the pilgrimagesto this well, Rush's
too Howard's /_operyCases,pp. 301- tliber_ia Cv/riosa(1769), p. _. St.
324.
Wmifred was the first stage from
J A legal opinion to this effect Chester to Holyhead.
_¢as given July 22, 1714. Domestic
4 Defoe's Tour th_o_agk (_eett
Papers,RecordOffice.
_r/t_s_, ii. 156.
A J_/f_y thr_]_ _lD_la_d:
s Ibid. iii. 189.
-N_milia,rJ%g'ter$from a Ge_tlvman
a Scott's Tales of a G_.andft_lter,
hers to l_4s _"r4eng abroad _by ¢. ]xxi.
x2
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As the century advanced, the complaints of the growth of
Popery became very numerous.
The law of England still laid
down that ' when a person is reconciled to the See of Rome, or
procures others to be reconciled, the offence amounts to high
treason,' 1 and the sentence of perpetual imprisonment still hun_
over every Catholic priest;
but yet it appears evident that
Catholicism in certain classes was extending.
It was asserted ia
1735 that there was 'scarcely a petty coffee-house in London
where there is not a Popish lecture read on Sunday evenings.' 2
Reports, which appear to have been entirely calumnious, were
spread that Bishop Butler had died a Catholic. _ ' The growth
of Popery,' wrote Doddridge, in 1735, ' seems to give a general
and just alarm.
A priest from a neighbouring
gentleman's
family makes frequent visits hither, and many of the Church
people seem Popishly inclined.' 4 Seeker complained, in 1738,
that ' the emissaries of the Romish Church...
have begun to
reap great harvests in the field.' 5 Sherlock, in the letter which
he issued on the occasion of the earthquake of 1750, mentions the
great increase of Popery ' among the crying evils of the time. _
Browne, in his ' Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the
Time,' which appeared a few years later, echoes the same complaint.
'The priests,' he writes, 'are assiduous in making
proselytes, and in urging their party to make them.
There is
at present a gentleman in the West of England who openly
gives 51. to every person who beocomes a proselyte to the Roman
Church ; and the additional bribe of a Sunday dinner ibr every
such person that attends mass. Allurements of the same kind
are known to prevail in most parts of the kingdom, and among
those of the highest rank, though not so openly declared.' _ A
fashion which had arisen among ladies of wearing Capuchin
cloaks was somewhat absurdly reprehended, on the ground that
it was teaching men ' to view the cowl not only with patience
but complacency. 's The leaders of the Dissenters
were so
sensible of the danger from the activity of the priests that they
I Bl_kstone.
This was stated in the t_'_ee
B_t_m, oi January1735. See a very
interesting collection of passageson
_his subject, chiefly from old newspapers, in Miss Wedgwood's Joh_
Wsdey, pp. 281-283.

s Bartlett's IJife of JRutler,p. 164.
4 Doddridge'sD/ary, iii. p. 182.
5 Seeker's6rhwrges,
Chargei. 1738.
e Gentl_llan'sMagazine,1750.
' Browne'sF_/m_te, ii.p.14()-14I.
s See Wedgwood'sWesley,p. 283.
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established in 1734 and 1735 a course of anti-Popery lectures,
in Salters' Hall ; and the laws against priests were so entirely in
abeyance that two of these had a formal controversy with two
Protestant
divines. 1 In 1738 Bishop Gibson, with a view of
checking the Romish propagandism, collected and republished,
under the title of ' A Preservation against Popery,' the antiPapal tracts which had appeared in England between the
Restoration and the Revolution.
At the time of the rebellion of 1745, it is true, the laws were
more severely enforced. A proclamation was issued, banishing all
Catholics from London, and forbidding them to go more than five
miles from their homes; and another proclamation offered a reward
for the capture of priests and Jesuits, some of whom were actually
apprehended.
A mass-house was about this time destroyed by the
populace, at Stokesley, in Yorkshire, and another burnt by the
sailors at Sunderland3
Resident Catholic ambas_dors
complained of the severities of the Government against their coreligionists ; but these severities do not appear to have been very
serious, and they were purely exceptional events produced by the
existence of a great public danger, and by the notorious sympathy
of the Catholics with the invaders.
In general the chief effects
of the legislation against the Catholic worship appear to have
been that it was carried] on unostentatiously in private houses,
that proselytism was difficult and somewhat dangerous, and that
any Catholic who was suspected of disaffection was absolutely at
the mercy of the Government.
The unequal and oppressive
taxation, however_ and the innumerable disqualifications, bringingwith them a great social stigma, still continued, and the laws
agains4 the priesthood offered such inducements to informers
that their position was one of continual danger.
As we shall
hereafter see, they were occasionally prosecuted at a much later
period than that with which we are at present concerned ; and
in 1729--in the reign of George IL and under the ministry of
Townshend and Walpole--a
Franciscan friar, named Atkinson,
died in Hurst Castle, in the seventy-fourth year of his life and
Wilson's 2Y/_. of /h_e_tir_
Ch_r_/_es,
ii. 368. The debate was
published by both sides, and was
therefore,I suppose,at least partially
public. Thisbook furnishes consider-

able evidence of the activity of t_
Popish controversyamong the Dissenters.
_ :British Chronologist,Dec. 1745,
Jan. 1746.
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the thirtieth of his imprisonment, having been incarcerated i_
1700, for performing the functions of a Catholic priest. 1 The
only minister who appears to have had any real wish to relieve
the Catholics was Stanhope, who had contemplated some mitigations of the penal code. In 1719 negotiations took place
between his ministry and some leading Catholics_ through
the intervention
of Strickland_ the Bishop of l_amur; but
difficulties raised on the Catholic side, for a time impeded them,
and the disasters of the South Sea Company brought the design
to a _rmlnation. _ As far as the condition of Catholics was
improved under George II., it was only by a milder administration of existing laws_ and by the more tolerant maxims
which prevailed among the higher clergy. In the days of
Cromwell and Milton it had been argued that Catholicism was
idolatry, and that it ought therefore to be suppressed, by virtue
of the Old Testament decree against that sin. In the teaching
of the Latitudinarian divines, and of the classes who adopted
the principles of Locke, this doctrine had disappeared_ and
the measures against Catholicism were defended solely on the
ground of the hostility of that religion to the civil government.
In Scotland

the Kirk ministers

watched it with a fiercer

animosity than the English clergy; but even in Scotland it
was not extinguished.
It found a powerful protector in the
ducal family of Gordon. In 1699 the Duke of Gordon had
been arrested for holding Popish meetings in his lodging at
Edinburgh, but he was liberated after a fortnight's imprisonment.
In 1722 a meeting of fifty Catholics was surprised in
the house of the Dowager Duchess of Gordon, and the priest for
a time imprisoned.
He was soon, however, bailed, and not
appearing to stand his trial, was outlawed.
The Gordon family
abandoned Catholicism on the death of the second Duke_ in 1728,
and from that time we very rarely find traces of Catholicism in
the Lowlands.
In the Highlands it had still its devoted adherents.
A small cottage, called Scalan, at Glenlivat, one of the
wildest and most untrodden
spots among the mountains of
Aberdeenshire, continued during most of the eighteenth century
i IT_to_al t_egixterfor 1729(Oct. 15). Butler's_xtorical Me_irg. ii. 63Ibid. ii. 59.
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were

usually

superstitions

lingered
side by side with the new faith, and an occasional
priest, or monk, or even Jesuit, celebrated
in private houses
the worship of his forefathers.
In the western islands,
in
several of the mountain valleys of Moray, and especially on the
property
of the Dukes
of Gordon,
the Catholics
continued
numerous, and they appear to have been but little
molested.
As late as 1773, when Dr. Johnson
visited the Hebrides,
there
were

two

small

still altogether
The other

islands,

named

Egg

and

Canna,

inhabited
by Catholics2
class excluded from the benefits

which

were

of the Toleration

Act, and existing
only in violation of the law, consisted
of all
those
who impugned
either
the orthodox
doctrine
of the
Trinity
or the supernatural
character
of Christianity,
or the
divine authority
of Scripture.
All such persons, by a law of
W'illiam, were disabled, upon the first conviction,
from holding
any ecclesiastical,
civil, or military
office, and were deprived,
upon the second conviction,
of the power of suing or prosecuting in any law court, of being guardian
or executor,
and of
receiving
any
legacy
or deed of gift.
They
were
also
made liable
to imprisonment
for three
years;
but in case
they renounced
their
error publicly,
within
four months
of
the first conviction,
they were discharged
from their disabilities. 2 Avowed
Unitarianism
has never been, and is never
likely

to be

a very important

or very aggressive

sect,

for the

great majority
of those who hold its fundamental
tenet
are
but little disposed to attach themselves
to any definite religious
body, or to take any great
interest
in sectarian
strife.
The
small school which followed Socinus
had at first but few discip]es in England,
and exercised
no appreciable
influence
in
the conflict of parties.
Under Edward VI., Joan Bocher and a
Dutchman
named Van Parris had been burnt for their heresies
1 SeeLachlanShaw'sH_st.ofMoray
(1775), p. 380; Chambers' Domestw
Annals of Svotlwnd, ill. 204-205, 466,
554; Ma_in's JOese_ql)t_or__ the
Wester_ Islands. Johnson's Tou_ i_
t]_ Hebrides, pp. 162, 196 ; Button's
lti$t.ofSvath_ad, iL 359-361; Sinclair's

Stati_boal Aeeount of Svot/ayd, xiii.
33, and a few notices of Jesuits in
Scotland, in Oliver's Collectionsillustrati_
t]w J_ioy_ad_hy of Seo_elb
_nglish, a_d I_s/_ Membe,r8 of Sh_
Society of Jesus.
2 9 &:10 William IILc. 32.
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concerning the Trinity; and two other heretics were burnt,
on a similar ehar_, under James I. The term Unitarian, however_ appears to have been first adopted by John Biddle, a
tea_er
of some learning and of great zeal and piety, who,
during the stormy days of t]ae Commonwealth, defended the
doctrines of Socinus with unwearied energy, both in the pulpit
and with his pen. A law had recently been passed, making it a
capital offence to impugn the received doctrine of the Trinity,
and this law would probably have been applied to Biddle, had
not the influence of Cromwell and the support of some powerful
friends been employed to screen him.
As it was, his life was a
continual martyrdom.
His works were burnt by the hangman,
he was banished for a time to the Scilly Islands, fined, and
repeatedly imprisoned, and he at last died in prison in 1662.1
He left a small sect behind him, its most remarkable members
being Emlyn, to whose long imprisonment
I have already
referred, and Firmin,
a London merchant,
of considerable
wealth and influence, who was one of the foremost supporters
of every leading work of charity in his time, and who was
intimately acquainted with Tillotson and several other leading
Anglican divines. _ At his expense several anonymous tracts in
defence of Socinian views were published. Less advanced heresies
about the Trinity are said to have been widely diffused in
the seventeenth century.
Arianism may be detected in the
' Paradise Lost.'
It tinged the theology of Newton, and it
spread gradually through severaldissenting
sects. Early in the
eighteenth century it rose into great prominence. Whiston, who
was one of the most learned theologians of his time, and the
professor of mathematics
at Cambridge, openly maintained it.
Lardner, who occupies so conspicuous a place among the
apologists for Christianity, was at one time an Arian, though
his opinion seems to have ultimately inclined to Socinianism. 3
¥iews which were at least semi-Arian appeared timidly in the
writings of Clarke; and the long Trinitarian
controversy, in
which Sherlock, Jane, South, Wallis, Burner, Tfllotson, and many
x See Wallace's A_/- Trinitaria_ prefixedto Lardner'sWorks,p. xxxii.
_Biagra_hy.
His ultimate view_ is said to have
2 fMf_ af M_*. Thom_ _in,
beentha_'Jesuswasamanappointed,
_z_
of Lm_m. By Jo Cornish. exalted,loved, and honouredby God
1780.
beyondall other beings.'
* See Kippis's Life of Lardner,

cx. r,.
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others took part, fam{H_rised the whole nation with the dimeulties of the question.
It was, however, among the Presbyterians
that the defections from orthodoxy were most numerou_ and
most grave. In 1719 two Presbyterian ministers were deprived
of their pastoral charge on account of their Unitarian opinions,
but soon either Arianism or Socinlanism became the current sentimen_s of the Presbyterian seminaries, and by the middle of the
eighteenth century most of the principal Presbyterian ministers
and congregations had silently discarded the old doctrine of th_
Trinity. 1
When the intention of Whiston and Clarke to stir this
question was first, known, Godo]phin, who was then in power,
remonstrated with them, saying to the latter that ' the affairs
of the public were with dii_iculty then kept in the hands of
those that were at all for liberty ; that it was therefore
an unseasonable time for the publication of a book that would
make a great noise and disturbance, and that therefore the
ministers desired him to forbear till a surer opportunity should
offer itself.' 2 The storm of indignation that arose in Convocation upon the appearance of the work of Whiston in some
degree justified the judgment, but, on the whole, few things are
more remarkable in the eighteenth century than the ease and
impunity with which anti-Trinitarian
views were propagated.
The prosecution of Emlyn called forth an emphatic and noble
protest from Hoadly, and though Whiston was deprived of his
professorship, and censured by Convocation, he was not otherwise molested.
Noisier controversies drew away most of the
popular fanaticism, and the suppression of Convocation was
eminently favourable to religious liberty.
A Bill which was
brought forward in 1721, supported by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, and by some other prelates, to increase the stringency of the legislation against anti-Trinitarian
writings was
rejected, s and the laws against anti-Trinitarians
were silently disused. Works, however, which were directed against the Christian
religion were still liable to prosecution, though the measures
taken against them were not usually very severe.
' The Fable
of the Bees' of Mande_lle,
the ' Christianity Not Mysterious'
1Bogue and Bennett's H_. of
/)i_wter$, iL 800-303. See, too,
Lindsey's.H_tar/c_ll_,_.

_ Whiston's .Me_noirsof bT_¢._,
lP.25.
s Pa_'l./_ri_.vii. 893-895.
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of Toland,

the ' Rights

the _Posthumous
the Grand Jury

of the Christian

Works' of Bolingbroke,
of Middlesex.
When

Church'

em i_.

by Tindal,

and

were all presented
by
Collins, in 1713, pub_

lished his ' Discourse on Freethinking,'
the outcry was so violent
that the author thought
it prudent to take refuge for a time iu
Holland.
WoolsLon--whose
mind seems to have been
disordered--having
published,
in 1727 and the two
years, some violent discourses impugning
the Miracles
was sentenced to a year's imprisonment,
and to a fine of

positively
following
of Christ,
1,0001.--

a sentence against which the apologist
Lardner very nobly protested,
and which
Clarke endeavoured
to mitigate.
When
Toland visited Ireland his book was burnt by order of the Irish
Parliament,
and he only escaped arrest by a precipitate
Towards the middle of the century,
however, interest
subjects had almost ceased.
The _ Treatise on Human
by Hume, which appeared
masterpieces
of sceptical

flight. 1
in these
Nature,'

in 1739, though one of the greatest
genius, fell still-born
from the press,

and the posthumous
works of Bolingbroke,
in spite of the noisy
reputation
of their author, scarcely produced
a ripple of emotion. _
A letter
written
by Montesquieu
to Warburton
was
quoted with much applause,
somewhat
cynically
argued

in which that great French
that,
however
false might

thinker
be Llm

established
religion
in England,
no good man should attack it,
as it injured
no one, was divested
of its worst prejudices,
and
was the source of many practical
advantages2
An acute
server on the side of orthodoxy
noticed
that there was at
time little sceptical
speculation
in England,
because
there
but

little

interest

in

any

theological

i South wrote with great delight :
' Your Parliament presently sent him
packing, and without the help of a
faggot soon made the kingdom _oo hot
for him.' See Disraeli's C@tamit_esef
Aut]wrs, ii. 133.
_Hume'sAutoblogr@l_]e_,.Browne's
F_t_ate, i.56.
3 Referring to BoI_ngbroke's philosophy, he wrote, ' Wha_ motive can
there be for attacking revealed
religion in England ? In that country
it is so purged of all destructive
prejudices that it can do no ham,
but on the contrary is capable of
producing numberless good effectS.

question

;_ and

obthis
was

a great

I am sensible that in Spain or
Portugal a man who is going to be
burnt ... hath very good reason to
attack it ....
But the ca_e is very
different in England, where a man
tha_ attacks revealed religion does _t
without the least personal motive,
and where this champion if he should
succeed---nay, should he be m the
right too--would only deprive his
country of numberless real benefits
for the sake of establishu_ a merely
speculative truth.'--Ann_all_9_er,
1760, p. 189.
4 Browne's .Estimate, L 52-58.
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scep_c described the nal;ionas _settledinto _he most cool
indifference
with regard to religious matters that is to be found
in any nation of the world.' 1 Latitudinarianism
had spread
widely, but almost silently, through all religious bodies, and dogmatic teaching was almost excluded from the pulpit.
In spite
of occasional outbursts of popular fanaticism_ a religious languor
fell over England, as it had fallen over the Continent ; and if it
produced much neglect
of duty among clergymen,
and much
laxity
of morals among laymen,
it at least in some degree
assuaged the bitterness
of sectarian animosity
and prepared the
way for the future

triumph

of religious

liberty.

Hume's Essay o_ National Ch_ractors.
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W_rL_ the changes described in the last chapter were taking place,
the history of parties in England continued to present a singular
monotony.
The stigma of Jacobitism still rested on the Tories,
though Bolingbroke did everything in his power to efface it.
This great Tory statesman had soon discovered that the confidence of the Pretender was never given to any but the most
bigoted Catholics, and that his narrow and superstitious mind
was wholly unsuited for the delicate task of reconciling the
political principles of the Tory party with their religious interests
and sympathies.
Slighted and neglected by the master for whom
he had sacrificed so much, finding his political judgment
habitually treated as of less value than that of ignorant and
inexperienced fanatlcs_ he soon openly quarrelled with the Pretender, received his dismissal in 1716, and with a heart burning
with resentment abjured all further connection wi_h Jacobitism.
The importance of such a secession from the Jacobite ranks was
self-evident.
Bolingbroke was the greatest orator and the most
brilliant party leader of his time.
He had been_ and, in spite of
recent errors, he would probably, if restored to ]_nglish political
life, again be, the leader of the Church and of the country
parby, an_i he could 60 more than any other living man to
reconcile _he Tory parby to _he new dynasty.
His _rs_ objec_
was to be restore6 t_ hi_ country, fortune, _n6 titles ; he offere_
his serdees unreservedly
to the Government, and his violent
quarrel with the Jacobites was a pledge of hi_ _i_ce_it 7.
The Whig ministry
were, however, in general tar from
de_i_in_ to ucce_t the offer. On Imblie _rounds they _rohabl_
doub_ed the sincerity, or at least the permanence of his conversion. ' Parties,' as Pulteney once said, _like snakes, are moved
by their mils.'
It was certain that the Tory party in 1716 was
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almost wholly Jacobite.
There was nothing in the principles or
antecedents of Bolingbroke to make it improbable that if it .
again suited his interests he would place himself in sympathy
with his followers, and it was evideTtt that his presence would
give them an importance they would not otherwise possess.
Besides this, it was the obvious party interest of the Whigs to
exclude from the arena the most formidable of all their opponents, and there was no other statesman whom they regarded with
such animosity.
Much as they desired the maintenance of the
dynasty, they had little desire to see the Tory party reconciled
to it. They well knew that their monopoly of place and power
depended upon the success with which they represented their
opponents, both to the King and to the country, as necessarily
Jacobite.
As Bolingbroke himself very happily said, in the disposition of parties in England, _the accidental passions' of the
people were on one side, _their settled habits of thinking'
on
the other.
The natural preponderance of classes and sentiment
was with the Tories, but the temporary association of Toryism
with Popery and with rebellion had thrown all power into the
hands of the Whigs.
A Tory party thoroughly reconciled to
the dynasty and gu/ded by a statesman of great genius and
experience would probably in no long time become the ruler of
the State.
Such were probably the motives of the Whig leaders in rejecting the overtures of Bolingbroke.
Walpole, who, no doubt,
clearly saw in him the most dangerous of competitors,
was
especially vehement and especially resolute in maintaining his
ostraclsm_ and it was not until 1723 that Bolingbroke obtained,
_)_ Lh¢ _.n_uence of the 3K_ng'su_tress_ a 13urdou which enabled
him $o return to England.
Wlth the assent of Sir W//h'am
W_dham, Lord Ba%hurst_ an(_ Lord C_ower, three of the most
considerable men in the Tory par_y, he in that year made a
formal offer of co-operation to W_lpele, but that offer was absolutely declined, l The Act of Attainder, which was still iu
force, and which could onIy be annulled by Parliament, deprived
hlva of his estates and of his seat in the House of Lords_ and
although he succeeded/n 1725 in regaining the former by Acb
Wa]poIeto Town_hendp
Auga_ 3, 1723. Ooxe'_Wal2ole,ii. 263-264.
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of Parliament, he was still steadily excluded from the latter.
The adroitnes_ and splendid eloquence with which in his last
speech in the House of Lords he had met the ministerial
charges against the Peace of Utrecht were not soon forgotten,
and the Whig leaders and the Whig Parliaments were fully
resolved to paralyse so formidable an adversary. The career
of Bolingbreke
is in some respects one of the most unfortunate in English history.
Gifted, by the confession of
all who knew him, with abilities of the very highest order,
some fatal obstacle seemed always in his path.
The inveterate dilatoriness of Oxford, the death of the Queen in the
most critical moment of his life, the incapacity and incurable
bigotry of the Pretender, frustrated all his efforts, and he found
himself in the very zenith of his transcendent powers condemned to political impotence.
The first of living orators, he
was shut out for ever from Parliament, which at a time when
public meetings
were unknown, was the only theatre for
political eloquence.
A devoted Tory, and at the same time a
bitter enemy to the Pretender, he found his party, which was
naturally the strongest in England_ reduced to insignificance
through the imputation
of Jacobitism.
His political writings
continued for many years to agitate the country, and he was
indefatigable in his efforts to unite the scattered fragments of
opposition into a new party, taking for its principle the suppression of corruption in Parliament ; but his efforts met with little
success, and a politician excluded from the Legislature
could
never take a foremost place in English politics.
Once, indeed,
after many years of weary waiting, the favour of the Prince of
Wales seemed likely to break the spell of misfortune, but the
sudden death of his patron again clouded his prospects and
drove him in despair from public life.
The Whig party, under these circumstances was almost uncontrolled, and its strength was not seriously impaired by the
great schism which broke out in 1717_ when Lord Townshend was
dismissed from office, when Walpole, with several less noted
Whigs, resigned, and went into violent opposition, and when the
chief power passed into the hands of Sunderland and StanhopeIt is the plan of this book to avoid as much as possible discussing the personalities of history, except so far as they illustrate
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the polices1 char_ter and teudeneies of the time, and I shall
_herefore content myself with the mo_%cursory reference to this
schism.
It was almost inevitable that divisions should have
taken place. The party was in an overwhelming majority.
Its
leaders were very much upon a level ; for Walpole, though far
abler than his colleagues, was somewhat inferior to several of
them in the weight of his political connections, and he had not
yet attained the Parliamentary
ascendency he afterwards
enjoyed.
The Hanoverian ministers, and a crowd of rapacious
Hanoverian favourites of the King, were perpetually endeavouring
to make English politics subservient to Hanoverian interests, and
to obtain places, pensions, or titles for themselves ; and another
serious element of complication and intrigue was introduced by
the strong dislike subsisting between the King and the Prince of
Wales, and the extreme jealousy which the former entertained of
all statesmen who were supposed to have confidential intercourse
with the latter or with his partisans.
The bitter hatred, both
personal and political, that subsisted between the first three Hanoverian sovereigns and their eldest sons, though it threw great scandal and discredit onthe royal family andadded largely to the difficulties of parliamentary government, was probably on the whole
rather beneficial to the dynasty than otherwise, as it led the most
prominent opponents of the existing Governments to place their
chief hopes in the heir-apparent te the Crown. The Hanoverian
tendencies of the sovereign were, however, an unmixed source
of weakness. The whole Whig party, though they had gratified
the King by supporting the acquisition of Bremen and Verden,
offended.him byrefusing to follow the advice of his favourite Hanoverian minister, Bernsdorf, to commence immediate hostilities
against the Czar when heinvadedthe Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg
in 1716. Walpole and Townshend soon became peculiarly distasteful to the German party around the King, and they were
accustomed to express, in no measured terms, their indignation
at the venality and the intrigues of the Hanoverian favourites.
On the other hand. Sunderland was intriguing eagerly against
his colleagues.
The son of the able and corrupt statesman who
played so great a part in the reigns of James IL and of William_
and the son-in-law of Marlborough, he had for some time
shared the suspicion with which his father-in-law
was regarded by George L Though his introduction into the Cabinet
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during the last reign had been looked upon as one of t_he most
important and most decisive victories of the Whig party, and
though he had long been one of the most conspicuous debaters
in the House of Lords, he found himself excluded, together with
Marlborough, from the list of Lords Justices to whom the Government of the country was in part entrusted on the death of the
Queen.
He was appointed Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland, which
removed him from active political life; and although he afterwards
succeeded Wharton as Privy Seal, he still found the influence
and favour of Lord Townshend greatly superior to his own, and
he showed his discontent by very rarely taking any part in the
defence of the Government.
At last, however, he succeeded, in
the summer of 1716, during a brief residence in Hanover, iu
obtaining
the complete favour and confidence of the King.
Stanhope, who was Secretary of State, and who had beeu appo/n_d
to that office by Townshend, threw himself into the measures
of Sunderland.
Some alleged delays of Townshend in negotiating the treaty with France, some alleged relations between him
and the party of the Prince of Wales, furnished pretexts, and, after
passing through more than one phase which it is not here necessary
to chronicle, the disagreement deepened into an open breach. In
the new Government Sunderland and Addison were joint Secretames of State, while Stanhope was First Lord of the Treasury
and Chancellorofthe
Exchequer. The conduct of Stanhope in this
transaction is extremely questionable, but he appears to have been
in general a high-minded as well as brave and liberal man, well
skilled in military matters and in foreign policy, and of that frank
and straightforward character which often succeeds better in public
llfe, and especially in English public life, than the most refined
cunning, x but withont much administrative
or parliamentary
i Lady W. Montague writes : occasionallyfound that they [foreign
'Earl Stanhope used to say that ministers] had been deceivedby tt.e
du_
his ministry he always ira- openmannerin which he told them
posed on the foreign ministers by the truth. Whenhe had laid before
telling them the nakedtruth, which them the exact state of the case,and
as they thought it impossibleto come announcedhis own intentions,they
fromthe mouth of a statesman,they went away convinced that so skilful
never failed to write informationto and experienced a diplomatistcould
their respective Courtsdirectly con- notpossiblybesofrankasheappeared,
trary to the assuranceshe gsve them.' and, imagining somedeep design_
Letters (Lord Wharnclif[e_sed.) iii. his words, acted on their own ictea
54. Comparethe_ollow__ug
account whathe really
meant,
a_lsomisled
of Lord Palmerston. _I have heard their own selves.--_¥
him [Lord Palmerston] say that he 2_t/mer_a_,ii. 301.
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ability, and wholly unfit to manage the finances of the country.
In the following year, as foreign affairs became more entangled,
the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer was given to Aislabie.
Sunderland became First Lord of the Treasury, and Stanhope,
together with an earldom, assumed the office of Secretary of
State, which gave him the direction of foreign policy. In home
policy the ministry was chiefly distinguished by the repeal of
the Occasional Conformity and Schism Acts, by the unsuccessful
attempt to carry the mischievous peerage Bill, which I have
already described, and by the privileges granted to the South
Sea Company, which speedily led to the most terrible disasters.
Its foreign policy was more brilliant, for it was during its term
of office, and in a great degree in consequence of its measures,
that the ambitious projects of Alberoni were defeated.
In
1720 the schism was partly healed by the return of Walpole
and Townshend to office, though not to a position in the Government at all equivalent to that of which they had been deprived.
To_wnshend became President of the Council, and Walpole Paymaster of the Forces; and about the same time, and chiefly
through the influence of Walpole, there was an outward reconciliation between the King and the Prince of Wales.
The divergence of feelings and interests between the two
sections of the Cabinet was, however, by no means at an end
when the disasters following the South Sea Bubble gave a complete ascendency to the party of Walpole.
The South Sea
Company had, as we have seen, been established by Harley, in
1711, for the purpose of restoring the national credit, which had
been shaken by the downfall of the Whigs ; and although its
trade in the Spanish waters was greatly Hmited by the provisions of the Peace of Utrecht, and greatly inten'upted by the
subsequent hostilities with Spain, the company possessed such
important commercial privileges that it continued to be one
of the most considerable and esteemed mercantile corporations
in the country.
The policy of gradually paying off the debt
by incorporating
it with the stock of flourishing companies
was in high favour, and in 1717 an Act was passed permitting
the proprietors of certain short annuities amounting to about
135,000/., which had still twenty-three
years to run, to subscribe the residue of the term into South Sea stock, at the rate
YOL.L
y
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of eleven and a half years' purchase, receiving five per cent. on the
principal.
By this transaction, and by an additional advance
of about 544,000L, the capital of the company was increased to
11,746,844/.
In 1719, however, the project was conceived of
enormously enlarging its scope. The national debt consisted
partly of redeemable funds, which might be paid off whenever
money could be found for that purpose, and partly of irredcem.
able ones, usually for about ninety-nine years, which could not
be paid without the consent of the proprietors.
The directors
of the company proposed, by purchase or subscription, to absorb
both kinds of debt, and they anticipated that the advantages
they could offer were such that they could make arrangements
with the proprietors of the irredeemable annuities for the conversion of these latter into redeemable funds, that they could
consolidate the different funds into a single stock, that at the
end of seven years they could reduce the interest on the national
debt from five to four per cent., and that by the profits of a
company so greatly enlarged and so closely connected with the
Government they could establish a large sinking fund for paying
off the national debt.
The prospect in the outset rested upon
very erroneous notions of the value of the South Sea trade;
but the competition between the company and the Bank, which
looked upon the scheme with great jealousy, soon made it wholly
chimerical.
The South Sea directors resolved, at all costs, to
¢btain their ends, and they accordingly offered no less than
7,567,000/.,
if all the debts were subscribed, and a propertionate sum for any par_ of them ; and they also proposed to
pay, for the use of the public, one year's purchase of such of
the long irredeemable annuities as should not be brought into
their capital.
These terms were accepted by the Governmerit, and the BiU was passed in ApriI 1720.
It was wholly
impossible that it should have issued in anything but disaster ;
but alI the devices of the Stock Exchange were employed artificially to raise the price of stock.
For several yearsPand,
indeed, ever since the Revolution--a
spirit of reckless speculation had been spreading through England.
Stock-jobbing had
become a favourite profession.
Lottery after lottery had been
launched with success, and pro_ects hardly less insane than
those of the South Sea year found numerous supporters.
The
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scheme of Law had produced a wild enthusiasm of speculation
in France, and the contagion was felt in England.
The South
Sea project was too complicated to be generally understood.
There was no efficient organ of financial criticism.
The Government warmly supported the scheme.
The large sum offered by
the company, which made success impossible, stimulated the
imaginations of the people, who fancied that a privilege so dearly
purchased must be of inestimable value, and the complication of
credulity and dishonesty, of ignorance and avarice, threw England into what it is scarcely an exaggeration to term a positive
frenzy.
The mischief affected all classes.
Landlords sold their
ancestral estates ; clergymen, philosophers, professors, dissenting
ministers, men of fashion, poor widows, as well as the usual speculators on 'Change, flung all their possessions into the new stock.
Many foreigners followed the example, and the Canton of
Berne, in its corporate capacity, is said to have speculated
largely in it. Among those to whom large amounts of stock
had been improperly assigned were the Duchess of Kendal
and the Countess of Platen the two mistresses of the King,
Sunderland the prime minister, Aislabie the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Charles Stanhope the Secretary of State, and the two
Craggs.
Among the great crowd of honest speculators were
Pope and Walpole and Gay, Bingham, the learned historian of
Chr/s_ian antiquities, Chandler, one of the most conspicuous of
the Dissenters.
Rumours of intended cessions of gold mines
of Peru, in exchange for Gibraltar and Port Mahon_ were
industriously circulated and readily believed.
Dividends were
officially promised, which could never be paid.
The stock rose
to 1,000.
Then came the inevitable reaction.
The bubble
burst.
Bankers and goldsmiths who had lent money on it were
everywhere failing.
The stock fell faster than it had risen, and
in a few weeks the Eldorado dreams were dispelled_ _nd disaster
and ruin were carried through all classes of the na_on.'
It is a striking instance of the good fortune which at this
time attended the Whig party, that the schism of 1717 had
withdrawn a certain proportion of its leaders from the Governmen_, and consequently from all responsibility for the disaster.
_inc]a_r'sH_.ct.of tltv .Rvt_n.ue,L 4_$. Tmdal. Macpherson'sAnrtals of
Commsres,voL iii.
r2
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Had it been otherwise, the whole party might have fallen
beneath the outburst of popular indignation, and a party which
was now purely Jacobite might have been summoned to the
helm. Walpole, however, who since his resignation had systematically opposed every measure of the ministry, had both in ParHament and by his pen severely criticised the South Sea scheme,
and although he had been partially reconciled to the Government and had accepted office about three months before the
final crash, public opinion very justly held him wholly innocent
of the disaster, while his well-known financial ability made
men turn to him in the hour of distress_ as of all statesmen
the most fitted to palliate it. Lord Stanhope, who, whatever
his errors may have been, showed at least a perfect integrity
during these transactions, died in the February of 1720-21. and
was replaced as Secret_ry of State by Lord Townshend.
Aislabie
was driven ignominiously from his position of Chancellor of
the Exchequer.
Sunderland, the Prime Minister, though acquitted on the charge of corruption_ was obliged, by the stress
of public feeling, to resign his office. Walpole became beth
First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer ;
and the death of Sunderland, in April 1722_ which closed the
schism of the _Thig party, removed the last serious obstacle
from his path.
In his career, more than in that of any other
statesman, the character of Whig policy during the eighteenth
century was reflected ; and his influence, in a very great degree,
determined
the tone and character of parliamentary
government in England.
Born in 1676, of a Norfolk family of great antiquity, moderate wealth, and considerable
political
influence, Rober_
Walpole was at first, as a second son_ intended for the Church,
was educated with this object at Etch, where he was the contemporary .and rival of St. John, and had already begun,
with some distinction, his career at Cambridge when the death
of his elder brother induced his father to withdraw him from
the University, find soon after plunged him into polities.
His
family possessed the control of no less than three seats, and he
entered Parliament for one of them upon the death of his
father, in 1700, and at once attached himself to the Whigs.
He appeared from the beginning a shrewd, cautious, laborious
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and ambitious man, of indomitable courage and unflagging
spirits, surpassed by many in the grace and dignity of eloquence, but by no one in readiness of reply, fertility of resource,
and aptitude for business. He became a member of the Council
of Admiralty in 1705, Secretary of War in 1708, Treasurer of
the Navy in 1709.
In 1710 he was one of the managers of the
Sacheverell impeachment, a measure of which he privately disapproved.
On the downfall of the ministry, he took a conspicuous and brilliant part in defending the financial policy of
Godolphin, who had been accused by the Tory House of Commons of gross extravagance
and corruption, and he from this
period obtained the reputation of ' the best master of figures of
any man of his time.'
In 1712, the Torie% being in power_
marked their animosity against him by expelling him from
Parliament,
on the charge of corruption, and consigning him
for a few months to the Tower ; but the condemnation, which was
a mere party vote, left no stigma on his name, while the species
of political martyrdom he underwent only served to enhance
his reputation.
He soon returned to Parliament_ was recognised as the most powerful supporter of the Protestant
succession, rose again to office upon the accession of George I, was
Chairman of the Secret Committee for investigating the circumstances of the Peace of Utrecht_ became Paymaster of the Forces
in 1714 and First Lord of the Treasury, and at the same time
Chancellor of the Exchequer_ in 1715. We have just seen how
the division of the party in 1717 for a time interrupted
his
career; how,. by a singular good fortune, he was in opposition
when the South Sea scheme was devised ; and how the ruin of his
most formidable competitors and his own financial talents brought
him to the foremost place.
In the midst of the panic, and exasperation both of Parliament and of the nation, he acted with
great coolness, courage, and good sense. He moderated the proceedings that were taken against the guilty directors, and he
gradually restored public credit by measures which met with some
opposition at the time_ and which, many years after, became
the objects of virulent attacks, _ but which had undoubtedly the
effect of calming public opinion, and greatly mitigating the
See the details of these measures The attacks uponWalpole'shonesty
in Coxe, SinclaZr_and Macpherson. in this matter do not appearto have
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inevitable suffering.
His first scheme--which
was originally
suggested by Jacombe, the Under-Secretary
of War--was
a
division of the stock between the South Sea Company, the
Bank, and the East India Company; but another plan was
afterwards devised.
It is not necessary to enter at length into
its somewhat complicated details.
It is sufficient to say that
the whole sum of rather more than 7,000,000/., which the company had engaged to pay the public, was ultimately remitted,
that the confiscated estates of the directors were employed in
the partial discharge of the incumbrances
of the society, and
that a division of stock being made among all the proprietors,
it produced a dividend
of 33/. 6s. 8d. per cent.
From this
time, for more than twenty years, the ascendency of Walpole
was complete.
Carteret,
who made some slight efforts to
rally the party, which had been left leaderless by the deaths of
Stanhope and Sunderland, or at least to maintain some real
authority in the ministry, succumbed in the beginning of 1724,
and went into a kind of honourable exile as Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland.
The death of the King had long been looked upon as
the event which must necessarily terminate the administration
of his favourite minister, for the enmity between George I. and
his eldest son had never, in reality ceased, and the quarrel
between them broke out with renewed violence on the occasion of the birth of the Prince's second son, in 1721.
The
Prince desired the Duke of York to be godfather to the child.
The King insisted on giving that post to the Duke of l_ewcastle.
A strange, undignified, but most characteristic
scene
ensued.
On the occasion of the christening, in the Princess's
bedroom, and in presence of the King, the Prince, trembling with
passion, strode up to the Duke of Newcastle, shaking his hand
at him in menace, and shouting, in his broken English, _You
are a rascal ; but I shall find you I' The King ordered his son
to be put under arrest, and that night he and his wife were
driven from the palace.
From this time there was open and
complete hostility, not only between the King and the Prince of
Wales, but also between their adherents.
No communication
been made till fourteen years later,
and were probablyqmte unfounded,
They will be found drawn out at

greatlength in Ralph's 6_2_c_l/T_.
of tl_ Ad_n_raCio_ of Wul2olv.
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especially

was

made the subject of violent abuse by the heir to the throne.
But the expectations
of his enemies were soon disappointed.
For
a few days, indeed,

Walpole

was out of office, the

King

having

placed the management
of affairs in the hands of Sir Spencer
Compton; who had been his treasurer,
and who was at this time
Speaker of the House of Commons,
and also Paymaster
of the
Forces.
Sir Spencer, however, was entirely incapable
of occupying a foremost
draw up a King's

place.
Speech,

He
and

found
himself
unable
even
in his difficulty
he resorted

to
to

Walpole himself.
The influence of Cardinal Fleury, who urged
the danger to the French
alliance of a change of Government,
and the warm support
of Queen Caroline,
brought
Walpole
back to office, where he became more absolute than before.
Sir
Spencer
created
became

Compton
readily acquiesced
in his own deposition,
was
Earl
of Wilmington
in 1728, and two years later
Privy Seal, and then President
of the Council
in the

ministry
of his former rival.
Townshend,
who alone could in
any degree maintain
a balance
of power, was compelled
to
resign
in 1730,
and the ascendency
of Walpole
continued
unbroken
till 1742.
It is the fault of many historians
and the misfortune
of many
statesmen
that the latter are often judged almost exclusively
by
the measures they have passed, and not at all by the evils they
have averted.
In the case of Walpole this mode of judgment
is
peculiarly
misleading,
and it is remarkable
that great practical
politicians
have usually estimated
him far more highly than
men of letters. _ The long period of his rule was signalised
by
very few measures
of brilliancy
or enduring value.
His faults
both as a man and a statesman
were glaring and replflsive_ and
he never exercised either the intellectual
fascination that belongs
to a great

orator_ or the moral fascination

Inthe present generation Walpole
has been made the subject of elaborate
picturesbythreeveryeminentwriters,
who di_er as widely as posslbte in
their political views and in the character of their minds--by Macaulay
in his _y
on Haraoe Wagon's
/._ter#_ Lord Stanhopo in his _#t.of
.g_/_.d ; and Mr. Carlyle in his Zd]_

that belongs

to a great

oft_rederick fleeGreat. It is curiously
instructive to compare thmr estimates
of him with that of Burke in his
A21_c_lf,ro_t]___ren)tot]_s Old Whigs,
and that of Sir Robert Peel in a remarkablepaperintheSta_Mi_b
h_ss (first series). Lozd J. Russell
has&lwaysestlmated Walpole at least
as highly as Sir 1%.PeeL
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character.He was not a reformer,
or a successful
warminister,
or a profound and original thinker, or even a tactician of great
enterprise,
and yet he possessed qualities which have justly
placed him in the foremost rank of politicians.
Finding England with a disputed succession and an unpopular sovereign,
with a corrupt and factious Parliament, and an intolerant, ignorant, and warlike people, he succeeded in giving it twenty
years of unbroken peace and uniform prosperity, in establishing
on an impregnable basis a dynasty which seemed tottering to its
fall, in rendering, chiefly by the force of his personal ascendency,
the House of Commons the most powerful body in the State, in
moderating permanently the ferocity of political factions and
the intolerance of ecclesiastical legislation.
A simple country
squire, with neither large fortune nor great connections, he won
the highest post in politics from rivals of brilliant talent, and he
maintained himself in it for a longer period than any of his
predecessors.
No English minister had a sounder judgment in
emergencies or a greater skill in reading and in managing men.
He obtained a complete ascendency over George L, although,
the King speaking no English, and his minister no French or
German, their only communications
were in bad Latin, and
although the favourite mistress of the King was his enemy. On
the death of George I., when the other leading politicians turned
at once to Mrs. Howard, the mistress of the new sovereign, as
the future source of political power, Walpole at once recognised
the ability and unobtrusive influence of the Queen, and by her
friendship he was soon absolute at Court.
Though George II.
came to the thron_ with an intense prepossession against him, and
though the King was as fond of war as his minister of peace,
he soon acquired the same influence over the new sovereign as
he had exercised over his father.
His chancellor, Lord Macclesfield, excited a storm of indignation, and at last an impeachmerit, by corruptly selling masterships of Chancre T ; but Walpole,
without unfairly abandoning his colleague, met the charges
against him with such cons, lmmate tact and such judicious
candour that the affair rather strengthened than weakened his
administration.
He managed the House of Commons with an
admirable mixture of shrewdness and frankness, and his facility
of access, his unfailing

good humour,

the ease with which he
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threw aside the cares of office, his loud, ringing laugh, and the
keen zest with which he rode to the hounds, contributed perhaps
as much as his higher qualities to win the affections of the
country squires, who were still so powerful in politics.
Parliamentary government, under his auspices, acquired a definite
form and a regular action, and he was a great Parliamentary
leader at the time when the art of Parliamentary leadership was
altogether new.
As a statesman the chief object of his policy was to avoid
all violent concussions of opinion.
He belonged to that class of
legislators who recognise fully that government is an organic
thing, that all transitions to be safe should be the gradual product
of public opinion, that the great end of statesmanship is to secure
the nation's practical well-being, and allow its social and industrial forces to develop unimpeded, and that a wise minister
will carefully avoid exciting violent passions, provoking reactions, offending large classes, and generating enduring discontents.
In many periods the policy of evading or postponing
dangerous questions has proved revolutionary, or has, at least,
increased the elements of agitation.
In the time of Walpole,
and in the degree in which he practised it, it was eminently
wise. England was at this time menaced by one of the greatest
calamities that can befall a nation--the
evil of a disputed succession. Large classes were alienated from the Government.
Strong religious and political passions had been aroused against
it, and there were evident signs in many quarters of a disposition to subordinate national to dynastic considerations.
In an
earlier period of English history causes of this nature had
deluged England with blood for more than sixty years. Since
the time of Walpole very similar influences have corroded the
patriotism and divided the energies of the leading nation on the
Continent, and have led to the most crushing catastrophe in its
history.
To the systematic moderation of Walpole it is in a
great degree due that the revolutionary spirit took no root in
England, that the many elements of disaffection gradually subsided, and that the landed gentry were firmly attached to the
new dynasty.
To conciliate this class was a main branch of his
policy, and if this course was dictated by his own party interests,
it is equally true that it was eminently in accordance with the
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interests of the country.
The Revolution was in a great measure
a movement of the town populations in opposition to the country
gentry, and had it not been for the mediatorial influence of the
aristocracy, who were connected politically with the first, and
socially with the second, it might have led to a most dangerous
antagonism of classes. It is, however, a remarkable fact that
in the very first year of the Revolution, the Legislature,
while
gratifying the whole people by abolishing the unpopular hearth
tax, conferred a special favour upon the landlords by a law
granting bounties for the export of corn when the home price
had sunk to a certain tevelJ
That this measure was economically erroneous will now hardly be disputed, but it probably
had a real political value, and its enactment immediately after
the great Whig triumph is a striking illustration of the conciliatory spirit that has usually presided over English legislation.
Still the country gentry were, on the whole, hostile to
the change, and the chief burden of the additional taxation was
thrown upon them.
The lwnd tax of four shillings in the pound,
which was carried in 1692, was extremely unequal in its operation, for it was based on a valuation fi_rnished chiefly by the
landlords themselves, but in principle the equity of the tax
was generally acknowledged.
By no other form of taxation
could a sufficient sum be raised to meet the expenses of the war.
For many generations extraordinary emergencies had been met
by temporary taxes upon land.
The prevailing economical
notion that of all forms of industry agriculture
alone is really
productive helped to justify the tax, and it also contributed to
redress a serious injustice which had been done to other classes
under Charles II.
In that reign, as is well known, the feudal
obligations which still rested upon land were abolished, and, as
a compensation, excise duties were imposed on beer, ale, and other
liquors, and on licences, and were assigned in perpetuity to the
Crown ; and thus the burden which had from time immemorial
been attached to one particular species of property was shifted to
the whole community. 2
Under these circumstances the land tax required no justification, and at first met with no serious opposition. It is not surpris1 1 William and Mary,c. 12.
g See McCullochon Taxa'tion,p.58. Sinclair a_:the Revenue, i. 300.
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ing, however, that its unprecedented magnitude, and also the necessity of continuing it in time of peace, should have aggravated
the irritation with which, on other grounds, the country gentry
regarded the Revolution.
Their political alienation was, perhaps,
the most serious danger of the new Government.
It was
entirely impossible that the reigning family should be firmly
established, and that constitutional
Parliamentary
government
should continue if the landed gentry were estranged from the
existing order of things ; and their natural sympathies were
strongly To_:y, while Government, in the first two Hanoverian
reigns, was exclusively Whig.
The hatred the ordinary country
gentlemen felt towards foreigners, towards traders, and towards
Dissenters was hardly less strong than that dread of Popery
which had induced them reluctantly to acquiesce in the Revolution.
It was impossible_ however, that they should long look
upon Walpole as an enemy to their order or their interests. By
birth and position he belonged to their class. He was so imbued
with their tastes that, as Lord Hardwicke assures us, he always
opened the letters of his gamekeeper
before any others, even
before the letters from the King. _ The Saturday holiday of
Parliament still remains as a memorial of his country habits,
for, as the Speaker Onslow informs us, it was originally instituted
in order that Walpole might once a week gcatify his passion
for hunting.
In the contest upon the Peerage Bill_ which
beyond most questions touched the interests of the country
gentry, Walpole was their special champion.
He carefully
humoured their prejudices, and he steadily laboured, sometimes
by means that were censurable or unpopular, to reduce the
land tax, which was their greatest burden.
In 1731 and 1732
it sank for the first time since the Revolution to one shilling in
the pound.
To abolish it was the main object of his excise
scheme.
To keep it down he reimposed, in 1732, the salt tax,
which had been abolished two years before, and in the following
year withdrew 500,000/. from the Sinking Fund, which had been
provided for the payment of the National Debt.
I have already shown how a similar spirit of caution and
conciliation pervaded his religious policy, how he abstained
from adopting any course which could arouse the dormant in] IVal2oliana.
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appointments,
and, by passing Acts of indemnity,
with securing
a large amount of practical
liberty.
He did nothing
to relieve
the Catholics at home, but his Protestantism,
like all his other
sentiments,
was devoid of fanaticism,
and it did not prevent him
from co-operating
affairs in France,
cations
towards

with Rome,
individuals

cordially
with Cardinal
from holding
frequent

Fleury, who directed
unofficial
communi-

and from acting with his usual good-nature
of the creed.
The kind alacrity with which

he assisted
the promotion
of an English
Catholic
priest
at
Avignon, who was recommended
to him by Pope, is said to have
given rise to those beautiful
lines in which the great
poet has traced his portrait)
A policy such as I have described
is not much fitted

Catholic
to strike

the imagination,
but it was well suited to a period
of disputed
succession,
and to the genius
of a nation
which has usually
preferred
cautious
to blilliant
statesmen,
and which
owes to
this preference
may be added

no
that

small
there

part of its political
have been very few

well-being.
It
ministers
whose

more important
judgments
by posterity.
The highest
probably
the maintenance

have been so uniformly
ratified
English
interest
of his time
was
of the Hanoverian
dynasty,
and of

the constitutional

of government

maxims

it represented

; and

to Walpole more than to any other single man that maintenance
was due.
The greatest
party blunder
made during his time was
unquestionably
the impeachment
of Sacheverell,
and the most
dangerous
constitutional
innovation
was the Peerage
Bill of
Stanhope,

but

Walpole

first, and was the
One of the happiest

endeavoured

privately

to prevent

chief cause of the rejection
of the
instances of the policy of Chatham

the

second.
was the

i , Seen him I have; but in his happier hour
Of social pleasure ill exchanged for power ;
Seen him uncumbered with the venal tribe,
Smile without art, and win without a bribe.
Would he oblige me ? Let me only find
He does not think me what he thinks mankind.'
_Zogue_ to the Satire,.
Theeharacterwillappearveryfavourable when we remember that Pope
was the most intimate friend of Walpole's bittezest enemies. See Nichols's

IAgerary Anecdotes of the _hgh2eent]_
Century, v. p. 650. Chesterfield's
MizeellameouaWorha, appendix p. 41.
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manner in which he allayed the disloyalty of the Scotch, by
appealing to their national and military pride, and forming out
of their clans national regiments ; but a precisely similar policy
had been proposed by Duncan Forbes, in 1738, and warmly supported by Walpole, though the opposition of his colleagues, and
the outcry that was raised about standing armies, prevented its
realisation. 1 The calamities of the next period of English history
were mainly due to the disastrous attempt to raise a revenue by
the taxation of America ; but this plan had, in 1739, been suggested to Walpole, who emphatically rejected it, adding, with
admirable wisdom, that it had always been the object of his administration to encourage to the highest point the commercial
prosperity of the colonies, that the more that prosperity was
augmented, the greater would be the demand for English products, and that it was in this manner that the colonies should
be a source of wealth to the mother country3
The first slight
relaxation
of the commercial
restraints which excluded
the
colonies from intercourse with all foreign countries was due to
Walpole, who carried, in 1730, an Act enabling Carolina and
Georgia to send their rice direct in British vessels, manned by
British sailors, to any part of Europe south of Cape Finisterre ;
and this measure, restricted as it was, had the effect of greatly
developing the colonial plantations, and making their produce
a successful rival to Egyptian
rice, in the chief markets of
Europe ? 3
On three occasions Walpole may be said to have been
condemned by the almost unanimous voice of the people.
He
had warned Parliament
of some at least of the dangers of the
South Sea scheme.
His warning was disregarded."
The whole
nation rushed with a frantic excitement into speculation, and, in
the fearful calamities that ensued, Walpole was called in as the
one man who could in some degree remedy the evil. His
scheme of excise was made the object of absurd and factious
misrepresentation.
The name of excise was still associated in
the popular mind with the hated memory of the Long Parliament, which had borrowed the impost from the Dutch, and had
first introduced it into England.
The increase in the number
I Cult,.den_PaTe_.#
, p. xxxi.
2 Annual tlegister, 1765,p. 25.
s Coxe's Wa_o_, i. 326-327.
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of revenue officers that would be required--which
was shown to
be utterly insignificant---was
represented as likely to give the
Crown an overwhelming influence at elections.
The scheme,
which was limited to two or three articles in which gross frauds
in the revenue had been detected, was described as a precursor
to a general system of exeise--a system, it was added, which
could only be maintained by the employment of innumerable
spies, who would penetrate into every household, and disturb
the peace of every family.
Walpole yielded to the clamour,
but Pitt, who was one of the bitterest and one of the most
honest of his opponents, long afterwards confessed his belief
that the scheme was an eminently wise one, 1 and there is
now scarcely an historian who does not share the opinion.
The chief proximate
cause of the downfall of Walpole was
his reluctance to enter into that war with Spain which was
advocated by all the leaders of the Opposition, and which at last
became necessary, from the popular clamour they aroused.
Burke, in one of his latest works, took the occasion of expressing
his deep sense both of the injustice and the impolicy of this
war, and he added that it had been his lot some years after to
converse with many of the principal politicians who had raised
the clamour that produced it, and that ' none of them, no not
one, did in the least defend the measure, or attempt to justify
their conduct, which they as freely condemned as they would
have done in commenting upon any proceeding in history in
which they were wholly _nconcerned.' _
The special field in which the ability of _ralpole was most
fitted to shine, was undoubtedly finance, and there was probably
no exaggeration in the eulogy of a very able contemporary
writer, 8 who pronounced him to be ' the beat commercial minister
this country ever produced.'
I have already adverted to the
singularly enlightened views he had expressed about the colonial
trade, to the prescience with which he warned his countrymen of
the calamities that would ensue from the South Sea scheme,
and to the almost unanimous verdict of posterity in favour of
his excise scheme.
I may add that he succeeded in a singularly short time, and at the expense of comparatively
slight
See Coxe's
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loss to the country, in restoring public credit after the collapse
of the South Sea Company; that he was one of the first English
statesmen who took efficient measures for the reduction of the
National Debt; that he laid the foundation of the free-trade
policy of the present century, by abolishing in a single year the
duties on 106 articles of export, and on 38 articles of import ;
that the system of warehousing, or admitting as a temporary
deposit, foreign goods, free of duty, to await exportation, which had
been largely practised by the Dutch in the beginning of the seventeenth century, and which was one of the happiest measures of
Huskisson in the nineteenth century, had been part of the excise
scheme of Walpole; that by an alteration in the manner of borrowing by means of Exchequer Bills he saved the country the payment of a large amount of annual interest, and that no single
feature of his speeches appeared to his contemporaries so admixable as the unfailing lucidity with which he treated the most
intricate questions of finance.
In all matters that were not connected with the maintenance of his Parliamentary position he was
conspicuously parsimonious of public money, and his fertility of
financial resource extorted from George I. the emphatic declaration that' Walpole could make gold from nothing,' that ' he
never had his equal in business.' The establishments were kept
low. Credit was fully restored, and under the influence of a
sound and pacific policy, and in the absence of _neddling commercial laws, the wealth of the country rapidly increased.
The
abundance of money was so great that even the three-per-cents.
were in 1737 at a premium.
The average price of land rose in
a few years from 20 or 21 to 25_ 26 or even 27 years' purchase.
The tonnage of British shipping was augmented in the six years
that preceded 1729 by no less than 238,000 tons. Particular
taxes were appropriated
to the payment of the i_terest of the
debt, and it was provided that when they were more than sufficient for the purpose, the surplus was to be paid into a sinking
fund for the liquidation
of the principal.
Partly by the increase of the produce of these taxes, and partly by reductions of
the interest of the debt, the s,un annually paid into this sinking
fund for some years rapidly increased.
In 1717 it amounted
to 323,427/.,
in 1724 to 653,000/.,
in 1738 to 1,231,127_.
The value of the imports rose between 1708 and 1730 from
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4,698,663Lto 7,780,019/.,
thatof the exportsfrom 6,969,089L
to II,974,135L A corresponding
progresswas shown in the
growth of the manufacturing towns, in the extension of almost
every prominent form of industry, in the improved condition of
the poorer classes of the community.
The price of wheat in the
first half of the eighteenth
century steadily fell. During the
fifty years that preceded 1700 the average price per quarter was
3/. lls.
During the fortyyears that preceded 1750it had sunk
to 1/. 16s., but at the same time the price of labour underwent
no corresponding diminution, and during the latter part of that
time it had considerably risen.'
The merits of Walpole in this respect were very great, for
in the eyes of most impartial observers there was much in the
financial condition of the country since the Revolution that was
extremely serious.
The expenses of the administration
had
increased, and the National Debt, which at the time of the
Revolution was only 648,000/., amounted
on the death of
William to more than sixteen millions, and on the accession of
George L to more than fifty-four millions.
Accustomed as we
are to the far more gigantic burden of our present debt, it is
perhaps dit_icult for us to estimate the consternation with which
this phenomenon was regarded, and the National Debt is historically so closely connected with the Revolution that Whig historians have shown a strong tendency to depreciate its importance. They have urged with truth that the existence of some
debt was inevitable, that Italy, Holland, France, and Spain
had already taken considerable steps in the same direction, that
the increased perfection of military organisation,
by adding
largely to the cost of war, had made it eminently advisable to
spread the expense of a great struggle over several years of
peace, that in 1692, when the funded system began, it would
have been impossible tohave raised the war taxes within the year
without seriously crippling industry and shaking the Government, and that, on the other hand, the abundance of money
seeking investment
made a loan peculiarly advisable.
They
'Macpherson's Atolls of Cocr*.
meree,ifi. pp. 147,148. Malthus, On
/_/at_o_, book iii. c.x. Chalmers'
F_v_te (ed. 1794), pp. 107, 108.
Cmik's But. of Commeree,ii..201-203
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have added, to% that the evils of a national debt have been greatly
exaggerated, and that its advantages are by no means inconsiderable.
It is certain, notwithstanding the prognostications of
innumerable economists, that the material prosperity of England
has steadily advanced in spite of its debt. It is certain that
although a debt which a nation owes to itself is economically an
evil, it is an evil of a very different magnitude from a debt
owed to a foreign nation.
There is also a real and a considerable
advantage in the possession of a secure and easy mode of investing
money accessible to all classes, universally known, and furnishing
the utmost facilities for transfer. Nor should it be forgotten that
a financial system which gives a largo proportion of the people
a direct pecuniary interest in the stability of the Government is
a great pledge of order and a firm bond of national cohesion.
But, admitting these arguments, the evils of national debt%
both moral and economical, are very serious. Economically
they almost invariably imply an enormous waste of capital
with a proportionate injury to the working classes.
The principal of the debt is usually spent unpreductively
by the Government as revenue, and it is drawn in a large part from capital
which would have been otherwise productively employed and which
forms part of the wage fund of the nation.
It is a transparent
though common fallacy to suppose that it reproduces itself in
interest.
A moment's reflection is sufficient to show that, except
in the rare cases in which the borrowed money is employed in
some reproductive work, no such interest accrues, and that the
annual sum which the Government engages to pay to its creditors is derived from other sources, from a general taxation levied
on funds part of which, at least, would otherwise have been productively employed.
And the economical evil of this dissipation of capital is greatly aggravated by moral causes. Many
forms of lavish unproductive
expenditure, and especially the
splendours and the excitements of war, are naturally so popular
that any minister or sovereign whose position is insecure or whose
character is ambitious is almost irresistibly tempted to resort to
them if there is no strong counteracting influence.
The natural
restraint upon these extravagances is the necessity of raising by
taxation the whole sum that is required.
The sacrifice and dis_
turbance caused by such an increase of taxation arouse a feeling
VOL.
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which at once checks the progress of the eviL But by the
funding
system this invaluable restraint is almost wholly
removed.
The money that is required is borrowed.
The
increase of taxation that is necessary to pay the mere interest
appears trifling and almost imperceptible.
The process which
sheuld be resorted to, only in extreme emergencies of the
State, is found so easy and popular that it is constantly
repeated.
The nation, losing all habit of financial sacrifice,
borrows in every moment of difficulty, contents itself in time
of prosperity with simply paying the interest of the debt, and
makes no serious effort to reduce the principal.
Thug by
stealthy and insidious steps the evil creeps on till the national
prosperity and industry are heavily mortgaged, and the consequences of the crimes and blunders of one generation are
entailedupon the remotestposterity.In ancienttimes,the
traces of the most horrible war were soon effaced. In a few
years the misery and desolation that followed it were forgotten.
The waste of national wealth which might appear a
more permanent calamity was so immediately and acutely felt
that it at once produced an increase of energy and self-sacrifice to
replace it, and thus the effects of political errors usually disappeared almost with those who perpetrated
them.
In modern
times the chief expenditure of a war is raised by a loan, which
is often drawn from the capital that would otherwise have
given employment to the poor, which rarely or never produces
in the community any considerable increase of economy, and
which always perpetuates the calamity of war by throwing its
accumulated burdens upon a distant posterity.
Every English
household is now suffering from the American policy of North
and the French policy .of Pitt, and the political errors of the
Second Empire will be felt by Frenchmen as a present evil long
after the children and grandchildren of those who perpetrated
them are in their graves.
Nor is it true that the sinister predictions of such economists as Hume and Adam Smith, though they have been falsified
by the result, rested upon any fundamental error of principle.
If the National Debt before the American War did not arrest,
though it undoubtedly retarded,the material progress of England,
this was merely because the resources of the country were so large
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and its circumstances
and situation so favourable that the
normal increase of wealth was considerably greater than the
increase of the burden.
If the debts that were contracted
during the great American and French Wars did not ruin the
country it was owing to a series of events which no human
sagacity could have predicted.
The great mechanical inventions
of Hargreaves, Arkwright, Crompton, Watt, and Stephenson,
followed by a peace of almost unexampled duration_ and by a
policy of free trade, have produced an increase of wealth that
is wholly unparalleled in the history of mankind ; while Ca]ifornian and Australian gold_ by depreciating the value of money,
have considerably lightened the burden of the debt, at the cost
of great loss and injury to the fundholder.
It remains, however,
as true as ever that European nations have never in time of
peace paid off their debts with a rapidity at all corresponding to
that with which they accumulated them in time of war ; that the
increased taxation necessitated
by national debts has led, and
may easily lead, to national bankruptcy ; and that long before it
reaches this point, it produces distress, difficulty, and privation,
and seriously endangers the security of the State.
It is one of
the worst features of national debts that they deprive nations
of the power of regulating their expenditure by their resources.
A permanent taxation, which may be easily borne in time of
great commercial prosperity, may become crushing if the course
of commerce takes another channel_ and if the income of the
nation is proportionately
reduced.
History shows how easily
this may happen.
A zar, a new invention, the exhaustion of
some essential element of national industry, the progress of a
rival, or a change in the value or conditions of labour, may
speedily turn the stream of wealth, while the burden of debt
remains.
And, indeed, this burden itself is one of the most
likely causes of such a change.
When other things are equal,
the least indebted nation will always have the advantage in
industrial competition ; for the heavy taxation necessitated
by
debts at once raises prices and reduces profits, and thus causes the
emigration both of capital and labour.
These considerations may serve in some degree to justify
the great dread with w]_ieh the Nagonal Deb_ was regarded by
the wisest political observers in the eighteenth century.
Their
z2
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judgments were not formed merely by theory. France actually
proclaimed herself bankrupt in 1715 and 1769. Holland had
already entered into a period of commercial decadence, which
was largely due to the emigration of capital resulting from the
excessive taxation rendered necessary by her debt.
The whole
sum raised by taxation in England at the time of the Revolution
but slightly exceeded two millions, and it was raised with difficulty, and in the hard years that followed that event the produce
of the taxes considerably diminished2
It is not surprising,
therefore, that the growth of the debt should have appeared
bewildering in its rapidity, and that very erroneous estimates
should have been formed of the capabilities of the nation. Thus
Davenant, the chief commercial writer under William and Anne,
predicted in 1699 that England could never flourish in trade
and manufactures till the greater part of the National Debt was
liquidated, and the annual taxation of the country reduced to
about 2,300,000/.
' Unless this can be compassed,' he added,
' we shah languish and decay every year.
Our gold and silver
will be carried off by degrees ; rents will fall, the purchase of
land will decrease; wool will sink in its price; our stock of
shipping
will be diminished;
farmhouses will go to ruin;
industry will decay, and we shall have upon us all the visible
marks of a declining people.' _ These figures, however, were
speedily passed.
Carteret complained bitterly in 1738 that the
estimates had now risen to no less than six millions2
Smollett
considered the sum of ten millions which was raised in 1743
'enormous.' 4 Bolingbroke
noted that the Parliamentary
aids
from the yeax 1740 exclusively, to the year 1748 inclusively,
amounted to about 55:_ millions, ' a sum,' he added, ' that will appear incredible to future generations.' _ The most acute observers
imagined that _he nation had now all but touched the extreme
_m_
oF her resources.
As ear1_ as 1755 Lo_d Hervey wrote,
' I do not see how it would be possible on any exjgenee, or for
the support of the most necessary war, for England to raise above
one rail]ion a year more thanit uow _a'xses: _ ' The C_a_sm_:
_,
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the great organ of Bolingbroke and Pulteney, describing the
condition of the country in 1736, says, 'The vast load of debt
under which the nation still groans is the true source of all these
calamities and gloomy prospects of which we have so much
reason to complain.
To this has been owing that multiplicity
of burthensome
taxes which have more than doubled the price
of the common necessaries of life within a few years past, and
thereby distressed the poor labourer and manufacturer, disabled
the farmer to pay his rent, and put even gentlemen of plentiful
estates under the greatest difficulties to make a tolerable provision for their families.' 1 Walpole himself declared that the
country could not stand under a debt exceeding a hundred
millions. 2 Hume maintained
that the ruinous effect of the
debt already threatened the very existence of the nation, a and
Chesterfield, only a few months before the great ministry of
Pitt, predicbd that in the next year the army must be unpaid
or reduced, as it would be impossible for the country a second
time to raise twelve millions. 4
By far the larger part of the existing National Debt was
created by Tory Governments, and in pursuance of a Tory
policy. In the time of Walpole, however, the debt was looked
upon as distinctively Whig, the special creation of the Revolution.
And this view, though not rigidly accurate, contained a
very large measure of truth.
The events of the Revolution
drew England into a series of great land wars upon the Continent, which made an unprecedented
military expenditure
inevitable, while the position of the new Government was so
insecure that it did not venture largely to increase taxation.
The land tax, which was by far the most important addition made
tothe revenueunder WilliamIII._was ina greatdegreemerely
a compensation for the abolition of the hearbh tax. Besides
this, the insecurity of the new estabh'shment raised enormousIy
the rate of interest on Government loans2
It rendered necessary a considerable

stand/ng

army in time of peace, and it was a

l _o. 502.
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temptation to Whig Governments to strengthen their position
by multiplying
a class of persons who were bound to the new
dynasty by pecuniary ties. In the reigns of William and of Anne,
money was chiefly raised by anticipating
the produce of certain
taxes for a limited number of years, by annuities granted on very
extravagant conditions for a term of years or for lives, and also,
from the great mercantile corporations in return for commercial
privileges.
After the accession of the Hanoverian dynasty most
loans t_ok the form of perpetual annuities. The attempts which
were made to diminish the burden of the debt consisted chiefly
in the reduction of its interest.
This policy appears to have
been first pursued in Helland.
The Dutch debt bore interest of
five per cent., and when in 1655 it was found possible for the
State to obtain money at four per cent. the creditors were
offered the alternative of the reduction of the interest or the
payment of the principal.
The former was readily accepted.
An annual saving of 1,400,000 guilders was thus made, and it
was applied to the gradual payment of the principal of the debt)
In 1685 Pope Innocent XI., in a similar manner, reduced the
interest on the Roman debt from four to three per cent. 2 I have
already noticed the arrangement
which Godolphin made with
the East India Company in 1708 for the reduction of the interest
upon a large sum which the Government had borrowed from that
company ; but no general scheme for the reduction of the interest of the debt was devised before that which was originated by
Walpole in 1716, and carried out by Stanhope in the following
year. For sometime the increase of prosperity had greatly lowered
the normal rate of interest.
Under William the Government
had boiTowed money at seven and eight per cent. Under Anne
it usually borrowed at five or six, and in ] 714 the legal rate of
interest was reduced to five per cent., though the Government
funds still paid a much higher rate.
Under these c/rcumstances
it was found practicable to reduce the interest of the debt to
five per cent., the Bank and the South Sea Company, which were
the chief creditors, not only consenting to the reduction, but also
lending money _o pay off _he creditors who refused to acquiesce.
Particular taxes had been appropriated
for the payment of the
interest, and as they now yielded more than was sufficient, the
i M_pherson'sA_laof_oa,
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surplus was formed into a sinking fund accumulating for the
payment of the principal of the debt. 1
In this manner a very considerable saving was made, and a step
taken which was more than once repeated. The payment of the
debt, however, was not pursued with any energy by Walpole.
A
second reduction of interest took place in 1727, and it greatly
increased the sinking fund, but that sinking fund was at the disposal of the Government, and the temptation of drawing from it
in every season of emergency was irresistible.
It is not necessary
to attribute any very high motives to Walpole in this matter, but
he would probably have maintained that in the condition in
which England then was, it was more important to make the
people contented, and to reconcile the country gentry to the
new dynasty, than to pay off the debt.
Certain it is that he
made the reduction of the land tax rather than the payment of
the debt the end of his policy.
For a few years the sinking
fund was applied to the purpose for which it was intended, but
in 1733 500,000/. were taken from it for the services of the year ;
in 1734 1,200,0001. were taken for similar purposes, and in 1735
it was all anticipated.
But though no great credit can in this
respect be given to _ralpole, his Government was at least an
economical one, and the care with which he husbanded the
resources of the country, and the skill with which he developed
its commerce, broke the chain of associations which connected
the Whig party with a policy of debt and of extravagance.
Still more remarkable, when we consider the period in
which he lived, was his deference to public opinion. Parliament
was at this time no faithful representative of the public feeling,
and in Parliament he was supreme.
But no Court favour, no
confidence in an obsequious majority, ever induced him, except
in a single case to which I shall hereafter advert, to fall into
that neglect of unrepresented public opinion which has been the
fatal error of so many politicians and the parent of so many
revolutions.
In few periods of English history have libels
against the Government been more virulent or more able ; but,
fi'om policy or temperament, or both, _lpole
treated them, for
the most part, with perfect indifference.
_No Govemment_ he
boasted in one of his speeches, _ever punished so few libels_ and
, See Macpherson, Chatmers,and Sinclair.
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no Government ever had provocation to punish so many.' In
the last reign Parliament and the tribunals had vied with each
other in their persecution of the press. Defoe, Steele, Drake,
Binckes, Tutchin, Sacheverell, Asgill, and a crowd of obscure
printers had been fined, imprisoned,
pilloried, censured, or
expelled from Parliament.
But under Walpele
the system
of repression almost ceased, and if the extreme violence and
scurrility
of the stage, and the success with which (kay and
Fielding employed it against his administration,
induced him,
in 1737, to carrya law providing that no play could be publicly
acted without the licence of the Chamberlain, this measure
can hardly be regarded as one of excessive severity, as it remains
in force to the present day. As a minister, Walpole combined
an extreme and exaggerated severity of party discipline within
Parliament, with the utmost deference for the public opinion
beyond its walls. In his party he aspired to and attained the
position of sole minister.
He gradually displaced every man of
eminence and character who could become his rival, avoided as
much as possible calling cabinet councils, lest they should
furnish the elements of an opposition, and usually matured
his measures around a dinner-table
with two or three cotleagues who were specially conversant with the matter in question; sometimes, when the project was one of law reform,
with lawyers of the Opposition. 1 Important despatches were
received and answered without being communicated to his colleagues, and if they ventured to resist his decisions he treated
them with the utmost despotism.
' Sir Robert,' said the old
Duchess of Marlborough,
with her usual shrewdness, 'never
likes any but fools and such as have lost all credit.'
Lord
Hardwicke and Mr. Pelham were constantly employed in composing the quarrels which arose from the slights he continually
inflicted on the Duke of Newcastle; and the strength of the
Opposition that overwhelmed him was mainly due to the number
of men of talent whom he had discarded.
When the excise
scheme was abandoned he peremptorily dismissed Lord Chesterfield, the Duke of Montrose, Lord Marchmont,
and Lord
Clinton, who had revolted against his standard_ and, by an
extreme and unjustifiable stretch of authority, even deprived the
, See Campbell'sIAve_ of the 6rltaneellors,
vi. p. 110.
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Duke of Bolton and Lord Cobham of their military rank. But
the minister who was so imperious in his dealings with his colleagues or subordinates rarely failed to mark and obey the first
indication of a public opinion that was hostile to his projects.
His withdrawal of Wood's halfpence, when they had excited the
opposition of the Irish people, the uniform moderation of his
religious policy, his abandonment of his project of excise, are all
examples of his constant respect for the wishes of the people.
Few ministers have had greater facilities for carrying out a
favourite line of policy in defiance of their wishes. No minister
more steadily resisted the temptation. His conduct on the
excise question, as it is related by an old Member of Parliament
who enjoyed his intimate friendship, is typical of his whole
career. He possessed in a full degree the pride and parental
affection of a statesman for the great measure of his creation,
and he was keenly sensible of the humiMation of abandoning it
at the dictation of an Opposition. No one knew better how
irrational was the popular clamour, or how factious were the
motives of those who instigated it. The Bill passed by large
majorities through its earlier stages, but the minister saw that
the country was deeply moved; and the evening before the
final stage was reached he summoned his adherents, who had so
far borne him in triumph, and he consulted with them on the
course he should pursue. Without a single dissentient voice
they urged him to persevere, and pledged themselves to calTy
the Bill. Walpole remained silent till they had all spoken,
when he rose, and having stated how conscious he was of
having meant well, he proceeded to say that' in the present
inflamed temper of the people the Act could not be carried into
execution without an armed force ; that there would be an end
to the liberty of England if supplies were to be raised by the
sword. If, therefore, the resolution was to go on with the Bill,
he would immediately wait upon the King, and desire His
Majesty's permission to resign his office, for he would not be
the minister to enforce taxes at the expense of blood.'
i Almon's A_odotes of Charism,
ii. 106. Coxe's Wal_ol_, i. 403-404,
The authority for this anecdote is Mr.
White, the _fember for Retford, who

was an intimate friend of Walpole;
it is itself quite in harmony with
what we know of the chaxacte_ of
Walpole, and Archdeacon Coxe fully
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English political history contains many more dazzling episodes
than this. It contains very few which a constitutional statesman
will regard as more worthy of his admiration.
A kindred spirit of moderation, in the later years of his life,
marked his dealings with his opponents, though in this respect
his merits have, I think, been much exaggerated.
Among
the benefits achieved by the Revolution,
one of the greatest
was that reform of the law of treason which placed the political
opponents of the Government under efficient legal guarant_es,
put an end to the intolerable scandal of the Stuart State trials,
and introduced
a new spirit of clemency and amenity into
English politics.
The change was, however, only very gradually effected.
The Treason Act of 1696 did not extend to the
case of those who were impeached by the House of Commons,
and the unhappy noblemen who suffered for the rebellions of
1715 and 1745 were compelled to defend their lives almost
without legal assistance.
The counsel assigned to them were
not allowed to cross-examine any witness, to give the prisoner
any assi_ance, public or private, while matter of fact only was
in question, or to hold any communication with him ; though if
a disputed question of law arose in the course of the trial, they
might speak to it.
A miserable scene took place, after the
former rebellion, at the trial of Lord Wintoun.
He is said to
have been, at best, a man of very weak intellect, and he was
evidently utterly bewildered by the scene and situation in
which he found himself, and utterly incapable of conducting his
defence.
Again and again he implored the Lord High Steward
to allow counsel to examine the witnesses, and to speak in his
behalf.
He professed himself, with truth, entirely incapable of
conducting a cross-examination,
or of presenting
his defence ;
but he was again and again told that the law refused him the legal
a_sistance he so imperatively required. I Hardly less scandalous
was the scene exhibited thirty years later, when Lord Lovat, an
old man of eighty, almost ignorant of the very rudiments of the
law, and with the grotesque manners of a half-savage Highlander, was compelled, without assistance, to defend his life against
admits it. At the same time it must
be acknowledgedthat it is not easy
to finda place for the transactionin
the history"of the Excise Bill as nat-

rated in Lord ttervey's Afemo4/rs.
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an array of the most skilfifl lawyers in England.
The inju_ice
was so glaring that it at last shocked the public conscience,
and a measure was moved and calTied, without opposition,
in 1747, for allowing the same privileges of counsel to prisoners in cases of impeachment as in cases of indictment. 1 For
many years after the Revolution, parliamentary
impeachment
was looked upon as an ordinary weapon of political warfare, and
the Whig party, though far less guilty than their opponents,
are responsible for a few scandalous instances of tyrannical
severity.
The execution of Sir John Fenwick, by a Bill of
Attainder, at a time when there was no sufficient legal evidence
to procure his condemnation, has left a deep stain upon the
Government of William.
The imprisonment
without trial of
Bernardi and four other conspirators, who were concerned in the
plot against the life of William in 1696, was continued by
special Acts of Parliament to the end of the reign of William
and through the whole of the reign of Anne.
In the first year
of George I. a petition for their release was presented to the
House of Lords; but the Whig Government
persuaded the
House to refuse even to take it into consideration.
It was
rejected without a division, Lord Townshend expressing his
nstonishment that any member of that august assembly sholfld
speak in favour of such execrable wretches ; _ and Bernardi at
last died, in J736, at the age of eighty, having been imprisoned, without condemnation,
for no less than forty years_ by
the Acts of six successive Parliaments. _ Walpole himself was
a leading agent in the impeachment
of the Tory ministers of
Anne for the negotiation of a peace which had received the assent
of two Parliaments ; and Oxford remained for two years in the
Tower before his trial and acquittal.
The severities of the
Government against the prisoners who were implicated in the
rebellion of 1715 are susceptible of more defence, but it is at
least certain that the ministers by no means erred on the side
of clemency ; and it is worthy of notice that Walpole on this
occasion uniformly advocated severity, and even induced Parliament to adjourn between the condemnation
and execution
20 George ii. c. 30. Horace
Walpoleto Mason_May 1747.
1)arl._¢st. vii. 61-62.
aBernardi'sAutobiogralahy.
Towns-

end's/T_t, of the Ha_v of Com_n_ns,
ii. 205-206. Johnson has made a
touching allusion to this case in his
I__feaft_al_6.
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of the rebel lords, in order to render useless, petitions for their
reprieve. 1 But whatever may have been his conduct at this
time, in the later part of his career he displayed a uniform
generosity to opponents, even when he knew them to be implicated in Jacobite conspiracies, and when they were therefore
in a great degree in his power.
He made it a great aim to
banish violence from English politics, and an illustrious modern
critic, who was far from favourable to him, has said that _he
was the minister who gave to our Government the character of
lenity, which it has generally preserved.' _
To these merits we must add his ardent love of peace, and
the skill with which, during many years and under circumstances of great difficulty, he succeeded in preserving it. He
served two sovereigns, the first of whom cared nothing, and
the second very little, for any but Continental
politics; and
George II. was passionately warlike, and anxious beyond all
things to distinguish himself in the field. He was at the head
of a party which by tradition and principle was extremely warlike, which originally represented
the reaction against the
arrogant ambition of Lewis XIV. and the abject servility of
Charles IL, and which under William and Anne had aspired
to make England the arbiter of Europe.
He was embarrassed
a/so during a great par_ of his career by an Opposition which
never scrupled for party purposes to aggravate the difficulties of foreign policy; and the whole Continent was troubled
by the restless plotting of ambitious and perfectly unscrupulous rulers.
In the last years of George L Europe was again
on the verge of a general conflagration.
When peace had been
established between France and Spain in 1720 the Infanta,
who was then only four years old, was betrothed to Lewis XV.,
and she was brought to France to be educated as a Frenchwoman.
By thus postponing
for many years the marriage of
the young king, the Regent greatly strengthened
the probability of his own succession to the throne; but on the death
oft he Regent in December 1723, the Duke of Bourbon, who
succeeded to power, determined
to hasten the royal marriage.
tfe accordingly broke off the Spanish alliance, sent the Infanta
back to Spain, and negotiated an almost immediate marriage be1 Coxe'sWal2ole, i. 7_-13.

_ Macaulay.
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tween the French king and the daughter of Stanislaus, the deposed
King of Poland.
The affront thus offered to the Spanish court,
together with the influence of Ripperda, the Dutch adventurer,
who now directed Spanish policy, produced or at least accelerated, a great change in the aspect of European politics.
The
Emperor and the King of Spain, whose rivalry had so long distracted Europe, now gravitated to one another, and a close
alliance was concluded between them in April 1725. l The
Spanish Government
agreed to recognise the Pragmatic Sanction, which provided that the Austidan succession should descend
to the daughter of Charles VI., and it ceded almost every point
that was at issue between the Courts.
Each Power agreed to
recognise the right of succession of the other, and to defend the
other in case of attack ; and Spain gratified the maritime ambition which was one of the strongest passions of the Emperor,
by recognising the Ostend Company, by placing Austrian sailors
in her seaports on the _ooting of the most favoured nation_ and
by promising them special protection in all her dominions.
Of all mercantile bodies the Ostend Company was the most
offensive to England and Holland.
Founded soon after the
cession of the Spanish Netherlands to Austria, it was intended
among other objects to establish a trade by the subjects of the
Emperor with India, and thus to 'break down the monopoly
which the India companies of England and Holland had established. _ Two ships had sailed from Ostend, in 1717, under the
passports of the Emperor, and several others soon followed their
example.
The Dutch seized some of the Ostend ships as violating their monopoly.
The Emperor retaliated by granting
commissions of reprisal.
Laws were passed in England in 1721
and 1723 strengthening
the English monopoly, and authorising
the English to fine any foreigners who were found infringing it_
triple the sum that was embarked ; but the Emperor, in 1723,
gave a regular charter to the Ostend Company, and in defiance
of the Dutch and English Governments it rose rapidly into
prominence.
Its recognition
by Spain was therefore a matter of very considerable political moment.
It soon, however,
became known among statesmen that other objects were de, See,on this treaty,Ranke's2T_r_.
af/_a,
I Mill's 2T_t. _f India, bk.iv. c. 1.

i. 190-192.
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signed
that Austria engaged to assist Spain in wresting
Gibraltar and Minorea from England ; that there was a project,
by a marriage between Maria Theresa and Don Carlos_ the eldest
son of Philip's second wife, of placing the Imperial sceptre in
the hands of a Spanish prince, and making Austria supreme in
Italy by joining Parma, Piacenza, and Tuscany, which were
.assured to Don Car]os, to Naples and Sicily, which already
belonged to Austria ; that Charles VI., partly from religious
fanaticism, and partly from personal resentment, was boasting
of his intention to drive the Protestant
line from the English
throne.
Russia, after the death of Peter, was governed by
Catherine, who, being still irritated with England on account of
the policy of Hanover, and especially anxious to obtain Sleswig
for her son-in-law, the Duke of Holstein, favoured, and soon
joined, the new alliance.
The King and Townshend, contrary to
the first wishes of Walpole, concluded a rival confederation
of
England, France, and Prussia, l at Hanover, in September 1725;
but in the following year Prussia, which had acceded to the alliance
only on the condition of England recognising her claims to Juliers
and Berg, changed sides. Holland, Sweden_ and Denmark were
afterwards ranged with England, and as the probabilities
of
war became more imminent, an army of about 44,000 Swedes,
Danes, and Hessians was subsidised.
England and France
both contributed to the expense, but 12,000 Hessians were
taken into the exclusive pay of England.
Nearly all Europe
was preparing for war. George I., as Elector of Hanover, increased his troops from 16,000 to 22,000 men, and as King of
]_ngland from 18,000 to 26,000.
The Spaniards, relying on
the conditional
promise which George I. had vainly made as
an inducement
to Spain to abstain from hostilities in 1715,
and on the letter which he had written to the King of Spain
in 1721, expressing his willingness to restore Gibraltar
with
the consent of Parliament, demanded the restitution
of that
fortress.
Lord Townshend valued it little more than Stanhope 2
had done, but public opinion in England would make any attempt
i See,onWalpole'sstrongobjection
to the Treaty of Hanover,Lord Hervey's Memoirs, i. 110-111. This is
said to ha_,ebeen the beginning of
the differencebetweeikWalpole and

Townshend,and the fi_st occasionin
which _he former meddled very
actively with foreign affairs.
2InalcttertoSCephenPoyntz(June
3,1728) hesaid : 'Wha' youproposem
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the

Spaniards began hostilities
by besieging Gibraltar.
The Emperor
prepared
to invade Holland.
The Russian forces, by sea and
land, were rapidly organised.
France massed her troops on the
frontiers
of Germany.
to the Baltic.
Another

An English
squadron had already sailed
threatened
the Spanish coast, while athird

prevented
the departure
of the Spanish galleons from the Indies.
The Treaty
of Hanover
was for more than a generation
bitterly
assailed in England.
Its justification
rests upon the
reality
of the secret
although
the evidence

articles
in the

of the
Treaty
of
possession
of the

Vienna,
and
Government

appears to have been very sufficien% _ it was not of a kind that
could be publicly
produced.
The existence
of these articles
was announced
in the King's speech in January
1726-27, 3 but it
was officially, and in very angry terms, denied by the Austrian
minister.
In England
the Treaty of Hano_'er was denounced
as
intended
only to protect the German
dominions
of the King,
as strengthening,
by our alliance,
the Power on the Continen_
we had most reason
to fear, as placing
us unnecessarily
in
hostility
to the Emperor,
who was the main obstacle
to French
ambition.
It was, however, a defensive
measure
elicited
by a
grave
danger,
and it was inevitable
that
a war with
Emperor
should
centre
chiefly
in Germany.
Walpole

the
dis-

approved
of some of its provisions,
and especially of the extravagance of the subsidy to Sweden, and he made it a main object
of his policy to moderate
the demands
of his colleagues
and of
the King, and to delay, restrict,
and if possible avert, the war.
His

conduct,

however,

during

the tangled

events

that

followed

was not, I think, marked by much sagacity,
and in his dealings
with Spain, at least, he showed a want of resolution
that verged
relation to Gibraltar is certainly very
reasonable, and is exactly conformable
to the opinion which you know I have
always entertained concerning that
place. But you cannot but be sensible
of the violent and almost superstitious
zeal which has of late prevailed
among all parties in this kingdom
against any scheme for the restitution
of Gibraltar upon any conditions
whatsoever. And I am afraid that the
bare mention of a proposal which
carried the most distant appearance

of laying England under any obligation of ever parting with that place
would be sufficient to pat the whole
nation in a flame.'--Coxe's Wall_ole,
ii. 631.
_ See the intercepted letters given
in Coxe's W_/po/v, ii. p. 498-515, and
the full account of the secret articles
afterwards given by Ripperda him.
self. Benjamin Keene to the Duke
of l_ewcastle. Coxe's Wa/_olv, LL
606-607.
2/_rl./F_t.
viii. 524.
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upon pusillanimity,
tie refused with much wisdom to listen
to a plan of Townshend for the conquest and partition of the
Austrian Netherlands, or to allow himself to be hurried into
hostilities by the very arrogant terms of a memorial in which
the Austrian ambassador contradicted
the assertions of the
King's speech relating to the secret articles of the treaty of
1725. He sent Admiral Hosier to the West Indies to blockade
the Spanish galleons in Porto Bello, though peace was still subsisting between the two countries, but he bound him by strict
instructions not to attack the Spaniards unless they came out.
The history of this expedition was a very tragic one. A prize
of inestimable value lay within the grasp of the English sailors,
who were forbidden to seize it, while the deadly fever of the
country swept them away by hundreds.
The fleet rotted in
inaction, and the admiral is said to have died of a broken heart.
His fate, commemorated in a noble ballad by Glover, afterwards
moved the English people to the highest point of pity and
indignation, and the subsequent conduct of Walpole in refraining from declaring war against the Spaniards when they attacked
Gibraltar
was very reasonably censured.
His object was to
prevent, if possible, a European war, and that object was accomplished.
Ripperda, who had contributed so largely to the
complication,
had been disgraced as early as May 1726.
A
month later the Drake of Bourbon was replaced by Cardinal
Fleury_ and that eminently wise, virtuous, and pacific minister,
during many years, co-operated cordially with the peace policy
of Walpole.
In the May of the following year the death of
the Czarina withdrew Russia from the hostile league.
The
Emperor, finding perplexities and difficulties multiplying about
him, receded from his engagements, left the Spanish forces t_
waste away in a hopeless enterprise against Gibraltar, and on
the last day of May 1727 he signed the preliminaries of a peace
with England, France, and Holland.
An armistice was coneluded, and the 0stend Company suspended for seven years,
with the secret understanding that it was not to be revived; the
chief questions at issue were referred to a future congress, and
a war which threatened to be general s_rank into the smallest
dimensions.
The Spanish position seemed hopeless, and _he
_panish ambussador at ¥ienn_ accepted the prelimln_ries
of
peace, and engaged tha_ the siege of Gibraltar should at once
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be raised, and that a ship belonging to the South Sea Company
which the Spaniards had captured should be r_tore&
Philip, however, for a time refused to ratify these preliminaries. George L died suddenly in Germany on June 11, 1727,
and some expectations appear to have been entertained at the
Spanish Court of a Jacobite restoration, of a period of disturbance and impotence, or at least of a great change in English
policy, arising from the violent hostility of the new King to
the ministers of his father.
But these expectations were disappointed.
After a few days of suspense, Walpole was fully
confirmed in his previous power, and the substitution of a king
who at least knew the language of his country, for one who
never ceased to be a complete foreigner, somewhat strengthened
the new establishment
without perceptibly altering its policy.
The refusal of Philip, however, to ratify the preliminaries
threatened a renewal of danger ; the Emperor showed some signs
of fresh activity, and, as a measure of precaution, a new German
treaty was made in November, securing the assistance of the
Duke of Brunswick Wolfenbuttel,
in the event of an attack
upon Hanover.
At last, in March 1728, the long negotiation
was brought a stage further by the signature of a convention at
the Pardo ; a congress was held at Soissons, which led to no deftnite results; but, by the combined influence of Fjeury and Walpole, a treaty was concluded at Seville in March 1729, by which
the Spanish Queen succeeded in avenging herself for the desertion of the Emperor and taking a new step towards the attainment of one of the favourite objects of her llfe. To secure the
succession of her son in Tuscany and Parma_ it was agreed that
those provinces should be at once garrisoned, not, as the Quadruple Alliance, had promised, by neutral troops, but by 6,000
Spanish soldiers.
Gibraltar was not mentioned in the treaty,
and this silence was regarded as a renunciation of the claims of
Spain.
The commercial privileges conceded to the Emperor
by the Treaty of Vienna, which had been so obnoxious to England, were revoked.
The commerce of the English and French
with the Spanish dominions was re-established
on the same
footing as before 1725, injuries done to English ships or interests
were to be oompensat_d, and a close defensive alliamee was
e_tablished between F_noB, Spain, and England.
• OI_ I.
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The Treatyof Sev_e hasb_n justlyre_rded as oneofthe
grit triumphs of French diplomacy. It closedthe breach
which had long divided the courts of France and of Spain,
and at the same time it detached both :England and Spain from
the Emperor, and left him isolated in :Europe. He resented it
bitterly, protested against the introduction of Spanish troops
into Italy as a violation of the Quadruple Alliance, threatened to resist it by forcer and delayed the execution of this
part of the treaty during the whole of 1730.
In the meantime
t_he condition of Europe had become very dangerous.
Spain
was much exasperated at the delay, and there was much danger
that :England wouldfind herself forced, inconjunction with France
and Spain, into a war which would most probably ultimately
extend to the Austrian Netherlands, and might result in acquisitions by France very dangerous to England.
The resignation
of Townshend had by this time made Walpole more prominent
in foreign affairs, and he opened a secret negotiation with the
:Emperor in order to avert war. England undertook to guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction, by which the :Emperor was endeavouring to secure for his daughter the inheritance of his hereditary dominions, and on this condition he consented to the
admission of the Spanish troops.
The new Treaty of Vienna
was signed without the participation or assent of France, in
March 1731 ; the danger of a European war was again for a
time averted, and on October 17, a fleet of sixteen British menof-war escorted the Spanish troops to Italy.
The policy of :England during all these tortuous negotiations was not always' wise, consistent, or even strictly honourable, but its first object was the maintenance of European peace,
and it shows how widely the Whig party under Walpole had in
this respect del_rted from the traditions of William III. and of
Godolphin.
In the next war h/s firm wi//a/one prevented :England from being involved.
In February 1732-33 At_gustus II.,
King of Poland, died, and the succession was at once contested
between Stanislaus and Augustus_ the Elector of Saxony.
The
first, who had previously been placed on the PoLish throne by
Chade_ XlI._ but dethroned by the Russians, was now elected by
_be Poles; and, as he was the f_ther oftheyoung
Queen of France,
Fleury was compelled very reIuctantly, by the military par_y
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at Court, to support his claims by the sword. His competitor,
who was the son of the former king, was supported by Russia,
which regarded Stanislaus as a natural enemy, and he succeeded
in inducing the Emperor Charles VI. to enter very gratuitously
into the conflict, partly through a desire to prevent what was
supposed to be an extension of French influence, and partly
because Augustus offered to guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction.
The war lasted till 1735,' but it speedily changed its character
and its objects. The Polish episode sank into comparative insignificance, and the French ca_'ried their arms with brilliant success
into Germany and into the Austrian territories of Italy.
Spain
and Sardinia joined against the Emperor.
The 6,000 Spanish
soldiers whom England had so recently escorted into Italy,
marched in conjunction with Sardinian troops and with a body
of French auxiliaries, upon the Milanese, and the result of the
war was a very considerable modification
of the balance of
power. With the exception of the Duchies of Parma and
Ptacentia, which were now ceded, and of a portion of the Milanese
which was restored, to Austria, the Emperor lost all territory
in Italy.
Naples and Sicily passed to Don Carlos. and the greater
part of the Milanese to the King of Sardinia.
The Poles,
finding themselves almost deserted by France and incapable of
resisting Russia, elected Augustus, while Stanislaus was compensated in a way which greatly surprised Europe, and had a
very important
influence upon future policy.
For several
generations one of the great ends of French ambition had been
the acquisition of Lorraine, which commanded one of the chief
roads from Germany to France.
Twice already--in
the Thirty
Years' War and in the War of the League of Augsburg--it had
passed under French dominion, but in each case France had
been compelled to restore it at the peace, though she retained
a moral control over its Duke which almost amounted to
sovereignty.
In Italy the last of the Medici was now hastening
to the tomb, and Fleury proposed that the Duke of Lorraine,
who was affianced to Maria Theresa, and thus closely connected
w/th the Austrian interest, should succeed to _he Grand Duchy
of Tuscany; that StanL_luus, retaining the title of kin_, should
The preliminaries of peace were signed in 1735, but _he detinitive
pe_cein 1'/38.
A_2
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obtain possession of the Duchies of Lorraine and Bar; and that
on his death those Duchies should be for ever united to France.
In consideration of this arrangement, France agreed to restore
her conquests in Germany, and to guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction.
The terms were accepted, and thus France, under the
g_aidance of one of the most pacific of her ministers, obtained a
more real and considerable accession of power than any which
had been gained by the ambition of Lewis XIV.
It was only with extreme difficulty that Walpole could
induce England to remain passive during the struggle.
The
King was vehemently
hostile to the French.
As a German
prince and a member of the Empire, he saw with the utmost indignation the diminution of the Imperial power, and he was full
of a boyish eagerness to distinguish himself in the field. It was
no slight trial for the Power which was indisputably the mistress
of the sea to see a French fleet sailing unmolested to the Baltic
to support the cause of Stanislans in the north, and a Spanish
fleet in the following year transporting
20,000 men to Italy
to add Sicily and Spain to the dominions of the House of Bourbon. The Cabinet was divided in opinion.
Statesmen had
learnt that the advocacy of war was the easiest way to the royal
favour: and the Opposition Members were busy inflaming the
passions of the people.
In spite of the French alliance, which
had been begun by Dubois and continued by Fleury, the sentiment of England was strongly anti-Gallican,
and there were
plausible arguments for intervention.
England lay in the power of France,

The greatest danger to
and that power for several

generations had been rapidly increasing.
The sagacious administration of Richelieu and Mazarin, the decadence of Spain, the
policy of Cromwell, who supported the growing power of France
against the declining power of Spain, and the subservience of
Charles IL and his successor to Lewis XIV., had together produced a French ascendancy which seemed likely to overshadow
all the liberties of Europe.
The Revolution had done much
to restore the balance of power, but still French influence in many
quarters continued steadily _o advance, though two great wars
had _
undexk_en for the pu_rpose of abridging it. France
had obtained _
by the Peace of Westphalia, with the exception of ten _ial
towns, the liberty of which was solemnly
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guaranteed, but she soon began to treat those towns exactly like
the rest of the province.
Strasburg, which was by far the
most important of them, she had surprised and seized in 1681,
by an act of high-handed
violence in a time of perfect peace,
and without a shadow of justification or excuse.
The Emperor,
embarrassed
by a Turkish war and by Hungarian
insurrection, was unable to resent the aggression, and the Peace of
Ryswick, which terminated
the great war of the Revolution,
confirmed and sanctioned it. The wars of Marlborough for a
time brought France apparently to the lowest depths of exhaustion, but the Peace of Utrecht restored to her much of what she
had lost. A French prince remained upon the Spanish throne,
and her military power was still so formidable that as soon as
the peace had dissolved the coalition against her, she completely routed the forces of the Empire, though Eugene was at
their head.
On sea, it is true, she never recovered the ascendancy she lost at La Hogue, but on land no one Power could
compete with her.
She had brought the art of war to such
perfection that in the course of a single reign no less than five
generals--CondS, Turenne, Luxemburg, Vendome, and Villars-of brilliant and extraordinary ability, appeared in her armies ;
and it is remarkable that Marlborough, who alone eclipsed them,
had passed through the same school.
He had served as a young
man under Turenne, and he ascribed to the lessons he then
learnt, much of his later success. _ The alienation between
France and Spain which followed the death of Lewis XIV.
had for a time interrupted
the course of French ambition, but
it had been appeased by the conciliatory policy of Fleury, and
the firstfruits of the reconciliation
had been the decline of
Austrian influence in Italy, the elevation of a Bourbon prince
to the Neapolitan throne, and the consolidation of the French
territory by the reversion of Lorraine.
It is not surprising
that this increase of French power
should have excited deep alarm. In the interval between the
first decadence of Spain and the rise of Prussia and Russia,
Austria was the only serious competitor of France upon the
Continent, and Austria was certainly inferior in strength to her
old rival, and, except on the side of Turkey, she seemed steadily
1 M_re8

de Tort_/,
ii. 89.
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declining.
The House of Austria_ which had once, in the person of Charles V., almost given law to Europe, and had led a
French king captive to Madrid, was now so weakened that it
was defeated in almost every war, and nearly every generation
seemed to mark a stage in its decline.
France had succeeded in
her old object of dissevering from the Empire the vast dominions of Spain.
She had pushed her frontiers into Germany.
She had acquired such an ascendency over some of the Electors
of the Empire that it was even likely that the House of Austria
would soon be deprived of the Imperial crown.
She had shaken
and almost destroyed that Austrian supremacy in Italy which
the Peace of Utrecht and the Quadruple Alliance had established.
In modern times her power in Europe has been to a
great degree paralysed by the intensity of her internal divisions,
while her progress in more distant quarters has been restricted
by an incurable incapacity for successful colonisation, due principally to the French passion for centralisation and over-administration.
But these sources of weakness were as yet unperceived.
No nation in its dealings with surrounding countries exhibited a
greater unity or concentration
of resources, and there appeared
as yet no clear reason why, in the race of colonial enterprise,
she should not become the successful rival of England.
On
the other hand, France already exhibited to the highest perfection that rare capacity of assimilating to herself the provinces
she annexed, which has been one of the chief sources of her
greatness, one of the most remarkable proofs of the high qualities of her national character.
No modern nation which has
annexed so much has been so little distracted by the struggles
of suppressed nationalities, or has succeeded so perfectly in times
of danger, difficulty, and disaster in commanding the enthusiastic devotion of the most distant and the most recently
acquired of her*provinces.
Her military system has, no doubt_
done much to give a unity of sympathy and enthusiasm to the
nation. Paris, owing to causes some of which have been very mischievous, early exercised a fascination over the imaginations of
great masses of men such as no other modern capital has possessed,
but all tlfis would have been insufficient had there not been an
unrivalled power of attraction, sympathy, and assimilation in
the French character, a power in which Englishmen are signally
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On such grounds as these the Opposition were never tired of
urging that France was rapidly advancing towards universal
empire, and that unless she were speedily checked, the liberties
of England must ultimately succumb.
On sea England was,
they admitted, still supreme, but of all forms of power this,
they said, was the most precarious.
An accident, a blunder, an
unfavourable wind, might expose her coast to invasion, even in
the zenith of her maritime greatness.
The naval supremacy of
Carthage had not saved her from destruction when Rome became
dominant in the neighbouring
continent.
The naval supremacy of Spain had been irretrievably ruined by the failure of a
single expedition, and the destruction of the Armada was much
more due to the fury of the elements than to the fleet that was
opposed to it. The naval supremacy of England had trembled
very doubtfully in the balance after the battle of Beachy Head ;
and the battle of La Hogue, which re-established it, might have
had a different issue had not the French Admiral been unexpectedly confronted with the fleet of Holland as well as the fleet
of England.
Besides this, it was added, if France could once
place herself beyond rivalry on the Continent she might diminish
her armies and devote the main energies of the State to securing
the empire of the sea.
Fears of this kind have in many periods haunted speculative
politicians, who have usually not fully realised the magnitude of
the difficulties which any attempt to obtain lmiversal empire
must encounter, the extreme complexity of the forces on which in
modern society political power depends, and also the very narrow
limits within which all sound political prediction is confined.
Walpole, however, w_ steadily in favour of peace.
He felt all
the antipathy of a great practical statesman to a policy which
would expose the country to the imminent dangers, to the inevitable exhaustion of an European war, in order to avert dangers
that were far distant, uncertain, and perhaps visionary. He mainrained that a war for the succession of Poland was. one in Which
_England had no reasonable concern ; that if she engaged in it _he
burden could not fail to produce the most dangerous discontent
among the :English people ; that the diminution of the Imperial
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influence in Italy in no degree affected English interests, especially as France obtained no territory in that country ; that the
system, which was becoming chronic, of involving England in
every Continental, and especially in every German, complication
was fatal to her security and utterly incompatible
with her true
interests.
The French alliance had already produced the greatest
benefits to England.
The point upon the Continent where
French ambition was most dangerous was the Dutch barrier, but
Fleury had very judiciously abstained from all hostilities against
the Austrian Netherlands, though they were lef_ almost undefended, and Holland was quite resolved to persist in her neutrality.
Under the influence of a long peace the country was steadily
advancing in prosperity and wealth, and in all the elements of
real power, and the new dynasty and the parliamentary
system
were beginning to take root. A foreign war would at once
arrest the progress, and Walpole predictedl--and
the event fully
justified his prescience--that
it would inevitably
lead to a new
Jacobite rebellion.
Besides this, a strong detestation of war
was one of his most honourable characteristics.
' It requires no
great art,' he once said, ' in a minister to pursue such measures
as might make war inevitable.
I have lived long enough in the
world to see how destructive the effects even of a successful war
have been, and shall I, who see this, when I am admitted to the
honour to bear a share in His Majesty's councils, advise him to
enter into a war when peace may be had ? No, I am proud to
own it, I always have been, and I always shall be the advocate
of peace.'
The statesman who was continually accused by his
contemporaries of sacrificing all English interests to the German
policy of the Court, and who is now often described as incapable
of risking for a moment his position in the interests of his
country, was for a considerable time engaged in sav/ng England
from a German war in opposition to the strongest wishes both
of the King and of the Queen.
It is remarkable
that his
arguments
in favour of a peace policy were chiefly conveyed
to the King through the medium of the Queen, who was herself an advocate of war, and it is still more remarkable that
she discharged her office with such fidelity and force that the
arguments she transmitted
actually convinced the King while
' Hervey_sll_remo_s,L 37"5.
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herown judgment remMned unchanged.' It istrue,indeed,
thatin the latterpartof his career_alpole was driveninto
war with Spain; but not untilpublicexcitement,
aggravated
by an unscrupulous Opposition, had risen to such a frenzy that
no Government could resist it, not until the convention he had
negotiated
between England and Spain had been generally
scouted.
For many years, however, he succeeded, in spite of
constant opposition, in keeping the country in undisturbed peace,
and by doing so he conferred both upon his nation and upon his
party an inestimable benefit.
To the long peace of Walpote was
mainly due the immense material development which contributed
so largely to the success of later wars, and also most probably
the firm establishment of parliamentary government and of the
Hanoverian dynasty.
The greatest danger to the _rhig party,
and the greatest danger to the country from its supremacy,
lay in the traditions of its foreign policy, and those traditions
Walpole resolutely cut.
He has been much blamed for having
taken no steps during his long ministry to break the power
of the Highland chiefs, by whom the rebellion of 1745 was
mainly effected.
In a country where the clan feeling was still
extremely strong, such steps would, it appears to me, have been
the most natural means of producing an immediate revolt; and
thus stirring up all the elements of discontent that were smouldering throughout the nation.
On the other hand, it is scarcely
doubtful that if the pacific policy which Walpole desired, had
continued, the rebellion would never have broken out ; and it was
the direct result of the conciliatory measures of his administration that when it did break out it found no sympetby in England,
and was in consequence easily suppressed.
It is worthy of notice that the long ascendency of Walpele
was in no degree owing to any extraordinary brilliancy of eloquence.
He was a clear and forcible reasoner, ready in reply,
and peculiarly successful in financial exposition, but he had
little or nothing of the temperament or the talent of an orator.
It is the custom of some writers to decry parliamentary institutions as being simply government by talking, and to assert
that when they exist mere rhetorical skill will always be more
"¢atued than judgment, knowledge, or character.
The enormous
I Hervey's_gemair.¢,
L 397.
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exaggeration of such charges may be easily established.
It is,
no doubt, inevitable that where business is transacted chiefly by
debate, the talent of a debater should be highly prized ; but it
is perfectly untrue that British legislatures have shown less
skill than ordinary sovereigns in distinguishing
solid talent
from mere showy accomplishments, or that parliamentary weight
has in England been usually proportioned to oratorical
power.
St. John was a far greater orator than Harley; Pulteney was
probably a greater orator than Walpole ; Stanley in mere rhetorical skill was undoubtedly the superior of Peel.
Godolphin,
Pelham, Castlereagh, Liverpool, Melbourne, Althorp_ Wellington, Lord J. Russell, and Lord Palmerston are all examples of
men who, either as statesmen or as successful leaders of the
House of Commons, have taken a foremost place in English
politics without any oratorical brilliancy.
Sheridan, Plunker,
and Brougham_ though orators of almost the highest class, left
no deep impression on English public life; the ascendency of
Grey and Canning was very transient, and no Opposition since
the early Hanoverian period sank so low as that which was guided
by Fox. The two Pitts and Mr. Gladstone are the three examples
of speakers of transcendent
power exercising for a considerable
time a commanding in fl0rence over English politics. The younger
Pitt is_ I believe, a real instance of a man whose solid ability
bore no kind of proportion to his oratorical skill, and who, by
an almost preternatural
dexterity in debate, accompanied by great
decision of character, and assisted by the favour of the King, by
the magic of an ilhistrious name, and by a great national panic,
maintained
an authority immensely greater than his deserts.
But in this respect he stands alone. The pinnacle of glory to
which the elder Pitt raised his country is a sufficient proof of
the almost unequalled administrative genius which he displayed
in the conduct of a war ; and in the sphere of domestic policy
it may be questioned whether any other English minister since
the accession of the House of Brunswick has carried so many
measures of magnitude and difficulty, or exhibited so perfect a
mastery over the financial system of the country as the great
living statesman.
The qualities o£ Walpole were very different, but it is im1)ossibl% I think_ to consider his career with adequate attentioa
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without recognising in him a great minister, although the
merits of his administration
were often rather negative than
positive, and although it exhibits few of those dramatic incidents, and is but little susceptible of that rhetorical colouring,
on which the reputation of statesmen largely depends.
Without any remarkable originality of thought or creative genius,
he possessed in a high degree one quality of a great statesman
--the power of judging new and startling events in the moments
of excitement
or of panic as they would be judged by ordinary men when the excitement, the novelty, and the panic had
passed.
He was eminently true to the character of his countrymen. He discerned with a rare sagacity the liues of policy
most suited to their genius and to their needs, and he had a
su_cient ascendency in English politics to form its traditions,
to give a character and a bias to its institutions.
The Whig
party, under his guidance, retained, though with diminished
energy, its old love of civil and of religious libel_y, but it lost
its foreign sympathies, its tendency to extravagance, its military
restlessness.
The landed gentry, and in a great degree the
Church, were reconciled to the new dynasty.
The dangerous
fissures which divided the English nation were filled up. Parliamentary government lost its old violence, it entered into a
period of normal and pacific action, and the habits of compromise, of moderation, and of practical good sense, which are
most essential to its success, were greatly strengthened.
These were the great merits of Walpole.
His faults were
very manifest, and are to be attributed
in part to his own
character, but in a great degree to the moral atmosphere of
his tSme. He was an honest man in the sense of desiring sincerely the welfare of his country and serving his sovereign with
fidelity; but he was intensely wedded to power, exceedingly
unscrupulous about the means of grasping or retaining it, and
entirely destitute of that delicacy of honour which marks a
high-minded man. In the opinion of most of his contemporaries,
Townshend and Walpole had good reason to complain of the
intrigues by which Sunderland and Stanhope obtained the
supreme power in 1717 ; but this does not justify the factious
manner in which Walpole opposed every measure the new
ministry brought forward---even the Mutiny Ac_ which was
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plainly necessary to keep the army in discipline ; even the
repeal of the Occasional Conformity and Schism Acts, though
he had himself denounced those Acts as more like laws of Julian
the Apostate than of a Christian Legislature.
He was sincerely
tolerant in his disposition, and probably did as much for the
benefit of the Dissenters as could have been done without pro_
ducing a violent and dangerous reaction of opinion ; but he took
no measure to lighten the burden of the Irish penal code, and he
had no scruple in availing himself of the strong feeling against the
English Catholics and Non-jurors to raise 100,0001. by a special
tax upon their estates, or in promising the Dissenters that he
would obtain the repeal of the Test Act, when he had no serious
intention of doing so. He warned the country faithfully against
the South Sea Scheme, but when his wal_ing was disregarded he
proceeded to speculate ski]fully and successfully in it himself.
He laboured long and earnestly to prevent the Spanish war,
which he knew to be eminently impolitic ; but when the clamours
of his opponents had made it inevitable he determined that he
would still remain at the helm, and he accordingly declared it
himself.
He governed the eountry mildly and wisely, but he
was resolved at all hazards to secure for himself a complete
monopoly of power ; he steadily opposed the reconciliation
of
the Tories with the Hanoverian dynasty, I lest it should impair
his ascendancy, surrounded himself with colleagues whose faculties rarely rose above the tamest mediocrity, drove from power
every man of real talent who might possibly become his" rival,
and especially repelled young men of promise, character, and
ambition, whom a pro_dent statesman, desirous of perpetuating
his policy beyond his lifetime, would especially seek to attract.
The scandal and also the evil effects of his political vices were
greatly increased by that total want of decorum which Burke has
justly noted as the weakest point of his character.
In this respect
his public and private life resembled one another.
That he lived
for many years in open adultery, and indulged to excess in the
plea_res of the table, were facts which in the early part of the
eighteenth century were in themselves not likely to excite much
See the striking remarks of
Speaker Onslowon Walpole'ssettled
'plan of having everyl_dy to be

deemed a Jacobite who was net a
professedand knownW_nig.'_Coxe's
Walflole,ii. 554-557,
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attention; but his boisterous revelries at Houghton exceeded
even the ordinary licence of the country squires of his time,
and the gross sensuality of his conversation was conspicuous in
one of the coarsest periods of English history." When he did
not talk of business, it was said, he talked of women ; politics
and obscenity were his tastes.
There seldom was a Coth_t
less addicted to prudery than that of George II., but even its
tolerance was somewhat strained by a minister who jested with
the Queen upon the infidelity of her husband, who advised her
on one occasion to bring to Court a beautiful but silly woman as
a ' safe fool ' for the King to fall in love with, who, on the death
of the Queen, urged her daughters to summon without delay the
two mistresses of the King in order to distract the mind of their
father ; who at the same time avowed, with a brutal frankness,
as the scheme of his future policy, that though he had been for
the wife against the mistress, he would be henceforth for the
mistress against the daughters. 1 In society he had the weakness of wishing to be thought a man of gallantry and fashion,
and his awkward addresses, rendered the more ludicrous by a
singularly corpulent and ungraceful person, as well as the extreme coarseness into which he usually glided when speaking to
and of women, drew down upon him much ridicule and some
contempt.
His estimate of political integrity was very similar
to his estimate of female virtue.
He governed by means of
an assembly which was saturated with corruption, and he fully
acquiesced in its conditions and resisted every attempt to improve it.
He appears to have cordially accepted the maxim
that government must be carried on by corruption or by force,
and he deliberately made the former the basis of his rule. He
bribed George II. by obtaining for hi/n a civil list exceeding by
more than ] O0_0OO1.a year that of his father.
He bribed the
Queen by securing for her a jointure of 100,0001. a year, when
his rival, Sir Spencer Compton, could only venture tb promise
60,0001.
He bribed the Dissenting ministers to silence by the
Regium Donum for the benefit of their widows. He employed
the vast patronage of the Crown unffol_nly and steadily with the
single view of sustaining his political position_ and there can be
Jao doubt that a large proportion of the immense expenditure of
I M_r#
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secret service money during his administration was devoted to the
direct purchase of Members of Parliament.
It is necessary to speak with much caution on this matter,
remembering that no statesman can emancipate himself from
the conditions of his time, and that a great injustice is done
when the politician of one age is measured by the standard of
another.
Bribery_ whether at elections or in Parliament, was
no new thing.
The systematic corruption of Members of Parliament is said to have begun under Charles II., in whose reign
it was practised to the largest extent.
It was continued under
his successor, and the number of scandals rather increased than
diminished after the Revolution.
Sir J. Trevor--a
Speaker of
the House of Commons---had been voted guilty of a high crime
and misdemeanour for receiving a bribe of 1,000 guineas from
the City of London.
A Secretary of the Treasury--Mr.
Guy
--had been sent to the Tower for taking a bribe to induce him
to pay the arrears due to a regiment.
Lord Ranelagh, a Paymaster of the Forces, had been expelled for defalcations in his
office. In order to facilitate the passing of the South Sea Bill, it
was proved that large amounts of fictitious stock had been created,
distributed among, and accepted by, ministers of the Crown. Aislabie_ the Chancellor of the Exchequer. was expelled, sent to the
Tower, and fined.
The younger Craggs, who was Secretary of
State, probably only escaped by a timely death.
His father,
the Postmaster-General,
avoided inquiry by suicide, and grave
suspicion rested upon Charles Stanhope, the Secretary of the
Treasury, and upon Sunderland, the Prime Minister.
When
such instances could be cited from among the leaders of politics,
it is not surprising that among the undistinguished
Members
corruption was notorious.
In 1698, a system of fraudulent
endorsement of Exchequer
bills with a view to defraud the
revenue was discovered, and two Members of Parliament were
sent to the Tower and expelled for being guilty of it.
The
expulsion of Hungefford for receiving a small sum for expediting a private Bill through Parliament, of the two Shepherds
for bribery at elections, of Sir R. Sutton for having through
carelessness become director of a swindling company, of R/dge
for the non-observance
of a contract, of Colonel Cardonell
for accepting

an illegal though customary

gratuity,

of _Walpole

el.m.
himself

PARLIAMENTARY
for alleged

dishonesty
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a contract,
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were

probably

inspired chiefly or solely by factious motives, l but there can at_
least be no reasonable doubt that parliamentary
corruption does
not date from the ministry of Walpole.
Nor was he the first to
practise largely corruption
at elections.
at the elections
of 1701, when William
a most scandalous practice was brought
so little
scription

decency that the electors
to choose a blank person

Burner assures us thab
was still on the throne,
in of buying votes with

engaged
themselves
by subbefore they were trusted with

the name of their candidate.'
_ I have cited in the last chapter
the explicit
testimony
of Davenant
to the magnitude
of the
e_41 in his day, and the writings of Defoe contain ample proof
of its inveteracy
and of its progress.
In a pamphlet
published
in 1701, he tells us that there was a regular set of stock-jobbers
in the City who made it their business to buy and sell seats in
Parliament,
that the market
price was 1,000 guineas, and that
Parliament
was thus in a fair way of coming under the management of a few individuals2
In 1705, after adverting
to some
Acts which
cally, _Never
and freeholds,
and barefaced
he declared

had

been passed

against

bribery,

he adds

emphati-

was treating,
bribery,
buying of voices, freedoms
and all the corrupt practices
in the world so open
as since these severe laws were enacted.'4
In 1708
that,

having

been present

at many

elections,

he had

arrived at the conclusion
that _it is not an impossible
thing to
debauch this nation into a choice of thieves, knaves, devils, anything, comparatively
speaking,
by the power of various intoxieations.'a
The evil showed no sign of diminution.
In 1716
we find bitter
complaints
in Parliament
increasing expense of elections, s and the
of it as a notorious

fact _that

other livelihood
than
And if corruption

a great

itself of the rapidly
Earl of Dorset spoke

number

of persons

have no

bybeing

employedin
bribing corporations. '7
did not begin with Walpole, it is equally

To_nsend's /Ttst. of the _ro_e
of _,
ch. iv., v.
2 Burner's O_vnT_t_,ii. 258-259.
8 From , The Freeholder's Plea
against Stock-jobbing Elections of
Parllament.'--Wilson's 1.4fe of .D_j"oe,
i. 840-341. Mr. Hallam must h_ve
somewhat strangely overlooked this
pas_,
a_ well as some others which

I have cited in the last chapter, when
he speaks of the purchase of seats of
Parliament as first observed in the
elections of 1747 and 1754.--C0n_.
_¢. iii. 302.
4 , Review.' See Wilson, ii. 862.
s Ibid. Wilson, iii. 23-24.
' P_.l. H/st. vii. 335.
_ Ibid. 297.
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His
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ex_nditure

large as it was, never equalled

of

secret

service

in an equal

space
not to
ful of
terms

of time the expenditure
of Bute;
and it is to Sure, and
Walpole, that we owe the most gigantic
and most wasteall the forms of bribery, the custom of issuing loans on
extravagantly
advantageous
to the lender, and distri-

buting
the shares among the supporters
of the administration.
The downfall of Walpole
can scarcely be said to have produced
even a temporary
cessation
of corruption.
Barnard,
with
a view to the approaching
moved

the repeal

of the oath against

In 1754, Sir J.
elections,
actually

bribery,

in the interest

of

public morals, on the ground that it was merely the occasion of
general
perjury. _ In the same year Fox deellued
to accept
from Newcastle
the lead of the House
of Commons,
unless he
received

information

about

the

disposition

of the

secret

service

money, because, as he said, ' if he was kept in ignorance
of that,
he should
not know how to talk to Members
of Parliament,
when
some might
have
received
gratifications,
others not.' *
Very few statesmen
of the eighteenth
century had less natural
tendency
to corruption
than George
Grenville.
His private
character

was unimpeachable.

His

alteration

of the

mode

of

trying contested
elections was a great step towards the purification of Parliament,
and the expenditure
of secret service money
during his administration
was unusually
condition
of the Legislature
by which
appears
to
bribes even

have found
to Members

low ; 3 yet such was the
he governed,
that he

it necessary
to offer direct
money
of the House of Lords.*
If Walpole

Walpole's Ma_r of George ZZ.
i. 369.
Ibid. vol. i. p. 382.
Gre_w_llv Ca_'r_s2andvrwe,iii. p.
I43.
4 The following very era-ions note
from Lord Saye and Sele to Grenville
has been preserved. The tone of the
writer makes it almost certain that
the transaction referred to was not
regarded as either unusual or insulting :_
' London, Nov. 26, 1763.
, Honoured Sir,_I am very much
obliged to you for that freedom of
converse you this morning indulged
me in, which I prize more than the

lucrative advantage I then received.
To show the sincerity of my words
(pardon, Sir, the perhaps over-niceness
of my disposition) I return enclosed
the bill for 300L you favoured me
with, as good manners would not
permit my refusal of it when tendered
by you. Your most obliged and most
obedient servant,
SAVE & SELE.
' P.S. As a free horse needs no
spur, so I stand in need of no inducement or _ouceur to lend my small
a_sistance to the King and his friends
in the present administration.' Gre_vill_ t_orres2_u_orw8, iiL 145146o
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was guilty of corruption, it may be fairly urged that it was
_carcely possible to manage Parliament without it, and also that
skilful writers, under the guidance of Bolingbroke, were studiously aggravating his faults.
He was, no doubt, often misrepresented.
His saying of a group of Members, 'All these
men have their price,' was turned into a general assertion that
• all men have their price ;' and there was probably some truth
in another saying ascribed to him,--' that he was obliged to
bribe Members not to vote against, but for their conscience:
Although in the case of a minister who had very few scruples,
and who disposed, absolutely for many years, of immense sums
of secret service money, it is impossible to speak with confidence, we may at least affirm that there is no real evidence
that Walpole dishonestly appropriated public money to his own
purposes, and he retired from office deeply in debt.
The real charge against him is that in a period of profound
peace, when he e_ercised an almost unexampled ascendancy
in politics, and when public opinion was strongly in favour of
the diminution of corrupt influence in Parliament, he steadily
and successfully
resisted every attempt
at reform.
Other
ministers may have bribed on a larger scale to gain some
special object, or in moments of transition, crisis, or difficulty.
It was left to Walpole to organise corruption as a system, and
to make it the normal process of Parliamentary
government.
It was his settled policy to maintain his Parliamentary majority,
not by attracting to his ministry great orators, great wr/ters,
great financiers, or great statesmen, not by effeeting any combination or coalition of parties, by identifying himself with any
great object of popular desire, or by winning to his side young
men in whose character and ability he could trace the promise
vf future eminence, but simply by engrossing borough influence
and extending the patronage of the Crown. Material motives
were the only ones he recognised.
During several successive
Parliaments the majority of the counties were usually in opposition._
It was by the purchase of a multitude of small and
perfectly venal boroughs, especially in Cornwall and Scotland,
that the Government
majority was maintained.
Whenever
See a rema#_able sta*_ent of Horace Walpole. Me_tolrs of Georg_
IL i. 406,
VOL.I.
BB
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there was a choice between a man of ability and a man pos_essing large borough influence, the latter was invariably preferred.
Thus it was that in 1724 Carteret was displaced from the
Secretaryship of War, and the claims of Pulteney were neglected
in order that Walpele might attach to his fortunes the Duke of
Newcastle, who was the greatest borough-owner in the kingdom,
but whose weak and timid character he was the first to ridicule.
Thus it was that he met and defeated every effort to reduce
the pension lists, and to enquire into the corruption of Parliament.
He made it_ said one who knew him well, a main
object at all times, and on all occasions, to prevent Parliamentary enquiries, l
Pension Bill after Pension Bill was
brought in with the strong support of public opinion.
Sometimes he openly opposed them.
More frequently he suffered
them to pass the Commons, and employed his influence to
stifle them in the Lords. Always he made it his object to discourage and defeat them.
He constructed a system under
which a despotic sovereign or minister might make a Parliamentary majority one of the most subservient and efficient
instruments
for destroying
the liberties of England;
and
although
he himself used it with signal moderation,
he
bequeathed
it intact to his successors, and it became, under
George III., the great instrument of misgovernment.
His influence upon young men appears to have been peculiarly pernicious.
If we may believe Chesterfield, he was
accustomed to ask them in a tone of irony upon their entrance
into Parliament whether they too were going to be saints or
Romans, and he employed all the weight of his position to
make them regard purity and patriotism as ridiculous or unmanly. _ Of the next generation of statesmen, Fox, the first
Lord Holland, was the only man of remarkable ability who can
be said to have been his disciple, and he was, perhaps, the most
corrupt and unscrupulous of the statesmen of his age.
Specific instances of Parliamentary corruption are a class of
facts Httle likely to pass into the domain of history.
The
secret nature of the act, the interests both of the giver and the
recipient, and the general tone and feelings of the politicians of
i LordHervey'sMama/rt,i. 224.
ffiChesterfield'si__
W_r_

(ed. 1779),iv. append,p. 36.
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the time, conspire to conceal them, and although public opinion
forced on an enquiry into the acts of Walpole, and although the
great majority of the commissioners were his personal enemies,
no considerable results were arrived at. Nor was this Sm-laz_sing.
The whole influence of the Crown and of the House of Lords
was exerted to shield the fallen minister, and there was on the
part of most leading politicians, and, indeed, of most Members
of Parliament, a marked indisposition to enquire too curiously
into such matters.
Edgecumbe,
who chiefly managed the
Cornish boroughs, was made a peer expressly for the purpose of
preventing the Committee from requiring his evidence. _ The
officials who distributed the secret service money positively
refused to give any evidence as to the manner o5 its distribution, on the ground that they might otherwise criminate themselves. The Secretary of the Treasury, who could probably
have thrown most light upon the subject, as the whole secret
service money passed through his hands, declined to take the
oath of discovery, and informed the Committee ' that he had
laid his case before the King, and was authorised to say that the
disposal of money issued for secret service, by the nature of it,
requires the utmost secrecy, and is accountable to his Majesty
alone ; and therefore his Majesty could not permit him to disclose anything on the subject. '_ The Committee were completely
baffled. Those who distributed the secret service money refused
to give any evidence, and it was hardly to be expected that
those who received it would criminate themselves by confession.
A Bill was brought forward to indemnify the recipients of bribe_
if they gave evidence against _A_alpele, but though it passed
the Commons, it was rejected by the Lords.
Under these circuInstances we can hardly lay much stress upon the fact that
the discoveries of the Committee were chiefly of the most trivial
description.
The bestowal of places on the Mayor of Weymouth
and on his brother-in-law,
in order to secure the nomination
of a favourable returning officer at an election, the removal
of a few revenue officers who failed to vote for a ministerial
candidate, the distribution of some small sums for borough
prosecutions
and suits, the somewhat suspiciously liberal terma
i Walpole's £e_r_

i. p. 175.
RRI_

2 Coxe'__yo/_,

i. p. 712. .
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troops at Jamaica,

were

all matters
which appeared of little moment
when they were
regarded
as the result of a solemn
enquiry
into ministerial
proceedings
for ten years.
Much more important
was the diseovery that in this space of time no less than 1,453,400/.
had been
expended
50,000l.

in secret
service money,
had been paid to writers

and that of that sum above
in defence
of the ministry.

It has been shown, indeed, by the apologists
secret
service
money included
the whole
as the large sums necessarily
tion
at foreign
Courts,
and
tuted between
last ten years

expended
also that

for Walpole that the
pension
lis_, as well
in obtaining
informathe comparisons
insti-

the expenditure
of secret service money in the
of Walpole,
and that in an equal portion
of

the rei_a of Anne, were in several respects fallacious ;1 but there
cannot,
I think, be much reasonable
doubt, though
the Committee
were unable
to obtain
evidence
on the subject, that
much of it was expended
in Parliamentary
corruption.
It is
said that supporters
of the Government
frequently
received
at
the close of the session from 500l. to 1,000/. for their services ;2
that Walpole
himself
boasted
that
jecting
the demand
of the Prince
allowance

cost

the

Government

one important
division
reof Wales
for an increased

only

900/., 3 that

more

than

half the members of Parliament
were in the receipt of public
money in the form of pensions
or Government
offices. 4 It is
certain
that the consentient
opinion of contemporaries
accused
See the elaborate chapter in
Coxe, on the report of the Committee.
Atmon's Anecdotes of Chatham,
eel. i. p. 137. This was written of
thePelham ministry, but that minlstry
only continued in a somewhat more
moderate formthe systemof Walpole.
Wraxall
positively
asserts that
Roberts, who was Secretary of the
Treasury under Pelham, assured a
friend, from whom Wraxall received
the story, that he, Roberts, while he
remained at the Treasury regularly
paid secret stipends varying from
500/. to 800L to a numberer Members
at the end of each session. Their
names we_-e entered in a b_k _
.was kept in the deepest _
and
which on the death of Pelham was
burnt by the Kiug,'--_tee Wr___y_l_

3[enwir8 (1815), ii. 498, 500.
s • Sir R. Walpole and the Queen
both told me separately that it [the
ministerial triumph] cost the King
but 900L--500l. to one man and 400L
to another; and t_bat even these two
sums were only advarwed to two mw
who were to have received them aS the
end of the #essian had th_ _uett@_
_vr bee_ _wved, and who only took
this opportunity to solicit prompt
payment.'--Lord Hervey's Me,wits,
ii. 280. •
4 Some interesting fac_cson the
fluctuations of the number of placemen in Parliament wilt be found
in Br_ugham's great speech on the
increasing influence of the Crown.
J_me 24, 1822.
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the ministers of gross and wholesale corruption, and that
they uniformly opposed every enquiry that could vindicate their
honour, and every Bill that could tend to purify the Parliament.
The complaints of the Opposition were met by Walpole
in a strain of coarse and cynical banter.
Patriots, saints,
Spartans, and boys were the terms he continually employed,
Something, no doubt, was due to the strong hatred of cant
which was a prominent feature of his character, and which
sometimes led him, like his great contemporary Swift, into the
opposite extreme of cynicism.
He knew that he was speaking
the secret sentiments of the great majority of his hearers, that
among the declaimers against corruption were some of the most
treacherous and unprincipled
politicians of the time, and that
personal disappointment
and baffled ambition had their full
share in swelling the ranks of his opponents ; but when every
allowance is made for this, his language must appear grossly
culpable.
He profoundly lowered the moral tone of public
life, and thus, as an acute observer has said, _While he seemed
to strengthen
the superstructure,
he weakened the foundations
of our constitution.'1
Nor is it true that the politicians of the
time were universally corrupt.
Godolphin and Bolingbroke
had both retired from their ministerial
careers poor men.
Oxford was in this respect beyond all reproach.
Neither Pulteney, nor _rindham, nor Onslow, nor Carteret, nor Shippen,
nor Barnard, nor Pitt, whatever their other faults, could be
suspected of personal corruption.
Above all, there was the public
opinion of England which was deeply scandalised by the
extent to which parliamentary
corruption had arisen, and by
the cynicism with which it was avowed, and on this po/nt,
though on this alone, Walpole never respected it. Like many
men of low morals and of coarse and prosaic natures, he was
altogether incapable of appreciating as an element of political
calculation the force which moral sentiments exercise upon
mar&ind_ and this incapacity was one of the great causes of
his fall. His own son has made the memorable admission that
Walpole • never was thought

honest till he was out of power. '_

i B_owne's.Extimate,i. p. 115.
_alpole's M_aairs of GeorgeIZ. i. 236.
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Through these faults, as well as through the discontent which
always follows the great prolongation of a single admlnlstration_
a powerful though heterogeneous
Opposition was gradually
formed_ and the small band of Tories were reinforced by a considerable section of discontented Whigs, who seceded under the
guidance of Pulteney, Carteret, and Chesterfield, and by several
young men of promise or genius.
Pulteney, who usually led
the phalanx, had been for many years the _iend and colleague
of Watpole.
He had co-operated with him during the depression of the party under Queen Anne, defended him when he was
expelled from the House in 1712, assumed the office of Secretm T
of War in the Whig ministry of 1714, taken the same side with
_Valpole in the Whig schism of 1717, and he appeared at one time
likely to rise at least as high in the State.
He was a country
gentleman of good character, old family, and large property,
a scholar, a writer, and a wit, and probably the most graceful
and brilliant speaker in the House of Commons in the interval
between the withdrawal of St. John and the appearance of Pitt.
His separation from _Talpole appears to have been wholly due to
personal motives.
Possessing abilities and parliamentary standing which entitled him, in his own opinion and in the opinion of
many others, to rank as the equal of Walpole, he found that
_h_alpole allowed his colleagues little more influence than if they
were his clerks, and was always seeking 9 by direct or indirect
means, to displace them when they became prominent.
He is
said to have been bitterly offended when Carteret, having in
1724 resigned the position of Secretary of State, the claims of
Newcastle were preferred to his own, and the offer of a peerage,
which was intended only to remove him from the centre of
power, and afterwards of a very unimportant place, completed
his alienation.
He went into violent opposition, rejected scornfully the overtures of the minister, who when too late perceived
his error, dedicated all his powers to the subversion of the
administration, and became the most skifful exponent of the
popular feeling about the corruption of Parliament, the subservience of Walpole to France and to Spain, and the dangers of
a standing army in time of peace.
He was bitterly opposed
to the Gallican sympathies of Walpole, and especially to the
Treaty of Hanover, and was for some time in very close and
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confidential
communication
with the ministers of the Emperor. l
Of all' the opponents of Walpole he was probably the most formidable, for he seems to have been at least his equal as a
debater ; his great social talents made him popular among politicians, and he at the same time exercised
a powerful influence
beyond the walls of Parliament.
many years contained the bitterest

_ The Craftsman,' which for
and ablest attacks
on VJat-

pole, was founded, inspired,
and perhaps in par_ written _ by
Pulteney
in conjunction
with Bolingbroke.
He was also the
author of two or three pamphlets
of more than ordinary merit,
of several happy witticisms
which are still remembered,
and of
a political song which was once among the most popular in the
language_ a When accused of being actuated
in his opposition
by sordid motives, he incautiously
pledged himself
never again
to accept office, and in the hour of his triumph
he remembered
his pledge;
but he cannot be acquitted
of having shaped his
career through a feeling of personal rancour, he never exhibited
either the business talents or the tact and prescience
of statesrnanship so conspicuous in his rival, and he probably contributed
more than any other single man to plunge the country into the
Spanish war.
A more remarkable
was Carteret,
afterwards

man,
Lord

but a less formidable
politician,
Granville,
who at the time of the

downfall of Walpole
led the Whig Opposition
in the House of
Lords.
He had entered the Upper House in 1711, had joined the
Sunderland
ambassador
accepted
France.

section of the Whigs
in 1717, had been appointed
to Sweden in the following year, and had afterwards
several brief diplomatic
missions
On the death of Sunderland
he

in Germany
and
made some unsuc-

cessful efforts to perpetuate
the division
of the
opposition
to Walpole
was at first rather latent
He

became

Secretary

of State

' See the intercepted let_rs of
Count Palm printed in Coxe's Life of
Wa!_ole.
Horace Walpole (_o H. Mann,
Apri127,1753)assertsthattheprinter
of the ' Oraftsman' assured him Pulteney _never wrote a _'Craftsman"
himself, only gave hints for them,'
though much o£ his _eputation was

in

1721,

but,

party, but his
than avowed.

disagreeing

with

founded upon them. As Pultsneywas
confessedly a skilful writer and pamphleteer, this story seems very iraprobable.
* 'The Honest Jury; or, Caleb
Triumphant,' written on the occasion
of the acqaittsJ of the ' Craftsman ' on
a chargeof libel.--W_lhAl_s' (7oU_¢_/o_
of Po_I
Ballads, ii. 232-236.
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his colleague Lord Townshend, he was compelled to relinquish
the post in 17249 when he became Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland.
After several differences with the ministry in England he resigned this appointment in 1730, and from that time became a
leader of Opposition and a close ally of Pulteney.
Of all the
leading English statesmen of the eighteenth
century he is,
perhaps, the one of whose real merits it is mos_, difficult to
speak with confidence.
Like Charles Townshend in the next
generation, he was a man who had the very highest reputation
for ability among his contemporaries, but whose ability we are
obliged to take altogether upon trust, for, except some unpublished despatches, o_ten full of fire and force, and a few detached
sayings, he has left no monument behind him.
His career was,
on the whole, unsuccessful.
His speeches have perished.
His
policy has come down to us chiefly" through the representations
of his opponents, and he himself appears to have taken no part
in political literature.
Yet Horace Walpole and Chesterfield,
who disliked him, have both spoken of him as the ablest man
of his time. 1 Swift and Smollett have expressed warm admiration for his genius, and Chatham, who was at one time his
bitter opponent, has left on record his opinion that in the upper
departments
of Government he had no equal. _ In the range
and variety of his knowledge he was unrivalled among the politicians of his time, and the singular versatility of his intellect
made him almost equally conspicuous as an orator, a linguist,
a statesman, a scholar, and a wit. Having travelled much in
Germany, he was probably the only English statesman intimately acquainted with its laws, manners, and internal politics ;
and his thorough knowledge of the language, then a very
rare accomplishment
in England, gave him a special influence
with the Hanoverian kings.
In Parliament he was placed, by
the confession of all parties, in the foremost rank of debaters,
but good "judges complained that his eloquence was somewhat
turgid and declamatory in its style, that he was more to be
i , Lord Granville, they say, is
dying. When he dies the ablest
head in England dies too, take him
forallinalL'--Chesterfield to his
san, Dec. 13, i762. See, too, his
admirable portrait of Granville in
his 'Characters.'Wa_polepronounced

him to be a greater genius than Sir
R. We/pole, Mansfield,or Chatham.'
--Mmnab*_of Gearg_II.[ii. 85.
2 .P_,'I./r_. xvi.
1097.
He added,
'I feel a pride in declaring that t_
his patronage,to his friendship a_T-_
instruction, I owe whatever I am2

dreaded as an opponent than to be desired as a colleague,
and that he was almost equally unfitted, by his defects and by
his merits, for the position of a parliamentary
leader. He
was of a careless, sanguine, impulsive, and desultory nature,
easily and extravagantly elated and never depressed, delighting in intrigue and in strokes of sudden and brilliant daring,
but apt to treat politics as a game, and almost wholly destitute
of settled principles, fixity of purpose, and earnestness of character.
His mind teemed with large schemes, and he could
carry them out with courage and with skill, but he was not
equally expert in dealing with details, and he looked with a
contempt which had at least an affinity to virtue upon the
arts of management,
conciliation, and corruption, by which
Walpole and Pelham secured their Parliamentary
influence.
What is it to me,' he once said, 'who is a judge or who a
bishop ? It is my business to make kings and emperors, and to
maintain the balance of Europe.'
His temper was naturally
imperious.
He was entirely indifferent to money.
He drank
hard. He overflowed with riotous animal spirits, scoffed and
ranted at his colleagues or treated them with the most supercilious contempt;
and though he could be at times the most
generous and engaging of men, though no other statesman bore
defeat with such lmforced good humour, or showed himseff so
free from rancour against his opponents, he was not popular in
the Cabinet and not trusted in Parliament.
To the King, on the
other hand, he was eminently acceptable.
He succeeded in very
skiffully flattering and almost winning the Queen at the very time
when he was a leading counsellor in the rival party of her son.
He had a strong natural leaning, intensified by education, to high
monarchical views. He would gladly have based his power altogether on royal favour ; he delighted in framing his measures with
the King alone, and was the only English statesman who fully
shared and perhaps fully understood the King's German policy.
It was natural that his rare knowledge of Continental affairs
should have invested them in his eyes with an interest and an
attraction they did not possess ia the eyes of ordinary politicians, and that he should have found in them a field peculiarly
congenial to his daring and adventurous nature.
_I want to
instil a noble_ ambition into you,' he said to Fox in later yeazs,
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' to make you knock the heads of the kings of Europe together,
and jumble somet.blng out of it which may be of service to this
country.'
As minister of a despotic sovereign he might have
risen to great eminence, but he was not suited for the conditions of Parliamentary
government,
and he usually inclined
towal_ls unpopular opinions.
Thus he was one of the most
powerful opponents of the Militia Bill at a time when the
creation of a great militia had almost become a national craze.
He was accustomed to assert strongly the dignity of the House
of Lords in opposition to the House of Commons.
He ruined
his political prospects by his bold advocacy of Hanoverian
measures.
The last public words he is recorded to have uttered
were a stern rebuke to Pitt for having spoken of himself rather
as the minister of the people than of the Crown, and for having
thus introduced the language of the House of Commons into
the discussions of the Cabinet; and his last recorded political
judgment was an approbation of the unpopular Peace of Paris.
His ambition, like his other qualities, was very spasmodic.
He
could east aside its prizes with a frank and laughing carelessness
that few could rival, but when heated with the contest he was
accused of being equally capable of a policy of the most reckl_ss daring and of the most paltry intrigue.
Queen Caroline,
reviewing the leaders of the Opposition, said that Bolingbroke
would tell great lies, Chesterfield small ones, Carteret both
kinds. 1
Of Chesterfield it is not necessary to say much, for his part
in the overthrow of Walpole was much less prominent.
He
was naturally most fitted to shine in a drawing-room, and
though a graceful and accomplished, if somewhat laboured_
speaker, his political talents, like those of Sir W. Temple in the
preceding generation, were more adapted for diplomacy than for
parliamentary life.
He was twice ambassador to Holland and
discharged his duties with great ability and success. During
his short viceroyalty in Ireland he showed very remarkable adThe principal materials for de- tdogralohyof _h_lb_.
Many volscribing Carteret are to be found in umesandpapersbelongingto him ere
Horac_ Walpole's Lc_er$ and //_in the British Museum. It appears
t_-i_ Lord Hervey'sMemoira,Ches- _om Lord Hervey's Memo_r_that
terfield's CY_ravtcr_,Lady Hervey's Carteret was at one time occupied
Y_tters,Sir HanburyWilliams' Songs, with a history of his own time, but it
and the recently published A_to- has unfortunatelyneverappeared.
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ministrative talents, and his letters to his illegitimate son, which
were published contrary to his desire, furnish ample evidence of
his delicate but fastidious taste, of his low moral principle,
and of his haxd_ keen, and worldly wisdom. His life was darkened by much private sorrow, which he bore with great courage ;
and his political prospects were blasted by the hostility of the
Queen, who never forgave him for having made his court to the
mistress of her husband.
Lord Hervey, comparing him to
Carteret, says that Carteret had the better public and Court
understanding,
Chesterfield the better private and social one.
His hostility to Walpole dates from his dismissal from office
after the Excise scheme. On the fall of that minister he pressed
on the measures against him much more violently than either
Pulteney or Carteret.
In addition to these older politicians,
the ranks of the
opponents of Walpole contained a small group of young men
who did not altogether coalesce with either party, and who
were much ridiculed under the name of Boy Patriots, but who
reckoned in their number several men of credit and ability,
and one man of the most splendid and majestic genius.
The
principal members of this party were Lord Cobham, Lyttleton,
George Grenville, and, above all_ William Pitt.
This last
politician had entered Parliament for Old Sarum in 1735. He
was still a very young and very poor man, holding the post of
cornet in a regiment of dragoons, entirely destitute of the influence which springs from rank, experience, or Parliamentary
connection, but already distinguished for the lofty purity of his
character and for an eloquence whieh_ in its full maturity, has,
probably, never been equalled in England and never been surpassed among mankind.
The Tory wing of the Opposition appears to have been
numerically about equal to the Whig one.
It consisted of
about 110 members, but it was far from unanimous.
One section was distinctly Jacobite, and it was the policy of Government to attribute
Jacobitism to the whole; but with many,
Toryism was, probably, mainly a matter of family tradition, and
consisted chiefly of attachment to the Established Church_ and
dislike to Hanoverian politics, to the moneyed interests, and to
septennial parliament_
The party had for many years a skilftd
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and eloquent leader in Sir W. Windham--the
son-in-law of the
Duke of Somerse_who
had been Chancellor of the Exchequer
under Queen Anne, and who in that capacity had brought forward and carried the Schism Act.
His death in 1740 was a
great blow to the Opposition, and his successor, Lord Gower,
afterwards abandoned the party.
Among the Members who
usually acted with the Tories was Sir John Barnard, a retired
merchant, who had acqaired great influence in the House as
the only man capable of coping with Walpole on questions of
finance, and the party included Shippon, the able and honest
leader of the Jacobites.
It consisted, for the most part, of
country squires of little education and strong prejudices, but
in general superior to their allies in rectitude of purpose and
sincerity of conviction.
In addition to the parliamentary combatants there is another
influence to be mentioned.
Bolingbroke_ though excluded
from the parliamentary
arena, had, as I have said, devoted his
great experience and his brilliant pen to the service of the
Opposition, and in one respect at least his policy was now the
exact opposite to that which he had pursued under Anne.
He
had then, in opposition to Oxford, endeavoured to make the
lines of party division as clear and strong as possible, to put
an end to the system of divided administrations_ and to expel
all Whigs from the Government.
Now, however_ when his party
was apparently hopelessly shattered, he employed all his talents
in the task of effeeting a union between the Tories and a large
section of the Whigs.
In his _Dissertation on Parties' and in
his private letters, he maintained
strongly that the old demarcation of parties had lost all meaning;
that the question of
dynasty was virtually settled; that the Whig enth_wiasm for
the House of Hanover was chiefly a party pretext for monopohsing all the offices of the State and excluding the Tories as
enemies to the establishment ; and that this monopoly and this
exclusion had necessarily led to an aggrandisement
of corrupt
influence on the side of those in power, which was fatal to the
purity and might easily prove incompatible with the existence
of the coustitutiom | Corruption, he was accustomed to main_

See m_aongother l_tters a very remarkable one to Lord Polwarth,
_¢r$, ii. 177-19L
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tain_ is much more dangerous to English liberty than prerogative, because it is slow and insensible in its operation_ because
it arouses no feeling of opposition in the country like that
which follows an unconstitutional act, and because its influence
is especially felt in the very House which is the appointed
guardian of the interests of the people.
A warm and affectionate friendship with Windham gave Bolingbroke for a considerable time an ascendancy over those Tories who had abandoned Jacobitism, while his position as coeditor with Pulteney of
the _Craftsman,' and his confidential relations with many of the
discontented Whigs gave him influence with the other section
of the Opposition.
Bolingbroke, however, was unpopular in the
country; he was wearied of the secondary place he was compellecl to occupy in party warfare_ and owing to this and perhaps
to other causes which we are not able to unravel, he retired to
France in 1735, and did not again visit England tiU after the
downfall of Walpole.
Before his departure, however, he had obtained a great ascendancy over the mind of Frederick, Prince of
Wales, who soon became the leading opponent of the Government.
It is natural in a government like that of England, that a party
in opposition should turn their hopes to the successor of the
throne, and it is equally natural that an ambitious Prince should
lean towards a course of policy which alone during his father's
lifetime enables him to take an independent and a foremost
place. _any private causes conspired to inflame the
The Prince desired to marry a Prussian Princess, and
refused his request.
After the marriage of the Prince
Princess of Saxe @otha_ the King only granted him an

jealousy.
the King
with the
allowance

of 50_000/. a year, though the King himself when Prince of Wales
bad received an allowance of 100_000L Besides this, the Prince's
affable manners rendered him more popular in the country than
the King_ and his tastes inclined him to the brilliant literary
and social circle which was in opposition to the ministry.
From
1734 there was an open breach_ and in 1737 the Prince took the
extraordinary step of inducing the Opposition to bring forward
a motion in Parliament urging the King to allow his son out of
the Civil List lO0,O£q)l, a year. The Court was naturally furious_
and Walpole succeeded with some difficulty in defeating the
motion. Lord Hervey has left us a curious picture of the feelings
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of the royal family at this time--the
Queen a hnndred times
a day saying she wished her son would fall dead with apoplexy,
cursing the hour of his birth_ and describing him as ' a nauseous
beast,' _the greatest liar that ever spoke,' while his sister declared
that she grudged him every hour he continued to breathe, and
the King regarded him with a steady though somewhat calmer
hatred.
The Prince, on the other hand, seems to have lost no
opportunity of irritating
his father and his mother ; and when
his wife was in labour he hurried her, in the midst of her pains
and at the imminent danger of her life, from Hampton Court to
St. James's, for the sole purpose of insulting the King, who had
given orders that the lying-in should take place at the former
palace.
With the same motive he made his Court the special
centre of opposition to the Government, and he exerted all his
influence for the ruin of Walpole. l
While all thes6 elements of stren_h were combining against
the minister, the death of the Queen 2 deprived him of his firmest
friend.
She died solemnly commending her husband to his care,
and her loss was never replaced.
He now stood alone, confronting all the ablest debaters in Parliament, whom his jealousy
had driven into opposition, while intrigues and dissensions were
undermining his position at the Court and in the Cabinet, and
while a fierce storm of popular indignation was raging without.
He had somewhat ostentatiously
displayed his contempt for
literature, and most of the ablest political writers were arrayed
against him.
He had ridiculed the cry of parliamentary purity
and the aspirations of young politicians, and all the hope and
promise of England was with Ms opponents.
He had laboured
through good report and through evil report to maintain the
peace of Europe, and the Opposition leaders succeeded in arousing in the country a martial frenzy which it was impossible to
resist.
The pretext was the severities of the Spaniards to English
sailors.
Spain, in attempting to monopolise the commerce of
the mos_ important part of the New World, and in forbidding
all other European countries from holding intercourse with it,
had advanced a claim which sooner or later must inevitably have
Hervey'sMamair#o Walpolc'stla_iniaaaaea$.

• Nov. 20, 1787.
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t_ to war. Her right, however, to re_te
the franc with her
tra_oAt_ntic
dominions bad been fully reco_lised by Eng_nd ;
the principle of trade monopoly was strenuously maintained
by England in her own dominions, and by an article in the
Treaty of Utrecht, in addition to the trade in negroes, English
commerce with Spanish America had been expressly restricted
to a single ship of the burden of 600 tons. This treaty was
soon systematically violated.
An immense illicit trade sprang
up, which was for a time unmolested, but was afterward.a met by
a rigid exercise of the right of search on the high seas, and by
the constant seizure of English ships, and it was accompanied on
both sides by many acts of violence, insolence, and barbarity.
A dispute had at the same time arisen between the two nations
about the right of the English traders to cut logwood in the
Bay of Campeachy, and to gather salt on the Island of Tortuga,
and there were chronic difficulties about the frontiers of Georgia
and Carolina on the one side, and of Florida on the other. For
many years the ill-feeling smouldered on, and it gradually
assumed very formidable proportions.
The maintenance of the
balance of power had been the chief cause of the wars of the
century, and it was observed with truth that there was a balance
by sea as well as by land. The growing preponderance of the
English navy and of English commerce had long been seen with
a jealous eye both in Spain and in France, and strong mutual
interests drew the two countries together.
The recovery of
Gibraltar had since the Peace of Utrecht been a great object of
Spanish policy, and Spain had lost, with her dominions in ±he
Netherlands, her chief reason for desiring an English alliance
and her chief cause of quarrel with France.
In the counsels
of the latter country a strong military party had appeared who
protested against the pacific policy of Fleury, who maintained
that French continental interests had been unduly sacrificed to
England, and who desired to revive, in part at leas_, the policy
of Lewis XIV. and t_ seek new combinations of power. This
party was strengthened by the English treaty with the Emperor
in 1731, which was regarded with some reason as the abandonment of a French for an Austrian alliance, and also by the great
danger of an English declaration of war during the struggle of
1733. At the close of that year a secret treaty, called the
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Family Compact, was signed by the Kings of France and Spain,
with the object of guarding against the naval supremacy of
England.
By this treaty the French agreed, if necessary, to
assist Spain in her efforts to extirpate the abuses which crept
into her trade with England, and also to endeavour to procure
for Spain the cession of Gibraltar; while Spain agreed, on a
fitting occasion, to revoke the trade privileges of England and
to admit France to a "large share of her trans-Atlantic
commerce.
This treaty was a profound secret, and was unknown both to
Walpole and the Opposition, but there were several signs of a
growing coldness between England and France.
Chauvelin, who
was Secretary of State for foreig,a affairs from 1727 to 1737,
gradually acquired almost a complete empire over the mind of
Fleury, and his influence was usually very hostile to the English
alliance.
In 1735 the English minister carried on a very
secret negotiation with him, and endeavoured by the offer of a
large bribe to win him to his interest; but the attempt does
not appear to have been successful, and the disgrace and exile
of Chauvelin, in the beginning of 1737, was regarded as a great
triumph of English policy, l On sea France displayed a new
activity, while Spain, secure in her secret alliance, grew more
severe in enforcing the right of search against British sailors.
The latter, who despised and hated the Spaniards as foreigners:
as Papists, and as ancient enemies, appear to have continually
_cted
with great insolence.
The Spaniards in their turn
retaliated by many acts of violence, which were studiously collected, aggravated,
and circulated
in England.
One story
especially produced a deep impression.
An English captain
named Jenkins was brought before Parliament and alleged that
when sailing for Jamaica, so far back as 1731, he had been
seiz_.,_iby Spanish sailor_ tortured and deprived of his ears ; and
when he was asked what he thought when he found himself in
the hands of such barbarians, he answered, in words which had
doubtless been suggested to him, and which were soon repeated
through the length and breadth of England, that 'he had
recommended his soulto God and his cause to his oountry
2
i_eethesecret
co_nclence Wa//_o/v,
ill308-309,
316,
317,
451of the EnglishGovernment,in Oor_'s 457.
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The truth of the story is extremely doubtful, but the end that
was aimed at was attained2
The indignation of the people_
fanned as it was by the press and by the untiring efforts of all
sections of the Opposition, became uncontrollable.
Every device
was employed to sustain it. English sailors returned from captivity in Spain were planted at the Exchange, exhibiting to the
crowds who passed by, specimens of the loathsome food they were
obliged to eat in the dungeons of Spain.
Literature caught up
the excitement, and it was reflected in the poetry of Pope, of
Glover, and of Johnson.
Walpole tried bravely and ably to
moderate it, but his conduct was branded as the grossest pusillanimity.
The King fully shared the popular sentiment.
Petitions poured into Parliament from every part of the kingdom
demanding redress; while Spain, relying on the letter of the
treaty and on the support of France, met every overture with
suspicion or arrogance.
Strong resolutions were carried through
both the Commons and Lords.
Letters of marque and reprisal were offered to the merchants.
Admiral Haddock was
despatched with a fleet of ten ships to the Mediterranean,
and troops were sent to the infant colony of Georgia to protect
it from an apprehended invasion.
These events took place in 1738.
It is a remarkable proof
of the tact and influence of Walpole that, notwithstanding the
fierce and warlike spirit in the country, in the Parliament and in
the palace, notwithstanding
the fact that in his own Cabinet
both Newcastle and Hardwlcke were advocates of war, the catastrophe did not take place till the November of the following year.
It is clear that in the essential points of difference England was
in the wrong.
A plain treaty had been grossly and continually
violated by English sailors.
The right of search by which Spain
attempted to enforce it, though often harshly and improperly
exercised_ was perfectly legal, and before the war was ended some
of the noisiest of those who now denounced it were compelled to
acknowledge the fact.
Walpole himself had no doubt on the
I AccortUng to Horace Walpole,
when Jenkins died it was found t$rat
his ear had never been cut off at all.
According to Tindal,, Jenkins lost his
ear or part of his ear on another
occasion, and pretended
it had been
VOLo I.
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cut off by a guarda costa.'
See, for
other details on this matter, Coxe's
Waltwle, i. 579-580.
Burke called it
' the fable of Jenkins' ears.'_/_t_rs
on tt .Regieid_ .Pea_e.
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m_bject_ but he tried in vain to convince the country.
The
House of Lords passed a resolution strongly condemning the
right of search, and the people, prompted by the leaders of the
Opposition and now fully excited, insisted upon its unqualified
relinquishment.
All that could be done was to negotiate about
the many instances of gross and unwarrantable violence of which
Spanish captains had been guilty.
The country was full of
accounts of English sailors who had been seized by the Spaniards,
plundered of all they possessed, laden with chains in a tropical
climate, imprisoned for long periods in unhealthy dungeons,
tortured or consigned to the tender mercies of the Inquisition.
In these accounts there was much exaggeration and not a little
deliberate
falsehood, but there was also a real basis of fact.
After great difficulties, and by a combination of intimidation and
address, Spain was induced to sign a convention regulating the
outstanding accounts between the two nations and awarding to
England as compensation a balance which was ultimately settled
at 95,000l.
No mention was made in this convention of the
right of search, or of the punishment of the offending captains,
and Spain was only induced to sign it, by England consenting
to a_knowledge a doubtful claim of compensation
for Spanish
ships that had been captured by Byng in 1718.
It was soon,
however, plain that this convention could not finally settle the
differences between the two countries. Walpole succeeded, though
with great difficulty, in carrying it through both Houses, and the
Opposition, exasperated by his success, for a time seceded.
In
the country, however, the outcry was fierce and loud, and the
Prince of Wales put himself at the head of the malcontents.
The divisions of the Cabinet became more and more serious.
The attitude of France towards England grew steadily hostile,
and the language
of Spain proportionately
haughty.
She
threatened immediate reprisals upon the South Sea Company on
account of an old debt which was alleged to be unpaid.
She
remonsCrated_ with an arrogance an English minister could
hardly brook, against the presence of a British fleet in the Medi¢erraneam
She reasserted in the strongest language that righ_
of search which the English nation was resolved at all hazards
to resist.
The Opposition

had now succeeded

in their design.
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had become inevitable; and Walpole, instead of retiring_ as he
should have done, declared it himself.
_They are ringing their
bells now,' he exclaimed, as the joy bells pealed at the announcement, _they will be wringing their hands soon.' It was
in vain, however, that he had yielded to the clamour, for the
long agony of his ministry had already begun.
Supporter
after supporter dropped away. The Duke of Argyle, the mos_
powerful and eloquent of the Scottish chiefs, had gone into
open opposition 1; and his influence, combined with the irritation due to the repressive measures that followed the Porteous
riots, produced at the next election, for the first time, a Scotch
majority hostile to the minister.
The Duke of Newcastle was
moody, discontented,
and uncertain.
The authority of the
minister in his Cabinet, and his majority in Parliament, steadily
declined.
The military organisation having fallen into decay
during the long peace, the war was feebly and unsuccessfully
conducted, and the commanders by land and sea were jealous
and disunited.
Anson plundered and burnt Paita, and captured a few Spanish prizes.
Admiral Vernon took Porto Bello,
but the capture was speedily relinquished; and Vernon, being
a personal enemy of _Vall_ole, his triumph rather weakened
than strengthened
the Government.
With these exceptions,
the first period of the war presented little more than a monotony
of disaster.
The repulse of an expedition against Carthagena, the abandonment
of an expedition against Cuba, the
destruction of many thousands of English soldiers and sailors
by tropical fever, the inactivity
of the British fleet in the
Mediterranean,
the rapid decline of British commerce, aceompanied by severe distress at home---all contributed to the
discontent.
In the midst of these calamities, a new series of
events began, which soon plunged the greater part of Europe
into war. In October 1740 the Emperor
Charles VL died,
aider a very short illness, at the early age of fifty-five, leaving
no son. For many years the great objects of his policy had
been to bequeath his whole Austrian dominions to his daughter
Maria Theresa, and to obtain for her husband the Duke of
In a letter to SwL_t,173_t-5, howformidable a body they were in
Pulteneyhad noticed the steadiness the House of Lords.--SwK_t's_rv.
with which the bistmtmand Scotch _pan_e, iii. 120.
pee_s supported the ministry, and
¢c2
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Tuscany, and former ruler of Lorraine, the Imperial crowm
The latter object .could, of course, only be attained when the
vacancy occurred, and by the ordinary process of election ; bu_ in
order to secure the former, Charles ¥I. had promulgated the law
caned the Pragmatic Sanction, regulating the succession, and
had obtained a solemn assent to that law from the Germanic
body, and from the great heredi_ry States of Europe.
With so
distinct and so recent a recognition of her title by all the great
Powers of Europe, the young Archduchess, it was hoped, would
have no difficulty in assuming the throne as Queen of Hungary
and of the other hereditary dominions of her father, and she did
so with the warm assent of her subjects.
She was, however, a
young and inexperienced woman, wholly unversed in public
business, and at this time far advanced in pregnancy.
Her
dominions were threatened by the Turks from without, and
corroded by serious dissensions within.
Her army, exclusive
o£ the troops in Italy and the Netherlands, amounted to only
30,000 men, and her whole treasure consisted of 100,000 florins,
which were claimed by the Empress dowager. 1 All these circumstances might have moved generous natures in her favour,
but they served only to stimulate the rapacity of her neighbouts. The Elector of Bavaria had never signed the Pragmatic
Sanction_ and he laid claim to the Austrian throne on grounds
which were demonstrably
worthless.
France had not only assented to, but even guaranteed_ the Pragmatic Sanction; and
Cardinal Fleury, who was at the head of affairs, would probably
have kept his faith, but he was now a very old and vacillating
man, and his hand was forced by Marshal Belleisle, who, at
the head of a powerful body of French nobles, saw in the
weakness of the young queen an opportunity of aggrandising
France, and dismembering
an ancient rival. Prussia also was
a party to the Pragmatic Sanction ; but Frederick II., who had
just ascended the throne, was burdened with no scruples; he
found himself at the head of an admirable army of 76,000 men,
and was impatient to employ it in the plunder of his enfeebled
neighbour.
The Elector of Bavaria refused to acknowledge the title of
the Empress, but the first blow was struck by Frederick.
That
' See Coxe's/r_

of A_
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he was moved to this course simply by the consciousness of his
own great military strength, and of the weakness and disorganisation of the Empire; that he sought his own aggrandisement with circumstances of peculiar treachery, and with a clear
knowledge that he was about to apply the spark to a powder
magazine, and to involve the greater part of Europe in the
horrors of war, are facts which remain intact after all the
elaborate apologies that have been written in his favour. He
was a man of singularly clear, vivid, and rapid judgment, admirably courageous in seizing perilous opportunities,
and in
encountering adversity; admirably energetic and indefatigable
in raising to the highest point of efficiency all the details both
of civil and military administration.
Perfectly free from every
tinge of religious bigotry, he was one of the most tolerant
rulers of his age, and he was one of the first who, by abolishing
torture in his dominions, introduced
the principles of Beccaria
into practical legislation.
Though intensely avaricious of real
power, and disposed to exercise a petty, meddling, and spiteful
despotism in the smallest spheres, 1 he had nothing of the royal
love for the pomp and trappings of majesty, nothing of the
blind reverence for old forms and for old traditions, nothing of •
the chi]dish cowardice which so often makes those who are born
to the purple unable to hear unwelcome trut, hs or to face unwelcome facts. Like Richelieu, the element of weakness in his
character took the form of literary vanity, and of a feeble vein
of literary sentimentality, but it never affected his active career.
Unlike Napoleon, to whom in many respects he bore a striking
resemblance, his faculties were always completely
under his
control ; he was never intoxicated, either by the magnitude of
his schemes or by the violence of his passions, and his shrewd,
calculating intellect remained unclouded through all the vicissitudes of fortune.
He was at the same time hard and selfish
to the core, and without a spark of generosity or of honour.
His one object was the aggrandisement of the territory over
which he ruled.
Of patriotism, in the higher and more disinterest_d sense of the word, he had little or nothing.
All his
natural leanings of mind and disposition were French, and few
' See some very curious illustra¢ions of this in the letters of Sir
Hanbm-y
WiU_am.
from
Berlin.

Walpole's
_emo/rs
pp. t55461.

of Geozge II.
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men appearto have had lessappreciation
of thenobleraspects
of the German character,
or of the dawning splendourof the
German intellect.His own words,describing
the motives of
hisfirstwar, have been oftencited:'Ambition_interest,
the
desireof making men talk about me, carriedthe day_and I
decidedforwar.'
It.was not difficult,
in the confusedand intricate
fieldof
German polities, to find pretexts for aggression, and Prussia
had one real reason to complain of the conduct of the Empire.
One of her most ardent desires was to obtain for herself the succession to the little Duchies of Juliers and Berg.
They had
passed in 1675 under the sceptre of the Neuberg branch of the
Palatine Electoral family, but the reigning Elector Palatine
was the last sovereign of that branch_ and the succession was
claimed by the Prussian sovereigns, and also by the Sulzbach
branch of the Palatine family.
After much secret negotiation,
a compromise was arrived at. Frederick William, who was then
King of Prussia, restricted his demand to the possession of Berg ;
and he made it a condition of the recognition of the Pragmatic
Sanction that the Emperor should assist him in obtaining the
succession.
The treaty was made, but it was speedily broken.
The Elector Palatine ardently desired the succession for the
Sulzbaeh branch of his family; and all CathoMc Germany looked
upon Dusseldorf as an essential frontier fortress against Prof_stant aggression.
It was probable that the Prussian claims
could only be enforced by arms, and that France would resent any
considerable aggrandisement
of Prussia on the Rhine.
These
and other considerations of German politics threw the Emperor
Charles VI. decidedly on the side of the Palatine Succession,
and in conjunction with the other great European Powers, he
even urged that the Duchy should be provisionally garrisoned
by troops belonging to the Sulzbach branch until a European
arbitration
had decided the disputed succession.
Whatever
might be the rights of the question of succession, Frederick
William considered with mason that the Emperor had broken
faith with him, and he speedily opened secret negotiations
with France.
French s_atesmen seldom lost an opportunity of
obtaining an ally or an influence in Germany, and a secret alliance was ultimately concluded by which they undertook to sup-
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porb the claims of Prussia to a portion of the Duchy, excluding,
however, Dusseldorf, the capital, l
This was a real ground of difference. The claims of Prussia
to the greater part of the Austrian province of Silesia were of a
much more flimsy description.
The Duchy of J_gerndorf had
once been in the possession of a collateral branch of the House of
Brandenburg, which had been deprived of it, it was alleged unjustly, in 1623, and Frederick
claimed the territory as lineal
descendant, though it had remained undisturbed in Austrian
hands for more than a century.
It is plain that by the application of such a principle the security of Europe might be at
any moment destroyed, for there is no State which has not
at some distant period gained or lost territory by acts of at
least disputable justice.
The Duchies of Liegnitz, Brieg, and
Wohlan were claimed on somewhat more complicated grounds.
About 1635 a family compact had been made between Frederick,
who then governed them as Duke, and the Elector Joachim II.,
Duke of Brandenburg, providing that in the event of the failure
of the male issue of either sovereign, his territory was to pass
to the descendants
of the other.
Ferdinand
I., King of
Bohemia, who was the feudal lord, refused to recognise this
compact, and its validity was in consequence very doubtful ;
and when in 1675 the ducal house of Liegnitz became extinct,
Austria took possession of the territory, and the Elector of
Brandenburg was soon after induced to renounce for himself and
his descendants all claim to its possession. Frederick maintained
this renunciation to be invalid, and he claimed by virtue of the
original compact. 2
These, however, were mere pretexts for a course of conduct
which was decided on very different grounds.
With consummate address, and with consummate baseness, Frederick lulled
the suspicions of the young Queen to rest by professions of the
warmest friendship till his army was on the eve of marching.
He made no alliance, but just before starting for the war he
said significantly to the French ambassador, ' I am going, I
believe, to play your game, and if I should throw doublets_ we
i See the details of this negotla- and Austrianside aregiven at length
tion in Ranke's_¢. of _.
in the /_'_rt_r_ d_ /_ _D_
The original statements of the Guvrredv Boh_ne,par D. _I. ¥. L. No
e_es of the warbothonthe Prussian (Amsterdam,1756).
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will share the stake.' _ Without making any demands, or stating
any conditions_ without any previous notice, or any declaration
of war, he suddenly poured 30,000 soldiers into Silesia, which
was plunged in the security of profound peace, and left almost
wholly destitute of troops. Then, and not till then, he apprised
Maria Theresa of his designs, and offered, if she would cede to
him the whole Lower Duchy which he had invaded, to defend
her title to the Austrian throne. * The offer was rejected as an
insult, and the whole province was overrun by Prussian soldiers.
Breslau and several minor towns were captured, and an army
which marched from Moravia, under Marshal Neipperg, to the
rescue of Silesia was defeated at the great battle of Niolwitz.
The signal was given, and from every side the wolves rushed
upon their prey. France had at first duped the Queen of Hungary by false and treacherous assurances, but she now flung off
the mask, espoused the cause of the Elector of Bavaria, and
with that Power entered into the war. The Kings of Spain and
of Sardinia and the Elector of Saxony laid claims to portions of
the Austrian dominions, and proposed openly or secretly to dismember them.
In June 1741 a treaty was signed between
France and Prussia, and by the end of October the fortunes of
Austria appeared desperate.
Silesia was irrecoverably gone.
Moravia was invaded by the Prussians.
Bohemia was overrun
by a united army of French and Bavarians ; Vienna was seriously
menaced ; Linz and Passau were taken ; the capture of Prague
soon followed, and, before the close of the year, the Elector of
Bavaria was crowned King of Bohemia.
The Queen of Hungary_ however, presented an inflexible
front to her enemies.
Driven from Vienna she threw herself on
the loyalty of her Hungarian subjects, who received her with an
enthusiasm that dispelled every hesitation from her mind," and
she urgently called on those Powers which had accepted the
Pragmatic Sanction_ guaranteeing
her succession to the whole
Austrian dominions, to assist her in her struggle.
Of these
Powers, France, Prussia, Spain_ and Poland, whose sovereign was
the Elector of Saxony, had combined to plunder her.
Russia_
1Gotter_ who was sent on this
message,arrived at Viennatwo days
after the Prussians had entered

Silesia--Frederlck_ 2_r$_ dv l_fa_
_$.
_ Voltaire, _o/v de _
Xt r.
oh.6.
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chiefly by French intrigues, was embroiled in war with Sweden.
The Dutch desired above all things to avoid the conflict.
In
England the feeling of the King, of the people, and of Newcastle and Hardwicke, was in favour of war; but Walpole
strained every nerve to maintain peace. In addition to his
constitutional and very honourable hatred of war he had many
special reasons. He clearly foresaw from the first, what Maria
Theresa refused till the last moment to believe, that the French
were secretly meditating" the dismemberment
of Austria, and
he was therefore anxious at all costs to put an end to the war between Austria and Prussia.
Besides this_ England was already
at war with Spain, and a French war would probably lead to a
Jacobite insurrection.
Walpole urgently, but vainly, laboured
to induce the Queen of Hungary to propitiate Frederick by the
cession of the whole or part of Silesia, to induce Frederick,
through fear of the ascendancy of France, to secede from the
confederation, and, having failed in both objects, he was dragged
reluctantly into the war. In April 1741 the King's speech
called upon Parliament
to aid him in maintaining the Pragmatic Sanction, and a subsidy of 300,000/. to the Queen of
Hungary was voted.
In the following month the King, in
spite of the remonstrances of Walpole, went over to Hanover to
organise a mixed army of English and German troops, but a
French army passed the Meuse, and marched rapidly upon
Hanover, and the King, scared by the threatened invasion of
his Principality,
concluded, in his capacity of Elector, without
consulting or even informing his English ministers, a treaty
pledging Hanover to neutrality
for a year. Ever since the
accession of the House of Brunswick, Hanover had been a perpetual source of embarrassment
and danger to England, but a
German war was one of the very few contingencies in which its
alliance was of some real value.
The indignation excited in
England by the treaty of neutrality was in consequence very
violent, and nearly at the same time the news arrived tha£
15,000 Spanish troops, under the protection
of a French
scluadron, had sailed from Barcelona, in spite of the neighbourhood of a British fleet, to attack the Austrian dominions in
Italy.
Many of these fi_ul_s and misfortunes can in no degree be
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ascribed to Walpole. Many of them were, in fact, the direct
consequence of the abandonment of his policy ; but in the mood
in which the nation then was, they all contributed to his unpopularity.
He was, in fact, emphatically a peace minister, and
even had it been otherwise, no minister can command the requisite national enthusiasm if he is conducting a war of which
he notoriously disapproves.
There are few pictures more painful
or humiliating than are presented by the last few months of his
power. He had lived so long in office, and he had so few other
tastes, that he clung to it with a desperate tenacity. His private
fortune was disordered. He knew that his fall would be followed
by an impeachment, and he had none of the magnanimity of virtue
that has supported some statesmen under the ingratitude of
nations, and has enabled them to look forward with confidence to
the verdict of posterity. Once, it is true, he placed his resignation
in the hands of the King, who desired him to continue in office,
and he consented too readily for his fame. He encountered the
opposition within Parliament, and the obloquy without, with a
courage that never flinched, but he felt that the end was drawing
near, and his old buoyancy of spirits was gone. ' He who in
former years,' wrote his son, _was asleep as soon as his head
touched the pillow..,
now never sleeps above an hour without
waking; and he who at dinner always forgot he was minister,
and was more gay and thoughtless
than all his company, now
sits without speaking, and with his eyes fixed, for an hour together.' _ He met a motion for his removal, which was brought
forward by Sandys, with a speech of consummate power, and
the secession of Shippen and his followers gave him on this occasion the victory.
He tried in vain to detach the Prince of
Wales from the Opposition by inducing the King to offer him
the increase of his allowance which he had long desired. He tried
to crush Pitt by depriving him of his commission in the army.
He even tried at one time to win a few Jacobite votes by an insincere and futile overture to the Pretender.2
The great frost at
the close of 1789 added seriously to his difficulties by the distress
and the discontent it produced.
The harvest that followed
* To Sir H. Mann. Oct. 19,1741.
2 See the account of this very
curiousoverture(which was made in

1739throughthemediumof Carte,the
historian)in LordStauhope'sj_r/_._f
_D_&_d,iii. pp. 23-24.
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was miserably bad. Bread rose almost _ famine price.
Bakers'
shops were broken open, and fierce riots took place in many
parts of England.
The people were angry, sullen, and wretched,
and quite disposed to make the minister responsible for their
sufferings. At the moment when his unpopularity was at i_s
height the period for a dissolufion of Parliament arrived.
The
feelings of the people could not be doubted, but par_y connections, borough influence, and a lavish expenditure of secretservice money might still protract his rule, and all three were
strained to the uttermost.
An unforeseen circumstance appears
to have turned the scale. An injudicious and hasty interference
of some soldiers in a riot that took place at the Westminster
election, though Walpole was certainly wholly unconcerned in
it, was made the basis of an absurd and malignant report that
the ministers were attempting to coerce the voters by military
force, and the indignation
thus aroused affected several elec,
tions. When Parliament met, in the beginning of December
1741, Walpole had only a bare majority, and after eight weeks
of fierce and factious wrangling, being defeated on January 28
on a question relating to an election petition, he resigned. 1
He had already provided, with his usual caution, for his
fall. In the course of his ministry he had bestowed upon his
sons permanent
offices, chiefly sinecures, amounting in all to
about 15,000/. a-year, 2 and had obtained the title of Baron for
his eldest son, and the Orders of the Bath and of the Garter
for himself.
He now procured for himself the title of Earl of
0rford, and a pension of 4,000/. a-year, and for his illegitimaf_
daughter the rank and precedence of an Earl's daughter.
He
is said, many years before, to have disarmed the animosity of
Shippen by saving from punishment a Jacobite friend of that
statesman;
and he endeavoured in vain to aver_ an impeachment by inducing the King to offer Pulteney the chief place in
the Government on the condition that he would save his predecessor from prosecution.

The King,

'See the graphic account of this
last struggle in H. Walpole's letters
to Sir H. Mann. Glover asserts in
his Memoirsthat the Prince of Wales
ass_ed him that the last votesagains$
Walpotecost the Opposition12,000l.

though he had always

2 See the list in Coxe'sWaliyol_.
i. 730-731, and Horace Walpole'a
Memoir of his own in,me in
Walpole's IA/e avid L_-_s (ed.
Ctmningham)vol. i.
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dislikedthe peace policyof his minister,
acted towardsMm
with a fidelity
that has not been sufficiently
appreciated;
stn_ined
allhisinfluence
forhisprotection,
and even burstinto
tearswhen partingwithhim. To themass ofthenation,
however,
the fallofWalpole was the signalof thewildestrejoicing.It
was believedthatthe reign of corruptionhad at lastended;
that triennial parliaments would be restored ; that standing
armies would be abolished in time of peace ; that a new energy
would be infused into the conduct of the war; that all pensioners would be excluded from Parliament;
that the number
of placemen would be strictly limited.
Statesmen observed
with concern the great force which the democratic element in
the country had almost silently acquired during the long and
pacific ministry
of Walpole.
The increasing numbers and
wealth of the trading classes, the growth of the great towns,
the steady progress of the press, and the discredit which corruption had brought upon the Parliament, had all contributed
to produce a spirit beyond the walls of the Legislature such as
had never before been shown, except when ecclesiastical interests
were concerned.
Political agitation assumed new dimensions,
and doctrines about the duty of representatives
subordinating
their judgments to those of their electors, which had scarcely
been heard in England since the Commonwealth, were freely
expressed. A very able political writer_ who had been an ardent
opponent of Walpole, but who was much terrified at the aspect
the country had assumed upon his_ fall_ has left us a lively
picture of what he termed ' the republican spirit that had so
strangely arisen.'
He notices as a new and curious fact the
instructions'
drawn up by some of the electors of London, of
_estminster,
and several other cities to their representatives,
prescribing
the measures that were required, and asserting or
implying ' that it was the duty of every Member of Parliament
to vote in every instance as his constituents should direct him
in the House of Commons,' contrary to ' the constant and allowed principle of our Constitution
that no man, after he is
bhosen, is to consider himself as a member for any particular
place, but as a representative
for the whole nation.'
He complains that _the views of the popular interest, inflamed, distracted, and misguided as it has been of la_e, are such as they
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were never imagined to have been ;' that ' a party of malcontents, assuming to themselves, though very falsely, the title of
the People, claim with it a pretension which no people could
have a right to claim, of creating themselves into a new order
in the State, affecting a superiority to the whole Legislature,
insolently taking upon them to dictate to all the three estates,
in which the absolute power of the Government, by all the laws
of this country, has indisputably resided ever since it was a
Government, and endeavouring in effect to animate the people
to resume into their
own hands that vague and loose authority
i
which exists (unless in theory) in the people of no country upon
earth, and the inconvenience of which is so obvious that it is
the first step of mankind, when formed into society, to divest
themselves of it, and to delegate it for ever from themselves.' 1
In these movements of public opinion we may clearly trace
the conditions that rendered possible the career of Pitt.
On
the present occasion, however, they were doomed to a speedy
disappointment.
Petitions poured into Westminster, and for a
time Pulteney was the object of a popularity such as few English
politicians have ever enjoyed.
But in a few days the prospect was overclouded.
Statesmen of the most opposite parties
had concurred for the purpose of hurling Walpole from power ;
but when they succeeded, their disunion was at once apparent,
and the hollowness of their pretensions to purity was exposed.
Pulteney fulfilled his rash pledge of not taking office, but, by a
fatal error of judgment, he accepted the earldom of Bath, as
well as a seat in the Cabinet, and his influence was irrevocably
destroyed. _ He lost all credit with the nation for disinterestedness. He was removed from the House of Commons, which he
might have led, and his attempts to exercise a controlling direction over affairs without accept2ng the responsibility of office
utterly failed.
The King, it is said, indignant at his conduct,
at first shrank from giving him the peerage which in the course
of his career he had already three times refused, but the old
1l_u
DetecCsdby tl_ l_vide_we
of iVavts. This very remarkable parephlet (which went through many
editions) has been ascribed to Lord
Egmont.
" His intentions appear to have
been known before the fall of Wal-

pole. Sir R. Wilmot, in a letter
to the Duke of Devonshire,Jan. 12,
1741-2,said : ' Pulteney'sterms seem
to be a peerage, and a place in the
CabinetCouncil,if he can get it.'Coxe's Wa_i_, iii. 587.
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minlster_ perceiving clearly the error of his rival, persuaded his
master to yield. _ I have turned the key of the Cabinet on
him_' he exclaimed, with a significant gesture, and he soon afterwards greeted him with mock gravity in the House of Lords,
Here we are, my Lord, the two most iusignificant men in the
kingdom.'
Pulteney, indeed, was utterly overwhelmed by the
reproaches of the ToMes, by the poignant satires of Sir Hanbury Williams, and by the execration of the people. For years
ne had discharged the easy task of criticising abuses which he was
not called upon to remedy.
He had made himself the great adversary of all corrupt influence, the idol of all who aspired to
reform, but no sooner had the hour for action arrived than he
shrank ignobly from the helm.
Henceforth his political life
was a wretched tissue of disappointe d hopes. He tried in vain
to grasp the reins of power on the death of Lord Wilmington.
He 'tried to assist Carteret in forming an administration in
1746.
He declared himself in the next reign a supporter of
the Tory Bute_ but he never again enjoyed either popular or
royal favour.
In a few years he was powerless and almost forgotten.
He had always loved money too much, and under the
influence of age and disappointment
this failing is said to have
deepened into an avarice not less sordid than that which had
clouded the noble faculties of Marlborough.
Walpole also_ or, to give him his new title, Orford, soon disappeared from the scene, but his influence endured to the last.
For a time his life seemed in imminent danger. The cry of the
people for his blood was fierce and general, and politicians of
most parties had pledged themselves to impeach him.
It soon,
however_ appeared that, with the exception of Pitt, Chesterfield, and the Duke of Argyle, no man of importance
was
anxious to push matters to extremity, while many and various
influences favoured him. Those who had come in immediate
contact with him could hardly be wholly insensible to his many
great qualities and to the eminent services he had rendered to
the country and the dynasty.
The King and House of Lords
were warmly in his favour.
The Prince of Wales was reconciled to him.
Newcastle, though he had often quarrelled with
]aim, was anxious for many reasons to shield him_ and negotiated
with great tact to prevent the complete triumph of his one-
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roles, l Putteney was alarmed at the sudden impulse given to the
Jacobite party, and at the loud cry for the suppression of the
standing army, which might, if it succeeded, be fatal to the
dynasty, and it was impossible to form an administration without including a considerable section of the former Government.
Besides this, corrupt influence had pervaded all parties.
No
party sincerely wished to change the system, and therefore all
parties shrank from exposing it. Walpole was compelled, indeed,
to relinquish his pension, which two years after he resumed,
and Pulteney was reluctantly obliged to urge on his impeachment, but, as might have been expected, it was without result.
Carteret himself took a leading part in the House of Lords in
opposing the Bill granting indemnity to those who gave evidence against Walpole, and the blunders of the new ministers,
if they did not restore the popularity of the fallen statesman,
at least speedily diverted into new channels the indignation of
the people.
He retained his influence with the King to the last, and he
used it successfully to divide his adversaries, to perpetuate
the
exclusion of the Tory party, and to bring the Pelhams into the
forefront.
He died in 1745, after great suffering, which he
bore with great courage.
' A few days before he died,' writes
his biographer, ' the Duke of Cumberland, who had ineffectually
remonstrated with the King against a marriage with the Princess
of Denmark, who was deformed, sent his governor, Mr. Poyntz,
to consult the Earl of Orford on the best methods which he
could adopt to avoid the match.
After a moment's reflection,
0rford (who was well aware of the penurious character of the
King) advised him to give his consent to the marriage on condition of receiving an ample and immediate estabMshment,
' and believe me,' he added, ' when I say the match will be no
longer pressed.'
The Duke followed the advice, and the event
happened as the dying statesman had foretold.' _
The political changes which immediately followed the retirement of Walpole may be speedily dismissed.
For several years
they consis_._l chiefly of the antagonism of Carteret and PulCoxe'sPs/lw_. Introd.sec. 3.
2 Coxe'sWalt_ole
, i. 743. See, too, Horace Walpole's Memair_of Gmrrge
ZX.vol. i. p. 105.
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_ney wi_ the Pe_ms.
_al_mey, as ! have _ic_ _o_h
accepting a seat in the Cabinet, at first declined o_ce, but at
his desire the Earl of Wilmington, the old colleagn_e of Walpole
and a man of the most moderate
intelligence,
became the
nominal head of the Government.
He had broken away _om
Walpole on the question of the Spanish war, but was otherwise
thoroughly identified
with the former Government.
Carteret
obtained the Secretaryship
of State for the Northern Departmen_ which involved the direction of foreign affairs. Newcastle occupied the corresponding
post in home affairs; his
brother, Henry Pelham_ was Paymaster of the Forces, and Lord
Hardwieke
continued
to be Chancellor.
With two or three
exceptions the Tories were still excluded from office, as were
also Chesterfield and Pitt, who were personally displeasing to
the King, and the offices of the Government
were divided in
tolerably fair proportions
between the followers of the great
Whig leaders and the personal adherents
of the Prince of
Wales.
In spite of all the clamour that had been raised about
the abuses under Walpole, the system of home government
continued
essentially
the same.
The Septennial
Act was
maintained against every attack ; and if there was a little more
decorum in the government,
there was probably quite as much
corruption.
The foreign policy of the Government,
however, gained
considerably in energy, and the change was but one of many
circumstances that favoured Maria Theresa.
We have already
seen that by October 1741 her fortunes had sunk to the lowest
ebb, but a great revulsion speedily set in. The martial enthusiasm of the Hungarians, the subsidy from England, and the
brilliant military talents of General Khevenhuller,
restored her
armies.
Vienna was put in a state of defence, and at the same
time jealousies and suspicion made their way among the confederates.
The Electors of Bavaria and Saxony were already in
some degree divided; and the Germans, and especially Frederick,
were alarmed by the growing ascendancy, and irritated by the
haughty demeanour
of the French.
In the moment of her
extreme depression, the Queen consented to a concession which
England had vainly urged upon her before, and which laid the
foundation of her future success.
In October 1741 she entered
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into a secret convention with Frederick, by which that astute
sovereign agreed to desert his allies, and desist from hostilities,
on condition of ultimately obtaining Lower Silesia, with Breslau
and Neisse.
Every precaution was taken to ensure secrecy. It
was arranged that Fredel_ck should continue to besiege Neisse,
that the town should ultimately be surrendered to him, and
that his troops should then retire into winter quarters, and
take no further part in the war. As the sacrifice of a few
more lives was perfectly indifferent to the contracting parties,
and in order that no one should suspect the treachery that was
contemplated, Neisse, after the arrangement had been made for
its surrender, was subjected for four days and four nights to the
horrors of bombardment.
Frederick at the same time talked,
with his usual cynical frankness, to the English ambassador
about the best way of attacking his allies the French ; and
observed, that if the Queen of Hungary prospered, he would
perhaps support her, if not---everyone
must look for himself._
He only assented verbally to this convention, and, no doubt,
resolved to await the course of events, in order to decide which ,
Power it was his interest finally to betray;
but in the meantime the Austrians obtained a respite, which enabled them to
throw their whole forces upon their other enemies. Two brilliant
campaigns followed.
The greater part of Bohemia was recovered by an army under the Duke of Lorraine, and the French
were hemmed in at Prague;
while another army, under
General Khevenhuller,
invaded Upper Austria, drove 10,000
French soldiers within the walls of Linz, blockaded them,
defeated a body of Bohemians who were sent to the rescue,
compelled the whole French army to surrender, and then, crossing the frontier, poured in a resistless torrent over Bavaria.
The fairest plains of that beautiful land were desolated by hosts
of irregular troops from Hungary, Croatia, and the Tyrol ; and
on the 12th of February the Austrians marched in triumph into
Munich.
On that very day the Elector of Bavaria was crowned
Emperor of Germany, at Frankfort, under the title of Charles
VII., and the imperial crown was thus, for the first time, for
many generations, separated from the House of Austria.
The wheel again turned.
Frederick witnessed with great
See Carlyle's_de_/e/}_ book xiii. ch. 5.
'_OL,I.
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alarm the rapid success of the Austrians; he concluded, probably
with some reason, that if they advanced further he would never
obtain the cession for which he had stipulated, and he complained also that the secret of his truce had not been strictly
kept.
He accordingly broke the convention, united himself
again with the new Emperor, and entered _[oravia.
The town
of Glatz was besieged and taken, and after several indecisive
skirmishes and several abortive negotiations, the fortune of the
war was decided by a great battle at Czaslau, or Chotusitz, in
Bohemia.
The Austrians were commanded by Prince Charles
of Lorraine ; the Prussians by Frederick in person. The result
was a great Prussian victory.
The Austrians were driven back,
with the loss of 18 cannon and about 7,000 men.
Both parties now sincerely desired peace. Frederick foresaw the dangers of a complete French ascendancy in Germany,
and his army was seriously weakened.
The Austrians had
retired in good order at Czaslau.
The Prussian losses were but
little inferior to those of the enemy, and their cavalry had been
. almost annihilated.
On the other hand, it appeared evident that
the intervention or non-intervention of Prussia decided the fortunes of the war, and it was probable that the French, unless
speedily checked, would regain their ascendancy in Bohemia.
These considerations, aided by the active good offices of England,
led to the Peace of Breslau, by which Austria ceded to Prussia
all Lower and the greater part of Upper Silesia as well as the
country about Glatz, while Frederick on his part ceased from
all hostility, withdrew his troops from the French army, and
acknowledged
the Pragmatic Sanction.
The preliminaries of
this peace were signed on June 11, and the definitive peace was
accepted on July 28, 1742.
The Elector of Saxony also acceded
to it, and availed himself of the opportunity of withdrawing from
thewar.
The conditions o_ the conte_t were thu_ profoundly altared.
The first consequence was t_e almost complete expulsion of t_e
Freu_h f_om Bohemia.
Suddenly de_ert_ by their allies, outnumbere_l by their enemies, and w_
by sickness and by
f_mln% they were driven from place to place_ and the whole
army was at last blockaded in Prague.
An army sent _o its
relief under the command of Maillebois_ was repulsed and eom-
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on Bavaria,

and the

surrender

_S
of the

French appeared inevitable.
This fate was averted by the
ma_erly strategy of Belleisle, who succeeded, in the midst of a
dark December night, in ev'_Ung the Austrians, and who conducted the bulk of his army unbroken for a twelve days' march
over a waste of ice and snow and through the midst of a hostile
country. They had no covering by night and no subsistence
except frozen bread, and they were harassed at every step by the
enemy. Hundreds died through cold and hardship.
The roads
were strewn with hmnan bodies stiffening in the frost, but every
cannon and banner was brought in safety to Eger, a frontier
town of Bohemia, which was still in the hands of the French.
Prague held out a little longer, but it soon succumbed.
The
French commander declared that unless he obtained honourable
terms he would burn the city, and in order to save the capital
of Bohemia, the French garrison of 6,000 men were suffered to
march out with the honours of war, and to join their comrades at
Eger. On Jan. 2, Belleisle began his homeward march, and
the campaign had been so deadly that of 40,000 men who had
invaded Germany only 8,000 recrossed the Rhine.
Fleury, who
had been dragged into awar which he had never desired and which
he was unfit to conduct, had already vainly sued for peace. His
overtures were spurned ; and the Austrian Government, in order
to sow dissension among its enemies, published the letter he had
written.
His long life had been for the most part upright,
honourable, and useful ; and if he assented in his last years to acts
which were grossly criminal, history will readily forgive faults
which were due to the weakness of extreme old age. He died in
January in Ms ninetieth year.
In May, 1743, Maria Theresa
was crowned in Prague.
The effects of the change of government in England were
fel_ in almos_ every quarter.
Car_eret a_ once sent Maria
Theresa the assurance of his full support, and a new energy was
infused int_ the war. The s_ruggle between England and Spain
had altogether merged in the great European war, and the chief
efforts of the Spaniards were directed against the Austrian
dom/nions in If_ly.
The kingdom of Naples, which had passed
under Austrian rule during the war of the Succession, had, as
we have seen_ been restored to the Spanish line in the war
D_2
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which ended in 1740, and Don Carlos, who ruled it was altogether subservient to Spanish policy.
The Duke of LmTaine,
the husband of Maria Theresa, was sovereign of Tuscany ; and
the Austrian possessions consisted of the Duchy of Milan, and
the provinces of Mantua and Plaeentia.
They were garrisoned
At the opening of the war by only 15,000 men, and their most
dangerous enemy was the King of Sardinia, who had gradually
extended his dominions into Lombardy, and whose army was,
probably, the largest and most efficient in Italy.
' The Milanese,'
his father is reported to have said, ' is like an artichoke, to be
eaten leaf by leaf,' and the skill and perseverance with which for
many generations the House of Savoy pursued that policy, have
in our own day had their reward.
Spanish troops had landed at
Naples as early as November 1741.
The King of Sardinia, the
Prince of Modena, and the Republic of Genoa were on the same
side. Venice was completely neutral, Tuscany was compelled to
declare herself so, and a French army was soon to cross the Alps.
The King of Sardinia, however, at this critical moment, was
alarmed
by the ambitious
projects openly avowed by the
Spaniards, and he was induced by English influence to change
sides.
He obtained the promise of certain territorial concessions
from Austria, and of an annual subsidy of 200,000/. from England ; and on these conditions he suddenly marched with an army
of 30,000 men to the support of the Austrians.
All the plans
of the confederates were disconcerted by this defection.
The
Spaniards went into winter quarters near Bologna in October,
fought au unsuccessful battle at Campo Santo in the following February,
and then retired
to Rimini, leaving Lombardy in complete tranquillity.
The British fleet in the Mediterranean had been largely strengthened
by Carteret, and it did
good service to the cause. It burnt a Spanish squadron in the
French port of St. Tropez, compelled the King of Naples, by the
threat of bombardmen_
to withdraw his troops from the Spanish
army, and sign an engagement
of neutrality, destroyed large
provisions of corn collected by the Genoese for the Spanish
army, and cut off that army from all communications by sea.
The same good fortune attended the Austrians in every field.
Ia the north, I_ussia was completely victorious over the Swedes,
and the war was terminated by the Peace of Abe in August 1743.
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and George II. of England, materially diminished the influence
of France in the north of Europe, and a considerable sum was
sent from Russia to the Queen of Hungary as a pledge of her
active support.
In May 1743 Bavaria, which had been
reoccupied by its sovereign the Emperor in the October of
the preceding
year, was again invaded, and it was soon
completely subjugated.
Six thousand Bavarians, with their
baggage, standards, and cannons, were captured at Erblach.
A French army under Broglio was driven beyond the Rhine.
Another French army was expelled from the Upper Palatinate. Eger, the last Bohemian post occupied by the French,
was blockaded, and in September
it fell.
The unhappy
Emperor fled hastily from Munich, and being defeated on all
sides, and having no hope of assistance, he signed a treaty of
neutrality by which he renounced all pretensions to the Austrian
succession, and yielded his hereditary dominions to the Queen
of Hungary, till the conclusion of a general peace. His army
was withdrawn to Franconia, and he himself retired to Frankfort.
The Peace of Breslau had been chiefly the work of Carteret, l
and he displayed equal zeal in urging the Dutch into the war.
This object was at last so far accomplished
that they very
reluctantly consented to send a contingent to a great confederate
army which was being formed in Flanders, under the direction
of England and the command of the Earl of Stair, for the
pltrpose of acting against the French,
and, if possible, of
invading France.
It ultimately
consisted of some 44,000
men, and was composed of about an equal number of
British and Hanoverian soldiers, of 6,000 Hessians, in English pay, and of a contingent of Austrians and of Dutch.
It
started from Flanders in February
1742-43, marched slowly
through the bishopric of Li6ge, where it was joined by the
Austrians, ",Luderthe Duke of Ahremberg, and by 16,000 Hanoverians in British pay, crossed the Rhine on May 14, and encamped on the 23rd in the neighbourhood of Frankfort.
It
was, however, soon after hemmed in by a superior French force
under Noailles.
The defiles above Aschaffenburg and the posts
2 Frederick, 2iY_.de_w_2em_s,ch. vii.
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of the Upper Maine were occupied by the French.
The allies
were ou_manceuvred and cut off from succours_ and their diffi.
culty in obtaining provisions was so great that a capitulation
seemed not improbable.
Under these disastrous circumstances,
George IL, accompanied by the Duke of Cumberland and Carteret, joined the army.
A great battle was fought at Dettingen,
on June 27, and the bravery of the allied forces and the rashness of the Duke of Grammont, which disconcerted the plans of
Noailles, gave the victory to the confederates, extricated the
army from its embanussments,
and compelled the French to
reeross the Maine.
No other important consequences followed.
Innumerable
divisions paralysed
the army.
The King of
Prussia showed hostile intentions.
The other German princes
were divided in their views. The Dutch discouraged all prosecution of the war, and the allied forces after successively
occupying
//anau,
Worms,
and Spire, at last retired
to
winter quarters in Flanders.
A deadly hostility had sprung up
between the British and the Hanoverian
troops, and public
opinion at home was now violently opposed to Carteret and to
the

war.

This great revulsion of feeling is to be ascribed to many
causes.
The war I am describing was one of the most fangled
and complicated upon record, but amidst all its confused episodes
and various objects, one great change was apparent.
It had
been a war for the maintenance of the Pragmatic Sanction and
of the integrity of Austria.
It had become a war for the conquest and dismemberment
of France. Few sovereigns have been
more deeply injured than Maria Theresa, and her haughty, ambitious, and somewhat vindictive nature, now flushed with a succession of conquests_ was burning to retaliate
upon her enemies.
She desired to deprive the Emperor of the imperial crown, and
to place it on the head of her husband, to annex Bavaria permanently to the Austrian dominions, to wrest Alsace and Lorraine from France_ and Naples from the Spanish Hne ; and flit was
in her power she would undoubtedly have attempted
to recover
Silesia.
Her impracticable
temper and her ambitious
views
had become the chief obstacle to the pa_illcation of Europe.
She had scornfully rejected the overtures
f_he refused, in spite of the remonstrances

of Fleury for peace.
of England, to grant
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the Emperor a definite peace, although he asked only the recognition of his perfectly legal title as Emperor of Germany, and
the security of his old hereditary dominions.
She long refused
to grant
promised,
and until
that she

the King of Sardinia the concessions that had been
and it was not until a whole summer had been wasted,
the King had threatened to go over to her enemies,
consented, in September 1743, to sign the Treaty of

Worms.
By this treaty she at last relinquished in his favour
her pretensions to the Marquisate of Finale, which was then
in the possession of the Genoese, ceded Placentia and some
small districts in Austr_n Italy, and made an offensive alliance with the King for the prosecution of the war. Her present object was the invasion of France by two great armies, that
of Prince Charles, which was massed upon the frontiers of
Alsace, and that of the confederates, who had taken up their
quarters at Hanau and Worms.
England had gone far in
supporting her in this policy, but it was open to the very gravest
objections. It was one thing to fulfil the obligations of a distinct
treaty and to prevent the dismemberment
of an Empire, which
was essential to the balance of power. It was quite another
thing to support Austria in projects of aggrandisement
which
alarmed all the conservative instincts of Europe, and could only
be realised by a long, bloody, and expensive war. England had
entered into the struggle as a mere auxiliary and for a definite
purpose, and her mission might reasonably be looked upon
as fulfilled.
Silesia had, it is true, been ceded to Prussia, but
both the Emperor and France would have been perfectly win
ling to accept a peace leaving the Queen of Hungary in undisturbed possession of all the remainder of the Austrian dominions.
It was maintained, and surely with reason, that England should
have insisted on the acceptance of such a peace, and that if
she could not induce Maria Theresa to acquiesce, she should at
least herself have withdrawn from the war. 1 She had not done
so. She had, on the contrary, plunged more and more deeply
into Continental affairs. By the Treaty of Worms she bound
herself to continue the subsidy of the King of Sardinia.
She
was still paying Austrian troops, and a secret convention bind2 See these arguments powerfully stated in a speech by Pitt_ Dec. 1,

ing her to continue the subsidy to the Queen of Hungary, 'as
long as the war should continue, or the necessity of her affairs
should require,' as well as a project for bestowing a m_beidy
on the F_mperor, on condition of his joining the Austrians against
his allies the French, had both been recently proposed by Carteret
and the King, and had only been defeated by the Pelham influence at home.
The army of Flanders was an English creation,
and most of its soldiers were either English or in English pay.
By forming it, England had completely abandoned the wise
policy of confining herself as much as possible to maritime warfare, and she had also, in direct opposition to the wishes of the
Dutch, added very seriously tothe dangers of the war by gratuitously attracting it towards the Dutch barrier.
But that which made the war most unpopular was the
alleged subordination of English to Hanoverian interests.
On
no other subject was English public opinion so sensitive, and the
orators of the Opposition exerted all their powers to inflame the
feeling.
The invective of Pitt, who declared that _it was now
too apparent that this great, this powerful, this formidable
kingdom is considered only as a province to a despicable Electerate ;' the sarcasm of Chesterfield, who suggested that the one
effectual method of destroying Jacobitism would be to bestow
Hanover on the Pretender, as the English people would never
again tolerate a ruler from that country ; the bitter witticism
of a popular pamphleteer, l who, alluding to the white horse in
the arms of Hanover, selected for his motto the text in the
Revelation, _I looked, and behold a pale horse, and his name
that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed,' only represented in an emphatic form the common sentiment both of the
army and of the people.
The English and Hanoverians who
fought side by side at Dettingen, probably hated each other more
intensely than they hated the French, and the alleged partiality
of the King to the Hanoverians even led to the angry resignation
of Lord Stair.
I_ is impossible to doubt that amid much misrepresentation
and exaggeration there was some real ground of complaint, and
that England, as was said, was too often ' steered by a Hanoverian
rudder.'
As the sovereign of a small Continental state con' Dr. Shebbesr.
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stantly exposed to French ambition, as a German prince keenly
interested in German politics_ and especially anxious to have no
superior in Germany except the Emperor_ George II. had a far
stronger interest in desiring_ at one time the invasion and digmemberment of France, and at another the repression of the
growing power of Prussia_ than he could have had as a mere
sovereign of England.
The Electorate lay nearest his heart.
Hanoverian interests undoubtedly coloured his foreign pohey, and
he had a strong disposition to employ the resources of his kingdom in the interests of his Electorate.
The manner in which
in the former reign England had been embroiled with both
Sweden and Russia on account of Bremen and Yerden_ the
Treaty of Hanover, the exaggerated
German subsidies which
had followed it, and the undoubted fact that many of those
subsidies were rendered necessary only by the position of
Hanover_ had already produced a jealousy which the events
of the new war greatly increased.
The treaty of neutrahty
was regarded as a disgraceful abandonment, and the prolongation of the war, the attempted multiplication of German
subsidies, and the too frequent custom of taking imporrant resolutions_ affecting England_ on the Continent with little
or no consultation with the English ministers_ were all cited as
examples of the partiality of the King.
The most flagrant case,
however, was his determination to throw the chief expense of
the Hanoverian army_ in time of war, upon England.
After
_he Treaty of Breslau he declared his intention of reducing the
Hanoverian army to its peace footing, as his German dominions
were then unmolested, and the expense was too great for their
resources_ and his ministers in England then proceeded to prevent
this measure by taking 16,000 Hanoverian
troops into British
pay. No measure of the time excited such violent hostility_
and the intervention
of Lord 0rford was required _o carry it.
Pitt openly declared that the interest of England imperatively
required complete separation from Hanover.
In the House of
Lords twenty-four peers signed a protest against it_ in language
so bitterly offensive to the sovereign that it almost savoured of
revolution.
They stated that some of the Hanoverian troops
had refused to form the first hne at Dettingen_ that others disobeyed the English

general a/_er the battle,

that the greaber
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though pressed by the British officers, and invited by the British
soldiers, to share the glory, and complete,
as they might
have
done, the victory of the day.'
They contended
that ' the future
co-operation
of our national troops
with these mercenaries
has
been rendered impracticable,
and even their meeting
dangerous
;'
they

complained

of _the

many

instances

of partiality

the Hanoverians
were unhappily
distinguished,
fellow subjects, the British
forces, undeservedly

by which

and our brave
discouraged'
; of

'the
constant
preference'
given to the former
' in quarters,
forage, &e.' ; of the fact that ' the Hanoverian
Guards
had for
some
days done
duty upon his Majesty
at Aschaffenburg,"
which,
to his

they added,
Majesty
and

'we
this

criminal
misrepresentation
itself, has unhappily
given

look upon as the highest
dishonour
nation';
of 'the
abject flattery
and
which this partiality,
blameless
in
occasion to, and by which in its turn

it has been fomented';
of the many instances
'wherein the blood
and treasure
of this nation
have been lavishly employed
when
no British
interest,
and, as we conceive, some foreign interest
alone, was concerned.'
That ' the interests
of one country are
carried on in subordination
to those of another, constitutes,'
they
said, %he true and mortifying
definition
of a province,'
and they
insinuated,

in no

this position,
that
and Great Britain
the empire. 1
Pamphlets,

the

obscure

terms,

that

England

was actually

in

' an inferior
German principality
was really,
only nominally,
the director
' of the policy of
most

remarkable

i Rogers' _rate_¢ of t_v _o_d$, ii.
37-42. Speaker Onslow relates the
following remarkable dialogue with
Walpole on the subject. ' A little while
before Sir R. Walpole's fall, and as
a popular act to save himself (for he
went very unwillingly out of his
ofl_ces and power) he took me one
day aside and said: "What will you
say, Speaker_ if this hand of mine
shall bring a message from the King
to the House of Commons declaring
his consent to having any of his
" family after his own death to be

of which

were ascribed

to

made by Act of Parliament incapable
of inheriting and enjoying the Crown
andpossessingtheElectoraldominions
at the same time ?" My answer was :
"Sir, it will be as a message from
Heaven." He replied_ "It will be
done," but it was not done, and I
have good reason to believe it would
have been opposed and rejected at
this time, because it came from him,
and by the means of those who had
always been most clamorous for it.'_
Speaker Onslow's remarks, in Coxe's
Walpolo, vol. ii. pp. 571-572.
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the pen of Chesterfield, containing similar accusations in even
stronger language, were widely circulated, _ and no agitation was
necessary to strengthen the indignation at the German policy of
the Court. Of that policy Carteret was the special representative.
He was usually abroad with the King.
He based his power
chiefly on his influence upon the King's mind, he cordially
threw himself into the King's views about the German war,
and he aimed at a German coalition, for the purpose of
wresting Alsace and Lorraine from France, and thus compensating Maria Theresa for the loss of Silesia.
His arrogance or recklessness offended all with whom he came in
contact.
Newcastle, especially, he treated with habitual insolence, and he contemptuously
neglected that traffic in places
which was then so essential to political power.
He speedily
became the most unpopular man in the country, and his unpopularity was not atoned for by any very splendid success.
There was undoubtedly abundance of vigour, and considerable
ability displayed in the measures I have enumerated,
but
Carteret did not, like Pitt, possess the ar_ of inspiring the
nation or the army with a high military enthusiasm, of select.
ing the ablest men for the most important
commands, or of
directing his blows against the most vulnerable points of the
enemy.
The formation of the army of Flanders was probably a
mistake.
The issue of the campaign was miserably abortive,
and there can be but little doubt that Newcastle judged wisely
in refusing to associate England with a project for the invasion
and _he dismemberment
of France.
Under these circumstances a conflict between the two sections of the Government
was inevitable.
Lord Wilmington
died in July 1743_ having held the chief power for little more
than sixteen months.
Lord Bath, who clearly perceived the
mistake he had made in declining office, now eagerly aspired to
the vacant place, and he was warmly supported by Cartere_, who
designed to retain for himself the direction of the war, and to
strengthen his position by bringing into office a considerable
number of Tories.
Bath was personally almost equally obSee _
Caze of the zranover
Yeaops,the Interest of _lr_novar,the
V'vndtca_ionof the Case of $he Italyove_.Troops. A curious collection of

passagesfromthe principal pamph]ets
against these troopswill he found in
Fac_ 1)cleatedby the _te_e
of
_Paots,pp. 124--125(7th ed.).
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noxious to the King and to the people, but the influence of
Carteret over the royal mind was so great that he would
probably have gained his point had not the popular clamour
been supported by t_he still powerful voice of Offord, who represented to the King the danger of admitting Tories to oHce_
and the extreme and growing unpopularity of his Government.
By the influence o£ the old statesman, the Pelham interest became supreme, Henry Pelham obtaining the position of Prime
Minister. Being the younger brother of the Duke of Newcastle,
he was supported by a vast amount of family and borough
influence, and without any great or shining talents he succeeded
in playing a very considerable part in English history.
He had
been first brought into oHce chiefly by the recommendation of
Walpole_ had supported his patron faithfully in the contest
about the excise, and in the disastrous struggle of 1740 and
1741, and was looked upon as the natural heir of his policy.
Like Walpole, he had none of the talents that are necessary for
the successful conduct of war, and was, perhaps for that very
reason_ warmly in favour of peace. Like Walpole, too, he was
thoroughly conversant with questions of finance, and almost
uniformly successful in dealing with them. A timid, desponding,
and somewhat fretful man, with little energy either of character
or intellect, he possessed at least, to a high degree, good sense,
industry, knowledge of business, and parliamentary experience;
his manners were conciliatory and decorous, and he was content to hold the reins of power very loosely, freely admitting
competitors to oHce, and allowing much divergence of opinion.
Lord Hardwieke, the greatest lawyer of his day, and one of the
greatest who ever took part in English politics, was his warm
friend, and he attached to his cause both Chesterfield and
Pitt.
After a protracted struggle in the Cabinet, Carteret,
who, by the death of his mother, had become Lord Granville,
was compelled to yield, and resigned office in November 1744.
The ascendancy of the Pelhams in England, however, was
far from leading to peace.
On the contrary, in no other stage
of the war did the martial energies of Europe blaze so fiercely
or extend so widely as in 1744 or 1745.
The death of Fleury
removed the chief pacific influence from the councils of France;
and Cardinal Tencin, who succeeded him, and who is said to
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have obtained his hat by the friendship of the Pretender, resolved to signalise his government by the invasion of England.
15_000 men, under the command of Marshal Saxe_ were
assembled for that purpose at Dunkirk.
A powerful flee_
sailed from Brest and Rochefort for their protection, and the
young Pretender arrived from Rome to accompany the expedition.
In England every preparation was made for a deadly
struggle.
The forts on the Thames and Medway were
strengthened.
Several regiments were marched to the southern
coast ; the Kentish Militia were put under arms; troops were
recalled from the Netherlands, and application was made to the
Staf_s-General
for the 6,000 men which in case of invasion
Holland was bound by treaty to furnish.
For a few weeks party
warfare almost ceased, but in order to guard against every
attempt at rebellion, the Habeas Corpus Act was suspended,
and a proclamation issued for enforcing the laws against Papists
and Nonjurors.
Towards the end of February, the French
fleet appeared in the Channel; and, perceiving no enemy, the
commander sent off a rapid message to Dunkirk, to hasten the
embarkation_ and soon after anchored off Dungeness Point_ At
this critical moment the English fleet_ which was greatly superior
in numbers, doubled the South Foreland.
An action seemed
imminent, but wind and tide were both unfavourable, and Sir
John Norris, who commanded the English, resolved to postpone
it till the morrow.
That night a great tempest arose, before
which the French fleet fled in safety, but which scattered far
and wide the transports, and put an end for the present to all
projects of invasion.
It is a somewhat curious coincidence, that, almost at the
same time when a French fleet escaped from the English in the
Channel, another fleet had a similar fortune in the Mediterranean.
The combined fleet of the French and Spaniards was
blockaded in Toulon by the British, under Admiral l_atthews.
On the 9th of February it sailed from the harbour, and a
general engagement
ensued.
The battle on the part of the
English officers appears to have been grossly mismanaged ; and
the mismanagement
was in a great degree due to a deadly
feud, which prevented all cordial co-operation
between the
commander and the Vice-Admiral Lestock.
Night closed on the
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action without any decisive result, but next morning the fleet
of the enemy was in flight.
A pursuit was ordered, and the
Vice-Admiral had gained considerably upon the fugitives, when
the English ships were somewhat unaccountably ordered to
retrace their steps, and the enemy made their way in safety to
Carthagena and Alicante.
The escape of these two fleets threw
much discredit upon the naval enterprise of England, and the
Admiral and Vice-Admiral of the Mediterranean fleet mutually
accused each other.
There appear to have been grave faults
on both sides ; but the decision of the court martial was given
against Admiral Matthews, who was removed from the service,
and several commanders of ships were cashiered.
England and France, though taking a leading part in the
war, had hitherto been engaged only as auxiliaries, and, though
they had met in so many fields, they were still nominally at
peace.
This nnfiatural state of things now terminafed.
In
l_¢IarchFrance declared war against England, and in April
against Austria, and she at the same time prepared to throw
her full energies upon the Austrian Netherlands.
A French
army of about 80_000 men, under the able leadership of
Marshal Saxe, animated by the presence of Lewis XV., and
accompanied by a train of artillery that was said to have been
superior to any hitherto known, poured over the frontier, and
was everywhere victorious.
It is a curious fact, that among
its officers, one of the most conspicuous and successful was
by profession a Churchman.
The Prince of Clermont, the
great-grandson of the illustrious Cond6, was the Abbg of St.
Germain des Pr@s, but the Pope, Clement XII., gave him a dispensation to take part in the war, and he directed the principal
attacks upon the fortress of Ypres.
The allies were weak,
divided, and incapable.
In two months Ypres, Courtrai, Menin,
and Fumes were taken, and the whoIe of the Low Countries
would probably have been conquered, had not the invaders been
arrested by sin/s6er news from Alsace.
That province had been left under the pretection of Marshal
Coigny, and of the Bavarian General Seckendorf, whose combined armies mere beliewed to be suftieient to guard the passes
of the Rhine.
General Khevenhuller had died in the pre_dous
wintez; but Prince Charles of Lorraine_ who commanded the
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Austriaus_ and who was accompanied by Marshal Trann, one of
the ablest soldiers in the Austrian service, succeeded in deceiving
his enemies, and his army in three bodies crossed the Rhine. The
war raged fiercely around Spir% Weissenhurg, and Saverne_
in that unhappy country which has been fated in so many
contests to be the battlefield of Europe.
The Austrians, with
an army of 60,000 men, effected a secure lodgment in Alsace,
and advanced to the frontiers of Lorraine;
and the French
King, leaving _rshal
Saxe with 30,000 men, to maintain his
conquests in the Netherlands, hastened with the remainder of
the army to its relief.
The King fell ill at Metz, and appeared
for a time at the point of death, but after a somewhat dangerous
delay, his troops arrived by forced marches in Alsace, which
seemed destined to be the scene of the decisive struggle of
the year, when a new enemy suddenly appeared in the field,
and again diverted the course of the war.
This enemy was Frederick of Prussia.
No prince of his
time perceived his interests more clearly, or acted on them with
such combined secrecy, energy, and skill ; and as he was at the
head of one of the best armies in Europe, and as it cost him
nothing to break a treaty or to abandon an ally, he succeeded
in a very great degree in making himself the arbiter of the
war. By the Peace of Breslau he had once already suddenly
changed its fortunes, and brought about the almost complete
destruction of one of the armies of the ally whom he had
deserted, and he had hithefto resisted all overtures to break the
peace.
He calculated, as he himself informs us, that ' the
longer the war should continue the more would the resources of
the House of Austria be exhausted, while the longer Prussia
remained at peace the more strength she would acquire.'
But,
on the other hand, it was one of his maxims that _it is a
capital error in pol/tics _o trust a reconciled enemy ;' and there
was much in the present aspect of affairs to excite both his
cupidity and his fears. He was alarmed by _he ascendancy the
Austrians had obtained in Alsace, and by the prospect of the
annexation of Lorraine;
by the growing ambition of the
Queen of Hungary, which made i_ peculiarly unlikely that she
would permanently acquiesce in the alienation of Silesia, and
by/ntelligence
that Saxony had agreed to join in the league
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against Frauee.
It was a suspicious clrcumstance %hat the
Treaty of Worms, while enumerating and guaranteeing many
other treaties, had made no men,on of the Peace of Breslau, by
which he held Silesia; and George IL was reported to have
used some language implying that he, at least, would not be
reluctant to see that province restored.
Even before the close
of 1743 Frederick had been in secret negotiation with France,
and the events in Alsace strengthened his determination.
Maria
Theresa had not committed the smallest act since the peace of
Breslau that could be construed into hostility to Prussia_ but
Frederick concluded, with reason, that she had never forgiven
his past treachery_ and he feared that if she became too strong,
she would endeavour to drive him from Silesia.
This might be
the result if she were victorious in Alsace. It might be equally
the result if France, alarmed at her progress, made peace, and
retired from the war.
On the other hand, the wars of A/sace_
the Netherlands, and Italy had left the Austrian provinces almost
undefended,
and the King saw the possibility of effecting a
new spoliation by annexing a portion of Bohemia to his dominions. After some unsuccessful
negotiation
with Russia, he
signed secret conventions with the Emperor, France, the Elector
Palatine, and "the Landgrave of Hesse ; and engaged to invade
Bohemia, stipulating that a considerable portion of that country
which adjoined Silesia should be annexed to his dominions.
In August 1744 he issued a manifesto, declaring that he had
taken arms to support the rights of the Emperor_ to defend
the liberty and restore the peace of the Germanic empire.
He marched through Saxony, in defiance of the wishes of the
Elector, invaded Bohemia, captured Prague, with its entire
garrison, on September
16, and speedily reduced all Bohemia
to the east of the Moldau.
At the same time a united
army of Bavarians and Hessians expelled the Austrians from
the greater part of Bavaria_ and on October 22 reinstated the
Emperor in Munich.
At this point, however, his usual good
fortune abandoned Frederick.
Maria Theresa again fled to
Hungary, and was again received with an enthusiasm that completely disconcerted her enemies.
An army of 44,000 men
was speedily equipped in Hungary, while on the other side
Prince Charles of Lorraine and Marshal Traun hastened to
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abandon Alsace, effected, with scarcely any loss, a masterly
retreat over the Rhine, in the presence of the united French
army, and marched rapidly upon Bohemia.
The irregular
troops, which played so prominent a part in Austrian warfare,
a_sisted as they were by the good wishes of the whole population, and by the nature of the country, soon reduced the
Prussians to extreme distress.
The villages were deserted.
No
peasant came to the camp to sell provisions.
The defiles of
the mountains that surround Bohemia swarmed with hussars
and Croats, who intercepted
convoys and cut off intelligence ;
and their success was so great that on one occasion the King
and army remained for four weeks absolutely without news.
To add to their disasters, 20,000 Saxon troops marched to the
assistance of Prince Charles, while a severe winter greatly aggravated the sufferings of the invaders.
A rapid retreat became necessary, and the Prussians were compelled to abandon
all their conquests, and to retire broken, baffled, and dispirited
into Silesia.
The French and the Emperor were the only
gainers,
lVlarshal Saxe maintained his position in the Netherlands. Alsace was freed from its invaders, and the French,
crossing the Rhine, l_d siege to the important town of Friburg.
The Austrian General Damnitz defended it for thirty-five days,
till it was little more than a mass of ruins, and till half the
garrison and 15,000 of the besiegers had been killed; and its
capture concluded the campaign.
While these events were happening in Germany, Italy also
was the theatre of a bloody, desolating, but utterly indecisive
wax. Maria Theresa and the King of Sardinia were now professedly united, but they insisted on pursuing separate ends.
The interests of the King were in the north, and his immediate
object was the conquest of Finale.
The Austrians, on the other
hand, drove the Spaniards southwards from near R/mini to the
Neapolitan frontier, when the King of Naples, breaking the
neutrality he had signed, marched to the war with an army of
15,000 men.
The Austrians, outnumbered
and baffled, made
one daring effort to retrieve their fortunes, and succeeded, in
the night of August 10, in surprising the head-quarters
of the
King of Naples at Velletri.
The King and the Duke of
_odena were all but killed, and a long and mos_ bloody fight
VO/_ I.
;$ B
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ensued.
At last the Austrians, who had been disorganised by
the opportunities
of plunder,
gave way, and the victory
remained with the allies.
The malaria arising from the Pontine marshes soon did its work among the German soldiers, and
in November the army retired, in a greatly reduced condition, to
the neighbourhood of Rimini, while their enemies were quartered
between ¥iterbo
and Civita ¥ecchia.
The King of Sardinia,
in the meantime, was engaged in a desperate contest with an
invading army of French and Spaniards, which forced its way
through Nice, fighting almost at every step, invested Coni, and
defeated a large force that was sent to its relief.
Genoa
would have assist_l the invaders, but was intimidated
by the
English fleet; and, in spite of many successes, the French were
unable to take Coni, and on the approach of winter they
recro_sed the Alps, having lost, it is said, not less than 10,000
men in the campaign.
by ended the year 1744, during which a fearful sum of
human misery had been inflicted on the world.
Bohemia,
Bavaria, the Austrian Netherlands and Italy had been desolated
by hostile forces. Tens of thousands of lives had been sacrificed,
millions of pounds had been uselessly squandered,
all the
interests of civilisation and industry had been i_ured or neglected, but it can scarcely be said that a single important result
had been achieved.
The relative forces of the belligerents at the
end of the year were almost the same as they had been at the beginning, and there was as yet no sign of the approach of peace.
In 1745, however, the clouds began in some degree to break.
On January 8, an offensive alliance was concluded
between
England, Holland, Austria, and Saxony, by which the King of
Poland agreed, as Elector of Saxony_ to furnish 30,000 troops
for the defence of Bohemia on condition of receiving a subsidy
of 100,000/. from England, and of 50,000/. from Holland.
On
January 20 the Emperor Charles VII. died, broken alike by sorrow
and by sickness ; and the young Elector, refusing to become a
candidate for the Imperial dignity, made earnest overtures for
peace. The Duke of Lorraine, the husband of Maria Theresa, was
candidate for the Empire, and the Elector agreed to support him,
to withdraw his troops from the war, and to recognise the Pragmatic Sanction, provided his Bavarian dominions were secured,
and the validity of his father's election was recognised.
0a April
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22 a peace between Austria and Bavaria was signed on these
conditions at Fuessen, and in September, to the great disappointment of French politicians, the Imperial dignity reverted
to the House of Austria by the almost unanimous election of the
Duke of Lorraine as Emperor of Germany.
Still more important was the peace between Austria and Prussia, which was
negotiated at the end of the year.
As may very easily be
understood, Maria Theresa felt towards Frederick more bitterly
than towards any other enemy.
The recovery of Silesia was
the object now nearest her heart. Upon the failure of Frederiek's
last campaign the war had been carried into that province, and,
as all the forces that had been employed in Alsace were directed
to its conquest, success appeared very probable.
The reputation
of Frederick was lowered by defeat.
The French were concentrating all their efforts upon the Netherlands.
Bavaria had
seceded from the war, and the King of Poland, having at last
extorted from Maria Theresa the promise of some territorial
cessions in Silesia in the event of success, now threw himself
heartily into the struggle.
The extraordinary military abilities
of the Prussian King, and the strenuous exertions of the Pelham
ministry in favour of peace, overcame this combination.
After
several inconsiderable skirmishes, Frederick, on June 3, defeated
the Austrians under Prince Charles in the great battle of Hohenfriedberg, and soon after followed them in their retreat into
Bohemia. England then urgently interposed in favour of peace.
Her ambassador urged that the Austrian Netherlands would inevitably succumb before the French if the German war continued,
and he represented how impossible it was for England to continue the payment of subsidies to the allies, which in this year
amounted to not less than 1,178,753/.
The Queen refusing to
yield, England for her own part signed on August 26 a preliminary convention with Prussia for the purpose of re-establishing
peace, by which she guaranteed to Prussia the possession of
Silesia according to the Treaty of Breslau, and promised to use
every effort to obtain for it a general guarantee by all the
Powers of Europe.
The Queen of Hungary was indignant
but still unshaken, and she resolved to continue the war. On
September 30, however, the Austrians were again completely
defeated at Sohr.
On December 15 the Saxons were routed at
BB2
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Kesseldorf, and the Prussians soon aider marched in triumph
into Dresden.
Maria Theresa at last yielded, and on December
25 she signed the Peace of Dresden, guaranteeing Frederick the
possession of Silesia and Glatz, while Frederick for his part
evacuated Saxony, recognised the validity of the Imperial election, and acknowledged the disputed suffrage of Bohemia.
But before this peace was signed events had occurred very
disastrous to the interests both of Austria and of England.
In
Italy Genoa now openly declared herself on the side of the
French, and the accession of 10,000 Genoese soldiers, combined with the great military talents of General Gages, who
commanded the Spaniards, determined for the present the fortunes of the war. The French, Spaniards, and Neapolitans
were everywhere triumphant.
Tortona, Placentia,
Parma,
Pavia, Cazale, and Asti were taken, Don Philip entered Milan in
triumph and blockaded the citadel, and the King of Sardinia
was driven to take refuge under the walls of his capital.
In Flanders Marshal Saxe, at the head of an army of 80,000
men was equally successful.
The Austrians, in their zeal for the
conquest of Silesia, spared little more than 8,000 men for the
defence of this province, and the task of opposing the French
rested chiefly upon the English and the Dutch. In April Marshal
Saxe invested Tournay, and on May 11 he fought a great battle
with the allies at Fontenoy.
The Dutch gave way at an early
period of the struggle, but the English and Hanoverians remained
firm, and, gradually forming into a solid column of about 16,000
men, they advanced, through a narrow passage that was left between the fortified village of Fontenoy and the neighbouring
woods, full against the centre of the French. Regiment after regiment assailed them in vain. Their sustained and deadly fire, their
steady intrepidity and the massive power of their charge carried
all before it, and the day was almost lost to the French, when Marshal Saxe resolved to make one last and almost despairing effort.
Four cannon were brought to play upon the English, and at
the same time the order to advance was given to the household troops of the French King, who had hitherto been kept in
reserve, and to the Irish brigade, consisting of several regiments
of Irish Catholics who had been driven from their country by
the events of the Revolution and by the Penal Code, and who
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were burning to avenge themselves on their oppressors.
Their
fiery charge was successful.
The British column was arrested,
shattered_ and dissolved, and a great French victory was the
result.
In a few days Tournay surrendered, and its fall was followed by that of Ghent, Bruges, Oudenarde, Dendermonde,
Ostend, Nieuport, and Ath.
An immediate consequence of the defeat of Fontenoy was
the Jacobite rebellion in Scotland.
On July 25, the young
Pretender landed, without the support or knowledge of the
French, relying only on the popularity of his manners and of
his name, and on the assistance of a few Highland chiefs, to
recover the throne of his ancestors.
A wilder or more hopeless
enterprise never convulsed a great empire.
The Highlands,
where alone he could count upon warm support, contained at
this time about one-twelfth of the population of Scotland. _
Even there many powerful chiefs were bound to the reigning
dynasty by the strongest ties of interest.
The clans, though
they were ever ready to take up arms, and would follow their
chiefs in any cause, were utterly destitute of the discipline and
subordination
of a regular army.
Their great object was
plunder, and after their first victory more than half the army
disbanded to secure the spoil
In the Lowlands the balance of
opinion was probably hostile to Jacobitism.
The Episcopalians,
it is true, were generally disaffected, the Union had left much
discontent behind it, and the Scotch origin of the Stuarts was
not forgotten, but on the other hand the Highlanders
were
detested as a race of marauders, the commercial and industrial
classes dreaded change, and the great city of Glasgow was
decidedly Hanoverian.
In England, as the event showed, not a
single real step had been taken to prepare an insurrection.
The King was in Hanover when the movement began, and the
greater part of the English army was endeavouring to protect
the Netherlands, yet nothing but the grossest incapacity on the
part of the military authorities
at home, and an extraordinary
want of public spirit in the nation, could have enabled the
rebellion, unaided as it was from abroad, to acquire the dimensions which it did.
On August 19 the standard of the Stuarts
was raised, and before the end of September Prince Charles
I See _mbers'
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was installed in Hoiyrood Palace, the army of Sir John Cope
was completely defeated in the battle of Preston Pans, and
almos_ the whole of Scotland acknowledged the Pretender.
At
the end of October he prepared, at the head of an army of less
than 6,000 men, to invade England.
He crossed the frontier on
November 8, took Carlisle, after a short resistance on the 15th,
marched without opposition through most of the great towns of
Lancashire, penetrated
as far as Derby, and had produced in
London a disgraceful panic and a violent run upon the Bank of
England, 1 when the chiefs insisted, in defiance of his wishes, in
commencing a retreat.
Three considerable armies were formed
to opl_ose him.
One of these, commanded by Marshal Wade,
was assembled in Yorkshire,
and might easily, with common
skill, have cut off his retreat.
Another, under the Duke of
Cumberland, was prepared to intercept him if he marched upon
Wales, while a third was assembled on Finchley Common for the
protection of London.
Dutch soldiers were brought over to
support the Government. _ There was no prospect of serious
assistance from France, and in England, if the Pretender met
with little active opposition among the people, he met with
still less support.
In Preston,
where the Catholics were
very numerous, there was some cheering.
In Manchester
several of the clergy, and a great part of the populace received
him with enthusiasm, and a regiment of about 500 men was
enlisted for his service, the first person enrolled being Captain
James Dawson, whose mournful fate has been celebrated in the
most touching
ballad of Shenstone.
But the recruits were
scarcely equal to half the number of the Highlanders who had
deserted in the march from Edinburgh to Carlisle.
Liverpool
was strongly Hanoverian, and its citizens subscribed 6,000/. for
equipping a regiment in the service of the Government.
In
general, however, the prevailing disposition of the people was
fear or sullen apathy, and few were disposed to risk anything on
either side. The retreat began on December 6. It was skin
fully conducted,
and in several skirmishes the Scotch were
victorious, but their cause was manifestly lost.
They regained
See the graphic description of
this panic in Fielding's _
Pat_.
It wasreportedthat the Bank saved
itself by paying in sixpences.

2 Theywere afterwards replacedby
Hessians.
See Stanhope's _¢. o]
J_F_d, ill 299.
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their country, were joined by a few French and a few Irish in the
French service, and succeeded on January 17 in defeating a considerable body of English at Falkirk. This was their last gleam
of success. Divisions and desertion speedily thinned their ranks.
Enemies overwhelming from their numbers and their discipline
were pressing upon them, and on April 16, 1746, the battle of
Culloden for ever crushed the prospects of the Stuarts.
The
Hanoverian al"my, and the Duke of Cumberland who commanded it, displayed in their triumph a barbarity which
recalled the memory of Sedgemoor and of the Bloody Assize,
while the courage, the loyalty, and the touching fidelity of the
Highlanders to their fallen chief cast a halo of romantic interest around his cause.
The extraordinary
incapacity of English commanders, both
by land and sea_ is one of the most striking facts in the war we
are considering.
Frederick in Prussia, Prince Charles of Lorraine, General Khevenhuller,
and Marshal Traun in Austria,
General Gages in the service of Spain, and Marshal Saxe in the
service of France, had all exhibited conspicuous talent, and
both Noailles and Belleisle, though inferior generals, associated
their names with brilliant military episodes ; but in the English
service mismanagement
and languor were general.
The battle
of Dettingen was truly described as a happy escape rather than
a great victory; the army in Flanders can hardly be said to
have exhibited any military quality except courage, and the
British navy_ though it gained some successes_ added little to its
reputation.
The one brilliant exception was the expedition of
Anson round Cape Horn, for the purpose of plundering
the
Spanish merchandise and settlements in the Pacific.
It lasted
for nearly four years, and though it had little effect except that
of inflicting a great amount of private misery, it was conducted
with a skill and a courage equal to the most splendid achievements of Hawkins or of Blake.
The overwhelming superioxity
of England upon the sea began, however, gradually to influence
the war. The island of Cape Breton, which commanded the
mouth of Gulf St. Lawrence, and protected the Newfoundland
fisheries, was captured in the June of 1745.
In 1747 a French
Squadron was destroyed by a very superior English fleet off Cape
Finisterre.
Another was defeated near Belleisle, and in the same
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year as many as 644 prizes were _lren. l The war on the part of
the English, however, was most efficiently conducted by means of
subsidies, which were enormously multiplied.
The direct payment of the Hanoverian troops, against which so fierce a clamour
had been raised, was, indeed, for a time suspended, but the Queen
of Hungary was induced to take those troops into her pay. In
order that she should do so her subsidy was increased, and next
year the Government, without producing any considerable disturbance, reverted quietly to the former policy.
The war,
however, was now evidently drawing to a close, and the treaties
of 1745 had greatly restricted its theatre.
Austria, freed from
apprehension on the side of Prussia and Bavaria, was enabled in
1746 to send 30,000 additional soldiers into Italy, where she
speedily recovered almost everything she had lost in the preceding year, and defeated the united French and Spaniards in
the battle of Placentia.
The death of Philip V, which took place
in July, made the Spaniards desirous of peace. The command of
their army was taken from General Gages, and their troops were
soon after ordered to evacuate Italy. Finale was occupied by the
Sardinians.
Genoa itself was captured by the Austrians, but
rescued by a sudden insurrection of the populace.
The project
of the invasion of Naples was abandoned, in consequence of the
opposition of the King of Sardinia, who had grown jealous of
Austria, and feared t_ see her omnipotent in Italy.
Provence,
however, was invaded and devastated in the November of 1746,
and Antibes besieged ; but soon after the revolt of Genoa the
Austrians were recalled.
A second siege of Genoa was raised
by a French army, under Belleisle, which burst through Nice,
took town after town in that province, and compelled the
Austrians and Sardinians to retire.
An attempt was then made
to capture Turin by a French corps, commanded by the brother
of Belleisle, which endeavoured
to force its way through the
valley of Susa, but it was defeated with great loss at an
entrenchment
called the Assietta, the commander was killed,
and Marshal BeHeisle, who had counselled the expedition, and
who intended to co-operate with it, fell back upon Nice.
While the fortune of the war was thus rapidly fluctuating in
Italy, in the Netherlands

it was uniformly in favour of the French.
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The Scotch rebellion, which compelled England for a time to
withdraw her troops_ confirmed the m_Htary ascendancy which
MarshM Saxe had already acquired.
In 1746 Brussels with
its whole garrison was captured, and soon after Mechlin_
Louvain, Antwerp, Mous_ Charleroi, and Namur succumbed.
This last town, on whose fortifications the rival genius of
Cohorn and Vauhan had been in turn employed, now yielded
after a siege of six days. The superiority of the French in
numbers and especially in artillery, the genius of Marshal Saxe
and the paralysing effect of a great domestic sorrow upon
Prince Charles of Lorraine, who commanded the Austrians9
made the campaign an uninterrupted
triumph for the French,
who, soon after the arrival of a British force, defeated the
allies in the battle of Roucoux, and became masters of all the
Austrian Netherlands, except Limburg and Luxemburg.
Next
year they invaded the Dutch Republic.
Zealand was overrun by troops, 5,000 prisoners were taken in less than a month,
and several towns and fortresses were occupied.
The Dutch,
who found their republican institutions much more adapted for
securing their liberty in time of peace than for giving energy
and concentration
to their forces in time of war, adopted a
policy which they had before pursued.
During their long conflicts with the Spaniards they had confided the executive power
to the House of Orange, but soon after the Peace of Westphalia
had given Holland a recognised place among European States,
the hereditary Stadtholdership
was abolished and purely republican institutions
were created.
When the country, in 1672,
was reduced to the verge of ruin by the invasion of Lewis XIV.
it reverted to the former system and retained it for thirty years.
It now again recurred to it, and a popular insurrection made
the House of Orange hereditary rulers.
The war, however, continued to be disastrous.
The allies were defeated in a great
battle at Lauffeld, near Maestricht, on July 2 ; Sir John Ligonier, who commanded the English cavalry, and who displayed
extraordinary courage in the struggle, was taken prisoner, and
the campaign ended with the surprise and capture of the almost
impregnable fortress of Bergen-op-Zoom,
by Count Lowendabl.
It is a curious feature of this campaign that Ligonier, who distingnished himself most highly in the English ranks, was a
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French refugee, while of the French commanders Marshal Saxe
was by birth a German, and Lowendahl a Dane.
In the meantime the Pelham Government, though unsuccessful abroad, had acquired a complete ascendancy at home.
The martial enthusiasm of the country had gone down_ and
public opinion being gratified by the successive deposition of
Walpole and of Carteret, and being no longer stimulated by a
powerful Opposition, acquiesced languidly in the course of events.
The King for a time chafed bitterly against the yoke.
He had
been thwarted in his favourite German policy, deprived of the
minister who was beyond comparison the most pleasing to him,
and compelled to accept others in whom he had no confidence.
He despised and disliked Newcastle.
He hated Chesterfield,
whom he was compelled to admit to office, and he was especially
indignant with Pitt, who had described Hanover as _a beggarly
Electorate' and accused its soldiers of cowardice, and whose claims
to office Pelham was continually urging.
At length, in February
1745-46,
while the rebellion was still raging, the perplexed
monarch tried to extricate himself from his embarrassments
by holding private communications
with Bath and Granville.
The ministers were apprised of it and at once resigned.
The
impotence of their rivals was speedily shown, and in forty-eight
hours they were obliged to acknowledge themselves incapable
of forming a Government.
The Pelhams returned to power, but
their position was immeasurably strengthened.
The few remaining adherents of Bath were driven from office. The King
acknowledged with great irritation that it was impossible for
him to resist.
He refused, indeed, to make Pitt Secretary of
Warm but sanctioned
his appointment to the lucrative office of
Joint Vice-Treasurer of Ireland, and soon after to the still more
important position of Paymaster of the Forces.
The great work of the Government
was the pacification of
Europe by the Peace of A/x-la-ChapeHe.
Another campaign
had actually begun when the preliminaries were signed.
P_ussia
had a_ las_ been brought into the war, and 30,000 Russian
_oklie_s gubsidised by the maritime Powers were on the march
_o rescue the Netherlands.
It was not impossible that this
powerful reinforcement
might have given a new course to the
war.
In Italy the balance of success was on the whole in

favour of the Austrians.

The commerce of France

had been

almost annihilated by the English; her resources were nearly
exhausted by the extraordinary exertions she had made, and the
returning prosperity produced by the long pacific government
of" Fleury had been completely overcast.
On the other hand,
Nice and Savoy were still occupied by the French and Spaniards.
The French were almost absolute masters of the Austrian
Netherlands ; the capfure of Bergen-op-Zoom
and the subsequent investment
of Maestricht
had rendered
the condition of the Dutch Republic almost desperate, and it would
probably have been crushed before any succour could arrive.
Maria Theresa, it is true, ardently desired the continuance of
the war, hoping to obtain in Italy some compensation for the loss
of Silesia, and the Duke of Newcastle was inclined, in opposition
to his brother, to support her ; but she waged war chiefly by the
assistance of the subsidies of England, and her ambition was
clearly contrary to the general interests of Europe.
Like many
absolute sovereigns she appears to have been completely indifferent to the misery and desolation she caused, provided only
she could leave her empire as extended as she had received it.
She was resolved also to throw the defence of the Austrian
Netherlands almost exclusively on the maritime Powers, employing the subsidies, which she received on the express condition of
keeping a large army in those provinces, mainly in a war of
aggression in Italy; and she was bitterly aggrieved because the
English, under these circumstances, diminished her remittances.
With the exception of the King of Sardinia, however, who saw
prospects of pushing his fortunes in Italy, and who was determined, if possible, to avoid restering the Duchy o£ Finale, she
found little support in her hostility to peace.
Spain was now
governed by a perfectly unambitious sovereign, who wished for
nothing but repose. Holland was reduced to such a condition that
peace was her first necessity.
England was ruled by an eminently
pacific minister ; andthere was hardly any Opposition to impede
his policy.
The enormous subsidies which England had been
for years scattering
through Ettropo were rapidly adding to her
debt mad impairing her prosperity, and it was not dear what
object she had to gain.
The quarter in which the French arms
were most successful was precisely that most dangerous to End-
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land; and except the capture of Cape Breton, and of a number
ef prizes, she had obtained little or nothing as a compensation
for her sacrifices. Even in India, where the small settlements
of France appeared almost at the mercy of England, she had
encountered
reverses. Two Frenchmen of great abilities and
enterprise, but separated from each other by a bitter jealousy,
then presided over French interests in India. Dupleix, after a
brilliant industrial career upon the Ganges, had been made
Governor of the French settlement of Pondieherry, while La
Bourdonnais, one of the bravest and most skilful seamen France
has ever produced, directed affairs in the islands of Bourbon and
Mauritius.
La Bourdonnais succeeded, in the course of 1746, in
repelling an English squadron under Admiral Barnet, and in besieging and taking Madras.
As express orders from the ministry
at home prohibited him from occupying permanently any conquests that might be made in India, a capitulation was signed by
which the town was to be restored on the payment of a specified
ransom. It passed, however, under the dominion of Dup]eix, who
shamefully broke the capitulation and subjected the English to
scandalous outrages, while La Bourdonnais returned to France
and was soon after_ on false charges, flung into the Bastille, where
he remained for nearly three years. In 1748 the English made
a formidable attempt to retaliate upon the French, and a large
force of English and Sepoy troops, under the command of
Admiral Boscawen and of Major Lawrence, besieged Pondicherry.
It was defended, however, by Dupleix with great energy and
genius.
The rainy season came on, sickness decimated the
besiegers, and the enterprise was at last abandoned.
It was plain that the time for peace had arrived.
France
had already made overtures, and she showed much moderation,
and at this period much disinterestedness in her demands, and
the in_uence of England and Holland at length forced the peace
upon Austria and Sardinia, though both were bitterly aggrieved
by its conditions.
France agreed to restore every conquest
she had made during the war, to abandon the cause of the
Stuarts, and expel the Pretender from her soil, to demolish, in
accordance with earlier treaties, the fortifications of D_mkirk on
the side of the sea_ while retaining those on the side of the land,
and to retire from the contest without acquiring any fresh tertio
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tory or any pecuniary compensation.
England in like manner
restored the few conquests she had made, and submitted to the
somewhat humiliating condition of sending hostages to Paris as
a security for the restoration of Cape Breton.
The right of
search, in opposition to which she had originally drawn the
sword against Spain, and the debt of 95,000L, which the
Convention of 1739 acknowledged to be owing to her by
Spain, were not even mentioned in the peace. The disputed
boundary between Canada and Nova Scotia, which had been
a source of constant difficulty with France, was left altogether
undefined.
The Assiento treaty for trade with the Spanish
colonies was confirmed for the four years it had still to
run, but no real compensation was obtained for a war expenditare which is said to have exceeded sixty-fore" millions, 1 and
which had raised the funded and unfunded debt to more
than seventy-eight
millions. _ Of the other Powers, Holland,
Genoa, and the little State of Modena retained their territory
as before the war, and Genoa remained mistress of the Duchy of
Finale, which had been ceded to the King of Sardinia by the
Treaty of Worms, and which it had been a main object of his
later policy to secure. Austria obtained a recognition of the
election of the Emperor, a general guarantee of the Pragmatic
Sanction, and the restoration of everything she had lost in the
Netherlands, but she gained no additional territory.
She was
compelled to confirm the cession of Silesia and @latz to Prussia,
to abandon her Italian conquests, and even to cede a considerable parb of her former I_alian dominions.
To the bitter indignation of Maria Theresa, the Duchies of Parma, Plaeentia_ and
Guastalla passed to Don Philip of Spain, to revert, however, to
their former possessors ff Don Phihp mounted the Spanish
throne, or died without male issue.
The King of Sardinia also
obtained from Austria the territorial cessions enumerated in the
Treaty of Worms, with the important exceptions of Placentia,
which passed to Don Philip, and of Finale, which remained
with the Genoese.
For the loss of these he obtained no compensation.
Frederick
obtained a general guarantee
for the
possession of his newly-acquired territory, and a long list of old
treaties was formally confirmed. 3
i Chalmers'_¢_te, p. 105,
Coxe'sPelham,ii. 77.

a See on this wax Frederick,
M_mo/rssd_ _ T¢_#, the M_u_e#
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Thus small were the changes effected in Europe by so much
bloodshed and treachery_ by nearly nine years of wasteful and
desolating war. The design of the dismemberment
of Austria
had failed, but no vexed question had been set at rest.
International antipathies and jealousies had been immeasurably increased, and the fearful sufferings and injuries that had been
inflicted on the most civilised nations had not even purchased
the blessing of an assured peace.
Of all the ambitious projects
that had been conceived during the war, that of Frederick
alone was substautially realised, and France, while endeavouring
to weaken one rival, had contributed largely to lay the foundation of the greatness of another.
The definitive peace between England and Holland, and
France was signed on October 18_ 1748_ and the other Powers
acceded to it before the close of the year. From this time till
the death of Pelham in March 1754, political rivalry in England almost ceased. The Tories were gratified by a few places,
and almost every politician of talent and influence was connected with the Government.
The Prince of Wales_ who kept
up some faint semblance of opposition, died in March 1750.
Even Lord Granville, sated with ambition and broken by excessive drinking, joined the ministry in 1751_ accepting the
dignified but uninfluential
post of President of the Council.
During this period the leading ideas of the policy of Walpole
were steadily pursued. Europe being at peace_ and the dynasty
firmly established by the suppression of the rebellion, the army
and navy were both rigorously reduced ; 20,000 soldiers and
34_000 sailors and marines were discharged, and some serious
distress having in consequence arisen, it was met by the bold
and novel expedient of a system of emigration, organised and
directed by the Government.
As early as !735 Captain Coram,
in a memorial to the Privy Council, had called attention to the
deserted and unprotected state of Nova Scotia_ to the ease with
which the French carried £heir encroachments into that provinc% and to the insufficiency of the small British garrison
which was collected at Annapolis for its protection.
Nova
Scotia was justly regarded as the key to North America,
equally important
in time of war for attacking Canada and
de Vabr_,Voltaire./z_ XV.,and the Ranke,Mar_in,and Lord Btanhope,
histories of Smolte_t,Coxe_Carlyle_
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for defending New England.
The adjacent sea teemed with
fish, and its magnificent
forests supplied admirable timber
for the royal navy. It was accordingly determined to strengthen
the colony by encouraging the officers and men lately dismissed
from the land and sea service, to settle there with or without
their families.
To every private was offered a free passage, a
free maintenance
for twelve months, the fee simple of fifty
acres of land, an additional grant of ten acres for every member
of his family, and an immunity from taxation for ten years.
The officers received still larger grants, varying according to
their rank.
The scheme was eminently successful.
About
4,000 men, many of them with their families, embraced the
Government offers. The expedition sailed in May under the
command of Colonel Cornwallis_ and with the protection of two
regiments.
It was joined on its arrival by an additional force,
which had lately been withdrawn from Cape Breton, and soon
after the new colonists founded the important town of Halifax,
which derived its name from Lord Halifax, who_ as President of
the Board of Trade, was a principal person in organising the expedi_ion_ and which soon became the capital of a flourishing colony.!
Not less successful was the financial policy of Pelham.
The measures which were carried in 1717 and 1727 for reducing the interest of the debt have been already recounted,
and another effort in the same direction had been made by
Sir John Barnard in 1737. He had proposed to reduce gradually that portion of the debt which bore four per cent. interest
to three per cent., enabling the Government to borrow money
at the lower rate in order to pay off those creditors, who refused
to accept the reduction.
As the three per cents, were at this
time at a premium, and as it was part of the scheme of Sir
John Barnard that the contributors to the new loan should be
guaranteed from payment of any part of the principal for fourteen years_ there is not much doubt that the plan in its essential
features could have been carried out, nor yet that it would
have been very beneficial to the nation.
It was, however_ exceedingly unpopular.
The great companies who contributed so
powerfully to support the ministry of Walpole were opposed to
it. A deep impression was made throughout the country by a
i Smollett's/Turf.of._nglomd. Coxe'sf_.ifeof.Pelha,'r_.

statemen_ that a very large proportion of the 4 per cent. funds
were in the possession of widows and orphans and trustees, who
would suffer greatly by the reduetiom The growing complications with Spain made it probable that the Government would
soon be compelled to have recourse to new loans, and especially
important that it should take no step that could alienate the
moneyed classes_ or injure, however unjustly, the credit of the
country.
Besides this, the Government was now too weak to
bear the strain of additional unpopularity, and Sir John Barnard, who originated the measure, was a prominent member of
the Opposition
Under these circumstances Walpole_ after some
hesitation, placed himself in opposition to the Bill. He showed
even more than his usual financial knowledge in pointing out
the weak points in its details, and he succeeded without difficulty in defeating it. _ The question of how far he was justified
in this course by the special political circumstances of the time
is one which can hardly be answered without a more minute
knowledge of the dispositions of Members of Parliament and of
the currents of feeling in the country than it is now possible to
attain.
The strong ministry of the Pelhams, however, was able
to carry out a somewhat similar measure, in spite of the strenuous
opposition both of the Bank and of the East India Company, in
1749.
By far the larger part of the national debt was at 4 per
cent., a part was at 3_ per cent., and another part at 3 per
cent. As the 3 per cents, were selling at par, and the 3_ per
cents above par, 2 the time had evidently come when a reduction
was feasible. Availing himself largely of the assistance, without
absolutely adopting the plan, of Sir J. Barnard, Pelham introduced and carried a scheme by which such holders of 4 per
cent. stock as consented by February 28, 1749-50, to accept the
arrangement
were to receive 3_ per cent. interest from December 1750 to December 1757, with a security that no part of
their stock should be redeemed before the latter date except wha_
i CompareCoxe'sIAfe qf _ole,
was said at this time to have purctL xlvii.; $inclair's _r_vL qf t?_ chased3 per cents,at]09¼. This, how/_n_e, i. 500-502; and Lord Her- ever, must havebeen quite an isolated
vey's M_no_.8, ii. 325-332. It is transaction, and the ordinary price
remarkable that this was almos_the appearsto have beenfrom par to 101.
only questiononwhich HenryPelham Coxe's Pelh._m,ii. 77-85. Sinclair's
ever voted against Walpole.
/T_. of t/_vR_e_e, i. 504-507.
z Coxe states that an individual

was flueto the East India Company. After December 1767 the
in_st
was to sink to 8 per cent. till reduced by the Government, while those who refused the arrangement were to be paid
off by a loan raised at 3 per cent. The offer does not appear
very tempting, but the normal rate of interest was then so low,
commercial investments were so few, and the attraction of the
Government security was so great, that the majority of holders
accept_l it, and when February arrived only eighteen or
nineteen millions had not been brought under the arrangement.
The success, of course, increased its popularity, and Pelham
accordingly renewed the offer, though on less favourable
conditions, for in the case of these second subscribers the
per cent. interest was to be exchanged for 3 per cent.
interest in December 1755.
The result of this prolongation
was, that not much more than 3 millions remained excluded,
and the holders of this stock were paid off in 1751.
For
seven years after 1750 an annual saving was thus made of
288,517/., and after 1757 it amounted in the whole to 577,034L,
which was to be applied to the reduction of the national debt.
The success of this measure reflected great credit on the Government, and it furnished an extremely remarkable proof of how
prosperous and wealthy the country remained at the close of a
long and exhausting war. In 1752 Pelham completed his financial reforms by a measure simplifying and consolidating the different branches of the national debt, and thus removing a cause
of much perplexity and some expense both to the public and to
individuals?
It was in this department of legislation that the Governments of the Walpole and Pelham period were most successful.
In very few periods in English political history was the commercial element more conspicuous in administration.
The prevailing spirit of the debates was of a kind we should rather have
expected in a middle-class ParHamen_ than in a Parliament
consisting in a very large measure of the nominees of great
families.
A competition
of economy rei_o_nedin all parties.
The questions which excited most interes_ were chiefly financial
and commercial ones. The increase of the national debt, _e
z Coxe'sP_/_m.
Camme_e.
_/OL.I.

Sinclair'sHurt.of t]w//t_n_t,
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possibility and propriety of reducing its interest, the advantages
of a sinking fund, the policy of encouraging trade by bounties
and protective duties, the evils of excise, the reclo+etion of the
land-t_
the burden of Continental subsidles_ were among the
topics which produced the most vehement and the most powerful
debates_ Burke, in a letter which he wrote in 1752 describing
the House of Commons during the Pelham administration,
summed up the requirements of a Member of Parliament in one
pregnant sentence, which would hardly have been true of the next
generation : ' A man, after all, would do more by figures of arithmetic than by figures of rhetoric.' 1 Even the religSous questions
which produced most excitement throughout the country_ the
naturalisation of ;Yews and the naturalisation of foreign Protestants, were argued chiefly in Parliament upon commercial
grounds.
The question in home politics, however, which
excited most interest in the nation was of a different kind, and
it was one which, for very obvious reasons, Parliament desired
as much as possible to avoid. It was the extreme corruption
of Parliament itself, its subserviency to the influence of the
Executive, and the danger of its becoming in time rather the
oppressor than the representative of the people.
This danger had been steadily growing since the Revolution, and it had reached such a point that there were
many who imagined that the country had gained little by exchanging an arbitrary King for a corrupt and often a tyrannical
Parliament.
The extraordinary inequalities of the constituencies had long attracted attention.
Cromwell had for a time
remedied the evil by a bold measure, sweeping away the rotten
boroughs, granting members to the greatest unrepresented
towns, strengthening
the county representation, and at the
same time summoning Irish and Scotch Members to the Parliament in London ; hut although Clarendon described this as
'a warrantable alteration, and fit to be made in better times,'
the old state of things returned with the Restoration.
The
Revolution had been mainly a conflict between the Crown and
the Parliament, and its effect had been gTeatly to increase the
authority of the latter; but, with the exception of the Triennial Bill= nothing of much real value had been done to make it
'Prior'sL_f¢of _,rr_, i. 38.
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Locke,

in

a

memorable
passage, complained
that _ the bare name of a town_
of which there remains not so much as the ruins, where scarce so
much housing as a sheepcot or more inhabitants
than a shepherd is to be found, sends as many representatives
to the grand
Assembly of lawmakers, as a whole county, numerous in people
and powerful in riches';
but he could discover no safe remedy
for the evil2
Defoe 2 and the Speaker
Onslow _ both desired
an excision of the rotten boroughs, but there was no general
movement in this direction,
and the party which was naturally
most inclined
to change shrank from a reform which
have been fatal to the Government
of the Revolution.
Scotch union aggravated
the evil
sham boroughs and of subservient

might
The

by increasing the number of
Members.
If the anomalies

were not quite so great as they became after the sudden growth of
the manufacturing
towns in the closing years of the eighteenth
century, and in the early years of the nineteenth
century, the
Parliament
was at least much more arbitrary
and corrupt.
Only a fraction
of its Members
were elected
by considerable
and independent
constituencies.
The enormous expense of the
county elections, where the poll might be kept open for forty
days, kept these seats almost exclusively
in the hands of a few
families, while many small boroughs
were in the possession of
rich noblemen, or were notoriously
offered for sale.
The Government, by the proprietary
rights of the Crown over the Cornish
boroughs,
by direct
proprietors,
its means
that it is
mosphere

by the votes

of its numerous

excise

or revenue

officers,

purchase,
or by bestowing
places
or peerages
on the
exercised an absolute authority
over many seats, 4 and
of influencing
the assembled
Parliament
were so great
difficult
to understand
how, in the corrupt moral atthat was prevalent,
it was possible to resist it.
The

O_OSvilGawrnmvnt, bk.ii.eh.xiii,
2 Tour i_ .England.
Note to Burnet_s 0_ l'i_te_, ii.
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Thus in a debate in 17J3,
Chesterfield said: 'Many of our
boroughs are now so much the
creatures of the Crown that they
are generally called Court boroughs,

have always the nominat,ion
of their
representatives, and make such an
arbitraryuse of itthattheyoftenorder
them to choosegentlemen whom they
never saw, nor heard of, perhaps, tilt
they saw their names on the minister's
order for choosing them. This order
they always punctually obey_ and
would, I believe, obey it, were the

and
veryministers
properly for
theythearctime
called
s?o: footman.'--Pa_./.
person named inH_.
it the
For ou_
bein_
xiii. ralnls_er's
90.
_F2
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legal and ecele_ia_cal
patronage of the Crown was mainly employed in supporting a parliamentary influence.
Great sums of
secret service money were usually expended in direct bribery,
and plaees and pensions were multiplied to such an extent that
it is on record that out of 550 Members there were in the first
Parliament of George L no less than 271, in the first Parliament of George II. no less than- 257, holding omces, pen_
slons, or sinceuresJ
And the body which was thus constituted was rapidly becoming supreme in the State.
The control
of the purse was a prerogative which naturally would make it
so ; but during the triennial period the frequency of elections
maple the Members to a great extent subservient to the people
who elected_ or to the noblemen who nominated them, and gave
each Parliament scarcely time to acquire much self-confidence,
fixity of purpose, or consistency of organisation.
The Septennial Act and the presence of Walpole in the House of Commons
during the whole of his long ministry_ gradually made that
body the undoubted centre of authority. _
In the reign of
Anne it was thought quite natural that Harley and St. John
should accept peerages in the very zenith of their careers.
In
the reign of George II._ Walpole only accepted a title in the
hour of defeat, and Pulteney, by taking a similar step, gave a
death-blow to his political influence.
It is obvious that a body such as this might become in the
highest degree dangerous to the liberties it was supposed to
protect, and it showed itself in many respects eminently arbitrary and encroaching.
The cases of Fenwick and Bernard_
were sufficiently alarming instances of the assumption by the
Legislature of judicial functions_ but in these cases at least all
the three branches had concurred.
In other cases, however_ the
lower House acted alone. One of the rights of the subject
specially guaranteed by the Bill of Rights was that of petition,
but it was not then foreseen that the House of Commons might
prove as hostile to it as the King.
The case of the Kentish
petitioners,

however, clearly showed the reality of this danger.

sir E. May's6'_. _st. i. 317.
of the Commons from its former
Onslow has left on record his dependence on the Crown and on
epinion that the Septennial Act the House of Lords.'_Coxe's ZAfeof
fozmed'the era of the emancipation WallJole,i. 75.
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In 1701, when a Tory House of Commons, in bitter oppo_tion
to the King and to the House of Lords, had impe_hed 8omer_
_lelayed the supplies, and thwarted every attempt to put the
_ountry in a s_te of security, a firm, but perfectly temperate
and respectful petition to the House was signed by the grand
jury and other freeholders of Kent recalling the great services
of William, and imploring the House to turn its loyal addresses
into Bills of supply, and to enable the King to assist his allies
before it was too late.
A more strictly constitutional
proeeeding could hardly be imagined, but because this petition
reflected on the policy of the majority, the House voted it
scandalous_ insolent, and seditious, ordered the five gentlemen who presented it into custody, and kept them imprisoned
for two months, till they were released by the prorogation.
Nor
was this all. At the ensuing dissolution Mr. Thomas Colepepper, who had been one of the five, s_ood for Maidstone, but was
defeated by two votes. He petitioned the new House of Commons
for the seat, but it at once condemned him as guilty of corruption, and proceeded to show the spirit in which i_ had tried the
case by reviving the question of the Kentish petition, passing a
new resolution to the effect that the petitioner had been guilty
of _scandalous, viltanous, and groundless reflections upon the
late House of Commons,' directing the Attorney-General
to
prosecute him for that offence_ and commiting him to Newgate,
where he remained until he had made a formal apology2
No less scandalous, in a different way_ was the case of the
Aylesbury election.
In 1703 an elector at Aylesbury, being
denied his right to vote at an election, carried his case before
the law courts.
At the assizes his right to vote was affirmed
and damages were given against those who had denied it;
but the Queen's Bench quashed the woceedings, the majority
of the Judges maintaining,
in opposition to Chief Justice
ttolt_ the very dangerous doctrine that the House of Commons
alone had jurisdiction in all cases relating to elections.
The
case was then carried before the House of Lords as the highest
judicial tribunal in the realm.
By a large n_jority,
it reversed the judgment
of the Queen's Bench_ and decided that
Paa'l. Zr'urt.vol. v.; Somers,[Traats, zi. 242. Hallam's G_n_t.t/'u-t.
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the franchise being a right conferred by law, upon certain
specified conditions, the law courts had the power of determining how far those conditions were fulfilled.
But far from
acquiescing in this judicial sentence, the House of Commons at
once passed resolutions defying it, threatened severe punishment against all who carried questions of disputed votes into
the law courts, and against all lawyers who assisted them, and
actually threw four persons into Newgate for taking measures
in accordance with the formal judgment of the supreme law
court of the nation.
The dispute between the two Houses ran
so high that it was found necessary to end it by a prorogation. 1
In many other ways the same spirit was shown. For
considerable time, and especially during the reign of Anne, the
House of Commons assumed a regular censorship over the press.
I have already referred to the number of acts of severity
against public writers in that reig_l, and it is one of the wors_
features connected with them that in numerous cases they were
simply party measures effected by the mere motion of the
House of Commons.
Thus Steele was expelled for political
libels, and Asgill on the pretext of an absurd book ' On the
Possibility of Avoiding Death.'
Defoe was prosecuted by the
House of Commons for his ' Shortest Way with Dissenters.'
Tutehin, by order of the House, was whipped by the hangman.
Wellwood, the editor of the ' Mercurius Rusticus,' Dyer, the
editor of the well-known ' News Letter" and Fogg, the proprietor of ' Mist's Journal,' were compelled to express on their
knees their contrition to the House.
Whitehead's poem called
' Manners' was voted a libel. The sermon of Binckes, comparing
the sufferings of Charles L to those of Christ, a treatise by a physician named Coward, asserting the material nature of the soul,
the sermons of Fleetwood, the bishop of St. Asaph's, were all, by
order of the House, burnt by the hangman.
Occasionally, as in
the case of Hoadly, the House passed resolutions of approval2
Of the value of its approbation and of its censure we have a
curious illustration in an incident which took place long after
the period I am now describing.
In 1772 Dean Nowell was
P_& _,_. vi. ; _tct8 _/_,
_r_t. of _t_
]aurnal_.
Townsxiv. Hallam's _.
J_. vol. iii.
end's/F,,¢, of t_ /Taupeof CcmzR_s,
z Hunt's_
_]_aSe. Andrew's it. 194-196.
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appointed to preach the customary sermon before the House on
the anniversary of the Restoration.
Only three or four Members were present: and they are said to have been asleep during
the sermon, but the House, as usual, passed, unanimously, a
vote of thanks to the preacher, and in terms of high eulogy
ordered the sermon to be printed.
When it appeared it was
found that the preacher_ being an extreme Tory, had availed
himself of the occasion to denounce in the strongest language
the Puritans and their principle% to extol the royal martyr in
terms of which it.can be only said that they were a faithful
echo of the Church service for the day, and to urge that the
qualities of Charles I. were very accurately reproduced in the
reigning sovereign.
The House of Common% which was at this
time strongly Whig, was both exasperated and perplexed.
It
was felt that it would be scarcely becoming to condemn to the
flames a sermon which had been printed by its express order
and honoured by its thanks, and it accordingly contented itself
with ordering, without a division, that its vote of thanks should
be expunged2
There were many other prerogatives claimed by the House
of Commons which savoured largely of despotism.
The term
privilege comprised an extended and ill-defined
domain of
power external to the law. The House claimed the right of
imprisoning men to the end of the current session by its sole
authority, and its victims could be neither bailed nor released
by the law courts. _ It even claimed for itself collectively, and
for each of its Members in his parliamentary
capacity, a complete freedom from hostile criticism, a Its Members, though
they were presumed by the property qualification to be men of
means, enjoyed an immunity from all actions of law and suits
of equity, and were thus able to set their creditors at defiance,
and the same privilege, till the reign of George IIL, was ex* Parl.
._Fz,_t. xvii.
311-318.
Gibbon's_soelD/_ou$
Woe_,ii.p.78.
Thus in 1699 the Commons
resolved,
, That to assert that the
House of Commons have no power of
commitmentbutoftheirownmembers
tends to the subversion of the constitution of the House of Commons.'

' _That to print or publish any
books or libels reflecting
upon the
proceedings
of the House of Cornmens or of any Member thereof, for
or relating to his service therein,
is a high violation of the rights and
privileges of the House of Commons.'
Burgh's -PoldgCw_lDi_u4,,s_io_j
i.208.
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tended to their servants, z An immense amount of fraud_
violence, and oppression was thus sheltered from punishment,
and the privilege appeared peculiarly odious at a time when the
ascendancy of law was in other departments becoming more complete. Almost every injury in word or act done to a Member of
Parliament was, during the reign of George II., voted a breach
of privilege, and thus brought under the immediate and often
vindictive jurisdiction of the House.
Among the offences thus
characterised were shooting the rabbits of one Member, poaching
on the fishponds of another, injuring the trees of a third, and
stealing the coal of a fourth, s
The abuse of the judicial functions that were properly and
reasonably assumed by the House was scandalous and notorious.
Even the occasional expulsions of Members for corruption were
often themselves the corrupt acts of a corrupt majority, perfectly
indifferent to the evidence before them, and intent only on
driving out an opponent.
The decisions on disputed elections
were something more than a scandal.
They threatened to
subvert the whole theory of representation.
The trial of
disputed elections had been originally committed to select
committees
specially nominated; and afterwards to a single
body called the Committee of Privileges and Elections, chosen
by the Hous% and composed, for the most part, of Privy Councillors and eminent lawyers.
In 1672, however_ it was delegated
to an open committee, in which all who came were allowed to
have voices, and afterwards elections were tried at the bar of
the House, and decided by a general vote. 3 This vote was
soon openly and almost invariably given through party motives.
It is impossible to conceive a more grotesque travesty of a
judicial
proceeding
than was habitually
exhibited
on these
occasions, when private friends of each candidate and the members of the rival parties mustered their forces to vote entirely
irrespectively
of the merits of the case, when, the farce of
hearing
evidence having been gone through in an empty
See much curious information iv. 20-21. See, too, the chapters on
about these abuses of privilege in Parliamentary Privilege in Hallam
Burgh'sJPoli_ D/_;
or,a_ andTownsend."
i_guiry_¢_.t_bt4v.Error_andAbusv #
s Sir E. May'sG_t. _r/_. L 307(Lond.1774),i. pp. 205-23_.
808.
,LordStanho_'s _r_. _ng/a_,
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House_ the Members, who had been waiting without_ streamed
in_ often half intoxicated, to the division, and when the plainest
and most incontestable testimony was set aside without scruple
if it clashed with the party interests of the majority. _ The
evil had already become apparent in the latter days of Willlam_ 2
but some regard for appearances seems then to have been observed, and the partiality was shown chiefly in the very different
degrees of stringency with which corruption was judged in the
case of friend and foe. Soon, however, all shame was cast aside.
In the Tory parliament of 17022 the controverted elections, in
the words of Burnet_ _were judged in favour of Tories with
such a barefaced partiality, that. it showed the party was resolved on everything that might serve their ends.' _ When the
_5_igs triumphed in 1705 they exhibited the same spirit, and in
tim few cases in which they did not decide in favour of the Whig
candidate the result was ascribed exclusively to some private animosity. 4 Speaker Onslow, who for thirty-three years presided over
the House with great dignity and integrity_ declared that it had
really come to be deemed by many a piece of virtue and honour
to do injustice in these cases. "The right is in the friend and
not in the cause" is almost avowed, and he is laughed at by the
leaders of parties who has scruples upon its' ' and yet,' he adds,
' we should not bear this a month in any other judicature
in
the kingdom, in any other object of jurisdiction, or--in this;
but we do it ourselves and that sanctifies it, and the guilt is
lost in the number of the guilty and the support of the party
without doors.' 5 In the Parliament which met in 1728 there
were nearly seventy election petitions to be tried_ and Lord
Hervey has left us an account of how the House discharged its
functions.
_I believe,' he says, ' the manifest injustice and
glaring violation of all truth in the decisions of this Parliament surpass even the most flagrant and infamous instances of
any of their predecessors.
They voted in one case forty more
than ninety; in another they cut off the votes of about seven
towns, and some thousand voters_ who had not only been determined to have voices by former Committees of Elections, but
io_
._r-_. xvii. 1064.
s Burner's Owa T/mv_, ii. 162, 259.

Ibid. p. 334.

* Ibid. p. 429.
a Onslow's note in Burner,

ii. 410.
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had had their right of voting confirmed to them by the express
words of an Act of Parliament and the authority of the whole
Legislature.
Th@re was a string of these equitable determinations in about half a dozen instances, so unwarrantable and indefensible that people grew ashamed of pretending to talk of
right and wrong, laughed at that for .which they ought to have
blushed, and declared that in elections they never considered
the cause but the men, nor ever voted according to justice and
right_ but from solicitation and _avour.' 1 The true character
of these professedly judicial proceedings was so clearly recognised that a defeat in a division about the Chippenham election
was the immediate cause of the resignation of Walpole, and the
votes of the _King's friends' against the Government in election cases formed, in the beginning of the next reign, one of the
great complaints of Rockingham.
A small majority, consisting
mainly of the representatives
of rotten boroughs, could thus
easily convert itself into a large one_ and override the plainest
wishes of constituencies ; and it is no exaggeration to say that a
considerable proportion of the Members of the House of Commons owed their seats, not to the electors, but to the House
itself.
Next to the existence of open constituencies, and a fair mode
of election, the best secm'ity a nation Call possess for the fidelity
of its representatives is to be found in the system of parliamentary reporting.
But this also was wanting.
The theory of
the statesmen of the first half of the eighteenth
century was
that the electors had no right to know the proceedings of theh"
representatives,
and it was only after a long and dangerous
stamggle, which was not terminated till the reign of George III.,
that the right of printing debates was virtually conceded.
A
few fragmentary reports, as early as the reign of Elizabeth, have
come down to us ; but the first systematic reporting dates from
the Long Parliament, which in 1641 permitted
it in a certain
specified them. The reports appeared under the title of _Diurnal
Occurrences of Parliament,' and continued until the Restoration;
but all unlicensed reporting was stringently forbidden, and the
House even expelled and imprisoned in the Tower one of its
1 LordHervey's _remair#,i. 10_,
103. See,too,W_pole's Mcmoirg of

Gearge/Z.,iL 14, Pa_Z.2T_. vi. 4_,
50.
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Members, Sir E. Dering, for printing, without permission, a
collection of his own speeches.
The secrecy of debate was
originally intended as a protection from the King, but it was
soon valued as a shelter from' the supervision of the constituencies.
At the Restoration all reporting
was forbidden,
though the votes and proceedings of the House were printed by
direction of the Speaker, and from this time till the Revolution
only a few relics of parliamentary
debates were preserved.
Andrew Marvell, the friend of Milton, and his assistant, as
Secretary to Cromwell, sent regular reports to his constituents,
from 1660 to 1678.
Locke, at the suggestion of Shaftesbury,
wrote a report of a debate which took place in the House of
Lords in 1675, and he printed it under the title of _A Letter
from a Person of Quality to his Friend,' but, by order of the
Privy Council, it was burnt by the hang_nan.
Shaftesbury
himself wrote some reports.
Anchitell Grey, a Member for
Derby, was accustomed for many years to take notes of the
debates, which were published in 1769, and which form one of
our most important sources of information about the period
immediately
following the Revolution.
Occasionally a newsletter published an outline of what had occurred, but this was
done in direct defiance of the resolutions of the House, and was
often followed by a speedy punishment.
In the latter years of
Anne, however, the circle of political interests had very widely
extended, and, to meet the demand, short summaries of parliamentary debates, compiled from recollections, began to appear
every month in Boyer's _Political State of Great Britain,' and
in the following reign in the _Historical Register.'
Cave, who
was one of the most enterprising
booksellers of the eighteenth
century, perceived the great popularity likely to be derived from
such reports, and he showed great resolution in procuring them.
• In 1728 he was brought before the House of Commons, confined
for several days, and obliged to apologise for having furnished
his friend Robert Raikes with minutes of its proceedings for
the use ef the ' Gloucester Journal,' and at the same time the
House passed a strong resolution, declaring such reports a breach
of privilege.
They were too popular, however, to be put down,
and in the next year l_ikes again incurred the censure of the
ttouse for the same offence.
In 1731 Cave started, the
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" Gentleman's Maga,_ine,' which was soon followed by its rival
the ' London Magazine,' and in 1736 Cave began to make
parliamentary reports a prominent feature of his periodical.
He was accustomed to obtain entrance to the gallery of the
House with a friend or two, to take down secretly the names of
the speakers and the drift of their arguments, and then to repair
at once to a neighbouring coffee-house, where, from the united
recollections of the party, a rude report was compiled, which
was afterwards elaborated and adorned by a more skilful writer.
This latter function was at first fulfilled by a now forgotten
historian named Guthrie.
From November 1740 to February
1742-43 it was discharged by Dr. Johnson, and afterwards by
Hawkesworth, the well-known editor of' Travels' and biographer
of Swift.
Reports compiled in a somewhat similar manner, by
a Scotch Presbyterian minister, named Gordon, appeared in the
London magazine,'
and they speedily spread into different
newspapers.
To elude, ff possible, the severity of the House,
they only appeared during the recess, and only the first and last
letters of the names of the speakers were given2
The subject was brought before the House of Commons by
the Speaker Onslow, in April 1738, and a debate ensued, of
which a full report has been preserved.
It is remarkable
that
the only speaker who adopted what we should now regard as the
constitutional view of the subject was the Tory leader, Sir W
Windham.
He concurred, indeed, in the condemnation of the
reports that were appearing, but only on the ground of their
frequent inaccuracy, and took occasion to say that 'he had
indeed seen many speeches that were fairly and accurately taken ;
that no gentleman, where that is the case, ought to be ashamed
that the world should know every word he speaks in this House,'
that the public might have a right to know somewhat more of
the proceedings.of the House than what appears from the votes,'
and that if he were sure that the sentiments of gentlemen were
not misrepresented, he 'would be against coming to any resolution
that would deprive them of a knowledge that is so necessary ior
their being able to judge of the merits of their representatives.'
See Dr. Johnson's L//e ¥ _
;
Ntchols' _
A_tm_otes_ v. 1-18;

422 ; and the His_ry
of Reporgng,
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The language, however, of the other speakers was much more
unqualified.
_ If we do not put a speedy stop to this practice;
said Winnington, _it will be looked upon without doors that we
have no power to do it ....
You will have every word that is
spoken here misrepresented by fellows who thrust themselves
into our gallery. You will have the speeches of this House every
day printed,even during your Session,and we shall be loo]_ed upon
as the mos4 contemptible assembly on the face of the earth.'
_It
is absolutely necessary,' said Pulteney, 'a stop should be put ta
the practice which has been so justly complained of. I think
no appeals should be made to the public with regard to what is
said in this assembly, and to print or publish the speeches of
gentlemen in this House, even though they were not misrepresented, looks very like making them accountable without doors
for what they say within.'
Walpole was equally unqualified in
his condemnation, but he dwelt exclusively on the inaccuracy
and dishonesty of the reports, which were, no doubt, very great,
and were a natural consequence of the way in which they were
taken.
' I have read debates,' he said, 'in which I have been
made to speak the very reverse of what I meant.
I have read
others of them wherein all the wit, the learning, and the argument has been thrown into one side, and on the other nothing
but what was low, mean, and ridiculous, and yet when it comes
to the question, the division has gone against the side which
upon the face of the debate had reason and justice to support it.'
You have punished some persons for forging the names of
gentlemen on the backs of let_ers; but this is a forgery of a
worse kind, for it misrepresents the sense of Parliament, and
imposes on the understanding of the whole nation.'
The result
of the debate was a unanimous resolution _that it is a high
indignity to, and a notorious breach of the privileges of this
House' to print the debates or other proceedings of the House
' as well during the recess as the sitting of Parliament, and that
this House will proceed with the utmost severity against such
offenders.' l
The threat was only partially effectual
Cave continued the
publication in a new form, as ' Debates in the Senate of Great
Lilliput,'
and substituted
extravagant
fancy names for the
I /_q. _4_. x. pp. 800-811. Coxe'sX4f_of W_lfole, ah. 50.
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initials of the _caker_
In the ' London Magazine,' debates
' of the Political Clul_' appeared, and the affairs of the nation
were discussed under a transparent disguise by personages in
Roman history.
Meagre, inaccurate, and of_eu obscure, as
these reports necessarily were, they were still very popular ; but
there was no small risk in producing them. Careful disguise
was necessary, and Cave thought it henceforth advisable to print
under the name of his nephew. In 1747 the editors of both
magazines were summoned before the House of Lords for having
given an account of Lord Lovat's trial, and they only escaped
imprisonment by an abject apology. In 1752 Cave returned to
the former plan of inserting initials of the speakers, and he
does not appear to have been again molested during the short
remainder of his life. 1 Many other printers, however, were
summoned before the battle was finally won. So jealous was
the House of everything that could enable the constituencies to
keep a watchful eye upon their representatives, that it was only
in the eighteenth century that the votes of the House were
printed without formal permission, _ while the names of the
Members who had voted were wholly concealed. In 1696 the
publication of the names of a minority was voted a breach of
privilege ' destructive to the freedom and liberties of Parhament.' During almost the whole of the eighteenth century the
publication of division lists was a rare and exceptional thing, due
to the exertions of individual Members, and it was not until
1836 that it was undertaken by the House itself'.3
The system of Parliamentary reporting contributed, perhaps,
more than any other influence to mitigate the glaring corruption of Parliament, for although several laws dealing directly with
He died Jam 1754.
= In the discussion on the publication of debates, to which I have just
referred, Pulteneyis
reported to have
said: ,3[ remember
the time vchen
this House was so jealous, so cautious
of doing anything
that might look
like an appeal to their constituent_,
that not even the votes were printed
without
leave.
A gentleman
every
day rose in his place and desired tl_¢
Chair to ask leave of the House that
tlmir votes for that day should be
_int_d.
How this custom came to be

dropped I cannot so well account for,
but I think it high time for us to
prevent
any further
encroachment
upon our privileges.'_Pa_.l.
_st.
x.
_06-807.
In 1703, during the di_cussions of the House of Commons
with the Lords, the former passed a
re#Jlution
' that the votes of the
House should
not be printed,
and
that this might be a standing order.'
Boyer's Qv_e_ Al_,
p. 47,
s May,sGon_titut_o_l_tl j_r_. i. 439441.

the evil were enacted in obedience to the clamour out-of-doors,
they were allowedto a very large extent to remain inoperative. It
was useless to arraign offenders before a tribunal of accomplices,
and as long as the Executive and the majority in Parliament
•conspired to practise and to shelter corruption, laws against it
were a dead letter.
Bribery at elections had been condemned
by a law of William IIL, l and another measure of great stringency was carried against it in 1729.
By this law any elector
might be compelled on demand to take an oath swearing that he
received no bribe to influence his vote, and any person who
was convicted of either giving or receiving a bribe at elections
was deprived for ever of the franchise and fined 500/. unless he
purchased indemnity
by discovering another offender of the
same kind3
Some measures had also been taken to limit the
number of placemen and pensioners in Parliament.
In 1692 a
Bill for expelling all who accepted places after a certain date
from the House of Commons passed that House, but was rejected
in the Lords.
In 1693, after undergoing material alterations it
was carried through both Houses, but vetoed by the Crown.
In
1694 a new Place Bill was introduced, but this time it was
defeated in the Commons.
A clause of the Act of Settlement,
however, carried out the principle in the most rigid form, providing that after the accession of the House of Hanover no
person who held any office, place of profit, or pension from
_he King should have a seat in the House of Commons, but
this clause, which would have banished the ministers from the
popular branch of the Legislature, never came into operation.
It was repealed in 1706, while Anne was still on the throne, and
replaced by a law providing that every Member of the House of
Commons who accepted office under the Crown should be compelled to vacate his seat and could only sit after re-election.
Occasionally, when a new class of offices was created, its members were incapacitated
by law fi'om sitting in the House of
Commons.
Thus in 1694, when certain duties on salt, beer, and
other liquors were granted for the purpose of carrying on the
war with France, it was enacted that no Member of the House
of Commons

might

be concerned

in farming,

collecting,

7 W-_lt_mILLc. 4.
xii. 648. Ralph's gr_eand Ab'_
s 2GeorgeILc. 24. 8eeParl. l_r'_rt, _Parliame_ta,ii. 382.-384.
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managing any of the sums granted to his Majesty by this Act
'except the Commissioners of the Treasury, Customs, and
• Excise, not exceeding the present number in each office, and the
Commissioners of the land tax.'
In 1700 all.Commissioners
and other o_cers of the Customs were disqualified from sitting
in the House, and the Ae_ of 1706 extended the disability to all
of_ces created after that date, limited the number of Commissioners appointed to execute any once, and excluded all who
held pensions from the Crown during pleamre.
Under George
I. this exclusion was extended to those who held pensions
during a term of years.
Had these laws been enforced,
they would have done very much to purify Parliament, but the
pension hills at least, were treated with complete contempt_
The
pensions were secret.
The Government refused all information
concerning them.
A Bill was three times brought forward
compelling every _Iember to swear that he was not in receipt
of such a pension_ and that if he accepted one he would within
fourteen days disclose it to the House, but by the influence of
Walpole it was three times defeated.
A similar fate during the
Walpole administration
befell Bills for restricting
the number
of placemen in the House, but in the great outburst of popular
indignation
that followed his downfall one measure of this
kind was carried.
The Place Bill of 1743 excluded a certain
number of inferior placeholders from Parliament,
and in some
degree mitigated the evil. l "It was, however, the only step that
was taken.
Pelham would, probably, never have corrupted Parliament had he found it pure, _ but he inherited
a system of
corruption, and he bequeathed it almost intact to his successors.
The efforts that were made to shorten the duration of Parliament were still less successful.
We have already seen the chief
reasons that induced the V_hig party to pass the Septennial Act,
and some of the results which it produced.
Its beneficial
effect in repressing
disorder and immorality, in giving a new
See HaUam's _.
H'_. ch. xv.
and xvL Fischel on the Erufl/sh _n_/$_a_,
p. 433.
Horace
Walpole,
who
hated
Pelham, and always put the worst
colouring on his acts, admitted this.
He says:
' I believe
Mr. Pelham
would never have wet his finger in

corruption if Sir R. Walpole had not
dipped up to the elbow ; but as he
did dip, and as Mr. Pelham was persuaded that it was as neoessary for
him to be minister
as it was for Sir
R. Walpole, he plunged as deep.'_
Horace Walpele's
M_z/irs
of Ge_'#e
irI. L 2_5.
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stability to English policy, a new strength to the dynasty, and
a new authority to the House of Commons, can never be forgotten.
It was accompanied, however, by no measure of parliamentary reform, and it had the inevitable effect of greatdy
increasing corruption both at election_ and in the House.
The
price of seats at once rose when their tenure was prolonged, and
the change in the class of candidates which had been in progress
since the Revolution was greatly accelerated.
In most rural
constituencies it was impossible, when elections were very frequent_ for any stranger to compete with the steady influence of
the resident landlord.
When, however, elections became comparatively rare, money became in many districts more powerful _'
than influence.
The value of the prize being enhanced, men
were prepared to give more to obtain it ; and rich merchants,
coming down to constituencies where they were perfect strangers,
were able, by the expenditure of large sums at long interv_s, to
wrest the representation
from the resident gentry.
At the
same time, the means of corruption
at the disposal of the
Government were enormously increased.
It was a couunon
thing for a minister to endeavour to buy the vote of a new
Member by the offer of a pension.
Under the old system the
Member knew that in three years he would be called to account
by his constituents, and might lose both his pension and his
seat. By the Septennial Act the value of the bribe was more
than doubled, for its enjoyment was virtually secured for seven
years.
To these arguments it was added that the Septennial Act
had a social influence which was far from beneficial.
Then as
now Parliament contributed largely to set the tone of manners.
Under the former system a landlord who aspired to a political
position found an almost constant residence on his estate indispensable.
When Parliaments became less frequent the necessity
grew less stringent, and it was noticed as a consequence of the
Septennial Act that country gentlemen
were accustomed
to
spend much more of their time and fortune than formerly in
the metropolis.
There can, however, I think, be little doubt that the Government were right in maintaining the Septennial Act, and that a
return to the system which had rendered English politics so
VOL.L
GG
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anarchical in the closing years of the seventeenth and the opening years of the eighteenth century would have produced more
evils than it could have cured. It is a remarkable illustration of
the changes that may pass over party warfare, that the Republican Milton at one time advocated the appointment of Members for life ;l that the Tory party under Walpole and Pelham
advocated triennial and even annual Parliaments, which afterwards became the watchwords of the most extreme radicals ; that
the Whigs, taking their stand upon the Septennial Act, contended
against the Tories for the greater duration of Parliament, and
that a reform which was demanded as of capital importance by
the Tories under George I. and George II., and by the Radicals
in the succeeding reigns, has at present scarcely a champion in
England.
It must, however, be added that recent reforms have
considerably diminished the average duration of Parliaments,
and that since the Septennial Act there had been only one instance of a premature dissolution 2 before 1784.
In the early
part of the eighteenth
century the proposed reduction of the
duration of Parliaments
was very popular
throughout
the
country.
It was supported with great power by Sir W. Windham in 1734, and in 1745 a motion for annual Parliaments
was
only defeated by 145 to 113.
It is not easy to understand how a Parliament so thoroughly
vicious in its constitution,
so narrow, corrupts, and often despotic
in its tendencies as that which I have described, should have
proved itself, in any degree, a faithful guardian of English libel_y,
_r should have produced so large an amount of wise, temperate,
and tolerant legislation as it unquestionably did. Reasoning from
its constitution
and from some of i_s acts, we might have supposed that it would be _vholly inaccessible to public opinion,
and would have established a system of the most absolute and
most ignoble tyranny ; yet no one who candidly considers tim
general tenour of English administration
during the long period
of Whig ascendancy in the eighteenth
century
can question
that Voltaire and Montesquieu were correct in describing it as
greatly superior to the chief governments
of the Continent.
In truth t_e merits of a government depend much more upon
l in 174T.
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the characf_r of men than upon the framework of institutions.
There have been legislative bodies, constructed on the largest,
freest_ and mos_ symmetrical plan, which have been the passive
instruments
of despotism ; and there have been others which,
though saturated
with corruption
and disfigured by every
description of anomaly, have never wholly lost their popular
character.
The parliamentary system at the time we are considering was a government by the upper classes of the nation ;
those classes possessed in an eminent degree political capacity,
and although
public spirit had sunk very low among them,
it was by no means extinguished.
Men who on ordinary occasions voted through party or personal motives rose on great
emergencies
to real patriotism.
The enthusiasm
and the
genius of the country aspired in a great degree to political
life ; and large boroughowners, who disposed of some seats for
money and of others for the aggraadisement
of their families,
were accustomed
also, through mingled motives of patriotism
and vanity, to bring forward young men of character and promise.
Even if they restricted their patronage to their sons they at
least provided that many yoking men should be in the House,
and they thus secured the materials of efficient legislators.
Statesmanship is not like poetry, or some of the other forms of
higher literature,
which can only be brought to perfection by
men endowed with extraordinary
natural genius.
The art of
management, whether applied to public business or to assemblies, lies strictly within the limits of education, and what is
required is much less transcendent
abilities than early practice,
tact, courage, good temper, courtesy, and industry.
In the
immense majority
of cas_ the function of statesmen is not
creative, and its excellence lies much more in execution than in
conception.
In politics possible combinations are usually few,
and the course that should be pursued is sufficiently obvious.
It is the management of details, the necessity of surmounting
difficulties, that chiefly taxes the abilities of statesmen, and these
things can to a very large degree be acquired by practice.
The
natural capacities, even of a Walpole, a Palmersbon, or a Peel,.
were far short of prodigy or genius.
Imperfect
and vicious as
was the system of parliamentary governmenb, it at lea_ secured
a school of statesmen quite competent for the management
ee2
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of affairs, and the reign of corruption among them, though very
threatening, was by no means absolute.
Among the rich who
purchased their seats there were always some few who were
actuated by an earnest desire to benefit their country, and who,
like Romilly and Flood, chose this way of entering Parliament
as that which made them most independent.
The county
representation
continued tolerably pure; I of the other con_
stituencies
a proportion, though a small proportion,
were
really free, and some of these, through the operation of the
scot and lo_ franchise, which was equivalent
to household
suffrage, were eminently popular.
All placemen did not
always vote with the Government, and all the forms of corruption did not act in the same direction.
There was not
much public spirit exhibited, but there was always some, and
there was much of that spirit of moderation and compromise,
that aversion to raising dangerous questions or disturbing old
customs_ that anxiety not to strain allegiance or abuse strength,
or carry political conflicts to extremities,
which has almost
always characterised English politics, and which Walpole had
done more than any other single man to sustain.
Besides this,
the influence of the House of Lords and a network of old
customs, associations, and traditions opposed formidable barriers
to precipitate or violent action.
As Burke once said with profound truth, ' it is of the nature of a constitution so formed as
ours, however clumsy the constituent parts, if set together in
action, ultimately to act well.'
But perhaps the most important
guarantee of tolerable
government in England was the fear of the Pretender.
During
all the early years of the Hanoverian dynasty, it was more proba6Ie than otherwise tha_ the Stuarts would be restored, and it
was only by carefully and constantly abstaining from every course
that could arouse violent hostility that the tottering
dynasty
could be kept upon the throne.
This was the ever present check
upou the despotism of majorities, the great secret of the deference
i Chatham,in a speech which he great cities is upona footing equall_
madein 1770.while dwellingstrongly respectable, and there are many of
on the corruption o'_ the small the larger trading towns whichst_ll
boroughs, added: ,The repre_enta- p_eservetheir independence.'_A_e0"
tion of the counties is, I think, still dat_ of b_w2_, iL 35.
pure and uncorrupted,that of the
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of Parliament to the wishes of the people.
The conciliabory
ministry of Walpole turned the balance of probabiliLies in
favour of the reigning family, but the danger was not really
averted till after CuUoden, and the Jace_0ite party did not cease
to be a political force till the great ministry of Pitt.
There
were persons of high position--the
most noted being the Duke
of Beaufort---who were believed every year to send large sums
to the Pretender.
Jacobite cries were loud and frequent during
the riots that followed the Bill for naturalising Jews in 1753.
The University of Oxford was still profoundly disaffected.
Complaints were made in Parliament in 1754 of treasonable
songs sung by the students in the streets, of treasonable prints
sold in its shops. I Dr. King, whose sentiments were not doubtful, in his speech on opening the Ratcliffe Library in 1754,
introduced three times the word ' redeat,' pausing each time for
a considerable space while the crowded theatre rang with applause. 2 As late as 1756, when Lord Fitzmaurice
travelled
through Scotland, he observed that the people of that country
were still generally Jacobite. a
Such a state of affairs was well fitted to moderate the
violence of parties.
The people had little power of controlling
or directly influencing Parliament,
but whenever their sentiments were strongly expressed on any particular question, either
by the votes of the free constituencies or by more irregular or
tumultuous means, they were usually listened to, and on the
whole obeyed.
The explosions of public indignation about the
Sacheverell case, the Peace of Utrecht, the commercial treaty
with France, the South Sea Bubble, the Spanish outrages, the
Bill for naturalising
the Jews, the Hanoverian policy of
Carteret, foolish as in most instances they were, had all of [hem,
at least, a great and immediate effect upon the policy of the
country.
It should be added that the duties of Government
were in some respects much easier than at present.
The vast
development
of the British Empire and of manufacturing
industry, the extension of publicity,
and the growth
of an
inquiring and philanthropic
spirit that discerns abuses in every
i Walpole's_remo/_._of Ge.a_ye
rf.
earlierperiod, the descriptio_ Of the
i. p. t13. See, too, Sraollett's ]Tust. Excise riots. LordHexvey'sMemo/_s,
bookiii,
oh.I.
i.205.
Lord Shetbur'ne'sLife, i.p. 35.
s Lord Shelburne's_f#, L p. 50.
_ee too, on Oxford disaffection
at an
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quarter, have together immeasurably increased both the range
and the complexity of legislation.
In the early Hanoveriaa
period the number of questions treat_l was very small, and
few subjects were much attended to which did not directly
affect party interests.
The general level of political fife was, however, deplorably lbw.
Politics under Queen Anne centred chiefly round the favourites
of the sovereign, and in the first Hanoverian reigns the most important influences were Court intrigues or parliamentary
corruption.
Bolingbroke
secured his return from exile by the assistante of the Duchess of Kendal, one of the mistresses of George I.,
whom he is said to have bribed with 10,000/.
Carteret at first
based his hopes upon the same support, but imagining that he
had met with coldness or infidelity on the part of the Duchess, he
transferred his allegiance to her rival, the Countess of Platen. _
On the death of George I. a crowd of statesmen and writers-Chesterfield, Pulteney, Swift, Bolingbroke, and Gay--were at the
feet of Mrs. Howard, the mistress of the new king.
A curious
letter has been preserved, in which Mrs. Pitt, the mother of the
great Lord Chatham, endeavoured by a bribe of 1,000 guineas
to obtain from her, for her brother, the position of Lord of
the Bedchamber2
Chesterfield,
towards the end of his
career, intrigued against Newcastle with the Duchess of Yarmouth; and Pitt himself is stated, on very good authority,
to have secured his position in the Cabinet in a great degree by
his attentions to the same lady. 3 The power of Walpole and
Newcastle rested upon a different but hardly upon a nobler basis
--upon the uniform employment
of all the patronage of the
Crown, and of a large proportion of the public money at their
disposal, for the purpose of maintaining
a parliamentary
majority.
Weapons we should now regard as in the highest
degree dishonourable
were freely employed.
The secrecy of
the Post Office was habitually violated.
The letters of Swift,
Bolingbroke,
Marlborough,
and Pope are full of complaints of
its insecurity, and we know from Walpele himself that he had
no scruple in Olmniug the letters

of a political

rival. 4

'2Z_re_ 1%tpers
, i. 3--5.
S-aitolkC_'r_e_,
i. 102.
• _eethevery_emarkablel3_sag _
m_ this subject in Lord Shelburne's

A_lT_y,
pp. 83-84. MI_.Mon"
tagus I,_t_rs, iv. 46.
4 Wx_ting %oLord Townshend,
Nov. 29, 1725,Walpolesays: ,Itisfit

ca. nt.
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really important

is the man-

ner in which the Crown patronage
and secret service
disposed
of.
The system of habitually
neglecting
and

intellect__ml

interests

of the

country,

and

money were
the moral

of employing

the

resources of the Government
solely with a view to strengthening
political
influence,
was chiefly due to Walpole and Newcastle,
and it was one which had very wide and very important
consequences.
The best argument
that has ever been urged
in
favour of leaving
at the disposal of the Government
large stmas
of money in the form of pensions,
sinecures,
and secret service
money, is that
that it should

the Government
employ at least

is the trustee of the nation, and
a portion
of these funds in en-

coura'ging those higher forms of literature,
are of the greatest
value
to mankind,
attained

by the union

of extraordinary

nary labour, and which
that they produce
no
practise

them.

It

science,
which
abilities

are at the same time
adequate
remuneration

has been

contended,

talents,

in order

by

which their
to degrade
winning

with

extraordi-

of such a natme
for those
who

with reason,

neither just nor politic that great philosophers,
of science should be driven
by the pressure
fields of labour to
should be tempted

or art, which
can only be

that

it is

or poets, or men
of want from the

genius
naturally
called them, or
the rarest and most inestimable
popularity

to

obtain

a livelihood.

or should
be deprived,
when pursuing
investigations
of the
highest moment
to mankind,
of the means of research which easy
circumstances
can furnish.
That each man should obtain
the
due and proportionate
reward of his services to the community
is an ideal which no society can ever attain, but towards
which
every

society

in a healthy

condition

you should likewise be acquainted that
the Pulteneys build great hopes upon
the difficulties they promise themselves will arise from the foreign
affairs, and especially from the Hunover treaty. I had a curiosity to open
some of their letters and found them
full of thislanglu_fe. The last foreign
mail brought a letter from Count
Staremberg to William Pulteney,
giving him great expectations of the
materials he could furnish him with,
when it might he done with safety,
andvery _trong in general terms upon

must

endeavour

to approxi-

what is transacting with you. Wise
Daniel fills all his roland correspondence with reflections of the same
kind.'--Coxe's
_Val_,le, ii. 492-493.
See, too, Mareh_wnt 1)aTers, ii. 205.
245, 248. Ooxe's _/ar_b_rmayh, eh.
xevil, c. Chatham Co__.e_andenv¢, i.
167-]68. Swift's Co_re_/Jondvnw.
In 1723 Waipole even succeeded
in making an arrangement with the
Postmaster. General in Brussels to
open and send him copies of all the
correspondence of Atterbury. Coxe's
W_12elv, ii. 284.
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of which

common men are good judges, the law of supply and demand may
at least be trusted to produce the requisite article in sumeient
quantity and of tolerable quality, it is quite otherwise with the
things of mind.
In these fields reward is often in inverse proportion to merit, and many of the qualities that are of the most
incontestable value have a direct tendency to diminish popularity.
As a great writer has truly said _the writings by which one can
live are not the writings which themselves live.'
To infuse
into a book deep thought that will strain the attention of the
reader_ to defend unpopular opinions, or open new veins of
thought, to condense into a small space the reflections and
researches of a lifetime_ to grapple with subjects that involve
subtle distinctions
or close and complicated
reasoning_ is a
course plainly contrary to the pecuniary interest of an author.
The discoveries and the books which have proved of the most
enduring value, have usually at first been only appreciated by a
very few, and have only emerged into general notoriety after
many years of eclipse.
A skilful writer who looks only to the
market, will speedily perceive that the taste of the great majority
of readers is an uncultivated one, and that if he desires to be
Popular he must labour deliberately to gratify it. If his talent
take the form of books he will expand his thoughts into many
brilliant_ gaudy, and superficial volumes, rapidly written and
easily read_ and, remembering
that most men read only for
amusement_ he will avoid every subject that can fatigue attention or shock prejudices, and especially every form of profound,
minute, and laborious investigation.
There are demagogues
in literature
as well as in politics.
There is a degradation of
style sprin_ng from a thirst for popularity, which is at least as
bad as the pedantry of scholars, and a desire to conform to
middle-class prejudices may produce quite as real a servility as
the patronage
of aristocracies or of courts.
The inevitable
remit of the taw of supply and demand, if left without restriction, is either to degrade or destroy both literature and science,
or else to throw them exclusively into the hands of those who
possess private means of subsistence.
This is not a matter of
speculat_ion or of controversy_ but of fact, and anyone who is
even moderately acquainted with literary or scientific biography
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may abundantly verify it. It is certain that the higher forms
of literature and science are as a rule unsupporting, that men of
extraordinary abilities have spent the most useful and laborious
lives in these pursuits without earning the barest competence,
that many of the most splendid works of genius and many of
the most fruitful and conscientious researches are due to men
whose lives were passed between
house_ and who were reduced to
upon starvation.
Neither Bacon,
Descartes, nor Gibbon, nor Hume,

the garret and the spunging
a penury sometimes verging
nor Newton, nor Locke, nor
nor Adam Smith, nor Mon-

tesquieu, nor Berkeley_ nor Butler, nor Coleridge, nor Bentham,
nor Milton, nor Wordsworth, could have made a livelihood by
their works, and the same may be said of all, or nearly all,
writers on matheinatics,
metaphysics, political economy, archaeology, and physical science in all its branches, as well as of the
great majority of the greatest writers in other fields.
Very few
of those men whose genius has irradiated nations, and whose
writings have become tile eternal heritage of mankind, obtained
from their works the income of a successful village doctor or
provincial attorney.
In truth, the fact that for many years a main object of
English politicians has been to abolish the foolish restrictions
by which commerce was hampered, has produced among large
classes, by a process of hasty generalisation
which is very familiar to all who have studied the history of opinions, a belief in
the all-sufficiency
of the law of supply and demand, and in
the uselessness of government interference, which in speculation
is one of the most superficial of fallacies, and in practice one
of the most deadly of errors.
Even in the sphere of material
things this optimist notion egregiously fails. No portions of
modern legislation
have been more useful or indeed more indispensable than the Factory Acts and the many restrictive
laws about the sale of poisons, vaccination, drainage,
railways, or adulteration,
and few men who observe the signs of
the times will question that this description of legislation
must one day be greatly extended.
But in other spheres of the
utmost importance, the/aw of supply and demand i_ far more
conspicuously impotent.
Thus education in its simplest form,
which _ one of the first and highest ot:all human interests, is a
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matter in which Government initiation and direction are imperatively required, for uninstructed people will never demand it,
and to appreciate education is itself a consequence of education.
Thus the higher forms of literature and science cannot be left
to the unrestricted
law of supply and demand, for the simple
reason that, while they are of the utmost importance to mankind,
most of their professors under such a system would starve. No
reasonable man will question either that a civilisation is mutilated and imperfect in which a considerable number of men of
genius do not devote their lives to these subjects, or that the
world owes quite as much to its writers and men of science as
it does to its statesmen_ its generals, or its 'lawyers. No reasonable man who remembers on the one hand how small a proportion
of mankind possess the strong natural aptitude which produces
the highest _achievements
in science or literature, and on the
other hand how inestimable and enduring are the benefits they
may confer, will desire that the cultivation of these fields should
become the monopoly of the rich.
To evoke the latent genius
of the nation, and to direct it to the spheres in which it is most
fitted to excel, is one of the highest ends of enlightened
statesmanship.
In every community
there exists a vast mass of
noble capacity hopelessly crushed by adverse circnmstances, or
enabled only to develop in a tardy, distorted,
and imperfect
manner.
Every institution or system that enables a poor man
who possesses a strong natural genius for science or literature,
to acquire the requisite instruction, and to develop his distinctive capabilities instead of seeking a livelihood as a second-rate
lawyer or tradesman, is conferring a benefit on the human race.
The benefit is so great that an institution
is justified if it
occasionally a_complishes it, even though in the great majority
of cases it proves a failure.
It is, no doubt, true that these
unremunerative
pursuits
may often be combined with more
lucrative employments,
but only where such employments are
congenial, and allow an unusual leisure for thought and study,
and even then a divided allegiance is seldom compatible with
the highest results.
It is also true that men of great natm_t
powers will sometimes follow their guiding light in spite of
every obstacle.
The martyrs of literature
who pursued their
path through hopeless poverty to ends of the highest value to
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mankind, have been scarcely less memorable than those of
religion.
But apart from all nobler and more generous considerations, it is not for the benefit of society that these fields of
labour should be cultivated only by those who possess a far
higher amount of self-sacrifice
than is demanded in other
spheres, or that men whose influence may mould the characters
of succeeding generations should exercise that influence_ witb
hearts acidulated and perhaps depraved by the pains of poverty
or the sense of wrong. It is difficult to over-estimate the amount
of evil in the world which has sprung from vices in literature that
may be distinctly traced to the circumstances
of the author.
Had Rousseau been a happy and a prosperous man, the whole
history of modern Europe might have been changed.
A curious and valuable book might be written describing
the provisions which have been made in different nations and
ages for the support of these unremunerative
forms of talent.
In Germany at the present day the immense multiplication
of
professorships provides a natural sphere for their exertions ; but
the results of this system would have been less satisfactory had
not the genera] simplicity of habits, the cheapness of living,
and the low standard of professional remuneration
made such
a life hitherto attractive
to able men.
In England
several
agencies combine directly or indirectly to the same end. The
vast emohtments of the Universities enable them to do something.
In the eyes of a superficial economist no institution will
appear more indefensible than an English fellowship to which
no definite duties whatever are attached.
A real statesman will
probably think that something, at least, may be said for emoluments which, won by severe competition, give a young man a
subsistence during the first unproductive years of a profession,
render possible for him lines of study or employment
from
which he would otherwise be absolutely excluded, and enable
him, if he desires it, during some of the best years of his life
to devote his undivided energies to intellectual
labours.
The
endowments, whether derived from public or private sources,
which are attached to scientific careers, at least furnish the
means of subsistence to some men who are engaged in studies
of the most transcendent
importance.
They are, however,
miserably inadequate, and this inadequacy diverts from scientific
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pursuits many who are a_mjrabty fitted to follow them, compels
many others to turn away from original investigation, and
depresses the whole subject in the eyes of those large classes
who estimate the relative importance of different branches
_f knowledge by the magnitude of the emoluments attached to
them. Hardly any other of the great branches of human knowledge is at present so backward, tentative_ and empirical as medicine, and there is not much doubt that the law of supply and demand is a main cause of the defect. Almost all the finer intellects which are devoted to this subject are turned away from
independent investigations to the lucrative paths of professional
practice ; their time is engrossed with cases most of which cotfld
be treated quite as well by men of inferior capacity_ and they do
little or nothing to enlarge the bounds of our knowledge.
For
literature of the graver kinds the Church provides important,
though indirect assistance.
In many country parishes the
faithful discharge of clerical duties is quite compatible with
the life of a scholar ; and the valuable, dignified, and almost
sinecure appointments connected with the Cathedrals are peculiarly suited for literary rewards. Solid literary attainments
usually lead to them, and to the tranquil leisure which they
secure we owe, perhaps_ the greater number of those noble
monuments of learning which are the truest glory of the Anglican Church.
The disadvantages
attaching to this system of providing
for literature
by ecclesiastical appointments
are sufficiently
obvious.
Such rewards are restricted to men of only one class
of opinions, are offered for proficiency only in special forms of
]iterature_ and have a direct tendency to discourage independence of thought.
They are open to the grave objection of
constituting a gigantic system of bribery in favour of a certain
class of opinions, and of inducing many who are not conscious
hypocrites to stifle their doubts and act falsely with their intellects.
To the poor, ambitious, and unbelieving
scholar, the
Church holds out prospects of the most seductive nature, and
he must often hear the voice of the tempter murmuring in his
ear_ ' All these things will I give thee if thou wilt fall down
and worship me.'
But., grave as are these disadvantages, the
literary benefits resulting from Church sinecures, in my judg-
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men_ outweigh them, and they will continue to do so as tong
as the Church maintains her present latitude of belief, and as
long as a considerable proportion of able men can conscientiously join her communion.
These appointments have, as a
matter of facf_ produced many works of great and sterling
value, which would never have been written without them,
and which are of great benefit to men of all classes and
opinions.
They discharge a function of the utmost importance
in English life, for they form the principal counterpoise to the
great prizes attached to the law and to commerce, which would
otherwise divert a very disproportionate amount of the talent
of the community into these channels. They are especially
vMuable as encouraging deep research and considerable literary
enterprise at a period when, under the influence of the law of
supply and demand, literary talent is passing, to a most excessive
and deplorable degree, into ephemeral or purely critical writing.
Apart from all its other effects, valuable Church patronage, if
judiciously employed, may be of inestimable intellectual advantage to the nation.
An ingenious man may easily imagine
institutions that would confer the same advantages without the
attending evils; but ecclesiastical appointments
exist; they
actually discharge these functions, and it would be practically
much more easy to destroy than to replace them.
Strong
popular enthusiasm may be speedily aroused for the defence or
the destruction of an establishment, but considerations such as
I am now urging are of too refined a nature ever to become
popular.
They are never likely to furnish election cries or
party watchwords, and the creation of lucrative appointments,
without adequate and engrossing duties being definitely attached to them, is too much opposed to all democratic notions
to be in our day a possibility.
Among the means of encouraging the higher intellectual
influences, direct Government patronage was in the early part
of the eighteenth century conspicuous, and it was bestowed, on
the whole, with much disregard of party considerations. Whigs
and Tories were in this respect about equally liberal, the
Whigs Somers and Montague, and the Tories Harley and St.
John being, perhaps, the ministers to whom literature owed
most. It was the received opinion of the time that it was par_
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of the duty of an Engli_h minister to encourage the develol_
merit of promising talent, and that. a certain proportion of the
places and pensions at his disposal should be applied to this
purpose. No doubt, this system was sometimes abused, and
sometimes had a bad effect upon the character of the recipient;
but in itself it implied no degradation.
Many of the kinds of
labour assisted were of such a nature as to leave no room for
sycophaney, and could not otherwise have been carried on, and
the practical results were in general eminently beneficial. The
splendid efflorescence of genius under Queen Anne was in a very
great degree due to ministerial eneouragement_ which smoothed
the path of many whose names and writings are familiar in
countless households, where the statesmen of that day are almost forgotten.
Among those who obtained assistance from
the Government, either in the form of pensions, appointments,
or professional promotion, were Newton and Locke, Addison,
Swift, Steele, Prior, Gay, Rowe, Congreve, Tickell, Parnell, and
Phillips, while a secret pension was offered to Pope, who was
legally disqualified by his religion from receiving Government
favours.
Upon the accession of the Hanoverian dynasty, however, Governmental
encouragement
of literature
almost absolutely ceased.
It is somewhat singular that the son of the
Eleetress Sophia, who had been the devoted friend of Leibnitz,
and the nephew of Elizabeth of Bavaria, who had been the
most ardent disciple of Descartes, should have proved himself, beyond all other English sovereigns, indifferent to intellectual interests ; but George L never exhibited any trace of
the qualities that had made his mother one of the most brilliant, and his aunt one of the most ]earned, women in Europe.
The influence of Walpole was in this respect still more fatal.
Himself wholly destitute of literary tastes, he was altogether
indifferent to this portion of the national development, and he
looked upon the vast, patronage at his disposal merely as a
means of Parliamentary
corruption, of aggrandising his own
family, or of providing for the younger sons of the aristocracy.
It has been said that one o_ the great distinctions between
ancient and modern political theories is, that in the one the
ends proposed were chiefly moral, and in the other almost exclusively material; and this last description, though it does not
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apply to every portion of English hlstory, was eminently
of the reigns of George I. and of his successor.
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It can never be a matter of indifference to a country what
qualities lead naturally to social eminence, and it was a
necessary consequence of this neglect of literature that a great
change passed over the social position of its possessors. Formerly high intellectual
attainments
counted in society for
almost as much as rank or wealth.
Addison had been made a
Secretary of State.
Prior had been despatched on important
embassies.
Swift had powerfully influenced the policy of a
ministry.
Steele was a conspicuous Member of Parliament.
Gay was made Secretary to the English ambassador at the Court
of Hanover.
In the reign of the first two Georges all this
changed.
The Government, if it helped any authors, helped
only those who would employ their talents in the lowest forms
_f party libel, and even then on the most penurious scale. The
public was still too small to make literature remunerative.
The
great nobles, who took their tone from the Court and Government, no longer patronised it, and the men of the highest genius
or of the greatest learning were the slaves of mercenary booksellers, wasted the greater part of their lives in the most
miserable literary drudgery, lived in abject poverty, and rarely
came in contact with the great, except in the character of suppliants.
It was in the reign of George I. that Steele, struck
down by the ingratitude
of the party he had so faithfully
served, closed a career, which had been pre-eminently useful to
his country, in poverty and neglect ; that Ockley concluded his
' History of the Saraeens _ in a debtor's prison ; that Bingham
composed the greater part of his invaluable work on the
'Antiquities
of the Christian Church' in such necessity that
it was with the utmost difficulty he could obtain the books
that were indispensable to his task. It was in the reign of
George II. that Savage used to wander by night through the
streets of London for want of a lodging, that Johnson spent
more than thirty years in penury, drudgery, or debt, that
Thomson was deprived by Lord Hardwicke of the small place
in the Court of Chancery which was his sole means of subsistence, that Smollett was compelled
to degrade
his noble
genius to unworthy political libels, and at last, after a life
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which was one long struggle
for h_ead, died iu utter poverty in
a foreign land.
And at this very time literature
in the neighbouring country had acquired a greater social influence than in
any other period of recorded history.
No contrast, indeed, can
be more complete
than that which was in this respect presented
by England
and France.
Rousseau _ and so many

That brilliant French society which
others have painted, was, no doubt, in

many respects
corrupt, frivolous, and chimerical,
least carried the art of intellectual
conversation

but it had at
to an almost

unexampled
perfection,
and it was pervaded
and dignified
by a
genuine
passion and enthusiasm
for knowledge,
by a noble, if
delusive confidence
in the power of intellect
to regenerate
mankind.
This intellectual
tone was wholly wanting in society in
England."
Horace Walpole,
who reflected
very faithfully
the
f_hionabte
spirit of his time, always speaks of literary
pursuits as something
hardly
becoming
in a gentleman,
and of
such men as Johnson
and Smollctt
as if they
were utterly
contemptible.
The change in the position
of writers was at
least as injurious
to society
as to literature.
It gave it a
frivolous,
unintellectual,
and material
tone it has never wholly
lost. _
We
The

must,

influence

however,

make

an

of Queen

Caroline

exception
in patronage

to

this
was

censure.
for

many

years most judiciously
exercised.
This very remarkable
woman,
who governed
her husband
with an absolute sway in spite of
his infidelities,
and who often
exhibited
an insight
into
character, a force of expression,
and a political judgment
worthy
1 2_o_vel/8 _re/o/_e, 2me partie,
See, too, the admirable sketch of
French society at this period in
Taine's A_ien ]7_gi_ne.
2 Chesterfield has noticed the
contrast in the usual conversation
of the fashmnable circles of the two
capitals. ' It must be owned that the
polite ¢onvel_ation of the men and
women of fashion in Paris, though
not always very deep, is much less
futile and frivolous than ours here.
It turns at least upon some subject,
something of taste, some point of
history, criticism, and even philo_ophy; which, though probably not
quite so _otid as Mr. Locke's, is,

however, better and more becoming
rational beings than our frivolous
dissertations upon the weather o_"
upon whist.'--_e_ers to h_s Son, April
22, 175_.
_o another writer observes, ' A
knowledge of books, a taste in arts, a
proficiency in science, was formerly
regarded as a proper qualification in
a man of fashion ....
It will not, I
presume, be regarded as any kind of
satire on the present age to say that
among the higher ra. ":s this literary
spirit is generally vanished. Reading
is now sunk at best into a morning's
amusement.'_Browne's
_timate
of
t/_ T_me$,i. 41-42.
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of a great statesman, was the firmest of all the friends of Walpole, and deserves a large share of the credit which is given to
his administration.
She first fully reconciled her husband to
him. She supported him through innumerable intrigues, and
every act of policy was determined together by the minister
and the Queen before it was submitted to the King.
Unlike
Walpole, however, and unlike her husband, who despised every
form of Iitemture and art, she had strong intellectual sympathies, which she sometimes displayed with a little pedantry, but
which on the whole she exercised to the great advantage of the
community.
She was the friend and correspondent of Leibnitz, 1
and, in spite of the ridicule of many of the Englis:_ nobles, the
warm and steady patron of Handel.
By her influence the poet
Savage, when under sentence of death, received his pardon,
the Nonjuror historian Carte was recalled from exile, the Arian
Whiston was assisted by a pension.
Her generosity was at once
wide and discriminating
and singularly unfettered by the prejudices of her time.
She secured for the Scotch Jacobites at
Edinburgh permission to worship in peace, and although her own
views were as far as possible removed from their theology _ she
was a special benefactress of the persecuted Catholics.
She contributed largely from her private means to encourage needy talent_
and she exercised a great and most useful influence upon Church
patronage.
There has seldom been a time in which the religious
tone was lower than in the age of the first two Georgcs, but it
is a remarkable fact that this age can boast of the two greatest
intellects that have ever adorned the Protestant Episcopate.
1 It is curious
how extremely
possitan pus sy bien la lance
anglois
badly she wrote French.
Her letters
clue la francoise
j'admire
plus se
are so misspelt
and ungrammatical
que j'antan. --Kemble'_ State t_aper,*
as to be sometimes
nearly unintelaltd Letters, p. 532.
hgible, and she always chose that
2 She had refused to marry the
language
for
corresponding
wlth
Archduke
Charles, afterwar&_ EmLeibnitz/
o o
The following
specimen
peror, because he was a Catholic and
from one of her letters to Leibnitz
she could not change her faith.
Gay
g_ves an idea of her attainments
in
wrote of her-two languages in 1715 : ' Vous aurais
The pomp of tltle_ easy faith might shake.
remarqu6 duns le raport contre le
Shescorned an emptrefor l_ehgmn'_ sake
dernier minister
que le feu Lord
She appears, however, to have had
Bouhnbrouek
_31t que los francois
very ]_ttle religious feeling, and her
soar ausy mec_ant
poette
que los
opinions on those subjects, as far as
nglois politlcien.
Je suis pourtant
she had any, were of a latitudinari,_n
oft pour ceu de cornel]e,
Racine,
beaulau, R_ni£
I1 se peat que ne
cast.
_OL. I.
1t H
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by Caroline, was appointed

chaplain and recommended by her on her death-bed, and to that
recommendation he himself attributed his subsequent promotion.
Berkeley was first offered a bishopric by the Queen, but being at
this time absorbed by his famous missionary scheme he declined
it. She tried also earnestly and repeatedly to induce Clarke to
accept, a seat on the bench, but he resolutely refused, declaring
that nothing would induce him again to subscribe the Articles.
She secured the promotion of Sherlock, contrary to the wish of
Walpole.
She favoured the promotion of Hoadly and of Seeker,
and she endeavoured to draw the saintly Wilson from his obscure
diocese in the Isle of Man to a more prominent
and lucrative
position, but he answered that ' he would not in his old age desert
his wife because she was poor.'
On the death of the Queen,
however, Church patronage, like all other patronage, degenerated into a mere matter of party or personal interest.
It was
distributed for the most part among the members or adherents
of the great famihes, subject to the conditions that the candidates were moderate in their views and were not inclined to
any description of reform2
It is not surprising that under such circumstances the spirit
of the nation should have sunk very low. In the period between
the Reformation and the Revolution England had been convulsed
by some of the strongest passions of which large bodies of men
are susceptible.
The religious enthusiasm that aecompames
great changes and conflicts of dogmatic belief, the enthusiasm of patriotism elicited by a deadly contest with a foreign
enemy, the enthusiasm of liberty struggling with despotism,
and the enthusiasm of loyalty struggling with innovation, had
been the animating principles of large bodies of Enghshmen.
Different as are these enthusiasms m their nature and their
objects, various as are the minds on which they operate, and
great as are in some cases the evils that accompany their
' ' I wouldno moreemploy a man
to govern and influencethe clergy,'
said Sir R. Walpole, 'who did not
flatter the parsons, or who either
talked, wrote, or acted against their
authority, their profits, or their
privileges,than I wouldtry to govern
tb9 soldieryby setting a generalover

them who was always haranguing
against the inconveniencesof astanding army,or make a man 0hancellor
who was constantly eomplainin_ of
the grievances of the Bar _and
threatening to rectify the abuses of
Westminster Hall.'--Lord Hervey's
Mgmairs,i. pp.453-454.
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excess, they have all the common property of kindling
in
large bodies of men an heroic self-sacrifice, of teaching them
to subordinate material to moral ends, and of thus raising
the tone of political life. All these enthusiasms had now
gradually subsided, while the philanthropic and reforming spirit,
which in the nineteenth century has in a great degree taken
their place, was almost absolutely unfelt.
With a Church
teaching a cold and colourless morality and habitually dis¢ouraging every exhibition of zeal, with a dynasty accepted as
necessary to the country, but essentially foreign in its origin,
its character, and its sympathies, with a Government mild and
tolerant, indeed, but selfish, corrupt, and hostile to reform, the
nation gradually sank into a condition of selfish apathy.
In
very few periods was there so little religious zeal, or active
loyalty, or public spirit.
A kindred tone pervaded the higher
branches of inbeUeet.
The philosophy of Locke, deriving our
ideas mainly if not exclusively from external sources, Was
supreme among the stronger minds.
In literature, in art, in
speculation the imagination was repressed;
strong passions,
elevated motives, and sublime aspirations were replaced by
_ritical accuracy of thought and observation, by a measured
and fastidious beauty of form, by clearness, symmetry, sobriety,
and good sense. We find this alike in the prose of Addison, in
the poetry of Pope, and in the philosophy of Hume.
The
greatest wit and the most original genius of the age was also
the most intensely and the most coarsely realistic.
The greatest
English painter of the time devoted himself mainly to caricature.
The architects could see nothing but barbarous deformity in the
Gothic cathedral, and their own works had touched the very
nadir of taste.
The long war of the Spanish Succession failed
signally to arouse the energies of the nation.
It involved no
great principle that could touch the deeper chords of national
feeling.
It was carried on chiefly by means of subsidies.
It
was one of the most ill directed, ill executed, and unsuccessful
that England had ever waged, and the people, who saw Hanoverian influence in every campaign, looked with an ominous
supineness upon its vicissitudes.
Good judges spoke with great
despondency of the decline of public spirit as if the energy of
the people had been fatally impaired.
Their attitude during
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the rebellion of 1745 was justly regarded as extremely alarming. It appeared as if all interest in those great questions
which had convulsed England in the time of the Commonwealth and of the Revolution, had died away--as if even
the old courage of the nation was extinct.
Nothing can
be more significant than the language of contemporary statesmen on the subject.
' I apprehend,' wrote old Horace Walpole
when the news of the arrival of the Pretender was issued, _that
the people may perhaps look on and cry "Fight
dog! fight
bear!" if they do no worse.' _ England,' wrote Henry Fox,
Wade says, and I believe, is for the first comer, and if you
can tell whether the 6,000 Dutch and ten battalions of English, or 5,000 French and Spaniards will be here first, you know
our fate.'
'The French are not come--God be thanked!
But
had 5,000 landed in any part of this island a week ago, I verily
believe the entire conquest of it would not have cost them a
battle.'
Alderman Heathcote, writing to the Earl of _¢][archmont in September 1745, and describing the condition of the
country, no doubt indicated very truly the causes of the decline.
' Your Lordship will do me the justice,' he writes, ' to believe
that it is with the utmost concern I have observed a remarkable
change in the dispositions of the people within these two years ;
for numbers of them, who, during the apprehensions of the last invasion, appeared most zealous for the Government, are now grown
absolutely cold and indifferent, so that except in the persons in
the pay of the Government and a few Dissenters, there is not the
least appearance of apprehension or concern to be met with.
As an evidence of this truth, your Lordship may observe the
little influence an actual insurrection has had on the public
funds; and unless some speedy stop be put to this universal
coldness by satisfying the demands of the nation and suppressing
by proper laws that
parliamentary
prostitution
which has
destroyed our armies, our fleets, and our constitution, I greatly
fear the event.' 2 The Government looked upon the attitude of
the people simply as furnishing an argument for increasing the
standing army, but the fact itself they admitted as freely as their
opponents.
' When the late rebellion broke out,' says Lord
Hardwieke in 1749, ' I believe most men were convinced that if
, Campbell°s/.4yes of th_ b'Y_an- ii. 65 (note).
eollor#,vi.236-238. Walpole'sIetter$,
_ MarehmontPa2ers, ii. 342-343.
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t_he rebels had succeeded, Popery as well as slavery would have
been the certain consequence,
and yet what a faint resistance did
the people make in any part of the kingdom !--so faint that had
we not been so lucky as to procure a number of regular
lrom abroad time enough to oppose their approach, they

troops
might

have got possession of our capital without any opposition
from the few soldiers we had in London.' 1

except

These s_tements
are very remarkable,
and they are especially so because the apathy that was shown was not due to any
sympathy
with the Pretender.
The disgraceful
terror which
seized London when the news of the Jacobite
march upon Derby
arrived was a sufficient evidence of the fact.
_ In every place we
passed through,'
wrote the Jacobite
historian
of the rebellion,
' we found the Enghsh
re1T ill-disposed
towards u_, except at
Manchester ....
The English peasants were hostile towards us
in the highest degree.' 2 When a prisoner who was for a time believed to be the Young Pretender
was brought to London, it was
with the utmost difficulty that his escort could conduct him to the
Tower through
limb. a Even

a savage mob, who desired to tear him limb from
in Manchester,
the day of thanksgiving
for the

suppression of the rebellion was celebrated
by the popnlace, who
insulted the nearest relatives
of those who had perished on the
gallows, and compelled
them to subscribe
to the illuminations.
In Liverpool a Roman Catholic
chapel was burnt, and all who
were supposed to be g_filty of Jacobite
tendencies
were in serious
danger. 4 Nor did the executions which followed
of the movement
excite any general compassion.
wrote Horace

Walpole

at

this

time,

'has

the suppression
' Popularity,'

changed

sides

since

the year '15, for now the city and the generality
are very angry
that so many rebels have been pardoned.' a
The impression
which this indifference
to public interests
produced in the minds of many observers was well expressed in
a work which appeared in 1757 and 1758.
Browne's ' Estimate
_f the Manners
and Principles
of the Times'
is now hardly
remembered

except

by brief

and

Campbell's IAves of the 67_a_eellors, vi. 256-257.
2 Johnstone's Meuw_rs of thv .Re_eUioa,pp. 70, 81.
a Walpole's Letter# to Mann, Dec.

disparaging

notices

in one of

9, 17t5.
* Picton's Memorialaof Ziver2oool, i.
_ Walpole's Zett_',r, to Mann,
August 12, 1746.
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the later writings of Burke and in one of the _Essays' of _
Macaulay ; but it had once a wide popularity and a consider_
able influence on public opinion.
Its author was a clergyman
well known in the history of ethics by his answer to Shafteshury,
which contains one of the ablest defences in English literature
o_ the utilitarian theory of morals. His object was to warn
the country of the utter ruin that must ensue from a decadence
of the national spirit, which he maintained was only too manifest, and which he attributed mainly to an excessive development of the commercial spirit.
He fully admits that constitutional liberty had been considerably enlarged, that a spirit of
growing humanity was exhibited both in manners and in laws ;
that the administration of justice was generally pure, and that
the age was not characterised
by gross or profligate vice. Its
leading quality was _a vain, luxurious, and selfish effeminacy,'
which was rapidly corroding all the elements of the national
strength.
' Love of our country,' he complained, _ is no longer
felt, and except in a few minds of uncommon greatness, the
principle
of public spirit exists not.'
He appealed to the
disuse of manly occupations among the higher classes, to their
general indifference to religious doctrines and neglect of religious practices, to the ever-widening circle of corruption
which had now passed from the Parliament to the constituencies, and tainted all the approaches of public life ; to the prevailing system of filling the most important offices in the most
critical times by family interest, and without any regard to
merit or to knowledge.
The extent of this evil, he maintained,
was but" too plainly shown in the contrast between the splendid
victories of Marlborough and the almost uniform failure of the
British arms in the late war, in the want of fire, energy, and
heroism manifested in all public affairs, and, above all, in the
conduct of the nation during the rebellion, 'when those of
every rank above a constable, instead of arming themselves and
encouraging the people, generally fled before the rebels ; while
a mob of ragged Highlanders marched unmolested to the heart
of a populous kingdom.'
He argued with much acuteness that
the essential qualities of national greatness are moral, and that
no increase of material resonrces could compensate for the deterioration which had in this respect passed over the English people.
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It is, perhaps, difficult for us, who judge these predictions in
the light which is furnished by the Methodist revival, and by
the splendours of the administration of Chatham, to do full
justice to their author.
He appears to have been constitutionally a very desponding man, and he ended his life by suicide.
The shadows of his picture are undoubtedly overcharged, and
the marked revival of public spirit in the succeeding reign,
wben commerce was far more extended than under George II.,
proves conclusively that he had formed a very erroneous estimate of the influence of the commercial spirit.
Yet it is certain that the disease, though it might still be arrested, was a
real on% and its causes, as we have seen, are not difficult to
trace. There was, undoubtedly, less of gross and open profligacy than in the evil days of the Restoration, and less of deliberate and organised treachery among statesmen than in the
years that immediately followed the Revolution.
The fault of
the time was not so much the amount of vice as the defect of"
virtue, the general depression of motives, the unusual absence
of unselfish and disinterested action. At the same time, though
there had been a certain suspension of the moral influences that.
had formerly acted upon English society, the conditions of that
society were at bottom sound, and contrasted in most respects
favourably with those of the greatest nations on the Continent.
In the middle of the eighteenth century the peasants of Germany were uniformly serfs, and the peasantry of France, though
freed from the most oppressive, were still subject to some of
the most irritating of feudal bm'dens, while in both countries
political liberty was unknown, and in France, at least, religious
and intellectual freedom were perpetually violated.
In France,
too_ that fatal division of classes which has been the parent of
most subsequent
disasters, was already accomplished.
The
selfish infatuation of the Com_ which desired to attract to itself
all that was splendid in the community_ the growing centralisation of government, the want in the upper classes of all taste
for country sports and duties, and the increasing attraction of
town life, had led the richer classes almost invariably to abandon
their estates for the pleas:_res of the capital_ where, in the
absence of healthy political life, they lost all sympathy with
their fellow-countrymen,
and speedily degenerated into hypo-
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crites or profligates.
Their tenants, on the other hand, deprived of the softening influence of contact with their superiors,
reduced to penury by grinding and unequal taxation, and finding
in the village priest their only type of civilisation, sank into
that precise condition which transforms some men into the
most implacable revolutionists_ and others into the most superstitious of bigots.
But in England nothing of this kind took
place.
The mixture of classes, on which English liberty and
the perfection of the English type so largely depends, still continued.
The country gentlemen were actively employed upon
their estates, administering a rude justice, coming into constant
and intimate connection with their tenants, and acquiring in the
duties, associations, and even sports of a country life, elements
of a practical political knowledge more valuable than any that
can be acquired in books. Habits of hard and honest industry,
a respect for domestic life, unflinching personal courage, were
still general through the middle classes and among the poor,
and if the last was suspected during the rebellion, it was at
least abundantly displayed by the British infantry at Dettingen
and Fontenoy.
While all these subsisted, there remained elements of greatness which might easily, under favourable circumstances, be fanned into a flame.
It must be added, too, that the qualities most needed for the
success of constitutional
government, are not the highest, but
what may be called the middle virtues of character and intellect.
Heroic self-sacrifice, brilliant genius, a lofty level of generosity,
intelligence,
or morality, a clear perception of the connection
and logical tendency of principles, have all, no doubt, their places
under this as under other forms of government ; but it is upon
the wide diffusion of quite a different category of qualities or
attainments that the permanence of constitutional government
mainly depends.
Patience, moderation, persevering energy, the
spirit of compromise, a tolerance of difference of opinions, a
general interest in public affairs, sound sense, love of order, a
disposition to judge measures by actual working and not by any
ideal theory, a love of [practical improvement, and a great distrust of speculative politics, a dislike to change as change, combined with a readiness to recognise necessities when they arise_
are the qualities which must be generally diffused through a
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community before free institutions can take firm root among
them.
Judged by these tests the period we are considering
exhibited, no doubt_ in several respects a great decadence and
deficiency, but not so great as if we measured it by a more ideal
standard, and it may be safely asserted that. in no other great
nagon were these qualities at this time so commonly exhibited.
A very similar judgment may be passed upon the system of
government.
It was corrupt, inefficient, and unheroi% but it
was free from the gross vices of Continental administrations ; it
was moderate, tolerant, and economical; it was, with all its
faults, a free government, and it contained in itself the elements
of reformation.
I have examined in a former chapter the theory according
to which the rival English parties have exchanged their principles since the early years of the eighteenth century, and I
have endeavoured to show that it is substantially erroneous,
that the historic identity of each party may be clearly established, whether we consider the classes of interests it represented, or the leading principles of its policy.
We are now_
however, in a position to see more clearly the facts which have
given that theory its plausibility.
The ministries of Walpole
and Pelham represented especially the commercial classes and
the Dissenters, aimed beyond all things at the maintenance of
the type of monarchy established by the Revolution, and leaned
almost uniformly towards those principles of religious liberty
which the Tory party detested ; but undisputed power had made
them corrupt, selfish, and apathetic_ and they sought, both in
their own interest and in that of the dynasty, to check every
reform that could either abridge their power or arouse strong
passions in the nation.
They also made it a great end of their
policy to humour and conciliate to the utmost the country
gentry, who were the natural opponents of their party.
Though
not Tory, they were in the true sense of the word Conservative,
Governments;
that is to say_ Governments of which the supreme object and preoccupation was not the realisation of any
unattained
political ideal, or the redressing of any political
grievances, but merely the maintenance of existing institutions
against all assailants.
The lines of party division were blurred
and confused_ and while only those who called themselves Whigs
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were in general admitted to power, many were ranked in that
category who, in a time of keener pat4y struggles, would have
been enrolled among the Tortes.
The characteristics of the
two great paxties have varied much with different eircums4ances.
The idiosyncrasies of leaders whose attachment
to their respective partieg was often in the first instance due to the mere
accident of birth or of position, the calm or louring aspect of
foreign affairs, the dominant passion of the nation, the question
whether a party is in office or in opposition, whether if in
power its position is precarious or secure, and if in oppositiol_
it is likely soon to incur the responsibilities
of office, have all
their great influence on party polities.
Still there is a real
natural history of parties, and the division corresponds roughly
to certain broad distinctions of mind and character that never
can be effaced. The distinctions between content and hope_
between caution and confidence, between the imagination that
throws a halo of reverent, association around the past and that
which opens out brilliant vistas of improvement in the future,
between the mind that perceives most clearly the advantages
of existing institutions and the possible dangers of change and
that which sees most keenly the defects of existing institution_
and the vast additions that may be made to human well-being,
form in all large classes of men opposite biases which find their
expression in party divisions.
The one side rests chiefly on the
great truth that one of the first conditions of good government
is essential stability, and on the extreme danger of a nation
cutting itself off from the traditions of its past, denuding its
government of all moral support, and perpetually
tampering
with the main pillars of the State.
The other side rests chiefly
upon the no less certain truths that @overnmenL is an organic
thing, that it must be capable of growing, expanding, and
adapting itself to new conditions of thought or of society;
that it is subject to grave diseases, which can only be arrested
by a constant, vigilance, and that its attributes and functions
are susceptible of almost infinite variety and extension with
the new and various developments of national lii_. The one
side represents the statical, the other the dynamical element in
politics.
Each can claim for itself a natural affinity to some of
the highest qualities of mind and character, and each, perhaps,
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owes qui_ as much of its strength to mental and moral disease.
Stupidity is naturally Tory. The large classes who are blindly
wedded to routine, and axe simply incapable of understanding
or appreciating new ideas, or the exigencies of changed circumstances, or the conditions of a reformed society, find their
natural place in the Tory ranks.
Folly, on the other hand, is
naturally liberal.
To this side belongs the cast of mind which,
ha_4ng no sense of the infinite complexity and interdependence
of political problems, of the part which habit, association, and
tradition play in every healthy political organism, and of the
multifaxious remote and indirect consequences of every institution, is prepared with a light heart and a reckless hand ta
recast the whole framework of the constitution in the interest
of speculation or experiment.
The colossal weight of national
selfishness gravitates naturally to Toryism.
That party rallies
round its banner the great multitude who, having made their
position, desire merely to keep things as they are, who are prepared to subordinate their whole policy to the maintenance of
class privileges, who look with cold hearts and apathetic minds
on the vast mass of remediable misery and injustice around
them_ who have never made a serious effort, or perhaps conceived a serious desire, to leave the world in any respect a
better place than they iound it. E_ en in the case of reforms
which have no natural connection with party politics, and
which, by diverting attention iiom other changes, would be
eminently beneficial to the Tories, that party is usually less
efficient than its rival, because its leaders are paralysed by the
atmosphere of selfishness pervading their ranks, and because
most of the reforming and energetic intellects are ranged among
their opponents.
On the other hand, the acrid humours and
more turbulent passions of society flow strongly in the liberal
direction.
Envy, which hates every privilege or dignity it does
not share, is intensely democratic, and disordered ambitions
and dishonest adventurers find their natural place in the paxty
of progress and of change.
The Whig Governments, from the accession of George I. to
the death of Henry Pelham, only exhibited in a very subdued
and diluted form both the vh'tues and the vices of liberalism ;
and though this period is very important in the history of
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English polities, its importance lies much more in the silent
and almost insensible growth of Parliamentary government than
in distinct remedial measures.
The measures of reform that
were actually passed were usually such as were almost imperatively demanded by critical circumstances, or by the growth of
some great evil in the nation.
Some of them were of great
importance.
The rebellion of 1745 made it absolutely necessary
to put an end to the anarchy of the Highlands, and to the
almost complete independence
which enabled the Highland
chief to defy the law, and to rally around him in a few days,
and in any cause, a considerable body of armed men.
The Acts
for the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, tbr disarming the
Highlanders, and for depriving them of their national dress,
were carried with this object, and the first, which made the
English law supreme throughout the island, has, as we shall
see in another chapter, proved one of the most important
measures in Scotch history, the chief cause of the rapid progress
of Scotland in wealth and civilisation.
Another measure of the Pelham ministry was intended to
cheek a still graver evil than Highland anarchy.
The habit,
of gin-drinking--the
master curse of English life, to which
most of the crime and an immense proportion of the misery of
the nation may be ascl4bed---if it did not absolutely originate,
at least became for the first time a national vice, in the early
Hanoverian period. Drunkenness, it is true, had long been common, though Camden maintained that h_ his day it was still a
recent vice, that there had been a time when the English were
of all the Northern nations the most commended for their
sobriety,' and that _they first learnt in their wars in the
Netherlands to drown themselves with immoderate drinking.'
The D1)teh and German origin of many drinking terms lends
some colour to this assertion, and it is corroborated by other
evidence. Superfltdty of drink,' wrote Tom Nash in the reign of
Elizabeth, 'is a sin that ever since we have mixed ourselves
with the Low Countries is counted honourable ; but, before we
knew their lingering wars, was held in the highest degree of
hatred that might be.' ' As the English,' said Chamber]ayne,
' returning from the wars in the Holy Land brought home the
foul disease of leprosy ....
so in our fathers' days the Fmglish
Camden's_st. of Elizabeth,A.D. 1581.
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Netherlands
brought
with
But the evil, if it was not

at least spread very rapidly
said Iago, _they are most

Your Dane, your German,
are nothing to your English.'

somewhat
rhetorical
writer in 1657,
or to be the dizzy island.
We drink

and very
potent in

and your swag-bellied
2 ' We seems" wrote a

_ to be steeped in liquors,
as if we were nothing
but

sponges • • • or had tunnels
in our mouths ....
We are the
grape-suckers
of the earth.' 3
The dissipated
habits of the
Restoration,
and especially
the growing
custom of drinking
toasts, greatly increased
the evil, but it was noticed
that the
introduction
of coffee, which spread widely through
England
in the last years of the seventeenth
century, had a perceptible
influence in diminishing
it, 4 and among the upper classes drunkenness was, perhaps, never quite so general as between the time of
Elizabeth
and £he Revolution.
French wines were the favourite
drink,
them,

but the war of the
and the Methuen

wines

of Portugal

Revolution
for a time almost excluded
Treaty of 1703, which admitted
the

at a duty

of one-third

less than

those

of

France, gradually
produced a complete
change in the national
taste.
This change
was, however,
not fully accomplished
for
nearly a century, and it was remarked
that in the reign of Anne
the desire to obtain French
wines at a reasonable
rate greatly
strengthened
the opposition
to Marlborough
and the war. _
The amount of hard drinking
among the upper classes was still
very great, and it is remarkable
how many of the most conspicuous characters
were addicted
to it.
Addison, the foremost
moralist
of his time,
was not free from it. G Oxford, whose
private
character
was in most
to have come, not unfrequently,

respects
drunk

the Queen. 7 Bolingbroke,
when
See the early history of English
drinking, in Disraeh's 5'u_os_tzes _Jf
2r_te_ature; J_nnking G_*atorm _n
J_ng/a_d; and Malcolm's Manners
and CustomsofJ_o,_don,i. pp. 285-289.
20thel/o, act H. scene 3.
s Reeve's ' Plea for Nineveh.'
quoted In Malcolm's ._[aaners _zJ_d
L'*_tomsof JSondoT_,i. p. 286.
Chamberlayne. See. too, a curious
testimony on _his -_ubject quoted In
Jesse's t_e_den, iii. 250.

singularly
high, is said
into the very presence of

in office, sat up whole nights
_ Cunningham's H/st., ii. pp. 200201. Dr. Radcliffe is stud to have
ascribed much of the sickness of the
time to the want of French wines.
See, too, on the history of French
wines, Craik's Elist. of Commerce, ii.
165, 166,180, 181. Davenant's/_ort
to the Co_.mis._onersf_r _ati_nej the
Public Aee_u_vts.
g Spence. Swift's Corre82_ondenee.
' E. Lewis to Swift.
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drinking,
and in the morning,
having bound a wet napkin
round his forehead and his eyes, to drive away the effects of his
intemperance,
he hastened, without
sleep, to his official business. l When Walpole
was a young man his father
was accustomed to pour into his glass a double
portion of wine, saying,
' Come, Robert, you shall drink twice while I drink once ; for I
will not permit
the son in his sober senses to be witness
of the intoxication
of his father.'
This
natural
fruits,
and the
entertainments
Houghton
Townshend
brilliant
Pulteney,
religious

education
of the

produced
minister

its
at

were the scandal of his county, and often drove Lord
from
his neighbouring
seat of Rainham. _ The
intellect

of Carteret

was clouded

by drink, 3 and

even

who appears in his later years to have had stronger
convictionu
than any other politician
of his time, is

said to have shortened
his life by the same means. 4
Among the poor, however,
in the beginning
of the eighteenth
century,
the popular
beverage
was still beer or ale, the
use of which--especially
before the aft6 of noxious
adulteration
was brought
to its present
common
than the abuse.

perfection--has
The consumption

always been more
appears
to have

been amazing.
It was compnted
in 1688 that no less than
12,400,000
barrels were brewed in England
in a single year,
though the entire population
probably little exceeded 5,000,000.
In 1695, with a somewhat
heavier
excise it sank to 11,350,000
barrels, but even then almost a third part of the arable land of
the kingdom
was devoted to barley3
Under Charles I. a company was formed with the sole right of making
spirits
and
vinegar
in the cities of London
and Westminster
and within
twenty-one
the British

miles of the same, but this measure had little
distilleries
up to the time of the Revolution

fruit ;
were

quite inconsiderable
and the brandies which were imported
in
large quantities
from France, were much too expensive to become
i Mrs. Delany's Corre_jeender_ee,
vi. 168.
2 Coxe's Walpole, i. 5, 758, 759.
8 Chestertield's 6Y_araetera.
4, Speaker Onstow's Remarks
(Coxe's Wcdpole, vol. ii. p. 559).
Gregory King's ,SYat_of l_tand,
pp. 55-56. In an edition of Chamberlayne's Magrew .Britaani_. 2Votiti_,
published in 1710, it is stated that
in 1667, when the greater part of

London was in ashes after the fire,
and many of the inhabitants were
forced to retire to the country, no less
than ] ,522,78] barrels of beer and ale
were brewed in the city, each of
_hem containing from 32to 36 gallons,
that the amount brewed annually in
London had since risen to near two
million of barrels, and that the excise
for London was farmed out fo_
120,000/. a year (i). 219).
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popular.
:Partly, however, through hostility to France, and
partly in order to encourage the home distilleries, the Government of the Revolution, in 1689, absolutely prohibited the importation of spirits from all foreign countries, 1 and threw open
the trade of distillery, on the payment of certain duties, to all
its subjects. _ These measures laid the foundation of the great
extension of the English manufacture
of spirits, but it was
not till about 1724 that the passion for gin-drinking appears
to have infected the masses of the population, and it spread
with the rapidity and the violence of an epidemic.
Small
as is the place which this fact occupies in English
history, it was probably, if we consider all the consequences that
have flowed from it, the most momentous in that of the
eighteenth
century--incomparably
more so than any event in
the purely political or military annals of the country.
The
fatal passion for drink was at once, and irrevocably, planted in
the nation.
The average of British spirits distilled, which is
said to have been only 527,000 gallons in 1684, and 2,000,000
in 1714, had risen in 1727 to 3,601,000, and in 1735 to
5,394,000 gallons.
Physicians declared that in excessive gindrinking a new and terrible source of mortality had been
opened tbr the poor. The grand jury of Middlesex, in a powerful presentment
declared that much the greater part of the
poverty, the murders, the robberies of London, might be traced
to this single cause. Retailers of gin were accustomed to hang
_)ut painted boards announcing that their customers could be
made drunk_for a penny, and dead drunk for twopence, and
_ho_fld have straw for nothing;
and cellars strewn with
straw were accordingly provided, into which those who had
become insensible were dragged, and where they remained till
they had sufficiently recovered to renew their orgies. The evil
acquired such frightful dimensions that even the unreforming
Parliament of Watpole perceived the necessity of taking strong
measures to arrest it, and in 1736 Sir J. Jekyll brought in and
•'arried a measure, to which Walpole reluctantly
assented,
imposing a duty of 20s. a gallon on all spirituous liquors, and
prohibiting any person from selling them in less quantities than
I -Paz-l.H,st., xii. 1212.
2 Ibid., xii. 1211-1214. Ma_-

pherson's Ann_ls of Com_wrc_,ii.
639.
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two gallons without paying a tax of 50/. a year. 1 Such a scale,
if it could have been maintained, would have almost amounted
to prohibition, but the passion for these liquors was now to_
widely spread to be arrested by law.
Violent riots ensued.
In 1737, it is true, the consumption sank to about 3,600,000
gallons, but, as Walpole had predicted, a clandestine
retail
trade soon sprang up, which being at once very lucrative and
very popular, increased to such an extent that it was found
impossible
to restrain it.
In 1742, more than 7,000,000
gallons were distilled, and the consumption was steadily augmenting.
The measure of 1736 being plainly inoperative, an
attempt was made in 1743 to suppress the clandestine trade_
and at the same time to increase the public revenue by a Bill
lowering the duty on most kinds of spirits to ld. in the gallon_
levied at the still-head, and at the same time reducing the price
of retail licences from 50L to 20s2
The Bill was carried in spite
of the strenuous opposition of Chesterfield, Lord Hervey, and the
whole bench of Bishops; and, wh_le it did nothing to discourage
drunkenness, it appears to have had little or no effect upon
smuggling.
In 1749 more than 4,000 persons were convicted
of selling spirituous liquors without a licence, and the number
of the private gin-shops, within the Bills of Mortality, was
estimated at more than 17,000.
At the same time crime and
immorality of every description were rapidly increasing.
The
City of London urgently petitioned for new measures of restriction.
The London physicians stated in 1750 that there were,
in or about the metropolis, no less than 14,000 cases of illness,
most of them beyond the reach of medicine, directly attributable
to gin. Fielding, in his well-known pamphlet ' On the late
Increase of Robbers,' which was published in 1751, ascribed that
evil, in a great degree _to a new kind of drunkenness, unknown
to our ancestors ;' he declared that gin was _the principal sustenance (if it may so be called) of more than 100,000 people in
the metropolis,' and he predicted that, ' sholdd the drinking of
this poison be continued at its present height during the next
twenty years, there will, by that time, be very few of the
common people left to drink it.' It was computed that, in
1750 and 1751, more than 11 millions of gallons of spirits were
i 9 Geo. IL c, 23.

_ 16 Geo. II. c. 8.
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annually consumed, and the increase of population, especially
in London, appears to have been perceptibly checked.
Bishop
Benson, in a letter written
from London a little la_er, said
, there is not only no safety of living in this town, but scarcely
any in the country now, robbery and murther are grown so frequent.
Our people are now become what they never before
were, cruel and inhuman.
Those accursed spirituous
liquors,
which, to the shame of our Government, are so easily to be had,
and in such quantities
drunk, have changed the very nature of
our people ; and they will, if continued
to be drunk, destroy the
very race of lJeople themselves.' 1
In 1751,

however,

some new and

stringent

measures

were

carried under the Pelham ministry, which had a real and very
considerable effect.
Distillers were prohibited
under a penalty of
10/. from either retailing spirituous liquors themselves, or selling
them to unlicensed
retailers.
Debts contracted
for liquors not
amounting
to twenty shillings at a time were made irrecoverable by law.
Retail licenses were conceded only to 10/. householders within the Bills of Mortality,
and to traders who were
subject to certain parochial rates without them, and the penalties for unlicensed
retailing were greatly
increased.
For the
second offence, the clandestine dealer was liable to three months'
imprisonment
and to whipping ; for the third offence he incurred
the penalty of transportation.
-_ Two years later another useful
law was carried restricting
the liberty of magistrates
in issuing
licenses, and subjecting
public-houses
to severe regulations, a
Though much less ambitious than the Act of 1736 these measures
were far more efficacious, and they form a striking
instance of
the manner in which legislation, if not over-strained
or ill-timed,
can improve the morals of a people.
Among other consequences
of the Acts it may be observed that dropsy, which had risen in
London to a wholly unprecedented
point between
1718 and
1751,immediately
diminished,
and the diminution
was ascribed
by physicians
to the marked
decrease of drunkenness
in the
community.

4

Still

these

measures

a cure, and from the early years

formed a palliation

of the eighteenth

and not

century

gin-

I Fraser's IAfe of Berkeley, pp.
_ tteberden, Obge'_,watio_8
on, the
_32-333.
lnvrea_e an,d Decre_ of .D_ffere_
2 24 Geo. II. c. 40.
.Diseages(1801), p. 45.
J 26 Geo. II. c. 13.
VOL. I.
I I
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drinking
has never ceased to be the main counteracting
influ.
ence to the moral_ intellectual,
and physical benefits that might
be expect_l
from increased commercial
prosperity.
Of all the
pictures of Hogarth
none are more impressive
than those in
which he represents the different conditions of a people whose
national
beverage
is beer and of a people who are addicted
to gin, and the contrast exhibits in its most unfavourable
aspect
the difference between the Hanoverian
period and that which
preceded it. l
Something
also was done to secure the maintenance
of order,
but there was still very much to be desired.
The impunity
with which outrages
were committed
in the ill-lit and illguarded streets of London during the first half of the eighteenth
century can now hardly be realised.
In 1712 a club of young
men of the higher classes, who assumed the name of Mohocks,
were accustomed nightly to sally out drunk into the streets to
hunt the passers-by and to subject them in mere wantonness
to the most atrocious outrages.
One of their favourite amusements, called _ tipping
the lion,' was to squeeze the nose of
their victim flat upon his face and to bore out his eyes with
their fingers.
Among them were the _sweaters,' who formed a
circle round their prisoner and pricked
him with their swords
till he sank exhausted to the ground, the ' dancing masters,' so
called from their skill in making men caper by thrusting
swords
into their legs, the _tumblers,'
whose favourite amusement
was
to set women on their heads and commit various indecencies
and barbarities
on the limbs that were exposed.
Maid servants
as they opened their masters' doors were waylaid, beaten, and
their faces cut.
Matrons inclosed in barrels were rolled down the
steep and stony incline of Snow Hill.
Watchmen were unmerci
fully beaten and their noses slit.
Country gentlemen
went to
the theatre as if in time of war, accompanied
by their armed
retainers.
a baronet

A bishop's son was said to be one of the gang, and
was among those who were arrested. _ This atrocious

a See on this subject the GentleGeorgeIZ L 66-67. Smollett's H_st.
mm,_.'8
.Ma_ja_e, 1751, pp. 136, 282:Fielding's In_reas_ ofl_bbe_'s. :Man283, 321,322; 1760,pp. 18-22. Short's
deville's -_b/e of Hw.Bees, Remark G.
IT*st, of the In_rea.e and _geereaseof _ParL29ebates.
Mem/d_ _ _nd,
p. 21. Coxe's
: 8wift's Jan/real to Stella_ Gay'$
Z_fe of Pelham, ii. 182. Mary's Z_.f8 T_M@. The Sloeeta2er
, 824, 335, 347.
af 6rhe_te_:fieM,p. 209. Walpole's
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fashion passed away, but other, though comparatively harmless_
rioters were long accustomed to boat the watch, to break the
citizens' windows, and to insult the passers-by, wMle robberies
mulgplied to a fearful extent. Long after the Revolution, the
policy of the Government was to rely mainly upon informers
for the repression of crime, but the large rewards that were
offered were in a great degree neutralised by the popular i_eling against the class. The watchmen or constables were as a
rule utterly inefficient, were to be found much more frequently
in beer-shops than in the streets, and were often themselves
a serious danger to the community.
Fielding, who knew them
well, has left a graphic description of one class. _They were
chosen out of those poor decrepit people who are, from their
want of bodily strength, rendered incapable of getting a livelihood by work. These men, armed only with a pole, which some
of them are scarcely able to lift, are to secure the persons and
houses of his Majesty's subjects from the attacks of gangs of
young, bold, desperate_ and well-armed villains.
If the poor
old fellows should run away, no one, I think, can wonder, unless
it be that they were able to make their escape.' _ Of others an
opinion may be formed from an incident related by Horace
Walpole in 1742. _A parcel of drunken constables took it
into their heads to put the laws in execution against disorderly
persons, and so took up every woman they met_ till they had
coUec_ed five or six and twenty, all of whom they thrust into St.
Martin's roundhouse, where they kept them all nigh% with doors
and windows closed. The poor creatures, who could not stir or
breathe, screamed as long as they had any breath left, begging
at least for water..,
but in vain ....
In the morning four were
found stifled to death, two died soon after, and a dozen more
are in a shocking way....
Several of them were boggars,
who from having no lodging were necessarily found in the
street_ and others honest labouring women. One of the dead
was a poor washerwoman, big with child, who was retiring home
late from washing.
One of the constables is taken, and others
absconded ; but I question if any of them will suffer death_
though the greatest criminals in this town are the officers of
justice ; there is no tyranny they do not exercise, no vii]any of
, Arndi_,bk.i. ch. 2.
112
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which they do not partake. '1 The maglstrates
were in many
eases not only notoriously ignorant and inefficient., but also what
was termed ' trading justices,'
men of whom Fielding said that
they were never indifferent
in a cause but when they could get
nothing on either side. '_ The daring and the number of robbers
increased
till
London
hardly
resembled
a civilised
town.
' Thieves and robbers,'
said Smollett,
speaking
of 1730, ' were
now become more desperate
and savage than they had eve_
appeared since mankind were civilised.' 3 The Mayor and Aldermen of London in 1744 drew up an address to the King, in
which they s_ated that ' divers confederacies
of great numbers
of evil-disposed
persons, armed with bludgeons, pistols, cutlasses,
and other dangerous weapons, infest not only the private lanes
and passages, but likewise the public streets and places of usual
concourse, and commit most daring outrages upon the persons of
your Majesty's
good subjects whose affairs oblige them to pass
through
the streets, by robbing and wounding
them, and these
acts are frequently
perpetrated
at such times as were heretofore
deemed hours of sec_trity.' _ The same complaints
were echoed
in the same year in the _ Proposals of the Justices of the Peace
for Suppressing
Street Robberies,'
and the magistrates
who drew
them up specially noticed, and ascribed to the use of spirituous
liquors, _the cruelties which are now exercised on the persons
robbed, which before the excessive use of these liquors were unknown in this nation.' 5 They recommended
an extension of the
system of rewards, the suppression
or restriction
of gaminghouses, public gardens,
fairs, and gin-shops, and also measures
for systematically
drafting
into the army and navy suspected
and dangerous
persons against whom no positive crime could
be proved.
The evil, however, appears to have continued.
' One is forced
to travel,' wrote Horace Walpole in 1751, _even at noon as if
one were going
and atrociously

to battle. '6 The punishments
were atrocious
executed,
but they fell chiefly on the more

i To Sir H. Mann, July, 1745.
See his picture of Justice
ThrashGr, in A_nvb_, and his sketch
of Justice Squeezum, in The Coffee]wuae_Politie_, See, _oo,Lawrence's
i_ife of iFielding, pp. _36-239, and
E[arri_'s L_fe of Ha_.dnde_e_i, 390-

391.
* /Tuft. of_]/_nd.
_ Andrews' .F_hteenth t2entm'y, p.
230.
5 ttarris's Zife of l_avdn_eke, iL
97-99.
a To BlrH, Mann. March23,1752.
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insignificant and inexperienced offenders. On a single morning no less than seventeen persons were executed in London. l
One gang of robbers in 1753 kept the whole city in alarm
from the number and skill of their robberies and the savage
wounds they inflicted on their victims.
A recompense of lOOl.
was offered for the apprehension of each of them, but its chief
effect was to encourage men who deliberately decoyed poor and
unwary wretches into robbery in order that by informing against
them they might obtain the reward2 The more experienced
robbers for a time completely overawed the authorities. _Officers
of justice,' wrof_ Fielding,' have owned to me that they have
passed by such, with warrants in their pockets against them,
without daring to apprehend them ; and, indeed, they could not
be blamed for not exposing themselves to sure destruction; for
it is a melancholy truth that at this velT day a rogue no sooner
gives the alarm within certain purlieus than twenty or thirty
armed villains are found ready to come to his assistance. 'a
When the eighteenth century had far advanced, robbers for
whose apprehension large rewards were offered, have been known
to ride publicly and unmolested, before dusk, in the streets of
London, surrounded by their armed adherents, through the midst
of a half-f_rrified, half-curious crowd. 4
This state of things was very alarming, and the evil was
apparently growing, though some real measures had been
taken to improve the security of London.
One very important
step in this direction was accomplished under George I. The
districts of Whitefriars and the Savoy had for centuries the
privilege of sheltering debtors against their creditors, and they
had become the citadels of the worst characters in the community, who defied the officers of justice and were a perpetual
danger to the surrounding districts.
In 1697 a law had been
passed annulling their franchises ; but similar privileges, though
not legally recognised, were claimed for the Mint in Southwark,
and for many years were successfully maintained.
Multitudes
of debtors, and with them great numbers of more serious crimii To Sir H. Mann. March 23,
s G_tsesoft_-Yavreaseof.R_bb_rs.
1752.
4 Seeanextraordinaryinstanceof
2 Six John Fielding's Aevauntof this in A_udrews'
E_kteenth C_turyA
theO_iffi_andJ_ffectsof _ Polioeset o_ p. 235.
,foot./z_1753.

na_ fled to this quar_.
The attempts of the officers to arrest
them were resisted by open violence. Every kind of crime was
concocted with impunity, and every conspirator knew where to
look for daring and perfectly unscrupulous agents. It was not
until 1723 that the Government ventured to grapple firmly
with this great evil. An Act making it felony to obstruct the
execution of a writ, and enabling the Sheriff of Surrey to raise
a posse comita, tus for taking by force debtors from the Mint,
finally removed this plague-spot from the metropolis, and put
an end for ever in England to that right of sanctuary which
had for many generations been one of the most serious obstructions to the empire of the law. l
Another and still more important step was the measure
which was carried in 1736 for the proper lighting of the streets.
Up to this date London was probably in this respect behind
every other great city in Europe. The lighting was done by
contract, and the contractors, by a singular arrangement, agreed
to pay the City 6001. a year for their monopoly. In return for
this they were empowered to levy a rate of 6s. a year from all
housekeepers who paid poor rate, and from all who had houses
of over 10/. per annum, unless they htmg out a lantern or
candle before their doors, in which case they were exempt from
paying for the public lamps. The contractors were bound to
place a light before every tenth house, but only from Michaelmas to Lady Day, and then only until midnight, and only on
what were termed ' dark nights.'
The _light nights' were ten
every month from the sixth after the new moon till the third
after the full moon. The system was introduced at the end of
the reign of Charles II., and was then a great improvement,
but it left the streets of London absolutely unlighted for far
more than half the hours of darkness.
Under such conditions
the suppression of crime was impossible, and few measures
enacted during the eighteenth century contributed more to the
safety of the metropolis than that which was passed in 1736
enabling the Lord Mayor and Aldermen to erect glass lamps in
sufficient numbers throughout London, to keep them lighted
from the setting to the rising of the sun, and to le_T a considerable and general rate for their maintenance.
More than
! Macpherson's

Annals of Commerae, iii. 127-128.
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15,000 lamps are said in a few years to have been erected, and
it was calculated tha_ while under the old system London was
only lit by public lamps for about 750 hours in the year, under
the new system it was lighted for about 5,000. l
Yet, in spiCeof this great change, sCreet robberies continued
for some years to increase, and the inefficiency of the watchmen,
and the great multiplication of the criminal classes under the
influence of gin, were constant subject_ of complaint. The great
novelist Fielding, when driven by narrowed circumstances to
accept the office of Bow Street magistrate, did much both to call
attention to and to remedy the evil. Under the direction of the
Duke of Newcastle, he and his brother, who succeeded him in his
post, instituted a new police, consisting of picked men who had
been constables, and who were placed under the direct control of
the Bow Street magistrates. A very remarkable success rewarded
their labours. The gang which had so long terrified London
was broken up; nearly all its members were executed, and
the change effected was so great that Browne, writing in 1757,
was able to say that ' the reigning evil of street robberies has
been almost wholly suppressed.' 2 At the same time a serious
attempt was made, at once to remove the seeds and sources of
crime, and to provide a large reserve for the navy, by collecting
many hundreds of the destitute boys who swarmed in the streets,
clothing them by public subscription, and drafting them into
ships of war. where they were educated as sailors. 3 The policeforce soon became again very inefficient, but the condition of
London does not appear to have been at any subsequent period
quite as bad as in the first half of the eighteenth century, though
the country highways were still infested with robbers. The early
Hanoverian period has, indeed, probably contributed as much
as any other portion of English history to the romance of crime.
The famous burglar, John Sheppard, after two marvellous escapes
from Newgate, which made him the idol of the populace, was
at last hung in 1724. The famous thief-taker, Jonathan Wild,
after a long career of crime, being at last convicted of returning
stolen goods "to the rightful owner without prosecuting the
Maitland's /T_t. of J_o_do_,i.
665-567.
2 Bzowne'sRsti_te, i. p. 219.

_ SirJohn Fielding O_ tl_v-Po/A_¢
of 1753.
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thieve% which had lately been made a capital offence, _ was executed in the following year, and was soon after made the subject

of a romance

by Fielding.

Turpin, was executed
man named M_Lean

The famous highwayman,

Dick

in 1739.
Another well-known highwayis said to have been the son of an Irish

Dean and a brother of a Calvinist minister
in great esteem at
the Hague.
He had a lodging in St. James's Street ; his manners were those of a polished gentleman,
and the interest
he
excited was so great that the day before his execution in 1750
no less than 3_000 persons visited his cell. _ The weakness of
the law was also shown in the great number
of serious riots
which took place in every part of the kingdom.
The Porteous
riots and the riots against the malt-tax in Seotland_ the Spitalfields riots directed against Irish weaver% and the numerous riots
occasioned by the Gin Act, and at a later period by the system
of turnpikes
and by the preaching
of the Methodists,
were
the most remarkable,
while the characteristic
English hatred of
foreigners was shown by a furious disturbance
in 1738 because
French actors were employed at the Haymarket_
and some years
afterwards
by the sacking of Drury Lane theatre
because Garrick

had employed

in a spectacle

some French

dancers.

Out-

rages connected
with smuggling
were in many parts of the
kingdom
singularly
daring and ferocious, and they were often
countenanced
by a large amount
of popular sympathy. _ In
Hampshire
a gang of deer-stealers_
known as the Waltham
Blacks, were in the reign of George I. so numerous
and so
audacious, that a special and most sanguinary
law, known as
the ' Black Act,' was found necessary for their suppression.'
Another crime, strikingly indicative
of the imperfect
civilisation of the country, was the plunder of shipwrecked
sailors,
who were often lured by false signals upon the rocks.
In some
of the northern countries of Europe, till a comparatively
recent
period_ the law expressly permitted
the inhabitants
a prize, any property that was wrecked upon their
* The goodswere stolen,
and as
soon as a reward wa_offered restored
by a confederate,
Rorane Wa_pole to Mann. Aug.
1750. Wa]po]e had himself been
robbed by M'Lean. Some curious
I;_xticulars of the crime of this period

to seize, as
coast, a In

_vill
be found in Haa_is's
Z_feof
tta_'d_,ic._.
a See Pike's tI¢st, of 6'_'im_,ii. 399,
652.
4 9 George I. c. 22. See White's
_elbffr_, pp. 29, 30.
_ Blackstone, bk. i. ch. viii. § 2.
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Engh_ud, without any such permis_on, it became a prevalent
custom. At the close of the seventeenth century Defoe mentions that many Englishmen had been sacrificed abroad in resentment for these barbarities, and he tells us how, when a
ship of which he was himself a shareholder was sinking on the
coast of Biscay, a Spanish sh_p refused to give any assistance,
the captain declaring, ' that, having been shipwrecked somewhere on the coast of England, the people, instead of saving
him and his ship, came off and robbed him, tore the ship almost to pieces, and left him and his men to swim ashore for
their lives while they plundered the cargo ; upon which he and
his whole crew had sworn never to help an Englishman in whatever distress he should find them, whether at sea or on shore.' 1
About the middle of the eighteenth century the crime increased
to an enormous degree on many parts of the British coast2 In
order to cheek it a law had been passed in the reign of Anne
and made perpetual under George I., making it felony, without
the benefit of clergy, to do any act by which a ship was
destroyed, fining anyone who secreted shipwrecked goods treble
their value, and enabling the authorities in every seaport town
to take special measures for the reMef of ships in distress, and
in case of sucees_ to exact a certain sum from the owners as
salvage2
It was ordered that this act should be read four
times yearly in all the parish churches and chapds of all seaport towns in the kingdom. 4 I_ proved, however, utterly insufficient, and in the administration of Pelham the plunder of a shipwrecked or distressed vessel was made a capital offenec2 l_otwithstanding this enactment, however, the crime was by no
means suppressed.
It was the especial scandal of Cornwall. In
visiting that county in 1776, Wesley learnt that it was stilI as
common there as ever ; he severely censured the connivance or
indifference of the gentry, who might have totally suppressed
it,6 and he also found the custom very general on the western
coast of Irelando 7
I Wi]son's L_fv of Defo_, i. 209.
Coxe's L_f_ of P_lham, ii. 272.
12Anne/./.
e. 18; 4 George L e.
12. 4 Macpherson's
Aun_I_ of Con__zerce, iil. pp. 39-41.
26 George II. c. 19.
6 Wesley's J_'na/,
Aug. 1776.

_ , K Swedish ship being leaky
put into one o£ our harbours.
The
/rish, according
to custom, r_u to
plunder her. A neighbouring gentleman hindered them ; and for so &oing
demanded a fourth part of the cargo.
And this, they said, the law allows.'
Wesley's J_erna4 June 1"/60.
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The long list of social reforms passed under the Pelham
ministry may be fitly closed by the Marriage Ac_ of Lord l__ard.
wicke, which put a stop to those Fleet marriages whic]_ had
become one of the strangest scandals of English life. Before
this Act, the canon law was in force in England, and according
to its previsions the mere consent of the parties, followed by
cohabitation, constituted, for many purposes, a valid marriage j
and a marriage valid for all purposes could be celebrated by a
priest in orders at any time or place, without registration and
without the consent of parents or guardians. Stamped licenses
were indeed required by law, but not for the validity of the contract, and their omission was only punished as a fraud upon the
revenue. In such a stat_ of the law atrocious abuses had grown
up. A multitude of clergymen, usually prisoners for debt and
almost always men of notoriously infamous lives, made it their
business to celebrate clandestine marriages in or near the
Fleet.
They performed the ceremony without license or question, sometimes without even knowing the names of the persons
they united, in public-houses, brothels, or garrets. They ae.
knowiedged no ecclesiastical superior. Almost every tavern or
brandy shop in the neighbourhood had a Fleet parson in its
pay. Notices were placed in the windows, and agents went out
in every direction to solicit the passers-by.
A more pretentious,
and perhaps more popular establishment was the Chapel in
Curzon-street, where the Rev. Alexander Keith officiated. He
was said to have made a _very bishopric of revenue' by clandestine marriages, and the expression can hardly be exaggerated if it be true, as was asserted in Parliament, that he had
married on an average 6,000 couples every year. He himself
stated that he had married many thousands, the great majority
of whom had not known each other more than a week, and
many only a day or half a day. Young and inexperienced heirs
fresh from college, or even from school, were thus continually
entrapped.
A passing frolic, the excitement of drink, an
almost momentary passion, the deception or intimidation of a
few unprincipled
confederates, were often sufficient to drive or
inveigle them into sudden marriages, which blasted all the
prospects of their lives. In some cases, when men slept off
dnmken fit, they heard to their astonishment that, during its
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continuance, they had gone through the ceremony. When a
fleet came in and the sailors flocked on shore to spend their pay
in drink and among prostitutes, they were speedily beleaguered,
and 200 or 300 marriages constantly took place within a week.
Among the more noted instances of clandestine marriages we
find that of the Duke of Hamilton with Miss Gunning, tha_ of
the Duke of Kingston with Miss Chudleigh, that of Henry Fox
with the daughter of the Duke of Richmond, that of the poet
Churchill, who at the age of seventeen entered into a marriage
which contributed largely to the unhappiness of his life. The
state of the law seemed, indeed, ingeniously calculated to
promote both the misery and the immorality of the people, for
while there was every facility for contracting the most inconsiderate marriages, divorce, except by "a special Act of Parliament, was absolutely unattainable.
It is not surprising that contracts so lightly entered into should have been as lightly violated.
Desertion, conjugal infidelity, bigamy, fictitious marriages, celebrated by sham priests, were the natural and frequent consequences of the system. In many cases in the Fleet registers
names were suppressed or falsified, and marriages fraudulently
antedated, and many households, after years of peace, were
convulsed by some alleged pre-con_ract or clandestine tie.
It
was proved before Parliament that on one occasion there had
been 2,954 Fleet marriages in four months, and it appeared
from the memorandum-books of Fleet parsons that one of them
made 57/. in marriage fees in a single month, that another had
married 173 couples in a single day.
The evil was of considerable standing, and some attempts
had been made to remedy it. By a law of William IIL any
clergyman celebrating a marriage without license was subject
to a fine of 100/., 1 but this penalty was not renewed at each
violation of the Act, and the offender was able by a wl_t of
error to obtain a delay of about a year and a half, during which
time he carried on his profession without molestation, made at
least 400L or 5001., and then frequently absconded. No penalty
whatever attached to the public-house keeper, who hired the
clergyman, and in whose house the ceremony was performed.
Another Act, passed in 1712, after reciting the loss the revenue
] 6 & 7 WilllamHI. c. 6 ; 7 &8 WilliamI_. c. xxxv.
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experienced from these practices_ raised the penalty incurred by
the priest to imprisonment, but this also it was found possible
to evade. To meet the evil it was necessary to remodel the
whole marriage law.
The first step in this direction was
taken by Lord Bath, who, when attending a Scotch trial, was
struck by the hardship of a case in which a man, after a
marriage of thirty years, was claimed by another woman on
the ground of a pre-contraet ; but the preparation of a measure on the subject soon passed into the hands of the Chancellor, Lord Hardwicke, who succeeded, in 1753, in carrying
it successfully through Parliament.
His Act provided that,
with the exception of Jewish and Quaker marriages, no
marriage should be valid in England which was not celebrated by a priest in orders, and according to the Anglican
liturgy, that the ceremony could not be performed unless the
banns had been published for three successive Sundays in the
parish church, or unless a license had been procured, and that
these licenses in the cases of minors should be conditional upon
the consent of the parents or guardians.
The special license by
which alone the marriage could be celebrated in any other place
than the parish church, could only be issued by the Archbishop,
and cost a considerable sum. All marriages which did not conform to these provisions were null, and all who celebrated them
were liable to transportation, l
This measure is extremely important, as introducing into
English legislation a principle which has even now by no means
attained its full recognition, but which is evidently destined to
become one day supreme.
According to the theological theory
which was adopted by the law of England, and was long absolute in Christendom, the Church alone has a right to determine what constitutes the validity of a marriage, and when that
marriage is once consummated it is absolutely indissoluble, and
possesses a mystical sauctity altogether irrespective of its iat]uence upon society.
In opposition to this view there has
grown up in the last century a conviction that it is not the business of the State to enforce morals, and especially any particular
theological conceptions of duty, that its sole end should be fo
increase the temporal happiness of the people, and that the re26 GeorgeII. c. 33.
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strictions it imposes on individual liberty can only be justified,
and should be strictly limited, by this end. According to this
view the ecclesiastical and the legal conceptions of marriage
are entirely distinct.
Marriage should be regarded by the
legislator merely as a civil contract of extreme importance to
the maintenance of the young, the disposition of property, and
the stability of society ; and it is the right and tile duty of the
State, with a sole view to the interests of society, to determine
on wlmt conditions it may be celebrated, annulled, or repeated.
In some respects these two views c_incide, while in others
they conflict. Every statesman will admit that the purity and
stability of the marriage state are social ends of great importance, and that a religious sanction contributes to secure them.
At the same time the legislator will, in some respects, be more
severe, and in others more indulgent, than the divine. Considering marriage as a contract involving momentous civil consequences, he may insist that it should be entered into publicly,
formally, and deliberately, may lay down in the interests of
society certain restrictive conditions, and may absolutely refuse,
when those conditions are not complied with, to recognise its
existence, or to punish those who violate or repeat it. On the
other hand, in all questions relating to marriages of consanguinity or to divorce, State _nterference with the liberty of
individuals can only be justified on utilitarian grounds.
If, for
example, the question be that of marriage with a deceased
wife's sister, a legislator imbued with this spirit will consider it
wholly, irrelevant to discuss whether such marriages were or
were not forbidden in the Levitical code, whether the Levitical
code is binding upon a Christian, whether ecclesiastical tradition favours or condemns them.
The sole question for him to
decide is whether they produce such a clear preponderance of
social evils as would justify him in restricting in this respee_
the natural liberty of the subject. If they do not, they should
be permitted, and those who regard them as theologically
wrong should refrain from contracting them.
A similar principle applies to the difficult question of divorce.
At first sight
nothing can appear more monstrous than that when two persons have voluntarily entered into a contract with the single
purpose of promoting their mutual happiness, when they find
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by experience that the effect of that contract is not happiness
but misery, and when they are both of them anxious to dissolve
it, the law--whose sole legitimate object is the happiness of
the people--should interpose to prevent it. The presumption
against such an interference wit_ individual liberty must
always be very weighty, and there are many considerations
which tend to strengthen it. Of all forms of wretchedness, that
resulting from an unhappy marriage is perhaps the most difficult to anticipate , for it may result from a turn of disposition
or an infirmity of temper which is only revealed by the most
intimate knowledge. In all ages and countries a vast proportion of these llfe-long contracts have either been negotiated by
the relations of the contracting parties, with only their nominal
consent, or have been entered into at an age when there can be
little knowledge of life or character, when the judgment is still
unformed, or under the influence of a passion which is proverbially fitted to distort it. It is also a well-recognised fact
that, as Swift says, the art of _making nets' is very different
from the art of _making cages,' that many of the qualities
peculiarly fitted to attract men into marriage are also peculiarly
unfitted to secure the happiness of a home. It may be added
that while the chances of unhappiness in this contract are so
many, that unhappiness may easily rise to an amount of
moral misery no other condition can produce, for it extends to
and embitter_ the minutest details of daily life, pervades every
sphere, and depresses every aim. In many cases marriage involves to the weaker party a tyranny so brutal, galling, incessant, and at the same time absolutely hopeless, that it forms
the nearest earthly type of eternal damnation.
In such cases
it would be much more reasonable to speak of the sacrament of
divorce than of the sacrament of marriage, and it were hard to
say what benefit issues from the contract, unless it be that of
relieving death of half its terror by depriving life of all its
charm. Thousands of couples who, if freed from the effects of
one great mistake, possess all the elements of usefulness and
enjoyment, are thus condemned by law to the total sacrifice of
the happiness of their lives.
Nor are the moral effects less
disastrous. No condition can be more fitted to break down and
degrade the moral character than that I have described.
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condition can present stronger temptations.
A moralls_ may
very reasonably doubt whether even open profligacy is more
debasing than a legitimate union, in which hatred has fallen
the place of love, and the unspoken day-dream of each partner
is to witness the burial of the other.
It is added that even if the law imposed no restrictions on
divorce, perpetual monogamous attachments would always be
the most common, for the simple reason that they are those
which are most conducive to the happiness of men. They have
in their support one of the strongest of all human sentiments-the cohesion of custom. In no other case is this cohesion so
Pewerful, for in no other is the relation so close or so constant.
Putting aside the idle cant of satirical writers, every candid
observer will admit that the death of a husband or a wife is
usually, without exceptlon_ the greatest calamity that can
befall the survivor. With such a voluntary cohesion severance
would be very rare unless there were some strong reason to
overcome it, and when so strong a reason exists it would probably be advisable.
The birth of children_ which makes the
stability of the family peculiarly necessary, contributes in itself
to secure it, for every child joins its parents by a new bond.
Nature has abundantly provided for the stability of the
marriage state when it promotes happiness. Why should the
taw prevent its dissolution when it produces pain ?
The answer is that these arguments underrate the violence
of a passion which is, perhaps, the most dangerous and unruly
in human nature, and at the same time neglect to make suf_cient allowance for the inequality of the sexes. In the marriage
contract the woman is the weaker ; she is usually the poorer;
her happiness is far more absolutely bound up with her domestic
life than the happiness of a man.
Her vigour passes before
that of her husband. If cast out at a mature age from the
domestic circle, her whole life is broken, and the very probability
of such a fate is suf_cient to embitter it.
If divorce could
always be effeeted without delay, dif_culty, expense, or blame ;
if the law provided no protection for the weaker partner against
those violent passions which may be conceived by one sex in
mature age, and which are rarely inspired by the other except
in youth, it is easy to predict what would be the result. The
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tie of custom would in innumerable cases be snapped by the
impulse of passion. Very many would never pass that painful
novitiate, when tastes and habits have not yet assimilated, which
is now so often the preface to many years of uninterrupted happiness.
In many eases the mere decline of physical charms
would lead to a severance of the bond. The appetite for change
would grow with the means of gratifying it, and thus affection,_
would be weakened, habits would be unsettled, and insecurity
and misery would be widely spread. Nor would the evil stop
here. The stability of domestic life is of vital importance to
the position, the education, and the moral culture of the young,
and to the maintenance among all classes of those steady and
settled habits that are most valuable to the community.
It is not necessary in this place to pursue this subject into
detail, or to discuss the exact amount of restriction which in
these cases can be judiciously imposed.
It is plain that the
marriage tie is not one of those which the legislator can deal with
on the principle of unlimited freedom of contract.
It is also_ I
tMnk, plain that the complete ascendancy in law of the secular
view of marriage must sooner or later lead to a greater extension
of the liberty of divorce than in England_ at least, is admitted.
The condemnation of either partner for any of the graver or
more degrading forms of criminal offence, and even habits of
inveterate and systematic drunkenness, might very reasonably be
made legal causes. The question whether the desire of the two
contracting parties, who have discovered that the contract into
which they had entered is prejudicial to their happiness, should
be regarded as a sufficient ground, is a much more difficult one.
It is clear, however, that a legislator who accorded such latitude
would be perfectly justified in imposing upon both parties such
a period of probation or delay as would meet the cases of fickleness or sudden passion, and on the stronger party such special
burdens as would to some extent equalise the balance of interest.
But his judgment on this matter should be formed solely by an
estimate of consequences.
He must strike the balance between
opposing evils, and his point of view is thus wholly different
from that of the theologian who starts with the belief that
divorce is in itself necessarily sacrilegious. This is a matter for
the conscience and judgment of individuais_ but not for the cog-

nisance

of

the question

taw.

In

of divorce

the

Marriage

was not directly

Act

of

ra/sed,

Lord

Hardw/cke

but the modern

legal doctrine of marriage was fully establ/shed
by the clause
which treated matrimonial
contracts as absolute nullities_ though
they were celebrated with a regular religious ceremony, if certain
legal requirements
were wanting.
The dissolution of religious
marriages for temporal reasons was, indeed, not altogether
new
in British law.
In the Regency
Bill, which was passed on the
death of the Prince of _rales in 1751, there was a clause annulling any marriage contracted
by the young heir to the throne
before the expiration
of his minority
without the consent of the
Regent, or of the major part of the Council ; and a similar principle was involved in the Irish law annulling
marriages
between
Protestants
and Catholics,
celebrated
by priests or degraded
clergymen.
The Marriage
Act of 1753, however,
gave this
principle a much greater
extension.
It was justly noticed as a
striking
illustration
of the decline of dogmatic
theology
in
England that a bill involving
so important
a principle
should
have passed without
serious
di_culty
through
the House of
Lords, and should have been assented to by the whole bench of
bishops2
In the House of Commons, however,
the Marriage
bill was
fiercely assailed.
Henry Fox, who had himself
a very natural
predilection
Government,

for the
old system,
met it with the most

though
a
determined

member
of the
and acrimonious

opposition,
and he found a considerable
body of supporters.
Their arguments
will now appear to most
men
very inconclusive.
Much was said on such topics as the natural right of
all men to be married as they pleased, the immorality
that would
ensue from any measure which rendered
marriages
difificult, the
tendency
of the new Bill to increase
the despotic
power of
parents,
and the advantages
of the old system in assisting
younger
sons in marrying
heiresses,
and thus dispersing
fortunes which under the law of primogeniture
had been unduly
accumulated._
Such arguments
could have no real weight in the
Walpole's _lr_/rs of GeargeZ/:.
i. pp. 146, 342.
2 It is curious to observe what
nonsense Horace Walpole talked
about thxs Bill, not in a par_y speech,
but in a grave history. He says that
• O_. I.
K

it ' seemed to annex as sacred privileges to birth as could be devised in
the proudest, poorest little Italian
principality,' that it was ' the ba_e of
society, the golden grate that separates the nobility from the plebei_m_'

face of the glaring and scandalous evil_ of Fleet marriages, and.
the law as remodelled by Lord Hardwicke continued in force
until the present century.
It is evident, however, that the
monopoly which the Anglican clergy possessed of celebrating
legal marriages could not be accepted by other sects as a
final settlement of the quest/on, and as the principle of religious equality became more fully recognised in English politics,
a serious and at last successful agitation arose against the Act.
There were also some legal flaws in it which somewhat qualified the admiration with which it was regarded by lawyers?
Such as it was, however, it was effectual in suppressing a great
scandal and a great evil which had taken deep root in the
habits of the nation. With large classes of the community the
easy process of Fleet marriages was very popular.
On the day
before the new law came into force no less than 300 were celebrated, and a bold attempt was made by a clergyman named
Wilkinson to perpetuate the system at the Savoy. He claimed,
by virtue of some old privileges attaching to that quarter, to be
extra-parochial, and to have the right of issuing licences himself,
and he is said to have actually celebrated as many as 1,400
clandestine marriages after the Marriage Act had passed. By
the instrumentality of Garrick, one of whose company had been
married in this manner in 1756, a Savoy licence passed into
the hands of the Government, and the trial and transportation
of Wilkinson and his curate put an end to clandestine marriages
in England.
Those who desired them, however, found a refuge
in Scotland, the Isle of Man, and Guernsey ; and in 1760 there
were always vessels ready at Southampton to carry fugitive
lovers to the latter island, g
The measures I have enumerated, though very important, were
for the most part remedies applied to some great and crying evils
which_had at last become intolerable to the community.
Of the
active reforming and philanthropic spirit which became so conthat 'from beginning to end of the
Bill one only view had predominated,
that of pride and of anstmcracy.'-Me_w/r_ of 6_
I/. i. 336-3_8,
358.
* See Lo_d Campbell's
severe
judgment of it. IAve_ af thv Chan_/_ors, vi. 262.

_ See J. Soutl_erden Burns' very
curious/t4_.
_/_Le_
Arg/m-/my_8;the
copious extracts
from the Fleet
registers in Knight's Ar_-t. of L_a_;
Pennant's _
; Smol]ett's H/R. ;
/Da_L Hist.; and Walpole's Me_r_
of George IZ
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spieuousinthe reign Of George IIL we find scareeIy any traces.
Something of this spirit may be detected in the treason

of the

great religious societies, and in part of the legislation of William.
Something of it appeared, though in a more exclusively ecclesiastical form, during the clerical reaction under Anne, but during
the ascendency of _Walpole and the Pelhams it almost wholly
died away. The Methodist movement was as yet in its purely
religious stage;the
Court and Government initiated nothing,
and the number of private reformers was very small.
The
scheme of Berkeley for founding a Christian university in Bermuda for the civilisation and conversion of America was one of
the few examples.
This most extraordinary man, who united
the rarest and most various intellectual gifts with a grace and
purity of character, and an enthusiasm of benevolence, that
fascinated all about him, succeeded for a time in communicating
something of his own spirit to some of the most Elfish of
politicians.
The story is well known how his irresistible
eloquence turned the ridicule of the Scriblerus Club into a
brief but genuine outburst of enthusiasm ; how he raised by
subscription a considerable sum for carrying out his scheme,
Walpole himself contributing
2001. ; how his success in canvassing the Members of Parliament was so great that the Bill
for endowing the university passed in 1726 with only two dissentient voices. Walpole was astonished at the success, having,
as he said, ; taken it for granted the very preamble of the Bi}l
would have secured its rejection,' but although he promised
20,000/. he never paid it, and in 1731 Berkeley, receiving
a private intimation
that it was hopeless expecting it, was
obliged to abandon the enterprise, and returned from Rhode
Island to Ireland.
A more successful reformer was :[ames Oglethorpe, a very
remarkable man, whose long life of 96 years was crowded with
picturesque incidents and with the most various and active
benevolence.
Having served as a young man under Prince
Eugene, he entered Parliament in 1722, and sa_ there for thirtythree years. Though a man of indomitable energy, and of
some practical and organising talent, he had no forensic ability,
and he was both too hot-tempered, too impulsive, and too magnanimous to take a high ran]_ among the adroit and intl_gaing
KX2
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politicians of his time. He would probably have remained an
undistinguished Member of Parliament if it had not happened.
that among_ his acquaintances was a gentleman named Castell,
who, ha-dug fallen from a considerable position into hopeless
debt, had been imprisoned in the Fleet, and being unable to
pay the accustomed fees to the warder, had been confined in a
house where the small-pox was raging, and had perished by the
disease.
This incident directed the attention of Oglethorpe to
the management of the prisons.
For many years it had been
known that debtorsin England were subject to frightful privations,
and a book had been published as early as 1691 enumerating
their wrongs, 1 but no steps had been taken to redress them.
Oglethorpe, however, succeeded in 1729 in obtaining a Parliamentary inquiry into the condition of the Fleet and the Marshalsea, which was afterwards extended to that of the other
jails, and the results were so horrible that they produced a
universal cry of indignation.
It appeared that the wardenship
of the Fleet was regularly put up for sale, that it had been
bought from the great Lord Clarendon by John Huggins for
5,000/., that it had been sold by Huggins to Bambridge for the
same sum in 1728, and that these men were accustomed, in
addition to the large regular emoluments of the office, to exact
heavy fees from the prisoners, and to avenge themselves upon
those who were unable or unwilling to pay them, by the utmost
excesses of brutality.
In the Fleet, when Bambridge
was
governor, such prisoners were continually left manacled for long
periods in a dungeon, almost unendurable from its stench and its
want of ventilation, situated above a common sewer, and in
which the bodies of those who died in the prison were deposited to
await the coroner's inquest.
One brave soldier had been falsely
accused of theft, acquitted by the jury, and then seized and
imprisoned as a debtor by the jailer on account of the jail-fees
that were incurred during his detention.
Cases were proved of
debtors who, being unable to pay their fees, were locked up, like
Castell, with prisoners suffering from small-pox, and thus rapidly
destroyed ; of others who were reduced almost to skeletons by
i See on this subject Muralt's prayer ' for imprisoneddebtors' to be
Letters o_ the Enrd_/_h
(Eng. trans, inserted in the Irish Prayer-book.
1726),p. 69. In 1711 the Irish Con- Mant's 2t'_. of t/w IriM_ C_wreh,ii.
vocation ordered a special form of p. 233.
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_nsutBcient_ food, of sick women who were left withou$ beds,
without attendance, and without proper nourishment, till they
died of neglect; of men who were tortured by the thumbscrew,
or who lingered in slow agony under irons of intolerable weight.
One poor Portuguese had been left for two months in this condition. Another prisoner had lost all memory and all use of his limbs
from the sufferings he underwent.
Great numbers perished
through want of the most ordinary care. It appears, indeed, to
have been the deliberate intention of the governor to put an end
to some of his prisoners, either because they were unable to pay
fees, or because they had for some reason incurred his resent_
menb or in order that he might obtain the small remnants of
their property.
In l_ewgate, and in some of the provincial
prisons in England, almost equal atrocities were diseavered. In
Dublin--where
inquiries were instituted
with commendable
promptitude by the Irish Parliament--it
was found that a tax
was systematically laid upon each prisoner to provide strong
drink for the jail, that the worst criminals were mingled with
the debtors, and that a tyranny not less brutal than that of
the Fleet, was exercised by the jailer.
One wretched man,
crippled by a broken leg, was left for two months in a bed to
which the water frequently rose, and which rotted away beneath
him. _ In most large prisons the jail fever, produced by squalor,
overcrowding, bad drainage, insufficient nourishment, and insufficient exercise, made fearful ravages, and sometimes, by a
righteous retribution, it spread from these centres through the
rest of the community.
This evil was already noticed in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The ' Black Assize' at Oxford,
in 1577, was long remembered, when the Chief Baron, the Sheriff,
and about 300 men died within forty hours. Bacon described the
jail fever as ' the most pernicious infection next to the plague,
• . . whereof we have had in our time experience twice or thrice,
when both the judges that sat upon the jail, and numbers of
those who attended the business, or were present, sickened and
I Howell's State Trials, xviL
Parl. /t_st. viii. 708-753. l_ichol's
Idle of 2togartk, p. 19. 2t_stor_cal
Reginter, 1729. Wrigh_'s Menwirs
of Og/etlmr2e. Andrew's 5_ightee_th
Ceaturg,pp. 294-298. Mr. Froude
O_lish _a Irelaad, i. 591-592) has

cmunerated many of the atrocities
m the Dublin prison. He has not
mentioned that the inquiry wlnch
revealed them was a consequenceof
the discoveryof similar atrocities in
the pnncipal px4sonsof Engl2zxd.

+died.' In 1730 Chief Baron Pengelly,
Serjeant Shippen, and
many others, were killed by jail fever when attending the Dorsetshire Assizes, and the High Sheriff of Somersetshire
perished
through the same cause.
In the Scotch rebellion no less than
200 men in a single

regiment

were infected

by some deserters.

The army and navy, indeed, through the operation of the pressgang, which
seized
numbers just released _om prison, was
peculiarly exposed to the contagion,
and it was said by a good
_udge, that the mortality produced by the jail fever was greater
than that produced by all other causes combined.
In 1750 the
disease raged to such an extent in Newgate
that at the 01d
Bailey Assizes two judges, the Lord Mayor, an alderman, and
many of inferior rank were its victims.
From that time sweetsmelling
herbs were always placed in the .prisoner's dock to
counteract the contagion, l
Something
was done by new prison regulations,
and by the
removal and prosecution of some of the worst offenders, to remedy
the evil; but still the condition of the prisons continued
till a
much later period a disgrace
to English
civilisation.
The
miseries of the imprisoned
debtor were commemorated
in the
poetry of Thomson,
and by the pencil of Hogarth,
and they
furnished
the subject of some of the most pathetic
pages of
Fielding
and Smollett.
As late as 1741 i_ was announced that
two prisoners had died of extreme
want in the Marshalsea in
Dublin, and that several others were reduced to the verge of starvation. _ In 1759 Dr. Johnson
computed
the number
of
imprisoned debtors at not less than 20_000, _ and asserted that
one of four died every year from the treatment
they underwent.
The exposure
of the abuses in the English
prisons by no
means
exhausted
the philanthropic
energies
of Oglethorpe.
Like Berkeley,
his imagination
was directed
towards
the West,
and he conceived
the idea of founding
a colony in which poor
debtors on attaining
their freedom might find a refuge.
A chafer
was obtained in 1732.
Private
subscriptions
flowed largely in,
and with

the

consent

of Berkeley

+Han_rd o_-Dr_cn$,Introduction.
Lawrence's/_fo of _ie/d_n#, pp. 296297.
.D_bl_n _e,
March 17-21,
1740-4L

the

proceeds

of the

sale

of

s Id/e_, b_o.38.Johnson afterwards,
hi reprinting the Idler, admitted tha_
he had found reasons to question the
a_curacy of this calculation.

some lands, which Parliament had voted for the Bermuda
scheme, were appropriated to the new enterprise.
Early in
1733 the colony of Georgia was founded_ and Oglethorpe for
many years was its governor. Besides giving a refuge to needy
classes from England the colony was intended to exercise a
civilising and missionary influence upon the surrounding Indians;
and in its charter Oglethorpe inserted a most memorable clause,
absolutely prohibiting
the introduction
of slaves. Georgia
became a centre of the Moravian sect, the scene of the early
labours of the Wesleys, and afterwards of Whitefield, and the
asylum of many of the poor Protestants who had been driven,
on account of their religion, from the bishopric of Salzburg.
The administration
of Oglethorpe was marred by some faults
of temper and o.f tact, but it was on the whole able, energetic, and fortunate.
When hostilities broke out with Spain
he conducted the war with brilliant courage and success_ and he
succeeded in materially diminishing the atrocities which had
hitherto accompanied Indian warfare. He became a general
and served in the Jacobite rebellion of 1745, but was repulsed
with some loss at the village of Clifton ; and though acquitted
by a court of inquiry, his conduct during this campaign threw a
certain shadow over his military reputation.
He succeeded, in
1749, in carrying through Parliament a Bill exempting the
Moravians in England from the necessity of violating their
religions sentiments by taking oaths or hearing arms. He was
one of the first men who recognised the rising genius of Johnson ;
and in his old age he was the intimate friend of Johnson, Goldsmith, and Burke.
His singularly varied and useful life terminated in 1785.1
With these exceptions, probably the only considerable trace
of warm and disinterested philanthropy in the sphere of politics
during the period I am describing was the vote of 100,000/.
in 1755 for the relief of the distressed Portuguese, after the
great earthquake at Lisbon.
In no respect does the legislation
of this period present a more striking contrast to that of the
Wright's Jg_feof Og/eCharfie.
See,
Onedriven bystrong
benevolence
ofsoul
too, the many allusions to him in
Shallfly1Lke
Oglethorpe from pole tol_le.
Boswell'sJo]_e_. H.Walpolealways
l_talzaaof//o1_¢e,
Et}.LL
depreciates Oglethorpe. Pope has See,too, Wesley'sJau_na_and Tye_rde_ot_da well-knowncouplettohim. man's 1,if#o] W¢$1_#.
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nineteenth
century
t h_n in the almost complete
absence of
attempts
to alleviate the social condition of _he poorer classes,
or to soften the more repulsive
features of English life.
The
public press had not yet undertaken
that minute and searching
investigation
into abuses, which is the most useful of all its
functions;
and the general level of humanity
in the community
was little, ff at all, higher than in the preceding
generation.
The graphic and terrible picture which is given in ' Roderick
Random'
of the hardships
endured by the common sailors on
board a man-of-war,
was derived from the actual experience of
the author,

when serving

in 1741

as surgeon's

mate

in the

ex-

pedition
against Carthagena I ; and those who read it will hardly
wonder that it was found impossible
in time of war to man the
royal navy witho_lt having constant recourse to the press-gang. _
The condition
of the army was little better.
It appears from a
memorial
drawn up in 1707 that the garrison
of Portsmouth
was reduced by death or desertion
to half its former number
in less than a year and a half, through
sickness, want of firing,
and bad barracks,
and the f_w new barracks that were erected
were built with the most scandalous
parsimony,
and crowded to
the most frightful
excess, s The African slave-trade
was still an
important
branch of British enterprise.
A few isolated voices,
as we shall hereafter
see, had been raised against it, but they
had as yet made no sensible impression
on the public mind, and
no less a statesman
than the elder Pitt made its development
a main object of his policy.
The penal code was not only
atrociously
sanguinary
and continually
aggravated
by the addition of new.offences ; it was also executed
in a manner
peculiarly

fitted

to brutalise

the

people.

That it is not exaggerated is
abundantly shown by Lind's L_$_yo_
the Health of Svamv1_ which was first
published in 1757. This author says
(ch.i.),,Ihaveknownl,000menconnned together in a guardship, some
hundreds of whom had neither a bed
nor so much as a changa of linen. I
have seen many of them brought
into hospital in the same clothes and
shirts they had on when pressed
several months before.'
Pelham, in 1749, endeavoured to
&bohsh impressment by maintaining

In

some

respects,

it is

a reserve of 3,000 seamen, who were
to receive a pension in time of pea.ce_
and to be called into active service
in time of war ; but the Bill was
violently opposed and eventually
dropped (Coxe's Z4fe of Jaelhaca, iL
66-70). A somewhat similar measure,
but on a larger scale, had _tually
passed under William, but it was
repealed in the ninth year of Anne
(Macpherson's Annals of Commerce,
ii. 683).
s Ctode's Military __rves of t_
Oraw_t,i. 222.
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true, it may be compared favourably with the criminal procedures of the Continent.
English law knew nothing of torture
or of arbitrary imprisonment, or of the barbarous punishment
of the wheel, and no English executions were quite so horrible
as those which took place in the Cevennes in the early years of
the eighteenth century_ or as the prolonged and hideous agonies
which Damiens endured for several hours, in 1757. But this
is about all that can be said. Executions in England till very
lately have been a favourite public spectacle--it may almost
be said a public amusement--and in the last century everything seemed done to make the people familiar with their
most frightful aspects. A ghastly row of heads of the rebels
of 1745 mouldered along the top of Temple Bar.
Gallows
were erected in every important quarter of the city, and on
many of them corpses were left rotting in chains. When Blackstone wrote, there were no less than 160 offences in England
punishable with death, and it was a very ordinary occurrence
for ten or twelve culprits to be hung on a single occasion, for
forty or fifty to be condemned at a single assize. In 1732 no
less than seventy persons received sentence of death at the Old
Bailey, _ and in the same year we find no less than eighteen
persons hung in one day in the not very considerable town of
Cork. 'z Often the criminals staggered intoxicated to the gallows, and some of the most noted were exhibited for money by
the turnkeys before their execution.
_o less than 200/. are
said to have been made in this manner in a few days when
Sheppard was prisoner in Newgate. a Dr. Dodd, the unhappy
clergyman who was executed for forgery, was exhibited for two
hours in the press-room at a shilling a-head before he was led
to the gallows.*
' The executions of criminals,' wrote a Swiss traveller in
the beginning of the eighteenth
century, ' return every six
weeks regularly with the sessions. The criminals pass through
i Andrews' _ghteenth
Ce_ury, p.
271.
"_Du,blin Weekly doux,nat, April
22, 1732. See, t<)o, Madden's H_st. of
Periodical Z¢tera;t_,re i,a Ireland, i.
258;
and for an almost equally
striking inst$mce in 1787 at Worcester,

l_obert's 8evil _5,t. of the Southern
Ce'_m'_es,p. 152.
* Harrls's Life of Hard_vzwhe, i.
p. 158.
4 Public
Zedger,
quoted
by
Andrews, p. 281.
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with white

gloves and nosegays, if it be the season. Those that die merrily
or that don't as least show any great fear of death, are said to
die like gentlemen ; and to merit this encomium most of them
die like beasts, without
any concern, or like fools, having no
other view than to divert the crowd ....
Though there is something very melancholy
in this, yet a man cannot well forbear
laughing
to see these rogues set themselves
off as heroes by an
affectation
of despising death .....
The frecluent executions,
the great numbers that suffer together, and the applauses of
the crowd, may contribute
something
to it, and the brandy
which they swallow
before their setting
out helps to stun
them.' 1 Women who were found guilty
of murdering
their
husbands, or of the other offences comprised under the terms
high or petit treason,
were publicly
burnt, by a law which
was not abolished till 1790. _ A stake ten or eleven feet
was planted in the ground.
An iron ring was fastened

high
near

the top, and from it the culprit
was hung while the faggots
were kindled under her feet.
The law enjoined that she should
be burnt alive, but in practice the sentence was usually mitigated,
and she was strangled
before the fire touched
her
body.
A horrible case, however, occurred in 1726 at the execution
of a murderess
named
Katherine
Hayes.
scorching the hands of the executioner,
he slackened

The fire
the rope

before he strangled
her, and though fresh faggots were hastily
piled up, a considerable
time elapsed before her agonies were
terminated,
s The law which condemned
a man guilty of high
treason
to be cut down when half hung, to be disembowelled,
and to have his bowels burnt before his face, was still executed
in ghastly detail. 4 The law which condemned
a prisoner who
refused
to plead on a capital
charge to be laid naked on his
Muralt's Lc_ers o_ the _sh
)'¢at/oJ_(Enghsh trans. 1726), pp. 4244.
' In treasons of every kind_the
punishment of women is the same,
and different from that of men. For
as the natural modesty of the sex
forbids the exposing and publicly
mangling their bodieB, their sentence
(which is to the full as terrible to
the sense as the other) is, to be drawn

to the gallows and there to be burnt
ahve.'--_/ae_one,
iv. ch. 6.
s Andrews, p. 279. See too, her
life, in The L/yes of__ninent C_/mi_uds
exempted be_veen 1720 _d 1735.
' See Andrews' J_iphteenthCe_wry,
p. 281. Eight persons guilty of holding commiasions in the army of the
Pretender, were executed' in 1746 on
KenningtonCommon. The_ateTr/a/$
(xvLii. 351) give the following de_A_ip-
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back in a dark room, while weights of stone or iron were placed
on his breast till he was slowly pressed to death, was enforced
in England in 172.1 and in 1735, and in Ireland as late as
1740. A criminal was sentenced in England to the same fate
in 1741, but he at last consented to plead ; and the law was
not repealed till 1771.1 The punishment of the pillory, which
was very common, seemed specially adapted to encourage the
brutality of the populace, and there are several instances of culprits who perished from the usage they underwent.
Men, and
even women, were still whipped publicly at the tail of a cart
through the streets_ and the flogging of women in England was
only abolished in 1820. 2
On the whole, however, the institutions and manners of the
country were steadily assuming their modern aspect. From
the ministry of Walpele the House of Commons had become
indisputably the most powerful body in the State. Then it was
that the post of First Lord of the Treasury came to be universally recognised as the head of the Government.
Then it was that
the forms of parliamentary
procedure were in many respects
definitely fixed. In 1730 the absurd practice of drawing up
the written pleadings in the law courts in Latin was abolished,
tion of the execution of Mr. Town]ey,
who was one of them. ' After he had
hung six minutes he was cut down, and,
hawng life in him as he lay upon the
block to be quartered, the executioner
gave him several blows on his breast,
which not having the effect required,
he immediately
cut his throat ; after
which he took his head off; then
ripped him open and took out his
bowels and heart and threw them
into the /ire, which consumed them ;
then he slashed his four quarters and
put them with the head into a coffin.'
Andrews, pp. 285-286.
The last
case is from the gZt_iversal S2ectator,
Sept. 1741. ' On Tuesday, was senteneed to death at the- Old Bailey,
Henry Cook, shoemaker, of Stratford,
for robbing Mr. Zachary on the highway. On Cook's refusing to plead
there was a new press made and fixed
in the proper place in the press-yard,
there having been no person pressed
since the famous Splggott, the highwayman, about twenty
years ago.
Burnworth, alias Frazier, was prerssed

at Kingston, in Surrey, about sixteen
years
ago.'-- The Irish case was at
Kllkenny. Madden, Periodical L_terature, i. p. 274.
2 See the very large collection of
passages from old newspapers and
magazines,
illustrating
the
penal
system inEngland,
mAndrews'/_qhtem_th Cel_tury, and in that great
repository
of curious
information
Notes and Oue_es. See, too, Kmght's
Zoadan, Cowper's 2Fist. q_ t]_e Rod,
and Madden's
.Hist. of t_eriadival
Inte_'a_ure i_ Ireland.
For eases
of criminals being killed by the illusage they underwent in the pillory,
see Prior's Znfe of 2_u_/_e, i. 367;
Nlchol's Mew_nrs of Hogarth, pp. 190_
191. Johnson wrote a very humane
and sensible
protest
against
the
multiplication
of capital
offences,
/tamb/er, No. t 14, and Fielding in his
CAZUSeSof tl_e Increase of _l_obbee#
advocated
private executions.
The
public whipping of women in England was abolished in 1817, the prirate whipping only in 1820.
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in spite of the strenuous opposition of the Chief Justice Lord
Raymond. t The last impeachment of a Prime "Minister was
that of Walpole ; the last battle fought on British soil was in
the rebellion of 1745. The last traces of the old exemptions
from the dominion of the law were removed by the abolition
of hereditary jurisdictions in Scotland, and of the right of sanctuaxy in London ; and the most conspicuous sign of the insular
spirit of the nation disappeared when England consented to
adopt the same calendar as the most civilised nations on the
Continent.
It was at this time, also, that the modern military system
was firmly established.
An aversion to a standing army in time
of peace had long b_en one of the strongest of English sentiments, and it was one in which both the great, parties of the
State cordially concurred.
The Tories were never weary of
dilating upon the military despotism of Cromwell, which had
left an indelible impression on the mind of the nation, while the
army of 30,000 men which James had maintained without the
consent of Parliament furnished one of the graves_ Whig charges
against that sovereign.
Of all the measures that accompanied
the Restoration, none had been more popular than the disbandment of the army of Cromwell; but soon after, a confl:ct began
between the Crown and the Legislature, which continually recurred with aggravated severity up to the time of the Revolution. The last two Stuart sovereigns aimed at the maintenance,
in time of peace, of a considel_ble military force altogether
subject to their control.
They governed it by articles of war.
They assumed, or claimed as part of their prerogative, a power
unknown to the law, of administering
justice, and inflicting
punishments on their soldiers by eourts-martiM ; and James, in
defiance of the Test Act, had bestowed numerous military
commands upon Catholics.
The steady policy of Parliament,
on the other hand, was to develop the militia, which it was
assumed could never become inimical to the liberties of England ; to insist upon the disbandment, in time of peace, of the
whole army, except, perhaps, a body-guard for the King and
garrisons for the forts; and to maintain the exclusion of
Catholics from commands, and the principle that punishments
I Campbell's1.4_ of_w 6_._l_ra,
vL119-120.
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in time of peace could only be inflicted by order of _he civil
magistrate.
The great part which this conflict had in pre_
paring the Revolution is well known ; and an article of the Bill
of Rights expressly provided that_ without the consent of Parliament_ the raising or keeping of a standing army within the
kingdom was illegal.
It soon, however, became evident to all
sagacious observers that a considerable army was indispensable
if England were ever te engage in a land war with Continental
nations. The French army_ which under Henry IV. consisted
of 14,000 men_ amoun_d, after the Peace of Nimegue, to no
less than 140_000 ; l and before the close of his reign Lewis )[IV.
is said to have had as many as 360_000 men at one time under
arms. The Emperor Charles VI. employed 170_000 soldiers in
the war of 1733. The Prussian army, on the accession of
Frederick the Great_ consisted of 76,000 men ; and every petty
(_erman ruler was augmenting his forces.
The genius of
Parma_ Turenne, Cond_ and Vauban transformed _the art
of war_ and every improvement made a hastily levied militia
more helpless before a disciplined army.
Vauban and Cohere
may almost be said to have created the art of attacking
and defending fortresses.
Mining acquired a prominence in
warfare, and was conducted with a skill formerly utterly unknown. Transportable copper pontoons for crossing rivers were
invented by the French in 1672.
The invention of the fixed
bayonet has been attributed both to Mackay and to Vauban;
and the Prussian infantry attained a perfection in manceuvring
and a rapidity in firing which made every battalion a walking
battery_ and was speedily copied in the rest of Europe. _
All these changes, by giving a new perfection to the art of
war, made it evident that the time had arrived when a considerable permanent body of highly trained soldiers was necessary
ibr the security of the State ; and that necessity in England was
_ill more felt on account of the perpetual fear of a Jacobite
insurrection.
But a permanent army could not exist unless
adequate means were provided for preserving its discipline,
especially at a time when the dispositions of the troops were
J Iteeren.
statisMcs,Ranke'sJ_#t. of t_u_a, i.
2 Frederick II., _moire$ de rr_m 420-_21,LordHervey'sMamo/rs,i.86.
Tem#s. See, too, for other military
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doubt2"ul or divided. The declaration of 800 soldiers at Ipswich
in favour of James in 1689 produced the first Mutiny Aet_ which
was enacted for six months, and which enabled qpur_martiaI to
punish mutiny and desertion by death. 1 The press-gang soon
came into line, and it was much employed in time of war as a
kind of irregular police ; suspected criminals, or notorious bad
characters, against whom no definite charge could be proved,
being in this manner draughted in great numbers into the army.
_AnAct of Anne gave justices of the peace express power to levy
as soldiers such able-bodied men in their districts as had _no
lawful calling or employment_
tenance or livelihood.' _

or visible means for their main-

There are few more curious pages in English history
than the slow and gradual change of public opinion on the
subject of standing armies.
For more than half a century the
battle continued with almost unabated violence_ and a century
had elapsed before it altogether subsided.
The Mutiny Act was
regarded as a purely temporary contrivance, but it was soon felt
by most experienced men that it was impossible to govern the
army if military insubordination or desertion were treated as
mere breaches of contract_ and were punishable only by the civil
courts.
The Mutiny Act was accordingly re-enacted_ sometimes
for six months, more frequently for a year_ but it was long
before it was recognised as permanently
necessary.
In the
reigns of William and Anne there were several periods--one
of
them lasting for more than two years--in which it was not
in force, and its invariable enactment dates only from George I.
Its opponents dwelt upon the danger of severing by a special
code of laws the members of the army from their fellow citizens,
and of tampering with the great constitutional
principle that
the civil magistrate in time of peace should have sole jurisdiction
for the suppression of crime; and they urged that to permit
the sovereign_ of his own authority_ to establish articles of war,
and erect courts-martial
for enforcing them_ was to vest a sole
legislative power in the Crown. On these grounds Windham and
Shippon_ at the head of the Tory party_ strenuously opposed the
Mutiny Act. Walpole took the same course_ when he was in opposition to Stanhope, and his saying that _he who gives the power
Macaulay'sJW,_t.

_ _ _ _ Anne,ch. II.
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ofbloodgives
lood wascontmually quoted by its opponent_. In
1717 the power of inflicting capital punishment by sentence of
cour_mart/_l on deserters and mutineers was only carried by247 to
229,' and most of the extensions which the Act underwent were
fiercely contested. The Act of 1689 provided only for the punishment of mutiny and desertion, without exempting any officer or
soldier from the ordinary processes of law, and its operation was
restricted to the regular army and to England. The scope of the
Act was gradually extended to Jersey and Guernsey, to Ireland,
and at length to the whole dominion of the Crown. The Mutiny
Act of 1713, which was the first passed in time of peace, gave
courts-martial no power to award a capital sentence, and this
incapacity continued till the rebellion of 1715. Under George I.
the Crown for the first time obf_ined an express and formal
authority to constitute, under royal sign manual, articles of war
for the government of the army, and to enforce their penalties
by courts-martial.
The articles of war of 1717 made provision
for the trial of ordinary civil offences by courts martial, and the
J_utiny Act declared that acquittal or conviction should be a
bar to all further indictment for the same offence. In 1728,
however, a question arose whether the articles of war which
emanated from the sovereign alone, could create capital offences
unknown to the law, and the Attorney-General ad_sed the
Government that while the power of inflicting other penalties
by those articles was unrestricted, no sentence extending to life
or limb could be imposed by court-martial except for offences
enumerated in, and made so punishable by, the Mutiny Act;
and a clause to this effect has been inserted in every Mutiny
Act since 1748. In 1748, too, an oath of secrecy was first imposed upon the members of courts-martial forbidding them to
divulge the sentence till approved, or the votes of any member
unless required by Parliament. The position of half-pay officers
was long and vehemently discussed. It was contended by the
Government that they were subject to the Mutiny Act, but the
opinions of the judges were divided on the question.
A spec_l
clause making them liable was inserted in the Act of 1747, but
it was withdrawn in 1749, and in 1785 their exemption was
decided, tn 1754 the operation of the Mutiny Act was extended
See the remarkableaccountof the debate in Timd_£
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to the troops of the East India Company serving in India, and
to the king's troops serving in North America, as well as to
local troops serving with them.
In 1756 the militia, when called
out for active service, were brought under its provisions ; and in
1788, in spite of the strong opposition of Fox and Sheridan, the
corps of sappers and miners was included in the same category. l
The extreme distrust with which this department of legislation was regarded is shown by the strong opposition that was
aroused over almost all the questions I have enumerated.
The
first volume of the Commentaries of Blackstone was published
as late as 1765, and it is remarkable that even at this date that
great lawyer spoke with the strongest apprehension of the
dangers to liberty arising from the Mutiny Act.
He maintained
that the condition of the army was that of absolute servitude ; and
he argued that every free and prudent nation should endeavour
to prevent the introductio_n of slavery into the midstof it; that
if it has unhappily been introduced, arms should at least never
be placed in the hands of the slaves, and that no policy could
be more suicidal than to deprive of the liberties of the constitution the very men who are at the last resort entrusted with their
defence. _ But whatever plausibility there may be in such
reasoning, it will now hardly be disputed that a body of
many thousands of armed men, whose prompt, and unreasoning
obedience is of the utmost moment to the State, cannot be permanently governed by the mild and tardy processes of law
which are applicable to civilians.
Military insubordination is
so grave and, at the same time, so contagious a disease, that it
requires the promptest and most decisive remedies to prevent it
from leading to anarchy.
By retaining a strict control over the
pay and over the numbers of the soldiers, by Hmiting each
Mutiny Act to a single year, and by entrusting its carriage
through the House to a civil minister, who is responsible for its
provisions, Parliament
has very effectually
guarded against
abuses ; and the army, since the days of the Commonwealth, has
never been inimical to the liberties of England.
t See,for the origin of the Mutiny Clode'sMi_tar!l_b_eesoft_s _rer_
Act, Macaulay'sJ_r_s_.
of Emghtnd,oh. vol. i.
xi., and for its subsequent history,
z Blackstone,book i. oh. 13.

The jealousy that was felt about the Mutiny Act extended
to other parts of military administration.
After the Peace of
Ryswlck, Parliament
insisted on reducing
the forces to 10,000
men, or about a third part of what William considered necessary
for the security of the State ; and during the greater part of the
first two Hanoverian
reigns there was an annual conflict about
the
this
tion
tion

number of the forces.
In 1717 Walpole
himself, being at
time in Opposition,
was prominent
in urging their reducfrom 16,000 to 12,000 men.
During his own administrathe army in time of peace was usually about 17,000 men.

The terror which was produced
by the Scotch invasion of 1745,
the frequent alarms of a French invasion, the popularity
of the
wars of the elder Pitt, and the great extension
of the empire
resulting
from his conquests,
gradually
led to increased
alznaments; nor was the growth of the regnlar army seriously checked
by the organisation,
between
1757 and 1763, of a national
militia.
In the early years of the eighteenth
century
the number of soldiers
in Parliament
was much complained
of, and
some tmsuccessful
efforts were made to diminish
it. 1 Walpole
desired to avail himself
of the military
as of other forms
of patronage
for the purpose of gratifying
his supporters
and
thus securing his parliamentary
majority ; but George II, to his
great credit, steadily
refused to allo_ the army
into the vortex of corruption, _ thaugh he consented

to be dragged
to deprive the

In 1741 some members of the we think the gentlemen of the amy
Houseof Lordsdrewupa very remarkas little liable to undn£_influence as
ableprotestonthis subject. Aftercomany other body of men, yet we think
plaining of the increase of the army, it would be very _mprudent to trust
and of the formation of new corl_,
the very fundamentals of our Constio
they say: 'We apprehend that this
tution, the independency of Parliamethod of augmentation by new corps ments, to the uncertain effects of
may be attended with consequences ministema] favour or resentment.'--fatalin time to ourConstitution, by in- Rogers's Protests of the Lards, ii. 1-6.
creasing the number of commissions
2 Walpole himself complained to
which may be disposed of v_th regard Lord Hervey, ' How many people there
toparliamentary influence only... Our are I could brad to me by getting
dmtrust of the motives of ,this aug- things done in the army you may
mentation which creates at once 370 im_ne, and that I never can get
officers.., ought to be the greater so any one thing done in it you perhaps
near the electron of a new parliament
will not believe _ but it is as true as
• . . and we cannot forget that an that there is an army, that I never
augmentation of 8,040 men was likeask for the smallest commission by
wise made the very year of the elec.
which a Member of Parliament may
tion of the present Parliament ....
be immediately or collaterally obliged_
The number of officers in Parhament
that the King's answer is not--" I
has gradually increased, and though won't do tha¢ ; you want always to
VOL. I.
L L
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Duke of Bolton and Lard Cobham of their )egiments
on account of their votes against the excise scheme.
A Bill was at
this time introduc_
to prevent any officer abQve the rank of
colonel

from being thus deprived,

except

by a c__rt-martial

or an

address from one House of Parliament.
Considering
the great
power of the ministry in both Houses, it is not surprising
that
this measure should have been defeated by large majorities,
but
it is a very remarkable fact that it should have been extremely unpopular.
The manner in which _bralpole exercised his power was
very scandalous.
The desire to restriot
the corrupt
influence
of the Government
was very strong, and the excise scheme was
generally
detested ; but so deep and so lively after the lapse of
more than seventy years was the hatred of military government
which the despotism
of Cromwell
had planted
in the nation
that it was sufficient to overpower
all other considerations.
It
was contended
that the measure of the Opposition,
by relaxing
the authority
of the civil power over the military
system and
by aggrandising
that of the courts-martial,
would increase
the
independence
and the strength
of standing armies, and in consequence the dangers of a stratocracy
attested
fact that it very seriously
party who proposed it?

; and it is a curious and welN
impaired
the popularity
of the

The last sign that may be noticed
of the unpopularity
of
a standing army was the extreme
reluctance
of Parliament
to
provide barracks adequate
for its accommodation.
In Ireland,
it is true, which was governed
like a conquered
country,
a
different policy was pursued, and a large grant for their erection
was made as early as William
III.,* while in Scotland
they
have me disoblige all my old soldiers,
the Admiralty on account of his votes
you understand notlnng of troot_s, in che House of Commons. WlIson's
I will order my army an I think fit ; Lije of l_efoe, i. 469.
for your scoundrels in the House of
_ Clode. Chesterfield appears to
Commons you may do as you please ; have contemplated a considerable mulyou know I never interfere nor prephcatmn of barracks. As his biogratend to know anything of them, but pher somewhat strangely says : ' If his
this provlnc_ I will keep to myself."'
Lordship had returned to Ireland he
_Lord Hervey's Memoirs, ii. 381, 382. would have ordered new barracksto be
This is not the least of the many bml_ m those parts of the kingdom
_mrecognlsed services of George IL
which are not amenable to the laws
to the country,
of the country
By this lorovisw_ he
: Lord Hervey's M_w_*'s, L 282-- n'ished to _ahe the inl_bitants _n_v
284. Coxe's W_12ole, i. 409. ParL
_ha$ _h_e is a God, a king, and a
Z/_t. ix. 291. William had positively
go,-ernment.'_d[afy's Life of Chester.
refused to remove Sir G. Rooke from tic/d, p. 271.

_. m.,
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eafiefly date from the rebellion of 1715, but in England the
baxrack accommodation
till a much later period was miserably insufficient- 1 Even at the time when the army had acquired very considerable dimensions the majority of the troops
were still billeted out in publichouses, kept under canvas
during the most inclement portions of the year, or stowed
away in barns that were purchased for the purpose.
Pulteney
contended that the very fact that a standing army in quarters
is more burdensome than a standing army in barracks is a reason
for opposing the erection of the latter, lest the people should
grow accustomed to the yoke. _ ' The people of this kingdora,' said General Wade in 1740, ' have been taught to assoclare the ideas of barracks and slavery, like darkness and the
devil. '3 Blackstone, in 1765, strongly maintained that the soldiers should live ' intermixed with the people,' and that ' no
separate camp, no barracks, no inland fortress, should be allowed. '4
It was about this time, however, that the popular jealousy of
the army began first perceptibly to decline. "In 1760 Lord
Bath published a pamphlet which is in more than one respect
very remarkable, but which is especially interesting
for the
evidence it furnishes of this change.
He complained bitterly
that the country had become strangely tolerant of a far larger
peace establishment than had once been regarded as compatible
with the security of the Constitution ; that the members of the
great families were beginning to enlist in large numbers in the
army, not only in time of war, but also as a permanent profession in time of peace ; and that the erection of barracks, which
twenty years before would have ruined any minister who proposed
it, was now accepted without serious protest, or even with popular applause2
Still the old feeling of distrust was not wholly
t Clode's Military
t'orces, i. 221226. A writer who visited Scotland
about 1722, speaking of Bcrwlek-onTweed, says : ' King George, since his
accession to the throne, to ease the
inhabitants of this town from quarteting of soldiers, hath built a fine
barrack here consisting
of a square
spacious court of freestone ....
These
are the first barracks erected in Great
Britain, and it would be a vast ease
to the inhabitants
in most grea_
towns if they
had
them everyL],2

where; bu_ English liberty wilt never
consent _o what will seem a nest for
a standing axmy.'--Macky's
Journ_tt
through b'eotland (1723), pp. 24-25.
2 /Parl. IT, st. xi. 1448.
* Ibid. 1442.
* Book i. eh. 13.
J ' What I lament is to see the
sentiments of the nation so amazingly
reconciled to the prospect of having
a fax more numerous body of regtfla,r
troops kept up after the peace than
any true lover of his country ha formor
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extinct.
The scheme ot_ fortification proposed by the youn_r
Pit_ in 1786, was rejected on the ground that it would render
necessary and would provide accommodation
for a larger
standing army; l and in 1792, when a barrack department was
instituted for the purpose of erecting barracks throughout the
country, a co_nsiderable opposition was shown to the scheme.
Fox and Grey, as the representatives of the Whigs, vehemently denounced it in the beginning of 1793_ maintaining, like
Pelham_ Pult_ney, and Blaekstone_ that the erection of barracks was menacing and unconstitutional, and that the dangers
of a standing army could only be averted if the soldiers were
closely mixed with the populace. _
times thought could be allowed without endangering
the Constitution.
Nay, so unaccountably
fond are we
become of the military plan, that the
erection of barracks, which twenty
years ago would have ruined any rain_sterwhoshouldhaveventuredtopro.
pose it, may be proposed safely by our
own ministers now-a-days, and upon
trial be found t_ be a favourite measure
with our patriots and with the public
in general ....
What I lament, as the
greatest misfortune that can threaten

the public liberty, is to see the eagerhess with which our nobility, born to
be the guardians of the Constitution
against prerogative, solicit the badge
of military subjection, not merely to
serve their countryin times of danger,
which would be commendable,
but
in expectation
of being continued
soldiers when tranqmllity
shall be
restored.'--Zefte,r
$o Two Great Me_
(Newcastle and Pitt), p. 35.
_ Clode.
= _Par/.//ist.
xxx. 474-496.
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I s_A_ conclude this volume with a brief sketch of the leading
intellectual and social changes of the period we have been
examining which have not fallen within the scope of the
preceding narrative.
In the higher forms of intellect if we omit
the best works of Pope and Swift, who belong chiefly to the
reign of Anne, the reigns of George I. and George II. were_ on
the whole, not prolific, but the influence of the press was great
and growing, though periodical writing was far less brilliant
than in the preceding period.
Among other writers, Fielding_
Lyttleton, and Chesterfield occasionally contributed to it.
The
' CraRsman' especially_ though now utterly neglected_ is said
to have once attained a circulation of 10,000, was believed to
have eclipsed the 'Spectator,'
and undoubtedly
contributed
largely to the downfall of Walpole.
Though set up by Bolingbroke and Pulteney, it was edited by an obscure and disreputable
winter named Amhtu_t, who devoted nearly twenty years to the
service of the faction, but who was utterly neglected by them
in the compromise of 1742. He died of a broken heart, and
owed his grave to the charity of a bookseller.
We have already
seen the large sum which Walpole, though in general wholly
indifferent to literary merit, bestowed upon the Government
press, and its writers were also occasionally rewarded by
Government patronage.
Thus Trenchard, the author of _Cato's
Letters,' obtained the post of ' commissioner of wine-licences '
from Walpole ; and Concannon_ another ministerial writer_ was
made Attorney-General
of Jamaica by Newcastle.
In 1724
there were three daily and five weekly papers printed in London, as well as ten which appeared three times a week. 1 The
number steadily increased_ and a provincial press gradually

grew up. The first trace of newspapers outside London is in
the time of the Commonwealth, when the contending armies
carried with them printing presses for the purpose of issuing
reports of their proceedings ; but the first re_oallar provincial
papers appear to have been created in the last decade of the
seventeenth century, and by the middle of the eighteenth century almost every important provincial town had its local organ.
Political caricatures, which were probably Italian in their origin, 1 came into fashion in England during the South Sea panic.
Caricatures on cards, which were for a time exceedingly popular,
were invented by George Townshend, in 1756. _ As the century
advanced the political importance of the press became very
apparent,
' Newspapers,' said a writer in the ' Gentleman's
Magazine' of 1731, ' are of late so multiplied as to render it impossible, unless a man makes it his business, to consult them all.
• . . Upon calculating the number of newspapers it is found that
(besides divers written accounts) no less than 200 half-sheets per
month are thrown from the press, only in London, and about 'is
many printed elsewhere in the three kingdoms ;...
so that they
are become the chief channels of amusement and intelligence. 'a
' The people of Great Britain,' said Mr. I)anvers in 1738, _are
governed by a power that never was heard of as a supreme
authority in any age or country before ....
It is the government of the press. The stuff which our weekly newspapers are
filled with, is received with greater reverence than Acts of
Parliament, and the sentiments of one of these scribblers have
, more weight with the multitude than the opinion of the best
"politician in the kingdom.' 4 ' No species of literary men,'
wrote Dr. Johnson in 1758, ' has lately been so much multiplied as the writers of news. Not many years ago the nation
was content with one Gazette, but now we have not only in the
I In the recently published autobiography of Lord Shelburne
there
is a curious anecdote on the subject
of caricatures. 'He [Lord Melcombe]
told me that coming home fhrough
Brtmsels, he was presented to Sarah,
Duehess of Marlborough,
after her
disgrace.
She said to him, 'Young
man, you come from Italy; they tell
me of a new invention there called
caricature drawing. Can you find me

somebody that will make me a carlcature of Lady Masham, describing
her covered with running so_es and
ulcers, that I may send it to the
Queen to give her a right idea of her
new favourite ?' (p. 122).
_ Watpole'sM_emotr_ of George II.
it. 228.
8 Advertisement to the first numher of the Ge_t/ema_'# Magazine.
4 ParL 2/_$t. x. 448.
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metropolis_ papers of every morning and every evening, but
almost every large town has its weekly historian.' l One of the
consequences of the complete subjection of literary men to the
booksellers was the creation of magazines, which afforded a more
certain and rapid remuneration than hooks, and gave many
writers a scanty and precarious subsistence.
The _ Gentleman's
Magazine' appeared in 1731.
It was speedily followed by it_
rival, the ' London Magazine ;' and in 1750 there were eight
periodicals of this kind.
In the middle of the eighteenth
century also, literary reviews began in England.
In 1752 there
were three--the
' Literary,' the ' Critical,' and the ' Monthly.'
Under George II. an additional tax of _d. had been imposed on
newspapers, and an additional duty of a shilling on advertisements ; but the demand for this form of literature was so great
that these impositions do not appear to have seriously checked
it. _ The essay writers had made it their great object as
much as possible to popularise and diffuse knowledge, and to
bring down every qlmstion to a level with the capacities of the
idlest reader ; and without any great change in education, any
display of extraordinary
genius, or any real enthusiasm for
knowledge, the circle of inteltigen_ was slowly enlarged.
The
progress was probably even greater among women than among
men. Swift, in one of his latest letters, noticed the great
improvement which had taken place during his lifetime in the
education and in the writing of ladies ; a and it is to this period
that some of the best female correspondence in our literature
belongs.
The prevailing coarseness, however, of fashionable life and
sentiment was but little mitigated_
The writings of Swift_
Defoe, Fielding, Coventry, and Smollett are sufficient to illustrate the great difference which in this respect separated
the first half of the eighteenth century from our own day,
and unlike Anne, the first two Hanoverian sovereigns did
nothing to improve the prevailing tone.
Each king lived
I The Idl_, No. 30,
See, on the History
of Newspapers, Chalmers' ZAfe of _uddi_z_,
2_ic3aols' _wry
Anecdote8 of the
)_ghte_nth
Century, vok iv. Hunt's
_'_rth
_ate.
Andrews'
///_t.
of

/J_
Jawrn_/£_.
Madden's I/_tt.
of
Irish
P_od_cal
ZAteT_ztW,e.
Wright's F__jlc_d _der
th_ 2taupe
_ Hanover.,
3 Mrs. Delany's Correspoade_e_ i.
55L
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mistresses,

was accompanied
_nich
has oi_m
more

general

and

the

immorality

of

_

their

_.

Courts

by nothing
of that
refinement
or grace
cast a soi_ening
veil over much deeper and
corruption.

undoubtedly
authentic
which is furnished
by
much
more
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On

this

subject

the

vivid

and

picture
of the Court of George
II.
Lord Hervey enables us to speak with

confidence.
Few figures in the history of the time are
worthy
of study than that shrewd
and coarse-minded

Queen,

who

by such

condescensions,

infinite

succeeded

adroitness_

and

in obtaining

by

such

insensibly

amazing

a complete

command
over the mind of her husband, and a powerful influence
over the politics
of England.
Living herself a life of
unsullied
virtue, discharging
under circumstances
of peculiar
ditBcu_ty

the duties

of a wife with

the most

exemplary

and diligence,
exercising
her great influence
Stat_ with singular
wisdom,
patriotism,
and
passed
his

through

ministers

life jesting
with

on the vices

the coarseness

in Church
benevolence,

of her husband

of a trooper,

her husband the earliest and fullest
affair in which
he was engaged,

death

scene was

ever

cynical

died

a victim

in

painted

her

judgments

of

of an

excessive

and

i The Queen had always wished
She King to marry az,_iu. _She had
often said so when he was present
_nd when he was not present, and
when she was in health, and gave it
now, as her advice to him when she
was dying ; upon which his sobs
began to rise, and h/s tears to fall
with double vehemence. Whilst in
the midst of this passion, wiping his
eyes and sobbing between every word,
_vith much ado he got out this
aaswer:"Non, j'auraidesmaitreMes."
To which the Queen made no other
reply than: ,, Ah, mo_ Dieu I ce!a

from

accounts of every new love
and prepared
to welcome

t_m

that

of

nor can we easily find a more striking
illustration
consistencies
of human
nature than that a woman
and

and
she

and of

receiving

each new mistress_ provided
only she could
herself
first place in his judgment
and in his confidence.
racter
of their relation
remained
unbroken
to the
stranger

patience

others

should

misplaced

keep the
The chaend.
No
Caroline, t
of the inso coarse

have

delicacy.

herself
_

The

n'eml_che pas." I know this episode
will hardly be credited, but it is
literally
true.' N Lord Hervey's
M_u_/rs, ii. 513-514.
2 She had for fourteen years suffeted from a rupture which she could
not bring herse_ to reveal except to
her husband. When on her desth-bed,
and suffering extreme agony, she
still concealed it from her doctors,
and it was contrary to her ardent wish
tl_t the King, too late to _ve her,
told them of her complaint. Lord
Hervey, ii. 505-506.

works of Richardson, which appeared between 1740 and 1753_
and which at once attuned an extraordinary popularity, probably
contributed something to refine the tone of society, but the
improvement
was not very perceptible
till the reign of
George IIL
Sir Walter Scott, in a well-known anecdote, has
illustrated very happily the change that had taken place. He
tells us that a grand-aunt of his own assured him that the
novels of Aphra Behn were as current upon the toilet table in
her youth as the novels of Miss Edgeworth in her old age, and
he has described very vividly the astonishment of his old relative when, curiosity leading her, after a long interval of years,
to turn over the forgotten pages she had delighted in when
young, she found that, sitting alone at the age of eighty, she
was unable to read without shame a book, which sixty years
before she had heard read out for amusement in large circles
consisting of the best society in London. _
In one respect during the first haft of the eighteenth
century there was a marked deterioration.
The passion for
gambling, which had been very prevalent since the Restoration,
appears to have attained its climax under the first two Georges.
It had been very considerably stimulated by the madness of
speculation
which infected all classes during the South Sea
mania.
That desire to make rapid fortunes, that contempt for
the slow and steady gains of industry which has in our own
day so often produced the wildest combinations
of recklessness
and credulity, was never more apparent.
Scheme af__er scheme
of the most fantastic description rose, and glittered, and burst.
Companies for _Fishing up Wrecks on the Irish Coast,' for
Insurance against Losses by Servants,' for _Making Salt Water
Fresh,' for ' Extracting
Silver from Lead,' for ' Transmuting
Quicksilver into Malleable and Fine Metal,' for ' Importing Jackasses from Spain,' for _Trading in Human Hair,' for _A Wheel
for Perpetual Motions' as well as many others, attracted crewels
of eager subscribers.
One projector announced a Company _for
an undertaking which shall in due time be revealed_' each
subscriber to pay at once two guineas, and afterwal<ls to receive
a share of a hundred, with a disclosure of the object.
In a
I Iz_khart's/._e

tf _,

v. 13_-1_7.

single morning he received Y_OOOguineas, with which he
immediately decamped, t
It was natural that this passion for speculation should have
stimulated
the taste for gamMing in private life. It h_
long been inveterate among the upper classes, an4it soon rose
to an unprecedented height.
The chief, or, at least, the most
prominent_ centre was Whif_'s chocolate-house.
Swift tells
us that Lord Oxford never passed it without bestowing on it a
Curse as ' the bane of the English nobility ;' and it continued
during the greater part of the century to be the scene of the
wildest and most extravagant gambling.
It was, however, only
the most prominent among many similar establishments which
sprang up around Chafing Cross, Leicester Fields, and Golden
Square.
The Duke of Devonshire
lost an estate at a game
vf basset.
The fine intellect of Chesterfield was thoroughly
enslaved by the _4ce.
At Bath_ which was then the centre
of English fashion, it reigned supreme;
and the physicians
even recommended
it to their patients as a form of distraction.
In the green-rooms of the theatres, as Mrs. Bellamy
assures us, thousands were often lost and won in a single night.
Among fashionable ladies the passion was quite as strong as
among men, and the professor of whist and quadrille became a
regular attendant at their levees
Miss Pelham, the daughter of
the prime minister, was one of the most notorious gamblers of her
time_ and Lady Cowper speaks in her _Diary' of sittings at Court
at which the lowest stake was 200 guineas.
The public lotteries
contributed
very powerfully to diffuse the taste for gambling
among all classes.
They had begun in England in the seventeenth century;
and though more than once forbidden, they
e_ahled the Government to raise money with so little unpopularity that they were again resorted to.
' I cannot forbear
telling you, wrote Addison to an Irish friend in 1711, ' that last
wee& [ drew a prize of 1,000/. in the lottery.' _ Fielding wrote
a satire on the pas_m_ for lotteries prevalent in his time.
The
discovery af seine gross frauds in their m_nagement contributed
to throw them into discredit, and Pelham is said to have exMaClaherson's
.A_,m_ of _
mercy,vol. iii.
Addisonto Jos. Dawson, (Dec.

18, 1711) Departmental Correspondeace. I_ish State Paper Office,

_
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pressed some disapl_ova1 of them, but they were not tln_lly
suppressed in England till 1823. Westmlnster Br£dge, which
was begun in 1736, was built chiefly from the produce oflot_
t_'ies. Another instance of their employment is deserving of
special remembrance, for it is connected with the origin of one
of the most valuable of London institutions. In 1753 lotteries
were established to purchase the Sloane collection and the
Harleian manuscripts, which were combined with the Cottonian
collection, and deposited in Montague House under the name of
the British Museum. l
Concerning the amusements and social life of the upper classes
I shall content myself with making a few somewhat miscellaneous
observations. The subject is a very large one, and it would
require volumes to exhaust it; but it is, I think, possible to
select from the mass of details a few facts which are not without a real historic importance, as indicating the tendencies of
taste, and thus throwing some light on the moral history of
the nation. It was said that the Revolution brought four
tastes into England, two of which were chiefly due to Mary,
and two to her husband. To Mary was due a passion for
coloured East Indian calicoes, which speedily spread through
all classes of the community, and also a passion for rare and
eccentric porcelain, which continued for some generations to
be a favourite topic with the satirists. William, on his side,
set the fashion of picture-collecting and gave a great impulse
to gardening. _ This latter taste, which forms one of the
healthiest elements in English country liie, attained its height
in the first half of the eighteenth century, and it took a form
which was entirely new. In the reign of Charles II. the parks
of Greenwich and St. James had been laid out by the great
French gardener Le N6tre, and the taste which he made
general in Europe reigned in its most exaggerated form in England. It appeared to be a main object to compel nature to
recede as far as possible, to repress every irregularity, to make
the human hand apparent in every shrub, and to convert gardening into an anomalous form of sculpture. The trees were
Maephel_on,
iii. 300.Beckmann's otherlightliteratureof the time:
,_._ of I_¢b_s, iL pp. 423-429.
_Defoe's /b,r _]_
Thepa_ion
forgamblingin England _r_oA?:,i. 121-124.
appe_ in all thecorrespondence
and

l_bitually carved into cones, or pyramids, or globes, into smooth+
even walls, or into fantastic groups of men and animals.
The
flower-beds were laid out symmetrically in architectu_nd figures.
Long, straight, and formal alleys, a perfect uniformity of design,
and a constant recurrence of similar forms, were essential to
a well-arranged garden.
The tmssion for gardening, however, at
this time took some root in England, and the writings of Evelyn
did much to extend it.
William introduced the fashion of
masses of clipped yews forming the avenue or shading the ap.
preaches of the house, and of imposing iron gutes, Sir William
Temple, in hisessay
' On the Garden of Epicurus,' accurately
reflected the prevailing
taste.
But ear_ in the eighteenth
century two great gardeners--Bridgeman_who
died in 1737,
and Kent, who died in 1748--originated
a new form of landscape-gardening
which speedily acquired an Mmost universal
popularity.
They utterly discarded all vegetable sculpture and
all symmetry of design, gave free scope to the wild, luxuriant
and irregular beauties of nature, and made it their aim to reproduce, as far as possible, in a small compass its variety and its
freedom.
The essay in which Bacon had urged that one part of
a garden should be made an imitation
of unrestricted nature,
the description of Paradise in Milton, and the description of the
garden of Armida in Tasao, were cited as foreshadowing the
change, and at a later period
the poetry of Thomson undoubtedly contributed to sustain it.
Addison and Pope laid out
their gardens on the new plan, and defended it with their pens, t
and the latter is said to have greatly assisted Kent by his advice.
Spence and Horace Walpole were enthusiastic
disciples. _ The
new system was made the subject of a graceful poem by Mason,
and of an ingenious essay by Shenstone, and in 1770 appeared
Whately's "Observations
on Modem Gardening,' which was the
_tlrst considerable standard work in England upon the subject.
The gardens of the Prince of Wales at Carlton House were imitated from that of Pope at Twiekenham. 3 Kensington Gardens
1 8co Addison's papers in the pole on Madam Owrdana. See, too,
/_¢a_r, No. 414, 477, mad Pope's _is IAfe of X_.
See _
on the
very curiouspaper in the G,_r_
sprea¢lof the taste, _ugeloni s 2,_r,
No. 178. See, too, Pope's .Mor_ o_
.,_,_
_ntt_iL2f_274.+
l_mmce'sA_
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were laid c_t by Kent on the new plan, aswell as the gardens of
Claremont and Esher, those of Lord Burlington at Clfiswick,
and those of Lord Cobham at Stowe.
The example was speedily followed, and often exaggerated, !
in every part of England, and the revolution of taste was accompanied by a great increase in the love of gardening.
In
the beginning of the century there were probably not more
than 1,000 species of exotics in England, but before its close
more than 5,000 new kinds were introduced.
When bIiller
published
the first edition of his ' Dictionary of Gardening'
in 1724, only twelve species of evergreens were grown in the
island, and the number of the plants cultivated in England
is said to have more than doubled between 1731 and 1768. _
Very many were introduced
from Madeira,
and the West
Indies, which had been explored by Sir Hans Sloane, and
from the American
colonies, which had been explored by
several independent
investigators ; and the taste for botany was
still more diffused by the long controversies that ibllowed the
publication
in 1735 of the great discovery of Linnmus about
the sexual nature of plants, s Landscape-gardening
is said to
have been introduced into Ireland by Dr. Delany, the friend of
Swift, and into Scotland by Lord Kames, 4 but both countries
remained in this respect far behind England.
At Edinburgh a
botanical garden appears to have existed as early as 1680.* In
Ireland a florists' club was established
by some Huguenot
refugees in the reign of George L, but it met with no encouragement and speedily expired. 6 An Englishman named Threlkeld,
who was settled in Dublin, published in 1727 "A Synopsis of
Irish Plants ;' and another work entitled ' Botanologia Unlversa!Jis
Hibernica_ or a general
a writer named Keogh.
for botany continually
remarkable features in

Irish Herbal,' was published in 1735 by
7 In England the love for gardens and
extended, and it forms one of the most
the history of national _astes during the

first half of the eighteenth

century.

t See on these exaggerations, The
Wm*_d, Nos. 6, 15. The taste was
carried so far that dead trees were
s°m-etimeSwalk
(_zdemned.Plsmted'
and every straight
' Lo_lon's _yo/a2_d_a
of Garde_,
pp. 276, 277.
* Miller's R_oaFe_
of th$ _'igh-

teeath Oentu_y,i. pp. 163-188.
4 Loudon's_Fmvye/_p_d_a_pp.269_
273.
Pulteney's _PrOfess of .Bat_y _
_mg/_nd_ ii. _.
J Loudon's _neyohr2_d/a,
p. 282.
' Pulteney's Pro_rea8 of B_ta_y 4_
Eng/_nd, ii. 197-201.
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The poet Gray, in a letter written in 1763, observes_hat
' our skill in gardening or laying out grounds is the only taste
we can call our own, the only proof of original talent in matters
of pleasure.'
In architecture, it is true, England had produced
one or two respectable and one really great name ; and the fire
of London had given Wren a noble field for the display of his
genius, but in other departments of art there was an almost
absolute blank.
Few questions in history are more perplexing,
and perhaps insoluble, than the causes which govern the great
manifestations
of _esthetic genius.
Germany, which up to the
time of the Reformation was in this respect peculiarly prolific-Germany which is now pre-eminently
the land of artistic criticism_ and which stands in the first rank of artistic production-can scarcely be said to have produced a single painter of real
genius during the long period that elapsed between the death
of Holbein and the da@n of the nineteenth century.
France,
the richest_ the most cultivated,
the most luxurious
nation
on the Continent,
in spite of a munificent royal patronage
of art, was during the same period but little more successful.
Many very considerable
artist_, no doubt, arose ; but yet the
nation which appears beyond all others to possess the gift of
grace and delicacy of touch, which has created the Gobelins
tapestry and the S_vres china, and has governed through a long
succession of generations the taste of Europe, could boast of no
painter except Claude Lorraine_ who had taken absolutely a
foremost place ; and its art was far inferior to that which grew
up in more than one small Italian province, among the canals
of Holland_ or in the old cities of Flanders.
But of all the
great civilised nations, England in this respect ranked the last.
Dobson, indeed, who had been brought forward by the patronage
of Vandyc-_ and who died at the early age of thirty-six, showed
some real talent for portrait_painting,
and Oliver, Hilliard, and
Cooper some skl]l in miniature ; but still, in the beginning of
the eighteenth century, not a single English painter or sculptor
had taken a permanent place in European art_ and the number
of painter_ even of third or fourth rate excellence, was very
small.
The principal, and, indeed, the most congenial, employment of the British artist appears to have been the production

of the gaudy sign-b_ards which nearly every shopkeeper was
then accustomed to hang out before his door. l
This complete barrenness of British art is i_ many ways
remarkable.
No real d_ficiency of imagination can be attribated to a nation which has produced the noblest poetic literature in Christendom ; anal something had been done to stimulate
artistic taste. Henry VIII., Elizabeth, and above all_ Charles I._
had warmly patronised art, and the latter was one of the two
greatest collectors of his time.
He purchased the cartoons of
Raphael and the whole collection of the Duke of Mantua, which
was then the most valuable in Europe.
He drew o_er to
England both Rubens and Vandyck, and his competition with
Philip IV. of Spain was so keen that it is said to have tripled
the ordinary price of the works ef the great artists. 2 In the
early years of the eighteenth
century the Englisk were already
famous for their assiduity in haunting the galleries in Italy, _
and for their zeal in collecting pictures ; and their aristocracy
possessed ample wealth to enable them to gratify their desires.
Catholicism is, no doubt_ more favourable to art than Protestantism ; but if the change of religion had in some degree
impaired the appreciation
of Italian or Spanish ar_, the English
were at least in intimate connection with HoIland, where a
noble school existed which was essentially
the creation of
Protestantism.
A few Italian and a long succession of Dutch
and Flemish artists _isited England.
It possessed, indeed, an
admirable school of painting, but it was a scl_ol which was
represented almost exclusively by foreigners, by Holbein, Rubens, Vandyck_ Lely, and Knel|er.
Foreign writers were accustomed to attribute the utter absence of native talent in art to
the aspect of physical nature_ and especially to the turbid and
depressing gloom of a northern sky; but the explanation will
hardly appear sufficient to those who remember that Rembrandt,
Van der Helst, Potter, Gerard Dow, Cuyp, and many other
artists of consummate power, grew up beneath a sky that is
scarcely brighter than that of England, and in a country much
less eminently endowed with natural beauty.
_evt_,
No. 28.
Da Bos, _j_ma
_a
_ar
_ patio _ _ _2o_n_c.e, tom.ii. p.

152 (1733). Walpole_ An_adat_ o3*
/_ng.
oh. ix.
s Ibid.

I do not p_ld
to explain fmAlythis deficiency, but several
t_Aal
solations may be given.
Puritanism was exceedingly
inimical to a_ and the Parliament in 1645 ordered that the
pictures in the royal collectic_a containing representations of the
Second Person of the Trinity, or of the Virgin Mary, should be
burnt, and that all the other pictures collected by Charles should
be sokh Fortunately this very characteristic edict was not fully
complied with.
Cromwell succeeded in saving the cartoons
of Raphael and other less important
pictures for England
and the world ; but a great portion of the art treasures of
the King were dispersed.
Many of his finest pictures found
their way to the Escurial, and a ply which was exceedingly
hostile to art was given to a large part of the English people.
In order that the artistic
capacities of a nation should be
largely developed, it is necessal T that the great body of the
people should come in frequent contact with artistic works, and
that there should be institutions
securing the means of artistic
education.
Both of these conditions were wanting in England.
In ancient Greece and in modem Florence all classes of the
community had the opportunity
of becoming familiar with the
noblest works of the chisel or of the pencil ; their taste was
thus gradually educated, and any artistic genius that was latent
among them was awakened. But in England by far the greater
number of works of art were in private hands, while Sabbatarian
prejudices and the division of classes produced by an aristocratic
tone of manners, effectually excluded the great mass of the
people from the small number of paintings that were in public
institutions.
Annual exhibitions were as yet unknown. 1 The
country habits of the English nobility
turned their tastes
chiefly in the direction of field-sports and other outdoor pursui_
and art never occupied the 6ame prominence in their
lives as it did in those of the Cardinals of Rome, or of the rich
merchants of Florence, Venice_ and Amsterdam.
The same predilection for a country life induced mast of those who were real
' Aeeox_ng toPye, the first public
exhibition of British Works of/L_'t was
about 1740, when Hogarth presented
a portrait to the Foundling Hospital,
and other m_tsts followed his example.
In 1759 • meeting of artists zesotved

to establish an annual exhibition, and
in the follow_mgyear they, for the fir st
time, carried
their intention
into
ettect.--Pye's
Pa_re_
_ _
Art, p. 286.
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coUec_ors to accumulate
their treasures in their country-houses,
where they were seen only by a few private
friends,
and were
utterly

without

of the
private

eighteenth
collections,

influence

on the nation

at large.

In the middle

century,
England
was already very rich in
_ but the proportion
of Englishmen
who had

ever looked at a good picture or a good statue
Nor were there any means of artistic
education.
Royal Academy
of Painting
and Sculpture
early as 1648, and in 1665 Colbert founded
stitution,
providing

the French
young artists

Academy
with the

collecting

by private
indifferent

pictures

had

established
admirable

spread

as
inof
In

and in the beginning
of art could find no

patronage.
The first
to art, and although
very widely

aristocracy,
their patronage
was neither
It was observed
that portrait-painting,
sentiment
besides
really encouraged.

was
that

at Rome, for the purpose
best possible instruction.

England nothing
of the kind existed,
the eighteenth
century
a poor student
sistance
except
were absolutely

was very small.
At Paris the

among

of
as-

two Georges
a fashion of
the English

generous nor intelligent.
which touched another

love of pure art, was the only form
Painter after painter,
distinguished

that was
in other

branches,
came over to England,
but they invariably
found that
they could succeed only by devoting
themselves
to the one department

which

' Painters

of history,'

not begin

to

appealed
said

directly
Kneller,

live themselves

till

to the vanity
' make
they

the

are

of their
dead

dead.

patrons.

live,

but

I paint

2
do

the

A list of the chief collections in
gave to Dr. Mead, daring the time
England in 1766 is given in Pye's
he resided here. At the same time,
t)at_'onageofB_itishArt,
pp. 145-146,
Vanloo, who came hither with the
and catalogues of the chief pictures
reputation
of painting
portraits
contained in them will be found in a
very well, was obliged to keep three
book called The ]z_ghsh Co_noissottr : or four subaltern painters for drapery
a_ aoeount of whatever _ cur_o_s in
and other parts.'--Angeton_'s Zetters
_ainting and se_lTtu_,e'ia the 2alaces
on the E_*glish (2nd ed. 1756), vol.
and seats of tha nobility and geat_l
i. p. 97. 80, too, Amiconi, a Venetian
of England (1766).
historical painter, came to England
2 , No painter, however excellent,
in 1729, and tried for a time to maincan succeed among the English, that
tain a position by his own form of
is not engaged in painting portraits,
art, 'bu_,' says Horace WaJpole, 'as
Canaietti, whose works they admired
portraiture is the one thing necessary
whilst he resided at Venice, at his
to a painter in this eoumry, he was
coming to London tm_l not in a whole
obliged to betake himself to that
year the employmen_ of three months,
employment much against his inWatteau, whose pictures are sold at
clination.'--Anevdotes
of Pa_nt_ag.
such great prices at present, painted
See, too, Dallaway's _Progressof tha
never a picture but two which he
Art# in _._ag/and, pp. 455-461.
•OL. L
M M
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living and they make me live.'
Hogarth described portraitpainting as ' the only flourishing branch of the high tree of
British art.' Barry complained that ' the difficulty of subsisting by any other species of art ....
and the love of ease
and affluence had so operated upon our youth that the country
had been filled with this species of artist.'
The Dutch pertrait-painter
Vanloo, who came to London in 1737, was so
popular that, as a nearly contemporary
writer tells us, ' for
several weeks after his arrival, the train of carriages at his door
was like that at the door of a theatre.
He had some hundreds
of portraits begun, and was obliged to give as many as five sittings in a day.
Large bribes were given by many to the man
who kept the register of his engagements, in order to accelerate
their sittings_ and when that was not done, it was often necessary to wait six weeks.' Vanloo remained in England only four
years, but is said to have accumulated in that time considerable
wealth, l On the other hand, it is very remarkable that, in the
next generation,
Wilson,
the first great English
landscapepainter, and Barry, the first historical t_ainter of real talent,
were both of them unable to earn even a small competence,
and both of them died in extreme poverty.
Vertue, who died
in 1756, carried the al_ of engraving to considerable perfection,
and was followed by Boydell and a few other native engravers.
Knetler, and afterwards Thornhill, made some attempts in the
first quarter of the century to maintain a private academy
in England
for artistic
instruction, but they appear to have
met with little encouragement,
and the reign of George I.
is on the whole one of the darkest periods in the history
of English art.
Early in the next reign_ however, a painter
of great and original genius emerged from obscurity_ who, in
a low form of art, attained a high, and a/most a supreme,
perfection.
William Hogarth was born in London, of obscure
parents, in 1698.
His early years were chiefly passed in
engraving
arms, shop bills, and plates for books.
He then
painted portraits, some of them of singular beauty, and occasionally furnished designs for tapestry.
In 1730 he secretly
married the daughter of Sir James Thornhill, the fashionable
artist of the day, and in 1731 he completed
his ' Harlot's
ll_uq_v$,L'l_a_ _1_A_

er_AJ_yl_r_, pp. _9-60.
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Progress,' which proved to all good judges that, for the first
time, a really great native painter had arisen in England.
Had his genius been of a higher order, he would probably have
been less successful.
He had little charm of colouring or sense
of beauty, and no power of idealising nature ; but the intense
realism, the admirable homeliness and truth of his pictures of
English life, and the excellent morals they invariably conveye_ appealed to all classes, while their deep and various
meaning, and the sombre imagination he sometimes threw over
his conceptions, 1 raised them far above the level of the mere
grotesque.
The popularity of his designs was such that they
were immensely imitated, and it was found necessary to pass an
Act of Parliament, in 1735, vesting an exclusive right in designers and engravers, and restraining the multiplying of copies
of works without the consent of the artist. _ In the same reign
sculpture in England was largely pursued by Rysbrack, a native
of Antwerp, and by Roubiliac, a native of Lyons.
The taste for music was more widely diffused than that for
painting;
but although it made rapid progress in the first
half of the eighteenth century, this was in no degree due to
native talent.
A distinguished French critic a has noticed, as
one of the most striking of the many differences between the
two great branches of the Teutonic race, that, among all modern
civilised nations, the Germans are probably the most eminent,
and the English the most deficient, in musical talent.
Up to
the close of the seventeenth century, however, this distinction
did not exist, and England might fairly claim a very respectable rank among musical nations.
No feature in the poetry of
Shakespeare or Milton is more remarkable
than the exquisite
and delicate appreciation of music they continually evince, and
the musical dramas known under the name of masques, which
were so popular from the time of Ben Jonson to the time of
the Rebellion, kept up a general taste for the art.
Henry
Lawes, who composed the music for ' Comus,' as well as edited
the poem, and to whom Milton has paid a beautiful compliment, 4
i See e.g. that noble
last he ever drew--called,

sketch
Finis.'

the

2 8Geo. ii.c. 13. Nichols'M_a/r:
of Hogarth, p. 37.
a Renan.

4 , But first I must put off
These my sky.robes,
spun out. of Iris' woof,
And take the weeds and likenes_ of a swain
_M2
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was conspicuous as a composer.
Blow, in the last years of the
seventeenth century_ contributed much t_ church music; but
the really great name in English music was Henry Purcell, who
was born in 1658, and died in 1697, and who, in the opinion of
many competent judges, deserves to rank among the very greatest
composers who had up to that date arisen in Europe.
In the
early yearn of the eighteenth
century, however, music was purely
an exotic.
The capital fact of this period was the introduction
and great popularity of the Italian opera. Operas on the Italian
model first appeared in England in 1705.
They were at first
sung in English, and by English performers;
but soon after,
some Italian castrati having come over, the principal characters
in the dialogue sang in Italian, while the subordinate characters answered in English.
After two or three years, this absurdity passed away, and the operas became wholly Italian.
In 1710 the illustrious Handel first came to England,
and
'Rinatdo,'
his earliest opera, appeared in 1711.
Bononcini,
who at one time rivalled his popularity
as a composer, followed a few years later. An Academy for Music was founded
in 1720, and several Italian singers of the highest merit were
brought over, at salaries which were then unparalleled
in
Europe.
The two great female singers Cuzzoni and La Faustina obtained
each 2,000 guineas a-year,
Farinelli
1,500
guineas and a benefit, Senesino 1,400 guineas.
The rivalry
between Cuzzoni and La Faustina,
and the rivalry between
Handel and Bononcini,
divided society into factions almost
like those of the Byzantine empire;
and the conflicting claims
of the two composers were celebrated
in a well-known epigram, which has been commonly attributed
to Swift, but which
was in reality written by Byrom. 1 The author little imagined
That to the service of this house belongs,
Who with his soft pipe and smooth-dittied song
Well knows to still the wild winds when they roar,
Andhush the wavingwoods.'

Cwmu$.

Lawes taught music in the house of Lord Bridgewater,where _rr_s was
firs_represented.
Some my that Signor Bononcini
Comparedto Handel is a ninny ;
Othersaver that to him Handel
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle.
Strangethat suchdifferenceshouldbe
'Twixt tweedledumand tweedledce.
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flint one of the composers, whom he treated with such eontempG
was, in his own, and that no ignoble, sphere_ among the maser
intellects of mankind.l
The di_culties against which the new entertainment had to
struggle were very great.
Addison opposed it bitterly in the
Spectator.'
The partisans of the regular drama denounced it
as an absurd and mischievous novelty.
It had to encounter the
strong popular prejudice against foreigners and Papists.
It was
weakened by perpetual quarrels of composers and singers_ and
it was supported chiefly by the small and capricious circle of
fashionable society.
In 1717 the Italian theatre was closed for
want of support, but it revived in 1720 under the auspices of
Handel. The extraordinary success of the ' Beggars' Opera,' which
appeared in 1728, for a time threw it completely in the shade.
The music of Handel was deserted, and the Italian theatre again
closed.
It reopened in the following year under the joint direction of Handel and of Heidegger, a Swiss, famous for his ugliness, his impudence, and his skill in organising public amusements ; and it continued to flourish until a quarrel broke out
between Handel and the singer Senesino.
The great nobles,
who were the chief supporters of the opera, took the side of the
singer, set up, in 1733, a rivM theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields,
attracted to it Heidegger and most of the best singers, made it
their special object to ruin Handel, and succeeded in so governing the course of fashion that his theatre was almost deserted.
The King, it is true_ steadily supported him_ and Queen Caroline, with the tact she usually showed in discovering the highest
talent in the country_ threw her whole enthusiasm into his cause ;
but the Prince of Wales, who was in violent opposition to his
father, took the opposite side, and the Court could not save
the great musician
from ruin.
' The King and Queen,' says
Lord Hervey_ ' sat freezing constantly at his empty Haymarket
opera, whilst the Prince, with the chief of the nobility, went as
constantly to that of Lincoln's Inn Fields.'2
Handel struggled
i Burney's/F_t. of Mu_/c. Seh51chef's /Afe of 2/andel. Byrom's
Remains, vol. i. pt. i. p. 150.
2 Lord Hervey's Mema/_'s,i. 314.
The Princess Royal was equally
enthusiastic. The King said, with
good.narrateand good sense, 'He did
not think setting oneself at the he_l

of a faction of fiddlersa very hovourableemploymentforpeopleofquatity,
or the ruin of one poor fellow [Handell so generousor so good-natured
a scheme as to do much honour to
the undertakers, whether they succeeded ornot.'
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for some time vainly against the stream ; all the savings he had
amassed were lost_ and his career was for a time ended by bankruptcy in 1737.
The effect, however, was only to make him turn more exclusively to that nobler and loftier form of music in which he had
no rival. Like the great blind poet of Puritanism, whom in more
than one respect he resembled, he was indeed one of those whose
lips the Seraphim had touched and purified with the hallowed
fire from the altar ; and it was only when interpreting the highest
religious emotions that his transcendent genius was fully felt.
If it be true that music is in modern art what painting was in
the Renaissance and what sculpture was in antiqtdty, the name
of Handel can be placed little below those of Raphael and of
Phidias, and it is to his sacred music that his pre-eminence is
mainly due. To recall sacred music from the neglect into which
it had fallen in England had long been his desire.
In 1713 he
had composed a grand _Te Deum' and _Jubflate'
in celebration
of the Peace of Utrecht.
From 1718 to 1721 he had been
organist to the chapel of the Duke of Chandos. He introduced for
the first time organ concerts into England ; and, in addition to
many beautiful anthems, he composed his oratorio of _Esther ' for
the Duke of Chandos's chapel. Oratorios had been invented in the
middle of the sixteenth century by St. Philip Neri in order to
counteract the attractions of the theatre, but they had hitherto
been absolutely unknown in England.
' Esther' was brought
upon the public stage for the first time in 1732.
It was followed in 1733 by _Deborah' and by _Athalie,' in 1738 by _Israel
in Egypt,' in 1740 by ' Saul.'
The earliest of these great compositions were received with considerable applause, but the last
two were almost utterly neglected.
The musical education of the
public was not sufficient to appreciate
them;
the leaders of
fashion who professed to regulate taste in matters of art steadily
and vindictively
derided them;
and the King and Queen
incurred no small ridicule for their persistent admiration
of
Handel.
A story is told of Chesterfield leaving the empty
theatre in which an oratorio was being sung before the King, and
giving as his reason that he did not desire to intrude on the
privacy of his sovereign.
Horace Walpole, who assumed the
language
of a great critic in matters
of art, but _hose cold

heart and feebly fastidious taste were usually incapable of appreciating any high form of excellence, sneered at Handel, as he
afterwards sneered at Garrick ; and it came to be looked upon in
fashionable circles as one of th0 signs of good taste to ridicule
his music, l Some ladies of position actually engaged a famous
mimic and comic singer to set up a puppet-show in the hope of
drawing away the people from Handel, 2 and with the same
view they specially selected the days on which an oratorio was
performed, for their card parties or concerts. 3
There was, of course, a certain party in his favour. Arbuthnot, who was himself an excellent musician, steadily supported
him. Pope, though perfectly insensible to the charm of music,
resting on the opinion of Arbuthnot, took the same side. A
statue of Handel by Roubiliae was erected in Vauxhall in 1738,
but of the general depreciation and condemnation of his music
there can be no doubt.
The death of Queen Caroline, in 1737,
deprived him of his warmest patron, and he composed an
anthem for her funeral, which Dr. Burney regarded as the most
perfect of all his works. After the bankruptcy of his theatre,
and the almost total failure of his two last oratorios, he felt it
necessary to bend before the storm, and he resolved for a time
to fly where his works _would be out of the reach of enmity
and prejudice.'
He had already composed the music for the
greatest of all his works, but he would not risk its production
in London, and he adopted the resolution of bringing it out for
the first time in Dublin. 4
i Fielding
has noticed
this in a
'Advice,' and the accompanying note.
characteristic
passage.
' It was Mr.
Again shall Handelraise his laarelled brow,
Western's custom every afternoon, as
Again shall harmony v_h rapture glow !
soon as he was drunk, to hear his
The spells
dissolve,
the Fra_u'srival,squeaks.
combination breaks,
And
Punch,
no longer
daughter play on the harpsichord ;
Lo, Russol falls a sacrificeto whim,
for he was a great lover of music,
Andstarts araazedm Newgate fromhis
dreamLine 183.
and, perhaps, had he lived in town,
might have passed as a connoisseur,
Russel was a famous mimic and singer
for he always excepted against the
set up by certain ladies of quality to
finest compositions of Mr. Handel ; he
oppose Handel. When the current of
never relished any music but what
fashion changed he sank into debt,
was light and airy ; and, indeed, his
and was confined in Newgate, where
most favourite
tunes were "Old Sir
he lost his reason.
A small subscripSimon, the King," " St. George he
tion was with difficulty raised among
was for England," "Bobbing
Joan,"
his patronesses to procure his admisand some others.'--Tgr_
]ar_s.
sion into Bedlam.
See
8mollett's
poem
called
s SchSlcher.
4 But soon, ah soon, rebellion will commence
If music meanly borrow aid from sense ;
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in the December

c_ r,.

of 1741 has

la_e/y been investi_ted
in all its de_ails, _ and it forms a pleasing episode in the Irish history of the eighteenth
century.
It
appears

that

music

had

for some

time

been

passionately

culti-

vated in the Irish capital, that
a flourishing
society had been
formed for practising
it, and that
the music of Handel
was
already in great favour.
It was customary to give frequent coneerts for the benefit of Dublin charities,
and one of these churlties.was at this time attracting
great attention.
of the frightful
abuses in the debtors' prisons
made a deep impression,

and a society

The revelation
in Ireland had

was formed for ameliorat-

ing the condition
of the inmates,
compounding
with their creditors and releasing
as many as possible from prison.
In the year
1739 no less than 188 had been freed from a condition
of extreme
benefit

misery, and the charity still continued.
of this and of two older charities 2 that

Handel

was

interval

that had elapsed

first produced,

had abundant
him so bitterly
remarkable

in Dublin,

since

in

dated

April

1742.

his arrival in Ireland

evidence that the animosity
in England
had not crossed

letter

It was for the
the ' Messiah'
of

December

29,

In

the

its composer

which had pursued
the Channel.
In a
written

to

his

friend

Charles Jennens, 3 who had selected the passages of Scripture
for
the _ Messiah,'
Handel describes the success of a series of concerts
which

he had begun

amongst

themselves

: _ The nobility
a subscription

did me the honour
for six nights,

which

to make
did fill a

room of 600 persons, so that I needed not sell one single ticket at
the door ; and, without vanity, the performance
was received with
a general

approbation.

.

I cannot

sufficiently

express

Strong in new arms, lo I giant Handel stands
Like bold Briareus, with a hundred hands ;
To stir, to muse, to shake the soul, he comes ;
And Jove's own thunders follow Mars's drums,
Arrest him, Empress, or you sleep no more.
She heard, and drove him to the Hibernian shore.
_w/_,
bk. iv.
' See a very curious and interestDublin, and who was a friend and
ing little book, called A_ Account of
ardent admirer of Handel. See, too,
the Ir_it of lta_lel to Du_li_, by
Burney's/it/st. of Jlr_do, iv. 661-662.
Horatio Townsend (Dublin, 1852).
2 Mercer's
Hospital
and the
Since this book was Imblished, a little
Charitable Infirmary.
additional light has been thrown on
s He was a Leicestershire country
the stay of Handel in Lreland, by
gentleman--a Non]uror. Townsend,
the publication of the letters of Mrs. p. 81.
Delany, who was then living near

rv.
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the kind treatment
I receive here, but the politeness of this
generous nation cannot be unknown to you, so I let you judge
of the satisfaction I enjoy, passing my time with honour, profit,
and pleasure.'
A new series of concerts was performed with equal
success, and on April 8, 1742, the _Messiah' was rehearsed,
and on the 13th it was for the first time publicly performed.
The choirs of St. Patrick's Cathedral and of Christ's Church were
enlisted for
chief parts.
Fellows of
in Church

the occasion.
Mrs. Cibber and Mrs. Avolio sang the
The Viceroy, the Archbishop of Dublin, the leading
Trinity College, and most of the other dignitaries
and State, were present, and the success was over-

whelming and immediate.
Music Hall were so great

The crowds who thronged
the
that an advertisement
was issued

begging the ladies for the occasion to discard their hoops, and
no discordant
voice appears to have broken the unanimity of
applause.
Handel, whose sensitive nature had been embittered
by long neglect and hostility, has recorded in touching terms
the completeness of his triumph.
He remained in Ireland till
the following August, a welcome guest in every circle ; and he
is said to .have expressed his surprise and admiration at the
beauty of those national melodies which were then unknown
out of Ireland, but which the poetry of Moore has, in our own
century, carried over the world.
On his return to London, however, he found the hostility
against him but little diminished.
The 'Messiah,' when first
produced in London, if it did not absolutely fail, was but coldly
received, and it is shameful and melancholy to relate that in
1745 Handel was for a second time reduced to bankruptcy.
The
first really unequivocal success he obtained in England for many
years was his ' Judas Maccab_eus,' which was composed in 1746,
and brought out in the following year. It was dedicated to
the Duke of Cumberland, and was intended to commemorate
his victory at Culloden, and this fact, as well as the enthusiastic
support of the London Jews, who welcomed it as a glorification of a great Jewish hero, contributed
largely to its success.
From this time the current of fashion suddenly changed. _hen
the _Messiah ' was again produced at Covent Garden in ] 750 it
was received with general enthusiasm, and the ' Te Deum' on
the oc_.asion of the victory of Dettingen, and the long series of
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oratorios which Handel brought out in the closing years of his life,
were seareely less sucoessful.
In 1751 he became completely
blind, but he still continued to compose music and to play
publicly upon the organ.
Among other pieces he performed
his own ' Samson,' and while the choir sang to the pathetic
strains of Handel those noble lines in which Milton represented
the Jewish hero lamenting the darkness that encompassed him,
a thrill of sympathetic emotion passed through the crowded
audience as they looked upon the old blind musician, who sat
before them at the organ. 1 The popularity of his later days
restored his fortunes, and he acquired considerable wealth?
He died on Good Friday in 1759, after a residence in England
of forty-nine years, and he obtained the well-won honour of a
tomb in Vv'estminster Abbey?
The great impulse given by Handel to sacred music, and the
naturalisation of the opera in England, are the two capital events
in English musical history during the first half of the eighteenth
century.
Apart from these musical performances the love
ibr dramatic entertainments
appears to have greatly increased,
though the thea£re never altogether recovered the blow it had
received during the Puritan ascendancy.
So much has been said
of the necessary effect of theatrical amusements in demoralising
nations that it is worthy of special notice that there were ten
or eleven theatres open in London in the reign of Elizabeth,
and a still greater number in the reign of her successor, 4 whereas
in the incomparably more profligate reign of Charles II. there
were only two. Even these proved too many, and in spite of
the attraction of actresses, who were then for the first time permitred upon the stage, and of the great histrionic powers of
Hart and of Betterton,
it was found necessary to unite the
companies in 1684. 5 The profligacy of the theatre during the
generation that followed the Restoration can hardly be exaggerated, and it continued with little abatement
during two
reigns.
The character of the plays was such that few ladies of
Mrs. Delany's Co_re$2o_u_nee, Mu_.
iii. 177.
4 CompareCollier's An_
of the
Ibid. iii. 549-550. He left
_ye, i. 343. Chalmers' Aeoount of
20,ooot.
t_e F_rly _t_], _,a_e.
s _hSlcher's ._fe of Handel.
5 Cibber s Afology, ch. iv.
Burney and Hawkins's /_or/e_ of

cu. _v.
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respectability

and

position

ventured
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to appear at the first repre-

sentation
of a new comedy, and those whose curiosity trimnphed
over their delicacy
usually came masked--a
custom
which at
this time
abuses, l
ment

became very common,
By the time of the

of

dissipation

had

and which
Revolution,

somewhat

naturally led to grave
however, the move-

spent

its

force,

and

the

appearance
in 1698 of Collier's well-known
'Short View of the
Stage,' had a sensible
and an immediate
effect.
Though
the
author
was a vehement
Nonjuror,
William
expressed
warm
approbation
the abuses

of his work,
of the stage.

and a Royal order was issued to restrain
The Master of the Revels, who then

licensed plays, began to exercise his function with some severity,
and a favourable
change
passed over public
opinion.
In the
reign of Anne the reformation
tion of masks in the theatre. 2
ment
scandal
at the

was

effected,

still

remained

to

be done.

Great

was caused by a prologue,
written by Garth, and spoken
opening
of the Haymarket
theatre
in 1705, which

congratulated

the world

the place of the
a representation
immorality
among

much

was much aided by the prohibiBut although
a certain improve-

that

the

stage

was beginning

to take

Church. a The two Houses of Convocatio%
to the Queen in 1711, dwelt strongly on

of the drama. 4

the foremost

Swift placed

causes of the

its degraded

corruption

of the

in
the

condition
ag% 5 and it

i ,While our authors took these
and rarely came upon the first days
extraordinary liberties with their
of acting but in masks (then daily
wit, I remember the ladies were then
worn, and admitted in the pit, side
observed to be decently afraid of
boxes, and gallery).' Cibber'sApo/ogy,
venturing barefaced to a new comedy
ch. viii. _o Pope :till they had been assured they might
Thefairsat pantmgata courtier'splay,
do it without the risque of insult to
Andnota maskwentunmtproved away.
their modesty/ or if their curiosity
£._ayon 6'rmc_m,p$.h.
weretoostrongfortheirpatmnce,
they
_ See Davies' I_ifs of Garrick,
took care at least to save appearances,
it. 355 (ed. 1780).
s In the good days of ghostly ignorance,
How did cathedrals rise and zeal advance !
The merry monks said orisons at ease,
Large were their meals, and light their penances.
Pardons for sins were purchased with estates,
And none but rogues in rags died reprobates.
But now that pious pageantry's no more
And stages thrive as cht_rches did before.
See the Harleia_ M_wella_y, it. 21.
4 _arlai_a )J'_ella_y, it. 21.
1709. He says: 'It is worth observing
See some admirable remarks on
the distributive justice of the authors,
the subject in his t_roje_ for the
which is constantly applied to the
Advancement of .Pcl'ujia%written in
punishment of virtue and the reward
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rem_kable thatalthoughEnglishplay-writers
borrowedvery
largely
from the French,theEnglishstagewas farinferior
to
that of France in decorum,modesty, and morality. In this
reject at leastthere was no dispo_tionto imitateFrench
manners,and we may, _deed, traceamong Englishwritersno
sm_dljealousyof the dramaticsupremacyof France. Dryden
continually expressed it, and Shadwell displayed it in a strain
of grotesque insolence.
Among his plays was one called ' The
.Miser,' based upon one of the most perfect of the matchless
comedies of Moli_re.
Not content with degrading this noble
play by the addition of coarse, obscene, and insipid jests which
French taste would never have tolerated, Shadwelt prefixed to
it a preface in which he gives us with amusing candour his
own estimate of the comparative merits of Moli_re and of himself. _The foundation of this play,' he said, _I took from one
of Moliere's, called _L'Avare," but having too few persons and
too little action for an English theatre, I added to both so much
that I may call more than half this play my own ; and I think
I may say without vanity that Moli_re's part of it has not
suffered in my hands; nor did I ever know a French comedy
made use of by the worst of our poets that was not bettered by
them.
'Tis not barrenness of wit or invention that makes us
borrow from the French, but laziness, and this was the occasion
of my making use of "L_Avare. '' l
Shadwell was a poor poet_ but he was for a long time
a popular dramatist_ and he was sufficiently conspicuous to be
appointed poet laureate by William in the place of Dryden.
The preface I have cited, coming from such a pen, throws a
curious light upon the national taste.
Addison and Steele,
who contributed
in so many ways to turn the stream of fashion
in the direction of morality,
did something
at least, to inof vice ; directly opposite to the rules
of their best critieks, as well as to
the practice of dramatickpoets in all
other ages and countries....
I do
not rememberthat our English poets
ever suffered a criminal amour to
sacceed upon the stage until the

to be committed behind the scenesas
part of the action.'
_ So, too, in the Prologue of the
play_

reign of Charles

For our good-n_ured

IL

Ever

SillCe

that

thne the aldermanis made a cuckold,
the deluded vlrgin is debauched,and
adulteryand fornicationaresuppoted

Frenchplaysinwhichtruewtt'sasrarelyfoumi
As mines of _ilver are tn I_nglishground.

•

•

•

i

nation

thinks

.
it lit

Toeoun_F_mh toysg_l war_,Frenchnon_m_wit.
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troduce French decorum into the English drama.
Both of
tJaem wrote plays, which though of no great merit, had their
ho,,r of noisy popularity,
and were at least scrupulously
moral.
_I never heard of any plays,' said Parson Adams, in
one of the novels of Fielding,
'fit for a Christian to read
but "Cato " and the "Conscious Lovers," and I must own
in the latter there are some things almost solemn enough for
a sermon.' 1 The example, however, was not very generally
followed, and some of the comedies of Fielding in point of
coarseness are little if at all superior to those of Wycherley.
Dr. Herring, who was afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury,
when Court chaplain
and preacher
at Lincoln's
Inn, denounced the 'Beggars'
Opera' of Gay with great asperity
from the pulpit ; _ and Sir John Bernard, in 1735, brought the
condition of the theatre before the House of Commons, complaining bitterly that there were now six theatres in London,
and that they were sources of great corruption.
In the course
of the debate one of his chief supporters observed ' that it was
no less surprising than shameful to see so great a change for
the worse in the temper and inclinations of the British nation,
who were now so extravagantly
addicted to lewd and idle
diversions that the number of playhouses in London was double
that of Paris . . . that it was astonishing to all Europe that
Italian eunuchs and signoras should have set salaries equal
to those of the Lords of the Treasury and Judges of England.' a
On this occasion nothing effectual was done, but soon after the
theatre took a new form which was well calculated
to alarm
politicians.
Fielding, following an example which had been
set by Gay, made it the vehicle of political satire, and in his
' Pasquin ' and his ' Historical
Register'
he ridiculed Walpole
and the corruption
at elections.
Another play, called ' The
Golden Rump,' submitted
to the director of Lincoln's Inn
Theatre and handed over by him to the minister, was said to
Joseph Andrews, book iii. ch.
ll. Hallamsays, 'Steele's C_aeiou._
/,overs is the first comedy [after the
Restoration] which can be called
moral.' _,-t. of I_,vteratwre,
iv. p. 284.
Hazlitt complainsof the too didactic
characterof the plays of Steele, and
says, 'The comedies of Steele were

the first that were written expressly
with a view not to imitate the
manners but to reform the morals of
the age.'--/.eetu_e$ on the /Tamge
W,riter._,p. 341.
_ 8wift's Cerre_o_de_ee,ii. 24_.
I_el_e_er,
:N.O.
III.
s l_arl. 2_,_t.ix. 948.
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have contained a bitter satire against the King and the reigning family. Walpole, relying on these, carried through Parliament in 1737 his Licensing Act, diminishing the mmaber of
playhouses, and at the same time
authorising
the Lord
Chamberlain to prohibit
any dramatic representation,
and
providing that no new play or addition to an old play could be
acted if he had not first inspected it.
The power of the Lord
Chamberlain over the theatre was not a new thing, and it had
very recently been exercised for the suppression of the sequel
to the ' Beggars' Opera' by Gay ; but it had hitherto been undefined o1" very rarely employed, and the institution
of an
authorised and systematic censorship was opposed by Pulteney,
and denounced with especial vehemence by Chesterfield, as the
beginning of a crusade against the liberty of the press. Among
the plays that were proscribed under the new system were the
Gustavus Yasa ' of Brooke, and the _Eleanora'
of Thomson ;
the rising fashion of political comedies was crushed, but in
general the licensing power was employed with much moderation and simply in the interests of morality. 1
By far the greatest dramatic success during the first half of
the eighteenth
century was the _Beggars' Opera' of Gay.
It,
for a time, as we have seen_ ruined the Italian opera; and
in one of the notes to the _Dunciad'
we have a curious
picture
of the enthusiasm
it excited.
It was acted in
London without interruption
for sixty-three
days, and was
_eceived with equal applause in the following season.
It was
played fifty'times in both Bristol and Bath.
It spread rapidly
through all the great towns of the kingdom, penetrated
to
Scotland and Wales, and was brilliantly
successful in Ireland.
Its favourite songs appeared on ladies' fans and on drawingroom screens, and a hitherto
obscure actress, by playing its
principal part, became one of the most conspicuous and popular
personages in the country.
In general the prevailing taste
in dramatic literature
during the greater part of this period
was very low. The great change which had passed over the
x h very full history of Walpole's
measure is given in Coxe'sL4fe, eh.
xlvii. It was ostensibly an Act to
amendalaw passed underAnne which
t_eated players who acted without

licence as vagrants or vagabonds.
_ee, too, M_ty's Life of 6rh_rfleld,
Lawrence's ./Ale a3"__/eld/_, PaeL
_Oe_at_.

cx. _.
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social position of authors was peculiarly prejudicial to the drama,
which consists in a great degree of sketches of the manners of
society, l and there was little or no demand for plays of a high
order.
Slight and coarse comedies, or gaudy spectacles with
rope dancers and ballets, appear to have been in the greatest
favour, and in more serious pieces the love of butchering, so
characteristic of the English stage, was long a standing reproach
among foreign critics. _ Masquerades were at this time extremely
popular, and they had a considerable
influence over theatrical
taste.
Heidegger
organised them on a magnificent scale, and
they were warmly patronised by the King, who was extremely
angry with Bishop Gibson for denouncing them.
In one celebrated masquerade the King was present in disguise, while the
well-known maid of honour, Miss Chudleigh, scandalised all decent persons by appearing almost naked as Iphigenia. a In 1755,
after the earthquake of Lisbon, they were for a short time suppressed, lest they should call down a similar judgment upon
London?
The English form of pantomime,
which is nearly
related to this type of amusement, and which, after more than
150 years retains its popularity, was invented by Rich in 1717. 5
For a few years after the Restoration
the acting of Hart and
Betterton in some degree supported Shakespeare upon the stage,
but a change had taken place in the taste and in the manners of
the nation, which made his plays appear barbarous or insipid.
Even Dryden, who defended him, only ventured with some
timidity to pronounce him to be equal, if not superior to
Ben Jonson; _ and the depreciating
or contemptuous
lang_aage which Pepys employed about nearly every Shakespearian play T that he witnessed
probably reflected very fairly
I As Horace Watpole said: 'W_ny
are there so few genteel comedies
but because most comedies are written
by men not of that sphere ? Etherid_e,
Congreve,
Yanbrugh,
and
Cibber
wrote genteel comedy
because they
lived in the best company ; and Mrs.
Oldfield played it so well beeatlse she
not only followed but often set the
fashion. '--To tho Gouat_
_ Os$org,
June 14_ 1187.
z Ta¢/vr, No.IB4. _a_r,_o,
44.
' Watpole's
Zv_cre
to Man_.
_y,
1749.

* Walpole's
Mere. of George II:,
iii. p. 98. Bedford ascribed the great
storm of 1703 to the imquities of the
stage.--J_dford
on the Stage, p 26.
a Davies' Life of Ga_riv?_, i. 9293. Cibber's A1oolog#, eh. xv.
s Dryden's
.Essay on D_tic
Poetry.
_ He calls Midsummer
J_g_¢t'#
/Tream 'the most insipid, ridicalous
play ' he ever saw ; the Taxiing of the
_'kr_',r 'a silly play;'
Oth_l/a (which
he appears at first to have liked), 'a
mean thing ; ' //_n_, VIII. ' a simple
thing roads up of many patches,'
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the sentiments of the average playgoer.
Many of the greatest
plays were soon completely banished from the stage, and the
few which retained any popularity were re-written, printed
under other names, or at least largely altered, reduced to a
French standard of correctness, or enlivened with music and
dancing.
Thus ' Romeo and Juliet' was superseded by the
' Caius Marius' of Otway, ' Measure for Measure' by the _Law
against Lovers' of Davenant, the ' Merry Wives of Windsor; by
Dennis's 'Comical Gallant,' 'Richard II.' by Tate's 'Sicilian
Tyrant,' 'Cymbeline'
by Durfey's 'Injured Princess,' 'The
Merchant of Venice' by Lord Lansdowne's 'Jew of Venice.'
' Macbeth' was re-cast by Davenant, ' Richard III.' by Cibber,
' The Tempest' by both Davenant and Shadwell, ' Coriolanus'
by Dennis, and ' King Lear' by Tare. 1
The revolution of taste which gradually reinstated in his
ascendancy the greatest writer of England, and perhaps of the
world, and made his ideas and language familiar to the upper
and middle classes of the nation, is certainly not less worthy of
commemoration than any of the military or political incidents
of the time.
Its effect in educating the English mind can
hardly be overrated, and its moral influence was very great.
It
was partly literary
and partly dramatic.
The first critical
edition of Shakespeare was that of Rowe, which was published in
1709 ; and, before half the century had passed, it was followed
by those of Pope, Theobald, Sir Thomas Hanmer, and Warburton.
Dr. Johnson has noticed as a proof of the paucity
of readers in the seventeenth century ' that the nation had been
satisfied from 1623 to 1664, that is, forty-one years, with only
two editions of Shakespeare, which probably did not together
make 1,000 copies.' _ By the middle of the eighteenth century,
however, there had been thirteen
editions, and of these, nine
had appeared
within the last forty years, a It is obvious from
this fact that the interest in Shakespeare was steadily increasing, and that

the critical

study

with nothing good in it ' besides the
shows and processions.' Mavbetkhe
acknowledged was 'a pretty good
play.'
z Malone's _T'_wf/_l Aee_v_ qf

of his

plays was becoming

_ 1,4feof Milford.
_ Knight's St_div_ of STta_pv_re,
p. 141. See, too, Miller's /_ebro_pect
of t_e J_ighCee_t/_
Cer_u_, iii. 48-49,
296-297.
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an important department of English literature ; and he slowly
reappeared in his unaltered form upon the stage.
The merit
vf this revival has often been ascribed almost exclusively to
Garrick, but in truth it had begun before, and was a natural
reflection of the movement in literature_
Six or seven years
before the appearance of Garrick, some ladies of rank formed
a ' Shakespearian Club' for the purpose of supporting by their
presence or encouragement
the best plays of Shakespeare. 1
Soon after revivals became both frequent and successful.
In
1737 ' King John' was revived at Covent Garden for the first
time since the downfall of the stage.
In 1738 the second part
of ' Henry IV.,' ' Henry V.,' and the first part of _Henry VL,'
no one of which had been acted for forty or fifty years, were
brought upon the stage.
In 1740 'As You Like It' was
reproduced after an eclipse of forty years, and had a considerable run.
In February
1741 the _Merchant
of Venice'
was produced
in its original form for the first time after
one hundred years, and Macklin excited the most enthusiastic applause by his representation
of Shylock, who in Lord
Lansdowne's version of the play had been reduced to insignificant proportions. 2 In the same year the _Winter's Tale' was
revived after one hundred years, and CAll's Well that Ends
Well' for the first time since the death of Shakespeare ; and a
monument of the great poet was erected in Westminster Abbey,
paid for by the proceeds of special representations
at the two great
theatres2
In the October of this year Garrick appeared for the
first time on the London stage in the character of Richard Ill. 4
The effects of the talent of a great actor are necessarily so
extremely evanescent that it is impossible to compare with much
confidence the merits of those who have long passed away.
When, however, we consider the extraordinary
versatility of
the acting of Garrick, and the extraordinary impression which
during a long series of years it made upon the most cultivated_
I Davies'

L4fe

of

Gwrr_ek,

ii.

224.

p.

4 Malone's

See an interesting account of
this great triumph in Kirkman's/Afe
of Ma6_lia,ii. 253-265.
* Mr$.2_a/aay'$Z_fe,ii. ]39. Pope
wrote_
ft_o_e
hundred and
ter _lal[espea_e
with thirty
a loud years'
clap. nap

YOL.I.

.F[istorie_l

Aee_urct

of

tlw 1_ngliMl ,_age_ 292-294. The
interval that had elapsed since the
former acting of each of these plays
is given by Malone on the authority
of the advertisements, which may
not always have been absolutely cerrect.
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as well as upon the most illiterate,
it will appear probable that
he has never been surpassed
in his artmit
is certain that he had
never been equalled
in England
since the death
The grandson
of one of those refugees who had
from

France

upon

the Revocation

another
of the many
has indirectly
derived

of the

Edict

of Nantes,

all things
a Shakespearian
actor,
other
single
man to extend
the
of the

he is

instances
of the benefits which England
from the intolerance
of her neighbours;

and in two respects his appearance
on the stage
portance
in the history of the English
mind.

reputation

of Betterton.
l
been expelled

great

has a real imHe was before

and he did more than
popularity
and increase

dramatist.

He

usually

gave seventeen

or eighteen
plays of Shakespeare
in a year. 2 He brought
their
beauties with all the skill of a consummate
artist,'and
at the

same

time

produced

a revolution

any
the

in the

art

ou_
he

of acting

very similar to that which Kent had effected in the art of gardening.
A habit of slow, monotonous
declamation,
of unnatural
pomp, and of a total disregard
for historic
truth
in theatrical
costume,
various

had
and

become
general
rapid
intonations

constant

study

both

his acting

in

novelty.

3

of nature
and

It is worthy

on
of

and
his

of

the English
stage, and
Garrick,
the careful
history

accessories,

of notice

The impression Betterton made
in his day seems to have been not at
all less than that made by Garrick.
He was buried in Westminster Abbey,
and Steele took occasion of his funeral
to devote an admirable paper in the
Tatler to his acting. See, too, Cibber's
A palagy. Clbber pronounced him as
supreme among actors as Shakespeare
among poets. A few other particulars
relating to him will be found in
Galt's IAve# of tlw l°l_yer,.
Pope
thought Betterton the greatest actor,
but said that some old people spoke
of Hart as his superior. Betterton
died in 1710. Spence's Anevd_es.
Davies' _/fe qf G_v_,
i. 114.
* See the preliminary dissertation
to Foote's Warkz, i.pp.lii.,liii.
Macklin, who had quarrelled with Garr/ck
and who cordially detested him, described his acting as ' all bustle.'
Macklin's M_4/_, i. 248. Fielding's

that

which
had

a similar

all

he
the
change

the
and

displayed
effect

of

both in

witty description is well known. _He
the best player I ' cries Part,ridge, with
a contemptuous sneer, _why, I could
act as well as he myself. I am
sure if I had seen a ghost I should
have looked in the very same manner
and done just as he did. And then,
t_ be sure, in that scene, as you called
it. between him and his mother, when
you told me he acted so fine, why,
Lord help me ! any man--that is, any
good man--that has such a mother
would have done exactly the same.
I know you are only joking with me,
but indeed, Madam, though I was
never at a play in London, yet I havs
seen acting before in the countrY;
and, the King for my money .,_I
he
speaks- all hiswo.rds
dist"
" in_:d:_' _
as,oud ag,ain&stheother.
may see he is an actor.'--/b_
Jgna.
See, too_ Th_ World, No. 6.
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gardening and in acting took place in France a generation later,
and was in a great degree due to the love of nature and the
revolt against conventional forms, resulting from t,he writings of
Rousseau.
Garrick, like all innovators, had to encounter at
first much opposition.
Pope and Fielding were warmly in his
favour, but the poet Gray declared himself ' stiff in opposition.'
Horace V(alpole professed himself unable to see the merit of
the new performer.
Cibber, who had been brought up in the
school of Betterton, was equally contemptuous, and the leading
actors took the same side. Macklin always spoke of him with
the greatest bitterness.
Quin, who had for some time held the
foremost rank in tragedy, and whose ready wit made him a
specially formidable opponent, said, 'If the young fellow i_
right, I and the rest of the players have been all wrong ;' and
he added, ' Garrick is a new religion--Whitefield
was followed
for a time---but
they will all come to church again.'
Garrick
answered in a happy epigram to the effect ' that it was not heresy
but reformation.'
In two or three characters Quin is said to
have equalled him. The Othello of Garrick was a comparative failure, which was attributed to the dark colouring that concealed the wonderful play of his features, l and Barry, owing to his
rare personal advantages, was, in the opinion of many, superior
as Romeo, 2 but on the whole the supremacy of Garrick was in a
few months indisputable, and it continued unshaken during his
whole career.
At the same time his excellent character, his
brilliant qualities, both as a writer and a talker, and the very
considerable fortune that he speedily amassed, gave him a social
position which had, probably, been attained by no previous actor.
The calling of an actor had been degraded by ecclesiastical
tradition, as well as by the gross immorality of the theatre of
the Restoration.
For some time, however, it had been steadily
rising, a and Garrick, while elevating incalculably the standard
of theatrical taste, contributed also not a little to free his profession from the discredit under which it laboured.
From the
time of his first appearance upon the stage till the close of the
careers of Kemble, of the elder Kean, and of Miss O'Neil, the
l_ichols'
191,192.
t Mrs.

Y_ife

of

Montagu's/,_t_#,

JHogwrth,
iii.

pp.
107.

* Someparticularsof the increase
N_2

of actors"
Kirkman's
Davies'

salaries
will be found
in
IAfe
of MacM_.
i. 435.

IAfe

of Garrich,

ii. 2B9-_2.
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English stage was nvver without some actors who might rank
with the greatest on the Continent.
The old Puritanical and ecclesiastical hatred of the theatre
had abated, but it was still occasionally shown.
In Scotland it
completely triumphed, and the attempts of Allan Ramsay and
a few others to promote dramatic taste were almost completely
abortive. _ In England, Collier not only censured the gross
indecency and immorality of the stage with just severity, but
he also contended that it was profane to employ any form of
words which was ultimately
derived from the Bible, even
though it had long since passed into general usage, to use the
word 'martyr'
in any but its religious sense, to reflect, however slightly, on any priest, not only of a Christian but even
of a Pagan creed.
In 1719 Arthur
Bedford, a chaplain to
the Duke of Bedford, published a most curious work ' Against
the horrid Blasphemies and Impieties which are still used in
English Playhouses
....
showing t.heir plain tendency to
overthrow
all piety, and advance the interest
and honour
of the devil in the world; from almost 7,000 instances taken
out of the plays of the present century.'
He analysed with
extraordinary
minuteness
the whole dramatic
literature
of
the time, and declares that it offended against no less than
1,400 texts of the Bible.
He accuses the playwriters, among
other things, of restoring
the Pagan worship by invoking or
giving Divine titles to Cupid, Jupiter,
_'enus, Pluto, and
Diana ; of indirectly encouraging witchcraft or magic, _ for by
bewitching,
magick, and enchanting,
they only signify something which is most pleasant and desirable ;' of encouraging it
directly and in the most blasphemous manner by such plays
as 'Macbeth'
or the 'Tempest. '_ Like Collier, he finds it
very criminal to place an immoral sentiment in the mouth of
i Burton,sH_t. of Lqc_rtlar_dfrom singular book. 'When God was
$1te P_evol_ia_,,ii. 561. James I._ pleased to vindicate His owu honour,
beforeheascendedtheEnglishthrone,
and show that He would not be
had come into violent collision with thus affronted, by sending a most
the Puritan ministers, because he dreadful storm.... yet, so great was
tried to procure actors toleration the obstinacy of the stage undersuch
in Scotland.--Collier's _4_/s of f]w signal judgments, that we are told
_,
i. pp. 344-6.
the actors did in a few days after
See the long and curious crt- entertain again their audlence with
ticism on MacbetlL Two passages She ridiculous plays of the Y_m2est
may be cited as specimens of this and Mavbct/_and that at the mention
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in the mouth of a

pagan speaker ; and he was able to discover blasphemy even in
the ' Cato' of Addison. l About thirty years later, William
Law published his well-known treatise 'On the Absolute Unlawfulness of the Stage,' in which he maintained
that ' the
business of players is the most wicked and detestable profession
in the world' ; ' that the playhouse, not only when some very
profane play is on the stage, but in its daily, common entertainments, is as certainly the house of the devil as the church
is the house of God ;' and that in going to the theatre ' you
are as certainly going to the devil's triumph as if you were
going to those old sports where people committed murder and
offered Christians to be devoured by wild beasts.'
In 1769,
during the Shakespeare Jubilee, when Garrick was acting at
Stratford-on-Avon, the populace of that town are said to have
regarded him as a magician, and to have attributed
to the
vengeance of Heaven the heavy rains that fell during the festival. 2 But, on the whole, the religious prejudice against the
theatre in the first sixty years of the eighteenth
century was
probably much less strong than it afterwards became, through
the influence of the Methodists and the Evangelicals.
The
strength which it at last acquired among large classes is much
to be regretted.
It has prevented
an amusement
which
has added largely to the sum of human happiness, and which
exercises a very considerable educational influence, from spreadof the chimneys
being blown clown
the audience were pleased to clap at
an unusual length . . . as if they
would outbrave the judgment,
throw
Providence
out of the chair, place
the devil
in His stead,
and proyoke God once more to plead His
own cause by sending
a greater
calamity'
(p. 26).
'In another play
...
the high-priest
sings-By
thesptr[tinthtswand,
Which
the silver mo_ commands,
By the powerful God of Night,
By thelove of Amphitr_te.
(By the mystery of Thy holy incarnation (which
was to destroy the
works of the devil);
by Thy holy
nativity
and circumcision;
by Thy
baptism,
fasting,
and temptation
;
by Thine agony and bloody sweat;

by Thy cross and passion:
by Thy
precious death and burial ; by Thy
glorious resurrection
and ascension ;
and by the coming of the Holy Ghost,
Good Lord, dehver
us from such
impieties as these ! )' (p. 16).
1 'Our blessed Saviour . . . hath
these words:
"This is life eternal,
that
they
may
-know thee,
the
only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent."
Upon the
stage, an actor, finding that his
mistress loves him, saith-This, this is life indeed! Life worthpresexving/
Suchlife as Juba never felt till now I
And a little after-_yjoy!
Mybestbe]oved!
_ Davies'
227.

Myon]ywish!'
(p. 2_.)

Life of Gar_ek,

ii. 226-
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ing anywhere except in the greatest centres of population.
It
has multiplied
proportionately
amusements
of a far more
frivolous and purely unintelleetual
character, and it has withdrawn from the audiences in the theatre the very classes whose
presence would be the best guarantee of the habitual morality
of the entertainment.
The decline of one other class of amusements must be
briefly noticed, for it forms a curious page in the history of
national manners.
Up to the time of the Rebellion the baiting
of animals, and especially of bulls and bears, was a favourite
pastime with every class.
Henry VIII., Mary, Elizabeth, and
James I. had all encouraged
it; but under Elizabeth the
growing taste for theatrical representations
had begun gradually
to displace it, and to give a new ply and tone to the manner_
of the rich.
All forms of amusement naturally fell into desuetude during the Civil War.
All of them were suppressed
during the Commonwealth,
and it was probably some Puritan
divines who first maintained in England the doctrine that it
was criminal to make the combative or ferocious instincts of
animals subservient
to our pleasures2
Motives of humanity
had, however, in general little or nothing to say to the Puritanical proscription
of these amusements, which, as Macaulay
truly sMd, were condemned not because they gave pain to the
animal, but because they gave pleasure to the spectators. _
_rhen, however, they revived at the Restoration, the change oi
tastes that had taken place became apparent.
The bear-garden
was as popular as ever with the poor, but the upper classes had
begun to desert it.
In 1675 we find a Court exhibition
before
the Spanish Ambassador, and:in 1681 the Ambassador of Niorocco and the Duke of Albemarle witnessed a similar spectacle ;
but such entertainments
were now becoming rare.
Evelyn speak of them as ' rude and nasty pleasures,'

Pepys and
_butcherly

sports, or rather barbarous cruelties' ; 3 and, although
even in
the last years of the seventeenth
century we find a writer on
! See a very curious collection
of Puritan denunciations of cockfighting, on the ground that 'the
antipathy and cruelty that one beast
showeth to another is the fruit of
our rebellion again._t God,' in the

_r_r/¢i_ .M'_e_llamy,vi. 125-127.
2 See Macaulay's account, /F_t.
ch. 2, and the famous bear-baiting
scene in Hud_broz.
s Pepys' D_ry, Aug. 14, 1666.
Evelyn's/_/arg, June 16,16_0.
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this subject asserting that bullbaiting ' is a sport the English
much delight in, and not only the baser sort but the greatest
lords and ladies,' 1 it is clear that the stream of fashion had
decidedly turTaed. In the beginning of the eighteenth century
the essay-writers who exercised so great an influence on the
minor morals of society, steadily discountenanced these amusements; and we may at this period find several slight, but
_lear traces of a warmer regard for the sufferings of the lower
animals.
Steele speaks of the bear-garden as a place _where
reason and good manners had no right to enter,' and both
he and Pope wrote in the strongest terms against cruelty to
animals, and especially against the English passion for brutal
amusements3
The practice of vivisection, which is at all times liable to
grave abuse, and which, before the introduction of anmsthetics,
was often inexpressibly horrible, appears to have been very common2
Bacon had recommended
inquirers to turn their attention in this direction ; and the great discovery, partly through
its means, of the circulation of the blood, in the beginning of
the seventeenth century, had brought it into fashion ; but Pope
spoke of it with extreme detestation, 4 and Johnson, several
years later_ dwelt with just indignation upon the useless barbarities of which some medical students were guilty. _ The
John Houghton's
' Collections
for the Improvement
of Agriculture
'
(1694), quotedin Malcolm's Anecdotes
of Lo_don, ill. 57. As late as 1749,
Chetwood, in his II_t_.y
of t_w Stage,
says, ' Bull-baiting,
boxing,
beargardens, and prize fighting will draw
to them all ranks of people from
the peer to the pedlar'
(p. 60). They
had, however, at this time quite
passed out of the category
of recognised fashionable
amusements,
2 S2vet_tor, :No. 141.
Tatler, No.
134. Gu_'d_n,
lqo. 61 (by Pope).
See, too, the Brat/d, _o. 190.
8 See, on the wvisection of dogs,
Coventry's Por_2v_J the/.4tt/e,
part iii.
eh. xi. The author adds: ' A dog might
have been the emblematic
animal of
_sculapins
or Apollo with as much
propriety as he was of Mercury ; for
no creatures, I believe, have been of
more eminent, service to the healing
tribe than dogs.
Incredible
is the

number of these animals which have
been sacrificed at the shrines of physic
and surgery.
Lectures
of anatomy
subsist by their destruction.
Ward
(says Pope) tried his drops on puppies
and the poor;
and _n general, all
new medicines and experiments
of a
eloubtful nature are sure to be made
in the first place on the bodies of
those unfortunate
animals.'
Swift,
in one of his 19ra2ier's Lv_ters, compares the threats and complaints
of
Wood ,to the last howls of a dog
dissected
alive, as I hope he hath
sufficiently been.'--Letter
4.
4 Spence's Arwedotw, see. viii.
5 , Among the inferior professors
of medical
knowledge
is a race of
wretches, whose lives are only varied
by varieties
of cruelty;
whose favourite amusement is to nail dogs to
tables and open them alive ; to try
how long life may be continued in
various degrees of mutilation
or with
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poems of Gay are anima(_l by a remarkable feeUng of ce_npassion for animals, 1 and the Duke of Montague is said to have
established a home for them, and to have exerted his influence
as a great landlord warmly in their favour. _
At the same time the change was only in a small section of the
community.
Bear-baiting,
when it ceased to be an amusement
of the rich, speedily declined because of the scarcity of the
animals, but bull-baiting
through the whole of the eighteenth
century was a popular English amusement.
In Queen Anne's
time it was performed in London at Hockley Hole, reguhrly
twice a week, 3 and there was no provincial town to which it
did not extend.
It was regarded on the Continent as peculiarly
English. The tenacity of the English bull-dog, which would sometimes suffer itself to be cut to pieces rather than relax its hold_
was a favourite
subject of national boasting, while French
writers pointed to the marked difference in this respect between
the French and English taste as a conclusive proof of the higher
civilisation of their own nation. 4 Among those who at a late
period patronised or defended bull-baiting
were Windham and
Parr;
and even Canning and Peel opposed the measure for
its abolition by law.
At Stamford and at Tutbury a maddened
bull was, from a very early period, annually hunted through the
streets.
Among the entertainments
advertised
in London in
1729 and 1730, we find 'a mad bull to be dressed up with firethe excision or Iaceration of the vital
parts; to examine whether burning
irons are felt more acutely by the
bone or tendon andwhether the more
lasting agoniesare produced by poison

forced into the month or injected into
the vcins.'--T_e Idlvr (No. 17), 1758.
' See especially his poem on field
sports.
_ 8pence's Aneed_e,, Supplement.

Experienced men, inured to city ways,
Need not the calendar to count their days.
When through the town, with slow and solemn air,
Led by the nostril, walks the muzzled bear,
Behind him moves, majestically dull,
The pride of Hoekley Hole, the surly bull.
Learn hence the pe_ieds o_ the week to name,
Mondayand Thursdayare the days of game.
Gay's Trivia.
4 T_t/_r,1_o.134. dt_uard//_z¢,
No. Morality (lst ed.), p. 7. Hogarth
61. ' The bear-ga_len,' says Lord introduced into his picture of a cockKames, ' which is one of the chief fight, a Frenchman turning away
entertainments of the English, is with an expression of unqualified
held in abhorrence by the French disgtmt.
and other polite natlons.'--Fzsay# o_
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works and turned loose in the game place, a dog to be dressed
up with fireworks over him, a bear to be let loose at the same
time_ and a eat to be tied to the bull's tall, a mad bull dressed
up with fireworks to be baited.' 1 Such amusements were mingled with prlze-fighting,
boxing matches between women, or
combats with quarter-staffs or broadswords. Ducking ponds, in
which ducks were hunted by dogs, were favourite popular
resorts around London, especially those in St. George's Fields_
the present site of Bethlehem Hospital.
Sometimes the amusement was varied, and an owl was tied to the back of the
duck, which dived in terror till one or both birds were
killed.
The very barbarous
amusement
of cock-throwing,
which was at least as old as Chaucer, and in which Sir T. More
when a young man had been especially expert, is said to have
been peculiarly English. 2 It consisted of tying a cock to a
stake as a mark for sticks, which were thrown at it from a
distance till it was killed ; and it was ascribed to the English
antipathy to the French, who were symbolised by that bird. s
The old Greek game of cock-fighting was also extremely popular
in England.
It was a favourite game of schoolboys_ who, from
the time of Henry IL till the latter part of the eighteenth century, were accustomed almost universally to practise it on Shrove
Tuesday; and in many schools in Scotland the runaway cocks
were chimed by the masters as their perquisites.
A curious
account is preserved of the parish of Applecross in Ross-shire,
written about 1790, in which among the different sources of
the schoolmaster's income we find _cock-fight dues, which are
equal to one quarter's payment for each scholar.' 4 Henry VIII.
built a cock-pit at Whitehall; and James L was accustomed to
divert himself with cock-fighting
twice a week. In the eighteenth century
it appears to have rather increased than
diminished,
and being the occasion of great gambling
it
J Andrews" F_:ighternth Ce_ttury, p.
60. Strutt's S_or_ and Pastin_e_, p.
259.
There
is, however,
a picture
representing
a Dutch
fair, in the
gallery at the Hague, where a goose
_s represented
undergoing
a similar
fate.
s See, on these
sports, Strutt's
_
_d
2_ast/m_ of the _y_s]_

_Peaple. Collier's H_t. of the 1)_'_.
Andrews' E49htee_tl, Ce_tu_y. Chainbers's _k
of Days, Hone's _.077/day Book, Mllson's /'r_,e/_ i_ _D_.
/aad, Mu_alt's Letters _ _)_g/_nd.
One famous bear, called Sacherson, is
immortalised
by Shakespeare, ._rm_ry
Wivvs of Windser, act 1, scene I.
_ Chambers's 2_e_t/v
An_l_
of
_va_and, ill. 269.
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retained its place among very fashionable amusements;
nor
does it appear to have been generally regarded as more inhuman
than hunting, coursing, or shooting.
It was introduced into
Scotland at the close of the seventeenth or the beginning of the
eighteenth century by a fencing master named Machrie, who
seems to have been hooked upon as a benefactor to Scotland for
having started a new, cheap, and innocent amusement. He wrote,
in 1705, ' An Essay on the Innocent and Royal Recreation and
Art of Cocking,' in which he expressed his hope that ' in cockwar village may be engaged against village, city against city,
kingdom against kingdom, nay, the father against the son, until
all the wars of Europe, wherein so much innocent Christian
blood is spilt, be turned into the innocent pastime of cocldng.'
The fiercest and most powerful cocks were frequently brought
over from Germany ; and the Welsh main, which was the most
sanguinary
form of the amusement,
appears to have been
exclusively English, and of modern origin.
In this game as
many as sixteen cocks were sometimes matched against each
other at each side, and they fought till all on one side were
killed.
The victors were then divided and fought, and the
process was repeated tall but a single cock remained.
County
engaged county in cocking matches, and the church bells are
said to have been sometimes rung in honour of the victor in the
Welsh main. _
The passion for inland watering-places
was at its height.
Bath, under the tong rule of Beau Nash, fully maintained
its
old ascendancy, and is said to have been annually visited by
more than 8,000 families.
Anstey, in one of the most brilliant satirical poems of the eighteenth
century, painted, with
inimitable skill, its follies and its tastes; and the arbitrary but
not unskilful sway and self-important
manners, of its great
master of the ceremonies, were widely celebrated in verse and
Chambers's Domestic A_eaal, of
_._eat_zd,267-8.
Roberts's i_oeial JFFut. of tl_e
Souther_ Cave@,, p. 421. Thehlstory
of cock-fighting and cock-throwing
has been fully examined in a dissertation by Pegge, in the AreT_eo'.
k,F/a, vol. iii. ; in Beekmann's HCzt.
qf l_e_*t/o_u, vol. ii. ; and in Strutt's
_S_art8and Pa_/cnee. See, too, Mac-

ky's Towr thraugh E_yland, vol. i. p.
137; Heath's accotm_ of the 8cilly
Islands, .P_nlwrton'sl'oya_es, ii. _56.
Wesley tells a story of a gentleman
whom he reproved for swearing,and
who was at last so mollified that he
said ' he would come to hear him,
only he was afraid he should say
somethingagainst fighting of cocks.'
_We_ley's Jo_vrr_l,March 1743.
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issued there is one
Between 1720 and

of fashion

in London

had

begun in their morning
walks to lay aside their swords, which
were hitherto
looked
upon as the indispensable
signs of a
gentleman,
and to carry walking-sticks
instead.
Beau
made a great step in the same direction
by absolutely

Nash
pro-

hibiting
swords within his dominions,
and this was, perhaps, the
be_nning
of a change of fashion which appears to have been
general about 1780, and which has a real historical
importance
as reflecting
and sustaining
the pacific habits that were growing
in society. 1
Buxton, and
larity,

and

In
the

addition
to Bath, Tunbridge
_%lls,
Epsom,
more modest
Islington
retained
their popu-

a new

rival

was

rising

springs of Cheltenham
were discovered
a regular
Spa was built.
But soon
century
a great
and
time there
is scarcely
in 1750 Dr. Richard

into

note.

The

mineral

about 1730, and in 1738
after the middle
of the

sudden
change
took place.
Up to this
a record
of sea-bathing
in England,
but
Russell published
in Latin
his treatise

_On glandular
consumption,
and the use of sea-water in diseases
of the glands.'
It was translated
in ; 753.
The new remedy
acquired

an extraordinary

permanent,
and
national tastes.

popularity,

and it produced

on the whole very beneficial
change
In a few years obscm'e
fishing-villages

the coast began to assume the dimensions
places, and before the century
had closed

a great,
in the
along

of stately wateringCowper
described,
in

indignant
lines,
the common
enthusiasm
w'th which
and classes rushed for health or pleasure to the sea2

all

ages

' See a curious passage from 'The
Hist. vf t]_e tA_useof Com_wns, ii. p.
Universal Spectator_" of 1730, quoted
412-416. Tim evils resulting fromthe
in the __ivto_q_l Hist. _f M_gl_d, iv.
prevmling fashion of wearing swords,
805. JBsau _ash's L4fe, by Doran.
had been noticed m the beginning of
Doran's article on Beau Nash, in the
the century m a treatise on the subGentlvma_'s ,3[a_azine. Townsend's
ject by a writer named Povey.
Your prudent grandmammas_ ye modem belles,
Content with Bristol, Bath, and Tunbridge Wells,
When health lequired it, would consent to roam,
Else more attactmd to pleasures fo_md at home ;
But now a2ike, gay widow_ virgin, wife_
IngEnious to diversify dull lifE,
In coaches_ chaises, caravans, and boys,
Fly to the coast for daily, nightly joys,
And all, impatient of dry land, a_ree
With one consent to rush into the sea.
Retirsms_.
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There was not, I think, any other change in the history of
manners during the first sixty years of the eighteenth century, so
considerable as to call for extended notice in a work like the
present.
The refinements of civilisation advanced by slow and
almost insensible degrees into country life as the improvements
of roads increased the facilities of locomotion, and as the growth
of provincial towns and of a provincial press multiplied
the
centres of intellectual and political activity.
In these respects,
however, the latter half of the century was a far more memorable period than the former half; and the history of roads, which
I have not yet noticed, will be more conveniently considered in
a future chapter.
The manners and tastes of the country
gentry were often to the last degree coarse and illitea'ate, but
the large amount of public business that in England has always
been thrown upon the class, maintained among them no contemptible
level of practical intelligence;
and some circulation
of intellectual
llfe was secured by the cathedral
towns, the
inland watering-places,
and the periodical migrations
of the
richer members to London or Bath.
The yeomanry class, also,
as long as they existed in considerable numbers, maintained a
spirit of independence
in country life which extended even to
the meanest ploughman, and had some influence both in stimulating the faculties, and restraining the despotism of the country
magistrates2
Whatever
may have been the defects of the
English country gentry, agriculture under their direction had
certainly attained a much higher perfection than in France, _
and though nan'ow-minded and intensely prejudiced, they formed
an upright, energetic, and patriotic element in English public
life.
The well-known pictures of Sir Roger de Coverley and of
Squire Western exhibit in strong lights their merits and their
faults, and the contrast between rural and metropolitan
manners
was long one of the favourite
subjects of the essayists.
That
cDntrast, however, was rapidly diminishing.
In the first half
of the eighteenth century, the habit of making annual visits to
London or to a watering-place
very greatly increased, and it
t Defoe

has

noticed

this

indepen-

Witl

boldly

tell

them

what

they ought

tm do,

dence in lines more remarkable for
their meaning than for their form.
Themea_e_gl_hplowm_studiesl_w,

Andsomet-hnes
punish theiromisMons
too.
rr_e-_ .g_gl_/_man.
z See the comparison in Arthur

And
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keeps

thereby
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contributedat once to softenthe manners of the richerand
to accelerate
the disappearance
of the poorermembers of the
class.A scaleand rivalryof luxury passed into country
lifewhich made the positionof the small landlord completely
untenable. At the beginningof the centurytherestill
existedin England numerous landownerswith estates
of 2001.
or 300/.a year. The descendants
in many casesofthe ancient
yeomen, they rankedsocially
with the gentry. They possessed
to thefullextenttheprideand prejudices,
and dischargedvery
efficiently
many ofthe dutiesof theclass
; but theylivedexclusivelyin the country,theirwhole liveswere occupiedwith
countrybusinessor countrysports,
theirtravels
rarelyor never
extendedbeyond the nearestcounty town, and in tastes,
in
knowledge_ and in language they scarcelydiffered
from the
tenant-faxmer.From the earlyyearsof theeighteenth
century
thisclassbegan rapidlyto diminish,
and beforethe closeof the
century it was almost extinct. 1 Though still vehement Tories,
full of zeal for the Church and of hatred of Dissenters and
foreigners_ the Jacobltism of the country gentry had subsided
during the reig,a of George II., and they gave the Pretender no
assistance in 1745.
Their chief vice was hard-drinking. 2 Their
favourite occupations
were field sports. These amusements,
though they somewhat changed their character, do not appear
to have at all diminished during the first half of the eighteenth
century, and it was in this period that Gay, and especially SomerThis change is well noticed in
avery able book published
in 1772.
The author says : '.in income of 2001.
or 300L a year in the last age was
reckoned a decent lmreditary
pattimony, or a good establishment
for
life; but now..
all eount.D_ gentlemen
give in t_ so many local expenses, and
reckon themselves
so much on a par,
that a small estate
is but another
word for starving ; of course, few axe
to be found, but they are bought up
by greater neighbours or become mere
farmers.'---/,eCtar,
a_ _tand_
p. 229.
In Grose's O/_ published
in 1792,
there is a very graphic description
of
the mode of living of 'the little independent country gentleman of ,T)0L
per m_num,' _a character_" the author
says, 'now worn out and gone.'
2 Mrs. Montage,
in one of her

letters
from Yorkshire
to a friend
in London, write_.
_We have not
been
troubled
with
any visitors
since
Mr.
Montagu
went away;
and could you see how awkward, how
absurd.bowtmcoutharethegenerality
of people in this country, you would
look upon this _s no small piece of
good fortune.
For the most part
they are drunken
and vicious, and
worse than hypocrites--profligates.
I
am very happy that drinking
is not
within our walls.
We have not had
one person disordered
with liquor
since we came down, though most of
the poor ladies in the neighbourhood
have had more hogs in their drawingroom than ever they had in their
hog sty.'_Doran's
Z4fe of MrJ. Man.
tabu, p. 36.
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ville, published the most considerable sporting poems in the
language.
Hawking, which had been extremely popular in the
beginning of t_he seventeenth century, and which was a favourite
spor_ of Charles II., almost disappeared in the beginning of
the eighteenth century.
Stag-hunting
declined with the spread
of agriculture_ but hare-hunting
held its ground, and fox-hunting greatly increased.
Cricket, which would occupy a distinguished place in any modern picture of English manners, had
apparently but just arisen.
The earliest notice of it, discovered
by an antiquary who has devoted much research to the history
of amusements, is in one of D'Urfey's songs, written in the
beginning of the century. _ It was mentioned as one of the
amusements of Londoners by Strype in his edition of Stow's
' Survey' published in 1720, and towards the close of the century
it greatly increased.
There had been loud complaints ever since the Revolution,
both in the country and in the towns_ of the rapid rise of the
poor-rates, but it seems to have been due, much less to any growth
of real poverty than to improvident
administration
and to the
dissipated habits that were generated by the poor-laws. Although
the controversy on the subject of these laws did not come to a
cllmax till long after the period we arc now considering, the great
moral and economical evils resulting from them were clearly
seen by the most acute thinkers. Among others, Locke, in a report
which he drew up in 1697, anticipating
something of the later
reasoning of Malthus, pointed out forcibly the danger to the
country from the great increase of able-bedied pauperism, and
attributed
it mainly, if not exclusively, to _the relaxation of
discipline
and the corruption
of manners.'
The annual rates
in the last thirty years of the seventeenth century were variously
estimated at from 600_0001. to 840,000/.
They rose before the
end of the reign of Anne to at least a million.
They again
sank for a time after an Act, which was carried in 1723, for
founding workhouses and imposing a more severe discipline on
paupers_ but they soon regained their ascending movement and
continued steadily to increase during the remainder of the century.
Popular education and the rapid growth of manufavturing wages had not yet preduced that high type of capacity and
J Strut_'__

_d P_e,,

p. lo6.
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knowledge which is now found among the skilled
artisansof
the great towns, but the broad lines of the English industrial
character were clearly discernible.
Probably no workman in
Europe could equal the Englishman
in physical strength, in
sustained power and energy ofwork_ and few, if any, could surpass
him in thoroughness and fidelity in the performance of his .task
and in general rectitude and honesty of character.
On the other
hand, he was far inferior to most Continental workmen in those
branches of labour which depended on taste and on delicacy of
touch, and most industries of this kind passed into the hands
of refugees.
His requirements
were much greater than those
of the Continental workman.
In habits of providence and of
economy he ranked extremely low in the industrial scale ; his
relaxations usually took the form of drunkenness
or brutal
sports, and he was rather peculiarly addicted to riot and violence.
An attempt
to estimate with any precision the position of the
different classes engaged in agriculture or manufacturing
industry is very difficult, not only on account of the paucity of
evidence we possess, but also on account of the many different
and fluctuating
elements that have to be considered.
The
prosperity of a class is a relative term, and we must judge it
not only by comparing the condition of the same class in different
coLmtries and in different times, but also by comparing it with
that of the other sections of society.

The value of money

has

greatly changed,' but the change has not been uniform ; it has
been counteracted
by other influences;
it applies much more
to some articles of consumption than to others, and therefore
affects very unequally
the different classes in the community.
Thus the price of wheat in the seventy years that followed the
Revolution was not very materially different from what it now
is, and during

the first half of the eighteenth

It is worthy of notice that the
complaintsof the increasing price of
_iving in the first half of the eighteenth century, were, amongthe upper
classes, little less loud than those we
hear in the present day. Thus the
author of F_a_
DeCe_t6dby thz
_dvnce of /tart#,
which was published in 1743,speaking of the royal
in_ome
at different
periods
ofEnglish
history, a_ys, ,King William and

century

it, on the

Queen Anne had but 700,000/. per
annum,but neither had any family
to provide for, and both lived in
times when that income would have
supported a greater expense than a
million would now do; for the truth
of which I appeal to the experience
of every private family, and to the
knownadvance
of price of
in all
commodities and articles
expense
whatsoever' (p. 137).
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whole, slightly declined.
At the time of the Revolution it
was a little under 418. a quarter.
During the ten years ending
in 1705 it was about 438., in the ten ending in 1715 it was
about 44s. ; in the twenty ending in 1735 about 358. ; in
the ten ending in 1745 about 32s. ; and in the ten ending in
1755 about 33s. The price of meat, on the other hand, was far
less than at present.
The average price of mutton throughout
England from 1706 to 1730 is stated to have been 2_. a
pound.
From 1730 to 1760 it had risen to 34. a pound. The
price of beef, from 1740 to 1760, is said to have been 2_d. a
pound. Pork, veal, and lamb, as well as beer, were proportionately cheap. 1 We must remember, too, in estimating the condition of British labourers, that besides their wages they had
the advantage of an immense extent of common land. Nearly
every village had still around it a large space of unenclosed and
uncultivated
ground on which the cows, sheep, and geese ,)f
the poor found an ample pasture.
The different parts of England differed widely in prosperity,
the counties surrounding London, and generally the southerri
half of the island, being by far the most flourishing, while the
northern parts, and especially Che counties bordering on Sc(,lland, were the most poor.
There can be no doubt that in _he
former, at least, the condition of the English labourer was much
more prosperous than that which was general in the same clas_ on
the Continent.
Gregory King, in his very valuable estimate of
' the state and condition of England 'in 1696, has calculated that,
out of a population of about 5,500,000, about 2,700,000 ate meat
daily, and that, of the remaining 2,800,000,1,540,000
ate meat
at least twice a week, while 240,000 were either sick persons or
infants under thirteen months old. There remained 1,020,000
persons ' who receive alms, and consequently
eat not flesh
above once a week.'
It would appear from this estimate that
the whole population
eat meat at least once a week and all
healthy adults, who were not paupers, more than once ; _ while the
These and many other statistics
on the
subject,
are
collected
in
Knight's __W_al
Hi_. qf _¢_nd,
iv. p. 700. Eden's//{_t.
of t/u_ W or_
i_ _#,
ill appen& i. Thornton s
Ovor*P_u_a,
p. 202.

_ The immense
proportion
the
paupers bore to the rest of the population will strike the reader,but
Macaulay, Jn his famous third chapter,
greatly
exaggerated
its signi_can_
as indicating
the alnount
of real

_,
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gi_nVic

consumpti_m

of beer, to which

_I

I have alre_cly

relied,

makes it almost
certain that this was the common beverage of
all classes.
The same writer makes a curious attempt
to estimate the average incomes of families in the different classes of
society

in 1688.

That

of the temporal

lords he places at 2,800/.

That of baronets, at 880/. ; that of esquires and of other gentlemen respectively
at 450/. and 280/. ; that of shopkeepers
and
tradesmen at 45/. ; that of artisans and handicrafts
at 40/. ; that
of labouring
people and out-servants
at 15/. ; that of common
soldiers at 14/. ; that of cottagers
and paupers at 6/. 10s.
The
average
family,

annual

incomes

of all

or 7/. 18s. a head.

classes

he

reckoned

In France

he

calculated

at

32/.

that

a
the

average annual income was 6/. a head, and in Holland
8/. ls.4d.
From a care_l
comparison
of the food of the different nations
he calculated
that the English
annually
spent on fcod_ on an
average,
3I. 16s. 5d. a head;
the French,
2L 16s. 2d.; the
Dutch, 21. 16s. 5dJ
Such estimates
can, of course, only be accepted
with much
reservation

; but

temporary

observer,

they

are the
and

they

judgments
are, no

misery in the community. The relief
was out-door relief; there appears to
have been no general feeling of shame
about accepting it, and it was distributed with a most mischievous
profusion. Richard Dunning, in a
tract published in 1698, asserts that
the parish pay was in fact three times
as muc_ as a common labourer, having
t_ maintain a wife and three children,
can a_ord to expend upon himself,
and that tpersons once receiving
parish pay presently become idle,
alleging that the parish is bound to
s_aointaSnthem, and that in case they
uld work, it would only favour a
parish from whom, theysay, theyshall
have no thanks.' He assures us that
_sac_has are maintained by the parish
pay, seldom drink any other than the
strongest ale.house beer, which, at
the rate they buy it, costs 505. or 31. a
hegsheadl that they seldom eat any
bread save what is made of the finest
wheat fie-at.' At this time there is
reason to believe that wheat bread
.wasalmo_ unused among the labourmg t_:_r.. The formation of workTOni.
O

of a very acute
doubt,

sufficiently

conaceu-

houses in 1723 was of some advantage,
but the die_ of their inmates was
most imprudently and indeed absurdly liberal. See Thornton's O_¢rPo2u/_t_r_pp.205-2OT. Knight'sPwto_l tT_tary, iv. p. 84_. Macaulay's
picture of the condition of the poor
should be compaxed with the admit.
able chapter on the same subject in
Mr. Thornten's O_er.Pa/nda_/_. See,
tee, hisL_bo_er, pp. ll-12. Theannual
expenditure in poor rates is said to
have trebled between the close of
the reign of Anne and the year 1750
(_Iacpherson, tt_st, of Co_n_,rve, iii. p.
560) ; yet nearly all the evidence we
possess seems to show that the prosperity of the country had d.uring that
period been steadily increasing.
i This curious work is printed in
full at the end of the later editions
of Chalmers's _a_e.
Macaulay,
as will be seen, has mueh overcharged
his picture of the wretchednees of the
poor when he states, on the authority
of King, that ,hundre_ of thousands
of families scarcely knew the taste of
meat.'
_
O
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rate to enable us to form a fair general conception of the
relative proportions.
In 1704 an abortive attempt which was
made to extend the system of poor-law relief produced the
' Giving Alms no Charity,' one of the most admLrable of the
many excellent tracts of Defoe.
No man then living was a
shrewder or more practical observer, and he has collected many
facts which throw a vivid light on the condition of the labouring poor. He states that although in Yorkshire, and generally
in the bishopric of Durham, a labourer's weekly wages might
be only 48., yet in Kent and in several of the southern and
western counties agricultural weekly wages were 78, 98., and
even 108. He mentions the case of a tilemaker, to whom he
had for several years paid from 168. to 208. a week, and states
that journeymen weavers could earn from 15s. to 20s. a week.
The pauperism of the country he ascribes not to any want of
employment, but almost wholly to habits of vagrancy, drunkenhess, and extravagance.
' I affirm,' he says, ' of my own knowledge, that when I wanted a man for labouring work, and
offered 9s. per week to strolling fellows at my door, they have
frequently
told me to my face that they could get more
a-begging.'
' Good husbandry; he adds, ' is no English virtue
... it neither loves, nor is beloved by, an Englishman.
The
English get estates and the Dutch save them ; and this observation I have made between foreigners
and Englishmem--that
where an Englishman earns his 208. a week, and but just lives,
as we call it, a Dutchman grows rich, and leaves his children in
very good condition.
Where an English labouring man, with
his 9s. a week, lives wretchedly
and poor, a Dutchman, with
that wages, will live tolerably well ....
We are the most lazy,
diligent nation in the world.
There is nothing more frequent
than for an Englishman to work till he has got his pockets full
of money, and then go and be idle, or perhaps drunk, till it
is all gone, and perhaps himself in debt; and ask him, in his
cups, what he intends, he'll teU you honestly he _tl drink as
long as it lasts, and then go to work for more. I make no
difficulty to promise, on a short summons, to produce above a
thousand families in England, within my particular knowledge,
who go in rags, and their children wanting bread, whose fathers
eau em_ their 15s. to 258. a week, but will not work ....
The
_hy so many pretend to want work is that, as they can
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live so well on the pretence of wanting work, they would be mad
to have it and work in earnest.' He ma'mtains that wages in
England were higher than in any other country in Europe, thai.
hands and not employment were wanting, and that the condition of the labour market was clearly shown by the impossibility of obtaining a sufficient number of recruits for the army,
without resorting to the press-gang.
When_ a few years later_
the commercial treaty between France and England was discussed, one of the strongest arguments of its opponents was the
_tanger of French competition, on account of the much greater
cheapness of French labour.
' The French,' said one of the
w_Titers in the ' British Merchant,' ' did always outdo us in the
price of labour ; their common people live upon roots, cabbage,
.and o_her herbage ; four of their large provinces subsist entirely
upon chestnuts, and the best of them eat. bread made of barley,
millet, Turkey and black corn..,
they generally drink nothing
but water, and at best a sort of liquor they call be_verage (which
is water passed through the husks of grapes after the wine is
.drawn off) ; they save a great deal upon that account, for it is
well known that our people spend half of their money in drink.'
As far as we are able to judge from the few scattered facts
that are preserved, the position of the poor seems on the whole
to have steadily improved in the long pacific period during
the reigns of George L and George IL
It was at this time that
wheat bread began to supersede, among the labouring classes,
bread made of rye, barley, or oats, and the rate of wages slightly
_lvaneed without any corresponding, or at least equivalent, rise
in the price of the articles of first necessity.
When Arthur
Young investigated
the agricultural
condition of the southern
mounties in 1768, he found that the average weekly rate of
_oTieultural
wages for the whole year round, was 10s. 9d.
within 20 miles of London ; 7s. 8d. at a distance of from
20 to 60 miles from London ; 6s. 4d. at from 60 to ll0 miles
i l_'_h
Mer_,
i. 6, 7. 'I
think
nothing
so terrible,'
wrote
Lady M. Montagu, when travelling
th-_gh
France
in 1715, ,as objects
of misery, except one had the Godlike attribute
of being capable to
_edress them; and all the country
of Fringe ahow toothing else.

When the post-ho_ses are chang_l, the
whole town comes out to beg, with
such miserable
starved
faces and
thin tattered
clothes, they need no
other eloquence to persuade one of
the wretchedness
of their condition."
--Lady
M. W.
Montagu's
_'ar_
(Lord Wharncliffe's echtion), it. p. 89.
oo_
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from London ; 68. 3eLat from tl0to
170miles.
The highest
wages were in the eastern counties, the lowest in the western
counties, and especially in Gloueestershire
and Wiltshire.
In
some parts of these he found that the agricultural wages were
not higher than 48. 6d. in winter and 68. in summer.
In the
north of England, which he described in 1770, he found that
agricultural wages, for the whole year, ranged from 4s. lld. to
98.9d.,the average being 7s.Id. Within 300 miles to the
north of London, the averagerate in different
districts
varied
onlyfrom 6s.9d.to 7s.2d.; but beyond thatdistanceitfellto
5s.8d. Twenty yearslater,
the same admirableobserver,
a_er
a detailedexamination of the comparativeconditionof the
labouringclasses
in England and France,pronounced agriculturalwages in the lattercountryto be 76 per cent.lowerthan
in England,and he has lefta most emphatic testimonyto the
enormous superiority
in well-beingofthe Englishlabourer.
I
One change, however,was taking place which was,on the
whole,to his disadvantage.It was inevitablethat with the
progressof agriculture
the vast_ _.ts
of common land scattered
over England should be reclaimed and enclosed,and it was
almostequallyinevitable
that thepermanent advantagederived
from them should be reaped by the surroundinglandlords.
Clauseswere, it istrue,insertedin most EnclosureBillsproriding compensation for thosewho had common rights;and
the mere increaseofthe net produceof the soilhad some effect
in raisingthe priceof labour; but the main and enduring
benefitsof the enclosuresnecessarily
remained with those in
whose propertiesthe common land was incorporated,
and by
whose capitalit was fructified.
After a few generationsthe
rightof freepasture,which the English peasanthad formerly
enioyed,had passed away, whilethe compensation he had received was long since dissipated.The great movement for
enclosingcommon land belongs chiefly
to the reignof George
IIL, but it had begun on a large scale under his predecessor.
Only two Enclosure Acts had been psssed under Anne, and only
i Arthur Young's _t_'_
Tour,
_p, 321-324. Nor_/_re_Taue, iv. pp.
293-2973 Tour in _az_e. Bee, too,
FAen's H_. of _ Poor, Thomton's

Gbjer._Pa_&Cionand_r,
Knight's
_ctar_
._r_,t,of J_ufla_d, vol. iv.,
Taine's Anvdsu .R_/ime.

_, re.

I_0_01_.
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sixteen under George I. Under George II. there were no less
than 226, and more than 318,000 acres were enclosed. 1
Though the population of London was little more than a
seventh of what it now is, the magnitude of the city relatively
to the other towns of the kingdom was much greater than at
present.
Under the Tudors and the Stuarts many attempts had
been made to cheek its growth by proclamations forbidding the
erection of new houses, or the entertaining
of additional inmates, and peremptorily enjoining the country gentry to return
to their homes in order _to perform the duties of their several
charges ....
to be a comfort unto their neighbours ....
to
renew and revive hospitality
in their respective counties.'
Many proclamations of this kind had been issued during the
first half of the seventeenth century, but the last occasion in
which the royal prerogative was exercised to prevent the extension of London beyond its ancient limits appears to have been
in 1674. 2 From that time its progress was unimpeded, and
Davenant in 1685 combated the prevalent notion that it was
an evil. a The cities of Lo_, _ and Westminster, which had
originally been far apart, were lhlly joined in the early years of
the seventeenth centl_ry, partly, it is said, through the great
number of Scotch who came to London on the accession of
James I., and settled chiefly along the Strand. 4 The quarter
now occupied by St. James's Square, Pall Mall, St. James's Street,
and Arlington Street, was pasture land till about 1680. Evelyn,
writing in 1684, stated that London had nearly doubled in his
own recollection ;5 but in the beginning of the eighteenth
century Hackney, Newington,
Marylebone, Islington, Chelsea,
and Kensington
were still rural villages, far removed from
the metropolis.
Marylebone, which was probably the nearest,
was separated from it by a full mile of fields. The growth
of London in the first half of the eighteenth
century appears
to have been chiefly in the direction of Deptford, Hackney,
and Bloomsbury.
It spread also on the southern bank of the
]_oCulloc_s _ati_l
Account
iv. 660, G76, 679, 742, 743.
of the -Brit_h _2ire,
i. 550.
, .Essay _2on Wa.y_ and Mear_.
Eden's///_t.
af the Paar, i. 136* Howell's Y_ouel_r_2olis (1657), p.
137. Craik's _t.
of C__r_eree, ii.
346.
I14. i_ee,
too,on the alarm feltat
6 Evelyn's]Dialed,
June 12,16_¢.
theIncreaseof London. _ParL ITurt.
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Thames after the building of Westminster Bridge in 1736_
and especially in the quar_r of the rich, which was extending
steadily towards the west. Horace Walpole mentions that when,
in the reign of Charles IL, Lord Burlington built his great house
in Piccadilly, he was asked why he placed it so far out of town,
and he answered, because he was determined to have no building beyond him.
In little more than half a century Burlington
House was so enclosed with new streets that it was in the heart
of the west end of London. ! In the reign of Queen Anne,
the most fashionable quarters were Bloomsbury Square, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Soho Square, and Queen's Square, _%stminster.
In the reign of George IL they included Leicester
Fields, Golden Square, and Chafing Cross. Pall Mall, till the
middle of the century, was a fashionable promenade.
Among
other amusements,
smock-racing
by women was kept up there
tilt 1733. 2
The great nobles whose houses once fringed
the Strand
generally moved westward.
Cavendish, Hanover, and Grosvenor
Squares, as well as New Bond Street, the upper part of Piccadilly,
the greater part of Oxford Street, and many contiguous streets
were built in the first half of the eighteenth century ; but Portman
Square was not erected till about 1764,nor Berkeley Square till
1798.
On the present site of Curzon Street and of the adjoining streets, May fair, with one short intelzuption,
was annually
celebrated till 1756.
It lasted for s/x weeks, and did much to
demoralise the neighbourhood,
which was also greatly injured
by the crowds of ruffians who passed through that quarter to
witness the frequent executions at Tyburn.
In 1748 we find
Chesterfield, whose house stood near the border of May t_air,
complaining bitterly that the neighbouring
district was full of
thieves and murderers. 3 It appears from a map of London,
published in 1733, 4 that there then were no houses to the north
of Oxford Street, except the new quarter of Cavendish Square
which formed a sm_.ll promontory bounded by Marylebone
Street on the north and by Oxford Street on the south, and
extending from Vere Street on the west to near the site which
'A,ecdot_ o] P_g.
'Andrews's 2_Mev_
p. 62.

_

' Dome's T._fe_n_ Y.._tt_ of-_Ir_.
_l_,
pp. 27_-27G_
4 8eymour's 8u_vay of London.
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is now occupied by Portland Road. Moving on eastw_xd the
northern frontier line of London touched _Iontague House, now
the British Museum.
It then gradually ascended, passed a few
lanes to the north of Clerkenwell Green, and finally reached
Hoxton, which was connected by some scattered houses with
the metropolis.
To the east, London stretched far into Whitechapel Street, Ratcliffe Highway, and Wapping, which, however,
,_e_e divided from oue auoth_ b_ _ge oI_u _'f_,.
'_ _-_,
the new quarter of Grosvenor Square extended close to Hyde
Park, and there were also a few houses clustered about Hyde
Park Corner, but most of the space between Grosvenor Square
and what is now called Piccadilly I was open ground.
Along
the Westminster bank of the river the town reached as far as
the Horseferry opposite Lambeth.
London Bridge was still the
only bridge across the Thames, and the only considerable
quarter on the southern side of the river was in its neighbourhood. Except a few scattered villages, open fields extended
over all the ground which is now occupied by the crowded
thoroughfares of Belgravia, Chelsea, and Kensington, and by
the many square miles of houses which stretch along the nort_
of London from St. John's Wood to Hackney.
No less than eight parishes were added between the Revolution and the death of George II., _ and many signs indicate the
rapid extension of the town.
The number of hackney coaches
authorised in London, which was only 200 in 1652, was 800 in
1715, s and the number of sedan chairs was raised from 200 in
1694 to 400 in 1726. 4 A traveller noticed, about 1724, that
while in Paris, Brussels, Rome, and Vienna_ coaches could only
be hired by the day, or at least by the hour, in London they
stood at the corner of every street. 5 The old water-supply
being found inadequate for the wants of the new western quarter,
a company was founded in 1722, and a reservoir formed in Hyde
Park. _ Above all, in 1711 a most important step was taken in
the interests of civilisation by the full organisation of a London
The street
was then House.
only called
: Macpherson,ii.
Piccadillyto
Devonshire
The
Ibid. ii. 655_ iiL449;
134.iii. 14.
continuation
was calledPortugal _ Macky's
J_r_,_ _
E-_$Street, and near Hyde Park, the /snd, i. 168_ Muralts _¢_r_ o_ _/w
F,xster Road.
J_y/_ p. S4.
Craik's_r_st.of C_,
ii. 215.
_ Macpherson,iii. 121.
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penny post. 1 Great progress was mad% as we have already seen,
in the first half of the eighteenth
century in lighting
the streets
and protecting
the passengers,
but very little was done to embeUish

the city.

The pavement

was scandalously

inferior

to that

of the great towns of the Continent,
while the projecting
gutters
from the roofs of the houses made the streets almost impassable
in the rain, and it was not until the first years of George IIL
that

these

during

evils

the

were

remedied

ascendancy

by law. _

of Vanb_lgh

was

Architectural
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taste
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not
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had for centuries
been a collection

At the Tower, it is true, there
of wild animals, which many

generations

regarded

among
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of

the sights

language.

country

visitors

of London

that

The lions of the

, Compare Macpherson, ii. 608;
ifi. 13. The penny post was first
instituted in 1682 as a private enterprise byan upholsterer named Murray,
who assigned it to one Dockwra, and
Government ultimately adopted it.
Its first mention in the Statute Book
is in 1711.
Pugh's YAle of Ha_tvay, pp. 127o
139. See too the description of the
state of the streets in Gay's T_via.
Macpherson's .Br_. of Commerce, ill
360,477.
s Macaulay has noticed (c. iiL),
on _e authority ot Duke Co,too, the
_ofthebricIrsoft_cltywhich
was destroyed by the Kre. Muro,
dh in
the very beginning of the eighteenlh
century (p. 76_ declaL-_ that Lon.

as

so pre-eminent

it has even

left its trace upon

Tower

the

are

origin

of that

don houses seldom last more than
forty or fifty years, and sometimes
drop before the end of that term.
The author of the I_ter8 C_neern_ng
the l_esent _tafe of _agland (1772),
says: 'The material of all common
edifices, viz. bricks, are most insuffer.
ably bad, to a degree that destroys
the beauty of half the buildings about
town, ma_ng them seem of dirt and
mud rather than brick ....
A taw
might surely be enacted against
using or making such detestable
materials, by having all bric_.ksundergo a _u_vey o_ examinatio_ before
saJe, that are made in London'
(p. 241).
_ Ra/mbk% No. 124.

ex. _v.

O01_'I_E-tIOUSI_8---_'_tlON_

HOURS._
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application of the term ' lion' to any conspicuousspectacle or
personage, which has long since become lmiversaL
A much
larger propo_ion of amusements than at presen_ were carried
on in the open air. Besides the popular gatherings of May fair,
Bartholomew fair, and Southwark fair, there were the public
gardens of Vauxhall and of Ranelagh, which occupy so prominent
a place in the pictures of fashionable life by Fielding, Walpole_
Goldsmith, Lady W. Montagu, and Miss Burney, and also the
less famous entertainments
of Marylebone Gardens, and of
Cuper's Gardens on the Lambeth side of the Thames. Vauxhall
dated from the midd]e of the seventeenth century, but Ranelagh
Gardens, which occupied part of the present site of the gardens
of Chelsea Hospital, were only opened in 1742.
Coffee-houses,
though apparently less conspicuous centres of news_ politics,
and fashion than they had been under Anne, were still very
numerous.
At the present day every traveller is struck with
the almost complete absence in London of this element of
Continental life, but in the early years of the eighteenth century
coffee-houses were probablymore prominent in London than in
any ether city in Europe. A writer who described the metropolis
in 1708, not much more than fifty years after the first coffeehouse had been established in England, estimated the number
of these institutions
at nearly 3,000. I
The fashionable hours were becoming steadily later. Colley
Cibber, in describing
the popularity of Kynaston,
a favourite
actor of female parts under Charles II., mentions that ladies of
quality were accustomed to take him with them in their coaches
to Hyde Park in his theatrical
habit after the play, which they
could then do_ as the play began at four o'clock2
_The landmarks of our fathers,' wrote Steele in 1710, ' are removed, and
planted further up in the day . . . in my own memory the
diuner hour has crep_ by degrees from _welve o'clock to three.
Where it will fix nobody knows.' 3 In the reign of George II.
the most fashionable dinner hour appears to have been four.
The habits of all classes were becoming less simple.
Defoe
l _ttolx's ._'e_r_
V_v of Zo_a,on_i.
p. 30. Many particulars re/sting to
these coffee-houseswill be found in
Timbs's_b Z4f_ {n London.

I Cibber's Apol_jy, e_ _.
s Ya_/_, _No.263. /n the country
the old hours seem to have gone on.
Pope,in his _/ns_/_$oMrs.l_lo_n_,on
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noticed that witlfiu the memory of men still living the apprentices of shopkeepers and warehousemen habitua!]y served
the famih'es of their masters at table, and discharged other
menial functions which in the reign of George I. they would
have indignantly spurned. 1 The merchants who had hitherto
lived in the city near their counting-houses,
began, early in
the eighteenth
century, to migrate to other quarters, though
they at first seldom went further
than Hatton
Garden2
Domestic service was extremely disorganised.
Almost all the
complaints on this subject, which in our own day we hear upon
every side and which are often cited as conclusive proofs of
the degeneracy
of the English people, were quite as loud
and as emphatic a hunched and fifty years ago as at present.
It was said that while no servants in Europe were so highly
paid or so well fed as the English, none were so insolent_
exacting, or nomadic, that the tie of affection between master
and servant was completely broken, that on the smallest provocation or at the hope of the smallest increase of wages, or still
more of vales, the servant threw up his place, and that no other
_ingle cause contributed
so largely to the discomfort of families.
Servants had their clubs, and their societies for maintaining
each other when out of place, and they copied only too faithfully the follies and the vices of their masters.
There were
bitter complai!)ts of how they wore their masters' clothes and
assumed their masters' names, how there were in liveries ' beaux,
fops, and coxcombs, in as high perfection as among people that
kept equipages,' how near the entrance of the law-courts and
the Parliament,
a host of servants kept up ' such riotous clamour and licentious confusion ' that ' one would think there were
no such thing as rule or distinction among us.' _ In the theatres
especially they were a constant source of disturbance.
It was
7_ l_,i_
tonm f_" the _ry,
says--shew_mttop]ainwork
a_l topurt_mo_,
Ol_t._h_rooks,
halls,dullmints,sa_ _
_

_ See Lawrence's.Life of _eld_pig,
p. 66.
I Sp_etatar,No.88, Wo_/d,_o. 157,
Angetoni'sL_t,_rs _ tka _ngl_h, ii.
38-42. Defoe s Bo_
_ $_

Tomuse,,_d spillher_
t_,
Oro'ercoldco_eet_wt_ht_espoon,
Coun_
the_ ek_k.auddineeast st noon.
_
of the _
of
_/_md, p. 12.

_re_Tangler tVuw_,a. Ge_tl_w_ ,_
_z_ne,
1731, pp. 249-250. Gonzales, a Portuguese traveller who
visited England in 1730, writes:
,As to the common and menial set-

_. _,.
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the custom of the upper classes to send their footmen before
them to keep their places during the first acts of the play, and
they afterwards usually retired to the upper gallery, to which
they claijned the right of free admission. Their constant disorder
led to their expulsion from Drury Lane theatre in 1737, which
they resented by a furious riot. The presence of the Prince and
Princess of Wales was unable to allay the storm, and order was
not restored till twenty-five
or twenty-six persons had been
seriously injured. 1
This state of things was the natural consequence of luxurious
and ostentatious habits, acting upon a national character by no
means peculiarly adapted to domestic service.
There were, however, also several special causes at work_ which made the condition of domestic service a great national evil. The most
conspicuous were the custom of placing servants on board
wages_ which was very prevalent
in the beginning
of the
century, and which encouraged
them to frequent clubs and
taverns; the constant attendance
of servants upon their mistresses in the great scenes of fashionable dissipation; the law
which communicated
to the servants of peers and Members of
Parliament the immunity from arrest for debt enjoyed by their
masters; and, above all, the system of vales, which made servants in a great degree independent
of their masters.
This
system had been carried in England to an extent unparalleled in
Europe; and the great prominence given to it in the literature
of the early half of the eighteenth
century shows how widespread and demoralising it had become.
When dining with his
nearest relation a gentleman was expected to pay the servants
who attended him, and no one of small fortune could accept
many invitations from a great nobleman, on account of the large
stuns which had to be distributed among the numerous domestics.
rants [of London] they have great
wages_ are well _ept and clothed,
but are notwithstanding the plague
of almost everyhouse in town. They
form themselves into societies, or
rather confederacies_ contributing
to the maintenance o_ eac_ other
whenout of pla_e,and if any of them
cannotmanagethe family where they
are entertained as they please, iramediatelythey give notice they will

be gone. There is no speaking
them ; they are above correction..
It is become a commonsaying, "If
my servant ben't _ thief, if he be but
honest,I canbear with other things_"
and, indeed,it is very rare to meet
in Londonwith anhonest servant.'-Pinkerton'sTravo?z.ii. 95.
_ Lawrence's____'fe,
of _e/_J, pp.
63-64. Mrs.Dclany s /_ ¢md {Totvesp_m_e, i. 398-399.
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No feature of English life seemed more revolting or astonishing
to foreigners than an English entertainment
where the guests,
often uuder the eyes of the host, passed fi'om the drawing-room
through a double row of footmen, each one of them expect.
ing and receiving his fee. It was said that a foreign minister,
dining on a great occasion with a nobleman of the highest
rank, usually expended in this way as much as ten g_fineas, that
a sum of two or three guineas was a common expenditure in
great houses, and that a poor clergyman, invited to dine with
his bishop, not unfrequently spent in vales to the servants, at a
single dinner, more than would have fed his family for a week.
Dr. King tells a story of a poor nobleman who in Queen Anne's
time was an intimate friend of the Duke of Ormend, and who
regularly received a guinea with every invitation, for distributiou among the servants of his host.
The effect of this system
in weakening the authority of masters, and in demoralising servants, was universally recognised, and soon after the middle of
the century a great movement arose to abolish it, the servants
being compensated by a higher rate of wages.
The movement began among the gentry of Scotland.
The grand jury
of Northumberland
and the grand jury of Wiltshire followed the
example, pledging themselves to discourage the system of vales,
but many years still elapsed before it was finally eradicated.'
Of the sanitary condition of the city it is extremely difficult
to speak with confidence.
There is reason to believe that cleanliness and good ventilation had greatly increased, s and in at least
one respect a marked improvement
of the national health had
recently taken place.
The pla_ae of London was not a single
.Eight f_ter, to l_i# _aee ttw
of ---- on t_e Cu_
of I_il_9/_ng i_ _/and
[by Hanway, the
Persian traveller] (London, 1760).
King's Anaedate, of _ Om_/_ne, pp.
51-5_2. Reresby's Mer_oir#, p. 377.
Ange!oni's Le_t_$ on t/w/_uj/44OgiL

yards, and pipes for conveyingplenty
of fresh water to keep themcleanand
sweet; manylate stately edifices,large
clean courts,lofty rooms, large sashlight_, _c., and many excellent conveniences bothby land and water,for
supplying the city with fresh pro-

pl_ 38-42. l_'br/d,No.60. Con_r,
_o. 70. Dodsley's_.9/t /Afa bo/o_v
_SgeA_.Robertss _ei_l _. of _Jw
8ov_/lem Gou_ie,,
pp._4.
2 , Mm_yof it_ streets have been
widened,madestraight, raised,paved
with ea,y d_ment_ to em_d off the
w_tor; besides wells in most public

_:n_u_t mot_lerateprices.., must
con " te t a littie to make the
city more healthy.'--Short's Comps.
ra_veH4,t.
¢r_k,I_rea, e andDeerea_e _ Mam_i_,d in 2_land md
Abroad (1767),p. 20. See, too, M.d..pherson_s Anal, of Co_,,eree., m.
_1.

or isolated outburst.
It had been chronic in London during
the whole of the seventeenth
century, and though greatly
dhninished had not been extirpated by the fire.
By the
beginning of the eighteenth century it completely disappea_-_d,
and it was noticed that from this time the deaths from colic
and dysentery decreased with an extraordinary rapidity. In each
successive decennial period in the first half of the elgh_eenth
century the annual average of deaths from this source was much
less than in the preceding one, and the average in the laBt decennial period is said to have been little more than a tenth of what
it had been in the first one. 1 The statistics, however, both of
disease and of population, were so fluctuating and so uncertain
that it is rash to base much upon them.
It appears, however,
evident that the mortality of the towns as compared with the
country, and the mortality
were considerably greater

of infants as compared with adults,
than at present, _ and also that the

population of London in the second quarter of the century, if ig
did not, as was often said, absolutely decrease, at least advanced
much less rapidly than in the first quarter.
The great spread
of gin-drinking
was followed both by a serious diminution
in
the number of births, and by a great increase in the number of
deaths, and was, no doubt, regarded, with justice, as the chief
enemy of the public health. _ Medical science had been some_
Heberden's
Obse.m_t_n_
_ t_
I_rease
a_td Decrease (f 2_iffe_'en_
_s_es
(1801).
This
eminent
authority, having given many statistics on the subject, concludes : ' The
cause of so great an alteration
in the
health of the people of England (for
it is not confined to the metropolis)
I have no hesitation in attributing
to
the improvements
which have gradually taken place, not only in London
but in all the _eat towns_ and in the
manner
of living
throughout
the
kingdom;
particularly
in respect to
cleanliness and ventilation'
(_p. 35).
See the article on Vital Bt atistic_s,
in MeCulloch's
_tat_t_vat
Account ,f
_e B_i_k
_pire,
and Short's C_ml_aeat_w Ht_tary. According to Short,
'the cities and great towns in the
kingdom may be deemed as so many
slaughterhouses
of the people of the
aation' (p. 22).

s Dr. Short says the passion for
spirituous liquors 'began to diffuse
its pernicious
effects in 1724, at the
very time when the city began to be
more fruitful and healthy than it had
been since
the Restoration.
How
powerfully
this poison wrought let
us no_ see. From 1704 to 172_ were
born 336,514, btu_ed 474,125.
Let us
allow fourteen
years for this dire
bane to spread, operate, and become
epidemic; then from 1738 to 1758 were
born 296,831, buried 486,171.
Here
we have two shocking effects of this
bewitching
liquor.
First, here is a
greater barrenness, a decrease or waut
of 40,000 of ordinary births which
the last vicennary
produced, instead
of an increase,
as we had in other
vicennaries.
Secondly, an inorea_
of 12,000 buryings, though there was
so great a defect of birth_°'--Short's
C_m_arat_ve_ _,
p. 21.
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,,what improved, but the practice of lowering the constitution by
excessive bleedings was so general that it may be q uestisned
whether on the whole it did not kill more than it cured.
The
great progress of botany had, as was natural_some effect upon it.
A garden of medical plants was created at Chelsea by the
Company of Apothecaries
as early as 1673, and it was greatly
improved in the early years of the eighteenth century, chiefly by
the instrumentality
of Sir Hans Sloane.
This very remarkable
man was almost equally distinguished
as a physician and as a
botanist_ and among other services to medicine he greatly extended the use of Peruvian bark. 1 A still more important fact
in the history of English medicine was the increased study o_
anatomy.
The popular prejudice against dissection which had
for centuries
paralysed and almost prevented this study still
ran so high in England that in spite of the number of capital
plm_hments,
it was only with great difficulty the civil power
could accommodate
surgeons with proper sulojects, and all
publicity was studiously avoided.
No ]_ngllsh artist_ unless he
desired to hold up to abhorrence the persons whose portraits he
drew, would have painted such a subject as the famous study of
anatomy by Rembrandt.
With such a state of feeling it is not
surprising that the English medical school, in the beginning of
the eighteenth
century, should have been far inferior to that
which gathered round the chair of Boerhaave at Leyden.
In the
reign of Queen Anne, however, a French refugee surgeon, named
Bussi_re, began for the first time to give public lectures on
anatomy in England, and the example was speedily followed by
two anatomists of great ability. _ Cheselden commenced_ i'n
1711, a series of lectures on anatomy, which continded for twenty
years.
The first Monro opened a similar course at Edinburgh
in 1719, and a _schcol of medicine arose in that city which in
the latter part of the century had no superior in Europe.
The
passion for anatomy was shown in the illegal efforts made
to obtain bodies for dissection ; and Shenstone in one of his
! Putt_ey, _Prayreuof _utany _
]g_g_nd, ii. 85, 99-10_
2 Nic2mls' Z4_
A_od_te#
_
__
C_t_,
iv. 618.

C_._tu_y, iL 10. Charles II. h_l
given the Royal Society the privilege
of taking bodies of malefactorsfor
anatomical purposes. Hatton's 2__v

rv.
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elegies_ complains bitterly
of the frequent violation of t_he
tomb. 1
In the first half of the eighteenth century also the first
serious attempt was made to restrain the small-pox_ which had
long been one of the greatest scourges of Europe.
Inoeulation_
as is well known, was introduced into England from Turkey by
Lady Mary Montagu, and by Dr. Maitland, the physician of
the Embassy, and the son of the former, afterwards the famous
traveller, was the first English subject who was inoculated.
On
her return to England in 1722, Lady Mary Montagu laboured
earnestly to propagate the system_ and the Princess of Wales,
afterwards Queen Caroline, whose mind was always open to new
ideas and who exhibited no small courage in carrying them out,
at once perceived the importance of the discovery. She obtained
permission to have the experiment tried on five erlmluals who had
been condemned fo death, a_d who were pardoned on condition of
undergoing it.
In four cases it was perfectly successful, and the
remaining criminal confessed that she had had the disease when
a child.
The physicians, however, at first generally discouraged the
practice.
Popular feeling was vehemently roused against it,
and some theologians denounced it as tempting Providence by
artificially superinducing
disease, endeavouring
to counteract
a Divine visitation, and imitating the action of the devil, who
caused boils to break out upon the body of Job. Sir Hans
Sloane, however, _ally recognised the value of inoculation, and
the Princess of Wales had two of her children inoculated in the
very beginnlng of the movement.
This act exposed her to no
little obloquy, but it had some effect in encouraging the practice,
and the adhesion of Madox, the Bishop of Worcester, was useful
in counteracting the theological prejudice it had aroused.
Still
for some years it advanced very slowly.
Only 845 persons were
inoculated in England in the eight years that followed its introduction, and it seemed likely altogether to die out when news
arrived that some of the planters in the West Indies had made
use of it for their slaves with complete success
From tb_s
time the tide turned.
In 1746 a small-pox hospital was fo_mded
in London for the purpose of inoculation, and in 1754 the
, Elegy xxii.
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College of Physicians pronounced in its favour.
It had,
however, long to struggle _gainst a violent prejudice in the
country, and as late as 1765 only 6,000 persons had been inoculated in Scotland.
This prejudice was less unreasonable than has been supposed.
Though some patients
diedfrom inoculation,
if_efficacy
in securing thosewho underwent the operationfrom one of the most
deadlyof diseases
was unquestionable.
Itwas,however_onlyvery
partially
practised,
and as_s objectwas toproducein thepatient
thedisease
ina mitigatedform,ithad theeffect
of greatlymulti.
plyingcentresof infection,
and thuspropagatingtheveryevilit
was intendedto arrest.To thosewho were wiseenough toavail
themselvesof it,it wasa greatblessing;but to thepoor and the
ignoranf_
who repudiatedit,itwas a scourge,
and forsome years
al_r it was widelyintroduced,
the deathsfrom small-poxwere
found rapidlyto increase.If inoculation
can be regardedasa
nationalbenefititwas chiefly
becauseitledtheway to thegreat
discovery
of Jenner.I
It was in thisrespectsomewhat characteristic
ofthe period
in which itarose. One of the most remarkablefeatures
of the
first
sixtyyears ofthe eighteenthcenturyisthe greatnumber
of new powers or influences
thatwere then calledintoactionof
which the fullsignificance
was only perceivedlong afterwards.
It was in thisperiodthatRussiabegan to interveneactively
in
Western politics,
and Prussia to emerge from the crowd of
obscure German Sta_esinto a positionof commanding eminence. It was in thisperiodthatthe first
stepswere takenin
many works which were destined in succeedinggenerations
to exercisethe widest and most abiding influenceon human
affairs.
It was then that the English Deists promulgated
doctrines which led the way to the great movement of European
scepticism, that Diderot founded the French Encyclopedia, that
Voltaire began his crusade against the dominant religion of

I Lady M. W. Montagu's
Wo¢,_
(Lord Wharncliffe's
ed.), i. pp, xxit.
55-60, 391--393. Baron's Z_¢e of
Je_,
vol. i. 230-233.
Ge_l_ra_'#
Maga_,
_vii.
409.
Haygarth
on

_g_.t_
Cer_z_/, iv. 625. Niehol;"
L/t_
/tl_tratiw,_,
i. 277-_8
_,roltah_'s
I_es
s_ _ssA_/_ti_,
te'h
xi._ Heberden_s
Ob*e_
o. _hR
I_
and _Decrevae o/ 2_ea*e,

_ux_Z S_r.//-po_
(179_ vol.i.p.31.
_ichols _terar_
.,-i_eedcte#
of _I_

p. _6.
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Christ.._ndom; that a few obscure Quakers began the long
• struggle for the abolition of slavery; that Wesley sowed the
first seeds of religious revival in England,
Without any great
or salient revolutions the aspect of Europe was slowly changing,
and before the middle of the century had arrived both the
balance of power and the lines of division and antagonism were
profoundly modified.
Industrial
interests and the commercial
spirit had acquired a new preponderance in polities, and theological irdtuence had at least proportionately declined.
The
fear of Mohammedan
aggression, which was one great source
of theological passions in Christendom, had now passed away.
The power of the Turks was broken by the war which ended in
the Peace of Carlowitz, and eighteen years later by the victories
of Eugene, and although
they waged a successful war with
Austria in 1739, their triumph was much more due to the disorganisation
of their opponents than to their own strength.
Among Christian sects the frontier lines were now clearly traced.
In Germany, as we have seen, the political position of Protestantism at the time of the Revolution appeared very precarious, and a new danger arose when the Sovereign of Saxony
bartered his faith for the crown of Poland.
But this danger
had wholly passed.
The elevation of Hanover into an Electorate and of Prussia into a kingdom, the additional strength
acquired by Hanover through its connection with England, and
tlm rapid development of the greatness of Prussia, would have
secured German Protestantism
from danger even if the zeal of
the Catholic States had not greatly abated.
The only religious
war of the period broke out in Switzerland in 1712, and it ended
in the complete triumph
of the Protestant
cantons, and the
spirit of fanaticism and of persecution had everywhere declined.
Two Protesf, ant States, however, which had played a great and
noble part in the history of the seventeenth
century had sunk
gradually into compara¢.ive insignificance.
Sweden never recovered the effects of its disastrous war with Russia.
Holland.
through causes that were partly political and partly economical,
had ceased to exercise any great influence beyond its borders.
France exhibited
some decline of energy and ambition, and a
marked decline of administrative
and military ability ; and some
VOL. I,
pp
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of the elemenfs of decomposition
might be already detected
which led t_ the eouvulsious of the Revohl_ion.
In Eu_laud
the Protestant succession and Parliamentary institutions were
firmly established, aud the position of the country iu Europe
was on the whole sustained.
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